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PEEFACE

rr^HIS volume completes the collection of my Father's published papers.

The two last papers (Nos. 445 and 446) were left ready for the press

but were not sent to any channel of publication until after the Author's

death.

Mr W. F. Sedgwick, late Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, who had

done valuable service in sending corrections of my Father's writings during

his lifetime, kindly consented to examine the proofs of the later papers of

this volume [No. 399 onwards] which had not been printed off at the time

of the Author's death. He has done this very thoroughly, checking the

numerical calculations other than those embodied in tables, and supplying

footnotes to elucidate doubtful or obscure points in the text. These notes

are enclosed in square brackets [ ] and signed W. F. S. It has not been

thought necessary to notice minor corrections.

EAYLEIGH.

Sept. 1920.
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350.

NOTE ON BESSEL'S FUNCTIONS AS APPLIED TO THE
VIBRATIONS OF A CIRCULAR MEMBRANE.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxi. pp. 53—58, 1911.

J

It often happens that physical considerations point to analytical con-

clusions not yet formulated. The pure mathematician will admit that

arguments of this kind are suggestive, while the physicist may regard them

as conclusive.

The first question here to be touched upon relates to the dependence of

the roots of the function Jn{z) upon the order n, regarded as susceptible of

continuous variation. It will be shown that each root increases continually

with n.

Let us contemplate the transverse vibrations of a membrane fixed along

the radii ^ = and 6 = ^ and also along the circular arc r = l. A typical

simple vibration is expressed by*

?<; = /„(/'')). sin ?i6'. cos (/'^O. (1)

where z is a finite root of J„ {z) = 0, and m = 7r//3. Of these finite roots the

lowest z''^' gives the principal vibration, i.e. the one without internal circular

nodes. For the vibration corresponding to z the number of internal nodal

circles is s — 1.

As prescribed, the vibiution (1) has no internal nodal diameter. It might

be generalized by taking n = V7r/j3, where v is an integer ; but for our

purpose nothing would be gained, since /3 is at disposal, and a suitable

reduction of (3 comes to the same as the introduction of v.

In tracing the effect of a diminishing /3 it may suffice to commence at

/S = TT, or n=l. The frequencies of vibration are then proportional to the

roots of the function ./,. The reduction of /3 is supposed to be effected by

* Theory of Sound, §§ 205, 207.

E. VI. 1
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increasing without limit tlie potential energy of the displacement (w) at

every point of the small sector to be cut off. We may imagine suitable

springs to be introduced whose stiffness is gradually increased, and that

without limit. During this process every frequency originally finite must

increase*, finally by an amount proportional to d/3 ; and, as we know, no zero

root can become finite. Thus before and after the change the finite roots

correspond each to each, and every member of the latter series exceeds the

corresponding member of the former.

As /3 continues to diminish this process goes on until when /3 reaches Jtt,

n again becomes integral and equal to 2. We infer that every finite root of

./a exceeds the corresponding finite root of J^. In like manner every finite

root of /a exceeds the corresponding root of Jj, and so onf.

I was led to consider this question by a remark of Gray and MathewsJ

—

" It seems probable that between every pair of successive real roots of .1^

there is exactly one real root of Jn+i- It does not appear that this has been

strictly proved ; there must in any case be an odd number of roots in the

interval." The property just established seems to allow the proof to be

completed.

As regards the latter part of the statement, it may be considered to be

a consequence of the well-known relation

./n+i(^) = ^./.(^)-^«'(4 • (2)

When Jn vanishes, ./„+i has the opposite sign to /„', both these quantities

being finite§. But at consecutive roots of J„, J/ must assume opposite signs,

and so therefore must Jn+i- Accordingly the number of roots of J"„+i in the

interval must be odd.

The theorem required then follows readily. For the first root of J„+j

must lie between the first and second roots of J^. We have proved that

it exceeds the first root. If it also exceeded the second root, the interval

would be destitute of roots, contrary to what we have just seen. In like

manner the second root of /„+i lies between the second and third roots of

Ju, and so on. The roots of /„+! separate those of J„j|.

* Loc. cit. §§ 88, 92 a,

t [1915. Similar arguments may be applied to tesseral spherical harmonics, proportional to

cos s0, where denotes longitude, of fixed order n and continuouslj' variable s.]

J BesseVs Functioiu, 189-5, p. 50.

§ If J",j, ./„+! could vanish together, the sequence formula, (8) below, would require that every
succeeding order vanish also. This of course is impossible, if only because w-hen n is great the

lowest root of J,^ is of order of magnitude n.

II
I have since found in Whittaker's Modern Analysis, §152, another proof of this proposition,

attributed to Gegenbauer (1897).
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The physical argument may easily be extended to show in like manner

that all the finite roots of J^ {z) increase C( )ntinually with n. For this

purpose it is only necessary to alter the boundary condition at r = 1 so as to

make dwjdr = instead of w= 0. The only difference in (1) is that z^ now

denotes a root of /„' {z) = 0. Mechanically the membrane is fixed as before

along 6 = 0, 9 = ^, but all points on the circular boundary are free to slide

transversely. The required conclusion follows by the same argument as was

applied to J^.

It is also true that there must be at least one root of J'n+\ between any

two consecutive roots of ./„', but this is not so easily proved as for the original

functions. If we differentiate (2) with respect to z and then eliminate ./„

between the equation so obtained and the general differential equation, viz.

Jn"+'^Jn+(l-~)Jn=0, (3)
z \ z

we find

1 - 5) A+i + I in' - 1 - 2=) J„' + (l - '^) /„" = 0. . . .(4)

In (4) we suppose that ^^ is a root of Jn, so that J,/ = 0. The argument

then proceeds as before if we can assume that z^ — n^ and z'^ — n (71 + 1) are

both positive. Passing over this question for the moment, we notice that

Jn" and J'n+i have opposite signs, and that both functions are finite. In fact

if Jn" and J",/ could vanish together, so also by (3) would J^, and again by

(2) Jn+i ; and this we have already seen to be impossible.

At consecutive roots of </„', Jn" must have opposite signs, and therefore

also J'n+i- Accordingly there must be at least one root of J'„^i between

consecutive roots of /„'. It follows as before that the roots of J'n+i separate

those of Jn-

It remains to prove that z"- necessarily exceeds ?i(w + 1). That z' exceeds

n'^ is well known*, but this does not suffice. We can obtain what we require

from a formula given in Theory of Sound, 2nd ed. § 339. If the finite roots

taken in order he z^, z^, ... z^, "^'e may write

log /„' (z) = const. + {n-'l)\ogz + t log ( 1 - z^'lz^'),

the summation including all finite values of z^, or on differentiation with

respect to z

Jn" jz) ^ n-1 _ ^
Jn (z) z

'O7

This holds for all values of z. If we put z =n, we get

S-^-, = l, (5)
zj' - n"

* Riemann's PartieUe Differentialgleichungen ; Theory of Sound, § 210.

1-
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since b}? (3)

J,:'i:n)^Jn{n) = -n--\

In (5) all the denominators are positive. We deduce

z-^ — n- z-^ — n' z-^ — n? „

2n z.2—n^ z^ —11^

and therefore

z;^ >n= + 2n>n()i +1).

Our theorems are therefore proved.

If a closer approximation to Zj' is desired, it may be obtained by sub-

stituting on the right of (6) 2;/ for z^ — ii' in the numerators and neglecting

n^ in the denominators. Thus

-^'2"" > 1 + 2" (z,-'+zr- + •••)

> 1 + 2n
I
z,-- + Z.2-"- + zf-^ + ... -

, , ^,
(

11 (n + 2)

Now, as is easily proved from the ascending series for /„',

n+-2
zi - + «2 - + z-r- +...= - '—- -

;4n {n+ 1)

so that finally

z^" > n- + 2» + , ( 7

)

^(n+ l)(« + 2) ^ ^

When n is very great, it will follow from (7) that zi' > 71^+ 3n. Howevei
the approximation is not close, for the ultimate form is*

2r,2 = n2+ [1-6130] „4/3

As has been mentioned, the sequence formula

2»i

y Jn{z)=J,i-Az) + Ja+i(2) (8)

prohibits the simultaneous evanescence of /„_! and ./„, or of .!„_, and J^+i-

The question arises—can Bessel's functions whose orders (supposed integral)

differ by more than 2 vanish simultaneously ? If we change n into n + 1

in (8) and then eliminate ./„, we get

J2
^\'Jn+-> = J„-i + --Jn+->, (9)

from which it appears that if /„_, and J,„+2 vanish simultaneously, then either

Jn+i = 0, which is impossible, or z- = 4/; (n + 1 ). Any common root of ./„_i

and ./„+^ must therefore be such that its square is an integer.

* PIul. Mag. Vol. xx. p. 1003, 1910, equation (8). [1913. A correction is here introduced.

See Nicholson, Phil. Mag. Vol. xxv. p. 200, 1913.]
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Pursuing the process, we find that if ./,i_,, Jn+i have a common root z,

then

(2)1 + 1) z' = 4?i (m + 1) (n + 2 ),

so that z"- is rational. And however far we go, we find that the simultaneous

evanescence of two Bessel's functions requires that the common root be such

that z- satisfies an algebraic equation whose coefficients are integers, the

degree of the equation rising with the difference in order of the functions.

If, as seems probable, a root of a Bessel's function cannot satisfy an

integral algebraic equation, it would follow that no two Bessel's functions

have a common root. The question seems worthy of the attention of

mathematicians.
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HYDRODYNAMICAL NOTES.

[Philosophical Maf/uzins, Vol. xxi. pp. 177—195, 1911.J

Potential and Kinetic Energies of Wave Motion.—Waves moving into Shallower

Water.—Concentrated Initial Disturbance with inclusion of Capillarity.—Periodic Waves

in Deep Water advancing without change of Type.—Tide Races.—B.otational Fluid Motion

in a Corner.—Steady Motion in a Corner of Viscous Fluid.

In the problems here considered the fluid is regarded as incompressible,

and the motion is supposed to take place in two dimensions.

Potential and Kinetic Energies of Wave Motion.

When there is no dispersion, the energy of a progressive wave of any

form is half potential and half kinetic. Thus in the case of a long wave in

shallow water, " if we suppose that initially the surface is displaced, but that

the particles have no velocity, we shall evidently obtain (as in the case of

sound) two equal waves travelling in opposite directions, whose total energies

are equal, and together make up the potential energy of the original dis-

placement. Now the elevation of the derived waves must be half of that of

the original displacement, and accordingly the potential energies less in the

ratio of 4 : 1. Since therefore the potential energy of each derived wave is

one quarter, and the total energy one half that of the original displacement,

it follows that in the derived wave the potential and kinetic energies are

equal " *.

The assumption that the displacement in each derived wave, when
separated, is similar to the original displacement fails when the medium is

dispersive. The equality of the two kinds of energy in an infinite pro-

gressive train of simple waves may, however, be established as follows.

' "On Waves," Phil. Mag. Vol. i. p. 257 (1876) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 2-54.
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Consider first an infinite series of simple stationary waves, of which the
energy is at one moment wholly potential and [a quarter of] a period later

wholly kinetic. If t denote the time and E the total energy, we may write

V..-E,. = E s\TD?nt, F.'E. = E cos- ut.

Upon this superpose a similar system, displaced through a quarter wave-
length in space and through a quarter period in time. For this, taken by
itself, we should have

K.E = E cos- nt, p.E. = E sin= nt.

And, the vibrations being conjugate, the potential and kinetic energies of

the combined motion may be found by simple addition of the components-

and are accordingly independent of the time, and each equal to E. Now the

resultant motion is a simple progressive train, of which the potential and
kinetic energies are thus seen to be equal.

A similar argument is applicable to prove the equality of energies in the

motion of a simple conical pendulum.

It is to be observed that the conclusion is in general limited to vibrations

which are infinitely small.

Waves moving into Sludloiver Water.

The problem proposed is the passage of an infinite train of simple

infinitesimal waves from deep water into water which shallows gradually

in such a manner that there is no loss of energy by reflexion or otherwise.

At any stage the whole energy, being the double of the potential energy, is

proportional per unit length to the square of the height ; and for motion in

two dimensions the only remaining question for our purpose is what are to be

regarded as corresponding lengths along the direction of propagation.

In the case of long waves, where the wave-length (\) is long in comparison

with the depth (I) of the water, corresponding parts are as the velocities of

propagation
( V), or since the periodic time (r) is constant, as X. Conservation

of energy then requires that

(height)'^ X F= constant; (1)

or since Ovaries as I'-', height varies as /"'*.

But for a dispersive medium corresponding parts are not proportional

to V, and the argument requires modification. A imiform regime being

established, what we are to equate at two separated places where the waves

are of different character is the rate of propagation of energy through these

places. It is a general proposition that in any kind of waves the ratio of the

energy propagated past a fixed point in unit time to that resident in unit

* Loc. cit. p. 255.
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length is U, where U is the group-velocity, equal to da/dk, where a = ^irjr,

k = 2Tr/X*. Hence in our problem we must take

height varies as U~'^, (2)

which includes the former result, since in a non-dispersive medium U = V

For waves in water of depth I,

a- = gk tanh kl, (3)

whence 2cr{7/5r = tanh/c/ +H (1 -tanhU-/) (4)

As the wave progresses, cr remains constant, (3) determines k in terms

of I, and U follows from (4). If we write

<^% = ^', (5)

(3) becomes kl . tsiuh kl = V , (6)

and (4) may be written

2aUlg = kl + {l' -r')jkl (7)

By (6), (7) U is determined as a function of I' or by (5) of /.

If kl, and therefore /', is very great, kl = I', and then by (7) if Ho be the

corresponding value of U,

2aU„/g=l, (8)

and in general

UIU„ = kl + {l'-l>)lkl (9)

Equations (2), (5), (6), (9) may be regarded as giving the solution of the

problem in terms of a known a. It is perhaps more practical to replace a in

(5) by Xo, the corresponding wave-length in a great depth. The relation

between a and X, being cr- = lirglX^, we find in place of (5)

r = 2irll\o = hl (10)

Starting in (10) from Xo and I we may obtain /', whence (6) gives kl, and

(9) gives U/Ug. But in calculating results by means of tables of the hyper-

bolic functions it is more convenient to start from kl. We find

kl
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It appears that UjU^ does not differ much from unity between I' = -28 and
?' = 00 , so that the shallowing of the water does not at first produce much
effect upon the height of the waves. It must be remembered, however, that

the wave-length is diminishing, so that waves, even though they do no more

than maintain their height, grow steeper.

Concentrated Initial Disturbance with inclusion of Capillarity.

A simple approximate treatment of the general problem of initial linear

disturbance is due to Kelvin*- We have for the elevation t; at any point w

and at any time t

1 f"
?? = — cos kx cos at dk

7I"Jo

If" If"= s— cos{kx — (Tt)dk-\--^r-\ cos {kx + at) dk, (1)
Ztt J ^V .'

in which cr is a function of k, determined by the character of the dispersive

medium—expressing that the initial elevation (t = 0) is concentrated at the

origin of x. When t is great, the angles whose cosines are to be integrated

will in general vary rapidly with k, and the corresponding parts of the

integral contribute little to the total result. The most important part of the

range of integration is the neighbourhood of places where kx ± at is stationary

with respect to k, i.e. where

-±^S = (2)

In the vast majority of practical applications dajdk is positive, so that if

X and t are also positive the second integral in (1) makes no sensible contri-

bution. The result then depends upon the first integral, and only upon such

parts of that as lie in the neighbourhood of the value, or values, of k which

satisfy (2) taken with the lower sign. If k^ be such a value, Kelvin shows

that the corresponding term in 17 has an expression equivalent to

_COS ((Ti< — ^i* — ^tt)

'^ ~
'^l- 2-n-t d'a/dk,^} '

^"^

a^ being the value of a corresponding to k^.

In the case of deep-water waves where a = \/{gk), there is only one pre-

dominant value of k for given values of x and t, and (2) gives

k, = gflix\ a, = gt/-2x, (4)

making a^t - k^x - ^tt = gt-/ix - Jtt, (5)

and finally '^ =^^ """^ |£ ~
If '

^^^

the well-known formula of Cauchy and Poisson.

'' Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. xlii. p. 80 (1887) ; Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. iv. p. 303.
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In the numerator of ( 3 ) o-j and k^ are functions of x and t. If we inquire

what change (A) in x with t constant alters the angle by 27r, we find

so that by (2) A = 27r/A-,, i.e. the effective wave-length A coincides with that

of the predominant component in the original integral (1), and a like result

holds for the periodic time*- Again, it follows from (2) that k^x - a^t in (3)

may be replaced by k\dx, as is exemplified in (4) and (6).

When the waves move under the influence of a capillary tension T in

addition to gravity,

a^=gk+Tk'lp (7)

p being the density, and for the wave-velocity ( F)

V^ = <7'lk' = g/k + Tk/p, (8)

as first found by Kelvin. Under these circu Distances V has a minimum

value when
f^' = 9plT (9)

The group-velocity U is equal to da/dk, or to d (kV)/dk ; so that when V
has a minimum value, U and V coincide. Referring to this, Kelvin towards

the close of his paper remarks " The working out of our present problem for

this case, or any case in which there are either minimums or maximums, or

both maximums and minimums, of wave-velocity, is particularly interesting,

but time does not permit of its being included in the present communication."

A glance at the simplified form (3) shows, however, that the special case

arises, not when F is a minimum (or maximum), but when U is so, since then

d-a/dki" vanishes. As given by (3), tj would become infinite—an indication

that the approximation must be pursued. If k = ki + ^, we have in general

in the neighbourhood of ki ,

ka:-at = k,x-a,t+{x-t'^j^-j'--,,^J^-^-^^§^jK ...(10)

In the present case where the term in p disappears, as well as that in ^, we

get in place of (3) when t is great

cos (kiX - o-ji) r+'"
77 = ^ r cos a^ da, (11)

27r{i.td'a/dk,'\ij -a.
'

varying as, t' '' instead of as t~ ^.

The definite integral is included in the general form

2 ^ /1\ TT
cos a'". da= ~T [

—
] con^ , (12)

K m yinj Im. ^

Cf. Green, Proc. Roy. Soc. Ed. Vol. xxix. p. 44.5 (1909).
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giving

_Qosa^c^a=y/(|); [^"cos tf . da= -| T Q) (13)

The former is employed in the derivation of (3).

The occurrence of stationary values of ?7 is determined from (7) by means
of a quadratic. There is but one such value ( U„), easily seen to be a minimum,
and it occurs when

^— {Vf-llf = -1547^ (14)

On the other hand, the minimum of V occurs when k'^ = gp/T simply.

When t is great, there is no important effect so long as a: (positive) is less

than U„t. For this value of x the Kelvin formula requires the modification

expressed by (11). When oc is decidedly greater than Uot, there arise two

terms of the Kelvin form, indicating that there are now two systems of waves

of different wave-lengths, effective at the same place.

It will be seen that the introduction of capillarity greatly alters the

character of the solution. The quiescent region inside the annular waves is

easily recognized a few seconds after a very small stone is dropped into smooth

water*, but I have not observed the duplicity of the annular waves them-

selves. Probably the capillary waves of short wave-length are rapidly damped,

especially when the water-surface is not quite clean. It would be interesting

to experiment upon truly linear waves, such as might be generated by the

sudden electrical charge or discharge of a wire stretched just above the

surface. But the full development of the peculiar features to be expected on

the inside of the wave-system seems to require a space larger than is con-

veniently available in a laboratory.

Periodic Waves in Deep Water advancing without change of Type.

The solution of this problem when the height of the waves is infinitesimal

has been familiar for more than a century, and the pursuance of the approxi-

mation to cover the case of moderate height is to be found in a well-known

paper by Stokesf. In a supplement published in 1880J: the same author

treated the problem by another method in which the space coordinates x, y

are regarded as functions of ^, -^ the velocity and stream functions, and

carried the approximation a stage further.

In an early publication§ I showed that some of the results of Stokes'

first memoir could be very simply derived from the expression for the

* A checkered background, e.g. the sky seen through foliage, shows the waves best,

t Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans. Vol. viii. p. 441 (1817) ; Matli. and Phys. Papers, Vol. i. p. 197.

J Loc. cit. Vol. 1. p. 314.

§ Phil. Mag. Vol. i. p. 257 (1876) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 262. See also Lamb's

Hydrodynamics, § 230.
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stream-function in terms of x and y, and lately I have found that this method

may be extended to give, as readily if perhaps less elegantly, all the results

of Stokes' Supplement.

Supposing for brevity that the wave-length is 27r and the velocity of

propagation unity, we take as the expression for the stream-function of the

waves, reduced to rest,

\lr = y —ae~y cos X — ^e~-y cos "ix — •y e~^y cos 3«, (1)

in which x is measured horizontally and y vertically downwards. This

expression evidently satisfies the differential equation to which -^ is subject,

whatever may be the values of the constants a, /3, 7. From (1) we find

W- - 2gy = (d^/dxf + (dir/dyf - 2gy

= l-2-\lr + -2{l-g)y + 2/3e-"-' cos 2x + iye-'^ cos 3a.-

+ o?e-'y + 4/3=e-'2' -f- Qy"e-^y + 4^a/3e-"J cos x

+ 6aye-'ycos2x + 12l3ye-'^Vcosx (2)

The condition to be satisfied at a free surface is the constancy of (2).

The solution to a moderate degree of approximation (as already referred

to) may be obtained with omission of /3 and 7 in (1), (2). Thus from (1) we
get, determining i/r so that the mean value of y is zero,

y = a(l + |a2)cos X — |a^cos 2a;-|-|a3cos 3,r, (3)

which is correct as far as a* inclusive.

If we call the coefficient of cos x in (3) a, we may write with the same

approximation

y = a cos X — ^a- cos 2j' -i- ^a? cos 3« (4)

Again from (2) with omission of /3, 7,

If — 2gy = const. + 2 (1 — g — a- — a'^)y + a.-^ cos 2,/; — a a= cos 3x (5)

It appears from (5) that the surface condition may be satisfied with a only,

provided that a* is neglected and that

l-^-«— (6)

In (6) a may be replaced by a, and the equation determines the velocity

of propagation. To exhibit this we must restore generality by introduction

of k (= 27r/X) and c the velocity of propagation, hitherto treated as unity.

Consideration of " dimensions " shows that (6) becomes

kc^ —g — a-c-k' = 0, (7)

or c'' = glk.(l +k-a'') (8)

Formulae (4-) and (8) are those given by Stokes in his first memoir.

By means of /3 and 7 the surface condition (2) can be satisfied with

inclusion of a* and a^, and from (5) we see that /S is of the order a* and 7 of
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the order a'. The terms to be retained in (2), in addition to those given

in (5), are

2/S (1 — 2y) cos 2x + ^7 cos S.c + 4a/S cos x

= 2/3 cos 2ic — 2a/3 (cos x + cos 3a;) + 4^ cos 3a; + 4a/8 cos a?.

Expressing the terms in cos x by means of y, we get finally

U'^ — 2gy = const. -\- 2y {\ — g — a- — a.^ -\- ^)

+ (a'» + 2/3) cos 2a: + (47 - ^ a= - 2a/3) cos 3a' (9)

In order to satisfy the surface condition of constant pressure, we must

take

/3 = -l.^ 7=A«=> (10)
and in addition

1 _^_a2-|a-'=0, (11)

correct to 0? inclusive. The expression (1) for -v/r thus assumes the form

^ =y — ae~y cos X -\- ^a-'e~-^cos 2a; — JjO'e""'^ cos 3a;, (12)

from which y may be calculated in terms of x as far as a? inclusive.

By successive approximation, determining -v/r so as to make the mean

value of y equal to zero, we find as far as a''

y =[a. + |a^) cos x — {\o?+ |a^) cos 2a; + |a^ cos 3a.' — \a* cos 4a:, . . . (13)

or, if we write as before a for the coefficient of cos x,

i/ = acosa: — (^a- + -||a.'')cos 2a; + |a^cos3a' — -|^a^cos4a;, ...(14)

in agreement with equation (20) of Stokes' Supplement.

Expressed in terms of a, (11) becomes

g=l-a'-\a^ (15)

or on restoration of k, c,

g = kc''- k'aV- - ^lifia'c". (16)

Thus the extension of (8) is

c"- = g/k.{l +k"-a''+ik'a'), (17)

which also agrees with Stokes' Supplement.

If we pursue the approximation one stage further, we find from (12) terms

in a.\ additional to those expressed in (13). These are

, f
373 243 „ 125 „

] ^^„_
^ "" 6~32 °°® *' "*"

128
°°®

12".\32 °°^
J

^ ^

It is of interest to compare the potential and kinetic energies of waves

* [1916. Burnside {Proc. Land. Math. Soc. Vol. xv. p. 26, 1916) throws doubts upon the

utility of Stokes' series.]
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that are not infinitely small. For the stream-function of the waves regarded

as progressive, we have, as in (1),

•Jf = - ae~" cos {x — ct) + terms in a.\

so that

(dl/^/d«)=+((i^/^/rft/)« = a2c-^^'^- terms in a?.

Thus the mean kinetic energy per length x measured in the direction of

propagation is

f I

dx [
e-'vdy = "'

\dx e-"-y = °-^ [ dx(l -2y + 2/-) = | L + 2
[
y'dxl

,

where y is the ordinate of the surface. And by (3)

Hence correct to a*,

K.E. = Ja-(l+a'0,r (19)

Again, for the potential energy

P-E- = i5'j y'dx=yx{^a'- + l;a'y,

or since ^ = 1 — a^

¥.-E. = -la-(l + ^a'-)x (20)

The kinetic energy thus exceeds the potential energy, when a* is retained.

'fide Races.

It is, I believe, generallj' recognized that seas are apt to be exceptionally

heavy when the tide runs against the wind. An obvious explanation may be

founded upon the fact that the relative motion of air and water is then

greater than if the latter were not running, but it seems doubtful whether

this explanation is adequate.

It has occurred to me that the cause may be rather in the motion of the

stream relatively to itself e.g. in the more rapid movement of the upper strata.

Stokes' theory of the highest possible wave shows that in non-rotating water

the angle at the crest is 120' .and the height only moderate. In such waves

the surface strata have a mean motion forwards. On the other hand, in

Gerstner and Rankine's waves the fluid particles retain a mean position, but

here there is rotation of such a character that (in the absence of waves) the

surface strata have a relative motion backwards, i.e. against the direction of

propagation*. It seems possible that waves moving against the tide may
approximate more or less to the Gerstner type and thus be capable of

acquiring a greater height and a sharper angle than would otherwise be

expected. Needless to say, it is the steepness of waves, rather than their

* Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 247.
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mere height, which is a source of inconvenience and even danger to small

craft.

The above is nothing more than a suggestion. I do not know of any

detailed account of the special character of these waves, on which perhaps a

better opinion might be founded.

Rotational Fluid Motion in a Corner.

The motion of incompressible inviscid fluid is here supposed to take place

in two dimensions and to be bounded by two fixed planes meeting at an

angle a. If there is no rotation, the stream-function i/r, satisfying V'^-v^ = 0,

may be expressed by a series of terms

?•"'" sin Trd/a, r-"'" sin ^irOja, . . . r™!'^ sin mrOja,

where n is an integer, making T|r = when 9 =(i on 6 = a. In the immediate

vicinity of the origin the first term predominates. For example, if the angle

be a right angle,

f-==rHm2e='ixy, (1)

if we introduce rectangular coordinates.

The possibility of irrotational motion depends upon the fixed boundary

not being closed. If a < tt, the motion near the origin is finite ; but if a > tt,

the velocities deduced from <\r become infinite.

If there be rotation, motion may take place even though the boundary be

closed. For example, the circuit may be completed by the arc of the circle

r = 1. In the case which it is proposed to consider the rotation (o is uniform,

and the motion may be regarded as steady. The stream-function then

satisfies the general equation

V-f = d'f/dx' + d'fldy' = 2w, (2)

or in polar coordinates

d-y\r I djr l^ d-f __ ^

df'^r dr^r^ d6- ^
^"^ ^'

When the angle is a right angle, it might perhaps be expected that there

should be a simple expression for -^ in powers of x and y, analogous to (1)

and applicable to the immediate vicinity of the origin
;
but we may easily

satisfy ourselves that no such expression exists*. In order to express the

motion we must find solutions of (3) subject to the conditions that -v/r =

when 6 = and when 6 = a.

For this purpose we assume, as we may do, that

>lr
= SiJnsin n-rrd/a, (4)

* In strictness the satisfaction of (2) at the origin is inconsistent with the evanescence of f on

the rectangular axes.
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where n is integral and E,^ a function of r only ; and in deducing V2,|r we

may perform the differentiations with respect to (as well as with respect

to r) under the sign of summation, since yjr = 0.a,t the limits. Thus

V.^=v(^» + lf.'-!?>„)sm----^ (5)

The right-hand member of (3) may also be expressed in a series of sines

of the form
2a) = Sco/tt . Srr'^ sin iiTrd/cx, (6)

where n is an odd integer; and thus for all values of n we have

^.d'Rn
^

^.dRn nVRn _4>o,
^^

dr- dr n^ mr

The general solution of (7) is

4&)aV-{l-(-l)"l

the introduction of which into (4) gives t/t.

In (8) An and 5„ are arbitrary constants to be determined by the other

conditions of the problem. For example, we might make R„, and therefore

^, vanish when r = r-^ and when r = r^, so that the fixed boundary enclosing

the fluid would consist of two radii vectores and two circular arcs. If the

fluid extend to the origin, we must make 5„ = ; and if the boundary be

completed by the circular arc r = 1, we have An = when ?i is even, and when

n is odd

^.= -^^^.,=0 (9)
mr(-ia- — n-n-)

Thus for the fluid enclosed in a circular sector of angle a and radius unity

t/t = 8&)a- _ -— -sm (10)
mr {ii'tt- — 4a-) a ^

the summation extending to all odd integral values of n.

The above formula (10) relates to the motion of uniformly rotating fluid

bounded by stationary radii vectores at 6 = 0, 9 = a. We may suppose the

containing vessel to have been rotating for a long time and that the fluid

(under the influence of a very small viscosity) has acquired this rotation so

that the whole revolves like a solid body. The motion expressed by (10) is

that which would ensue if the rotation of the vessel were suddenly stopped.

A related problem was solved a long time since by Stokes*, who considered

the irrotational motion of fluid in a revolving sector. The solution of Stokes'

problem is derivable fronj (10) by mere addition to the latter of T/f„= — ^cor",

for then -v/r + t/t, satisfies V- (-v/r + -v/^j) = ; and this is perhaps the simplest

* Camh. Phil. Tram. Vol. vm. p. 533 (1847) ; Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. i. p. 305.
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method of obtaining it. The results are in harmony ; but the fact is not

immediately apparent, inasmuch as Stokes expresses the motion by means of

the velocity-potential, whereas here we have employed the stream-function.

That the subtraction of iwr- makes (10) an harmonic function shows that

the series multiplying /- can be summed. In fact

8a^i
sin (mrd/a)

mr (ftV — 4a'^)

that

cos (261 -a) 1

2 cos a 2
'

)"' cos (20 —a) „ ^ r""'/" sin U'TrOla

^' ^
2 cos a »i7r(«%--4a^)

.(11)

In considering the character of the motion defined by (11) in the immediate

vicinity of the origin we see that if a < \tt, the term in r^ preponderates even

when n= 1. When a= \tt exactly, the second term in (11) and the first

term under S corresponding to n = 1 become infinite, and the expression

demands transformation. We find in this case

-f-/a) = \f -f
^-~ {B - \-ji) cos Id + ?- sin 261

( ;^
lo

2 ^, r™ sin InQ

TT n {rC- — 1)
'

(12)

the summation commencing at n = 3. On the middle line d = Jtt, we have

^/„=|r^_-+^|r-logr-3-g-f^-24-

The following are derived from (13)

:

(13)

r
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When a = 27r, the two bounding radii vectores coincide and the containing

vessel becomes a circle with a single partition wall at ^ = 0. In this case

again the leading term is irrotational, being

i/./„ = - 4~ rism le (15)
'

' 1577

Steady Motion in a Corner of a Viscous Fluid.

Here again we suppose the fluid to be incompressible and to move in two

dimensions free from external forces, or at any rate from such as cannot

be derived from a potential. If in the same notation as before -^ represents

the stream-function, the general equation to be satisfied by i/r is

V*t=0; (1)

with the conditions that when ^ = and 6 =a,

f = 0, df/dO=0 (-2)

It is worthy of remark that the problem is analytically the same as that of

a plane elastic plate clamped at ^ = and 6 = a, upon which (in the region

considered) no external forces act.

The general problem thus represented is one of great difficulty, and all

that will be attempted here is the consideration of one or two particular

cases. We inquire what solutions are possible such that yjr, as a function

of r (the radius vector), is proportional to r'"^. Introducing this supposition

into (1), we get

{«. + |j{(«.-2y^ + |,}^ = 0, (3)

as the equation determining the dependence on 6. The most general value

of i/r consistent with our suppositions is thus

^ =r"'{A cosmd + Bs'mmd+Gcos{nt~2)6 + Dsm(m- 2)0], ...(4)

where A, B, G, D are constants.

Equation (4) may be adapted to our purpose by taking

m = mr/a, (5)

where n is an integer. Conditions (2) then give

A + = 0, .1 + C'cos2a-Dsin2a=0,

'^B + ('^-2)d = 0,
a \ a J

— B + i- - 2jCsm2a+ I 2ji)cos2a = 0.
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When we substitute in the second and fourth of these equations the values

of ^-1 and B, derived from the first and third, there results

0(1 - cos 2a) + D sin 2a = 0,

C sin 2o - D (1 - cos 2a) = ;

and these can only be harmonized when cos 2a = 1, or a = S7r, where s is

an integer. In physical problems, a is thus limited to the values tt and

Stt. To these cases (4) is applicable with G and D arbitrary, provided that

we make

n
C = 0, B + {1- -)D = (5bis)

Thus f = Gr"l-^ jcos ('-^ - 2d)
^.\ nO

cos —
s

-^'•"'h(7-^'')-(>4*)™Tl <«'

making

V-'^ = 4 Q- l)r-^+"/4(7cos('y-2^) + I»sinry-2^)|. ...(7)

When s = \, a = rr, the corner disappears and we have simply a straight

boundary (fig. 1). In this case ?i = 1 gives a nugatory result. When n = 2,

we have

^/^ = CrHl - cos 26*) = 2Cy, (8)

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

and V2i/r = 4C. When n = 3,

yjr = Or' (cos - cos 3(9) + Dr' (sin 0-}^ sin 361), (9)

Vf = 8r{C cose +Dsin0) = 8 (Cx + Dy) (10)

In rectangular coordinates

-^=:4>Cxy'' + ^Dtf, (11)

solutions which obviously satisfy the required conditions.

When s = 2, a = 27r, the boundary consists of a straight wall extending

from the origin in one direction (fig. 2). In this case (6) and (7) give

f = C/-" [cos {^n0 - 20) - cos ^ii0}

+ Dr^»
I
sin (J«^- 26*) -(l --)sinin6'|, (12)

Sj2^ = (9„ _ 4) rin-2 {(7 cos {^n0 -20)+D sin {^n0 - 20)}. . . .(13)

2—2
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Solutions of interest are afforded in the case n = 1. The C-sokition is

f = ij-i (cos 1 61 - cos ^0) = - r* cos ^^0 sin-^ 10, (14)

vanishing when ^ = tt, as well as when ^ = 0, = 27r, and for no other

admissible value of 0. The values of i/r are reversed when we write i-rr —
for 0. As expressed, this value is negative from to tt and positive from

TT to 2tt. The minimum occurs when = 109° 28'. Every stream-line which

enters the circle (?= 1) on the left of this radius leaves it on the right.

The velocities, represented by d-^lr/cb' and r~^d-^ld0, are infinite at the

origin.

For the D-solution we may take

-f = r4sin=|6' (15)

Here <]r retains its value unaltered when 27r — ^ is substituted for 0. When
r is given, t/t increases continuously from = to = tt. On the line = 17

the motion is entirely transverse to it. This is an interesting example of the

flow of viscous fluid round a sharp corner. In the application to an elastic

plate -v/r represents the displacement at any point of the plate, supposed to be

clamped along = 0, and otherwise free from force within the region con-

sidered. The following table exhibits corresponding values of r and such

as to make -v/r = 1 in (15) :

e
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It will be seen that along these lines nothing can be done in the apparently

simple problem of a horizontal plate clamped along the rectangular axes of x

and y, if it be supposed free from force*. Ritzf has shown that the solution

is not developable in powers of x and y, and it may be worth while to extend

the proposition to the more general case when the axes, still regarded as lines

of clamping, are inclined at any angle a. In terms of the now oblique coordi-

nates ,r, y the general equation takes the form

{d-jdx' + (Pjdy'' - 2 cos c( d-jdj- dy)- w = 0, (19)

which may be differentiated any number of times with respect to x and y,

with the conditions

w=0, dw/dy = 0, when y = 0, (,20)

w = 0, dwjdx = 0, when « = (21)

^Ye may differentiate, as often as we please, (20) with respect to x and (21)

with respect to y.

From these data it may be shown that at the origin all differential

coefficients of w with respect to x and y vanish. The evanescence of those

of zero and first order is expressed in (20), (21). As regards those of the

second order we have from (20) d^w/dx"' = 0, d-w/dxdy = 0, and from (21)

d-w/dy- = 0. Similarly for the third order from (20)

dhu/dx^ = 0, dhvjdx'dy = 0,

and from (21)
d^w/dy" = 0, dhv/dxdy^ = 0.

For the fourth order (20) gives

d'tu/dx^ = 0, d*iuidx'dy^O,

and (21) gives

d^wjdy" = 0, d^wjdxdy'^ = 0.

So far dhujdxHly'' might be finite, but (19) requires that it also vanish. This

process may be continued. For the m + 1 coefficients of the ?)zth order we

obtain four equations from (20), (21) and ?re-3 by differentiations of (19), so

that all the differential coefficients of the mth order vanish. It follows that

every differential coefficient of w with respect to x and y vanishes at the

origin. I apprehend that the conclusion is valid for all angles a less than 27r.

That the displacement at a distance r from the corner should diminish rapidly

with r is easily intelligible, but that it should diminish more rapidly than

any power of r, however high, would, I think, not have been expected without

analytical proof

* If indeed gravity act, w = xhj^ is a very simple solution,

t Ann. d. Phys. Bd. xxviii. p. 760, 1909.
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ON A PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF SCHLOMILCH'S

THEOREM IN BESSEL'S FUNCTIONS.

[Pldlosophical Magazine, Vol. xxi. pp. 567—571, 1911.J

This theorem teaches that any function /(r) which is finite and con-

tinuous for real values of r between the limits r = and r = tt, both inclusive,

may be expanded in the form

/(r) = a„ + a,J"„(r)-t-./,J„(2r)-t-a3J"o(3r) + ..., (1)

Jo being the Bessel's function usually so denoted ; and Schlomilch's demon-

stration has been reproduced with slight variations in several text-books*.

So far as I have observed, it has been treated as a purely analytical develop-

ment. From this point of view it presents rather an accidental appearance

;

and I have thought that a physical interpretation, which is not without

interest in itself, may help to elucidate its origin and meaning.

The application that I have in mind is to the theory of aerial vibrations.

Let us consider the most general vibrations in one dimension ^ which are

periodic in time 27r and are also symmetrical with respect to the origins of

^ and t. The condensation s, for example, may be expressed

s = 6|) -t- 6i cos f cosi-f &2C0S 2^ cos 2t + ..., (2)

where the coefficients bf,, b^, &c. are arbitrary. (For simplicity it is supposed

that the velocity of propagation is unity.) When t = 0, (2) becomes a

function of ^ only, and we write

F(^) = b„ + b,cos^ + b._cos2^+..., (3)

in which F(^) maybe considered to be an arbitrary function of ^ from to tt.

Outside these limits F is determined by the equations

F{-^) = Fi^+27r) = F(^) (4)

* See, for example. Gray and Mathews' Bessel's Functions, p. 30; Wbittaker's Modern

Analysis, § 165.
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We now superpose an infinite number of components, analogous to (2)

with the same origins of space and time, and differing from one another

only in the direction of f, these directions being limited to the plane xy,

and in this plane distributed uniformly. The resultant is a function of

t and r only, where r — \/{x'^ + y^), independent of the third coordinate 2, and

therefore (as is known) takes the form

s= a„ + ciiJ^ (r) cos t + ((o./f, (2?-) cos 2t+ a^Ji){^r) cos Zt+ ..., ..-(5)

reducing to (1) when t = 0*. The expansion of a function in the series (1)

is thus definitely suggested as probable in all cases and certainly possible in

an immense variety. And it will be observed that no value of ^ greater

than IT contributes anything to the resultant, so long as r < tt.

The relation here implied between F and /' is of course identical with

that used in the purely analytical investigation. If cf) be the angle between

^ and any radiias vector / to a point where the value of / is required,

^ = rcos(f>, and the mean of all the components F{^) is expressed by

/(r) = - [
" F{r cos d>)d<p (6)^ Jo

The solution of the problem of expressing F by means of / is obtained

analytically with the aid of Abel's theorem. And here again a physical, or

rather geometrical, interpretation throws light upon the process.

Equation (6) is the result of averaging F{^) over all directions indifferently

in the xy plane. Let us abandon this restriction and take the average

when f is indifferently distributed in all directions whatever. The result

now becomes a function only of R, the radius vector in space. If d be the

angle between R and one direction of ^, f = i? cos 0, and we obtain as the

mean

i^^ F{R cos 9) sin 0dd = ~{F, {R)-F,{0)], (7)
.' -^

where F^' = F.

This result is obtained by a direct integration of F (f) over all directions

in space. It may also be arrived at indirectly from (6). In the latter /(r)

represents the averaging of F {^) for all directions in a certain plane, the

result being independent of the coordinate perpendicular to the plane. If

we take the average again for all possible positions of this plane, we must

recover (7). Now if 6 be the angle between the normal to this plane and

the radius vector R, r = R sin 9, and the mean is

'''

f{R sin 6) sine de (8)

It will appear later that the a'a and b's are equal.
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We conclude that

R pV(-K sin 6) sin dd0=^F, (R) - F, (0), (9j

which may be considered as expressing F in terms of/.

If in (6), (9) we take F{R) = cos R, we find*

''"

J„ (R sin 61) sin cW = R'^ sin R.

Differentiating (9), we get

F(R) = f

'"
f{R sin 0)smede + Ri "'f {R sin d) (1 - cos'' 6*) dd. .

. .(10)
Jo -'o

Now

R l''cos-0 f'{R sin 6) dd= 1 cos 6 . df(R sin d)

= -/(O) + " f{ii sin 6*) sin 6* de.

Accordingly i^(i^) =/(0) + ii f'"/'(^ sin 61) d6l (11)

That f(r) in (1) may be arbitrary from to tt is now evident. By

(3) and (6)

2 fi'^fM = - d(f) % + 6i cos (r cos <^) + 62 cos (2?- cos ^) + . .

.}
•n" J

= fc„+&iJ„(r) + &,/„(2r) + ..., {U)

where 6„ = i ('>(|) d^, 6„ = - (""cos w^i^(f) df (13)

Further, with use of (11)

&o=/(0) + - d^f /'(fsin^)d^, (14)
TI" J (I .'

6„ = ^ r d^.^cos 11^ . r"/' (? sin 61) ^6", (15)
TT J Jo

by which the coefficients in (12) are completely expressed when / is given

between and tt.

The physical interpretation of Schlomilch's theorem in respect of two-

dimensional aerial vibrations is as follows :—Within the cylinder r = vr it is

possible by suitable movements at the boundary to maintain a symmetrical

motion which shall be strictly periodic in period 27r, and which at times

^ = 0, t= 27r, &c. (when there is no velocity), shall give a condensation which

* Enc. Brit. Art. "Wave Theory," 1888; Scientific Papers, Vol. in. p. 98.
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is arbitrary over the whole of the radius. And this motion will maintain

itself without external aid if outside ?' = tt the initial condition is chosen in

accordance with (6), F (^) for values of ^ greater than tt being determined

by (4). A similar statement applies of course to the vibrations of a stretched

membrane, the transverse displacement lu replacing s in (5).

Reference may be made to a simple example quoted by Whittaker.

Initiall}^ let f{r) = r, so that from to tt the form of the membrane is conical.

Then from (12), (14), (15)

and thus

&o = -r > bn = {n even), 6„ = - ^ (n odd)

;

/(r) = J-2U(r) + l/„(3r) + ^^J„(5r)+...[ (16)

the right-hand member being equal to r from r = to r = tt.

The corresponding vibration is of course expressed by (16) if we multiply

each function ./„ (nr) by the time-factor cos nt.

If this periodic vibration is to be maintained without external force, the

initial condition must be such that it is represented by (16) for all values

of r, and not merely for those less than tt. By (11) from to tt, F(^) = ^n^,

from which again by (4) the value of F for higher values of | follows. Thus

from TT to 27r, i^(f) = l7r(27r-^); from 27r to Sir, F (^) = hir (^ - 2tt) ; and

so on. From these / is to be found by means of (6). For example, from

TT to 27r,

f(r) = r sin cW + (27r - r sin 0) dd
' sme = TTlr

= r - 2 V(r^ - 7r=) + 27r cos"' (7r/r), (17)

where cos~' (tt/?-) is to be taken in the first quadrant.

It is hardly necessary to add that a theorem similar to that proved above

holds for aerial vibrations which are symmetrical in all directions about a

centre. Thus within the sphere of radius tt it is possible to have a motion

which shall be strictly periodic and is such that the condensation is initially

arbitrary at all points along the radius.
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BREATH FIGURES.

[Natii-re, Vol. lxxxvi. pp. 416, 417, 1911.]

The manner in which aqueous vapour condenses upon ordinarily clean

surfaces of glass or metal is familiar to all. Examination with a magnifier

shows that the condensed water is in the form of small lenses, often in

pretty close juxtaposition. The number and thickness of these lenses depend

upon the cleanness of the glass and the amount of water deposited. In the

days of wet collodion every photographer judged of the success of the

cleaning process by the uniformity of the dew deposited from the breath.

Information as to the character of the deposit is obtained by looking

through it at a candle or small gas flame. The diameter of the halo

measures the angle at which the drops meet the glass, an angle which

diminishes as the dew evaporates. That the flame is seen at all in good

definition is a proof that some of the glass is uncovered. Even when both

sides of a plate are dewed the flame is still seen distinctly though with

much diminished intensity.

The process of formation may be followed to some extent under the

microscope, the breath being led through a tube. The first deposit occurs

very suddenly. As the condensation progresses, the drops grow, and many
of the smaller ones coalesce. During evaporation there are two sorts of

behaviour. Sometimes the boundaries of the drops contract, leaving the

glass bare. In other cases the boundary of a drop remains fixed, while the

thickness of the lens diminishes until all that remains is a thin lamina.

Several successive formations of dew will often take place in what seems

to be precisely the same pattern, showing that the local conditions which

determine the situation of the drops have a certain degree of permanence.

An interesting and easy experiment has been described by Aitken

(Proc. Ed. Soc. p. O-i, 1893). Clean a glass plate in the usual way until the

breath deposits equally.
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" If we now pass over this clean surface the point of a blow-pipe flame,

using a very small jet, and passing it over the glass with sufficient quickness

to prevent the sudden heating breaking it ; and if we now breathe on the

glass after it is cold, we shall find the track of the flame clearly marked.

While most of the surface looks white by the light reflected from the de-

posited moisture, the track of the flame is quite black ; not a ray of light is

scattered by it. It looks as if there were no moisture condensed on that

part of the plate, as it seems unchanged ; but if it be closely examined by a

lens, it will be seen to be quite wet. But the water is so evenly distributed,

that it forms a thin film, in which, with proper lighting and the aid of a

lens, a display of interference colours may be seen as the film dries and thins

away."

" Another way of studying the change produced on the surface of the

glass by the action of the flame is to take the [plate], as above described,

after a line has been drawn over it with the blow-pipe jet, and when cold let

a drop of water fall on any part of it where it showed white when breathed

on. Now tilt the plate to make the drop flow, and note the resistance to its

flow, and how it draws itself up in the rear, leaving the plate dry. When,
however, the moving drop comes to the part acted on by the flame, all

resistance to flow ceases, and the drop rapidly spreads itself over the whole

track, and shows a decided disinclination to leave it."

The impression thus produced lasts for some days or weeks, with diminish-

ing distinctness. A permanent record may be obtained by the deposit of a

very thin coat of silver by the usual chemical method. The silver attaches

itself by preference to the track of the flame, and especially to the edges of

the track, where presumably the combustion is most intense. It may be

protected with celluloid, or other, varnish.

The view, expressed by Mr Aitken, which would attribute the effect to

very fine dust deposited on the glass from the flame, does not commend itself

to me. And yet mere heat is not very effective. I was unable to obtain a

good result by strongly heating the hack of a thin glass in a Bunsen flame.

For this purpose a long flame on Ramsay's plan is suitable, especially if it be

long enough to include the entire width of the plate.

It seems to me that we must appeal to varying degrees of cleanliness

for the explanation, cleanliness meaning mainly freedom from grease. And

one of the first things is to disabuse our minds of the idea that anything

wiped with an ordinary cloth can possibly be clean. This subject was ably

treated many years ago by Quincke {Wied. Ann. ii. p. 145, 1877), who,

however, seems to have remained in doubt whether a film of air might

not give rise to the same effects as a film of grease. Quincke investigated

the maximum edge-angle possible when a drop of liquid stands upon the

surface of a solid. In general, the cleaner the surface, the smaller the
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maximum edge-angle. With alcohol and petroleum there was no difficulty

in reducing the maximum angle to zero. With water on glass the angle

could be made small, but increased as time elapsed after cleaning.

As a detergent Quincke employed hot sulphuric acid. A few drops may
be poured upon a thin glass plate, which is then strongly heated over a

Bunsen burner. When somewhat cooled, the plate may be washed under

the tap, rinsed with distilled water, and dried over the Bunsen without any

kind of wiping. The parts wetted by the acid then behave much as the

track of the blow-pipe flame in Aitken's experiment.

An even better treatment is with hydrofluoric acid, which actually I'enews

the surface of the glass. A few drops of the commercial acid, diluted, say,

ten times, may be employed, much as the sulphuric acid, only without heat.

The parts so treated condense the breath in large laminae, contrasting strongly

with the ordinary deposit.

It must be admitted that some difficulties remain in attributing the

behaviour of an ordinary plate to a superficial film of gTease. One of these

is the comparative permanence of breath figures, which often survive wiping

with a cloth. The thought has sometimes occurred to me that the film

of grease is not entirely superficial, but penetrates in some degree into the

substance of the glass. In that case its removal and renewal would not be

so easy. We know but little of the properties of matter in thin films, which

may differ entirely from those of the same substance in mass. It may be

recalled that a film of oil, one or two millionths of a millimetre thick, suffices

to stop the movements of camphor on the surface of water, and that much
smaller quantities may be rendered evident by optical and other methods.
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ON THE MOTION OF SOLID BODIES THROUGH
VISCOUS LIQUID.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxi. pp. 697—711, 1911.J

§ 1. The problem of the uniform and infinitely slow motion of a sphere,

or cylinder, through an unlimited mass of incompressible viscous liquid

otherwise at rest was fully treated by Stokes in his celebrated memoir
on Pendulums*. The two cases mentioned stand in sharp contrast. In the

first a relative steady motion of the fluid is easily determined, satisfying all

the conditions both at the surface of the sphere and at infinity ; and the

force required to propel the sphere is found to be finite, being given by

the formula (126)

-F=6Trfx.aV, (1)

where /u, is the viscosity, a the radius, and V the velocity of the sphere.

On the other hand in the case of the cylinder, moving transversely, no such

steady motion is possible. If we suppose the cylinder originally at rest to

be started and afterwards maintained in uniform motion, finite effects are

propagated to ever greater and greater distances, and the motion of the

fluid approaches no limit. Stokes shows that more and more of the fluid

tends to accompany the travelling cylinder, which thus experiences a con-

tinually decreasing resistance.

I
2. In attempting to go further, one of the first questions to suggest

itself is whether similar conclusions are applicable to bodies of other forms.

The consideration of this subject is often facilitated by use of the well-

known analogy between the motion of a viscous fluid, when the square of

the motion is neglected, and the displacements of an elastic solid. Suppose

that in the latter case the solid is bounded by two closed surfaces, one of

which completely envelopes the other. Whatever displacements (a, 0, y) be

imposed at these two surfaces, there must be a corresponding configuration

* Camb. Phil. Tram. Vol. ix. 1850; Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. m. p. 1
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eof equilibrium, satisfying certain differential equations. If the solid b'

incompressible, the otherwise arbitrary boundary displacements must be

chosen subject to this condition. The same conclusion applies in two

dimensions, where the bounding surfaces reduce to cylinders with parallel

generating lines. For our present purpose we may suppose that at the

outer surface the displacements are zero.

The contrast between the three-dimensional and two-dimensional cases

arises when the outer surface is made to pass off to infinity. In the former

case, where the inner surface is supposed to be limited in all directions, the

displacements there imposed diminish, on receding from it, in such a manner

that when the outer surface is removed to a sufficient distance no further

sensible change occurs. In the two-dimensional case the inner surface

extends to infinity, and the displacement affects sensibly .points however

distant, provided the outer surface be still further and sufficientlj' removed.

The nature of the distinction may be illustrated by a simple example

relating to the conduction of heat through a uniform medium. If the

temperature v be unity on the surface of the sphere r = a, and vanish when

r = h, the steady state is expressed by

^'-l) (2)
b — a\r

When h is made infinite, v assumes the limiting form ajr. In the corre-

sponding problem for coaxal cylinders of radii a and b we have

^_ log 6- log r

log 6 — log a ^

But here there is no limiting form when b is made infinite. However great

r may be, v is small when 6 exceeds r by only a little ; but when b is great

enough v may acquire any value up to unity. And since the distinction

depends upon vvhat occurs at infinity, it may evidently be extended on the

one side to oval surfaces of any shape, and on the other to cylinders with

any form of cross-section.

In the analogy already referred to there is correspondence between the

displacements {a, j3, y) in the first case and the velocities (», v, w) which
express the motion of the viscous liquid in the second. There is also another

analogy which is sometimes useful when the motion of the viscous liquid

takes place in two dimensions. The streaiib-function {^) for this motion

satisfies the same difl^erential equation as does the transverse displacement

(w') (if a plane elastic plate. And a surface on which the fluid remains

at rest (->/r = 0, di^jdn = 0) corresponds to a curve along which the elastic

plate is clamped.

In the light of these analogies we may conclude that, provided the square

of the motion is neglected absolutely, there exists always a unique steady
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motion of liquid past a solid obstacle of any form limited in all directions,

which satisfies the necessary conditions both at the surface of the obstacle

and at infinity, and further that the force required to hold the solid is finite.

But if the obstacle be an infinite cylinder of any cross-section, no such

steady motion is possible, and the force required to hold the cylinder in

position continually diminishes as the motion continues.

I 3. For further developments the simplest case is that of a material

plane, coinciding with the coordinate plane x = and moving parallel to y in

a fluid originally at rest. The component velocities v, w are then zero ; and

the third velocity v satisfies (even though its square be not neglected) the

general equation

dv (Pv
I

.

,

jr^'T^^'
^^^

in which j/, equal to /i/p, represents the kinematic viscosity. In § 7 of his

memoir Stokes considers periodic oscillations of the plane. Thus in (4) if v

be proportional to e^"*, we have on the positive side

•y = ^e'"* e-=^^ ''"/"'
(5)

When «=0, (6) must coincide with the velocity (F) of the plane. If this

be F„e'"*, we have A = F„ ; so that in real quantities

V = Fng-^'^ 1"/^"' cos [nt - X '^{nj'Iv)] (6)

corresponds with F = F,i cos nt (7)

for the plane itself.

In order to find the tangential force (— T^) exercised upon the plane, we

have from (5) when a; =

(£) =-T^«e'"*V(W^). (8)

and T, = - M {dvldx\ = p F„ e»' ^/{ inv)

= p^[^nv).{^ +r)F„e''" = pVa«i').(l^ +
^ ^) , (9)

giving the force per unit area due to the reaction of the fluid upon one side.

" The force expressed by the first of these terms tends to diminish the

amplitude of the oscillations of the plane. The force expressed by the

second has the same effect as increasing the inertia of the plane." It will

be observed that if F„ be given, the force diminishes without limit with n.

In note B Stokes resumes the problem of § 7 : instead of the motion

of the plane being periodic, he supposes that the plane and fluid are initially

at rest, and that the plane is then {t = 0) moved with a constant velocity F
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This problem depends upon one of Fourier's solutions which is easily verified*.

We have
dv V
dx \/{'7rvt)

v=V--^\ e-^'-dz (11)
V7I' J

For the reaction on the plane we require only the value of dv/dx when x = 0.

And

f'll] =_ J^ (12)
\dxJo ^/(7^vt) ^ ^

Stokes continuesf "now suppose the plane to be moved in any manner,

so that its velocity at the end of the time ^ is F (t). We may evidently

obtain the result in this case by writing V (t) cZt for V, and t—r for t

in [12], and integrating with respect to t. We thus get

WA ^/(^p)]-r^ ^J{t-T) V(7rz.)Jo ^ 'v<,'
'"^

'

and since T.^ — — jjidvldx^, these formulfe solve the problem of finding the

reaction in the general case.

There is another method by which the present problem may be treated,

and a comparison leads to a transformation which we shall find useful further

on. Starting from the periodic solution (8), we may generalize it by Fourier's

theorem. Thus

(iI
=
"/o

'^^"^""VOwMc^H (14)

corresponds to
.00

y{t)=\ F„e™«cZn, (1.5)

where F„ is an arbitrary function of n.

Comparing (13) and (14), we see that

r^T/ int ' ^ If V'Mdr

It is easy to verify (16). If we substitute on the right for V (j) from

(1.5), we get

1 f* dr r . ^^ . ^

V(^-.)J_,^_V(*t:^Jo"^^"'"^*^'

and taking first the integration with respect to t,

rt ginr ^^ /" gin{t—t,}

—- = I ; dt. = / ( — 1 cint

.' -OO V (* — t) Jo Vti

when (16) follows at once.

-^'^ = \/[i)-^"

* Compare Kelvin, Ed. Trans. 1862 ; Thomson and Tait, Appendix D.

t I have made some small changes of notation.
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As a particular case of (13), let us suppose that the fluid is at rest and
that the plane starts at < = with a velocity which is uniformly accelerated

tor a time Tj and afterwards remains constant. Thus from — x to 0,

F(t) = 0; from to Tj, F(T) = /iT; from Tj to t, where t>Ti, F(T) = /tTi.

Thus (0 < i < Ti)

ldv\ 1 [* hdr 2hs^t

and {t > Ti)

xb-J„ \J{7rv)U V{t-r) ^J{r^v)

'

.(17)

fdv\ 1 f^ hdr '2h ,
,

Expressions (17), (18), taken negatively and multiplied by /i, give the

force per unit area required to propel the plane against the fluid forces

acting upon one side. The force increases until t= t-^, that is so long as

the acceleration continues. Afterwards it gradually diminishes to zero. For
the differential coefficient of V* - \/(t - tO is negative when ^ > t, ; and
when t is great,

ijt— \/(t — Ti) = ^Tit~^ ultimately.

§ 4. In like manner we may treat any problem in which the motion of

the material plane is prescribed. A more difficult question arises when
it is the forces propelling the plane that are given. Suppose, for example,

that an infinitely thin vertical lamina of superficial density a begins to fall

from rest under the action of gravity when i = 0, the fluid being also initially

at rest. By (13) the equation of motion may be written

^^^c';^'^ <-

the fluid being now supposed to act on both sides of the lamina.

By an ingenious application of Abel's theorem Boggio has succeeded in

integrating equations which include (19)* The theorem is as follows :

—

If -v/r (t) be defined by

t(o=r^' (20)

the
'0 (i-T)

For by (20), if (t - rf = y,

'^"^^; = ,r[</,(0-<^(0); (21)

f (0 = 2 [
'

<^'{t-f)dy;
J

* Boggio, Rend. d. Accad. d. Lined, Vol. xvi. pp. 613, 730 (1907) ; also Basset, Quart.

Journ. of Mathematics, No. 164, 1910, from which I first became acquainted with Boggio's

work.

K. VI. 3
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SO that

ySLUlL = 2\ f(t-x')dx = 4< dx\
(f>'

(t - x"- - y') dy
(t- t)- » .'

.

Jo

where f^ = x"^ + y-.

Now, if l! be any time between and t, we have, as in*(19),

0-7^3 .' V(5 - V

Multiplying this by {t — t')
~ - dt' and integrating between and t, we get

p V'{t')dt' ^ 2fJ p dt' n' V'{r)dr ^ ft dt^
'u (t-tf a^^J^>{t-t'fj^ {t'-rf h(t-t'f'

In (22) the first integral is the same as the integral in (19). By Abel's

theorem the double integral in (22) is equal to 7rF(<), since F(0)=0.

Thus

r* V (t) dr Spi^^TT*

V(f-T)
F(i) = 2^Vf (23)

If we now eliminate the integral between (19) and (23), we obtain

simply

dV 4pV „ 4>pv^ .^ ,„^,

as the differential equation governing the motion of the lamina.

This is a linear equation of the first order. Since V vanishes with t, the

integral may be written

4p!^=ed%-fl-2VA,,
ga- Jo \ siIT I

= -i 1 + ^eM e-^ dx, (2.5)
Vtt Vtt Jv*'

^

in which t' = t . 4<p-p/a'' When t, or t', is great,

'" =5K'-^ + -)' (26)
• Vit'

so that '^ = _; - 1 + ----- 1 - — + . . .
('27')

Ultimately, when t is very great,

"-fA^J (^«)
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§ 5. The problem of the sphere moving with arbitrary velocity through

a viscous fluid is of course more difficult than the corresponding problem of

the plane lamina, but it has been satisfactorily solved by Boussinesq* and

by Basset f. The easiest road to the result is by the application of Fourier's

theorem to the periodic solution investigated by Stokes. If the velocity

of the sphere at time ^ be F = Vn e'"*, a the radius, M' the mass of the

liquid displaced by the sphere, and s = »J{n/2v), v being as before the

kinematic viscosity, Stokes finds as the total force at time t

ir = _,rF„«[g+A), + ^A.(l + l)|,.. (29)

Thus, if F= F„e™*f/», (30)
J

i.=-i/' [>...-{(! + A), + ^^(i + !)},,„ (31)

Of the four integrals in (31),

the first = \ I

in V„ e"" dn =hV';
Jo

the fourth = J^J" F„e™' dn = ^^ V.

Also the second and third together give

i(i±^Mi^irF„„4.-cz.,
4a Jo

and this is the only part which could present any difficulty. We have,

however, already considered this integral in connexion with the motion of a

plane and its value is expressed by (16). Thus

F--M'\l'^+p,V^^r nd±\ (32)
(2 dt 2a' 2a7r*J-» (t - t)^ >

The first term depends upon the inertia of the fluid, and is the same as

would be obtained by ordinary hydrodynamics when v ^0. If there is no

acceleration at the moment, this term vanishes. If, further, there has been

no acceleration for a long time, the third term also vanishes, and we obtain

the result appropriate to a uniform motion

F = = — oirapv V = — birtia v,
za?

as in (1). The general result (32) is that of Boussinesq and Basset.

* C. R. t. c. p. 935 (1885) ; Theorie Analytique de la Ghaleur, t. ii. Paris, 1903.

+ Phil. Trans. 1888 ; Hydrodynamics, Vol. ii. chap. xxii. 1888.

3—2
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As an example of (32), we may suppose (as formerly for the plane) that

V(t) = from -X to ; V{t) = ht from to Tj ; V{t)=hT^, when t > t^.

Then if < < Tj,

and when ^ > Tj,

F=-hM'

F=-hM' 1 9ut 9v^
2 + 2a^+ aTT^

.(33)

.(34)

When t is very great (34) reduces to its first term.

The more difficult problem of a sphere falling under the influence of

gravity has been solved by Boggio {loc. cit). In the case where the liquid

and sphere are initially at rest, the solution is comparatively simple
;
but

the analytical form of the functions is found to depend upon the ratio of

densities of the sphere and liquid. This may be rather unexpected; but

I am unable to follow Mr Basset in regarding it as an objection to the usual

approximate equations of viscous motion.

§ 6. We will now endeavour to apply a similar method to vStokes'

solution for a cylinder oscillating transversely in a viscous fluid. If the

radius be a and the velocity V be expressed by F = F^ e"'*, Stokes finds for

F=-M' inVnei'''{k-ik') (8.5)

In (35) M' is the mass of the fluid displaced ; k and k' are certain functions

of m, where 7n = ^a \/(n/v), which are tabulated in his §37. The cylinder is

much less amenable to mathematical treatment than the sphere, and we

shall limit ourselves to the case where, all being initially at rest, the

cylinder is started with unit velocity which is afterwards steadily maintained.

The velocity V of the cylinder, which is to be zero when t is negative

and unity when t is positive, may be expressed by

ir 1 If" sin nt , ,.-,,,^F= i- + dn, (3b)

in which the second term may be regarded as the real part of

I r" e""
dn (37)m J n '

We shall see further below, and may anticipate from Stokes' result relating

to uniform motion of the cylinder, that the first term of (36) contributes

nothing to i''; so that we may take

M' rF=-~^ e'^*{k-ik'
71" Jo

)dn,
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corresponding to (37). Discarding the imaginary part, we get, corresponding

to (36),

M' rF= {kcoBnt + ¥ svi\nt)dn (38)
n" Jo

Since k, k' are known functions of m, or (a and v being given) of n, (38)

may be calculated by quadratures for any prescribed value of t.

It appears from the tables that k, k' are positive throughout. When
m = 0, k and k' are infinite and continually diminish as m increases, until

when m=oo, k = l, k' = 0. For small values of m the limiting forms for

k, k' are

^=l + -^7f^—,, k' =-^^; (39)
m^(logm)'' m-' log TO

from which it appears that if we make n vanish in (35), while F„ is given,

F comes to zero.

We now seek the limiting form when t is very great. The integrand in

(38) is then rapidly oscillatory, and ultimately the integral comes to depend

sensibly upon that part of the range where n is very small. And for this

part we may use the approximate forms (39).

Consider, for example, the first integral in (38), from which we may omit

the constant part of k. We have

°°
, , TT r" cos ntdn 4<7rv f^ cos, ('^va'^ t . x) dx ,,„,
kcosntdn = j —^ - = —^ ^-- -^— ....(40)

4 J wi (log mf a^ J ^ (log xf

(41)

Writing 4<vt/a- = t', we have to consider

cos t'x . dx

Jo

Iq x{\ogxy

In this integral the integrand is positive from « = to x = '7r/2t', negative

from 7r/2t' to 37r/2<', and so on. For the first part of the range, if we omit

the cosine,

p/2*' dx ^ f dlogx ^ l_
.

'o a!(log«)^ J(loga;)^ log(2i77r)' '^ '

and since the cosine is less than unity, this is an over estimate. When t' is

very great, log (2*7''") may be identified with logt', and to this order of

approximation it appears that (41) may be represented by (42). Thus if

quadratures be applied to (41), dividing the first quadrant into three parts,

we have

1cos 7r/12 Sir

]oi6i'J^
+ °°^ 12"

5-n-

+ cos^
log 2t'/Tr log St' Itt-log 3^7'^ log 6t'/-7r

of which the second and third terms may ultimately be neglected in com-

parison with the first. For example, the coefficient of cos (Stt/I 2) is equal to

1 o 1
3«' 6t'

log 2 ^ log— . log -- .
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Proceedina; in this way we see that the cosine factor may properly be

identified with unity, and that the value of the integral for the first quadrant

may be equated to 1/log t'. And for a similar reason the quadrants after

the first contribute nothing of this order of magnitude. Accordingly we

mav take

k cos tit an = -—

j

-; (,4oj

J a? log t

For the other part of (38), we get in like manner

r" ,, . , 8i' {'^ smt'x.dx Sv r^' sinxclx
k smntdn = -, = — ^t TTn^'^ ^^'*>

n a- J X log X a- j o ic log {t jx

)

In the denominator of (44) it appears that ultimately we may replace

log {t'/x') by log t' simply. Thus

k' sin nt dn = -—.—
-, , (45)

a' log t

so that the two integrals (43), (45) are equal. We conclude that when t is

great enough,
j,^_^2r_^ 8,^_... ..

. (46)
a^logi' aHogiivti'a?)' ^ '

But a better discussion of these integrals is certainly a desideratum.

I 7. Whatever interest the solution of the approximate equations may

possess, we must never forget that the conditions under which they are

applicable are very restricted, and as far as possible from being observed in

many practical problems. D3mamical similarity in viscous motion requires

that Valv be unchanged, a being the linear dimension. Thus the general

form for the resistance to the uniform motion of a sphere will be

F=pvVa.f{yolv), (47)

where / is an unknown function. In Stokes' solution (1)/ is constant, and

its validity requires that Va\v be small*. When V is rather large, experi-

ment shows that F is nearly proportional to F°. In this case v disappears.

" The second power of the velocity and independence of viscosity are thus

inseparably connected" f.

The general investigation for the sphere moving in any manner (in

a straight line) shows that the departure from Stokes' law when the velocity

is not very small must be due to the operation of the neglected terms

involving the squares of the velocities ; but the manner in which these act

has not yet been traced. Observation shows that an essential feature in

rapid fluid motion past an obstacle is the formation of a wake in the rear of

the obstacle ; but of this the solutions of the approximate equations give

no hint.

* PUl. Mafi. VoL XXXVI. p. 354 (1893) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 87.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxiv. p. 59 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 576.
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Hydrod}'namical solutions involving surfaces of discontinuity of the kind

investigated by Helinholtz and Kirchhoff provide indeed for a wake, but

here again there are difficulties. Behind a blade immersed transversely in a

stream a region of " dead water " is indicated. The conditions of steady

motion are thus satisfied ; but, as Helmholtz himself pointed out, the motion

thus defined is unstable. Practically the dead and live water are continually

mixing ; and if there be viscosity, the layer of transition rapidly assumes a

finite width independently of the instability. One important consequence

is the development of a suction on the hind surface of the lamina which

contributes in no insignificant degree to the total resistance. The amount

of the suction does not appear to depend much on the degree of viscosity.

When the latter is small, the dragging action of the live upon the dead

water extends to a greater distance behind.

§ 8. If the blade, supposed infinitely thin, be moved edgeways through

the fluid, the case becomes one of " skin-friction." Towards determining the

law of resistance Mr Lanchester has put forward an argument * which, even

if not rigorous, at any rate throws an interesting light upon the question.

Applied to the case of two dimensions in order to find the resistance F
per unit length of blade, it is somewhat as follows. Considering two systems

for which the velocity V of the blade is different, let n be the proportional

width of corresponding strata of velocity. The momentum communicated to

the wake per unit length of travel is as nV, and therefore on the whole

as nV- per unit of time. Thus F varies as nV- Again, having regard

to the law of viscosity and considering the strata contiguous to the blade,

we see that F varies as F/n. Hence, nV- varies as Vjn, or V varies as n~^,

from which it follows that F varies as V^^''- If this be admitted, the general

law of dynamical similarity requires that for the whole resistance

F = cpv^lbiV^, (48)

where I is the length, b the width of the blade, and c a constant. Mr Lanchester

gives this in the form

F/p^cv^A^VK (49)

where A is the area of the lamina, agreeing with (48) if I and b maintain a

constant ratio.

The difficulty in the way of accepting the above argument as rigorous is

that complete similarity cannot be secured so long as b is constant as has

been supposed. If, as is necessary to this end, we take b proportional to n,

it is bV/n, or V (and not V/n), which varies as nV-, or bV^. The conclusion

is then simply that bV must be constant (v being given). This is merely

the usual condition of dynamical similarity, and no conclusion as to the law

of velocity follows.

* Aerodynamics, London, 1907, § 35.
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But a closer consideration will show, I think, that there is a substantial

foundation for the idea at the basis of Lanchester's argument. If we suppose

that the viscosity is so small that the layer of fluid affected by the passage

of the blade is very small compared with the width (6) of the latter, it will

appear that the communication of motion at any stage takes place much

as if the blade formed part of an infinite plane moving as a whole. We

know that if such a plane starts from rest with a velocity V afterwards

uniformly maintained, the force acting upon it at time t is per unit of area,

see (12),

pV^iv/TTt) (50)

The supposition now to be made is that we may apply this formula to the

element of width dy, taking t equal to y/V, where y is the distance of the

element from the leading edge. Thus

F =lp(v/7rf V^ y^ ' dy=2lp (v/TrfVH'', (51)

which agrees with (48) if we take in the latter c = 2/V7r.

The formula (51) would seem to be justified when p is small enough, as

representing a possible state of things ; and, as will be seen, it afi"ords an

absolutely definite value for the resistance. There is no difiiculty in extending

it under similar restrictions to a lamina of any shape. If b, no longer

constant, is the width of the lamina in the direction of motion at level z,

we have

F=2p(vl7r)iV'^jhidz (52)

It will be seen that the result is not expressible in terms of the area of the

lamina. In (49) c is not constant, unless the lamina remains always similar

in shape.

The fundamental condition as to the smallness of i> would seem to be

realized in numerous practical cases ; but any one who has looked over the

side of a steamer will know that the motion is not usually of the kind

supposed in the theory. It would appear that the theoretical motion is

subject to instabilities which prevent the motion from maintaining its simply

stratified character. The resistance is then doubtless more nearly as the

square of the velocity and independent of the value of v.

When in the case of bodies moving through air or water we express

V, a, and v in a consistent system of units, we find that in all ordinary cases

v/Va is so very small a quantitj' that it is reasonable to identify f{iijVa)

with /(O). The influence of linear scale upon the character of the motion

then disappears. This seems to be the explanation of a difficulty raised by

Mr Lanchester {loc. cit. § 56).
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ABERRATION IN A DISPERSIVE MEDIUM.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxii. pp. 130—134, 1911.]

The application of the theory of group-velocity to the case of light was

discussed in an early paper* in connexion with some experimental results

announced by Young and Forbesf. It is now, I believe, generally agreed

that, whether the method be that of the toothed wheel or of the revolving

mirror, what is determined by the experiment is not V, the wave-velocity,

but U, the group-velocity, where

k being inversely as the wave-length. In a dispersive medium V and U are

different.

I proceeded:—"The evidence of the terrestrial methods relating exclu-

sively to U, we turn to consider the astronomical methods. Of these there

are two, depending respectively upon aberration and upon the eclipses of

Jupiter's satellites. The latter evidently gives U. The former does not

depend upon observing the propagation of a peculiarity impressed upon a

train of waves, and therefore has no relation to U. If we accept the usual

theory of aberration as satisfactory, the result of a comparison between the

coefficient found by observation and the solar parallax is V—the wave-

velocity."

The above assertion that stellar aberration gives V rather than U has

recently been called in question by Ehrenfestt, and with good reason. He
shows that the circumstances do not differ materially from those of the

toothed wheel in Fizeau's method. The argument that he employs bears,

indeed, close affinity with the method used by me in a later paper §. " The

* Nature, Vols, xxiv., xxv. 1881 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 537.

t These observers concluded that blue light travels in vacuo 1-8 per cent, faster than red

light.

+ Ann. d. PInjsik, Bd. xxxm. p. 1571 (1910).

§ Nature, Vol. xlv. p. 499 (1892); Scientific Papers, Vol. in. p. 542.
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explanation of stellar aberration, as usually given, proceeds rather upon the

basis of the corpuscular than of the wave-theory. In order to adapt it to the

principles of the latter theory, Fresnel found it necessary to follow Young in

assuming that the asther in any vacuous space connected with the earth (and

therefore practically in the atmosphere) is undisturbed by the earth's motion

of 19 miles per second. Consider, for simplicity, the case in which the

direction of the star is at right angles to that of the earth's motion, and

replace the telescope, which would be used in practice, by a pair of perforated

screens, on which the light falls perpendicularly. We may further imagine

the luminous disturbance to consist of a single plane pulse. When this

reaches the anterior screen, so much of it as coincides with the momentary

position of the aperture is transmitted, and the remainder is stopped. The

part transmitted proceeds upon its course through the aether independently

of the motion of the screens. In order, therefore, that the pulse may be

transmitted by the aperture in the posterior screen, it is evident that the

line joining the centres of the apertures must not be perpendicular to the

screens and to the wave-front, as would be necessary in the case of rest.

For, in consequence of the motion of the posterior screen in its own plane,

the aperture will be carried forward during the time of passage of the light.

By the amount of this motion the second aperture must be drawn backwards,

in order that it may be in the place required when the light reaches it. If

the velocity of light be V, and that of the earth be v, the line of apertures

giving the apparent direction of the star must be directed forwards through

an angle equal to v/V."

If the medium between the screens is dispersive, the question arises in

what sense the velocity of light is to be taken. Evidently in the sense of the

group-velocity ; so that, in the previous notation, the aberration angle is

v/U. But to make the argument completely satisfactory, it is necessary in

this case to abandon the extreme supposition of a single pulse, replacing it

by a grouj) of waves of approximately given wave-length.

While there can remain no doubt but that Ehrenfest is justified in his

criticism, it does not quite appear from the above how my original argument

is met. There is indeed a peculiarity imposed upon the regular wave-motion

constituting homogeneous light, but it would seem to be one imposed for the

purposes of the argument rather than inherent in the nature of the case.

The following analytical solution, though it does not relate directly to the

case of a simply perforated screen, throws some light upon this question.

Let us suppose that homogeneous plane waves are incident upon a

"screen " at z = 0, and that the effect of the screen is to introduce a reduction

of the amplitude of vibration in a ratio which is slowly periodic both with

respect to the time and to a coordinate x measured in the plane of the screen,

represented by the factor cos m (vt — x). Thus, when ^ = 0, there is no effect
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when a; = 0, or a multiple of -Itt ; but when *• is an odd multiple of ir, there

is a reversal of sign, equivalent to a change of phase of half a period. And
the places where these particular effects occur travel along the screen with

a velocity v which is supposed to be small relatively to that of light. In the

absence of the screen the luminous vibration is represented by

^ = cos(?!t — kz), (1)

or at the place of the screen, where ^ = 0, by

(^ = cos nt simply.

In accoj-dance with the suppositions already made, the vibration just

behind the screen will be

<^ = cos m {vt — x) . cos nt

= \ cos {(??, + mv) t — mx] + ^ cos {(n — mv) t + mx] ; (2)

and the question is to find what form (/) will take at a finite distance z behind

the screen.

It is not difficult to see that for this purpose we have only to introduce

terms proportional to z into the arguments of the cosines. Thus, if we write

= 1 cos [{n + mv) t — mx — tji^z]+^ cos \{n — mv) t + mx — ixoz], . . .(3)

we may determine /j.-^, /jl, so as to satisfy in each case the general differential

equation of propagation, viz.

dt- \dx^ dz^

In (4) V is constant when the medium is non-dispersive ; but in the

contrary case V must be given different values, say Fj and Fg, when the

coefficient of ^ is w + m,v or n — mv. Thus

(?i + mvf = V^ (m^ + mi"), (n — mv)- = Fg^ (m^ + m/) (5)

The coefficients /j.-^, /x., being determined in accordance with (5), the value

of cf> in (3) satisfies all the requirements of the problem. It may also be

written

(f)
= cos {mvt — 7nx — ^ {fx^ — fx.^ z\ . cos [nt —

i^ (yUi + /".a).^}, (6)

of which the first factor, varying slowly with t, may be regarded as the

amplitude of the luminous vibration.

The condition of constant amplitude at a given time is that mx+\{iJii—fi^z

shall remain unchanged. Thus the amplitude which is to be found at « =
on the screen prevails also behind the screen along the line

-x/z = ^(/j.i-/j,.2)/m, (7)

so that (7) may be regarded as the angle of aberration due to v. It remains

to express this angle by means of (5) in terms of the fundamental data.
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When m is zero, the value of /a is 71/ F; and this is true approximately

when m is small. Thus, from (5),

/"i"
— /"a" 2«iw H F / 1 IN

f^^'f^'^ 2«/F "~F '*"^VF?~K"V

and /£i^^ = ^{l+ JLZ^-1">} (,S)

2??i F ( 2/yM' V
j

with sufficient approximation.

Now in (8) the difference F^- Fj corresponds to a change in the coefficient

of t from n + mv to n — mv. Hence, denoting the general coefficient of t by a,

of which F is a function, we have
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LETTER TO PROFESSOR NERNST.

[Conseil scientifique sous les auspices de M. Ernest Solvay, Oct. 1911.J

Dear Prof. Nern.st,

Having been honoured with an invitation to attend the Conference at

Brussels, I feel that the least that I can do is to communicate my views,

though I am afraid I can add but little to what has been already said upon

the subject.

I wish to emphasize the difficulty mentioned in my paper of 1900* with

respect to the use of generalized coordinates. The possibility of representing

the state of a body by a finite number of such (short at any rate of the

whole number of molecules) depends upon the assumption that a body may
be treated as rigid, or incompressible, or in some other way simplified. The

justification, and in many cases the sufficient justification, is that a departure

from the simplified condition would involve such large amounts of potential

energy as could not occur under the operation of the forces concerned. But

the law of equi-partition lays it down that every mode is to have its share of

kinetic energy. If we begin by supposing an elastic body to be rather stiff,

the vibrations have their full share and this share cannot be diminished by

increasing the stiffness. For this purpose the simplification fails, which is as

much as to say that the method of generalized coordinates cannot be applied.

The argument becomes, in fact, self-conti-adictory.

Perhaps this failure might be invoked in support of the views of Planck

and his school that the laws of dynamics (as hitherto understood) cannot be

applied to the smallest parts of bodies. But I must confess that I do not

like this solution of the puzzle. Of course I have nothing to say against

following out the consequences of the [quantum] theory of energy—a pro-

cedure which has already in the hands of able men led to some interesting

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xlix. p. 118 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 451.
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conclusions. But I have a difEculty in accepting it as a picture of what

actually takes place.

We do well, I think, to concentrate attention upon the diatomic gaseous

molecule. Under the influence of collisions the molecule freely and rapidly

acquires rotation. Why does it not also acquire vibration along the line

joining the two atoms ? If I rightly understand, the answer of Planck is

that in consideration of the stiffness of the union the amount of energy that

should be acquired at each collision falls below the minimum possible and

that therefore none at all is acquired—an argument which certainly sounds

paradoxical. On the other hand Boltzmann and Jeans contend that it is all

a question of time and that the vibrations necessary for full statistical equi-

librium may be obtained only after thousands of years. The calculations of

Jeans appear to show that there is nothing forced in such a view. I should

like to inquire is there any definite experimental evidence against it ? So far

as I know, ordinary laboratory experience affords nothing decisive.

I am yours truly,

RAYLEIGH.
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ON THE CALCULATION OF CHLADNI'S FIGURES FOR
A SQUARE PLATE.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxii. pp. 225—229, 1911.J

In my book on the Theory of Sound, ch. x. (1st ed. 1877, 2nd ed. 1894)

I had to speak of the problem of the vibrations of a rectangular plate, whose

edges are free, as being one of great difficulty, which had for the most part

resisted attack. An exception could be made of the case in which /j, (the

ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal elongation) might be regarded as

evanescent. It was shown that a rectangular plate could then vibrate after

the same law as obtains for a simple bar, and by superposition some of the

simpler Chladni's figures for a square plate were deduced. For glass and

metal the value of
fj,

is about I, so that for such plates as are usually experi-

mented on the results could be considered only as rather rough approxi-

mations.

I wish to call attention to a remarkable memoir by W. Ritz* in which,

somewhat on the above lines, is developed with great skill what may be

regarded as a practically complete solution of the problem of Chladni's

figures on square plates. It is shown that to within a few per cent, all the

proper tones of the plate may be expressed by the formulie

Wmn = Mm («) ^n iv) + W,„ {y) Un («),

W'mn = "», {«:) Un iv) ~ Um (y) M„ (x),

the functions u being those proper to a free bar vibrating transversely. The

coordinate axes are drawn through the centre parallel to the sides of the

square. The first function of the series u^ (x) is constant ; the second

Ml (x)=x . const. ; u^ (x) is thus the fundamental vibration in the usual sense,

with two nodes, and so on. Ritz rather implies that I had overlooked the

* "Theorie der Transversalschwingungen einer quadratischen Platte mit freien Eandern,''

Annalen dp.r Physik, Bd, xxvm. S. 737 (1909). The early death of the talented author must be

accounted a severe loss to Mathematical Physics.
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necessity of the first two terms in the expression of an arbitrary' function.

It would have been better to have mentioned them explicitly ; but I do

not think any reader of my book could have been misled. In § 168 the

inclusion of all* particular solutions is postulated, and in § 175 a reference

is made to zero values of the frequency.

For the gravest tone of a square plate the coordinate axes are nodal, and

Ritz finds as the result of successive approximations

lu = u^Vi + '0394 (iiyVs + Vi ((3)

- -0040 II, r, - -0034 {i^v, + u,v,)

+ -0011 (U3V, + ii.v.,) - -OOldu.v,
;

in which u stands for u(x) and v for u (y). The leading term u^Vi, or xij, is

the same as that which I had used (§ 22.S) as a rough approximation on

which to found a calculation of pitch.

As has been said, the general method of approximation is very skilfully

applied, but I am surprised that Ritz should have regarded the method itself

as new. An integral involving an unknown arbitrary function is to be made
a minimum. The unknown function can be represented by a series of known
functions with arbitrary coefficients—accurately if the series be continued to

infinity, and approximately by a few terms. When the number of coefficients,

also called generalized coordinates, is finite, they are of course to be deter-

mined by ordinary methods so as to make the integi-al a minimum. It was

in this way that I found the correction for the open end of an organ-pipe f,

using a series with two terms to express the velocity at the mouth. The
calculation was further elaborated in Theory nf Sound, Vol. 11. Appendix A.

I had supposed that this treatise abounded in applications of the method in

question, see §§ 88, 89, 90, 91, lS-2, 209, 210, 265 ; but perhaps the most

explicit formulation of it is in a more recent paper]:, where it takes almost

exactly the shape employed by Ritz. From the title it will be seen that

I hardly expected the method to be so successful as Ritz made it in the case

of higher modes of vibration.

Being upon the subject I will take the opportunity of showing how the

gravest mode of a square plate may be treated precisely upon the lines of the

paper referred to. The potential energy of bending per unit area has the

expression

/V2 \- .in \ \f
f^'w V d-w d-iv'i

}^''^-^'^^-^nUdy)-7u^df]
V= ^^'

3(1-/.=) •(1)

* Italics in original.

t Phil. Trans. Vol. clxi. (1870) ; ScieuUfic Papers, Vol. i. p. 57.

X " On the Calculation of the Frequency of Vibration of a System in its Gravest Mode, with

an Example from Hydrodynamics," Phil. Mug. Vol. xlvii. p. 5.56 (1899) ; Scientific Paiiers, Vol. iv.

p. 407.
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in which q is Young's modulus, and 'lli the thickness of the plate (§ 214).

Also for the kinetic energy per unit area we have

T = phw-, (2)

p being the volume-density. From the symmetries of the case w must be an

odd function of x and an odd function of y, and it must also be symmetrical

between x and y. Thus we may take

w = q^xy -t- q^xy («- + y'') + q^.cy {x* + j/*) + q^a;>y> + (3)

In the actual calculation only the two first terms will be employed.

Expressions (1) and (2) are to be integrated over the square; but it will

suffice to include only the first quadrant, so that if we take the side of the

square as equal to 2, the limits for x and y are and 1. We find

{'^huf dx dy = IQq^', (4)

d^w \" dhu dhv] , , „
, , , „ , /ex

d^ly) -1^^ ^}'^^^y = 9^-+*?^?^ + f?^- (5)

4gA^_
(6.

3(1 + M) '

^^^

Thus, if we set

3(1 + M) '

4r/,=

we have V = ^qi' + 2q^q._ + iq.^ + -^ (7)

In like manner, if

T =^T', (8)

2" = igr + fg,?e + g.Hf + ^) (9)

When we neglect qr, and suppose that q^ varies as cos pt, these expressions

give

6qh^ ^ mqh^
,10)

if we introduce a as the length of the side of the square. This is the value

found in Theory of Sound, § 228, equivalent to Ritz's first approximation.

In proceeding to a second approximation we may omit the ftxctors already

accounted for in (10). Expressions (7), (9) are of the standard form if

we take

J=l, B = -2, 6'=? + ^-^.
O 1 — yU.

,,6 ,.6 18
X=l, iM = ., N = ^+~;

R. VI. i
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and Lagrange's equations are

(A - p-L )qi + {B -p'^M) q., = 0,)

{B - p'M) q, + {G - fN) q^ = 0,^
^^^''

while tlie equation for if- is the quadratic

f{LX-M"-)+if-{2MB-LC-NA) + AC-B'=^Q (12)

For the numerical calculations we will suppose, following Ritz, that fx.
= '225,

making C= 11-9226. Thus

LN-M- = -l^lU, AC -R- = 1-9226,

2MB -LG-NA=-2x 4-8498.

The smaller root of the quadratic as calculated by the usual formula is

-9239, in place of the 1 of the first approximation; but the process is not

arithmetically advantageous. If we substitute this value in the first term of

the quadratic, and determine p- from the resulting simple equation, we get

the confirmed and corrected value p' = '9241. Restoring the omitted factors,

we have finally as the result of the second approximation

, 96g/i= X -9241
P- Pil^.)a^

^''^

in which yu. = '22.5.

The value thus obtained is not so low, and therefore not so good, as that

derived by Ritz from the series of w-functions. One of the advantages

of the latter is that, being normal functions for the simple bar, they allow T
to be expressed as a sum of squares of the generalized coordinates q-^, &c.

As a consequence, ^j^ appears only in the diagonal terms of the system of

equations analogous to (11).

From (11) we find further

q^lq, = - -0852,

so that for the approximate form of iv corresponding to the gravest pitch we

may take

IV = xy — -0852 xy{x'-\-y-), (14)

in which the side of the square is supposed equal to 2.
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PROBLEMS IN THE CONDUCTION OF HEAT.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxii. pp. 381—396, 1911.J

The general equation for the conduction of heat in a uniform medium

may be written

dv __ d-v d^v d'-v _ ^„ ,^

,

dt dx"- dy"- dz^ '

V representing temperature. The coefficient (v) denoting diffusibility is

omitted for brevity on the right-hand of (1). It can always be restored by

consideration of " dimensions."

Kelvin* has sho'ttTi how to build up a variety of special solutions,

applicable to an infinite medium, on the basis of Fourier's solution for

a point-source. A few examples are quoted almost in Kelvin's words

:

I. Instantaneous simple point-source ; a quantity Q of heat suddenly

generated at the point (0, 0, 0) at time t = 0, and left to diffuse through

an infinite homogeneous solid

:

^ = 8^^' (^>

where r- = x- + y^ + z"'- [The thermal capacity is supposed to be unity.]

Verify that
+ 00

V dx dy dz = '^TT
\

vf'dr—Q;
Jo

and that t; = when t = 0; unless also x=0, y = 0, z = 0. Every other

solution is obtainable froni this by summation.

II. Constant simple point-source, rate q

:

_ q
q dt

-r'/4t

UTT^I- t'l\ 47r?'

'

.(3)

The formula within the brackets shows how this obvious solution is derivable

from (2).

* " Compendium of Fourier Mathematics, &a." Enc. Brit. 1880; Collected Papers, Vol. ii. p. 44.

4—2
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III. Continued jJoint-source ; rate per unit of time at time t, an arbitrary

function, /(^)

:

v=i dxf{t-x)-^-^^. (4)
37r-" X'

IV Time-periodic simple point-source, rate per unit of time at time t,

q sin 2nt :

v =^ e-^"-''sin[2«i-?i*.?'] (5)
4nn-

Yerify that v satisfies (1) ; also that — ^irr'^dvjclr = q sin 2?ii, where r = 0.

V. Instantaneous spherical surface-source ; a quantity Q suddenly gener-

ated over a spherical surface of radius a, and left to diffuse outwards and

inwards

:

g—ir-a)-IU _ g-(r+n)=/4(

V = Q ^—rs 7u2
(6*

To prove this most easily, verify that it satisfies (1); and further verify that

477 I vr'dr = Q;

and that v = when i = 0, unless also r = a. Remark that (6) becomes

identical with (2) when a = 0; remark further that (6) is obtainable from (2)

by integration over the spherical surface.

VI. Constant spherical surface-source ; rate per unit of time for the

whole surface, q

:

r" g-ir-ap/U _g-{r+anit-
= q I dt

= q/4'Trr {r > a) = qj^ira {r < a).

The formula within the brackets shows how this obvious solution is de-

rivable from (6).

VII. Fourier's "Linear Motion of Heat"; instantaneous plane-source;

quantity per unit surface, n-

:

^ = 2^^V. W
Verify that this satisfies (1) for the case of v independent of y and z, and
that

V dx= a.

Remark that (7) is obtainable from (6) by putting Q/4)Tra- = a, and a = oo
; or

directly from (2) by integration over the plane.
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In Kelvin's summary linear sources are passed over. If an instantaneous

source be uniformly distributed along the axis of z, so that the rate per

unit length is q, we obtain at once by integration from (2)

From this we may deduce the effect of an instantaneous source uniformly

distributed over a circular cylinder whose axis is parallel to z, the superficial

density being a. Considering the cross-section through Q—the point where

V is to be estimated, let be the centre and a the radius of the circle.

Then if P be a point on the circle, OP = a, OQ = r, PQ = p, ^ POQ =6; and

p- = a^ + f' — 2ar cos 6,

If, (x), equal to Jo (ix), being the function usually so denoted. From (9) we

fall back on (8) if we put a = 0, 2'Traa = q. It holds good whether r be

greater or less than a:

When X is very great and positive,

^»(-)=v(L)'
(i«>

so that for very small values of t (9) assumes the form

o"« —ir^
V = 6

2 /^(Trrat)

vanishing when i = 0, unless r = a.

Again, suppose that the instantaneous source is uniformly distributed

over the circle f = 0, ^ = a cos 0, r; = a sin (j), the rate per unit of arc being q,

and that v is required at the point x, 0, z. There is evidently no loss of

generality in supposing y = 0. We obtain at once from (2)

n^ qad<l,e-y-
'

""

Jo S-TT^/H'/-' '
^ ^

where r" = (? - xf + rj^ + z^ = a/' + x'^ + z"- 2ax cos
(f>.

Th» -if?.^'^^^-© <!'->

from which if we write q = adz, and integrate with respect to z from - oo to

+ ao , we may recover (9).
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If in (12) we put q = ada and integrate with respect to a from to x ,

we obtain a solution which must coincide with (7) when in the latter we

substitute z for x. Thus

adae-"-'!'* I,(''^\ = 1te^'l'\ (13)

a particular case of one of Weber's integrals *

It may be worth while to consider briefly the problem of initial in-

stantaneous sources distributed over the plane (^=0) in a more general

manner. In rectangular coordinates the ty23ical distribution is such that the

rate per unit of area is

(T cos l^ . cos mrj (14)

If we assume that at x, y, z and time t, v is proportional to cos Ix . cos my,

the general differential equation (1) gives

dv ,,, „, d-v

or J \e
(''+'»"'

' ^'} = -^2 (e
(«Hm^) t

^}
.

so that, as for conduction in one dimension,

Q—Z-lit

v = A cos Ij' con m2/e~''"+™"'* —-^ , (15)

and I vdz^^ s/tt . A cos Ix cos my e~<'"+™^' '.

Putting i = 0, and comparing with (14), we see that

^ = 27^ (16)

By means of (2) the solution at time t may be built up from (14). In
this way, by aid of the well-known integral

e~"'^' cos 2ca; dx = e~''-/a"
^ (^^J\

we may obtain (15) independently.

The process is of more interest in its application to polar coordinates.

If we suppose that v is proportional to cos n6 . J^ {kr),

d-v I dv 1 d^v

rf7^ + r^- + ^cP = -^"'' (18)

* Gray and Mathews' Bessel's Functlotis, p. 78, equation (160). Put 7i= 0, X = 0. See
also (31) below.
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SO that (1) gives

dt '

'""~
dz'

dv ,„ d'v ,-,^,

+ l'^-v = :^,, (19)

„-2V4t

and v = A cos 110 Jnikr)e-'''*-— (20)

From (20)

[

'^

vdz= -2 ^JT^. A COS ndJ„(kr)e-'''t (21)
— oo

If the initial distribution on the plane ^^ = be per unit area

a cos nd Jn (kf), (22)

it follows from (21) that as before

^-2^ ^''^

We next proceed to investigate the effect of an instantaneous source

distributed over the circle for which

^ = 0, f = a cos (j), 7] = a sin <^,

the rate per unit length of arc being q cos ncf>. From (2) at the point x, y, z

{ "'^ q cos nd) g-''^''* ad6 , -, ,

,

^=L
—i^^—- ^''^

in which

r-= = (f - ><;)' + {v- y)- + z^ = a- + p'' + z^- 2ap cos ((/> - 0),

if a; = p cos d, y = p sin 0. The integral that we have to consider may be

written

,-277-
f

cos ncj) eP'^^^'f'-^' d<f) = cos 9i(6' + -.|r)e'''™s'A d-^
.'o

'

= cos n6 cos fiylref'""^ 'I' d-yjr- sin n0 sin n\lref' '">'"'' d-yfr, (25)

where -^ = ^—6, and p = upj^t. In view of the periodic character of the

integrand, the limits may be taken as — tt and + tt. Accordingly

COS jii/r
gp'cos * c?-^ = 2 cos n-\/r,eP ''°^ 'I' dyjr,

+ 7r

sin)i'\jre^''^°'"i'd'^ =0;
"' — TT

and f
"
COS «^ e^'cos(*-e)

(^<^ = 2 cos nd f
cos ?ii/r e"'™^* fZi/r (26)

Jo Jo

The integral on the right of (26) is equivalent to irlnip), where

i^In{p')^Ja{ip'), (27)
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Jn being, as usual, the symbol of Bessel's function of order n. For, if n

be even,

r cos 7if e''''^"^'^ dy{^ = h r cos nf (e"'™^* + e-"'™^*) df

=
I

cos ?n/f cos (ip' cos -i/f) cZ-\/r = TTi'-" Jn (ip) = Ti"-^)! (p')

;

Jo

and, if ?i be odd,

cos 71-f e"'""^ -^
f/-f = - 1 f " cos ?i->//- (e-p'™^'^ - e'>''=™*) (Z-«/r

-'0

= — i cos nyfr sin (r'p' cos ^) dijr = tt/^ (p')-

J

In either case

cos nyjr ei''""^'^ df = ttI,, (p') (28)
J

'277

Thus cosn<j}ei''''°'^'^-^hl4> = 27rcosn0In(p'), (29)

and (24) becomes

qacosne /ap\ -^^"^^
^^^^

This gives the temperature at time t and place (p, z) due to an initial

instantaneous source distributed over the circle a.

The solution (30) may now be used to find the effect of the initial source

expressed by (22). For this purpose we replace q by a da, and introduce

the additional factor J,i{ka), subsequently integrating with respect to a

between the limits and x . Comparing the result with that expressed in

(20), (23), we see that

a cos 110 e'^"-!"^

2 V(vrO

is a common factor which divides out, and that there remains the identity

g-p2/4(

"IT
'

J

arfae-'/^' /„ {ka) /„ (g)
= /„ (kp) e"*^*- (31)

This agrees with the formula given by Weber, which thus receives an

interesting interpretation.

Reverting to (30), we recognize that it must satisfy the fundamental

equation (1), now taking the form

d'^v d-v 1 dv 1 d'-v _dv .„„,

dz'^d^'^'^'p Tp'^J' d&'^Jt' ^ ^

and that when t = v must vanish, unless also z = 0, p = a.
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If we integrate (30) with respect to z between + -x , setting q = adz, so

that crcos)!^ represents the superficial density of the instantaneous source

distributed over the cylinder of radius a, we obtain

.=^^/.(|)/"^\ ^33^

which may be regarded as a generalization of (9). And it appears that

(33) satisfies (32), in which the term d-vjdz- may now be omitted.

In V. Kelvin gives the temperature at a distance r from the centre

and at time t due to an instantaneous source uniformly distributed over

a spherical surface. In deriving the result by integration from (2) it is of

course simplest to divide the spherical surface into elementary circles which

are symmetrically situated with respect to the line OQ joining the centre of

the sphere to the point Q where the effect is required. But if the circles

be drawn round another axis OA, a comparison of results will give a definite

integral.

Adapting (12), we write a = C8mO, c being the radius of the sphere,

X = OQ sin 6' = r sin 0', z==r cos 6' — c cos 6, so that

/I / 2j_ "1 /If • /I /!/ '^'^ COS 6 COS ff

qc sm pe~<° +>-)/«
/cj- sm i

This has now to be integrated with respect to d from to jr. Since the

result must be independent of 6', we see by putting 0' = that

r /o (p sin sin 0') eP^secose' gi^ ^0
Jo

= i" e'""''^am0d0 = -(e^-e-'-') (35)
Jo P

Using the simplified form and putting q = acd0, where a is the superficial

density, we obtain for the complete sphere

_ (c -r)' _ (c+ rT-

v = ^^(e"'' -e" '* ], (36)
277^ t^r

agreeing with (6) when we remember that Q = ^^ird^a.

We will now consider the problem of an instantaneous source arbitrarily

distributed over the surface of the sphere whose radius is c. It suffices,

of course, to treat the case of a spherical harmonic distribution; and we

suppose that per unit of area of the spherical surface the rate is S„. Assuming

that V is everywhere proportional to Sn, we know that v satisfies

1 d /

^e d0 V
^/gi,,^^)+ 1 ^ + n(« + l)„ = 0, (37)

d0/ sm^ dco-
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9, Q) being the usual spherical polar coordinates. Hence from (1) i) as a

function of ?' and t satisfies

dv cPv 2 dv n {n+ l)v _ ^
dt dr- r dr r^

d(rv) d^(rv) n(n+l). , „ .oo\
or --^~^ = —j—^ ^—-{rv)= (_o8j

dt df- r-

When n = 0, this reduces to the same form as applies in one dimension.

For general values of n. the required solution appears to be most easily found

indirectly.

Let us suppose that S^ reduces to Legendre's function Pn(fJ'), where

pi, = cosd, and let us calculate directly from (2) the value of v at time t

and at a point Q distant r from the centre of the sphere along the axis of /j,.

The exponential term is

e'^'it^ e^ = e~^^ i'^, (39)

if /3 = rcj-lt. Now {Theory of Sound, § 334)

1^1 P„ (m) e'>'' dp. = 2/«y(f) /„+j (p), (40)

whence \^^
Pn{iJi)ei'>^ diJi='2i-+^J{pjJ,+i(- ip), (41)

or, as it may also be written by (27),

-\/(5)^-^(^) ^'^'^

Substituting in (2)

Q = 27rc^ P„(/.) fZ/., (43)

we now get for the value of v at time t, and at the point for which p = r,

/^ = 1,

rv =
2^

Jn+i (-H) *«)

It may be verified by trial that (44) is a solution of (3S). When /n

is not restricted to the value unity, the only change required in (44) is the

introduction of the factor P„ (/j,).

When n = 0, P„(/i)=l, and we fall back upon the case of uniform

distribution. We have

^^"> = \/Q'^''^' (*^>

^^(-^^) =
^-''v^)

(46)

Using this in (44), we obtain a result in accordance with (6), in which Q,

representing the integrated magnitude of the source, is equal to ivc- in our

present reckoning.
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When ?i = 1, P] (f^) = fji, and

and whatever integral value n may assume /,»+} is expressible in finite

terms.

We have supposed that the rate of distribution is represented by a

liSgendre's function Pn{fi). In the more general case it is evident that

we have merely to multiply the right-hand member of (44) by Sn, instead

of P„.

So far we have been considering instantaneous sources. As in II., the

effect of constant sources may be deduced by integration, although the result

is often more readily obtained otherwise. A comparison will, however, give

the value of a definite integral. Let us apply this process to (33) repre-

senting the effect of a cylindrical source.

The required solution, being independent of t, is obtained at once

from (1). Wf have inside the cylinder

V = Ap"^ cos n6,

and outside v = Bp~^ cos nd,

with Aa" = Ba~^\ The intensity of the source is represented by the differ-

ence in the values of dv/dp just inside and just outside the cylindrical

surface. Thus

a' cos 7i6 = n cos nd (Bcr''-'' + Aci^-"-'),

whence Aa" = J3a"" = a'ajin,

t' cos nO being the constant time rate. Accordingly, within the cylinder

_ a'a (p

2n \a.
cosn6, (48)

zn \aj

and without the cylinder

"cosm6' (49)
2w \a.

These values are applicable when n is any positive integer. When n is zero,

there is no permanent distribution of temperature possible.

These solutions should coincide with the value obtained from (33) by

putting a-=a' dt and integrating with respect to ( from to oo
. Or

.p'm^'^"'i(sr <^»>

the 4- sign in the ambiguity being taken when p<a, and the - sign when

p>a. I ha.ve not confirmed (50) independently.
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In like manner we may treat a constant source distributed over a sphere.

If the rate per unit time and per unit of area of surface be Sn, we find,

as above, for inside the sphere (c)

' "'XS,„ (51)
2)i + 1 \cJ

and outside the sphere

f-T'^'^^, (52)V =-
In + 1 V'V

and these forms are applicable to any integral n, zero included. Comparing

with (44), we see that

t "^-(-s)=^er" <-'

which does not differ from (50), if in the latter we suppose ?t = integer + ^.

The solution for a time-periodic simple point-source has already been

quoted from Kelvin (IV.). Though derivable as a particular case from (4),

it is more readily obtained from the differential equation (1) taking here the

form—see (38) with ?i = —
d^ (rv) d'' (rv)

dt dr^

or if V is assumed proportional to e'^*,

d' (rv)jdr-' - ip (rv) = 0, (54)

giving rv = Ae^'^ g-ih^r^ (55)

as the symbolical solution applicable to a source situated at r = 0. Denoting

by q the magnitude of the source, as in (5), we get to determine A,

, dv

dr
= ge'*« = 47rA,

so that ^ = _JL eii.« g-iMr (56)
iirr

If from (56) we discard the imaginary part, we have

1}=—- e~''^'Pl-'> cos {pt - r ^{pl2 )], (57)

corresponding to the source q cos pt.

From (56) it is possible to build up by integration solutions relating to

various distributions of periodic sources over lines or surfaces, but an inde-

pendent treatment is usually simpler. We will, however, write down the

integral corresponding to a uniform linear source coincident with the axis

of 2. If p^ = a;- + y-, r- = z' + p^, and (p being constant) r dr = z dz. Thus

putting in (56) q = qi dz, we get

•27r jp V(^'-P')
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In considering the effect of periodic sources distributed over a plane xy,

we may suppose

V -Ji cos Ix . cos my , (59)

or again v x Jn (kr) . cos nd , (60)

where r' = x- + yl In either case if we write f + iv? = P, and assume v

proportional to e^^^, (1) gives

(P'vldz' = (k'' + ip)v (61)
Thus, if

^2 + ip = R (cos a + i sin a), (62)

-U
— j^g-\>S.(eosia+is\nia)z gipt

(63)

where A includes the factors (59) or (60). If the value of v be given on the

plane z = 0, that of A follows at once. If the magnitude of the source be

given, A is to be found from the value of dv/dz when z = 0.

The simplest case is of course that where k = 0. If Fe'P* be the value

of V when z = 0, we find

V = Ve'J>* e-^< ''P'
; (64)

or when realized

V = Fe-^V (P/2) cos {-pt - z \/{pli)}, (65)

corresponding to

V = V cos pt when z = 0.

From(64) - (^\ = ^(ip) . Ve'^" = ^ae^"*, (66)

if cr be the source per unit of area of the plane regarded as operative in

a medium indefinitely extended in both directions. Thus in terms of a,

or in real form
cr

2VP

V = —- e-"v"P/2) COS {pt -{it- z V(W2)}. (68)
z \/p

corresponding to the uniform source cr cos pt.

In the above formulse z is supposed to be positive. On the other side of

the source, where z itself is negative, the signs must be changed so that the

terms containing z may remain negative in character.

When periodic sources are distributed over the surface of a sphere

(radius = c), we may suppose that v is proportional to the spherical surface

harmonic S^. As a function of r and t, v is then subject to (38) ; and when

we introduce the further supposition that as dependent on t, v is proportional

to e'^', we have
d^(rv) n(n + l),

. , ^ a /rn\—
)
—

^

^ Urv) — ip{rv) = (69)
dr' r-
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When n = 0, that is in the case of symmetry round the pole, this equation

takes the same form as for one dimension ; but we have to distinguish

between the inside and the outside of the sphere.

On the inside the constants must be so chosen that v remains finite

at the pole (; = 0). Hence

rv = A e'^* (e''^' !'>' - e-''-' f^'). (70)

or in real form

rD = ^e''^''i'/-' Qos{pt + r>J{pl2)] -^e-''^<P/-' cos {^jf - ?• V(iJ/2)}. ...(71)

Outside the sphere the condition is that rv must vanish at infinity. In this

case

rv= B e'P* e-''^' '"i", (72)
or in real form

rv = Be-^'^"P'-^ cos {pt-iWip/2)} (73)

When 71 is not zero, the solution of (69) may be obtained as in Stokes'

treatment of the corresponding acoustical problem (Theory of Sound, ch. xvii).

Writing r \/(ip) = z, and assuming

7'v = Ae^ + Be-^, (74)

where A and B are functions of z, we find for B

cl^B_^cJ3_nJn^)^^^
^^^^

dz'^ dz z-

The solution is B = B^f,^{z), (76)

where B^ is independent of z and

U(,) = x^-J^^^I^i:y^^^^-^)^__ (77y

as may be verified by substitution. Since n is supposed integral, the series

(77) terminates. For example, if ?i = 1, it reduces to the first two terms.

The solution ajDpropriate to the exterior is thus

rv = B,8ne^vte-'r^mf^(i-i^^r)
(78)

For the interior we have

rv = 4„,S'„e'J" {e-'-^' ('» /„ {^fr) - e-^ iw/, (_ i^jjV)}, (79)

which may also be expressed by a Bessel's function of order ?i + i.

In like manner we may treat the problem in two dimensions, where
everything may be expressed by the polar coordinates r, 6. It suflSces to
consider the terms in cos nd, where n is an integer. The differential equation
analogous to (69) is now

d'^v 1 dv n-

d^^ + rdr-V^'^-^'P"' (SO)
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which, if we take r \/{vp) = z, as before, may be written

d=(A0 („,-^)(,i + ^) ,

dz'- z'
{z%) = z'^v, (81)

and is of the same form as (69) when in the latter n - | is written for n.

As appears at once from (80), the solution for the interior of the cylinder

may be expressed

v = Acqs, n6 e'>' /„ {i-l-p'l'^ r), (82)

Jn being as usual the Bessel's function of the ?ith order.

For the exterior we have from (81)

?--y = B cos n6 e^'''- e~'''^' "«/ _ ^ (i^p^ r), (83)

f (,^-^
I

^""'-^"
I

(4>^^-l^')(4n'-30

(4H^-l-)(47i--3')(4?i--o-)
^

1.2.3. (8^)^
"^ ''^"^^

The series (84.), unlike (77), does not terminate. It is ultimately divergent,

but may be employed for computation when z is moderately great.

In these periodic solutions the sources distributed over the plane, sphere,

or cylinder are supposed to have been in operation for so long a time that

any antecedent distribution of temperature throughout the medium is with-

out influence. By Fourier's theorem this procedure may be generalized.

Whatever be the character of the sources with respect to time, it may be

resolved into simple periodic terms ; and if the character be known through

the whole of past time, the solution so obtained is unambiguous. The same

conclusion follows if, instead of the magnitude of the sources, the temperature

at the surfaces in question be known through past time.

An important particular case is when the character of the function is such

that the superficial value, having been constant (zero) for an infinite time, is

suddenly raised to another value, say unity, and so maintained. The Fourier

expression for such a function is

1 \ f'° sin pt , ,„_,

JT V

the definite integral being independent of the arithmetical value of t, but

changing sign when t passes through ; or, on the understanding that only

the real part is to be retained,

1 1 r" e'i"^4-- —dp (86)
2 ITT Jo i?

'
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We may apply this at once to the case of the plane z = which has been at

temperature from < = — oo to t = 0, and at temperature 1 from t = to

t=--c. By (64)
1 /« pipt-ZsJ tip)

v = i +^ — dp (87)

By the methods of complex integration this solution may be transformed into

Fourier's, viz.

Tr-vhr''' ^''^

v = l~^ e-^'da, (89)

which are, however, more readily obtained otherwise.

In the case of a cylinder (r = c) whose surface has been at up to < =
and afterwards at i) = 1, we have from (83) with n =

„ipt+{c-r) v ii» -^ ~s^ -^ ^ Jl.y = ^ +^ eipt+tc-r)^fip)-' 5 -
^

-

^.^ (90>,

iTrr'^ J f_ 1 (i^ p'^ c) p

of which only the real part is to be retained. This applies to the region out-

side the cylinder.

It may be observed that when t is negative (87) must vanish for positive

z and (90) for r > c.



359.

ON THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRO-
DUCTION, WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR ENHANCING
GRADATION ORIGINALLY INVISIBLE.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxii. pp. 734—740, 1911.]

In copying a subject by photography the procedure usually involves two
distinct steps. The first yields a so-called negative, from which, by the same
or another process, a second operation gives the desired j)ositive. Since

ordinary photography affords pictures in monochrome, the reproduction can
be complete only when the original is of the same colour. We may suppose,

for simplicity of statement, that the original is itself a transparency, e.g. a

lantern-slide.

The character of the original is regarded as given by specifying the

transparency (<) at every point, i.e. the ratio of light transmitted to light

incident. But here an ambiguity should be noticed. It may be a question

of the place at which the transmitted light is observed. When light

penetrates a stained glass, or a layer of coloured liquid contained in a tank,

the direction of propagation is unaltered. If the incident rays are normal, so

also are the rays transmitted. The action of the photographic image, con-

stituted by an imperfectly aggregated deposit, differs somewhat. Rays

incident normally are more or less diffused after transmission. The effective

transparency in the half-tones of a negative used for contact printing may
thus be sensibly greater than when a camera and lens is employed. In the

first case all the transmitted light is effective ; in the second most of that

diffused through a finite angle fails to reach the lens*- In defining t—the

transparency at any place—-account must in strictness be taken of the

manner in which the picture is to be viewed. There is also another point

to be considered. The transparency may not be the same for different kinds

* In the extreme case a negative seen against a dark background and lighted obUquely from

behind may even appear as a positive.

R. VI. 5
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of light. We must suppose either that one kind of light only is employed,

or else that t is the same for all the kinds that need to be regarded. The

actual values of t may be supposed to range from 0, representing complete

opacity, to 1, representing complete transparency.

As the first step is the production of a negative, the question naturally

suggests itself whether we can define the ideal character of such a negative.

Attempts have not been wanting ; but when we reflect that the negative is

only a means to an end, we recognize that no answer can be given without

reference to the process in which the negative is to be employed to produce

the positive. In practice this process (of printing) is usually different from

that bj' which the negative was itself made; but for simplicity we shall

suppose that the same process is employed in both operations. This require-

ment of identity of procedure in the two cases is to be construed strictly,

extending, for example, to duration of development and degree of intensifica-

tion, if any. Also we shall suppose for the present that the exposure is the

same. In strictness this should be imderstood to require that both the

intensity of the incident light and the time of its operation be maintained

;

but since between wide limits the effect is known to depend only upon the

product of these quantities, we may be content to regard exposure as defined

by a single quantity, viz. intensity of light x time.

Under these restrictions the transparency t' at any point of the negative

is a definite function of the transparency t at the corresponding point of the

original, so that we may write

t'=f(t\ (1)

/ depending upon the photogi-aphic procedure and being usually such that

as t increases from to 1, t' decreases continually. When the operation is

repeated upon the negative, the transparency t" at the corresponding part of

the positive is given by

t"=f{t') (2)

Complete reproduction may be considered to demand that at every point

t" = t. Equation ( 2 ) then expresses that t must be the same function of

t' that t' is of t. Or, if the relation between t and t' be written in the form

F(t,t') = 0, (3)

F must be a symmetrical function of the two variables. If we regard t, t' as

the rectangular coordinates of a point, (3) expresses the relationship by a

curve which is to be symmetrical with respect to the bisecting line t' = t.

So far no particular form of /, or F, is demanded ; no particular kind of

negative is indicated as ideal. But certain simple cases call for notice.

Among these is

t + t' =\, (4)
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which obviously satisfies the condition of symmetry. The representative

curve is a straight line, equally inclined to the axes. According to (4), when

< = 0, f = 1. This requirement is usually satisfied in photography, being

known as freedom from fog—no photographic action where no light has

fallen. But the complementary relation t' = when i = 1 is only satisfied

approximately. The relation between negative and positive expressed in (4)

admits of simple illustration. If both be projected upon a screen from

independent lanterns of equal luminous intensity, so that the images fit, the

pictures obliterate one another, and there results a field of uniform intensity.

Another simple form, giving the same limiting values as (4), is

t' + t'' = l; (5)

and of course any number of others may be suggested.

According to Fechner's law, which represents the facts fairly well, the

visibility of the difference between t and t + dt is proportional to dt/t. The

gradation in the negative, constituted in agreement with (4), is thus quite

different from that of the positive. When t is small, large differences in the

positive may be invisible in the negative, and vice versa when t approaches

unity. And the want of correspondence in gradation is aggravated if we

substitute (5) for (4). All this is of course consistent with complete final

reproduction, the differences which are magnified in the first operation being

correspondingly attenuated in the second.

If we impose the condition that the gradation in the negative shall agree

with that in the positive, we have

dtjt^-dt'lt', (6)

whence t.t' = G, (')

where is a constant. This relation does not fully meet the other require-

ments of the case. Since t' cannot exceed unity, t cannot be less than 0.

However, by taking G small enough, a sufficient approximation may be

attained. It will be remarked that according to (7) the negative and positive

obliterate one another when superposed in such a manner that light passes

through them in succession— a combination of course entirely different from

that considered in connexion with (4). This equality of gradation (within

certain limits) may perhaps be considered a claim for (7) to represent the

ideal negative; on the other hand, the woi'd accords better with defini-

tion (4).

It will be remembered that hitherto we have assumed the exposure to be

the same in the two operations, viz. in producing the negative and in copying

from it. The restriction is somewhat arbitrary, and it is natural to inquire

whether it can be removed. One might suppose that the removal would

allow a greater latitude in the relationship between t and t'
;
but a closer

scrutiny seems to show that this is not the case.
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The effect of varying the exposure (e) is the same as of an inverse

alteration in the transparency; it is the product et with which we really

have to do. This refers to the first operation ; in the second, t" is dependent

in hke manner upon e't'. For simplicity and without loss of generality we

may suppose that e = 1 ; also that e je = m, where m is a numerical quantity

greater or less than unity. The equations which replace (1) and (2) are now

t'=f{t), t=t"=f(mt'); (8)

and we assume that / is such that it decreases continually as its argument

increases. This excludes what is called in photography solarization.

We observe that if t, lying between and 1, anywhere makes t' — t, then

m must be taken to be unity. For in the case supposed

t=f{t)=f{mt);

and this in accordance with the assumed character of/ cannot be true, unless

m = 1. Indeed without analytical formulation it is evident that since the

transparency is not altered in the negative, it will require the same exposure

to obtain it in the second operation as that by which it was produced in the

first. Hence, if anywhere t' = t, the exposures must be the same.

It remains to show that there is no escape from a local equality of t and t'.

When i = 0, i! = 1, or (if there be fog) some smaller positive quantity. As

t increases from to 1, i' continually decreases, and must therefore pass t at

some point of the range. We conclude that complete reproduction requires

m = 1, i.e. that the two exposures be equal ; but we must not forget that we

have assumed the photographic procedure to be exactly the same, except as

regards exposure.

Another reservation requires a moment's consideration. We have inter-

preted complete reproduction to demand equality of t" and t. This seems to

be in accord with usage ; but it might be argued that proportionality of t"

and t' is all that is really required. For although the pictures considered in

themselves differ, the effect upon the eye, or upon a photographic plate, may
be made identical, all that is needed being a suitable variation in the intensity

of the luminous background. But at this rate we should have to regard a

white and a grey paper as equivalent.

If we abandon the restriction that the photographic process is to be the

same in the two operations, simple conclusions of generality can hardly be

looked for. But the problem is easily formulated. We may write

t'=Met), t = t"=Me't'), (9)

where e, e are the exposures, not generally equal, and /i, f^ represent two

functions, whose forms may vary further with details of development and

intensification. But for some printing processes f^ might be treated as a

fixed function. It would seem that this is the end at which discussion
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should begin. When the printing process is laid down and the character of

the results yielded thereby is determined, it becomes possible to say what
is required in the negative ; but it is not possible before.

In many photographs it would appear that gradation tends to be lost at

the ends of the scale, that is in the high lights and deep shadows, and (as a

necessary consequence, if the full range is preserved) to be exaggerated in

the half-tones. For some purposes, where precise reproduction is not desired,

this feature may be of advantage. Consider, for example, the experimental

problem, discussed by Huggins, of photographing the solar corona without an

eclipse. The corona is always present, but is overpowered by atmospheric

glare. The problem is to render evident a very small relative difference of

luminous intensity. If the difference is exaggerated in a suitably exposed

and developed photograph, so much the better. A repetition of successive

copyings might render conspicuous a difference originally invisible. At each

operation we may suppose a factor a to be introduced, a being greater than

unity. After n copyings dtjt becomes a\U/t. Unless the gain each time

were very decided, this would be a slow process, and it would be liable to fail

in practice owing to multiplication of slight irregular photographic markings.

But a method proposed by Mach* and the present writer-f should be of

service here. By the aid of reflexion light at each stage is transmitted twice

through the picture. By this means alone a is raised to equality with 2, and

upon it any purely photographic exaggeration of gradation is superposed.

Three successive copyings on this plan should ensure at least a ten-fold

exaltation of contrast.

Another method, simpler in execution, consists in superposing a consider-

able number (n) of similar pictures. In this way the contrast is multiplied

n times. Rays from a small, but powerful, source of light fall first upon

a collimating lens, so as to traverse the pile of pictures as a parallel beam.

Another condensing lens brings the rays to a focus, at which point the eye is

placed. Some trials on this plan made a year ago gave promising results.

Ten lantern-slides were prepared from a portrait negative. The exposure (to

gas-light) was for about 3 seconds through the negative and for 30 seconds

bare, i.e. with negative removed, and the development was rather light. On
single plates the picture was but just visible. Some rough photometry

indicated that each plate transmitted about one-third of the incident light.

In carrying out the exposures suitable stops, cemented to the negative, must

be provided to guide the lantern-plates into position, and thus to ensure their

subsequent exact superposition by simple mechanical means.

When only a few plates are combined, the light of a Welsbach mantle

suffices ; but, as was to be expected, the utilization of the whole number (ten)

* 'Eder's Jahrbuchf. Photographie.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xliv. p. 282 (1897) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 333.
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requires a more powerful source. Good results were obtained with a lime-

light ; the portrait, barely visible at all on the single plates, came out fairly

well under this illumination. If it were proposed to push the experiment

much further by the combination of a larger number of plates, it would

probably be advantageous to immerse them in benzole contained in a tank,

so as to obviate the numerous reflexions at the surfaces.

It has been mentioned that in the above experiment the development of

the plates was rather light. The question may be raised whether further

development, or intensification, might not make one plate as good as two or

three superposed. I think that to a certain extent this is so. When in

a recent experiment one of the plates above described was intensified with

mercuric chloride followed by ferroTis oxalate, the picture was certainly more

apparent than before, when backed by a sufficiently strong light. And the

process of intensification may be repeated. But there is another point to be

considered. In the illustrative experiment it was convenient to copy all the

plates from the same negative. But this procedure would not be the proper

one in an attempt to render visible the solar corona. For this purpose a good

many independent pictures should be combined, so as to eliminate slight

photographic defects. As in many physical measurements, when it is desired

to enhance the delicacy, the aim must be to separate feeble constant effects

from chance disturbances.

It may be that, besides that of the corona, there are other astronomical

problems to which one or other of the methods above described, or a com-

bination of both, might be applied with a prospect of attaining a further

advance.
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ox THE PROPAGATION OF WAVES THROUGH A STRATIFIED
MEDIUM, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE QUESTION
OF REFLECTION.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. lxxxvi. pp. 207—266, 1912.]

The medium is supposed to be such that its properties are everywhere

a function of but one coordinate x, being of one uniform quality where x is

less than a certain value x^, and of another uniform quality (in general,

different from the first) where x exceeds a greater value .r„j_i ; and the

principal problem is the investigation of the reflection which in general

ensues when plane waves in the first medium are incident upon the strati-

fications. For the present we suppose the quality to be uniform through

strata of finite thickness, the first transition occurring when x = x^, the

second at «=a;2, and the last at x=Xm-i'

The expressions for the waves in the various media in order may be taken

to be

(b., = A e*l«*+''i/-«2(^-^i)] + i?2e'''''+''^+"2te-^i)]^ - (1)

and so on, the A's and B's denoting arbitrary constants. The first terms

represent the waves travelling in the positive direction, the second those

travelling in the negative direction ; and our principal aim is the determina-

tion of the ratio BJA-^ imposed by the conditions of the problem, including

the requirement that in the final medium there shall be no negative wave.

As in the simple transition from one uniform medium to another {Theory

of Sound, § 270), the symbols c and b are common to all the media, the first

depending merely upon the periodicity, while the constancy of the second is

required in order that the traces of the various waves on the surfaces of
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transition should move together—equivalent to the ordinary law of refrac-

tion. In the usual optical notation, if V be the velocity of propagation and

6 the angle of incidence,

c = 2TrV/X, b = (27r/X)sm6, a = (i-Tr/X) cos 0, (2)

where V/X, X~^ sin are the same in all the strata. On the other hand a is

variable and is connected with the direction of propagation within the

stratum by the relation

a = bcot0 (3)

The as are thus known in terms of the original angle of incidence and of

the various refractive indices.

Since the factor e«(«'+*M runs through all our expressions, we may regard

it as understood and write simply

(j>,
=^^e-«».(^^it + 5ie'«''^-^>', (4)

4>2 = J.^e-*"^'^-^-' +i?2e'''2'^-'^i', (.5)

<j). =43e-'«=(^-^=' +i?3e'''='*-^2i, (6)

^,a = ^ ,n e-'"-
"^-^-i' + 5,„,e*"" '^-"^"-i' (7)

In the problem of reflection we are to make B„, = 0, and (if we please)

We have now to consider the boundary conditions which hold at the

surfaces of transition. In the case of sound travelling through gas, where

(j> is taken to represent the velocity-potential, these conditions are the

continuity of d(j)/dx and of a(j), where o- is the density. Whether the

multiplier attaches to the dependent variable itself or to its derivative is

of no particular significance. For example, if we take a new dependent

variable yjr, equal to acj}, the above conditions are equivalent to the con-

tinuity of i/r and of cr'^d-^/ch: Nor should we really gain generality bv

introducing a multiplier in both places. We may therefore for the present

confine ourselves to the acoustical form, knowing that the results will

admit of interpretation in numerous other cases.

At the first transition x = Xi the boundary conditions give

a,{B,-A,) = a,{B,-A,), <t,{B, + A,) = a,{B, + A.^ (8)

If we stop here, we have the simple case of the juxtaposition of two

media both of infinite depth. Supposing ^2 = 0, we get

Bi _ o-o/cTi — ag/tti _ 0-3/ o-j — cot ^2/cot ^1

Aj o-g/o-i 4- (/a/tti CTa/cTi -I- cot ^.,/cot 6*] ^
'

For a further discussion of (9) reference may be made to Theory of

Sound {loc. cit.). In the case of the simple gases the compressibilities are
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the same, and <t^ sin^ 0^ = <j^ sin'^ 0^. The general formula (9) then identifies

itself with Fresnel's expression

tan(^,-g,)

tan(6^, + ft,)
^'""^

On the other hand, if cr,, = 0-1, the change being one of compressibility

only, we find

sin (0, - d,)

^^^ sm{d, + 0,)'
^^^'

Fresnel's other expression.

In the above it is supposed that aj (and O2) are real. If the wave be

incident in the more refractive medium and the angle of incidence be too

great, a^ becomes imaginary, say —{«„'. In this case, of course, the reflection

is total, the modulus of (9) becoming unity. The change of phase incurred

is given by (9). In accordance with what has been said these results are at

once available for the corresponding optical problems.

If there are more than two media, the boundary conditions at x = x^

are

a^ {B^e''''^^'-"=o - ^^e-*''^'^^-*'' } = a^ (B^ - A^), (12)

0-2 {^ae'^^c^^-^.' + A.^e-^"'^"''-''''^ } = (x,{B, + A,), (13)

and so on. For extended calculations it is desirable to write these equations

in an abbreviated shape. We set

B^-A^=H„ B„ + A„ = K^, etc., (14)

cosa„(x2 — Xi) = Ci, isina^ix^ — Xj) = Si, etc., (15)

0'3l<-h = 'h, o-3/'^2 = ^2, etc.; (16)

and the series of equations then takes the form

H, = <x,H,, K, = (3,K,, (17)

c,H, + s,K, = a„H„ s,H, + c,K, = l3,K„ (18)

cA + s,K, = a,H„ s,H, + c,K, = 0,K,, (19)

and so on. In the reflection problem the special condition is the numerical

equality of H and K of highest suffix. We may make

i7=-l, K= + l (20)

As we have to work backwards from the terms of highest suffix, it is

convenient to solve algebraically each pair of simple equations. In this

way, remembering that c^ — s- = 1, we get

H,= a,H,, K,= /3,K,, (21)

H^ = c,a^H^-s,e.iK^, K. = -s,a^H, + cAK„ (22)

H.i = CM^H^-sSsKi, K3 = -S2a.sHi + Co/3sKi, (23)
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and so on. In these equations the c's and the /3's are real, and also the

«'s, unless there is " total reflection "
; the s's are pure imaginaries, with the

same reservation.

When there are three media, we are to suppose in the problem of reflection

that H, = -1,K,= 1. Thus from (21), (22),

J?j = _ atj (CiCfj, + Si/Sa), K^ = ^1 (SiOtj + Ci0«) ;

^^,, , A K^ + H^ c, (/3i/3. - a.a,) + s, {aS, - ^A) ^^a-.
so tnat -j- = ,i. YT = /n n ". T";—7—o—,

—

o^\ ^ '

If there be no " total reflection," the relative intensity of the reflected

waves is

Ci' (A/32 - a,c(,Y - si'ia^^i - ai/gg)- ,25)

Cj^(/3i/3. + «,«.)^-SiM«2A + ai/Q2)''

where Cj- = cos- o, (a:, — «i), — 5i- = sin^a.2(a.'2 — a^i) (26)

The reflection will vanish independently of the values of Ci and Sj, i.e.,

whatever may be the thickness of the middle layer, provided

ySi/Sa - aitt, = 0, oTa/Si - Qi (82 = ; or A = «i .
1^2= '^2,

since these quantities are all positive. Reference to (9) shows that these

are the conditions of vanishing reflection at the two surfaces of transition

considered separately.

If these conditions be not satisfied, the evanescence of (2.5) requires that

either Ci or Sj be zero. The latter case is realized if the intermediate layer

be abolished, and the remaining condition is equivalent to 0-3/0-1 = cts/a,, as

was to be expected from (9). We learn now that, if there would be no

reflection in the absence of an intermediate layer, its introduction will have

no effect provided cu (a?2 — x,) be a multiple of tt. An obvious example is

when the first and third media are similar, as in the usual theory of

" thin plates."

On the other hand, if Cj, or cos «„ (a^j — ajj), vanish, the remaining require-

ment for the evanescence of (2.5) is that /Sa/aa = /3i/ai.

T xi
• /3i - «! /Sa - as

.

in this case -^ =
7:; ;

/3i + Ci /3, + a.,

so that by (9) the reflections at the two faces are equal in all respects.

In general, if the third and flrst media are similar, (25) reduces to

{/3i/gi - aJ/3iY sin° a. (x^ ~ x,)

4cos^a2(''''- — *i) + [/Si/«i + ''i/Al'sin" a, (ajo — «i) '

which may readily be identified with the expression usually given in terms

of (9).

It remains to consider the cases of so-called total reflection. If this

occurs only at the second surface of transition, a^, cu are real, while as is a
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pure imaginary. Thus Kj is real, and a„ is imaginary; Ci is real always,

and Si is imaginary as before; the /3's are always real. Thus, if we
separate the real and imaginary parts of the numerator and denominator

of (24-), we get

^1 C1/S1/S2+ Sia2/3i + Ci0(i«2 + SiKi/So'

of which the modulus is unity. In this case, accordingljr, the reflection

back in the first medium is literally total, whatever may be the thickness

of the intermediate layer, as was to be expected.

The separation of real and imaginary parts follows the same rule when
ttg is imaginary, as well as a^. For then a^ is imaginary, while o<^, s^ are

real. Thus Sia^/Sj remains real, and CitXiCo, s^a-y^^ remain imaginary. The
reflection back in the first medium is total in this case also.

The only other case requiring consideration occurs when aj is imaginary

and a.3 real. The reflection is then total if the middle layer be thick enough,

but if this thickness be reduced, the reflection cannot remain total, as is

evident if we suppose the thickness to vanish. The ratios a^, a^ are now

both imaginary, while Sj is real. The separation of real and imaginary

parts stands as in (24), and the intensity of reflection is still expressed

by (25). If we take aa = — ia^, we may write in place of (25),

(/gi/gg - a-,a„y- cosh^ rj^ {x.^ - x-,) - {a„/3y - a.^a)' sinh- «./ (x. - a^Q

(0102 + a^a^ coah' az (x^ — x^) — {a.,0i + a^ 02T sinh^ aJ (x^ ~ x^)

When X2 — x-i is extremely small, this reduces to

(0i02-Ci«2y (0-3/0-1 - a-Jajy

(/Si^o + aiOa)^' (0-3/0-1 + aj/a,)'

'

in accordance with (9).

When on the other hand x, — x^ exceeds a few wave-lengths, (29) approaches

unity, as we see fronl a form, equivalent to (29), viz.,

(/Si^ - a,^) {0i - ai) cosh^ a^ (x., - x^) + (a^^i - a^^^

{01^ - ar) (0.^ - tta") cosh^ aj (a;^ - x,) + (a,/3i + a^^.y

It is to be remembered that in (30), a^', a.^, a^ct^ have negative values.

The form assumed when the third medium is similar to the first may be

noted. In this case a^a^ = 1, 0,02=1, and we get from (29)

(/3i/ai - ai/A)' s^"h- «/ (a-'j, - x,)

(0Jai - aj0iy sinh- a,' («, - «i) - 4

In this case, of course, the reflection vanishes when X2 — Xj is sufiiciently

reduced.

Equations (21), etc., may be regarded as constituting the solution of the

general problem. If there are m media, we suppose H,„ = -l, Km=l,
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thence calculate in order from the pairs of simple equations Hm-i, J^m-i
',

Hm--2, -K'„i_2, etc., until H^ and' K^ are reached ; and then determine the

ratio BijAi. The procedure would entail no difficulty in any special case

numerically given ; but the algebraic expression of Hi and K^ in terms of

H,n and Km soon becomes complicated, unless further simplifying conditions

are introduced. Such simplification may be of two kinds. In the first it is

supposed that the total thickness between the initial and final media is

small relatively to the wave-lengths, so that the phase-changes occurring

within the layer are of subordinate importance. In the second kind of

simplification the thicknesses are left arbitrary, but the changes in the

character of the medium, which occur at each transition, are supposed small.

The problem of a thin transitional layer has been treated by several

authors, L. Lorenz*, Van Rynf, Drudej, Schott§, and Maclaurin[|. A full

account will be found in Theory of Light by the last named. It will

therefore not be necessary to treat the subject in detail here; but it may be

worth while to indicate how the results may be derived from our equations.

For this purpose it is convenient to revert to the original notation so far as

to retain a and o-. Thus in place of (17), etc., we write

aiHi = a.H-i, aiKi = a-.K^, (32)

a2{ciH2 + sJ{.} = a.,R;„ <t.{siH2 + CiK^) = a.,K^, Qtc. ...(33)

In virtue of the supposition that all the layers are thin, the c's are nearly

equal to unity and the s's are small. Thus, for a first approximation, we
identify c with 1 and neglect s altogether, so obtaining

a^Hi = aoH.i = . . . = a.^iT,,;, <TiKi = a^K^ = ...= a-„,K,„,. .

.

.(34)

The relation of H^, K^ to H,^, Km is the same as if the transition between
the extreme values took place without intermediate layers, and the law of

reflection is not disturbed by the presence of these layers, as was to be

expected.

For the second approximation we may still identify the c's with unity,

while the s's are retained as quantities of the first order. Adding together

the column of equations constituting the first members of (32), (33), etc., we
find

a^Hi + a.SiK„ + a.,s.K:, + ...+ a„_i s„i^^ K,n-i = a^Hm ] (35)

and in like manner, with substitution of a for a and interchange of K and H,

a-iKi+ a.,SiH.. + ... + 0-„,_i Sm_2 jEr,„_i = (TmKm (36)

* Fogg. Ann. 1860, Vol. cxi. p. 460.

t Wied. Ann. 1883, Vol. xx. p. 22.

X Wied. Ann. 1891, Vol. xuii. p. 126.

§ Phil. Trans. 1894, Vol. CLxxxv. p. 823,

II
Roy. Soc. Pruc. A, 1905, Vol. lxxvi. p. i<).
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In the small terms containing s's we may substitute the approximate

values of H and K from (34). For the problem of reflection we suppose

Hm + Km = 0. Hence

-"ii °')it<^i 1 ^m ^ ""a*!
(37)

In (37), Sx = ^2 (a;2 — a^i), and so on, so that

^a^^.foM. v^ = ,-r
rf,^ (38)

the integration extending over the layer of transition.

One conclusion may be drawn at once. To this degree of approximation

the reflection is independent of the order of the strata. It will be noted

that the' sums in (37) are pure imaginaries. In what follows we shall

suppose that a^. is real.

As the final result for the reflection, we find

l-l^'-^-' <^»>

where ^_ <r.>,-<.„.;i.
.

tan8 = 2^i;ii "-" "^

(41)

f'mO'l (h^m

To this order of approximation the intensity of the reflection is unchanged

by the presence of the intermediate layers, unless, indeed, the circumstances

are such that (40) is itself small. If cr^/o-i = ttm/ai absolutely, we have

ii=W«™L^,_^f^l (42)

and B = ^tt. This case is important in Optics, as representing the reflection

at the polarising angle from a contaminated surface.

The two important optical cases : (i) where cr is constant, leading (when

there is no transitional layer) to Fresnel's formula (11), and (ii) where

o- sin^ 6 is constant, leading to (10), are now easily treated as special examples.

Introducing the refractive index /jl, we find after reduction for case (i)

g,^ 4,rcos^. ^ ,_^2)^,, (43)

where \, /xi relate to the first medium, /j.^ is the index for the last medium,

and the integration is over the layer of transition. The application of (43)
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should be noticed when the layer is in effect abolished, either by supposing

/x. = jjim, or, on the other hand,
fj,
=

fj,^.

In the second case (42), corresponding to the polarising angle, becomes

i? =—j^ f (^^ - Mr)y -/.,.-) ^^ ^^4^

In general for this case

47r cos e,
'°'' ^'j^^^-' - '^^ '^*' ~ '"''

^\f^^™' ~ ^'^ (5 + £^ ~ ^)
^"^

S" = - -

\
iP'J - /til") (cos^ 01-—, sin= 01

j

(45)

The second fraction in (45) is equal to the thickness of the layer of

transition simply, when we suppose /u. = fj,^.

(ifJ'm- - M") if^^ - /^l°)

Further, g. _ g^ = _ *-co^M^. i ^^ , ^46)

cos fi ;; sm fi

the difference of phase vanishing, as it ought to do, when /j- = /xi, or /i,„, or

again, when 9i = 0.

It should not escape notice that the expressions (10) and (11) have

different signs when 6^ and ^2 are small. This anomaly, as it must appear

from an optical point of view, should be corrected when we consider the

significance of 8" — 8'. The origin of it lies in the circumstance that, in our

application of the boundary conditions, we have, in effect, used different

vectors as dependent variables to express light of the two polarisations. For

further explanation reference may be made to former writings, e.g. " On the

Dviiamical Theory of Gratings*."

If throughout the range of integration, fx is intermediate between the

terminal values /Lij, /ii,„, the reflection is of the kind called positive by Jamin.

The transition may well be of this character when there is no contamination.

On the other hand, the reflection is negative, if yu, has throughout a value

outside the range between /^i and (01™. It is probable that something of this

kind occurs when water has a greasy surface.

The formulae required in Optics, viz. (43), (44), (45), (46), are due, in

substance, to Lorenz and Van Ryn. The more general expressions (41), (42)

do not seem to have been given.

There is no particular difficulty in pursuing the approximation firom

(32), etc. At the next stage the second term in the expansion of the c's

* Eoy. Soc. Proc. A, 1907, Vol. Lxxix. p. 413.
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must be retained, while the s's are still sufficiently represented by the first

terms. The result, analogous to (37), (38), is

i'^ f-^'a^'dx , . o-,„ fa'' ,

-"l O'lfl-m Jo Jo O" (tmJ II

1 — — . crdx .dx + i— adiv.

.(47)

< cr J I) O'mJ

in which the terminal abscissae of the variable laj'er are taken to be and d,

instead of x^ and Xm-i- I do not follow out the application to particular

cases such as o- = constant, or a sin- 6 = constant. For this reference maj' be

made to Maclaurin, who, however, uses a different method.

The second case which allows of a simple approximate expression for the

reflection arises when all the partial reflections are small. It is then hardly

necessary to appeal to the general equations : the method usually employed

in Optics suffices. The assumptions are that at each surface of transition the

incident waves may be taken to be the same as in the first medium, merely

retarded by the appropriate amount, and that each partial reflection reaches

the first medium no otherwise modified than by such retardation. This

amounts to the neglect of waves three times reflected. Thus

An interesting question suggests itself as to the manner in which the

transition from one uniform medium to another must be effected in order to

obviate reflection, and especially as to the least thickness of the layer of

transition consistent with this result. If there be two transitions only, the

least thickness of the layer is obtained by supposing in (48)

§lZ^^§l^^j^ (49)
p^ + a, l3, + a,

and 2a2 (aja - ^'i) = 71"

;

(50)

and this conclusion, as we have seen already, is not limited to the case of

small differences of quality. la its application to perpendicular incidence,

(50) expresses that the thickness of the layer is one-quarter of the wave-

length proper to the layer. The two partial reflections are equal in magnitude

and sign. It is evident that nothing better than this can be done so long as

the reflections are of one sign, however numerous the surfaces of transition

may be.

If we allow the partial reflections to be of different signs, some reduction

of the necessary thickness is possible. For example, suppose that there are

two intermediate layers of equal thickness, of which the first is similar to the

final uniform medium, and the second similar to the initial uniform medium.

Of the three partial reflections the first and third are similar, but the second
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is of the opposite sign. If three vectors of equal numerical value compensate

one another, they n^ust be at angles of 120°- The necessary conditions are

satisfied (in the case of perpendicular transmission) if the total thickness

(21) is ^X, in accordance with

The total thickness of the layer of transition is thus somewhat reduced,

but only by a very artificial arrangement, such as would not usually be

contemplated when a layer of transition is spoken of If the progress from

the first to the second iiniform quality be always in one direction, reflection

cannot be obviated unless the layer be at least \\ thick.

The general formula (48) may be adapted to express the result appropriate

to continuous variation of the medium. Suppose, for example, that a is

constant, making ,S = 1, and corresponding to the continuity of both <p and

d(j)/dx* It is convenient to suppose that the variation commences at x=0.
Then (48) may be written

-Bi _ fda -iii^adx

Ar J2a' '"
'

(^1)

a at any point x being connected with the angle of propagation by the usual

relation (3). In the special case of perpendicular propagation, a = 27ryLt/Xi(iti,

yu. being refractive index and Xj, /ij relating to the first medium.

A curious example, theoretically possible even if unrealizable in experi-

ment, arises when the variable medium is constituted in such a manner that

the velocity of propagation is everywhere constant, so that there is no

refraction. Then a is constant, a = 1, and (48) gives

B, [da .

zris.^"^'"^ (52)

Some of the questions relating to the propagation of waves in a variable

medium are more readily treated on the basis of the appropriate differential

equation. As in (1), we suppose that the waves are plane, and that the

medium is stratified in plane strata perpendicular to x, and we usually omit

the exponential factors involving t and y, which may be supposed to run
through. In the case of perpendicular propagation, y would not appear
at all.

Consider the differential equation

^ + ^'^ = 0' (53)

in which (unless k- can be infinite) it is necessary to suppose that ^ and
d^jdx are continuous; k- is a function of x, which must be everywhere

* These would be the conditions appropriate to a stretched string of variable longitudinal

density vibrating transversely.
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positive when the transmission is perpendicular, as, for example, in the case

of a stretched string. When the transmission is oblique to the strata.

If may become negative, corresponding to " total reflection," but in most of

what follows we shall assume that this does not happen. The continuity of

(j> and d(f)/dx, even though k- be discontinuous, appears to limit the applica-

tion of (53) to certain kinds of waves, although, as a matter of analysis, the

general differential equation of the second order may always be reduced to

this form*.

In the theory of a uniform medium, we may consider stationary waves or

progressive waves. The former may be either

cf) = A cos k„j: COS pt, or (p = B sin k^x sin pt
;

and, it B= ± A, the two may be combined, so as to constitute progressive

waves

(f>
= A cos(pt ± k„x).

Conversely, progressive waves, travelling in opposite directions, may be

combined so as to constitute stationary waves. When we pass to variable

media, no ambiguity arises respecting stationary waves; they are such that

the phase is the same at all points. But is there such a thing as a pro-

gressive wave ? In the full sense of the phrase there is not. In generaL

if we contemplate the wave forms at two different times, the difference

between them cannot be represented by a mere shift of position proportional

to the interval of time which has elapsed.

The solution of (.53) may be taken to be

4>^A'f{x) + B'x{«=), (54)

where -^{x), %(«) are real oscillatory functions of x; A', E, arbitrary

constants as regards x. If we introduce the time-factor, writing p in place of

the less familiar c of (1), we may take

(f)
= A cos pt . yp'(x) + B sin pt . %(«) ; (5.5)

and this may be put into the form

(j> = H cos (pt- 6), (56)

where Hcosd^Afix), Hsin0 = Bxi^), (57)

or H' = A'[^|r{x)Y + B'[x{x)f, (58)

^ = tan-^:_XM (59)

But the expression for cf) in (56) cannot be said to represent in general

a progressive wave. We may illustrate this even from the case of the

uniform medium where yjr (x) = cos kx, % (a) = sin ^a;. In this case (56)

becomes

(j> = [A'' cos^ kx + B^ sitf kxf' cos \pt - tan"! (-j tan kx) i . . . .(60)

* Forsyth's Differential Equations, § 59.

R. VI. 6
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If B — ±A, reduction ensues to the familiar positive or negative pro-

gressive wave. But if i? be not equal to + A, (55), taking the form

(i)
= ^{A + B) cos (pt — kx) + i (J. - 5) cos {pt + kx),

clearly does not represent a progressive wave. The mere possibility of

reduction to the form (57) proves little, without an examination of the

character of H and 0.

It may be of interest to consider for a moment the character of 6 in (60).

If BjA, or, say, m, is positive, 6 may be identified with kx at the quadrants

but elsewhere they differ, unless in = 1. Introducing the imaginary ex-

pressions for tangents, we find

e = kx + M sin "Ikx + \M-' sin 4^a; -f ^M'' sin 6te -I- . .
.

, (61)

where ilf = '?^ (62)

When k is constant, one of the solutions of (53) makes </> proportional to

g-ikx_ Acting on this suggestion, and following out optical ideas, let us

assume in general

^ = ^e-'l«'«^, (63)

where the amplitude r] and a are real functions of x, which, for the purpose

of approximations, may be supposed to vary slowly. Substituting in (53),

we find

^-73 + (^''-«')^-2*«*^(«*'?) = (64)

For a first approximation, we neglect (Prfjdx-. Hence

k = a, k^t]=C, (65)

so that </>=a--4e'^'e-^/"^, (66)

or in real form, <p=^Ck~ '^ cos {pt — Jkdx) (67)

If we hold rigorously to the suppositions expressed in (65), the satis-

faction of (64) requires that d^rj/dx^ = 0, or d'k~i/dx'' = 0. With omission

of arbitrary constants affecting merely the origin and the scale of x, this

makes k'^ = x~\ corresponding to the differential equation

«'
dx'

+ '/> = 0, (68)

w(hose accurate solution is accordingly

^ = Cxe* '^"-1/^1
(69)

In (69) the imaginary part may be rejected. The solution (69) is, of

course, easily verified. In all other cases (67) is only an approximation.
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As an example, the case where k- = n-/a" may be referred to. Here
Jkdx = n \ogx-€, and (67) gives

</) = C«'- cos (jui; - ?i log a; + e) (70)

as an approximate solution. \Vu shall see presently that a slight change
makes it accurate.

Reverting to (64), we recognize that the first and second terms are real,

while the third is imaginary. The satisfaction of the equation requires
therefore that

a^n = 0, (71)

and that t- = C*r]-* _ 1 ^ •

/72)

while (63) becomes j) = r)

e~ ^'^^^'^'^'^^

(73)

Let us examine in what cases -q may take the form Dx''. From (72),

k-= G^D-' x-'"- - r {r - 1)
X--

(74)

If ?- = 0, F is constant. If r=l, k- = G'D-Kr-\ already considered in

(68). The only other case in which k'' is a simple power of x occurs when
r =

"I",
making

^ = (G'D-' + 1) X-' = n'x-" (say) (75)

Here rj = Dx^, C- tj-^ dx = C-/D-. log x - e, and the realized form of (73) is

(f>
= Dx^cos{pt-^(n^-i)\ogx + e}, (76)

which is the exact form of the solution obtained by approximate methods
in (70). For a discussion of (76) reference may be made to Theory of
Sound, second edition, § 148 6.

The relation between a and tj in (71) is the expression of the energy

condition, as appears readily if we consider the application to waves along

a stretched string. From (53), with restoration of e'^',

d4> ipt -itadx d(b ipt -i!adx {dr]

dt='
' -'P^' dx='

'
[di"''^

If the common phase factors be omitted, the parts of d(j)/dt and d^/dx

which are in the same phase are as p7] and arj, and thus the mean work

transmitted at any place is as a7?l Since there is no accumulation of energy

between two places, o??^ must be constant.

When the changes are gradual enough, a may be identified with k, and

then r) zc k''^, as represented in (67).

If we regard ?; as a given function of x, a follows when G has been chosen,

and also k' from (72). In the case of perpendicular propagation k'^ cannot be

negative, but this is the only restriction. When t] is constant, k'^ is constant

;

6—2
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and thus if we suppose ?? to pass from one constant value to another through

a finite transitional layer, the transition is also from one uniform k^ to

another ; and (73) shows that there is no reflection back into the first

medium. If the terminal values of -q and therefore of l<fi be given, and the

transitional layer be thick enough, it will always be possible, and that in an

infinite number of ways, to avoid a negative k'', and thus to secure complete

transmission without reflection back ; but if with given terminal values the

layer be too much reduced, k- must become negative. In this case reflection

cannot be obviated.

It may appear at first sight as if this argument proved too much, and that

there should be no reflection in any case so long as k- is positive throughout.

But although a constant 97 requires a constant k", it does not follow con-

versely that a constant k-' requires a constant r], and, in fact, this is not true.

One solution of (72), when k" is constant, certainly is rj'' = C-jk; but the

complete solution necessarily includes two arbitrary constants, of which G is

not one. From (60) it may be anticipated that a solution of (72) ma};' be

if = A" cos= kx + & s\v? kx=^{A-' + B-) + l (A- - B"") cos 2kx. . . .(77)

From this we find on differentiation

and thus (72) is satisfied, provided that

k-A^B'=C^ (78)

It appears then that (77) subject to (78) is a solution of (72). The
second arbitrary constant evidently takes the form of an arbitrary addition

to X, and rj will not be constant unless A" = B^.

On the supposition that rj and a are slowly varying functions, the

approximations of (65) may be pursued. We find

^ = ^^"-^-i^~*^}' (^9)

a = k+\k '—^ (80)

The retardation, as usually reckoned in optics, is jkdx. The additional

retardation according to (80) is

d-k ''

, . V , -xdk'
h\k '-^^f^«^ = i dx

dk~*-

dx J
Xdx.

As applied to the transition from one uniform medium to another, the

retardation is less than according to the first approximation by

lif^^^dx (81)2
V dx
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The supposition that 97 varies slowly excludes more than a very small

reflection.

Equations (79), (80) may be tested on the particular case already referred

to where k = njx. We get

so that \adx=in - -^\\ogx.

When n~* is neglected in comparison with unity, n — ^n~^ may be identified

with \J{n'^ — i)-

Let us now consider what are the possibilities of avoiding reflection when
the transition layer {x, — x^ between two uniform media is reduced. If

'?]. ^'li '72. ^'2 are the terminal values, (79) requires that

k,^ = G*rjr\ k.^ = C'7i,-\

We will suppose that r]., > »?i . If the transition from tj^ to jy.j be made
too quickly, viz., in too short a space, d^rj/dx" will become somewhere so

large as to render k^ negative. The same consideration shows that at the

beginning of the layer of transition (xi), dr)/dx must vanish. The quickest

admissible rise of tj will ensue when the curve of rise is such as to make

A^ vanish. When 7; attains the second prescribed value tj.^, it must suddenly

become constant, notwithstanding that this makes P positively infinite.

From (72) it appears that the curve of rise thus defined satisfies

S=^^''-^
(''^

The solution of (82), subject to the conditions that 17 = 171, drj/dx = 0,

when X = x^, is

7;^-7;i==C*77rH'»-«^i)' = '^iV(aJ-«i)' (83)

Again, when tj^tj^, x^x.^, so that

Vi^Vi _ ^'1 - ^i'2

giving the minimum thickness of the layer of transition.

It will be observed that the minimum thickness of the layer of transition

necessary to avoid reflection diminishes without limit with k-^ — k^, that is, as

the difference between the two media diminishes. However, the arrange-

ment under discussion is very artificial. In the case of the string, for

example, it is supposed that the density drops suddenly from the first

uniform value to zero, at which it remains constant for a time. At the end

of this it becomes momentarily infinite, before assuming the second uniform

value. The infinite longitudinal density at x^ is equivalent to a finite load

^.n*2-^0= =^^^ =^% (84)
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there attached. In the layer of transition, if so it may be called, the string

remains straight during the passage of the waves.

If, as in the more ordinary use of the term, we require the transition to

be such that ]<? moves always in one direction from the first terminal value

to the second, the problem is one already considered. The minimum
thickness is such that k- has throughout it a constant intermediate value,

so chosen as to make the reflections equal at the two faces.

It would be of interest to consider a particular case in which k'^ varies

continuou.sly and always in the one direction. As appears at once from (72),

d-y/cLr-, as well as drjjchr, must vanish at both ends of the layer, and there

must also be a third point of inflection between. If the layer be from x =
to X = /3, we may take

g = ^*-(^-a)(^-^) («.5)

^Yo find that /3 = 2c(, and that

7?-77i IBsc^ \x- ax cc']

v:^vr^{26~T+8\' ^^^^

^- S = ¥f(^-«)(^-2«) (87)

From these k- would have to be calculated by means of (72), and one

question would be to find how far a might be reduced without interfering

with the prescribed character of k". But to discuss this in detail would lead

us too far.

If the differences of quality in the variable medium are small, (72)

simplifies. If 7]„, k„ be corresponding values, subject to k^- = C^rjt^"^, we

may take

V = Vo + v'' k- — kf + Sk-, (88)

where rj' and S/c- are small, and (72) becomes approximately

'^^, + ^kU = - Vo^k"- (89)
d:X'

Replacing x by t, representing tifne, we see that the problem is the same

as that of a pendulum upon which displacing forces act ; see Theory of

Sound, I 66. The analogue of the transition from one uniform medium
to another is that of the pendulum initially at rest in the position of

equilibrium, upon which at a certain time a displacing force acts. The
force may be variable at first, but ultimately assumes a constant value. If

there is to be no reflection in the original problem, the force must be of

such a character that when it becomes constant the pendulum is left at rest

in the new position. If the object be to effect the transition between the

two states in the shortest possible time, but with forces which are restricted

never to exceed the final value, it is pretty evident that the force must
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immediately assume the maximum admissible value, and retain it for such

a time that the pendulum, then left free, will just reach the new position

of equilibrium, after which the force is reimposed. The present solution

is excluded, if it be required that the force never decrease in value. Under
this restriction the best we can do is to make the force assume at once half
its final value, and remain constant for a time equal to one-half of the free

period. Under this force the pendulum will just swing out to the new
position of equilibrium, where it is held on arrival by doubling the force.

These cases have already been considered, but the analogue of the pendulum
is instructive.

Kelvin * has shown that the equation of the second order

l(l'^-yi\=y, (90)
dx \P dxj

can be solved by a machine. It is worth noting that an equation of the

form (5-3) is solved at the same time. In fact, if we make

"-I-- ^^-t *»'>

we get on elimination either (90) for i/i, or

'2^-Py^ (^2)

for y.2. Equations (91) are those which express directly the action of the

machine.

It now remains to consider more in detail some cases where total reflection

occurs. When there is merely a simple transition from one medium (1) to

another (2), the transmitted wave is

^, = J .,e-'''i!(^-^i)eiw+*!/) (93)

If there is total reflection, a^ becomes imaginary, say — icC ', the trans-

mitted wave is then no longer a wave in the ordinary sense, but there

remains some disturbance, not conveying energy, and rapidly diminishing

as we recede from the surface of transition according to the factor e~"2''*~^i'.

From (2)

47r- „ „ 47r^ / V."
„^__eos-e., = -^^-sin-<

or a/ = |^-y(sin^^,-F,VF,=) (94)

It appears that soon after the critical angle is passed, the disturbance in

the second medium extends sensibly to a distance of only a few wave-lengths.

The circumstances of total reflection at a sudden transition are thus very

simple ; but total reflection itself does not require a sudden transition, and

* Roy. Soc. Proc. 1876, Vol. xxiv. p. 269.
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takes place however gradual the passage may be from the first medium

to the second, the only condition being that when the second is reached

the angle of refraction becomes imaginary. From this point of view total

reflection is more naturally regarded as a sort of refraction, reflection proper

depending on some degree of abruptness of transition. Phenomena of this

kind are familiar in Optics under the name of mirage.

In the province of acoustics the vagaries of fog-signals are naturally

referred to irregular refraction and reflection in the atmosphere, due to

temperature or wind differences ; but the difficulty of verifying a suggested

explanation on these lines is usually serious, owing to our ignorance of the

state of affairs overhead*.

The penetration of vibrations into a medium where no regular waves can

be propagated is a matter of considerable interest; but, so far as I am

aware, there is no discussion of such a case, beyond that already sketched,

relating to a sudden transition between two uniform media. It might have

been supposed that oblique propagation through a variable medium would

involve too many difficulties, but we have already had opportunity to see

that, in reality, obliquity need not add appreciably to the complication of

the problem.

To fix ideas, let us suppose that we are dealing with waves in a membrane

uniformly stretched with tension T, and of superficial density p, which is a

function of a; only. The equation of vibration is {Theory of Sound, § 194)

or, if (/) be proportional to e'(^«+''J", as in (1),

^ + (c^p/r_6-.)<^ = 0, (95)

agreeing with (53) if k- = c'ylT-¥ (96)

The waves originally move towards the less dense parts, and total reflection

will ensue when a place is reached, at and after which k- is negative. The

case which best lends itself to analytical treatoient is when p is a linear

function of x. k- is then also a linear function ; and, by suitable choice of

the origin and scale of .«, (95) takes the form

S + i-^ = (97)

* An observation during the exceptionally hot weather of last summer recalled my attention

to this subject. A train passing at high speed at a distance of not more than 150 yards was

almost inaudible. The wheels were in full view, but the situation was such that the line of vision

passed for most of its length pretty close to the highly heated ground. It seemed clear that the

sound rays which should have reached the observers were deflected upwards over their heads,

which were left in a kind of shadow.
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The waves are now supposed to come from the positive side and are totally

reflected at x = 0. The coefficient and sign of x are chosen so as to suit the

formulae about to be quoted.

The solution of (97), appropriate to the present problem, is exactly the

integral investigated by Airy to express the intensity of light in the

neighbourhood of a caustic*. The line x = is, in fact, a caustic in the

optical sense, being touched by all the rays. Airy's integral is

Tr = I cos Itt (w' — mw) dw (98)
Jo

It was shown by Stokesf to satisfy (97), if

X (in his notation n) = (^tt)-'^ m (99)

Calculating by quadratures and from series proceeding by ascending powers

of m, Airy tabulated W for values of m lying between in = ± 5'6. For larger

numerical values of m another method is necessary, for which Stokes gave

the necessary formulae. Writing

(^+=2(l«)5/^ = 7r(lm)''/^ (100)

where the numerical values of m and x are supposed to be taken when

these quantities are negative, he found when m is positive

W = 2i{Sm)~i{Rcos(<p-i7r) + S3m((j)-irr)}, (101)

, ^ , 1.5.7.11 1.5.7.11.13.17.19.23 ,.,„„.
^^""'^ ^ = 1-172(72^+ 1.2.3.4(72./.)-

-' -^'''^

J^.5 1.5. 7. 11. 13. 17 3.

1.720 1 . 2 . 3 (72(/))3
"*" ^ ^

When m is negative, so that W is the integral expressed by writing —m
for m in (98),

F=2-H3,.)-^.-*{l-^^ + J-^J^-...|
(104)

The first form (101) is evidently fluctuating. The roots of Tf=0 are

given by

. ^„^ 0-028145 0-026510 ,,„^.
0^ = ^-O-25+^~^--^-4^^_^^+..., (105)

i being a positive integer, so that for i = 2, 3, 4, etc., we get

m = 4-3631, 5-8922, 7-2436, 8-4788, etc.

For i = 1, Airy's calculation gave m = 2-4955.

* Camb. Phil. Trans. 1838, Vol. vi. p. 379; 1849, Vol. vm. p. 595.

+ Camb. Phil. Trans. 1850, Vol. ix. ; Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. ii. p. 328.

J Here used in another sense.
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The complete solution of (97) in series of ascending powers of x is to be

obtained in the usual way, and the arbitrary constants are readily determined

by comparison with (98). Lommel* showed that these series are expressible

by means of the Bessel's functions ./i, J-^. The connection between the

complete solutions of (97), as expressed by ascending or by descending semi-

convergent series, is investigated in a second memoir by Stokesf. A. repro-

duction of the most important part of Airy's table will be found in Mascart's

Optics (Yol. I. p. 397).

As total reflection requires, the waves in our problem are stationary as

regards x. The realized solution of (95) may be written

<^= Wcos{ct + hy), (106)

W being the function of x already discussed. On the negative side, when x

numerically exceeds a moderate value, the disturbance becomes insensible.

* Studien iiber die Bessel'schen Functionen, Leipzig, 1868.

t Camb. Phil. Trans. 1857, Vol. x. p. 106.
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SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS.

[Nature, Vol. Lxxxviii. p. 377, 1.912.]

In his interesting address on spectroscopic methods, Prof. Michelson falls

into a not uncommon error when he says that, in order to obtain a pure
spectrum, " two important modifications must be made in Newton's arrange-

ment. First, the light must be allowed to pass through a very narrow
aperture, and, secondly, a sharp image of this aperture must be formed by a

lens or mirror."

Both these modifications were made by Newton himself, and with a clear

understanding of their advantages. In Opticks, Exper. 11, we read:—"In
the Sun's Light let into my darkened Chamber through a small round hole

in my Window—shut, at about 10 or 12 feet from the Window, I placed

a Lens, by which the Image of the hole might be distinctly cast upon a sheet

of white Paper, placed at the distance of six, eight, ten, or twelve Feet from

the Lens—For in this case the circular Images of the hole which comprise

that Image...were terminated most distinctly without any Penumbra, and

therefore extended into one another the least that they could, and by conse-

quence the mixture of the Heterogeneous Rays was now the least of all."

And further on :

—

" Yet instead of the circular hole F, 'tis better to substitute an oblong

hole shaped like a long Parallelogram with its length Parallel to the Prism

ABC. For if this hole be an Inch or two long, and but a tenth or twentieth

part of an Inch broad or narrower : the Light of the Image pt will be as

Simple as before or simpler [i.e. as compared with a correspondingly narrow

circular hole], and the Image will become much broader, and therefore more

fit to have Experiments tried in its Light than before."

Again, it was not Bunsen and Kirchhoff who first introduced the collimator

into the spectroscope. Swan employed it in 1847, and fully described its use

in Edin. Trans. Vol. xvi. p. 375, 1849. See also Edin. Trans. Vol. xxi. p. 411,

1857 ; Poffg. Ann. C, p. 306, 1857.

These are very minor matters as compared with what Prof Michelson

has to tell of his own achievements and experiences, but it seems desirable

that they should be set right.
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ON DEPARTURES FROM FRESNEL'S LAWS OF REFLEXION.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxm. pp. 431—439, 1912.]

In the summer of 1907, in connexion with my experiments upon re-

flexion from glass at the polarizing angle*, I made observations also upon

the diamond, a subject in which Kelvin had expressed an interest. It was

known from the work of Jamin and others that the polarization of light

reflected from this substance is very far from complete at any angle of

incidence, and my first experiments were directed to ascertain whether this

irregularity could be plausibly attributed to superficial films of foreign

matter, such as so greatly influence the corresponding phenomena in the

case of waterf. The arrangements were of the simplest. The light from

a paraffin flame seen edgeways was reflected from the diamond and examined

with a nicol, the angle being varied until the reflexion was a minimum.

In one important respect the diamond offers advantages, in comparison,

for instance, with glass, where the surface is the field of rapid chemical

changes due presumably to atmospheric influences. On the other hand,

the smallness of the available surfaces is an inconvenience which, however,

is less felt than it would be, were high precision necessary in the measure-

ments. Two diamonds were employed— one, kindly lent me by Sir W. Crookes,

mounted at the end of a bar of lead, the other belonging to a lady's ring.

No particular difference in behaviour revealed itself

The results of repeated observations seemed to leave it improbable that

any process of cleaning would do more than reduce the reflexion at the

polarizing angle. Potent chemicals, such as hot chromic acid, may be

employed, but there is usually a little difficulty in the subsequent prepa-

ration. After copious rinsing, at first under the tap and then with distilled

water from a wash-bottle, the question arises how to dry the surface. Any
ordinary wiping may be expected to nullify the chemical treatment ; but if

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xvi. p. 444 (1908) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 489.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxiii. p. 1 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. in. p. 496.
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drops are allowed to dry on, the effect is usually bad. Sometimes it is

possible to shake the drops away sufficiently. After a successful operation

of this sort wiping with an ordinarily clean cloth usually increases the

minimum reflexion, and of course a touch with the finger, however prepared,

is much worse. As the result of numerous trials I got the impression that

the reflexion could not be reduced below a certain standard which left the

flame still easily visible. Rotation of the diamond surface in its own plane

seemed to be without effect.

During the last few months I have resumed these observations, using

the same diamonds, but with such additions to the apparatus as are necessary

for obtaining measures of the residual reflexion. Besides the polarizing nicol,

there is required a quarter-wave mica plate and an analysing nicol, to be

traversed successively by the light after reflexion, as described in my former

papers. The analysing nicol is set alternately at angles /3 = + 45°. At each

of these angles extinction may be obtained by a suitable rotation of the

polarizing nicol ; and the observation consists in determining the angle a! — a.

between the two positions. Jamin's k, representing the ratio of reflected

amplitudes for the two principal planes when light incident at the angle

tan~i jj. is polarized at 45° to these planes, is equal to tan \ {a! — a). The

sign of a' - a is reversed when the mica is rotated through a right angle,

and the absolute sign of k must be found independently.

Wiped with an ordinarily clean cloth, the diamond gave at first a' — a = 2°-3.

By various treatments this angle could be much reduced. There was no

diSiculty in getting down to 1°. On the whole the best results were

obtained when the surface was finally wiped, or rather pressed repeatedly,

upon sheet asbestos which had been ignited a few minutes earlier in the

blowpipe flame ; but they were not very consistent. The lowest reading

was 0°'4 ; and we may, I think, conclude that with a clean surface a! — a

would not exceed 0°-5. No more than in the case of glass, did the effect

seem sensitive to moisture, no appreciable difference being observable when

chemically dried air played upon the surface. It is impossible to attain

absolute certainty, but my impression is that the angle cannot be reduced

much further. So long as it exceeds a few tenths of a degree, the paraffin

flame is quite adequate as a source of light.

If we take for diamond a' - a = 30', we get

k = i&n\ (a' - a) = "0044.

Jamin's value for k is "019, corresponding more nearly with what I found for

a merely wiped surface.

Similar observations have been made upon the face of a small dispersing

prism which has been in my possession some 45 years. When first examined,

it gave a' - a = 9^ or thereabouts. Treatment with rouge on a piece of
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calico, stretched over a glass plate, soon reduced the angle to 4° or 3°, but

further progress seemed more difficult. Comparisons were rendered some-

what uncertain by the fact that different parts of the surface gave varying

numbers. After a good deal of rubbing, o! — a was reduced to such figures

as 2°, on one occasion apparently to 1^°. Sometimes the readings were

taken without touching the surface after removal from the rouge, at others

the face was breathed upon and wiped. In general, the latter treatment

seemed to increase the angle. Strong sulphuric acid was also tried, but

without advantage, as also putty-powder in place of or in addition to rouge.

The behaviour did not appear to be sensitive to moisture, or to alter

appreciably when the surface stood for a few days after treatment.

Thinking that possibly changes due to atmospheric influences might in

nearly half a century have penetrated somewhat deeply into the glass,

I re-ground and polished (sufficiently for the purpose) one of the originally

unpolished faces of the prism, but failed even with this surface to reduce

a' — a below 2°. As in the case of the diamond, it is impossible to prove

absolutely that o! — a cannot be reduced to zero, but after repeated trials

I had to despair of doing so. It may be well to record that the refractive

index of the glass for yellow rays is 1'680.

These results, in which k (presumably positive) remained large in spite

of all treatment, contrast remarkably with those formerly obtained on less

refractive glasses, one of which, however, appears to contain lead. It was

then found that by re-polishing it was possible to carry k down to zero and

to the negative side, somewhat as in the observations upon water it was

possible to convert the negative k of ordinary (greasy) water into one with a

small positive value, when the surface was purified to the utmost.

There is another departure from Fresnel's laws which is observed when a

piece of plate glass is immersed in a liquid of equal index*- Under such

circumstances the reflexion ought to vanish.

The liquid :nay consist of benzole and bisulphide of carbon, of which the

first is less and the second more refractive than the glass. If the adjust-

ment is for the yellow, more benzole or a higher temperature will take the

ray of equal index towards the blue and vice versa. " For a closer exami-

nation the plate was roughened behind (to destroy the second reflexion), and
was mounted in a bottle prism in such a manner that the incidence could

be rendered grazing. When the adjustment of indices was for the yellow

the appearances observed were as follows : if the incidence is pretty oblique,

the reflexion is total for the violet and blue ; scanty, but not evanescent, for

the yellow ; more copious again in the red. As the incidence becomes more
and more nearly grazing, the region of total reflexion advances from the blue

* "On the Existence of Reflexion when tlie relative Refractive Index is Unity," Brit. As.mc.

Report, p. 58.5 (1887) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 15.
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end closer and closer upon the ray of equal index, and ultimately there is a

ver}' sharp transition between this region and the band which now looks

very dark. On the other side the reflexion revives, but more gradually,

and becomes very copious in the orange and red. On this side the reflexion

is not technically total. If the prism be now turned so that the angle of

incidence is moderate, it is found that, in spite of the equality of index for

the most luminous part of the spectrum, there is a pretty strong reflexion of

a candle-flame, and apparently without colour. With the aid of sunlight it

was proved that in the reflexion at moderate incidences there was no marked

chromatic selection, and in all probability the blackness of the band in the

j'ellow at grazing incidences is a matter of contrast only. Indeed, calculation

shows that according to Fresnel's formula, the reflexion would be nearly

insensible for all parts of the spectrum when the index is adjusted for the

yellow." It was further shown that the reflexion could be reduced, but not

destroyed, by re-polishing or treatment of the surface with hydrofluoric

acid.

I have lately thought it desirable to return to these experiments under

the impression that formerly I may not have been sufficiently alive to the

irregular behaviour of glass surfaces which are in contact with the atmosphere.

1 wished also to be able to observe the transmitted as well as the reflected

light. A cell was prepared from a tin-plate cylinder 3 inches long and

2 inches in diameter by closing the ends with glass plates cemented on with

glue and treacle. Within was the glass plate to be experimented on, of

similar dimensions, so as to be nearly a fit. A hole in the cylindrical wall

allowed the liquid to be poured in and out. Although the plate looked

good and had been well wiped, I was unable to reproduce the old effects

;

or, for a time, even to satisfy myself that I could attain the right com-

position of the liquid. Afterwards a clue was found in the spectra formed

by the edges of the plate (acting as prisms) when the cell was slewed round.

The subject of observation was a candle placed at a moderate distance.

When the adjustment of indices is correct for any ray, the corresponding

part of the spectrum is seen in the same direction as is the undispersed

candle-flame by rays which have passed outside the plate. Either spectrum

may be used, but the best for the purpose is that formed by the edge nearer

the eye. There was now no difficulty in adjusting the index for the yellow

ray, and the old effects ought to have manifested themselves ; but they did

not'. The reflected image showed Httle deficiency in the yellow, although

the incidence was nearly grazing, while at moderate angles it was fairly

bright and without colour. This considerable departure from Fresnel's laws

could only be attributed to a not very thin superficial modification of the

glass rendering it optically different from the interior.

In order to allow of the more easy removal and replacement of the plate

under examination, an altered arrangement was introduced, in which the
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aperture at the top of the cell extended over the whole length. The general

dimensions being the same as before, the body of the cell was formed by

bending round a rectangular piece of tin-plate A (fig. 1) and securing the

ends, to which the glass faces B were to be

cemented, by enveloping copper wire. The

plate C could then be removed for cleaning

or polishing without breaking a joint. In

emptying the cell it is necessary to employ a

large funnel, as the liquid pours badly.

The plate tried behaved much as the

one just spoken of In the reflected light,

whether at moderate angles or nearly grazing,

the yellow-green ray of equal index did not

appear to be missing. A line or rather band

of polish, by putty-powder applied with the

finger, showed a great alteration. Near

grazing there was now a dark band in the

spectrum of the reflected light as formerly described, and the effect was

intensified when the polish affected both faces. In the transmitted light

the spectrum was shorn of blue and green, the limit coming down as grazing

is approached—a consequence of the total reflexion of certain rays which

then sets in. But at incidences far removed from grazing the place of equal

index in the spectrum of the reflected light showed little weakening. A
few days' standing (after polishing) in the air did not appear to alter the

behaviour materially. On the same plate other bands were treated with

hydrofluoric acid—commercial acid diluted to one-third. This seemed more

effective than the putty-powder. At about 15° off grazing, the spectrum

of the reflected light still showed some weakening in the ray of equal index.

In the cell with parallel faces it is not possible to reduce the angle of

incidence (reckoned from the normal) sufficiently, a circumstance which led

me to revert to the 60° bottle-prism. A strip of glass half an inch wdde

could be inserted through the neck, and this width suffices for the obser-

vation of the reflected light. But I experienced some trouble in finding the

light until I had made a calculation of the angles concerned. Supposing

the plane of the reflecting surface to be parallel to the base of the prism, let

us call the angle of incidence upon it %, and let 6,
(f>

be the angles which

the ray makes with the normal to the faces, externally and internally,

measured in each case towards the refracting angle of the prism. Then

X = 60° — 4>, (/) = sin~^ (I sin 6).

The smallest % occurs when d = 90°, in which case % = 18° 10'. This value

cannot be actually attained, since the emergence would be grazing. If

^ = 90°, giving gi-azing reflexion, ^ = -48° 36'. Again, if = 0, % = 60°;
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and if ;^ = 45", ^ = 22" 51'. We can thus deal with all kinds of reflexion

from )(^ = 90° down to nearly 18°, and this suffices for the purpose.

The strip employed was of plate glass and was ground upon the back

surface. The front reflecting face was treated for about 30" with hydro-

fluoric acid. It was now easy to trace the effects all the way from grazing

incidence down to an incidence of 45° or less. The ray of equal index was in

the yellow-green, as was apparent at once from the spectrum of the reflected

light near grazing. There was a very dark band in this region, and total

reflexion reaching nearly down to it from the blue end. The light was fi-om

a paraffin flame, at a distance of about two feet, seen edgeways. As grazing

incidence is departed from, the flame continues at first to show a purple

colour, and the spectrum shows a weakened, but not totally absent, green.

As the angle of incidence % still further decreases, the reflected light weakens

both in intensity and colour. When x — "^S". or thereabouts, the light was

weak and the colour imperceptible. After two further treatments with

hydrofluoric acid and immediate examination, the light seemed further

diminished, but it remained bright enough to allow the absence of colour

to be ascertained, especially when the lamp was temporarily brought nearer.

An ordinary candle-flame at the same (2 feet) distance was easily visible.

In order to allow the use of the stopper, the strip was removed from the

bottle-prism when the observations were concluded, and it stood for four

days exposed to the atmosphere. On re-examination it seemed that the

reflexion at ;;^
= 45° had sensibly increased, a conclusion confirmed by a fresh

treatment with hydrofluoric acid.

It remains to consider the theoretical bearing of the two anomalies which

manifest themselves (i) at the polarizing angle, and (ii) at other angles when

both media have the same index, at any rate for a particular ray. Evidently

the cause may lie in a skin due either to contamination or to the inevitable

differences which must occur in the neighbourhood of the surface of a solid

or fluid body. Such a skin would explain both anomalies and is certainly a

part of the true explanation, but it remains doubtful whether it accounts for

everything. Under these circumstances it seems worth while to inquire what

would be the effect of less simple boundary conditions than those which lead

to Fresnel's formula?.

On the electromagnetic theory, if d, 6^ are respectively the angles of

incidence and refraction, the ratio of the reflected to the incident vibration is,

for the two principal polarizations,

tan ^j/tan 6 — imJ^jli

tan ^i/tan 6 + jj^jfi^

and
tan ^i/tan 6 - KjK^

ten ^i/tan B + KjK,

'

.(A)

.(B)
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in which A' fu, are the electric and magnetic constants for the fii'st medium,

ill, /"! for the second*. The relation between 6 and 6^ is

A'l/i-i : KiJi = sra-e : sin^ 6li (C)

It is evident that mere absence of refraction will not secure the evanescence

of reflexion for both polarizations, unless we assume both /"-i
= yot and K^ = K.

In the usual theory ^i is supposed equal to fx in all cases. (A) then identifies

itself with Fresnel's sine-formula, and (B) with the tangent-formula, and

both vanish when K^ = K corresponding to no refraction. Further, (B)

vanishes at the Brewsterian angle, even though there be refraction. A slight

departure from these laws would easily be accounted for by a difference

between yu,i and /x, such as in fact occurs in some degree (diamagnetism).

But the effect of such a departure is not to interfere with the complete

evanescence of (B), but merely to displace the angle at which it occurs from

the Brewsterian value. If /u.i//x= \ + h, where h is small, calculation shows

that the angle of complete polarization is changed by the amount

^^ = -(n^+lK«^-l)' ^^^

n being the refractive index. The failure of the diamond and dense glass to

polarize completely at some angle of incidence is not to be explained in

this way.

As I formerly suggested, the anomalies may perhaps be connected with

the fact that one at least of the media is dispersive. A good deal depends

upon the cause of the dispersion. In the case of a stretched string, vibrating

transversely and endowed with a moderate amount of stiffness, the boundary

conditions would certainly be such as would entail a reflexion in spite of

equal velocity of wave-propagation. All optical dispersion is now supposed

to be of the same nature as what used to be called anomalous dispersion,

i.e. to be due to resonances lying beyond the visible range. In the simplest

form of this theory, as given by Maxwellf and Sellmeier, the resonating

bodies take their motion from those parts of the tether with which they are

directly connected, but they do not influence one another. In such a case

the boundary conditions involve merely the continuity of the displacement

and its first derivative, and no complication ensues. When there is no

refraction, there is also no reflexion. By introducing a mutual reaction

between the resonators, and probably in other ways, it would be possible

to modify the situation in such a manner that the boundary conditions

would involve higher derivatives, as in the case of the stiff string, and thus

to allow reflexion in spite of equality of wave-velocities for a given ray.

* "On the Electromagnetic Theory of Light," F!nl. Mag. Vol. xii. p. 81 (1881) ; Scientific

Papers, Vol. i. p. 521.

t Cambridge Calendar for 1869. See Pliil. Mag. Vol. xlviii. p. 151 (1899) ; Scientific

Papers, Vol. iv. p. 413.
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P.S. Jan. 15.—Some later observations upon a surface oi fused quartz

are of interest. The plate, prepared by I\[essrs Hilger, was ^ inch square,

and the surfaces were inclined at a few degrees so as to separate the reflexions.

From these surfaces the reflexion at the polarizing angle sensibly disappears.

The image of the paraffin flame could be quenched by the operation of the

polarizing nicol alone When the quarter wave-plate and analysing nicol

were introduced, a' and a could not be distinguished, the difference probably

not exceeding '0.5°, i.e. 3 minutes of angle.

In order to examine the reflexion when the quartz was in contact with a

liquid of equal index, I had to mix alcohol with the benzole. The behaviour

was then much the same as with glass of which the surface had been renewed

by hydrofluoric acid. No precise measures could be taken, but the reflexion

at 45" incidence seemed less than from the glass, though still easily visible.

In spite of repeated trials with intermediate cleanings, it was difficult to feel

sure that the residual effect might not be due to foreign matter, the more as

differences could sometimes be detected between various parts of the surface *.

Even if the surface could be regarded as clean on immersion, there is no

certainty that a capillary film of some sort might not be deposited upon

it from the liquid. The cause of the small residual reflexion must remain

for the present an open question.

* At the top of the plate, where it was attached to a handle, a slight invasion of gelatine

(used as a cement) gave rise to a copious reflexion ; but this film was easily visible in the air.

7—2



363.

THE PRINCIPLE OF REFLECTION IN SPECTROSCOPES.

[A^ature, Vol. Lxxxix. p. 167, 1912.]

The application of a reflector to pass light back through a prism, or

prisms, is usually ascribed to Littrow. Thus Kayser writes (Handbuch der

Spectroscopie, Bd. i. p. .513), " Der Erste, der Rlickkehr der Strahlen zur

Steigerung der Dispersion verwandte, war Littrow " (0. v. Littrow, Wien.

Ber. XLVii. ii. pp. 26-32, 1863). But this was certainly not the first use of

the method. I learned it myself from Maxwell {Phil. Trans. Vol. CL. p. 78,

1860), who says, " The principle of reflecting light, so as to pass twice through

the same prism, Avas employed by me in an instrument for combining colours

made in 1856, and a reflecting instrument for observing the spectrum has

been constructed by M. Porro."

I have not been able to find the reference to Porro ; but it would seem

that both Maxwell and Porro antedated Littrow. As to the advantages of

the method there can be no doubt.



364.

ON THE SELF-INDUCTION OF ELECTRIC CURRENTS IN

A THIN ANCHOR-RING.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. Lxxxvi. pp. 562—571, 1912.]

In their useful compendium of " Formulae and Tables for the Calculation

of Mutual and Self-Inductance*," Rosa and Cohen remark upon a small

discrepancy in the formulje given by myself f and by M. WienJ for the self-

induction of a coil of circular cross-section over which the current is uniformly

distributed. With omission of n, representative of the number of windings,

my formula was
3a 7 p- (. 8a W

L = 47ra
,^°-V"4+^^r-v •d)

where p is the radius of the section and a that of the circular axis. The

first two terms were given long before by KirchhofF§. In place of the

fourth term within the bracket, viz., -f i-^p'^la?, Wien found - OQ^'^p-ja-.

In either case a correction would be necessary in practice to take account of

the space occupied by the insulation. Without, so far as I see, giving a

reason, Rosa and Cohen express a preference for Wien's number. The

difference is of no great importance, but I have thought it worth while to

repeat the calculation and I obtain the same result as in 1881. A con-

firmation after 30 years, and without reference to notes, is perhaps almost as

good as if it were independent. I propose to exhibit the main steps of the

calculation and to make extension to some related problems.

The starting point is the expression given by Maxwell
||

for the mutual

induction M between two neighbouring co-axial circuits. For the present

* Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards, Washington, 1908, Vol. in. No. 1.

t Roy. Soc. Proc. 1881, Vol. xxxii. p. 104; Scientific Papers, Vol. ii. p. 15.

+ Ann. d. Physik, 1894, Vol. liii. p. 934 ; it would appear that Wien did not know of my

earlier calculation.

§ Pogg. Ann. 1864, Voi. cxxi. p. 551.

II
Electricity and Magnetism, § 705.
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purpose this requires transformation, so as to express the inductance in

terms of the situation of the elementary circuits relatively to the circular

axis. In the figure, is the centre of the circular axis, A the centre of

a section B through the axis of symmetry, an,d the position of any point P
of the section is given by polar coordinates relatively to A, viz., by PA (p)

and by the angle PAG{<\>). If p^, (p^; p^, ^o he the coordinates of two

points of the section Pj, Po, the mutual induction between the two circular

circuits represented by Pj , P2 is approximately

J/^12 _ j
1 ,

pi cos (^1 + Pa cos (j)2 pi" + pi + 2pi' sin- ^^ + 2pi' sin° (^2

47ra
I

-la 16a'

2p, po cos ((^1 — (j}„) + 4pip2 sin </)i sin (p^) , 8a

pi cos (pi +,p2 COS ^o

3 (pi'' + po") - 4 (pf sin- (pi + Pa" sin' (j)„) + 2p;P2 cos (cpi - (p^)

16a- '

^'^'

in which r, the distance between Pi and P.,, is given by

r= = pi= + pi - 2pip., cos (<^i
- (p«) (3)

Further details will be found in Wien's memoir; I do not repeat them

because I am in complete agreement so far.

For the problem of a current uniformly distributed we are to integrate

(2) twice over the area of the section. Taking first the integrations with

respect to (p^, (p^, let us express

;;—

;

,— f%cZ0a, (4)

of which we can also make another application. The integration of the

terms which do not involve log?' is elementary. For those which do

involve log / we may conveniently replace ^2 by <pi + (^, where (p = cp^ — ^j,

and take first the integration with respect to (p, (p^ being constant.

Subsequently we integrate with respect to (p^.

It is evident that the terms in (2) which involve the first power of p
vanish in the integration. For a change of cp^, cp^ into tt — (p^, Tr — cp^
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respectively reverses cos 0i and cos (fi2, while it leaves r unaltered. The

definite integrals required for the other terms are*

f
+"

log (pi^ + ps" — 2pip2 cos 0) d(p = greater of 47r log p^ and 4nr log p^, (5)

I cos ?u0 log (pj^ + P2"
— 2pip2 cos 4>) dcf)

J — 77

= - ~ X smaller of ^j™ and (^)'" , (6)

being an integer. Thus

Iff 1 / +""
f
+"

-,, \ \ log rd<pid(p2=v-.J dcjij I d^ logr =greateroflogp2andlogpi. (7)

III

47rMJ * ^' ^- 47r-J

Sii far as the more important terms in (4)—those which do not involve

p as a factor—we have at once

log (8a.) — 2 — greater of log p,2 and log p, (8)

If P2 and pi are equal, this becomes

log(8a/p)-2 (9)

We have now to consider the terms of the second order in (2). The

contribution which these make to (4) may be divided into two parts. The

first, not arising from the terms in log r, is easily found to be

P-^\\og(8a)+U (10)

The difference between Wien's number and mine arises from the inte-

gration of the terms in log r, so that it is advisable to set out these somewhat

in detail. Taking the terms in order, we have as in (7)

1 f^" r^"'
1^.

I
l°g ^ ^4^1 '^^4'2 = greater of log p2 and log pi (11)

In like manner

—
..

sin- ^1 log r dcf)^ d^,^ = ^ [greater of log p^ and log pj, . . ..(12)
47r- J j

and
I

sin= d)., log r dcf)i d^., bas the same value. Also by (6), with m — 1,

47r" ] J

'

--A\ cos (^2 - </)i) log r d^idj)o = - -| [smaller of pa/pi and pi/pa]. . . . (13)

Finally —^ I sin <^i sin (^2 log r dcp^ dcjj^

1 /+" f^"=— rfii sin <ii (sin (^1 cos (/) + 008(^1 sin (^) log rd^
47r" J ^ j -„

= -I [smaller of P2/P1 and pi/pa] (14)

* Todhunter's Int. Cede. %% 287, 289.
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Thus altogether the terms in (2) of the second order involving log r yield

in (4)

^ig^ [greater of log p, and log p^] - |-^' smaller of — and —
Pi P2.

. ...(15)

The complete value of (4) to this order of approximation is found by

addition of (8), (10), and (1.5).

By making p^ and p-^ equal we obtain at once for the self-induction of a

current limited to the circumference of an anchor-ring, and uniformly dis-

tributed over that circumference.

L = 47ra ^^i^y^^-p-^ .(16)

p being the radius of the circular section. The value of L for this case, when

p^ is neglected, was virtually given by Maxwell*.

When the current is uniformlj- distributed over the area of the section,

we have to integTate again with respect to p^ and p^ between the limits

and p in each case. For the more important terms we have from (8)

dpi" dp^- [log 8a — 2 — greater of log p, and log pj

= log 8a - 2 - --
I

dp;' [log pi^ . pr 4- p- (log p'^ - 1 ) - pr (log pr - 1 )]

(17)
1 n n 1 1 1

So. /= log8a-2-logp-l-
-^
= log-^ -^

A similar operation performed upon (10) gives

log(8a,)+i {{^ , „, , , „ logiSw) -I- i p=

~yp^^ \\iP^-^P^)dp^dp^= ^8 -., <1«)

In like manner, the first part of (15) yields

-ii^(i°g^^-*)-

For the second part we hav

1

8„=p4 I
I

dp{'dpi [smaller of pi, pr] = -
24^,

;

thus altogether from (15)

-|^-=(%P + f) (19)

The terms of the second order are accordingly, by addition of (18) and

<19),

S (20)
p- I 8m

' log -

8a- \ '-' p

* Electricitij and Magnetism, §§ 692, 706.
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To this are to be added the leading terms (17) ; whence, introducing 47ra,

we get finally the expression for L already stated in (1).

It must be clearly understood that the above result, and the corresponding

one for a hollow anchor-ring, depend upon the assumption of a uniform

distribution of current, such as is approximated to when the coil consists

of a great number of windings of wire insulated from one another. If the

conductor be solid and the currents due to induction, the distribution will,

in general, not be uniform. Under this head Wien considers the case where

the currents are due to the variation of a homogeneous magnetic field,

parallel to the axis of symmetry, and where the distribution of currents is

governed by resistance, as will happen in practice when the variations are

slow enough. In an elementary circuit the electromotive force varies as the

square of the radius and the resistance as the first power. Assuming as

before that the whole current is unity, we have merely to introduce into (4)

the factors

(g -I- pi cos <^i) (a + p„ cos ^2) ,^^

a'
'

•

M^o retaining the value given in (2).

The leading term in (21) is unity, and this, when carried into (14), will

reproduce the former result. The term of the first order in p in (21) is

(pi cos </>! -t- Pa cos j>i)la, and this must be combined with the terms of order

p» and p' in (2). The former, however, contributes nothing to the integral.

The latter yield in (4)

Pl±^ (log 8. - 1 - greater of log p. and log p.} -,
sn^^Her o^f^p.^ and p.^

^^2)

The term of the second order in (21), viz., pip^/aK cos (j)i cos (j),^, needs to

be combined only with the leading term in (2). It yields in (4)

smaller of pf and p^ /oq\

4a^
^

If pi and Pa are equal (p), the additional terms expressed by (22), (23)

become

^log^ (24)
2a- ° p

If (24), multiplied by 47ra, be added to (16), we shall obtain the self-

induction for a shell (of uniform infinitesimal thickness) in the form of an

anchor-ring, the currents being excited in the manner supposed. The

result is

. = 4„,i(l + g).og?;-2l (25,
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We now proceed to consider the solid ring. By (22), (23) the terms,

additional to those previously obtained on the supposition that the current

was uniformly distributed, are

-
I

I

dpi'dp^
smaller of pi^ and p.;?

2a-

Q 2 I Q 2

+ '-'' "-- Hog 8a, - 1 - greater of log pi and log p^
•±(1-

'

p-

..(26)

The first part of this is pV6a-, and the second is ^- [log Sa-l-\ogp-

The additional terms are accordingly

&^<-^ <^"

These multiplied by 47ra are to be added to (1). Wr thus obtain

L = iira
8(1, 7 3p- , 8a

log 7 + FT-Jog —^ p 4 8a'' ^ p _

.(28)

for the self-inriuction of the solid ring when currents are slowly generated

in it by uniform magnetic forces parallel to the axis of symmetry. In

Wien's result for this case there appears an additional term within the bracket

equal to - 0-092 p-ja".

A more interesting problem is that which arises when the alternations in

the magnetic field are rapid instead of slow. Ultimately the distribution of

current becomes independent of resistance, and is determined by induction

alone. A leading feature is that the currents are superficial, although the

ring itself may be solid. They remain, of course, symmetrical with respect

to the straight axis, and to the plane which contains the circular axis.

The magnetic field may be sup]Dosed to be due to a current x^ in a circuit

at a distance, and the whole energy of the field may be represented by

T= \MiiXi- + \M,^x.^ + ij/souv + . . . + J/ioO-'ia-a + il/,;,.(v/', + . .

.

^-M.aX^x^ + ..., (29)

x^, x-i, etc., being currents in other circuits where no independent electro-

motive force acts. If x^ be regarded as given, the corresponding values

of a;o, a^s, ... are to be found by making T a minimum. Thus

M^.,Xi + M^X„ + il/joA':, + . . . = 0,
--.(,30)

Mr,Xi 4- M^,x^ -I- M,,x, + . . . = 0,
'

and so on, are the equations by which x^, etc., are to be found in terms oi x-^.

What we require is the corresponding value of T' , formed from T by

omission of the terms containing x^.

The method here sketched is general. It is not necessary that x^, etc.,

be currents in particular circuits. They may be regarded as generalized
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coordinates, or rather velocities, by which the kinetic energy of the system

is defined.

For the present application we suppose that the distribution of current

round the circumference of the section is represented by

{aa+ a^ cos cj)i + rj„ cos 24)1+ ...\ ^:j , (31)

SO that the total current is or„. The doubled energy, so far as it depends

upon the interaction of the ring currents, is

4^-
(oto + QiCos (^1 + Ka COS 2<^i + ...)(ao + «, cos(^2+ .)Mi2d4>id(f>.,, (32)

where il/,2 has the value given in (2), simplified by making p^ and pa both

equal to p. To this has to be added the double energy arising from the

interaction of the ring currents with the primary current. For each element

of the ring currents (81) we have to introduce a factor proportional to the

area of the circuit, viz., tt (a+ p cos <^i)'-. This part of the double energy may
thus be taken to be

JI
I
d(pi {a + p cos <\)if (tto + «i cos <^i + Og cos 2<^i + . . .),

that is 2TrH {{a? + \p-) «„ + apai + ip'«2}, (33)

Oj, etc., not appearing. The sum of (33) and (32) is to be made a minimum
by variation of the a's.

We have now to evaluate (32). The coefficient of a„- is the quantity

already expressed in (16). For the other terms it is not necessary to go

further than the first power of p in (2). We get

47ra ««= jiog7 (i + £.) - 2} + i («r

+

h«^

+

i«/ + •
• )

+ ?4^^0°g7-V + ^^«» + "^) + 2-8("^ + "=^ + O(«^+^^)+-
.(34)

Differentiating the sum of (33), (S-l), with respect to a^, a-,, etc., in turn,

we find

H ia^ + V=) + 4aa„ {log '-^ (l +Q - 2] + p.. (log ^'' -
^)
= 0, (35)

^,,,£{„„(log^-J).^}=0, (36)

Hp^+2aa, + p(^ + ^) = (37)
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The leading term is, of course, Oo- Relatively to this, a^ is of order p, a„ of

order p-, and so on. Accordingly, «„, 1X3, etc., may be omitted entirely from

(34), which is only expected to be accurate up to p^ inclusive. Also, in a^

only the leading term need be retained.

The ratio of Oj to «„ is to be found by elimination of H between (35),

(36). We get

0^1 _/3 L , 8a. 15

1

or„ a '°g7-T| .(38)

Substituting this in (34), we find as the coefficient of self-induction

L = 47ra [log
p \ "i'-i'.

2 + JL
•ia'-

8a

P

15

9
-^5 8a

P

17
'2'

The approximate value of Wo in terms ofH is

ffn =

{<-'^'

(39)

.(40)

A closer approximation can be found by elimination of «! between (35), (36).

In (39) the currents are supposed to be induced by the variation (in time)

of an unlimited uniform magnetic field. A problem, .simpler from the

theoretical point of view, arises if we suppose the uniform field to be limited

to a cylindrical space co-axial with the ring, and of diameter less than the

smallest diameter of the ring (2a — 2p). Such a field may be supposed to be

due to a cylindrical current sheet, the length of the cylinder being infinite.

The ring currents to be investigated are those arising from the instantaneous

abolition of the current sheet and its conductor.

If irb'-' be the area of the cylinder, (33) is replaced simply by

If jdcpi h" (of(,-|-ai cos <^i -f- ...) = i-jrHh-a^ .(41)

The expression (34) remains unaltered and the equations replacing (35),

(36) are thus

Hh-' + 4aa„ jlog ~ (l + £:,)
- 2! + pa, logy- I) =0, ....(42)

«! + '

a

8a 1\ .

.(43)

The introduction of (43) into (34) gives for the coeflicient of self-induction

in this case

—

8a /, . P' \ ^ p- /, 8a l^

9.J
4<Tra 1 + Pi) _ 2 - i^

4(/--/ 4a-p \ -td--/ -iu- \ p

It will be observed that the sign of ai/a„ is different in (38) and (43)

(44)
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The peculiarity of the problem last considered is that the primary current

occasions no magnetic force at the surface of the ring. The consequences

were set out 40 years ago by Maxwell in a passage* whose significance was

very slowly appreciated. " In the case of a current sheet of no resistance,

the surface integral of magnetic induction remains constant at every point of

the current sheet.

" If, therefore, by the motion of magnets or variations of currents in the

neighbourhood, the magnetic field is in any way altered, electric currents will

be set up in the current sheet, such that their magnetic effect, combined with

that of the magnets or currents in the field, will maintain the normal

component of magnetic induction at every point of the sheet unchanged. If

at first there is no magnetic action, and no currents in the sheet, then the

normal component of magnetic induction will always be zero at every point

of the sheet.

"The sheet may therefore be regarded as impervious to magnetic in-

duction, and the lines of magnetic induction will be deflected by the sheet

exactly in the same way as the lines of flow of an electric current in an

infinite and uniform conducting mass would be deflected by the introduction

of a sheet of the same form made of a substance of infinite resistance.

" If the sheet forms a closed or an infinite surface, no magnetic actions

which may take place on one side of the sheet will produce any magnetic

effect on the other side."

All that Maxwell says of a current sheet is, of course, applicable to the

surface of a perfectly conducting solid, such as our anchor-ring may be

supposed to be. The currents left in the ring after the abolition of the

primary current must be such that the magnetic force due to them is wholly

tangential to the surface of the ring. Under this condition I J\hr,d<^^ must

be independent of ^i, and we might have investigated the problem upon this

basis.

In Maxwell's notation a, /3, 7 denote the components of magnetic force,

and the whole energy of the field T is given by

T=^ ff[{a' + l3- + y'-')dxdydz = U%\ (45)

Moreover ao,the total current, multiplied by 47r is equal to the "circulation"

of magnetic force round the ring. In this form our result admits of imme-

diate application to the hydrodynamical problem of the circulation of

• Electricity and Magnetism, §§ 654, 655. Compare my "Acoustical Observations," Phil.

Mag. 1882, Vol. xiii. p. 340; Scientific Papers, Vol. ii. p. 99.
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incompressible frictionless fluid round a solid having the form of the ring ; for

the components of velocity ((, v, w are subject to precisely the same conditions

as are a, /3, 7. If the density be unity, the kinetic energy T of the motion

has the expression

T=-— X (circulation)-, (46)
OTT

L having the value given in (44).

F.8. March 4.—Sir W. D. Niven, who in 1881 verified some other results

for self-induction—those numbered (11), (12) in the paper referred to—has

been good enough to confirm the formulse (1), (28) of the present communi-

cation, in which I differ from M. Wien.



365.

ELECTRICAL VIBRATIONS ON A THIN ANCHOR-RING.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. Lxxxvii. pp. 193—202, 1912.]

Although much attention has been bestowed upon the interesting

subject of electric oscillations, there are comparatively few examples in

which definite mathematical solutions have been gained. These problems

are much simplified when conductors are supposed to be perfect, but even

then the difficulties usually remain formidable. Apart from cases where

the propagation may be regarded as being in one dimension*, we have

Sir J. Thomson's solutions for electrical vibrations upon a conducting sphere

or cylinder f. But these vibrations have so little persistence as hardly to

deserve their name. A more instructive example is afforded by a conductor

in the form of a circular ring, whose circular section is supposed small.

There is then in the neighbourhood of the conductor a considerable store of

energy which is more or less entrapped, and so allows of vibrations of

reasonable persistence. This problem was very ably treated by Pocklington;}:

in 1897, but with deficient explanations§. Moreover, Pocklington limits his

detailed conclusions to one particular mode of free vibration. I think I

shall be doing a service in calling attention to this investigation, and in

exhibiting the result for the radiation of vibrations in the higher modes.

But I do not attempt a complete re-statement of the argument.

Pocklington starts from Hertz's formulte for an elementary vibrator at

the origin of coordinates ^, rj, f,

^ dm „ dm p dm
^-dm' ^^d^r ^=^+"'"' ('^

where H = e'"" e^'^Vp, (2)

* Phil. Mag. 1897, Vol. xliii. p. 125 ; 1897, Vol. xliv. p. 199 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv.

pp. 276, 327.

t Recent Researches, 1893, §§ 301, 312. [1913. There is also Abraham's solution for the

ellipsoid.]

X Canib. Proceedings, 1897, Vol. ix. p. 324.

§ Compare W. M'F. Orr, Phil. Mag. 1903, Vol. vi. p. 667.
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in which P, Q, R denote the components of electromotive intensity, 2'7r/p is

the period of the disturbance, and 27r/a the wave-length corresponding

in free aether to this period. At a great distance p from the source, we have

from (1)

P,Q,R = '^(-^, -^4, 1-^.) (3)
P \ P p- pv

The resultant is perpendicular to p, and in the plane containing p and ^.

Its magnitude is

P

where x is the angle between p and f.

X. (4)

The required solution is obtained by a distribution of elementary vibrators

of this kind along the circular axis of the ring, the axis of the vibrator

being everywhere tangential to the axis of the ring and the coefficient of

intensity proportional to cos m(j)', where m is an integer and <p' defines a

point upon the axis. The calculation proceeds in terms of semi-polar

coordinates z, ot, (j>, the axis of symmetry being that of z, and the origin

being at the centre of the circular axis. The radius of the circular axis is a,

and the radius of the circular section is e, e being very small relatively to a.

The condition to be satisfied is that at every point of the surface of the

ring, where (ra- — af + z- = e-, the tangential component of (F, Q, R) shall

vanish. It is not satisfied absolutely by the above specification ; but

Pocklington shows that to the order of approximation required the speci-

fication suffices, provided a be suitably chosen. The equation determining

a expresses the evanescence of that tangential component which is parallel

to the circular axis, and it takes the form

i(f> Ho cos in<f} {m^ — o^a^ cos ^) = 0, (5)

gia [e-+4 t(7rt sill^ ^i/)]

where n„ = --j^^—- - - -^„-j-t (6)

In (5) we are to retain the large term, arising in the integral when (^

is small, and the finite term, but we may reject small quantities. Thus
Pocklington finds

/

" (d-'jr cos — 7/1^) cos m(^ d(^

r^ (g2f»«SinM _ 1) (^^ pQg _ ,,^2) gpg ^^^ g^ ^
^Jo 2asin^(/>

~^' ^^>

the condition being to this order of approximation the same at all points of

a cross-section.
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The first integral in (7) may be evaluated for any (integral) value of in.

Writing ^^ = -^jr, we have

(a'^a? cos 2-1//- — nv^) cos 2?K-v/r d-^

JO a\/{e-/4<a- + sin^\jf\

The large part of the integral arises from small values of i/^. We divide

the range of integration into two parts, the first from to i/r where ^|r,

though small, is large compared with 6/2a, and the second from t/t to ^ir.

For the first part we may replace cos 2^(r, cos 2m\p- by unity, and sin' if' by

•v/'-- We thus obtain

^ log If + V(6V4a= +r% = ^— (log 4a/e + log yjr). . ..(9)

Thus to a first approximation aa = + m. In the second part of the

range of integration we may neglect e'-/4a' in comparison with sin^ -v^, thus

obtaining

r
*" (a^a^ cos 2i/r — ?ji-) cos 2»iT/r cZ-v/^ ,.. „^

j ^ a sin 'yjr

The numerator may be expressed as a sum of terms such as cos'^-v/r, and

for each of these the integral may be evaluated by taking cos "ijr = z, in

virtue of

fz'"'dz z^ z'' z-'^-'
,

, 1
\- z

J^i = ^ + 3 + 5
+ + 2;^i + *^°^rT.-

Accordingly

r^'cos^«^Ht = _eosi>-'4^- -^'^^^-logtani,^
]^ sm a/t 3 in - J.

= -i-i- -2;i^-i°g^^' ^^^^

when small quantities are neglected. For example.

The sum of the coefficients in the series of terms (analogous to cos="i/r)

which represents the numerator of (10) is necessarily cC-^- - m\ since this is

the value of the numerator itself when ^ = 0. The particular value of

1/. chosen for the division of the range of integration thus disappears from

the sum of (9) and (10), as of course it ought to do.

When m=l, corresponding to the gravest mode of vibration specially

considered by Pocklington, the numerator in (10) is

4a^a= cos* -f
- (4a'a^ + 2) cos= ^ + a'a' + 1,

R. VI.
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and the value of the integral is accordingly

1

a

To this is to be added from (9)

a- a- — 1

2- -^ - (a-o?- I) \og if

1 4a ,

log 1- log yjr

making altogether for the value of (8)

1

a
-.XI 8a „ 4a=a^

(a-er- l)log -+2 — .(12)

The second integi-al in (7) contributes only finite terms, but it is important

as determining the imaginary part of « and thus the rate of dissij^ation.

We may write it

lin >// 1

lit sm -v/r

cos (2m-)- 2)i|r-i-cos (2m — 2) i/r — 2 cos 2?)i-v/rj,...(13)

where x' = 4a^a- = 4;m- approximately.

Pocklington shows that the imaginarj' part of (13) can be expressed by

means of Bessel's functions. We may take

rf-f cos 2 n-f e'-"-
^*" "- =

./„,i {x) + i K„„ {x), (14)*

whence I d->\r cos 2»-\/r — . -^ — = ^ |
{/„„ {x) + i K.^ (x)] d.r (1.5)

Accordingly, (13) may be replaced by

'4^
f

dx [.L,„,+, (x) - 2.1,,,, (x) + J"^„_, (.r) + i {K.,n+„ - 2K.,„ + K,.„,^„)]. (16)

Now t L,.,+, - %J,,n + ./„„_, = 4.A„,

,

so that
I

f/a;{-/o„,+,-2J,,„-t- J,,^_„} = 4/'a„ = 2J2m_i-2/,„,+i (17)

The imaginary part of (13) is thus simply

{J-2m-l(x) - J.,,„ + j{x)]. .(18)

A corresponding theory for the K functions does not ajDpear to have been
developed.

When m — 1, our equation becomes

"

1 \ 1
8a ITT

, ^ , . r / M x''

:
- 1

j
log - = -

._,- ;•/, {x) - J, {x)] + 3-2
4""

, , cos (« sin i|r) — 1 ,,

, ^

d^ - 27inV" ^ ~ °°'^ ^ *"'' *^^' ^^^^

* Compare T/iSorj/ 0/ Sound, § 302. + Gray and Mathews, Bessel's Functions, p. 13.
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and on the right we may replace x by its first approximate value. Retoning
to (2) we see that the negative sign must be chosen for a and x, so that

« = - 2. The imaginary term on the right is thus

^{J',(2)-/3(2)}=070336^•.

For the real term Pocklington calculates 0-485, so that, L being written
for log (8a/e),

-«=-(! + (0-243 + 0-352/);i: .(20)

" Hence the period of the oscillation is equal to the time required for a
free wave to traverse a distance equal to the circumference of the circle

multiplied by 1 - 0-243/X, and the ratio of the amplitudes of consecutive

vibrations is 1 :

g-^^i/i or 1 - 2-21/i."

For the general value of «;. (19) is replaced by

(a-'a"--m')L = ~^ {/™_i(2»i) -./„„+, (2m)} + E, (21)

where i? is a real finite number, and finally

(22)
R

The ratio of the amplitudes of successive vibrations is thus

1 : l--n'[J,„,^,(2m)-J,,„^,(2m}\j-2L, .(23)

in which the values of J^,n-i(2])i) - J«_,n+i(2})i) can be taken from the tables

(see Gray and Mathews). We have as far as m equal to 12

:

(2m)-J.^+,(2m)

•448

298
232
•194

169
150

7

8

9

10

11

12

•^2m-l (2m) - -^im+l (2)»)

0136
0^125
0-116

O^IOS
0-102
0-096

It appears that the damping during a single vibration diminishes as in

increases, viz., the greater the number of subdivisions of the circumference.

An approximate expression for the tabulated quantity when m is large

may be at once derived from a formula due to Nicholson*, who shows that

Phil. Mag. 1908, VoL xvi. pp. 276. 277.
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when n and z are large and nearly equal, J"„ (e) is related to Airy's integral.

In fact,

J.M--
TT \Z

COS
I
tv' + (n — z)

6N*
IV dw

1 /G\^

TT \Z,

ra) ,. ,^/6v^(§)
2V3

-(»-^) b

SO that 'J iy-i

/3
_,(2»0-J.„+.(2m) = ^-^ ^V3-

^; 2V3

r(f)

.(24)

.(25)

If we apply this formula to m = 10, we get O'lll as compared with the

tabular 0108*-

It follows from (25) that the damping in each vibration diminishes

without limit as »i increases. On the other hand, the damping in a given

time varies as m^ and increases indefinitely, if slowly, with m.

We proceed to examine more in detail the character at a great distance of

the vibration radiated from the ring. For this purpose we choose axes of

:c and y in the plane of the ring, and the coordinates {x, y, z) of any point

may also be expressed as r sin 6 cos (/>, r sin 6 sin ^, r cos 6. The contribution

of an element o d^' at <^' is given by (4). The direction cosines of this

element are sin <^', — cos (/>', ; and those of the disturbance due to it are

taken to be I, m, n. The direction of this disturbance is perpendicular to r

and in the plane containing r and the element of arc ad<pi' . The first

condition gives Ice + my + nz = 0, and the second gives

/ . z cos (p' +m . z sin cp' — n {x cos </>' + y sin <p') = ;

so that

/ _ —in _ **

( z- + y'-) sin <p' + xy cos </>' {z- + x'^) cos ^' + xy sin <^' zy cos j) — zx sin <^'

'

(26)

The sum of the squares of the denominators in (26) is

7'^ [z'^ — {y sin (j>' + X cos i^')"}-

Also in (4)

(x sin 4>' — y cos ^')^ _z--\-{x cos 4> +y sin <^'y
sin- % ...(27)

and thus

r''' . I sin X = (^^ + 2/0 sin ^' + a;?/ cos (/>',

")

— ?--
. m sin % = (-2- + «-) cos c^' + a.'^/ sin <^', I (28)

r^./j Bva )(_
= zy co^<p' — zxsvL\<^'.

]

To these quantities the components P, Q, i2 due to the element adj)' are

proportional.

* logioT (I) =0-13166.
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Before we can proceed to an integration there are two other factors to be

regarded. The first relates to the intensity of the source situated at adcf)'.

To represent this we must introduce cos-»i(^'. Again, there is the question

of phase. In e*"'' we have

p = r — a sin 6 cos (cj)' — (p) ;

and in the denominator of (4) we may neglect the difference between p and r.

Thus, as the components due to a clef)', we have

P = d(f)e-^'"'^"^''<'°^^'^ <l'^ cos m(f)^
'^ ^j —, ...(29)

with similar expressions for Q and R corresponding to the right-hand

members of (2^). The integrals to be considered ma}^ be temporarily

denoted by S, G, where

S, C=
I

cZ<^'cosm!^'e-'^™^(*'-*'(sin(^', cos ^'). (30)

^ being written for aa sin f). Here

S = ^ I
(Z(^'e-'f«<'s(*'-*> {sin (m + l)(j)' - sin {m - 1) (f>'},

and in this, if we write -v/r for ^' — 0,

sin (m + l)(f)' = sin (m + 1)^ . cos {m -H 1) <^ -I- cos {m +l)^lr . sin (m + 1) ip.

We thus find

S = r-),„+i sin (m + 1)4)- @,„-i sin (m - 1) (;6, (31)

where 0„ = I "f/x/rcos /ix/re-''f'^°'* (32)
Jo

In like manner,

C' = 0,„+iCos(m-f l)</) + e„,_iCos(m-l)(^ (33)

Now 0,1 = d-^ cos n-^ [cos (f co3 t/t) — { sin (f cos cj))].

Jo

When n is even, the imaginary part vanishes, and

e„= ''I^L^Sll (34)
cos ^mr

On the other hand, when n is odd, the real part vanishes, and

Q ^Y_M)_ ^35^
sm i mr

Thus, when m is even, m -I- 1 and m — 1 are both odd and S and G are

both pure imaginaries. But when in is odd, .S' and G are both real.

As functions of direction we may take P, Q, R to be proportional to

^2 yi ' ,-2 r'- r- r^
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Whether m be odd or even, the three components are in the same phase.

On the same scale the intensity of disturbance, repi'esented by P^ + Q^ + R-,

is in terms of 0, 4>

cos-^ e (S- + 6'-) + sin= (G cos (j) + S sin ^)=, (36)

an expression whose sign should be changed when m is even. Introducing the

values of C and S in terms of © from (31), (33), we find that P' + Q" + R''

is proportional to

cos" 6 \&,a+i' + B,„-i- + 20,„+i 0,„^i cos 2m(J3} + sin- cos' ??i(/) {@,„+i + ^,„-i]-

(37)

From this it appears that for directions lying in the plane of the ring

(cos ^ = 0) the radiation vanishes with cos mcj}. The expression (37-) may also

be written

6,,,+,= + @,„_i- + 20,„+i8,„_, cos -IiiKJ) - h sin= (0,„+i - 0„,_,)' (1 - cos 27ncj)),

(38)

or, in terms of J's, by (3-l<), (35),

TT- [/m+i- + Jm-i' - 2./,„+i J",„_i cos 2m(J3 - \ sin' (./,„+i + ./,„_i)= (1 - cos 2hi(^)],

(39)

and this whether m be odd or even. The argument of the J's is aa sin 0.

Along the axis of symmetry {0 = 0) the expression (39) should be

independent of ^. That this is so is verified when we remember that ./^(O)

vanishes except n = 0. The expression (39) thus vanishes altogether with

unless m=l, when it reduces to tt" simply*. In the neighbourhood of the

axis the intensity is of the order 0-"2m—

2

In the plane of the ring (sin ^ = 1 ) the general expression reduces to

ir" (J,a+-i — 'fm-i)' cos- m(f>, or iTT-Jin'- COS' mcf) (40)

It is of interest to consider also the mean value of (39) reckoned over

angular space. The mean with respect to <^ is evidently

7r= [/„,,+,- + ./,„_r + i sin' {.!„,+, + ./,„_,)'] (-il

)

By a known formula in Bessel's functions

{/,«+! (?) + ./„w (OP = ^V,„HD (42)

For the present purpose

f
2 = ^2^(2 gjj^2 _ ,jj2 gjj^2 ff

.

and (41) becomes

7r'[./,„+r(^) + ./„„' (f)_2./„r(f)] (43)

* [June 20. Reciprocally, plane waves, travelling parallel to the axis of symmetry and
incident upon the ring, excite none of the higher modes of vibration.]
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To obtain the mean over angular space we have to multiply this by
sin Odd, and integrate from to ^tt. For this purpose we require

JnHm sin 0) sin Odd, (44)
'

an integral which does not seem to have been evaluated.

By a known expansion* we have

J"„ (2m sin 6 sin ^^) = J„= (m sin 0) + 2Ji' (m sin 6) cos /3 + 2J„^ {m sin 6) cos 2/3

4-
,

whence

Jo {2m sin 6 sin ^/3) sin 6d6

=
(

Jo" (m sin 0) sin ^d^ 4- 2 COS /3 Jf (msin ^)sin ^c^^4-
.'

+ 2cos??/3 /„-(?« sin 6) sin 6dO (45)
.'o

Nowf for the integral on the left

[*" r /o • z3 • 1 o\ • a.ia sin(2?7tsinA/3)
./o(2wsm0smi/3)sm6'(i^ = '^ ~.—^1--

,

.'o 2)nsinh/3
and thus

[^"^ r-/ a\ aia 1 {" m _ sin (2??i sin A/3)
Jn{msin0)sindd9 = ^ d^cosnB—^

-.
—^^^

'o 27rm Iq 2iiisnihp

1 r^" 7. « I
sin (2m sin -v/r) 1 /"2>«

^ , .^ ,,„,= (^-lir COS 27lilr ^^
,

^ = H— hn{«i)dx, (46)

as in (15). Thus the mean value of (43) is

K~ dx (./om+„ («) 4- J^n-2 {x) - 2/,^ (a;)) = ./,„/ {2iii)

= ^' !•/„„_, l2m)-.7,^+, (2m)!, i^^)

as before.

In order to express fully the mean value of P- -\-Q- + R' at distance r,

we have to introduce additional factors from (29). If a = — a-^ — ia^,

giar _ g-ta,r g'x^r^
g^j^^j theso factors may be taken to be a'a-e^'^^^/r'- The

occurrence of the factor e^^'', where a^ is positive, has a strange appearance

;

but, as Lamb has shown J, it is to be expected in such cases as the present,

where the vibrations to be found at any time at a greater distance corre-

spond to an earlier vibration at the nucleus.

* Gray and Mathews, p. 28.

t Enc. Brit. "Wave Theory of Light," Equation (43), 1888; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii.

p. 98.

J Proc. Math. Soc. 1900, Vol. xxxil. p. 208.
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The calculations just effected afford an independent estimate of the

dissipation. The rate at which energy is propagated outwards away from

the sphere of great radius r, is

--j-=V. 47rr2 .

:^ ./,,„_i - J.^n+^], (48)
at '/•" m

or, since t (the period) = 27ra/mF, the loss of energy in one complete

vibration is given by

~ "c/r ~ ^^ •-'"-' ~ '^""^'^ *• '

With this we have to compare the total energy to be found within the

sphere. The occurrence of the factor e*"^'' is a complication from which we

may emancipate ourselves by choosing r great in comparison with a, but

still small enough to justify the omission of e-"-'', conditions which are

reconcilable when e is sufficiently small. The n:iean value of P- + Q- + R^ at

a small distance p from the circular axis is ^m-ja'p'. This is to be multiplied

by 2Tra .2vpdp, and integrated from e to a value of p comparable with a,

which need not be further specified. Thus

„ 8mV^ fdp Hiii-'tt-E= -!- = -- — loge; (60)alp a ° ^ '

and
_^^7rMJ;»^2».2-./,^^,^,(2^);

±j dt — log €
'

in agreement with (23).
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COLOURED PHOTOMETRY.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxiv. pp. 301, 302, 1912.]

In his recent paper on the Photometry of Lights of Different Colours*

Mr H. Ives remarks :

—
" X( i satisfactory theory of the action of the flicker

photometer can be said to exist. What does it actually measure ? We
may assume the existence of a ' luminosity sense ' distinct from the colour

sense— If, for instance, there exists a physiological process called into action

both by coloured and uncoloured light, a measure of this would be a measure

of a common property."

Very many years ago it occurred to me that the adjustment of the iris

afforded just such a "physiological process "f. The iris contracts when the

eye is exposed to a bright red or to a bright green light. There must

therefore be some relative brightness of the two lights which tends equally

to close the iris, and this may afford the measure required. The flicker

adjustment is complete when the iris has no tendency to alter under the

alternating illumination.

This question was brought home to me very forcibly, when in 1875

I fitted the whole area of the window of a small room with revolving

sectors after the manner of Talbot. The intention was to observe, more

conveniently than when the eye is at a small hole, the movements of

vibrating bodies. The apparatus served this purpose well enough; but

incidentally I was much struck with the remarkably disagreeable and

even painful sensations experienced when at the beginning or end of

operations the slits were revolving slowlj' so as to generate flashes at

the rate of perhaps 3 or 4 per second. I soon learned in self-d*efence to

keep my eyes closed during this phase ; and I attributed the discomfort

to a vain attempt on the part of the iris to adjust itself to fluctuating

conditions.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xxiv. p. 178.

+ If my memory serves me, I have since read somewhere a similar suggestion, perhaps in

Helmholtz.
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It is clear, I think, that we have here a common element in variously

coloured lights, such as might serve as the basis of coloured photometry.

I suppose that there would be no particular difficulty in observing the

movements of an iris, and I would suggest that experiments be undertaken

to ascertain whether in fact the flicker match coincides with quiescence

of the iris. Should this prove to be the case, the view suggested would be

amply confirmed ; otherwise, it would be necessary to turn to some of the

other possibilities discussed by llr Ives.

[1913. Mr H. C. Stevens {Phil. Mug. Vol. xxvi. p. 180, 1912), in con-

nexion with the above suggestion, describes an experiment in which the

musculus sphincter piipillae was paralysed with atropine, without changing

" in any observable particular " the appearance of flicker. This observation

may prove that an actual movement of the iris is not necessary to the

sensation of flicker, but it can hardly be said that the iris has no tendency

to alter because it is prevented from doing so by the paralysis of the

muscle. There must be more than one step between the impression upon

the retina which initiates a message to close the iris and the actual closing

thereof The flicker adjustment may, so far as appears, correspond to the

absence of such messages.]
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ON SOME IRIDESCENT FILMS*.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxiv. pp. 751—755, 1912.]

The experiments now to be described originated in an accidental observa-

tion. Some old lantern-plates, from which the gelatine films had been

cleaned off a few years before (probably with nitric acid), being required for

use, were again placed in dilute nitric acid to ensure cleanliness. From these

plates a gas-flame burning over the dish was seen reflected with colour, of

which the cause was not obvious. On examination in daylight a dry plate

was observed to be iridescent, but so slightly that the fact might easily

escape attention. But when the plate was under water and suitably

illuminated, the brilliancy was remarkably enhanced. Upon this question

of illumination almost everything depends. The window-shutter of one of

the rooms in my laboratory has an aperture about 4 inches square. In front

of this the dish of water is placed and at the bottom of the dish a piece of

dark-coloured glass. In the water the plate under observation is tilted, so as

to separate the reflexions of the sky as given by the plate and by the glass

underneath. In this way a dark background is ensured. At the corners and

edges of the plate the reflected light is white, then follow dark bands, and

afterwards the colours which suggest reflexion from a thin plate. On this

view it is necessary to suppose that the iridescent film is thinnest at the

outside and thickens towards the interior, and further, that the material

constituting the film has an index intermediate between those of the glass

and of the water. In this way the general behaviour is readily explained,

the fact that the colours are so feeble in air being attributed to the smallness

of the optical difference between the film and the glass underneath. In the

water there would be a better approach to equality between the reflexions at

the outer and inner surfaces of the film.

From the first I formed the opinion that the films were due to the use of

a silicate substratum in the original preparation, but as the history of the

* Read before the British Association at Dundee.
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plates was unknown this conjecture could not be satisfactorily confirmed.

Nil ordinary cleaning or wiping had any effect ; to remove the films recourse

must be had to hydrofluoric acid, or to a polishing operation. My friend

Prof T. W. Kichards, after treating one with strong acids and other chemicals,

pronounced it to be what chemists would call " very insoluble." The plates

first encountered manifested (in the air) a brilliant glassy surface, but

afterwards I found others showing in the water nearly or quite as good

colours, but in the air presenting a smoky appearance.

Desirous of obtaining the colours as perfectly as possible, I endeavoured

to destroy the reflexion from the back surface of the plate, which would,

I .supposed, dilute the colours due to the iridescent film. But a coating of

black sealing-wax, or marine glue, did not do so much good as had been

expected. The most efficient procedure was to grind the back of the plate,

as is very easily done with carborundum. The colours seemed now to be as

good as such colours can ever be, the black also being well developed. Doubtless

the success was due in great measure to the special localized character of the

illumination. The substitution of strong brine for water made no perceptible

improvement.

At this stage I found a difficulty in understanding fully the behaviour of

the unground plates. In some places the black would occasionally be good,

while in others it had a washed-out appearance, a difference not easily

accounted for. A difficulty had already been experienced in deciding upon

which side of a plate the film was, and had been attributed to the extreme

thinness of the plates. But a suspicion now arose that there were films upon

both sides, and this was soon confirmed. The best proof was afforded by

grinding away half the area upon one side of the plate and the other half of

the area upon the other side. Whichever face was uppermost, the unground

half witnessed the presence of a film by brilliant coloration.

Attempts to produce silicate films on new glass were for some time an

almost complete failure. I used the formula given by Abney {Instruction in

Photography, 11th edition, p. 342):

—

Albumen 1 part.

Water 20 parts.

Silicate of Si^da solution of syrupy consistency 1 part.

But whether the jDlates (coated upon one side) were allowed to drain and dry

in the cold, or were more quickly dried off over a spirit flame or before a fire,

the resulting films washed away under the tap with the slightest friction or

even with no friction at all. Occasionally, however, more adherent patches

were observed, which could not so easily be cleaned off. Although it did not

seem probable that the photographic film proper played any part, I tried

without success a suj^erposed coat of gelatine. In view of these failures
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I could only suppose that the formation of a permanent film was the work of

time, and some chemical friends were of the same opinion. Accordingly

a number of
,
plates were prepared and set aside duly labelled.

Examination at intervals proved thatr time acted but slowly. After six

months the films seemed more stable, but nothing was obtained comparable

with the old iridescent plates. It is possible that the desired result might

eventually be achieved in this way, but the prospect of experimenting under

such conditions is not alluring. Luckily an accidental observation came to

my aid. In order to prevent the precipitation of lime in the observing-dish

a few drops of nitric acid were sometimes added to the water, and I fancied

that films tested in this acidified water showed an advantage. A special

experiment confirmed the idea. Two plates, coated similarly with silicate

and dried a few hours before, were immersed, one in ordinary tap water, the

other in the same water moderately acidified with nitric acid. After some

24 hours' soaking the first film washed off easily, but the second had much
greater fixity. There was now no difiiculty in preparing films capable of

showing as good colours as those of the old plates. The best procedure

seems to be to dry off the plates before a fire after coating with recently-

filtered silicate solution. In order to obtain the most suitable thickness,

it is necessary to accommodate the rapidity of drying to the strength of the

solution. If heat is not employed the strength of the above given solution

may be doubled. When dry the plates may be immersed for some hours in

(much) diluted nitric acid. They are then fit for optical examination, but

are best not rubbed at this stage. If the colours are suitable the plates may

now be washed and allowed to dry. The full development of the colour

effects requires that the back of the plates be treated. In my experience

grinding gives the best results when the lighting is favourable, but an opaque

varnish maj' also be used with good effect. The comparative failure of such

a treatment of the old plates was due to the existence of films upon both

sides. A sufficiently opaque glass, e.g. stained with cobalt or copper, may

also be employed. After the films have stood some time subsequently to the

treatment with acid, they may be rubbed vigorously with a cloth even while

wet ; but one or two, which probably had been rubbed prematurely, showed

scratches.

The surfaces of the new films are not quite as glassy as the best of the

old ones, nor so inconspicuous in the air, but there is, I suppose, no doubt

that they are all composed of silica. But I am puzzled to understand how

the old plates were manipulated. The films cover both sides without

interruption, and are thinner at all the four corners than in the interior.

The extraordinary development of the colours in water as compared with

what can be seen in air led me to examine in the same way other thin films

deposited on glass. A thin coat of albumen (without silicate) is inconspicuous
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in air. As in photography it may be rendered insoluble by nitrate of silver

acidified with acetic acid, and then exhibits good colours when examined

under water with favourable illumination. Filtered gelatine, with which

a little bichromate has been mixed beforehand, may also be employed. In

this case the dry film should be well exposed to light before washing. Readj^-

made varnishes also answer well, provided they are capable of withstanding

the action of water, at least for a time. I have used amber in chloroform,

a "crystal " (benzole) varnish such as is, or was, used by photographers, and

bitumen dissolved in benzole. The last is soon disintegrated under water,

but the crystal varnish gives very good films. The varnish as sold may
probably require dilution in order that the film may be thin enough.

Another varnish which gives interesting results is celluloid in pear-oil.

All these films show little in air, but display beautiful colours in water when
the reflexion from the back of the glass is got rid of as already described. The
advantage from the water depends, of course, upon its mitigating the in-

equality of the reflexion from the two sides of the film by diminishing the

front reflexion. A similar result may be arrived at by another road if we
can increase the back reflexion, with the further advantage of enhanced

illumination. For this purpose we may use silvering. A glass is coated

with a verj' thin silver film and then with celluloid varnish of suitable

consistency. Magnificent colours are then seen without the aid of water,

and the only difficulty is to hit off the right thickness for the silver. Other

methods of obtaining similar displays are described in Wood's Physical

Optics (Macmillan, 1905, p. 142).
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BREATH FIGURES*.

\_Nature, Vol. xc. pp. 436, 437, 1912.]

At intervals during the past year I have tried a good many experiments

in the hope of throwing further light upon the origin of these figures,

especially those due to the passage of a small blow-pipe flame, or of hot

sulphuric acid, across the surface of a glass plate on which, before treatment,

the breath deposits evenly. The even deposit consists of a multitude of

small lenses easily seen with a hand magnifier. In the track of the flame or

sulphuric acid the lenses are larger, often passing into flat masses which, on

evaporation, show the usual colours of thin plates. When the glass is seen

against a dark ground, and is so held that regularly reflected light does not

reach the eye, the general surface shows bright, while the track of the flame

or acid is by comparison dark or black. It will be convenient thus to speak

of the deposit as bright or dark—descriptive words implying no doubtful

hypothesis. The question is what difference in the glass surface determines

the two kinds of deposit.

In Aitken's view {Proc. Ed. Soc. p. 94, 1893; Mature, June 15, 1911),

the flame acts by the deposit of numerous fine particles constituting nuclei

of aqueous condensation, and in like manner he attributes the effect of

sulphuric (or hydrofluoric) acid to a water-attracting residue remaining

in spite of washing. On the other hand, I was disposed to refer the dark

deposit to a greater degree of freedom from grease or other water-repelling

contamination (Nature, May 2.5, 1911), supposing that a clean surface

of glass would everywhere attract moisture. It will be seen that the two

views are sharply contrasted.

My first experiments were directed to improving the washing after hot

sulphuric or hydrofluoric acid. It soon appeared that rinsing and soaking

prolonged over twenty-four hours failed to abolish the dark track ; but

probably Mr Aitken would not regard this as at all conclusive. It was

more to the point that dilute sulphuric acid (1/10) left no track, even after

perfunctory washing. Rather to my surprise, I found that even strong

* See p. 26 of this volume.
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sulphuric acid fails if employed cold. A few drops were poured upon

a glass (^-plate photographic from which the film had been removed), and

caused to form an elongated pool, say, half an inch wide. After standing

level for about five minutes—longer than the time required for the treatment

with hot acid—the plate was rapidly washed under the tap, soaked for a few

minutes, and finally rinsed with distilled water, and dried over a spirit lamp.

Examined when cold by breathing, the plate showed, indeed, the form of the

pool, but mainly by the darkness of the edge. The interior was, perhaps, not

quite indistinguishable from the ground on which the acid had not acted,

but there was no approach to darkness. This experiment may, I suppose, be

taken to prove that the action of the hot acid is not attributable to a residue

remaining after the washing.

I have not found any other treatment which will produce a dark track

without the aid of heat. Chromic acid, aqua regia, and strong potash

are alike ineffective. These reagents do undoubtedly exercise a cleansing

action, so that the result is not entirely in favour of the grease theory as

ordinarily understood.

My son, Hon. R. J. Strutt, tried for me an experiment in which part of

an ordinarily cleaned glass was exposed for three hours to a stream of

strongly ozonised oxygen, the remainder being protected. On examination

with the breath, the difference between the protected and unprotected parts

was scarcely visible.

It has been mentioned that the edges of pools of strong cold sulphuric

acid and of many other reagents impress themselves, even when there is

little or no effect in the interior. To exhibit this action at its best, it is well

to employ a minimum of liquid ; otherwise a creeping of the edge during the

time of contact may somewhat obscure it. The experiment succeeds about

equally well even when distilled water from a wash-bottle is substituted for

powerful reagents. On the grease theory the effect may be attributed to the

cleansing action of a pure free surface, but other interpretations probably

could be suggested.

Very dark deposits, showing under suitable illumination the colours of

thin plates, may be obtained on freshly-blown bulbs of soft glass. It is con-

venient to fill the interior with water, to which a little ink may be added.

From this observation no particular conclusion can be deduced, since the

surface, though doubtless very clean, has been exposed to the blow-pipe

flame. In my former communication, I mentioned that no satisfactory result

as obtained when a glass plate was strongly heated on the back by a long

Bunsen burner; but I am now able to bring forward a more successful

experiment.

A test-tube of thin glass, about | inch in diameter, was cleaned internally

until it gave an even bright deposit. The breath is introduced through

w
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a tube of smaller diameter, previously warmed slightly with the hand. The

closed end of the test-tube was then heated in a gas flame urged with a foot

blow-pipe until there were signs of incipient softening. After cooling, the

breath deposit showed interesting features, best brought out by transmitted

light under a magnifier. The greater part of the length showed, as before,

the usual fine dew. As the closed end was approached the drops became

gradually larger, until at about an inch from the end they disappeared,

leaving the glass covered with a nearly uniform film. One advantage of the

tube is that evaporation of dew, once formed, is slow, unless promoted by

suction through the mouth-tube. As the film evaporated, the colours of thin

plates were seen by reflected light. Since it is certain that the flame had no

access to the internal surface, it seems proved that dark deposits can be

obtained on surfaces treated by heat alone.

In some respects a tube of thin glass, open at both ends, is more con-

venient than the test-tube. It is easier to clean, and no auxiliary tube is

required to introduce or abstract moisture. I have used one of 3/10 in.

diameter. Heated locally over a simple spirit flame to a point short of

softening, it exhibited similar effects. This easy experiment may be recom-

mended to anyone interested in the subject.

One of the things that I have always felt as a difficulty is the comparative

permanence of the dark tracts. On flat plates they may survive in some

degree rubbing by the finger, with subsequent rinsing and wiping. Practi-

cally the easiest way to bring a plate back to its original condition is to rub

it with soapy water. But even this does not fully succeed with the test-tube,

probably on account of the less effective rubbing and wiping near the closed

end. But what exactly is involved in rubbing and wiping ? I ventured to

suggest before that possibly grease may penetrate the glass somewhat.

From such a situation it might not easily be removed, or, on the other hand,

introduced.

There is another form of experiment from which I had hoped to reap

decisive results. The interior of a mass of glass cannot be supposed to be

greasy, so that a surface freshly obtained by fracture should be clean, and

give the dark deposit. One difficulty is that the character of the deposit on

the irregular surface is not so easily judged. My first trial on a piece of

plate glass | in. thick, broken into two pieces with a hammer, gave

anomalous results. On part of each new surface the breath was deposited in

thin lamina? capable of showing colours, but on another part the water

masses were decidedly smaller, and the deposit could scarcely be classified as

black. The black and less black parts of the two surfaces were those which

had been contiguous before fracture. That there should be a well-marked

difference in this respect between parts both inside a rather small piece of

glass is very surprising. I have not again met with this anomaly; but

Q
B. VI.

^
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further trials on thick glass have revealed deposits which may be considered

dark, though I was not always satisfied that they were so dark as those

obtained on flat surfaces with the blow-pipe or hot sulphuric acid. Similar

experiments with similar results may be made upon the edges of ordinary

glass plates (such as are used in photography), cut with a diamond. The

breath deposit is best held pretty close to a candle-flame, and is examined

with a magnifier.

In conclusion, I may refer to two other related matters in which my
experience differs from that of Mr Aitken. He mentions that with an

alcohol flame he "' could only succeed in getting very slight indications of

any action.'' I do not at all understand this, as I have nearly always used an

alcohol flame (with a mouth blow-pipe) and got black deposits. Thinking

that perhaps the alcohol which I generally use was contaminated, I replaced

it by pure alcohol, but without any perceptible difference in the results.

Again, I had instanced the visibility of a gas flame through a clewed

plate as proving that part of the surface was uncovered. I have improved

the experiment by using a curved tube through which to blow upon a glass

plate already in position between the flame and the eye. I liave not been

able to find that the flame becomes invisible (with a well-defined outline) at

any stage of the deposition of dew. Mr Aitken mentions results pointing in

the opposite direction. Doubtless, the highly localized light of the flame is

favourable.

[1913. Mr Aitken returned to the subject in a further communication

to Nature, Vol. xc. p. 619, 1912, to which the reader should refer.]
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REMARKS CONCERNING FOURIER'S THEOREM AS APPLIED
TO PHYSICAL PROBLEMS.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxiv. pp. 864.-869, 1912.]

Fourier's theorem is of great importance in mathematical physics, but

difficulties sometimes arise in practical applications which seem to have their

origin in the aim at too great a precision. For example, in a series of

observations extending over time we maybe interested in what occurs during

seconds or years, but we are not concerned with and have no materials for

a remote antiquity or a distant future ; and yet these remote times deter-

mine whether or not a period precisely defined shall be present. On the

other hand, there may be no clearly marked limits of time indicated by the

circumstances of the case, such as would suggest the other form of Fourier's

theorem where everything is ultimately periodic. Neither of the usual forms

of the theorem is exactly suitable. Some method of taking off the edge,

as it were, appears to be called for.

The considerations which follow, arising out of a physical problem, have

cleared up my own ideas, and they may perhaps be useful to other physicists.

A train of waves of length A,, represented by

^ _ g2»-i(c< + f)A^ (^Y)

advances with velocity c in the negative direction. If the medium is

absolutely uniform, it is propagated without disturbance ; but if the medium
is subject to small variations, a reflexion in general ensues as the waves pass

any place x. Such reflexion reacts upon the original waves; but if we

suppose the variations of the medium to be extremely small, we may neglect

the reaction and calculate the aggregate reflexion as if the primary waves

were undisturbed. The partial reflexion which takes place at x is repre-

sented by
(^T^ = e2«(oi;-f)/A^(^-)^^. g4™A (2)

9—2
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in which the first factor expresses total reflexion supposed to originate at

^ = 0, ^ (x) dx expresses the actual reflecting power at x, and the last factor

gives the alteration of phase incurred in traversing the distance 2,7-. The

aggi-egate reflexion follows on integration with respect to x; with omission

of the first factor it may be taken to be

G + iS, (3)

where C=
(f>

(v) cos uvdv, S=i cf) (v) sin uvdv, (4)

with u = iTTJX. When (j) is given, the reflexion is thus determined by (3).

It is, of course, a function of X or u.

In the converse problem we regard (3)— the reflexion—as given for all

values of u and we seek thence to determine the form of ^ as a function

of X. By Fourier's theorem we have at once

1 r"
(j}{x) = ~~l du {G cos ux + S sin ux] (5)

7^ Jo

It will be seen that we require to know G and S separately. A knowledge

of the intensity merely, viz. G^ + S-, does not suffice.

Although the general theory, above sketched, is simple enough, questions

arise as soon as we try to introduce the approximations necessary in practice.

For example, in the optical application we could find by observation the

values of C and S for a finite range only of v,, limited indeed in eye obser-

vations to less than an octave. If we limit the integration in (5) to corre-

spond with actual knowledge of C and S, the integral may not go far towards

determining
(f>.

It may happen, however, that we have some independent

knowledge of the form of (p. For example, we may know that the medium
is composed of strata each uniform in itself so that within each

<f>
vanishes.

Further, we may know that there are only two kinds of strata, occurring

alternately. The value of fcf>dx at each transition is then numerically the

same but affected with signs alternately opposite. This is the case of

chlorate of potash crystals in which occur repeated twinnings *. Information

of this kind may supplement the deficiency of (5) taken by itself If it be

for high values only of u that G and S are not known, the curve for <^ first

obtained may be subjected to any alteration which leaves f4>dx, taken over

any small range, undisturbed, a consideration which assists materially where

<p is known to be discontinuous.

If observation indicates a large G or S for any particular value of u, we
infer of course from (.5) a correspondingly important periodic term in (^.

If the large value of G or S is limited to a very small range of u, the

periodicity of (j) extends to a large range of x ; otherwise the interference of

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xxvi. p. 250 (1888) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 204.
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components with somewhat different values of v may limit the periodicity

to a comparatively small range. Conversely, a prolonged periodicity is

associated with an approach to discontinuity in the values of C or S.

The complete curve representing </> (x) will in general include featui'es of

various lengths reckoned along x, and a feature of any particular length is

associated with values of ii grouped round a corresponding centre. For some

purposes we may wish to smooth the curve by eliminating small features.

One way of effecting this is to substitute everywhere for </> (x) the mean of

the values of (j) (x) in the neighbourhood of x, viz.

1 rx+a

fj 't>{^)dx, (6)
^M' .' x—a

the range (2a) of integration being chosen suitably. With use of (5) we find

for (6)

7^ (i)(x)dx=- du \Ccoaux +Sainux], (7)
2a.'^_a ^ -77-

'o ua

differing from the right-hand member of (5) merely by the introduction of

the factor sin ua -=- ua. The effect of this factor imder the integral sign is to

diminish the importance of values of m which exceed 7r/a and gradually to

annul the influence of still larger values. If we are content to speak very

roughly, we may say that the process of averaging on the left is equivalent to

the omission in Fourier's integral of the values of u which exceed 7r/2a.

We may imagine the process of averaging to be repeated once or more

times upon (6). At each step a new factor sin ua -=- ua is introduced under

the integral sign. After a number of such operations the integTal becomes

practically independent of all values of u for which ua is not small.

In (6) the average is taken in the simplest way with respect to x, so that

every part of the range 2a contributes equally (fig. 1). Other and perhaps

Fig. 1. Fig- 2. Fig. 3.

better methods of smoothing may be proposed in which a preponderance is

given to the central parts. For example we may take (fig. 2)

-J\a-^){4>(x+^)+4>{^^-0}d^ (8)
a- J (I

From (5) we find that (8) is equivalent to

2 p , 1 - cos ua

ttJo

r" -, 1 — cos-i(a,^,
, o I fQ\

du \G COSUX+ SsmuXj, (y)

J u^a"-
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reducing to (5) again when a is made infinitely small. In comparison with

(7) the higher values of ««, are eliminated more rapidly. Other kinds of

averaging over a finite range may be proposed. On the same lines as above

the formula next in order is (fig. 3)

1 r" , sin cm — aucosau ,^ „ . , , ,,.,= - au
, , „ \C cos ux + b sm ux\ dx. ...(10)

ttJo fahi^
'

In the above processes for smoothing the curve representing (/> {x), ordinates

which lie at distances exceeding a from the point under consideration are

without influence. This may or may not be an advantage. A formula in

which the integration extends to infinity is

a^Jir
(/> {x + ^) e-i'i'^'- d^=-

j
due-'''''''* {Ccos ux + S sin tix} (11

)

TT

In this case the values of iia which exceed 2 make contributions to the

integral whose importance very rapidly diminishes.

The intention of the operation of smoothing is to remove from the curve

features whose length is small. For some purposes we may desire on the

contrary to eliminate features of great length, as for example in considering

the record of an instrument whose zero is liable to slow variation from some
extraneous cause. In this case (to take the simplest formula) we may sub-

tract from
(f)

(x)—the uncorrected record—the average over a length b

relatively large, so obtaining

1 P+'' 1 r" f sin ub)
(p («-') ~

2h I

"^ *-*'^ '^* "" ' dull- '—— [{Gcosux + S sin ux}. ...(12)

Here, if ub is much less than tt, the corresponding part of the range of

integration is approximately cancelled and features of great length are

eliminated.

There are cases where this operation and that of smoothing may be com-
bined advantageously. Thus if we take

^^-J^_^^^(x)dx--^j^^^<t,(x)d.r

1 f" , fsin ua sinw^] ,,, ,^ .= - du] r-\ [U cosux + Ssmux], ....(13)
ttJo [ ua ub j

)' \ "I

we ehminate at the same time the features whose length is small compared
with a and those whose length is large compared with b. The same method
may be applied to the other formulse (9), (10), (11).

A related question is one proposed by Stokes*, to which it would be
interesting to have had Stokes' own answer. What is in common and what

* Smith's Prize Examination, Feb. 1, 1882 ; Math, and Phijs. Papers, Vol. v. p. 367.
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is the difference between C and S in the two cases (i) where (/> (.') fluctuates

between — x and + x and (ii) where the fluctuations are nearly the same

as in (i) between finite limits + a but outside those limits tends to zero ?

When X is numerically great, cos ux and sin ux fluctuate rapidly with u
;
and

inspection of (5) shows that <^ {x) is then small, unless G or »S are themselves

rapidly variable as functions of u. Case (i) therefore involves an approach to

discontinuity in the forms of or iS'. If we eliminate these discontinuities,

or rapid variations, by a smoothing process, we shall annul <^ («) at great

distances and at the same time retain the former values near the origin. The

smoothing may be effected (as before) by taking

^ I Gdu, -^
I

Sdu

in place of C and S simply. C then becomes

avd>(v) cos uv ,

,
^ av

^ (d) being replaced by c^ (v) sin av ^ av. The effect of the added factor

disappears when av is small, but when av is large, it tends to annul the

corresponding part of the integral. The new form for (jj (x) is thus the same

as the old one near the origin but tends to vanish at great distances on either

side. Case (ii) is thus deducible from case (i) by the application of a

smoothing process to C and S, whereby fluctuations of small length are

removed.

We may sum up by saying that a smoothing of
(f)

(x) annuls C and S for

large values of u, while a smoothing of and S (as functions of u) annuls ^ (x)

for values of x which are numerically great.
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SUE LA RESISTAXCE DES SPHERES DANS L'AIR

EN MOUVEMENT.

[Comptes Kendus, t. CLVI. p. 109, 1913.]

Dans les Comptes rendus du 30 decembre 1912, M. Eiffel donne des

resultats tres interessants pour la resistance rencontree, a vitesse variable,

par trois spheres de 16-2, 244 et 33 cm. de diametre. Dans la premiere

figure, ces resultats sont exprimes par les valeurs d'un coefficient K, egal a

R/SV'-, oil R est la resistance totale, S la surface diametrale et V la vitesse.

En chaque cas, il y a une vitesse critique, et M. Eiffel fait reinarquer que la

loi de similitude n'est pas toujours vraie ; en effet, les trois spheres donnent

des vitesses critiques tout a fait differentes.

D'apres la loi de similitude dynamique, precisee par Stokes* et Reynolds

pour les liquides visqueux, K est une fonction d'une seide variable v/VL, oil

V est la viscosite cineinatique, constante pour un liquide donne, et L est la

dimension lin^aire, proportionnelle a /S -. Ainsi les vitesses critiques ne doivent

pas etre les memes dans les trois cas, mais inversement proportionnelles a L.

En verite, si nous changeons I'echelle des vitesses suivant cette loi, nous

trouvons les courbes de M. Eiffel presque identiques, au moins que ces

vitesses ne sont pas tres petites.

Je ne sais si les ecarts residuels sont reels ou non. La theorie simple

admet que les spheres sont polies, sinon que les inegalites sont proportionnelles

aux diamfetres, que la compressibility de I'air est negligeable et que la viscosite

cinematique est absolument constante. Si les resultats de I'experience ne

sont pas completement d'accord avec la theorie, on devra examiner ces

hypotheses de plus pres.

J'ai traite d'autre part et plus en detail de la question dont il s'agit icif.

* [Camb. Trans. 1850 ; Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. in. p. 17.]

t Voir Scientific Papers, i. v, 1910, pp. 532—534.
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THE EFFECT OF JUNCTIONS ON THE PROPAGATION OF
ELECTRIC WAVES ALONG CONDUCTORS.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. LXXXViii. pp. 103—110, 1913.]

Some interesting problems in electric wave propagation are suggested by

an experiment of Hertz*. In its original form waves of the simplest kind

travel in the positive direction (fig. 1), outside an infinitely thin conducting-

cylindrical shell, A A, which comes to an end, say, at the plane z = 0.

Co-axial with the cylinder a rod or wire BB (of less diameter) extends to

infinity in both directions. The conductors being supposed perfect, it is

required to determine the waves propagated onwards beyond the cylinder on

the positive side of z, as well as those reflected back outside the cylinder and

in the annular space between the cylinder and the rod.

',x
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consider the present and a few analogous problems. Some considerations of

a more general character are prefixed.

If P, Q, R be components of electromotive intensity, a, b, c those of

magnetisation, Maxwell's general circuital relations* for the dielectric give

da __ clQ dR ,-. \

dt dz dy

and two similar equations, and

f-'^'(l-s)
<^'

also with two similar equations, V being the velocity of propagation. From

(1) and (2) we may derive

da dh dc „ dP dQ dR _ .„,

dx dy ds d.v dy dz

and, further, that (^ " ^'"^'l <^-^' '^' ^' "' ^' ''^ == ^' ^'^^

where V"- = d'^/dx'' + d-/dy- + d-/dz^ (5)

At any point upon the surface of a conductor, regarded as perfect, the

condition to be satisfied is that the vector (P, Q, R) be there normal. In

what follows we shall have to deal only with simple vibrations in which all

the quantities are proportional to e'*"', so that djdt may be replaced by ijy.

It may be convenient to commence with some cases where the waves are

in two dimensions (x, z) only, supposing that a, c, Q vanish, while b, P, R
are independent of y. From (1) and (2) we have

dx dz

At the surface of a conductor P, Q are proportional to the direction

cosines of the normal {n) ; so that the surface condition may be expressed

simply by

S=» <«)

-y-„ + --p, + k-\b = 0, (7)

suffices to determine b. In (7) k = pIV. It will be seen that equations (6),

(7) are identical with those which apply in two dimensions to aerial

vibrations executed in spaces bounded by fixed walls, b then denoting

velocity-potential. When 6 is known, the remaining functions follow at

once.

* Phil. Tram. 1868 ; Maxwell's Scieniific Papers, Vol, ii. p. 128.
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It may be remarked by the way that the above analogy throws light upon

the question under what circumstances electric waves are guided by con-

ductors. Some high authorities, it would seem, regard such guidance as

ensuing in all cases as a consequence of the boundary condition fixing the

direction of the electric force. But in Acoustics, though a similar condition

holds good, there is no guidance of aerial waves round convex surfaces, and

it follows that there is none in the two-dimensional electric vibrations under

consideration, Near the concave surface of walls there is in both cases a

whispering gallery effect *. The peculiar guidance of electric waves by wires

depends upon the conductor being encircled by the magnetic force. No
such circulation, for example, could ensue from the incidence of plane waves

upon a wire which lies entirely in the plane containing the direction of

propagation and that of the magnetic force.

Our first special application is to the extreme form of Hertz's problem

(as modified) which occurs when all the radii of the cj'lindrical surfaces

concerned become infinite, while the differences CA, AB remain finite and

indeed small in comparison with \. In fig. 2, A, B, G then represent

Fig. 2.

planes perpendicular to the plane of the paper and the problem is in two

dimensions. The two halves, corresponding to jj^ms and minus values of x,

are isolated, and we need only consider one of them. Availing ourselves of

the acoustical analogy, we may at once transfer the solution given (after

Poisson) in Theory of Sound, § 264. If the incident wave in GA be repre-

sented by fcA and that therein reflected by F, while the waves propagated

along CB, ABhe denoted hjfcB,fAB, we have

f'cB^f AB~ nu . ,1 D I r< jf c--i~ TTuJ c"^ '^

and

GB + AB + GA GB-

.(9)

Phil. Mag. 1910, Vol. xx. p. 1001 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 617.
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The wave in AB is to be regarded as propagated onwards round the

corner at A rather than as reiiected. As was to be anticipated, the reflected

wave F' is smaller, the smaller is AB. It will be understood that the

validity of these results depends upon the assumption that the region round

A through which the waves are irregular has dimensions which are negligible

in comparison with X.

An even simpler example is sketched in fig. 3, where for the present the

Fig. 3.

various lines represent planes or cylindrical surfaces perpendicular to the

paper. One bounding plane C is unbroken. The other boundary consists

mainly of two planes with a transition at AB, which, however, may be of

any form so long as it is effected within a distance much less than \. With

a notation similar to that used before, fg^ may denote the incident positive

wave and F the reflected wave, while that propagated onwards in CB is /^.s.

We obtain in like manner

f'oB = ^-:^fjj/'cA, (10)

F' = ^
AB

GB + GA J CA- .(11)

When AB vanishes we have, of course, /'^ =f'cA> F' ={). A little later

we shall consider the problem of fig. 3 when the various surfaces are of

revolution round the axis of z.

Leaving the two-dimensional examples, we find that the same general

method is applicable, always under the condition that the region occupied

by irregular waves has dimensions which are small in comparison with A..

Within this region a simplified form of the general equations avails, and

thus the difScultjr is turned.

An increase in X means a decrease in p. When this goes far enough,

it justifies the omission of djdt in equations (1), (-2), (3), (4). Thus P, Q, R
become the derivatives of a simple potential function

(f>,
which itself satisfies
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V-<^ = ; that is, the electric forces obey the laws of electrostatics. Similarly

«, b, c are derivatives of another function -yjr satisfying the same equation.

The only difference is that t/t may be multivalued. The magnetism is that

due to steady electric currents. If several wires meet in a point, the total

current is zero. This expresses itself in terms of a, 6, c as a relation between

the " circulations." The method then consists in forming the solutions which

apply to the parts at a distance on the two sides from the region of irregularity,

and in accommodating them to one another by the conditions which hold

good at the margins of this region in virtue of the fact that it is small.

In the application to the problem of fig. .3 we will suppose that the

conductors are of revolution round z, though this limitation is not really

imposed by the method itself The problem of the regular waves (whatever

may be form of section) was considered in a former paper*. All the

dependent variables expressing the electric conditions being proportional to

giipt^kzt^ ^ijdp JQ (^4j compensates V^d'^/dz'^, so that

(£+|i)(^'^'^'»'^'^)=«; ^12)

also R and c vanish. In the present case we have for the negative side, where

there is both a direct and a reflected wave,

P,Q,R = e^pt{H,e-"'' + K,e^') (^ > ^ > o) log''- (18)

where r is the distance of any point from the axis of symmetry, and //j, K^

are arbitrary constants. Corresponding to (13),

V{a, b, c) = e'P' (- H.e-'"' + K.e'"')
(J7

'
- ^ = *5 ) ^^g r (14)

In the region of regular waves on the positive side there is supposed to

be no wave propagated in the negative direction. Here accordingly

P,Q,i? = i7.e^..--(^^,|,0)logr, (15)

F(a,6,c)=i^.e^(^'-'=^i(-~,^,o)logr, (16)

IT2 being another constant. We have now to determine the relations between

the constants H^, K^, H^, hitherto arbitrary, in terms of the remaining data.

For this purpose consider cross-sections on the two sides both near the

origin and yet within the regions of regular waves. The electric force as

expressed in {13), (15) is purely radial. On the positive side its integral

Phil. Mag. 1897, Vol. xliv. p. 199; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 327.
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between r^ the radius of the inner and ?•' that of the outer conductor is, with

omission of e'^-*',

H,e-'''' log (r'/r,),

z liaving the value proper to the section. On the negative side the corre-

sponding integral is

(i?ie-*^ + A'le'*^) log {r'\r^\

r^ being the radius of the inner conductor at that place. But when we

consider the intermediate region, where electrostatical laws prevail, we

recognize that these two integrals must be equal ; and further that the

exponentials may be identified with unity. Accordingly, the first relation is

{H, + ZO log (r'/n) = E, log (r'/r,) (17)

In like manner the magnetic force in (14), (16) is purely circumferential.

And the circulations at the two sections are as H^^ — K^ and H^- But since

these circulations, representing electric currents which may be treated as

steady, are equal, we have as the second relation

—

H,-K, = H, (18)

The two relations (17), (18) determine the wave propagated onwards H^

and that reflected A'l in terms of the incident wave H^^ . If i\ = i\ , we have

of course, H„ = H^, A', = 0.

If we suppose ?\, r.^, r' all great and nearly equal and expand the

logarithms, we fall back on the solution for the two-dimensional case

already given.

In the above the radius of the outer sheath is supposed uniform through-

out. If in the neighbourhood of the origin the radius of the sheath changes

from 1\ to ?/, while (as before) that of the inner conductor changes from r^ to

r.,, we have instead of (17),

(i?, + A'0 log (n7n) = IT. log (;•;/»•,), (i9)

while (18) remains undisturbed.

In (19) the logarithmic functions are proportional to the reciprocals of

the electric capacities of the system on the two sides, reckoned in each case

per unit of length. From the general theory given in the paper referred

to we may infer that this substitution suffices to liberate us from the

restriction to symmetry round the axis hitherto imposed. The more general

functions which then replace logr on the two sides must be chosen wath

such coefficients as will make the circulations of magnetic force equal. The
generalization here indicated applies equally in the other problems of this

paper.
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In Hertz's problem, fig. 2, the method is similar. In the region of

regular waves on the left in CA we may retain (13), (14), and for the

regular waves on the right in CB we retain (15), (16). But now in addition

for the regular waves on the left in A£, we have

P,Q,ii; = A>'<^'+*^>(^,i,0)logr, (20)

F(a, 6, c) = A^3e'i^'+*«('j^, -A^o'jlogr (21)

Three conditions are now required to determine K^, H.^, K^ in terms of

Hi. We shall denote the radii taken in order, viz. \BB, ^AA, \GG, by
Ti, ra, r-i respectively. As in (17), the electric forces give

(^, + A^)log'-i+A3log'> = i^,logJ (22)
'2 '

1

'1

The magnetic forces yield two equations, which may be regarded as

expressing that the currents are the same on the two sides along BB, and
that, since the section is at a negligible distance from the insulated end,

there is no current in AA. Thus

Hi-Ki = -K, = H, (23)

From (22) and (23)

ATi _ log r, - log ri

H, logr,-logn'
^^*>

H. = - K, J°Sr.- log n
logra-logr-i

If r, exceeds r^ but little, K^ tends to vanish, while H^ and — K^ approach

unity. Again, if the radii are all great, (24), (25) reduce to

|:^r^^.
ff j^

r^^-jj

as already found in (8), (9).

The same method applies with but little variation to the more general

problem where waves between one wire and sheath {r^, i\) divide so as to

pass along several wires and sheaths {r.^, ?V). (''s. '>'i), etc., always under the

condition that the whole region of irregularity is negligible in comparison

with the wave-length*. The various wires and sheaths are, of course,

supposed to be continuous. With a similar notation the direct and reflected

waves along the first wire are denoted by H^, K^, and those propagated

* This condition will usually suffice. But extreme cases may be proposed where, in spite of

the smallness of the intermediate region, its shape is such as to entail natural resonances of

frequency agreeing with that of the principal waves. The method would then fail.
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onwards along the second, third, and other wires by H^, H^, etc. The

equations are

—

{H, + K,)\og'^ = HAog'-^ = H,log'f = , (27)
'1 '2 '3

H,-K, = H,= H, =

It is hardly necessary to detail obvious particular cases.

The success of the method used in these problems depends upon the

assumption of a great wave-length. This, of course, constitutes a limitation
;

but it has the advantage of eliminating the irregular motion at the junctions.

In the two-dimensional examples it might be possible to pursue the approxi-

mation by determining the character of the irregular waves, at least to

a certain extent, somewhat as in the question of the correction for the open

end of an organ pipe.
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THE CORRECTION TO THE LENGTH OF TERMINATED RODS
IN ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxv. pp. 1—9, 1913.]

In a short paper " On the Electrical Vibrations associated with thin

terminated Conducting Rods"* I endeavoured to show that the difference

between the half wave-length of the gravest vibration and the length (l) of

the rod (of uniform section) tends to vanish relatively when the section is

reduced without limit, in opposition to the theory of Macdonald which makes

X = 2'53 I. Understanding that the argument there put forward is not con-

sidered conclusive, I have tried to treat the question more rigorously, but

the difficulties in the way are rather formidable. And this is not surprising

in view of the discontinuities presented at the edges where the flat ends

meet the cylindrical surface.

The problem assumes a shape simpler in some respects if we suppose that

the rod of length I and radius a surrounded by a cylindrical coaxial con-

ducting case of radius b extending to infinity in both directions. One

advantage is that the vibrations are now permanently maintained, for no

waves can escape to infinity along the tunnel, seeing that I is supposed great

compared with h\. The greatness of I secures also the independence of the

two ends, so that the whole correction to the length, whatever it is, may be

regarded as simply the double of that due to the end of a rod infinitely

long.

At an interior node of an infinitely long rod the electric forces, giving rise

(we may suppose) to potential energy, are a maximum, while the magnetic

forces representing kinetic energy are evanescent. The end of a terminated

rod corresponds, approximately at any rate, to a node. The complications

* Phil. May. Vol. viii. p. 10.5 (1904) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 198.

+ Phil. Mag. Vol. xlih. p. 12.5 (1897); Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 276. The conductors are

supposed to be perfect.

E. VI. 10
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due to the end thus tell mainly upon the electric forces*, and the problem is

reduced to the electrostatical one of finding the capacity of the terminated

rod as enclosed in the infinite cylindrical case at potential zero. But this

simplified form of the problem still presents difficulties.

Taking cylindrical coordinates z, r, we identify the axis of symmetry with

that of z, supposing also that the origin of z coincides with the flat end of the

interior conducting rod which extends from — oo to 0. The enclosing case on

the other hand extends from — x to + oo . At a distance from the end on

the negative side the potential V, which is supposed to be unity on the rod

and zero on the case, has the form

F„=l-^, (1)
log b/a

and the capacity per unit length is 1/(2 log b/a).

On the plane z=0 the value of V from r = to r = a is unity. If we

knew also the value of V from r = a to r = b, we could treat separately the

problems arising on the positive and negative sides. On the positive side

we could express the solution by means of the functions appropriate to the

complete cylinder ? < b, and on the negative side by those appropriate to the

annual cylindrical space b >r > a. If we assume an arbitrary value for V
over the part in question of the plane z = 0, the criterion of its suitability

may be taken to be the equality of the resulting values of d Vjdz on the two

sides.

We may begin by supposing that (1) holds good on the negative side

throughout ; and we have then to form for the positive side a function which

shall agree with this at z = Q. The general expression for a function which

shall vanish when r = 6 and when ^ = + oo
, and also satisfy Laplace's

equation, is

AJ, (k,r) e-*>^ + A^J, {k,r) e"*^^ + . .
. , (2)

where k\, k.2, &c. are the roots of J„(kb) = 0; and this is to be identified

when z = with (1) from a to i and with unity from to a. The coefficients

A are to be found in the usual manner by multiplication with /„ (^'n'') and
integration over the area of the circle r = b. To this end we require

J"„ (kr) r dr = - | /„' {ka), (3)

j
J,{kr)rdr = -j\bJ„'(kb)-aJ„'(ka)}, (4)

g rJ„ (kr) r dr = -
jjfi log bJ„' (kb) - a log a J,' (kn)} -p.J„ (ka). ... (5)

" Compare the analogous acoustical questions in Theory of Sound, §§ 265, 317.
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Thus altogether

^f^^=AJ\Hkr)rdr^WAJ:Hkb) (6)

For Jo'^ we may write J{^ ; so that if in ( 2 ) we take

_ 2Jo (ka) ^,
k"-b' J,'(kb) log b/a' ^ ^

we shall have a function which satisfies the necessary conditions, and at 2 =
assumes the value 1 from to a and that expressed in (1) fi-om a to b. But

the values of d Vjdz are not the same on the two sides.

If we call the value, so determined on the positive as well as upon the

negative side, Fj, we may denote the true value of F by Fj + V The con-

ditions for F' will then be the satisfaction of Laplace's equation throughout

the dielectric (except aX z = 0), that on the negative side it make F' = both

when r = a and when r = b, and vanish at ^ = — oo , and on the positive side

V = when ?• = 6 and when z = + cc , and that when ^ = F' assume the

same value on the two sides between a and b and on the positive side the

value zero from to a. A further condition for the exact solution is that

dVjdz, or dVJdz + dV'/dz, shall be the same on the two sides from r = a to

r = b when z = 0.

Now whatever may be in other respects the character of F' on the negative

side, it can be expressed by the series

V' = H,<l){h,r)e''^' + H,4>{h,r}e''''+..., (8)

where <j> {h^r), &c. are the normal functions appropriate to the symmetrical

vibrations of an annular membrane of radii a and h, so that <^ {hr) vanishes

for r = a,r = b. In the usual notation we may write

,,,. JAhr) \\{hr)

^^^'^'^^zm'y.Jhay
^^>

with the further condition

Fo(/ia) J"„(M)-J„(Aa)r„(M) = 0, (10)

determining the values of h. The function cj) satisfies the same differential

equation as do Jo and ¥„.

Considering for the present only one term of the series (8), we have to

find for the positive side a function which shall satisfy the other necessary

conditions and when z = make V = from to a, and F' = Htj) (/i?-) from

a to b. As before, such a function may be expressed by

F' = B,Jo {k,r) e-^-'^ + BJ, {k.,r) e-"'' + ..., (11)

and the only remaining question is to find the coefficients B. For this

purpose we require to evaluate

^(hr)Jo(kr)rdr.
b

10—2
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From the differential equation satisfied by J"„ and ^ we get

k cp.

and

so that

Jo

J„{kr)(ji{hr)rdr = -

fb

h^ J,{kr)j>{hr)rdr=-
J a

{Ic" - h-)
I ./o (kr) 4> (hr) r dr =
J a

d£:

dr
_

d4
dr

rJ,

+

+

d(i>

'' d4dJo ,

5 dr dr
'

^ d(j) dJ,

dr dr

dJ„
9

r dr ;

dr dr

= ~haJ„{ka)4>'{ha), (12)

since here 4> (ha) = <f>
{hb) = 0, and also J„(kb) = 0. Thus in (11), corre-

sponding to a single term of (8),

2haHJ, (ka) 4>' (ha)
B =

'

.(13)
{h'-k')h-J;'(kb)

The exact solution demands the inclusion in (8) of all the admissible values

of h, with addition of (1) which in fact corresponds to a zero value of h.

And each value of h contributes a part to each of the infinite series of

coefficients B, needed to express the solution on the positive side.

But although an exact solution would involve the whole series of values

of A, approximate methods may be founded upon the use of a limited number

of them. I have used this principle in calculations relating to the potential

from 1870 onwards*. A potential V, given over a closed surface, makes

47r

dV-

d.

dVv
dy

+
dV-

dz
dx dy dz, .(14)

reckoned over the whole included volume, a minimum. If an expression

for V, involving a finite or infinite number of coefficients, is proposed which

satisfies the surface condition and is such that it necessarily includes the true

form of F, we may approximate to the value of (14), making it a minimum
by variation of the coefficients, even though only a limited number be

included. Every fresh coefficient that is included renders the approximation

closer, and as near an approach as we please to the truth may be arrived at

by continuing the process. The true value of (14) is equal by Green's

theorem to

LW^^'L^^' a^)

the integration being over the surface, so that at all stages of the approxi-

mation the calculated value of (14) exceeds the true value of (15). In the

application to a condenser, whose armatures are at potentials and 1,

* Phil. Trans. Vol. clxi. p. 77 (1S70)
; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. .33. Phil. Mag. Vol. xliv.

p. 328 (1872); Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 140. Compare also Pliil. Mag. Vol. xlvii. p. 566

(1899), Vol. XXII. p. 225 (1911).
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(15) represents the capacity. A calculation of capacity founded upon an

approximate value of V in (14) is thus always an overestimate.

In the present case we may substitute (15) for (14), if we consider the

positive and negative sides separately, since it is only at ^ = that Laplace's

equation fails to receive satisfaction. The complete expression for V on the

right is given by combination of (2) and (11), and the surface of integration

is composed of the cylindrical wall r = b from z = to ^ = oo , and of the plane

^ = from r = to r = 6 *. The cylindrical wall contributes nothing, since V
vanishes along it. At 2 =

F= 2 (4 + -B) J"o {kr), - d Vjdz =Sk{A+ B) /„ (kr)
;

and (15) = l6=S^(4 + fi)'••Jf'(M) (16)

On the left the complete value of ^includes (1) and (8). There are here two

cylindrical surfaces, but r = h contributes nothing for the same reason as

before. On r= a we have F= 1 and

dV 1
^hH<^' (ha) e''"

;

)art of the surface, extendii

butes to (15)

dr a log b/a

so that this part of the surface, extending to a great distance z = — l, contri-

^^^-|S£rf(/.a) (17)

There remains to be considered the annular area at = 0. Over this

^ = l|l^^^^^('^'^)'
^''^

dVld2 = %hH<p(hr) (19)

Th^ integrals required are

\^4>(hr)rdr=-h-'{b(t>'(hb)-a(f>'(ha)\, (20)
J a

log ;• ^ (hr) r dr = - A"' [b log b 4>' {hb} - a log a (j)' (ha)}, . . .(21)

\<f>(hr)Yrdr = ^b'-{cj,'(hb)Y-ka"-{4>'ihayr-' (22)

and we get for this part of the surface

^atHct>'{ha) + llhIP[¥[4>'ihh)Y--a^cl>'{ha)Y] (23)

Thus for the whole surface on the left

(15) = ,^^ + i^hE"- [¥<p'Hhb) - a'<^"- (Ml, (24)
^ ' 2 log bja

* The surface at 2= +» may evidently be disregarded.
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the simplification arising from the fact that (1) is practically a member of the

series (p.

The calculated capacity, an overestimate unless all the coefficients H are

correctly assigned, is given by addition of (16) and (24). The first approxi-

mation is obtained by omitting all the quantities H, so that the B's vanish also.

The additional capacity, derived entirely from (16), is then {}f%kA''J{'{kh), or

on introduction of the value of ^-1,

h ^ JHka)
/2.5)

Xog^bja" k'¥J,^{kh)'

the summation extending to all the roots of J„{kb) = 0. Or if we express

the result in terms of the correction hi to the length (for one end), we have

2b ^ Jo' {ka)
Bl = - .(26)

log b/a " k'b" J,' {kb)'

as the first approximation to SI and an overestimate.

The series in (26) converges sufficiently. Jo" (^a) is less than unity. The

»(th root of J„{x) = is « = (?«- J) tt approximately, and Jj^ («) = 2'7r.r, so

that when m is great

-i = § (27)

The values of the reciprocals of ,r^/i^(a;) for the earlier roots can be calculated

firom the tables* and for the higher roots from (27). I find

m
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It is particularly to be noticed that although (29) is an overestimate, it

vanishes when a tends to zero.

The next step in the approximation is the inclusion of H^ corresponding

to the first root h^ of (j) (hb) = 0. For a given k, B has only one term,

expressed by (13) when we write h^, if, for h,H. In (16) when we expand

(A + B)-, we obtain three series of which the first involving A- is that already

dealt with. It does not depend upon Hi. Constant factors being omitted,

the second series depends upon

^ k{K'-k^)Ji^{kby ^ ^
and the third upon

^ kj„• (kg) ,„.

,

"
(hi' - k'f J;' {kby ^

•'

the summations including all admissible values of k. In (24) we have under

S merely the single term corresponding to H^, h^. The sum of (16) and (24)

is a quadratic expression in ifi.and is to be made a minimum by variation of

that quantity.

The application of this process to the case of a very small leads to a

rather curious result. It is known (Theory of Soiaul, § 213 a) that ki' and h^-

are then nearly equal, so that the first terms of (30) and (31) are relatively

large, and require a special evaluation. For this purpose we must revert to

(10) in which, since ha is small,

i; (ha) = log haJo (ha) + 2/^ (ha), (32)

so that nearly enough

j.»)H'.-i-)w;(«, = ^<S=-^',

"* '-'"Ucilogta '^^*

Thus, when a is small enough, the first terms of (30) and (31) dominate the

others, and we may take simply

^^^^^"WYAkJyhim'
^^*^

<•«)= mw> <^='

Also cf>'(ha)=--,~ / , <i,'(kib) =p^ (36)^ ^ -^ kialogk^a ^ logftja

Using these, we find from (16) and (24)

b ^ 1_ til Hi'

log"- b/a
""

k'b'Ji' (kb) ^ h'b log b/a . 7„ (^b) ./, (kib) -iki iV (kib)

+ oT-^^+ ^ f'^/' [h'yHkh)-ki-% (37)
21og6/a 41og=fcia^
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as the expression for the capacity which is to be made a minimum. Com-

paring the temis in H^-, we see that the two last, coiTesponding to the

negative side, vanish in comparison with the other in virtue of the large

denominator \og-l\a. Hence approximately

2Y„{kJ))

k.bhgb/a.JAkM' ^^
and (37) becomes

I b ^ 1
(39)

2 log b/a log' b/a ~ k'bK/,' {kb) log'^ b/a k\'b'- J,- {k,b)
'

when made a minimum by variation of H^. Thus the effect of the correction

depending on the introduction of H^ is simply to wipe out the initial term

of the series which repi'esents the first approximation to the correction.

After this it may be expected that the remaining terms of the first

approximation to the correction will also disappear. On examination this

conjecture will be found to be verified. Under each value of A- in (16) only

that part of B is important for which h has the particular value which is

nearly equal to k. Thus each hew H annuls the corresponding member of

the series in (39), so that the continuation of the process leaves us with the

first term of (39) isolated. The inference is that the correction to the

capacity vanishes in comparison with b -=-log- b/a, or that SI vanishes in com-

parison with b -^ log b/a. It would seem that Bl is of the order b -4- log^ b/a,

but it would not be easy to find the numerical coefficient by the present

method.

In any case the correction SI to the length of the rod vanishes in the

electrostatical probleni when the radius of the rod is diminished without

limit—a conclusion which I extend to the vibrational problem specified in

the earlier portion of this papei\



373.

ox CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION FROM A MECHANICAL
POINT OF VIEW.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxv. pp. 698—702, 1913.]

Ix what is called conformal representation the coordinates of one point x, y
in a plane are connected with those of the corresponding point f, ?? by the

relation

«: + iy=f{^ + iv), (1)

where / denotes an arbitrary function. In this transformation angles remain

unaltered, and corresponding infinitesimal figures are similar, though not in

general similarly situated. If we attribute to ^, 17 values in arithmetical

progression with the same small common difference, the simple square net-

work is represented by two sets of curves crossing one another at right angles

so as to form what are ultimately squares when the original common differ-

ence is made small enough. For example, as a special case of (1), if

X + iy = cam (^ + i-q), (2)

X = c sin ^ cosh >?, y = c cos ^ sinh rj
;

and the curves corresponding to 7? = constant are

.,

""' + ,
^\„ =1, (3)

c- cosh^ 7) c- smh- 1)

and those corresponding to ^ = constant are

~^:r>- '.,^=1> (^)
c- sm-' f c- cos^ f

a set of confocal ellipses and hyperbolas.

It is usual to refer x, y and f, r] to separate planes and, as far as I have

seen, no transition from the one position to the other is contemplated.

But of course there is nothing to forbid the two sets of coordinates being

taken in the same plane and measured on the same axes. We may then
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regard the angular points of the network as moving from the one position

to the other.

Some fifteen or twenty years ago I had a model made for me illustrative

of these relations. The curves have their material embodiment in wires of

hard steel. At the angular points the wires traverse small and rather thick

brass disks, bored suitably so as to impose the required perpendicularity, the

Fig. 1.

two sets of wires being as nearly as may be in the same plane. But some-

thing more is required in order to secure that the rectangular element of

the network shall be square. To this end a third set of wires (shown dotted

in fig. 1) was introduced, traversing the corner pieces through borings

making 45° with the previous ones. The model answered its purpose to a

certain extent, but the manipulation was not convenient on account of the

friction entailed as the wires slip through the closely-fitting corner pieces.

Possibly with the aid of rollers an improved construction might be arrived at.

The material existence of the corner pieces in the model suggests the

consideration of a continuous two-dimensional medium, say a lamina, whose

deformation shall represent the transformation. The lamina must be of

such a character as absolutely to preclude shearing. On the other hand, it

must admit of expansion and contraction equal in all (two-dimensional)

directions, and if the deformation is to persist without the aid of applied

forces, such expansion must be unresisted.

Since the deformation is now regarded as taking place continuously,/ in

(1) must be supposed to be a function of the time t as well as of f 4- i?;. We
may write

x + iy=f{t, ^ + ir,) (5)

The component velocities u, v of the particle which at time t occupies the

position X, y are given by dx/cU, di/jdt, so that

u + iv = j^f{t,^ + iv) (6)
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Between (5) and (6) I^ + it? may be eliminated; u + iv then becomes a
fimction of t and of x + iy, say

u + iv = F(t, x + iy) (7)

The equation with which we started is of what is called in Hydro-
dynamics the Lagrangian type. ^Yr follow the motion of an individual
particle. On the other hand, (7) is of the Eulerian type, expressing the
velocities to be found at any time at a specified place. Keeping t fixed,

I.e. taking, as it were, an instantaneous view of the sy.stem, we see that m, v,

as given by (7), satisfy

(d-/dx- + d-jdy-^) (k, v) = 0, (8)

equations which hold also for the irrotational motion of an incompressible
liquid.

It is of interest to compare the present motion with that of a highly
viscous two-dimensional fluid, for which the equations are*
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where F^, F2 denote arbitrary functions. Another form of (9) is

F:,(x + iy) = t + F,(^ + i7j) (10)

For an individual particle F2(^ + ir]) is constant, say a + ib. The equation

of the stream-line followed by this particle is obtained by equating to ib the

imaginary part of F.^ { iv + iy).

As an example of (9), suppose that

x + iy = CBm [it + f + i»?}, (11)

so that a; = csin |^.cosh(7; + i), y = c cos f . sinh (7; + <), (12)

whence on elimination of t we obtain (-1) as the equation of the stream-lines.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the law of flow along the stream-

lines is entirel}' different from that with which we are familiar in the flow of

incompressible liquids. In the latter case the motion is rapid at any place

where neighbouring stream-lines approach one another closely. Here, on the

contrary, the motion is exceptionally slow at such a place.



374.

ON THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF CERTAIN PROBLEMS
RELATING TO THE POTENTIAL.—II.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxvi. pp. 195—199, 1913.]

The present paper may be regarded as supplementary to one with the

same title published a long while ago*. In two dimensions, if ^, yjr be

potential and stream-functions, and if (e.g.) yjr be zero along the line y=0,
we may take

'^=yf-rLf"'-T:2^5f''— ' (2)

/ being a function of x so far arbitrary. These values satisfy the general

conditions for the potential and stream-functions, and when y = make

d(f)/dx =f, -i/r = 0.

Equation (2) may be regarded as determining the lines of flow (any one

of which may be supposed to be the boundary) in terms of /. Conversely, if

y be supposed known as a function of x and ^Ir be constant (say unity), we

may find /by successive approximation. Thus

1 y=_^m ^^ f r^mi j/^d^m
-' y 6 dx' \y) 36 dx^ \

^ dx' \y)\ 120 rfa,-^ \y)
^^

We may use these equations to investigate the stream-lines for which -vl^

has a vahie intermediate between and 1. If rj denote the corresponding

value of y, we have to eliminate/ between

120

and
V ,v- , n

^=^-i/"+iio/'^--'

whence 'n = ^y+ j iVV^ - VV") - jgQ
'^y^'' ~ ''^''^'

* Proc. Land. Math. Soc. Vol. vii. p. 75 (1876) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 272.
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or by use of (3)

v=iry +— g- ^=y +
35 jd^y

^
36 c^j--

l^'
of.c= 1,2/yj 120 dx'KyI

^'

The evanescence of •>//- when 3/ = may arise from this axis being itself a

boundary, or from the second boundary being a symmetrical curve situated

upon the other side of the axis. In the former paper expressions for the

" resistance " and " conductivity " were developed.

We will now suppose that -^ = along a circle of radius a, in substitution

for the axis of x. Taking joolar coordinates a + r and 6, we have as the

general equation

(a+r)-J + (a + r)J +J = (5)

Assuming t/^ = iJ, ?- + B., r" + R.r' + ...

,

(6)

where R^, i?.,, &c., are functions of 0, we find on substitution in (5)

2u-R. + aRi = 0,
1

6a-R, + 6aR, + R, + R," = 0;\
^'^'^

, „ R,r- (2R,-R,")r'
so that f = R^r--^ + ^ '-^J^

(8)

is the form corresponding to (2) above.

If •»/r= 1,(8) yields

r. 1 1 r' r- d- f\\

r 2a 12a- 6a- d0- \rj ^

expressing R^ as a function of d, when r is known as such. To interpolate a

curve for which p takes the place of r, we have to eliminate R^ between

R,r^
,

(2R,~Rnr'
2a 6a-

and ^ = R,p^^^^^3i^K1e;
2« 6a"

Thus p = ri/r -
_^^|

(p,- - rp"-) + -^^^- -
' {pr> - rp'),

and by successive approximation with use of (9)

o^r^ + ''1 tit-- 1) + r" ti^- 1 )J±^2 )
r- fj^"~-^lj d' n\

P ^^ a 1.2 ^
a^- "1.2.3 ^ a^ 6 deAr)- ^ '
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The significance of the first three terms is brought out if we suppose that

r is constant (a), so that the last term vanishes. In this case the exact

solution is

log ^^ = ^ log"^ , (11)

whence

p^/a + ay a ^/^(^/.-l) a^ ^j.(^/^- 1)(./. - 2) g^

a \ a J ^a 1.2 a- 1.2.3 a"
"^

^
'

in agreement with (10).

In the above investigation ^jr is supposed to be zero exactly upon the

circle of radius a. If the circle whose centre is taken as origin of coordinates

be merely the circle of curvature of the curve -v/r = at the point (0 = 0)

under consideration, -yjr will not vanish exactly upon it, but only when r has

the approximate value cO', c being a constant. In (6) an initial term R„

must be introduced, whose approximate value is— c^-'i^i. But since So"

vanishes with d, equation (7) and its consequences remain undisturbed and

(10) is still available as a formula of interpolation. In all these cases, the

success of the approximation depends of course upon the degree of slowness

with which y, or r, varies.

Another form of the problem arises when what is given is not a pair of

neighbouring curves along each of which (e.g.) the stream-function is con-

stant, but one such curve together with the variation of potential along it.

It is then required to construct a neighbouring stream-line and to determine

the distribution of potential upon it, from which again a fresh departure may

be made if desired. For this purpose we regard the rectangular coordinates

X, y as functions of ^ (potential) and ri (stream-function), so that

a; + iy=f(^ + iri), (13)

in which we are supposed to know /(^) corresponding to ?; = 0, i.e., x and y

are there known functions of f. Take a point on ?? = 0, at which without

loss of generality ^ may be supposed also to vanish, and form the expressions

for X and y in the neighbourhood. From

X + iy = Ao + iB„ + {A, + iB,) (^ + iv) + (A2 + iB.,) (^ + iirjf + ...,

we derive x = A„-\- A^^ — B^-q -\- A^ (p — v'') - 2-62?'?

+ A,{^^-S^v')-S,(H'-v-v')

+ A, (1^ - 6^-'v' + V) - 45, (^ t; - ^7?') + . .
.

,

y=Bo + B,^+A,v + ^A.,^V + B, (f - V)

+ 4A, (pr; - ^v') + B, (f - (>^W + v')+--

When 97=0, X = A„ + A,^ + A,^' + A,^' + A,^*+ ...

,

y = B, + B,^ + B.,e- + ^^r + 5,^ + ...

.
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Since x and y are known as functions of ^ when »; = 0, these equations

determine the ^'s and the £'s, and the general values of x and y follow.

When f=0, but r] undergoes an increment,

X = A„-B^r,-A.,'rf + B.,-rf^-A,ri''~..., (14)

y= B, + A,7^ - B^-q- -A,v^ + B,v*+..., (15)

in which we may suppose ?; = 1.

The A's and B's are readily determined if we know the values of x and y
for 7; = and for equidistant values of ^, say ^ = 0, ^= + 1, f= + 2. Thus, if

the values of x be called x^, x_^, x^, x^, x_„_, we find

J.o = «o, and

12 V^
'

A,



375.

ox THE PASSAGE OF WAVES THROUGH FINE SLITS

IN THIN OPAQUE SCREENS.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. Lxxxix. pp. 194—219, 1913.]

In a former paper* I gave solutions applicable to the passage of light

through very narrow slits in infinitely thin perfectly opaque screens, for the

two principal cases where the polarisation is either parallel or perpendicular

to the length of the slit. It appeared that if the width (26) of the slit is

very small in comparison with the wave-length (X), there is a much more

free passage when the electric vector is perpendicular to the slit than when

it is parallel to the slit, so that unpolarised light incident upon the screen

will, after passage, appear polarised in the former manner. This conclusion

is in accordance with the observations of Fizeauf upon the very narrowest

slits. Fizeau found, however, that somewhat wider slits (scratches upon

silvered glass) gave the opposite polarisation ; and I have long wished to

extend the calculations to slits of width comparable with X,. The subject

has also a practical interest in connection with observations upon the

Zeeman effect
J.

The analysis appropriate to problems of this sort would appear to be by

use of elliptic coordinates ; but I have not seen my way to a solution on

these lines, which would, in any case, be rather complicated. In default of

such a solution, I have fallen back upon the approximate methods of my
former paper. Apart from the intended application, some of the problems

which present themselves have an interest of their own. It will be conve-

nient to repeat the general argument almost in the words formerly employed

' "On the Passage of Waves through Apertures in Plane Screens and Allied Problems,"

Phil. Mag. 1S97, Vol. xliii. p. 259 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 28.3.

t Annates de Chimie, 1861, Vol. lxiii. p. 385; Mascart's Traite d'Optlque, § 645. See also

Phil. Mag. 1907, Vol. xiv. p. 350 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 417.

J Zeeman, Amsterdam Proceedings, October, 1912.

R. VI. 11
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Plane waves of simple type impinge upon a parallel screen. The screen

is supposed to be infinitely thin and to be perforated by some kind of

aperture. Ultimately, one or both dimensions of the aperture will be

regarded as small, or, at any rate, as not large, in comparison with the wave-

length (X) ; and the investigation commences by adapting to the present

purpose known solutions concerning the flow of incompressible fluids.

The functions that we require may be regarded as velocity-potentials
<f>,

satisfying

d"-(f>/df= VV^<f>, (1)

where V^ = d^dx- + d-jdy- + d'^jdz-,

and V is the velocity of propagation. If we assume that the vibration is

everywhere proportional to e"", (1) becomes

(V=' + P)(^ = 0, (2)

where k = njV =2.TrlX (3)

It will conduce to brevity if we suppress the factor e™K On this under-

standing the equation of waves travelling parallel to x in the positive

direction, and accordingly incident upon the negative side of the screen

situated at x = 0, is

(^ = e-'*^ (4)

When the solution is complete, the factor e'"' is to be restored, and the

imaginary part of the solution is to be rejected. The realised expression

for the incident waves will therefore be

<ji = cos {nt — kx) (5)

There are two cases to be considered corresponding to two alternative

boundary conditions. In the first (i) d(j)/dn = over the unperforated part

of the screen, and in the second (ii)
(f)
= 0. In case (i) dn is drawn outwards

normally, and if we take the axis of z parallel to the length of the slit, <p will

represent the magnetic component parallel to z, usually denoted by c, so that

this case refers to vibrations for which the electric vector is perpendicular to

the slit. In the second case (ii) </> is to be identified with the component

parallel to z of the electric vector R, which vanishes upon the walls, re-

garded as perfectly conducting. We proceed with the further consideration

of case (i).

If the screen be complete, the reflected waves under condition (i) have

the expression 0=e'*-^. Let us divide the actual solution into two parts,

^ and -i/r; the flrst, the solution which would obtain were the screen complete

;

the second, the alteration required to take account of the aperture ; and let

us distinguish by the sufldxes m and jj the values applicable upon the

negative {minus), and upon the positive side of the screen. In the present

case we have

%,„ = e-'*^ -t- e'*^ Xp = ^ (6)
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This %-solution makes dxm/dii = 0, dxpjdn = over the whole plane x = Q,

and over the same plane Xm = 2, x^,
= 0.

For the supplementary solution, distinguished in like manner upon the

two sides, we have

r / p—ikr r r p—ikr

^m = J|^m^r-'^'^' i'P=\\'^P~ydS. (7)

where / denotes the distance of the point at which -yjr is to be estimated from

the element dS of the aperture, and the integi-ation is extended over the

whole of the area of aperture. Whatever functions of position '^„^, ^^ may
be, these values on the two sides satisfy (2), and (as is evident from

symmetry) they make d-^lr^/dn, d^^jdn vanish over the wall, viz., the un-

perforated part of the screen, so that the required condition over the wall

for the complete solution is already satisfied. It remains to consider the

further conditions that ^ and d4>/dx shall be continuous across the aperture.

These conditions require that on the aperture

^ + '^m = '^p, dy{r,nldx = dyjfp/dx (8)
*

The second is satisfied if '^y = — ^^ i
so that

f^= n^m-^dS, ^|rp = - Nr„^^—dS, (9)

g-ikr

r

making the values of -v/^,,, , ^p-p equal and opposite at all corresponding points,

viz., points which are images of one another in the plane a; = 0. In order

further to satisfy the first condition, it suffices that over the area of aperture

ir^ = -l, ^p = l. (10)

and the remainder of the problem consists in so determining ^„j that this

shall be the case.

It should be remarked that ^ in (9) is closely connected with the normal

velocity at dS. In general.

M/-s{?)^«- <")

At a point (x) infinitely close to the surface, only the neighbouring

elements contribute to the integral, and the factor e^*'' may be omitted.

Thus

dylf/dn being the normal velocity at the point of the surface in question.

* The use of dx implies that the variation is in a fixed direction, while dn may be supposed

to be drawn outwards from the screen in both cases.

11—2
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In the original paper these results were applied to an aperture, especially

of elliptical form, whose dimensions are small in comparison with X. For.

our present purpose we may pass this over and proceed at once to consider

the case where the aperture is an infinitely long slit with parallel edges,

whose width is small, or at the most comparable with X.

The velocity-potential of a point-source, viz., e-'*7r, is now to be replaced

by that of a linear source, and this, in general, is much more complicated.

If we denote it by D (kr), r being the distance from the line of the point

where the potential is required, the expressions are*

^ ^^''^ " ~
K^likr)

'"''''

f " YTmr + iT^.Jmr)'' ~ -\

( , %kr\ (, l?f' ^'r'

^^.-i^A^~i^^^--, (13)

where 7 is Euler's constant (0'577215), and

'S„.= l + i + i + ... + l/m (14)

Of these the first is "semi-convergent" and is applicable when kr is large;

the second is fully convergent and gives the form of the function when kr

is moderate. The function D may be regarded as being derived from
g-ikrj^ by integration over an infinitely long and infinitely narrow strip of

the surface S.

As the present problem is only a particular case, equations (6) and (10)

remain valid, while (9) may be written in the form

^,„=S'^r.D{kr)dy, ir^, = -f^„,Dikr)cbj, (15)

the integrations extending over the width of the slit from y = - b to

y = + b. It remains to determine ^,„, so that on the aperture i/r„i = —
1,

fp = + l-

At a sufficient distance from the slit, supposed for the moment to be very

narrow, D (kr) may be removed from under the integral sign and also be

replaced by its limiting form given in (13). Thus

"^^"^'{21^) ^"''"/'^'«'^2/ (16)

If the slit be not very narrow, the partial waves arising at different parts

of the width will arrive in various phases, of which due account must be
taken. The disturbance is no longer circularly symmetrical as in (16). But
if, as is usual in observations with the microscope, we restrict ourselves to

* See Theory of Sound, § 341.
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the direction of original propagation, equality of phase obtains, and (16)

remains applicable even in the case of a wide slit. It only remains to

determine ^^ as a function of y, so that for all points upon the aperture

r''^^D(kr)dy = -l, (17)
J —b

where, since kr is supposed moderate throughout, the second form in (13)

may be employed.

Before proceeding further it may be well to exhibit the solution, as

formerl}' given, for the case of a very narrow slit. Interpreting
(f)

as the

velocity-potential of aerial vibrations and having regard to the known
solution for the flow of incompressible fluid through a slit in an infinite

plane wall, we may infer that ^m, will be of the form A (6^ — y^)~-, where A
is some constant. Thus (17) becomes

A (^ + log|i/,)^+r^;g^ -1 (18)
, V(6= - f)_

In this equation the first part is obviously independent of the position of

the point chosen, and if the form of ^^ has been rightly taken the second

integral must also be independent of it. If its coordinate be tj, lying

between + b,

f+^ logr . dy ^ /•" log (y - y) dy p log {y - y) dy

must be independent of y. To this we shall presently return ; but merely to

determine ^4 in (18) it suffices to consider the particular case of ?; = 0. Here

r+b

Thus A (7 + log^ikb) tt = - 1, and "^mdy = ttA
;

J —b

so that (16) becomes ^™ =
^ + log(i^l6) fej ^^^^

From this, -^^ is derived by simply prefixing a negative sign.

The realised solution is obtained from (20) by omitting the imaginary

part after introduction of the suppressed factor e"". If the imaginary part

of \og{\ikb) be neglected, the result is

/ TT y cos {nt -kr- I tt) ,

"^""'Vlkr) y+log{ikb) '
^ ^

corresponding to ;)^^
= 2 cos ?i< cos ^"a; (22)

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the solution is the very limited

dependence of the transmitted vibration on the width (26) of the aperture.
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We will now verify that (19) is independent of the special value of t).

Writing y = b cos 6, ri = h cos a, we have

I

*''

^°f
''

•
'^' = r log (ifc) cW + r log 2 (cos e - cos a) cW

' -6 v('J^ — 2/") JO

4- log 2 (cos a; — cos 6) dO = it log (^ 6)

+ ["log |-2 sni^1 de +
I

°
log {2 sin^| dO + \^ log k sin ^-^\ d0

rlTT-\-\a. r^a

= 7rlog^& + 2r " log(2sin <^)(i(^ + 2 log (2 sin 4,) d(f)

J ia. Jo

+ 2
I

"
''"log(2sin(/>)cZ^

= 7rlogi6 + 2 log(2 sin (^)c?^+

2

log ( 2 sin (^) c?0

+ 2 log (2 sin
(f>)

d<p
J

= TT log ^6 + 4 log (2 sm (j>) d^,
'

as we see by changing (^ into tt — <^ in the second integral. Since a has

disappeared, the original integral is independent of 77. In fact*

log (2 sin (p) dcj) = 0,

f^ loi? T' du
and we have ,,?,

'
*:, = 7rlog^6, (23)

as in the particular case of ?? = 0.

The required condition (17) can thus be satisfied by the proposed form of

^, provided that kb be small enough. When kb is greater, the resulting

value of yjr in (15) will no longer be constant over the aperture, but we may

find what the actual value is as a function of 7; by carrying out the integration

with inclusion of more terms in the series representing D. As a preliminary,

it will be convenient to discuss certain definite integrals which present

themselves. The first of the series, which has already occurred, we will call

/(„, so that

h„= [''log {-2 sin 6) d9= i'^' log{2cose) de = ^ T'log (2 sin 2^)rf^
Jo -'0 Jo

= I Tlog (2 sin </.) d(/) = I ['"'log (2 sin cj>) dcj) = |/i„.
-' .'

* See below.
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Accordingly, /?„ = 0. More generally we set, n being an even integer,

K= sin" log (2 sin 61) t^0, (24)

or, on integration by parts,

hn = cos |(» - 1) sin"-2 6 cos log (2 sin 0) + sin"-^6' cos 0} d0

= (n - 1) (A„_2 - hn) + (
"
(sin"-2 - sin" 0) d0.

J

rpi
,

n — 1 , 1 ft — 3, « — 5 ... 1 TT ,„^,Thus /)„= A™-2 + - s^ ,--:,^, (25)
w ?i^ ft - 2, w - 4 ... 2 2 ^ ^

by which the integrals A,j can be calculated in turn. Thus

Ih = 7r/8,

, _3 11 7r_7r3.1 / 1 1
''^ - 4 ^^ + 4^- 2 2

~
2 47^ In +O

, ^ .5 3 .

1

TT / 1 1 \ J^3.2zr
' 6 . 4 . 2 2 U . 2

"^
3 . 4/

"^ 6M : 2 2

TT 5 . 3 . 1 / 1 1 1
+

2 6 . 4 . 2 Vl . 2 3.45.6

Q- -1
1

, 7r7.5.3.1 / 1 1 1 1 \ ,Similarly A, = _ ^-^__ ^_ +_+__+ _-j , and so on.

It may be remarked that the series within brackets, being equal to

approaches ultimately the limit log 2. A tabulation of the earlier members
of the series of integrals will be convenient :

—

TABLE I.

2A.„/7r =0
2A2/7r = 1/4 = 0-25

2A,/7r = 7/32 = 0-21875

2A„/7r =37/192 =0-19271

2A8/7r =533/3072 =0-17350

2/ii„/7r = 1627/10240 = 0-15889

2Ai2/7r = 18107/122880 = 0-14736

2hu/7r= =0-13798

2/i,e/7r= =0-13018

2h,,/7r= =0-12366

2Aa,/7r= =0-11784

The last four have been calculated in sequence by means of (25).
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In (24) we may, of course, replace sin 6 by cos throughout. If both

sin $ and cos 6 occur, as in

sin" e cos™ 9 log (2 sin d) d0, .(26)

where n and m are even, we may express cos'" 6 by means of sin 6, and so

reduce (26) to integrals of the form (24). The particular case where m = n

is worthy of notice. Here

fin- rh"

sin»^cos"^log(2sin6')d6l= sin" ^ cos" 61 log (2 cos ^) c?6'

.(27)
^ sin" 2(9, ,^ . L, ,. h„

r(2sinp)f?^=^„-,
Oil

/ ^

A comparison of the two treatments gives a relation between the integrals h.

Thus, if 11 = 4,

h,-2K + K = hJ2\

We now proceed to the calculation of the left-hand member of (17) with

^ = (6- — y-)'^-, or, as it may be -written.

dy

-h V(6^ - y')
7 + 1

ikr''
J<, i^r) + -^

Br'- k"
;'% + ;

^6,,B

2 J""
y'

'
' 2- 2= 4^

'"'
' 2\ 4"

.

6'

The leading term has already been found to be

ikh
TT 7 + log

4

,,S3-.-. .(2.S)

.(29)

In (28) r is e(|ual to + (y - ?;). Taking, as before,

y—h cos 0, r] = b cos a,

we have

\
7 + log - ,

- + log + 2 (cos 5 — cos a) j- /„ {^6 (cos — cos a)}

k^'b'' (cos - cos a)- ^•*6-'(cos ^ - cosa)" 3 ^"6" (cos ^- cos a)" 11

92 2= .
4=

+
2' . 4-

.
6' 6

.(30)

As regards the terms which do not involve log (cos — cos a), we have to

deal merely with

'""(cos - cos a)" d0, (31)

where n is an even integer, which, on expansion of the binomial and

integration by a known formula, becomes

n — 1 . n — 3 . n — 5 ... 1 n . n — 1 n —S . n — 5 ... 1
\ :.

—
:^— ^ : 7^ cos^ a

n . n — 2 . n — i 1.2 w-2.n-4...2

n.n—1.7i — 2.n — <in — y>.n — 7...l
H ^

—

7i
—

n
—

-. , T. ?: COS'' « + ...+ cos" a
1.2.3.4 n — i . n — a ... 2

...(32)
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Thus, if n = 2, we get Tr[^ + cos'^ a]. If ?i = 4,

"3.1 4.3 1
-^— -, + :,—r ^ COS" a + cos^ a
4) . ^ I . 'Z 'Z

The coefficient of (31), or (32), in (30) is

and so on.

(- 1)*" S?

A'"&"

2= 4- . . .
«-

1
i^''^ CI

7 + log -^ - «j„ .(33)

At the centre of the aperture where »? = 0, cos a = 0, (32) reduces to its

first term. At the edges where cos a= + 1, we may obtain a simpler form

directly from (31). Thus

,„,, r-,, ^, ,^ „ 2» -1 . 2h-3 ... 1 2(i - 1.2ft-3... 1
(31) = 1 ± cos er cW = 2"7r

., .^
^ s-- = ^

.
^

1
•

Jo 2// . 2/( — 2 ... 2 ?i.n — 1 . « — 2 ... 1

(34)

For example, if n — 6,

11.9.7.5.3.1 23l7r
^^^^ = " 6..5.4.3.Tn =^:r-

We have also in (30) to consider (n even)

2-"
I (10 (cos ^ - cos a)" log { + 2 (cos - cos a)}

Jo

r» ,, • „^ + a . „6-(x, (, . ^ + a . a-

I

= at^ sm" —^ sm" —^— log ii sm —^^— sm ——

-

f"- ,. . d + a . 0-a. f, . d + a . u-a
+ at' sm" -^— sm" —^— log 4- sm - ~— sm

i""^ ,. . 6 + a . 6 -a, [^ . 9 + a
= ad sm" —^— sm" —-— log < 2 sm —^—

+ d0 sm" —^— sm" —^— log
j
2 sm —

-

I ,^ . „e + a . 6 -a
4- d9 sm" -^r— sm"

-a
og < I sin -

(

d^ sin" (^ sin" (c^ - a) log (2 sin (/>)

4-21' ^
rf(/) sin" ^ sin "

(<^ 4- a) log (2 sin t^)

= 2

= 2 d^ sin" (f) {sin" ((^ - a) 4- sin" (^ 4- a)} log (2 sin (^)

Jo
r hw+ ha

4- 2 ' ' d0 sin" <^ sin" (<^ - a) log (2 sin ^)

fi"— 2 I (^(/) sin" (f>
sin" (^ 4- a) log (2 sm <^)

= 2 c?(/) sin"
(f)

(sin" ((^ - a) 4- sin" ((/> 4- «)} log (2 sin </>),... .(35)
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since the last two integrals cancel, as appears when we write tt — t/t for (/>,

n being even.

In (35)

^ sin" (</) + «) + I sin" (0 — a) =^ sin" (j> cos" a

71 . 71 — 1 .

+ '-, ^ sin""'^ <j> cos-
<f)

sin- a cos"-^ a

j-i Yi 1 n 2 7) f >

4-
-'

^—^r-—

—

sin"""* A cos^ (p sin-'a cos"~*a + . . . + cos" <j) sin" a, (36)
1.2.0.4)

and thus the result may be expressed by means of the integrals h. Thus

if r, = 2,

rJ-TT

(3.5) = 4 d<f} sin- <p {sin- (^ cos- a + cos^^^sin^a' log (2 sin tf))

Jo

= 4 {(cos^ a — sin^ a) h^ + sin= a kz] (37)

If n = 4,

(35) = 4 / d(p sin* (j) {sin'' (p cos* a + 6 sm- </> cos'-^ </> sm^ a cos^ a
Jo

+ cos* (j) sin* a} log (2 sin <^)

= 4 {(cos* a — 6 sin'' a cos- a + sin* a) ]ig

+ (6 sin- a cos" a — 2 sin* a) A^ -I- sin* a /ij} (38)

If 71 = 6,

(35) = 4 {(cos'' a — 15 cos* a sin^ a 4- 15 cos- a sin* a — sin'' a) h^^

+ (15 cos* a sin^a — 30 cos-a sin*a + Ssin^a) /i,o

+ (15 cos=asin*a— 3sin''a) /ig + sin'o!/*,,] (39)

It is worthy of remark that if we neglect the small differences between

the A's in (39), it reduces to 4 cos" a h^^, and similarly in other cases.

When n is much higher than 6, the general expressions corresponding to

(37), (38), (39) become complicated. If, however, cos a be either 0, or + 1,

(36) reduces to a single term, viz., cos"
(f>

or sin" cj). Thus at the centre

(cos a = 0) from either of its forms

(35) = 2-" 2hn (40)

On the other hand, at the edges (cos a = ± 1)

(35) = 4 cZ(^ sm«' <^ log (2 sin 0) = 4A.,„ (41)
Jo

In (30), the object of our quest, the integral (35) occurs with the coefficient

(-1)^2^^V^. ^^2)
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Thus, expanded in powers oikh, (28) or (30) becomes

171

7 + log
m

'y + log'-^- 1{- {-i + cos=a}

H (cos- a — sni^ a) -\ -" sm^ a

+

+

+

Trk^b*

TT

2»
. 2/(,

TT

2^ 4» &

JT

f3 + 3 cos^ a + cos^ a
, ihb 3

7 + log -,- -
^

(cos* a — 6 cos^ a sin^ a + sin'' a)

2'' 2A
(6 cos" a sin^ a — 2 sin'' a) + " '

—

- sin'' a

, ikh 11] f 5 45 „ 15 ,

7 + log^ -
-g-r -^jg + -g^ cos^ a + y COS'' a + cos"^

a

2?
, 2/i

H
^-"-'^

(cos" a — 15 COS* a sin" « + 16 cos' a sin* a — sin" a)

+

IT

2\2A„

TT
(15 COS* a sin- a — 30 cos" a sin* a + 3 sin" et)

97 9/, 2' 2/i S

+ "— " ' (15 cos^a sin* a - 3 sin" a)H
'-—

' sin"ia
IT IT

+ .... .(43)

At the centre of the aperture (cos a = 0), in virtue of (40), a simpler

form is available. We have

, , ikh\ irk-lf'

+
ttM)'

2^742

2- 4^ 6=

4 I

3.1

4.2

, ikh ,\ 2h.:
7 -I- log— - 1 ) +

2a;

2

iX"6 3

5.3.1/ , ikh 11\ 2//;

g74;^(7 + log--yj+-^-

+ ,

7.5.3.1
8.6.4.2

kh 25
-[y + \og .--

2^ 4^ 6^ 8^

Similarly at the edges, by (34), (41), we have

ikh

12

2^8

TT
-.... (44)

TT 7 + log

Tk'h'

9^

3.1/ , iA;6 , \ „, 2/1;

+
2"-

.
4^

n-k^'h"

' 2^ 4^ 6'

7.5.3.1/ , ikh 3\ _,, 2Af

11.9.7.5.3.1

6.5.4.3.2

1 / , ikh l\\
,

l(7
+ log^-6-) + 2

2/'.
(45)
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For the general value of ol, (43 ) is perhaps best expressed in terms of cos a,

equal to rflh. With introduction of the values of A, we have

, ikh\ irli'h' \ I ,
ihh\ / , 1\ 1 , 1'

+ log^ j
- -^r- ni + logX j

1°°' " +
2J

^ 2
""^ " ~ 4

TT 7

+
irtb'

2= 4=

2^4= 6'^

37

7 + 1

iVtffc

8/ 12

23 159 , 73'
+

go
cos" a - ^ cos^ a - -^ cos= a -

^^-^

These expressions are the values of

r+i'I)(kr)dy

a O o 3\ 7 , 5 , 11"
cos'' a + 6 cos- a + -] +777 cos^ a — -7 cos^ a — —-

(46)

, 'tM\ / , 15 , 4o , 5
7 + loa; —r cos" a + -,- CDS'* «+ —- cos^ « + r—

° 4 / V 2 8 lb

.(47)

for the various values of 77.

We now suppose that kb = 1. The values for other particular cases, such

as kb = ^, may then easily be deduced. For cos a = 0, from (44) we have

1-11 J^-^_ 1 5.3.1
2^2 "^

2-. 4--^ 4. 2 2=^76^6.4.2 "^
'

TT 7 + log

+ 7r
1 1 1 11

+
.

73

2H 2-= 4-32 2- 4^6H92

= TT ( 7 + log -
j
[1 - 012500 + 0-00586 + 0-00013]

+ 7r [0-06250 - 0-00537 + 0-00016]

= TT
(
7 + log -

j
X 0-88073 -f TT X 0-05729

= TT [- 0-65528 + 1-3834 a]

ce 7 = 0-577215, log 2 = 0-693147, log i = ^m.

In like manner, if kb = 1, we get still with cos a = 0,

.(48)

7^
i
T + log

^ ) [1 - 0-031 25 + 0-00037] + tt [0-01562 - 0-00033]

= 7r[- 1-4405 + 1 -52231] .(49)

If kb = 2, we have

^ (7 + log
I)

[1 - 0-5 + 0-0938 - 0-0087 + 0-0005]

+ TT [0-25 - 00859 + 0-0102 - 00006]

= 7r [+0-1058 + 0-9199 1] .(50)
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1^ kb = 1 and cos a = + 1, we have from (45)

TT U + log£

173

^_13 1 35

2= 4^

]^_ 231

2' +^l3^ 16

+ 02

6435 19.17.6435
2^4» 6».8-M28 2^4^(r.8M0= 10.9.128

+ ...

11 1 97
+

7303 38-0S4
+ :

170-64

_2^ 4 2-^
.
4= 96 2^4^ 6^ 960 2^ 4-^

.
6= .8= 2^ 4V 6=

.
8^

. 10
V̂.+ ---

= TT
(^7 + log- j [1 - 0-375 + 0-068359 - 0-006266 + 0-000341 - 0-000012]

- 77 [0-0625 + 0015788 - 0-003302 + 0-000258 + 0-000012]

= -7r [-0-63141 + 1-0798 z] (51)

Similarly, if kb = ^, we have

•^
( 7 + log

gj
[1 - 0-09375 + 0-00427 - O'OOOIO]

- TT [0-01562 + 0-00099 - 0-00005]

= 7r[- 1-3842 + 1-43011] (52)

And if kb = 2, with diminished accuracy,

^ (7 + log ^Vl - 1-5 + 1-094 - 0401 + 0-087 - 0-012 + 0-001]

- TT [0-25 + 0-253 - 0-211 + 0-066 - 0-012 + 0001]

= 7r[- 0-378 + 0-422 1] (63)

As an intermediate value of a we will select cos^ a = 2 • For kb = 1,

from (46)

'jr(y+ log ^") [1 - 0-25 + 0-03320 - 0-00222 +-...]

+ TT [0 - 0-01286 + 0001522 + ...]

= 7r [-0-6432 + 1-2268 1] (54)

Also, when kb = ^,

7r[- 1-4123 + 1-4759?;] (55)

When kb = 2, only a rough value is afforded by (46), viz.,

7r[- 0-16 + 0-61 1] (56)

The accompanying table exhibits the various numerical results, the factor

TT being omitted.

TABLE II.
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As we have seen already, the tabulated quantity when kb is very small

takes the form 7 + log (ikb/'i), or log A;6— 0'8091 + l'5708i, whatever may be the

value of or. In this case the condition (17) can be completely satisfied with

^ = A (b'' — y")'^, A being chosen suitably. When kb is finite, (17) can no

longer be satisfied for all values of a. But when kb = |, or even when kb = 1,

the tabulated number does not vary greatly with a and we may consider (17)

to be approximately satisfied if we make in the first case

7r(- 1-4123 + 1-4759 1)^ =-L (57)

and in the second,

7r(- 0-6432 + 1 -22681) .4 =-1 (58)

The value of -v/r, applicable to a point at a distance directly in front of the

aperture, is then, as in (16),

^ = -'^^(24-^"" (-59)

In order to obtain a better approximation we require the aid of a second

solution with a different form of ^. When this is introduced, as an addition

to the first solution and again with an arbitrary constant multiplier, it will

enable us to satisfy (17) for two distinct values of a, that is of tj, and thus

with tolerable accuracy over the whole range from cos a = to cos a = + 1.

Theoretically, of course, the process could be carried further so as to satisfy

(17) for any number of assigned values of cos a.

As the second solution we will take simply -^F = 1, so that the left-hand

member of (17) is

D{kr)dr+ D{kr)dr (60)

If we omit A-, which may always be restored by consideration of homo-
geneity, we have

^ 2^3 ^2= 4=.5 •

(60)=U + log2

(6 + ^y _ (b + r,y .Jb + vY „
"^

2=.3 2^4^5 '"^2^4^6-.7^~

+ (6 + ^) {log (b + n)-!}- ^^+-f
jlog (b + r,)-^

+ the same expression with the sign of tj changed.

The leading term in (60) is thus

2b (7- 1 + log ^i) + (b + 'n) log {b + T]) + (b -7?).log (b - 7;). . . .(61)
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At the centre of the aperture (i; = 0),

(Ql) = 2b{y~l + hg^ib},

and at the edges (rj = ± h),

(61) = 26 {7-1 +\ogib].

It may be remarked that in (61), the real part varies with 97, although the
imaginary part is independent of that variable.

The complete expression (60) naturally assumes specially simple forms at

the centre and edges of the aperture. Thus, when ?; = 0,

(60) ^26 = (7+ log
ih I-JL^

2^3 i' 4^5

6^ /, IN h'
-. 1 1\ b"

1 + 2+5) +2^1^-6^

and, similarly, when f] = ±b,

1 1 1 1\

(62)

(26)-^
,

(26)^

1-2^ + 2= 4^5
(60)H-26 = (7 + logz'6)

t,(2^)Yt,1\ (26)^/i^1 1^ C^^r ^^1 1 1-1 + 2^ I' + :ij -2^4^51^+2 +5)^2^^ (3^7 1^+2 + 3 + 7

.(63)

To restore k we have merely to write kb for b in the riglit-liand members

of (62), (63).

The calculation is straightforward. For the same values as before of kb

and of cos- a, equal to rf-jb", we get for (60) -^ 2b

TABLE III.

1)2/62 kb = i, kb = l kb = 2

1-7649+ 1-53841

l-4510 + l-4912i
1-0007+1-4447 J

- 1 -0007 + 1 -4447 i

-0-6740 + 1-2771 1

-0-2217 + 1-1 198 I

-0-2167+ 1-1198 i

-0-1079 + 0-71661
+ 0-1394 + 0-4024 8

We now proceed to combine the two solutions, so as to secure a better

satisfaction of (17) over the width of the aperture. Fur this purpose we

determine A and B in

'i' = A{¥-y')~'^ + B, (64)

so that (17) may be exactly satisfied at the centre and edges (?; = 0,

'r] = ±b). The departure from (17) when T]-/b- = ^ can then be found. If

for any value of kb and 7; = the first tabular (complex) number is p and

the second q, and for ?? = + 6 the first is r and the second s, the equations of

condition from (17) are

7rA.2} + 2bB.q = -l, ttA .r + 2bB .s = -1 (65)
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When A and B are found, we have in (16)

+b
^dy = ttA + 2hB.

From (65) we get

rrA =

so that

ps — qr

'

1 -6

2bB =

s -

ps — qr

r — p
ps — qr

-P

.(66)

.(67)

Thus for M) = 1 we have

p = -0-65.528+ l-3834i,

r = - 0-63141 + 1-0798 /,

whence

7r4 = + 0-60008 + 0-51828 i.

(^ = -1-0007 + 1-4447 (,

s = - 0-2217 + 1-1198 (,

265 = -0-2652+ 0-1073 1,

and (67) = + 0-3349 + 6256 I.

The above values of itA and IhB are derived according to (17) from the

values at the centre and edges of the aperture. The success of the method

may be judged by substitution of the values for 7;=/^^ = \- Using these in

(17) we get — 0-9801 — 0-0082 i, for what should be — 1, a very fair approxi-

mation.

In like manner, for kh = 2

(67) = + 0-259 + ] -24151;

and for kh = \ (67) = + 0-337S + 0-3526 i.

As appears from (16), when k is given, the modulus of (67) may be

taken to represent the amplitude of disturbance at a distant point imme-

diately in front, and it is this with which we are mainly concerned. The

following ta.ble gives the values of Mod. and ilod.- for several values of kh.

The first three have been calculated from the simple formula, see (20).

TABLE IV.

kh
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(luminous) waves transmitted by a similar slit in a thin perfectly opaque

screen, provided that the electric vector is perpe)idicular to the length of

the slit.

In curve A, fig. 1, the value of the modulus from the third column of

Table IV is plotted against kb.
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The supplementary solutions yjr, equal to </)—%, may be written

^,n = j'^^^.dy, t. = /^%'^y. (71)

where *?,„,, '^p are functions of y, and the integrations are over the aperture.

D as a function of r is given by (13), and r, denoting the distance between

dy and the point (x, tj), at which -f,,,, fj, are estimated, is equal to

V{.r= + (y - 7?)-}. The form (71) secures that on the walls -^m = '^p = ^, so

that the condition of evanescence there, already satisfied by %, is not

disturbed. It remains to satisfy over the aperture

\lr„,
= -ip'p, -^ik + d-^,,„/das = dylrj,ldx (72j

The first of these is satisfied if 1^,,, = — ^p, so that \/f,„, and yp-p are equal at

any pair of corresponding points on the two sides. The values of d-yp-m/da;,

d-\pj,ld:r are then opposite, and the remaining condition is also satisfied if

d^\r,nldx = ik, d-^pldx = — ik (73)

At a distance, and if the slit is very narrow, dDjdx may be removed from

under the integral sign, so that

dT) [+*>

ti> = ^J_^%rf2/. ('4)

m which ^ = !^f
- Ve-* (75)

dx r \2 ikr

And even if kh be not small, ( 74 ) remains applicable if the distant point

be directly in front of the slit, so that x = r. For such a point

^^ =
''^'(27F-j''^''"'i_,^''^^

^'^^^

There is a simple relation, analogous to (68), between the value of ^'^

at any point (t;) of the aperture and that of i/r^ at the same point. For in

the application of (71) only those elements of the integral contribute which

lie infinitely near the point where -v/r^ is to be estimated, and for these

dDjdx = xjr'K The evaluation is effected by considering in the first instance

a point for which x is finite and afterwards passing to the limit. Thus

It remains to find, if possible, a form for ^'p, or t^p, which shall make

dyjfp/dx constant over the aperture, as required by (73). In my former

paper, dealing with the case where kb is very small, it was shown that known
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theorems relating to the flow of incompressible fluids lead to the desired

conclusion. It appeared that (74), (75) give

^- = -T.H2^>"* ^'^^

showing that when h is small the transmission falls off greatly, much more

than in case (i), see (20). The realised solution from (78) is

V^P = -^(2^^)'cos(«i-b--i,r), (79)

corresponding to t^,„ = 2 sin nt sin kx (80)

The former method arrived at a result by assuming certain hydrodynamical

theorems. For the present purpose we have to go further, and it will be

appropriate actually to verify the constancy of d-\(r/dx over the aperture as

resulting from the assumed form of ^, when kb is small. In this case we
may take D = logr, where ?- = x'' + {y - -qf. From (71), the suffix p being

omitted.
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in which cos 6 — cos a passes through zero within the range of integration.

It will be shown that (84) vanishes ultimately when x' = 0. To this end

the range of integration is divided into three parts: from to a,, where

Ui < a, from a^ to aa, where a^ > a, and lastly from a^ to tt In evaluating

the first and third parts we may put a;' = at once. And ii z = tan hd

de _ 1 [1 dz dz ]

cos 6 — cos a sin a J (tan ^a + z tan ^a — z\'

Sin a being omitted, the first and third parts together are thus

where t = tan \a, <, = tan ^a^, U_ = tan ^a^, and z is to be made infinite.

It appears that the two parts taken together vanish, provided t^
, 4 are so

chosen that i^ = t-^t.^,.

It remains to consider the second part, viz.,

[»" dO {cos 6 — aos a)

„j (cos 9 — cos ay 4- x'
/2 ' B5)

in which we may suppose the range of integration ol, — Oi to be very small.

Thus
d0 . 2 sin ^(6 + a) sin i (=< - ^)

(85) =
,
4 sm- ^{0 + a) sin- ^ {a - 6) + x'^

1 . sin=a(a2 — a)- + a:'^

5 01Tl5 /2 sin a ° sin- a (a — a^y + x'^
'

and this also vanishes if o„ — a = a — Oj , a condition consistent with the

former to the required approximation. We infer that in (83)

d-^

dx
= 7r, (86)

so that, with the aid of a suitable multiplier, (73) can be satisfied. Thus if

•*• = A\/{hi- - y% (73) gives A = ik/rr, and the introduction of this into (74)

gives (78). We have now to find what departure from (86) is entailed when
kb is no longer very small.

Sinc(/, in general,
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the denominator. In (30) we are to introduce under the integral sign the

additional factor k^b-siTi?0. As regards the second term of ('S7) we have

dy dy '^ J _(, >J{b- - y^) r dr
'

where in - -p we are to replace ; by + (y — rj). We then assume as before

y = b cos 8, 7} = b cos a, and the same definite integrals h^ suffice ; but the

calculations are more complicated.

We have seen already that the leading term in (87) is tt. For the next

term we have

„ , ikr 1 dD k" P / , ikr\

and thus

1 d-Jr TT / , ikb 1

+ d<9 (1 — I cos^^ + I cos a cos 6) log ± 2 (cos 6 - cos a.). ...

The latter integral may be transformed into

2 d0 jl - f cos^ (2(^ - a) + i cos a cos (2</> - a)
J I)

+ 1 — f cos= (20 + a) + ^ cos a cos (2<^ + a)] log (2 sin 0),

and this by means of the definite integrals h is found to be

-^(l + 2sin=a).

To this order of approximation the complete value is

-
'^ = TT + i irk^b' {y -sin- a. + log \ ikb) (89)

For the next two terms I find

rrk^b'^
+—-^ [(1 + 4 cos^ a) (1 - 47 - 4 log ^ ikb)

+ 8 sin* a + ^ cos* a + 6 sin^ a cos^ a]

7^7^ -Q irs + i cos= a + 1 cos* a) (7 + log { ikb - f)+

157 13 15 7 1
+ -——- cos" a - ^rr-7, COS* a sitf a - -^ cos' a sm* a - —-^ sm« a . . . .(90)

8-. 15 8- . d o" o- . o

When cos a = 0, or + 1, the calculation is simpler. Thus, when cos a = 0,

1 d^lr , k-b- f , ikb , \ ^•*6* ;'
, , *6 \

/fc«6« / . ikb 5\ 5i-»67
,

,
ikb 22\

+ 0-4^ + ^°^ 4--4)-974»l'>'+^°^^-15J'
(^^^
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and when cos a = + 1,

[375

77 dx
~

4
''^

ikh
''4

ikh¥h' {^^( , ikh\ 161 ^••^5« f„, / , ikh

329

6831

60 I

..(92)

the last term, deduced from \i, hje, being approximate.

Fur the values of -ir-^ dyj/'/dx we find from (91), (90), (92) foi-

A6 = ^, 1, ^2, 2:

TABLE V.

iib =

cosa =0 -8448 + -0974 t

cos2a = | j

0-S77S + 0-0958i
cos'^ n = 1

I

-91 (j3 + -0944 i

kb = l

0-561.5 + 0-3807 J

0-6998 + 0-35831
0-8.353 + 0-3364?;

kb = J-2

0-3123 + 0-73831

0-8587 + 0-57831

kb = 2

0-0102+1 -38991
0-518 +1-129?
1-020 +0-861 z

These numbers correspond to the value of "^ expressed in (82).

We have now, in pursuance of our method, to seek a second solution with

another form of "^I^. The first which suggests itself with '^ = 1 does not

answer the purpose. For (81) then gives as the leading term

df
dx

y-v 26

_(2/
--»?)-+ a;^

becoming infinite when ?? = + 6.

A like objection is encountered if ^ = &= — yl In this case

(93)

d-y^

dx (y _ ^y- + X-

'

The first part gives 4& simply when x becomes zero. And

(6-9?)2 + a:\2 i (y - ^) dy
" hy -»?)= + a;2

log

so that -1^ = 46 + 2« log ,

—

dx ° b +

(6 + vf + «'

'

h — rj

V
.(94)

becoming infinite when >; = + 6.

So far as this difliculty is concerned we might take '^ = (b^ - y'')', but
another form seems preferable, that is

^I' = 6-2 (62 - y^flK .(95)
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With the same notation as was employed in the treatment of (82) we
have

dijr _ f"" cos ^ (cos 6 — cos «) dO f "^ cos^ 6 (cos — cos a)

dx J (cos — cos a)^ + x" '
'

o (cos B — cos . )- + ,«'-

The first of these integrals is that already considered in (83). It yields

Stt. In the second integral we replace cos-' Q by {(cos 6 — cos a) + cos a]^, and

we find, much as before, that when «' =

" cos^ ^ (cos ^ — cos a) c^^ ,, „ , ,„„,—
\ —^=7r(| + cos^a) (96)

fo (cos ^ - cos a)= + «

=

\2 / \ I

Thus altogether for the leading term we get

-^=87r(i-cos^a) = 37r(i-^V^^] (97)

This is the complete solution for a fluid regarded as incompressible. We
have now to pursue the approximation, using a more accurate value of D
than that (log r) hitherto employed.

In calculating the next term, we have the same values of D and r~^dDldr

as for (88) ; and in place of that equation we now have

1 dylr Stt / ,
ikh \\

-FP^ = 16r + '"ST +
2J

+ 1
de[^ sin^ 61 - f sin^ 61 + 1 sin^ 6 cos 6 cos a] log {+ 2 (cos 6 - cos a)j. (98)

The integral may be transformed as before, and it becomes

rhr

4 d<^ log (2 sin (/>) [4 (sin^ 2(j> cos* a + 6 sin^ 2<^ cos^ 2(/) sin^ a cos" a

+ cos* 2<^ sin* a) — I (sin- 2(^ cos^ o + cos^ 2(^ sin^ a)

+ I cos a cos 2(^ jsin- a cos a + sin^ 2(/) (cos-' a — S sin= a cos a)}]. (99)

The evaluation could be effected by expressing the square bracket in

terms of powers of sin^ 0, but it may be much facilitated by use of two

lemmas.

If/(sin 24), cos^ 2(^) denote an integral function of sin 2(^, cos^ 2<^,

d<j) log (2 sin 0)/(sin 2^, cos^ 2<j)) = cZ(/) log (2 cos <^)/(sin 2(^, cos- 2(p)
'

.'o

= -^ (i(^log(2sin2^)/(sin2rf), cos^2<^) = ^ c?(/)log(2 sin 0)/(sin (/),cos^ 0),
Jo Jo

(100)

in which the doubled angles are got rid of
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Again, if m be integral,

d(j) sin^"*
2(f>

cos 20 log (2 sin
(f>)

'0

1
,

-,
I

log (2 sin 0) d sm='"+i 2(j)

'

sin""
2(f> (1 + cos 2<t)) dcj)

[375

1

4//( + 2,

1 fi'

im + 2 J

1 fi' 1

4/M + 2Jo 4??2 + 2Jo

1 2m - 1 . 2/u - 3 . . 1 77-

4m + 2 2??i. :j?/i- 2 ... 2 2

For example, if in = 0,

sin-"
(f)

d(p

.(101)

and (?)i = 1)

f'"d(^cos201og(2sin(^) = -^, (102)
Jo *

(103)d(j) sin^ 2<j) cos 2(f)
log (2 sin

(f>)
= — --:

Using these lemmas, we find

(99) = o/ij (CDS'* a — Q cos- a sin- a + sin*" a)

+ Ih ( 30 cos- a sin^ a — 10 sin* a — 3 cos^ a + 3 sin- a)

— ^TT cos^ a (cos^ a + 3 sin^ «)

;

and thence, on introduction of the values of A,, K, for the comj)lete value to

this order of approximation,

^3 / 1 , ikh\

l^(7+., + log^j'^'^ = 37rf^-cos^«) + rf6^
dx

— —- (5 cos* a + 18 cos- a sin- a + 21 sin* a)
d4

.(104)

To carry out the calculations to a sufficient approximation with the

general value of a would be very tedious. I have limited myself to the

extreme cases cos a = 0, cos a= + I. For the former, we have

TT t/7
"

2
"^ V "•" ^^ 4^) \ljf 256

"*" 2'^^4=
250

i

15^-^5^ 7tb' _ lltb"

i}4r
"^ 67256 ~ 4^'

. 25GTTs
'

and for the latter

5k- b'

ikb\ [^leb'- Ik'b'
+

33^-«6« 143^•»6=

.(105)

4 / ( 16 16.16 4.16.16.16 24. 16*

41^*6* 1069/c''6'' 41309yt«6«
+

16.64.15 16.3.70.64.64 16\9 420

IWb" 3289/--6^

4.16.16 2.16^ 16'. 36
' .(106)
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From these formulae the following numbers have been calculated for the

value of — iT-^d-^ldx

:

TABLE YI.
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These are the numbers used in the plot of curve B, fig. 1. When kh.is

much smaller than \, the modulus may be taken to be ^k-b". When kb is

large, the modulus approaches the same limiting form as in case (i).

This curve is applicable to electric, or luminous, vibx-ations incident upon

a thin perfectly conducting screen with a linear perforation when the electric

vector 'is parallel to the direction of the slit.

It appears that if the incident light be unpolarised, vibrations perpen-

dicular to the slit preponderate in the transmitted light when the width of the

slit is very small , and the more the smaller this width. In the neighbourhood

of kb = 1, or 26 ^X/tt, the curves cross, signifying that the transmitted light

is unpolarised. When kb = 1^, or 26 = 3A,/27r, the polarisation is reversed,

vibrations parallel to the slit having the advantage, but this advantage is not

very great. When kb > 2, our calculations would hardly succeed, but there

seems no reason for supposing that anything distinctive would occur. It

follows that if the incident light were white and if the width of the slit were

about one-third of the wave-length of yellow-green, there would be distinctly

marked opposite polarisations at the ends of the spectrum.

These numbers are in good agreement with the estimates of Fizeau

:

" Une ligne polarisee perpendiculairement a sa direction a paru etre de yoVq-

de millimetre ; une autre, beaucoup moins lumineuse, polarisee parallelement

a sa direction, a ete estim6e a yxffoif '^'^ millimetre. Je dois aj outer que ces

valeurs ne sont qu'une approximation ; elles peuvent etre en realite plus

faibles encore, mais il est peu probable qu'elles soient plus fortes. Ce
qu'il y a de certain, c'est que la polarisation parallele n'apparait que dans

le.s fentes les plus fines, et alors que leur largeur est bien moindre que la

longueur dune ondulation qui est environ de ^^o de millimetre." It will

be remembered that the "plane of polarisation" is perpendicular to the

electric vector.

It may be well to emphasize that the calculations of this paper relate

to an aperture in an infinitely thin perfectly conducting screen. We could

scarcely be sure beforehand that the conditions are sufficiently satisfied even

by a scratch upon a silver deposit. The case of an ordinary spectroscope

slit is quite different. It seems that here the polarisation observed with the

finest practicable slits corresponds to that from the less fine scratches on

silver deposits.
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ox THE MOTION OF A VISCOUS FLUID.

[Philosophical Macjazine, Vol. xxvi. pjD. 776—786, 1913.]
y

It has been proved by Helmholtz* and Kortewegf that when the

velocities at the boundary are given, the slow steady motion of an incom-

pressible viscous liquid satisfies the condition of making F, the dissipation,

an absolute minimum. If «„, "o. w„ be the velocities in one motion M^, and
u, V, w those of another motion i/ satisfying the same boundary conditions,

the difference of the two u', v', lu', where

u' = u — U„, v' = V — Vo, 'lv' = W — lVo, (1)

will constitute a motion M' such that the boundary velocities vanish. If

Fa, F, F' denote the dissipation-functions for the three motions M^, M, M'
respectively, all being of necessity positive, it is shown that

'/diif

\\dy
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where V is the potential of impressed forces. In virtue of (4)

{uVhi„ + u'V-y, + w'^-'W„) dxdy dz = 0, (5)

if the space occupied by the fluid be simply connected, or in any case if V be

single-valued. Hence

F = F, + F', (6)

or since F' is necessarily positive, the motion M„ makes F an absolute

minimum. It should be remarked that F' can vanish only for a motion

such as can be assumed by a solid body (Stokes), and that such a motion

could not make the boundary velocities vanish. The motion J/„ determined

by (4) is thus unique.

The conclusion expressed in (6) that M^ makes F an absolute minimum
is not limited to the supposition (jf a slow motion. All that is required to

ensure the fulfilment of (5), on which (6) depends, is that ^'^i(„, V-y,, V'-w.,

should be the derivatives of some single-valued function. Obviously it would

suffice that V-»„, V-c,,, VhVo vanish, as will happen if the motion have a

velocity-potential. Stokes* remarked long ago that when there is a velocity-

potential, not only are the ordinary Equations of fluid motion satisfied, but

the equations obtained when friction is taken into account are satisfied

likewise. A motion with a velocity-potential can always be found which

shall have prescribed normal velocities at the boundary, and the tangential

velocities are thereby determined. If these agree with the prescribed

tangential velocities of a viscous fluid, all the conditions are satisfied by the

motion in question. And since this motion makes F an absolute minimum,
it cannot differ from the motion determined by (4) with the same boundary

conditions. We may arrive at the same conclusion by considering the

general equation of motion

/du du du du\ „„ d(pV+p) ^,

p(dt+''d. + 'd-y^''d.)=^^-''-^^^d^ (^>

If there be a velocity-potential (p, so that ic = d<f>/dx, &c.,

du du du I d [[dd>\- fd(b\- /dd)\"\

''dx^'Ty-^^'T^^-^MKd.) +UJ +lcSr ^^^

and then (7) and its analogues reduce practically to the form (4) if the

motion be steady.

Other cases where F is an absolute minimum are worthy of notice. It

suffices that

-^ dH ^, dH _, dH
^"'=d.' ^""=^' ^"'» =^' (^)

* Camb. Trans. Vol. ix. (1850) ; Math, and Phi/s. Papers, Vol. iii. p. 73.
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where H is a, single-valued function, subject to V^fl" = 0. If ^o, "^o. ?o be the

rotations,

^° [dy dzj dy '" dz ''''^'

and thus (9) requires that

^% = 0, T%=0, V% = (10)

In two dimensions the dynamical equation reduces to Di^^j Bt = 0*, so

that fo is constant along a stream-line. Among the cases included are the

motion between two planes

u^ = A+By + Gy'-, t;„ = 0, lu^^Q, (11)

and the motion in circles between two coaxal cylinders (^i,
= constant). Also,

without regard to the form of the boundary, the uniform rotation, as of a

solid body, expressed by
u, = Gy, v, = -Cx (12)

In all these cases F is an absolute minimum.

Conversely, if the conditions (9) be not satisfied, it will be possible to

find a motion for which F< F^. To see this choose a place as origin of

coordinates where d^'-u^jdy is not equal to d^'%/dx. Within a small sphere

described round this point as centre let u' = Gy, v' = — Gx, w' = 0, and let

u' = 0, v = 0, w' = outside the sphere, thus satisfying the prescribed

boundary conditions. Then in (2)

{u'Vhif, + v'^H„ + w'V^o) dx dy dz = G \ {y\'-u„ — x^-v„) dx dy dz, .

.

.C13)

the integration being over the sphere. Within this small region we may
take

^ "° = (V-«o)o + ^fe7 - + -^^ 2/ + "5^ -'

so that (13) reduces to

Since the sign of G is at disposal, this may be made positive or negative

at pleasure. Also F' in (2) may be neglected as of the second order when

u , v', w' are small enough. It follows that F is not an absolute minimum

for Wo, Vo, Wo> unless the conditions (9) are satisfied.

Korteweg has also shown that the slow motion of a viscous fluid

denoted by M„ is stable. " When in a given region occupied by viscous

* Where DjDt = djdt + u djdx + v djdy + w djdz.
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incompressible fluid there exists at a certain moment a mode of motion if

which does not satisfy equation (4), then, the velocities along the boundary

being maintained constant, the change which must occur in the mode of

motion will be such (neglecting squares and products of velocities) that

the dissipation of energy by internal friction is constantly decreasing till it

reaches the value F^ and the mode of motion becomes identical with J/q."

This theorem admits of instantaneous proof If the terms of the second

order are omitted, the equations of motion, such as (7), are linear, and any

two solutions may be superposed. Consider two solutions, both giving the

same velocities at the boundary. Then the difference of these is also a

solution representing a possible motion with zero velocities at the boundary.

But such a motion necessarily comes to rest. Hence with flux of time the

two original motions tend to become and to remain identical. If one

of these is the steady motion, the other must tend to become coincident

with it.

The stability of the sloiu steady motion of a viscous fluid, or (as we may

put it) the steady motion of a very viscous fluid, is thus ensured. When the

circumstances are such that the terms of the second order must be retained,

there is but little definite knowledge as to the character of the motion in

respect of stability. Viscous fluid, contained in a vessel which rotates with

uniform velocity, would be expected to acquire the same rotation and

ultimately to revolve as a solid body, but the expectation is perhaps founded

rather upon observation than upon theory. We might, however, argue that

any other event would involve perpetual dissipation which could only be

met by a driving force applied to the vessel, since the kinetic energy of the

motion could not for ever diminish. And such a maintained driving couple

would generate angular momentum without limit—a conclusion which could

not be admitted. But it may be worth while to examine this case more

closely.

We suppose as before that Mo> i'o, "'o are the velocities in the steady

motion M„ and u, v, w those of the motion M, both motions satisfying the

dynamical equations, and giving the prescribed boundary velocities; and we

consider the expression for the kinetic energy J" of the motion (1) which

is the difference of these two, and so makes the velocities vanish at the

boundary. The motion J/' with velocities u', v', w' does not in general

satisfy the dynamical equations. We have

In equations (7) which are satisfied by the motion ilY we substitute

u = u„ + u', Sic ; and since the solution it/,, is steady we have

du„ di\, dui„

-dt=-dt^W = '^ (1^''
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We further suppose that V-';/o, V\, V^m'o are derivatives of a function H,

as in (9). This includes the case of uniform rotation expressed by

Uo = y, Vo = — a;, iu„ = (16)

as well as those where there is a velocity-potential. Thus (7) becomes

du _ ^., , dvT , /duu du'\

dt dx " \dx dx)

with two analogous equations, where

m=V+ pjp-vH, v = fj,/p (18)

These values of du'/dt, &c., are to be substituted in (14).

In virtue of the equation of continuity to which m', v', w' are subject, the

terms in ot contribute nothing to dT'/dt, as appears at once on integration

by parts. The remaining terms in dT'/dt are of the first, second, and third

degree in u', v', w . Those of the first degree contribute nothing, since

Mo, i'oi Wo satisfy equations such as

du^ duo du„ dirr,,

"»^ + '«rf^+^»rf7 = -"cS-
^^'^^

The terms of the third degree are

r r , f , du I du , du
—

\
u lu ^j- + V -J- + w -r-

I

\_ [ ax dy dz

, dv' , dv , dv'
+ v{u-, V V -, \- w -Y-dx dy dz

which may be written

, f , dw , dw I dw
-\-w {u -.—h t) -1—f- 1« -7-

dx dy dz
dx dy dz,

-if
2 J

,d(u' + v'-' + w'"-) ,d(u^ + v"' + w"-)
U -^ = + V -^

Jax dy

, d (
«'- + v''^ + w'-)

+ w ~ dx dy dz
;

dz

and this vanishes for the same reason as the terms in w.

We are left with the terms of the second degree in u', v , iv'. Of these

the part involving v is

V
I
[u'^-u +v'<^-v' + w'<^'w']dxdydz (20)

So far as this part is concerned, we see from (3) that

dT'ldt=-F', (21)

F' being the dissipation-function calculated from u', v , w'

.
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Of the remaining 18 terms of the second degree, 9 vanish as before when

integrated, in virtue of the equation of continuity satisfied by m„, >:„, w„.

Finally we have*

dt
= -F'- , , du„ , du„ , duo

u { u -,—h V —.—I- w ^—
dx dy dz

,,dv^

dx

,dvo

dy
./ dv„

dz

div.
, { , dw„ , du\

+ w \u ~,—h V —j— + w 7

[ dw dy dz
dx dy dz. .(•2-2)

If the motion ?<„, v^, w„ be in two dimensions, so that Wj = 0, while u

and V(, are independent of z, (22) reduces to

, ,
(dii„ dr„\'^^'

F' n
,„ du„ ,, dVfi

u ^ ——h V
'-

dx '
" dy \dy dx J

^

He dx dy dz. ...(23)

Under this head comes the case of uniform rotation expressed in (16), for

which

dUn

dx
0,

dy'
0,

dM„ dvo

dy dx
-0.

Here then dT'/dt = — F' simply, that is T' continually diminishes until

it becomes insensible. Any motion superposed upon that of uniform rotation

gradually dies out.

When the motion Mj, v^, w„ has a velocity-potential cji, (22) may be

written

dT
dt

= -F'-
,,d'cb

U -i
.

dx^

+ -Mv
, , d-'4

dxdy
^ , , d'

dy dz

dz'

^ , , d'
+ zw u

dz dx

1

- dxdii dz.
x\ ^ .(24)

So far as I am aware, no case of complete stability for all values of /a is

known, other than the motion possible to a solid body above considered.

It may be doubted whether such cases exist. Under the head of (24) a

simple example occurs when <^ — tan~' (?//*). the irrotational motion taking

place in concentric circles. Here if r' = x" + y",

dT'

f(«'-^'0 +Sr dxdy dz (2.5)

* Compare 0. Beynolds, Phil. Tram. 1895, Part i. p. 146. In Lorentz's deduction of a

similar equation (Abhandlungen, Vol. i. p. 46) the additional motion is assumed to be small.

This memoir, as well as that of Orr referred to below, should be consulted by those interested.

See also Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 346.
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If the superposed motion also be two-dimensional, it may be expressed

by means of a stream-function -v/r. We have in terms of polar coordinates

, d-\lr d-Jr . . 1 d-Jr ^
u = -7^ = -r- sm p H t^ cos (f,

dy dr r dO

, dyjr dyjr 1 (Zt/t

— V = -r- = 1 cos 6 Tyr sm t>,

ax dr r du

so that

Thus

COS e sin e (u'^ - v"^) - (cos= - sin= d) u'v' = 1 ^ ^ , (26)
r dr da

and (25) becomesf—'//fr.?S*^"' <-'

T' , F', as well as the last integral, being proportional to z.

We suppose the motion to take place in the space between two coaxal

cylinders which revolve with appropriate velocities. If the additional motion

be also symmetrical about the axis, the stream-lines are circles, and >|r is a

function of r only. The integral in (27) then disappears and dT'/dt reduces

to — F', so that under this restriction * the original motion is stable. The

experiments of Couette^f" and of Mallockj, made with revolving cylinders,

appear to show that when u', v', w' are not specially restricted the motion is

unstable. It may be of interest to follow a little further the indications

of (27).

The general value of i/r is

-v|r = C'o -f Oi cos -f- *S, sin ^ -h . . . 4- C'„ cos nQ + Bn sin nd, (28)

(7,1, 8n being functions of r, whence

/(i-f d^ ,„ V /ct ^^n. r, dSn\
.(29)

n being 1, 2, 3, &c. If *S'„, C'„ differ only by a constant multiplier, (29)

vanishes. This corresponds to

ylr = R„ + R^ cos (9+ e,)+ ... +Rn cos 71 (0 + En) + ..., (30)

* We may imagine a number of thin, coaxal, freely rotating cylinders to be interposed

between the extreme ones whose motion is prescribed,

t Ann. d. Ghimie, t. xxi. p. 433 (1890).

t Proc. Hoy. Soc. Vol. Lix. p. 38 (1895).

R. VI. 13
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where R„, R^, &c. are functions of r, while e^, e„, &c. are constants. If yjr

can be thus limited, dT'jdt reduces to —F', and the original motion is

stable.

Ingeneral f = - i^'- 2.p./s. (^.f - O.f) ^^ (31)

C„, Sn must be such as to give at the boundaries

C„=0, dC^/dr = 0, /S'„ = 0, dS,,/dr = 0; (32)

otherwise they are arbitrary functions of r. It may be noticed that the

sign of any term in (29) may be altered at pleasure by interchange of

L',i and Sn-

When /JL is great, so that the influence of F preponderates, the motion is

stable. On the other hand when /jl is small, the motion is probably unstable,

unless special restrictions can be imposed.

A similar treatment applies to the problem of the uniform shearing

motion of a fluid between two parallel plane walls, defined by

u„ = A+JBy, y„ = 0, w„ = (33)

From (23) ~ = - F'
- pB [fu' v' dxdy (34)

dt

If in the superposed motion v' = 0, the double integral vanishes and the

original motion is stable. More generally, if the stream-function of the

superposed motion be
T^r = C cos kx + S sin kx, (35)

where C, S are functions of y, we find

-F' +
pB.kxH dG ^idS\m-Cyy w

Here again if the motion can be such that C and S differ only by a

constant multiplier, the integral would vanish. When
fj.

is small and there

is no special limitation upon the disturbance, instability probably prevails.

The question whether yu, is to be considered great or small depends of course

upon the other data of the problem. If D be the distance between the

planes, we have to deal with BD-jv (Reynolds).

In an important paper* Orr, starting from equation (34), has shown that

if BD'^jv is less than 177 "every disturbance must automatically decrease,

and that (for a higher value than 177) it is possible to prescribe a dis-

turbance which will increase for a time." We must not infer that when

* Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. 1907.
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BD'-/v> 177 the regular motion is necessarily unstable. As the fluid moves

under the laws of dynamics, the initial increase of certain disturbances may
after a time be exchanged for a decrease, and this decrease may be without

limit.

At the other extreme when v is very small, observation shows that the

tangential traction on the walls, moving (say) with velocities + V, tends to

a statistical uniformity and to become proportional, no longer to U, but

to U-. If we assume this law to be absolute in the region of high velocity,

the principle of dynamical similarity leads to rather remarkable conclusions.

For the tangential traction, having the dimensions of a pressure, must in

general be of the form

p^'-f{m)' ^''^

I) being the distance between the walls, and / an arbitrary function. In

the regular motion (« large)/ (^•) = 2^, and (37) is proportional to U. If (37)

is proportional to IT^,/ must be a constant and the traction becomes inde-

pendent not only of /a, but also of D.

If the velocity be not quite so great as to reduce /' to constancy, we may
take

f{z) = a+bz,

where a and b are numerical constants, so that (37) becomes

apU'^+bf^U/D (38)

It could not be assumed without further proof that b has the value (2)

appropriate to a large z; nevertheless, Korteweg's equation (6) suggests

that such may be the case.

From data given by Couette I calculate that in c.G.s. measure

a = -000027.

The tangential traction is thus about a twenty thousandth part of

the pressure {^pU^) due to the normal impact of the fluid moving with

velocity U.

Even in cases where the steady motion of a viscous fluid satisfying the

dynamical equations is certainly unstable, there is a distinction to be attended

to which is not without importance. It may be a question of the time during

which the fluid remains in an unstable condition. When fluid moves be-

tween two coaxal cylinders, the instability has an indefinite time in which

to develop itself But it is otherwise in many important problems. Suppose

that fluid has to move through a narrow place, being guided for example by

hyperbolic surfaces, either in two dimensions, or in three with symmetry
about an axis. If the walls have suitable tangential velocities, the motion

13—2
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may be irrotational. This irrotational motion is that which would be initiated

from rest by propellent impulses acting at a distance. If the viscosity were

great, the motion would be steady and stable ; if the viscosity is less, it still

satisfies the dynamical equations, but is (presumably) unstable. But the

instability, as it affects any given portion of the fluid, has a very short

duration. Only as it approaches the narrows has the fluid any considerable

velocity, and as soon as the narrows are passed the velocity falls off again.

Under these circumstances it would seem probable that the instability in

the narrows would be of little consequence, and that the irrotational motion

would practically hold its own. If this be so, the tangential movement of

the walls exercises a profound influence, causing the fluid to follow the walls

on the down stream side, instead of shooting onwards as a jet—the behaviour

usually observed when fluid is invited to follow fixed divergent walls, unless

indeed the expansion is very gradual.



377.

ON THE STABILITY OF THE LAMINAR MOTION OF AN
INVISCID FLUID.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxvi. pp. 1001—1010, 1913.]

The equations of motion of an inviscid fluid are satisfied by a motion

such that U, the velocity parallel to x, is an arbitrary function of y only,

while the other component velocities V and W vanish. The motion may be

supposed to be limited by two fixed plane walls for each of which y has a

constant value. In order to investigate the stability of the motion, we

superpose upon it a two-dimensional disturbance u, v, where u and v are

regarded as small. If the fluid is incompressible,

du dv ^ , ,

,

d.-'d.j=^' ^'^

and if the squares and products of small quantities are neglected, the hydro-

dynamical equations give*

d jjd\fdn dv\ d^U _ ,^,

dt dx) \dy dx) dy-

From (1) and' (2), if we assume that as functions of t and x, u and v are

proportional to e« ("<+«:*', where k is real and n may be real or complex,

i>^)(S-H-f-» «>

In the paper quoted it was shown that under certain conditions n could

not be complex ; and it may be convenient to repeat the argument. Let

n/k =p + iq, v = a + i/3,

* Proceedings of London Mathematical Societij, Vol. xi. p. 57 (1880) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i.

p. 485. Also Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 345.
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where p, q, a, /3 are real. Substituting in (3) and equating separately to zero

the real and imaginary parts, we get

dra_ d'U{p+ V)a + q/3

df" dy' ip+Uf + q'' '

df~ '^'^df ip+Uf + q'
'

whence if we multiply the first by yS and the second by a and subtract,

dy\''^Jy~'^dy)''df{p+Ur + q-
^ '

At the limits, corresponding to finite or infinite values of y, we suppose

that V, and therefore both a and ^, vanish. Hence when (4) is integrated

with respect to y between these limits, the left-hand member vanishes and

we infer that q also must vanish unless d"U/dy'' changes sign. Thus in the

motion between walls if the velocity curve, in which U is ordinate and y

abscissa, be of one curvature throughout, n must be wholly real ; otherwise,

so far as this argument shows, n may be complex and the disturbance exponen-

tially unstable.

Two special cases at once suggest themselves. If the motion be that

which is possible to a viscous fluid moving steadily between two fixed walls

under external pressure or impressed force, so that for example U= y'^ — b-,

d' U/dy'' is a finite constant, and complex values of n are clearly excluded. In

the case of a simple shearing motion, exemplified by U = y, d- U/dy^ = 0, and

no inference can be drawn from (4). But referring back to (3), we see that

in this case if n be complex,

P^^-k'-v = (5)
dy-

would have to be satisfied over the whole range between the limits where

v = 0. Since such satisfaction is not possible, we infer that here too a complex

71 is excluded.

It may appear at first sight as if real, as well as complex, values of n

were excluded by this argument. But if w be such that n/k + U vanishes

anywhere within the range, (5) need not there be satisfied. In other words,

the arbitrary constants which enter into the solution of (5) may there change

values, subject only to the condition of making v continuous. The terminal

conditions can then be satisfied. Thus any value of — n/k is admissible

which coincides with a value of JJ to be found within the range. But other

real values of n are excluded.

Let us now examine how far the above argument applies to real values

of n, when d^U/dy^ in (3) does not vanish throughout. It is easy to recognize
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that here also any value of — kll is admissible, and for the same reason as

before, viz., that when n+kU'=0, dvjdy may be discontinuous. Suppose, for

example, that there is but one place where n+ kll = 0. We may start from

either wall with v = and with an arbitrary value of dv/dy and gradually

build up the solutions inwards so as to satisfy (3)*. The process is to be

continued on both sides until we come to the place where n + kU=0. The

two values there found for v and for dv/dy will presumably disagree. But by

suitable choice of the relative initial values of dv/dy, v may be made con-

tinuous, and (as has been said) a discontinuity in dv/dy does not interfere

with the satisfaction of (3). If there are other places where U has the same

value, dv/dy may there be either continuous or discontinuous. Even when

there is but one place where n + kJJ = with the proposed value of n, it may
happen that dv/dy is there continuous.

The argument above employed is not interfered with even though U is

such that dU/dy is here and there discontinuous, so as to make d^JJ/dy-

infinite. At any such place the necessary condition is obtained by integrating

(3) across the discontinuity. As was shown in my former paper (loc. cit),

it is

^^)-M|)-Mf)-=«- <«'

A being the symbol of finite differences ; and by (6) the corresponding sudden

change in dv/dy is determined.

It appears then that any value of — kU is a possible value of n. Are other

real values admissible ? If so, n + kU is of one sign throughout. It is easy

to see that if d'U/dy'^ has throughout the same sign as n + kU, no solution is

possible. I propose to prove that no solution is possible in any case if

n + kU, being real, is of one sign throughout.

If U' be written for U + n/k, our equation (3) takes the form

^'^-^11=^^^'- (^)

or on integration with respect to y,

Z7S- - t) —r- = K + k-\ U vdij, (8)
dy dy Jo

where K is an arbitrary constant. Assume v = U'v' ; then

dv' K k' [V
,j^,„, .^.

-dy^ir^'-w^],'^-'^^ ^^^

* Graphically, the equation directs us with what curvature to proceed at any point already

reached.
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whence, on integration and replacement of v,

v = HU' + KU' r$:.+k'~U' \"% ['U'vdy, (10)

H denoting a second arbitrary constant.

In (10) we may suppose y measured from the first wall, where v=0.

Hence, unless U' vanish with y, H =0. Also from (8) when y = 0,

U''^] =K. (11)
dyJa

Let us now trace the course of t; as a function of y, starting from the wall

where y=0, v = 0; and let us suppose first that U' is everywhere positive.

By (11) K has the same sign as {dv/dy)o, that is the same sign as the early

values of v. Whether this sign be positive or negative, v as determined

by (10) cannot again come to zero. If, for example, the initial values of v

are positive, both (remaining) terms in (10) necessarily continue positive

;

while if V begins by being negative, it must remain finitely negative.

Similarly, if U' be everywhere negative, so that K has the opposite sign

to that of the early values of v, it follows that v cannot again come to zero.

No solution can be found unless U' somewhere vanishes, that is unless ?z

coincides with some value of — k U.

In the above argument U', and therefore also n, is supposed to be real,

but the formula (10) itself applies whether n be real or complex. It is

of special value when k is very small, that is when the wave-length along x

of the disturbance is very great ; for it then gives v explicitly in the form

^ = ^(^ + '^/^rC(-F:^^
(^2)

When k is small, but not so small as to justify (12), a second approximation

might be found by substituting from (12) in the last term of (10).

If we suppose in (12) that the second wall is situated at y = I, n is

determined by

l'rTT-?-irv = ^ (13)

The integrals (12), (13) must not be taken through a place where

U + ?^/^' = 0, as appears from (8). We have already seen that any value

of n for which this can occur is admissible. But (13) shows that no other

real value of n is admissible ; and it serves to determine any complex values

of n.

In (13) suppose (as before) that nik =p + iq; then separating the real

and imaginary parts, we get
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from the second of which we may infer that if q be finite, p+ U must change

sign, as we have already seen that it must do when q — 0. In every case

then, when k is small, the real part of n must equal some value of — k IT*

It may be of interest to show the application of (13) to a case formerly

treated f in which the velocity-curve is made up of straight portions and

is anti-symmetrical with respect to the point lying midway between the two

walls, now taken as origin of y. Thus on the positive side

Vii
from y = to y = ib', ^—TT"

•2,0

from y = \h' Xo y = \h' + h, U -= j^, + /j.V (y - ^b' )

;

while on the negative side U takes symmetrically the opposite values. Then

if we write n/kV=n', (13) becomes

(2ijlb+ny jja- {2y/b + /x{y-ib') + n'Y

-I- same with 7i' reversed.

Effecting the integrations, we find after reduction

„_ n' 2b + b' + 2fj,b (b + b') + fx^b'^h' , _.

'^'-^V^- W+b' ' ^ '

in agreement with equation (23) of the paper referred to when k is there

made small. Hence n, if imaginary at all, is a pure imaginary, and it is

imaginary only when /^ lies between — 1/6 and - 1/6 — 2/6'. The regular

motion is then exponentially unstable.

In the only unstable cases hitherto investigated the velocity-curve is

made up of straight portions meeting at finite angles, and it may perhaps be

thought that the instability has its origin in this discontinuity. The method

now under discussion disposes of any doubt. For obviously in (13) it can

make no important difference whether dU/dy is discontinuous or not. If a

motion is definitely unstable in the former case, it cannot become stable

merely by easing off the finite angles in the velocity-curve. There exist,

therefore, exponentially unstable motions in which both U and dU/dy are

continuous. And it is further evident that any proposed velocity-curve may
be replaced approximately by straight lines as in my former papers.

* By the method of a former paper " On the question of the Stability of the Flow of Fluids "

{Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxiv. p. 59 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 579) the conclusion that

p-t- U must change sign may be extended to the problem of the simple shearing motion between

two parallel walls of a viscous fluid, and this whatever may be the value of k.

t Proc. Land. Math. Soc. Vol. xix. p. 67 (1887); Scientific Papers, Vol. m. p. 20, figs.

(3), {i), (5).
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The fact that n in equation (15) appears only as yi' is a simple conse-

quence of the anti-symmetrical character of U. For if in (13) we measure y
from the centre and integrate between the limits + ^l, we obtain in that

case

in which only ii' occurs. But it does not appear that n' is necessarily real, as

happens in (15).

Apart from such examples as were treated in my former papers in which

drJJjdy- vanishes except at certain definite places, there are very few cases in

which (3) can be solved analytically. If we suppose that v = sin (iry/l),

vanishing when y = and when y = l, and seek what is then admissible for U,

we get

U+ njk = A cos [k- + ttV^}* y + B sin [k'- + ir-jl-f y, (17)

in which A and B are arbitrary and n may as well be supposed to be zero.

But since C" varies with k, the solution is of no great interest.

In estimating the significance of our results respecting stability, we must

of course remember that the disturbance has been assumed to be and to

remain infinitely small. Where stability is indicated, the magnitude of the

admissible disturbance may be very restricted. It was on these lines that

Kelvin proposed to explain the apparent contradiction between theoretical

results for an inviscid fluid and observation of what happens in the motion of

real fluids which are all more or less viscous. Prof McF. Orr has carried this

explanation further *- Taking the case of a simple shearing motion between

two walls, he investigates a composite disturbance, periodic with respect to x

but not with respect to t, given initially as

v = B cos Ix cos my, (18)

and he finds, equation (38), that when ?n is lai-ge the disturbance may increase

very much, though ultimately it comes to zero. Stability in the mathe-

matical sense {B infinitely small) may thus be not inconsistent with a practical

instability. A complete theoretical proof of instability requires not only a

method capable of dealing with finite disturbances but also a definition, not

easily given, of what is meant by the term. In the case of stability we are

rather better situated, since by absolute stability we may understand complete

recovery from disturbances of any kind however large, such as Reynolds

showed to occur in the present case when viscosity is paramount f. In the

absence of dissipation, stability in this sense is not to be expected.

* Proc. Roy. Irish Academy, Vol. xxvii. Section A, No. 2, 1907. Other related questions are

also treated.

t See also Orr, Proc. Boy. Irish Academy, 1907, p. 124.
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Another manner of regarding the present problem of the shearing motion

of an inviscid fluid is instructive. In the original motion the vorticity is

constant throughout the whole space between the walls. The disturbance is

represented by a superposed vorticity, which may be either positive or nega-

tive, and this vorticity everywhere 7noves with the fluid. At any subsequent

time the same vorticities exist as initially ; the only question is as to their

distribution. And when this distribution is known, the whole motion is

determined. Now it would seem that the added vorticities will produce most

effect if the positive parts are brought together, and also the negative parts, as

much as is consistent with the prescribed periodicity along x, and that even

if this can be done the effect cannot be out of proportion to the magnitude

of the additional vorticities. If this view be accepted, the temporary large

increase in Prof Orr's example would be attributed to a specially unfavourable

distribution initially in which (m large) the positive and negative parts of

the added vorticities are closely intermingled. We may even go further and

regard the subsequent tendency to evanescence, rather than the temporary

increase, as the normal phenomenon. The difficulty in reconciling the observed

behaviour of actual fluids with the theory of an inviscid fluid still seems to me
to be considerable, unless indeed we can admit a distinction between a fluid

of infinitely small viscosity and one of none at all.

At one time I thought that the instability suggested by observation might

attach to the stages through which a viscous liquid must pass in order to

acquire a uniform shearing motion rather than to the final state itself Thus

in order to find an explanation of " skin friction " we may suppose the fluid

to be initially at rest between two infinite fixed walls, one of which is then

suddenly made to move in its own plane with a uniform velocity. In the

earlier stages the other wall has no effect and the problem is one considered

by Fourier in connexion with the conduction of heat. The velocity U in the

laminar motion satisfies generally an equation of the form

dU_cMI
dt~ df ^^^'

with the conditions that initially (^ = 0) U =0, and that from i = onwards

U =1 when y = 0, and (if we please) U =0 when y= I. We might employ

Fourier's solution, but all that we require follows at once from the differential

equation itself It is evident that dUjdt, and therefore d^Ujdy'^, is every-

where positive and accordingly that a non-viscous liquid, moving laminarly

as the viscous fluid moves in any of these stages, is stable. It would appear

then that no explanation is to be found in this direction.

Hitherto we have supposed that the disturbance is periodic as regards sc,

but a simple example, not coming under this head, may be worthy of notice.

It is that of the disturbance due to a single vortex filament in which the
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vorticity differs from the otherwise uniform vorticity of the neighbouring

fluid. In the figure the lines AA, BB represent the situation of the walls

and AM the velocity-curve of the original shearing motion rising from zero

at .A to a finite value at M. For the present purpose, however, we suppose

material walls to be absent, but that the same effect (of prohibiting normal

motion) is arrived at by suitable suppositions as to the fluid lying outside

and now imagined infiuite. It is only necessary to continue the velocity-curve

in the manner shown AMGN... , the vorticities in the alternate layers of

equal width being equal and opposite. Symmetry then shows that under

the operation of these vorticities the fluid moves as if AA, BB, &c. were

material walls.
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REFLECTION OF LIGHT AT THE CONFINES OF A
DIFFUSING MEDIUM.

[Nature, Vol. xcii. p. 450, 1913.]

I SUPPOSE that everyone is familiar with the beautifully graded illumina-

tion of a paraffin candle, extending downwards from the flame to a distance

of several inches. The thing is seen at its best when there is but one candle

in an otherwise dark room, and when the eye is protected from the direct

light of the flame. And it must often be noticed when a candle is broken

across, so that the two portions are held together merely by the wick, that

the part below the fracture is much darker than it would otherwise be, and

the part above brighter, the contrast between the two being very marked.

This effect is naturally attributed to reflection, but it does not at first appear

that the cause is adequate, seeing that at perpendicular incidence the re-

flection at the common surface of wax and air is only about 4 per cent.

A little consideration shows that the efficacy of the reflection depends upon

the incidence not being limited to the neighbourhood of the perpendicular.

In consequence of diffusion* the propagation of light within the wax is not

specially along the length of the candle, but somewhat approximately equal

in all directions. Accordingly at a fracture there is a good deal of " total

reflection." The general attenuation downwards is doubtless partly due to

defect of transparency, but also, and perhaps more, to the lateral escape of

light at the surface of the candle, thereby rendered visible. By hindering

this escape the brightly illuminated length may be much increased.

The experiment may be tried by enclosing the candle in a reflecting

tubular envelope. I used a square tube composed of four rectangular pieces

of mirror glass, 1 in. wide, and 4 or 5 in. long, held together by strips of

* To what is the diffusion due? Actual cavities seem improbable. Is it chemical hetero-

geneity, or merely varying orientation of chemically homogeneous material operative in virtue of

double refraction ?
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pasted paper. The tube should be lowered over the candle until the whole

of the flame projects, when it will be apparent that the illumination of the

candle extends decidedly lower down than before.

In imagination we may get quit of the lateral loss by supposing the

diameter of the candle to be increased without limit, the source of light

being at the same time extended over the whole of the horizontal plane.

To come to a definite question, we may ask what is the proportion of

light reflected when it is incident equally in all directions upon a surface of

transition, such as is constituted by the candle fracture. The answer

depends upon a suitable integration of Fresnel's expression for the re-

flection of light of the two polarisations, viz.

^ sinH^-^') rp, ^ ts.n^{e-e')
sin^(6i + 6i')' %s.T)?{e + e'y ^

'

where 6, 6' are the angles of incidence and refraction. We may take fiirst

the case where > 6', that is, when the transition is from the less to the '

more refractive medium.

The element of solid angle is 27rsin^c^^, and the area of cross-section

corresponding to unit area of the refracting" surface is cos 6 ; so that we have

to consider

'"sin 6* cos 61 (5=^ or T-)(W, (2)

the multiplier being so chosen as to make the integral equal to unity when
S'' or T" has that value throughout. The integral could be evaluated

analytically, at any rate in the case of *S^^, but the result would scarcely

repay the trouble. An estimate by quadratures in a particular case will

suffice for our purposes, and to this we shall presently return.

In (2) d varies from to ^tt and d' is always real. If we suppose the

passage to be in the other direction, viz. from the more to the less refractive

medium, S,"- and T^ being symmetrical in Q and 6' , remain as before, and we
have to integrate

2 sin e' cos e' (S-' or T') dO'.

The integral divides itself into two parts, the first from to «, whei'e a is the

critical angle corresponding to ^ = ivr. In this S^, T'^ have the values given

in (1). The second part of the range from 6' = a to ^' = \it involves " total

reflection," so that <S'- and T- must be taken equal to unity. Thus altogether

we have

'%in^'cos6l'(S^or r^)cZ0' + 2 r%in^'cos^'cZ^', (3)
Jo.
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in which sin a = Ijfi, /j. (greater than unity) being the refractive index.

In (3)

2 sin 0' cos d' dd' = d sin^ 9' = fj,--d sin= 0,

and thus

(3) = ^-= X (2) + 1 - ^-2 = i L^ _ 1 + j"' sin 261 (S' or T') ddl, . . .(4)

expressing the proportion of the uniformly diffused incident light reflected

in this case.

Much the more important part is the light totally reflected. If ya = l'5,

this amounts to 5/9 or 0'5556.

With the same value of /u., I find by Weddle's rule

'"'"

sin 20 . S-d0 = 0-14G0, f
''

sin 26* . T'd0 = 0-0339.
Jo

Thus for light vibrating perpendicularly to the plane of incidence

(4) = 0-5.556 + 0-0649 = 0-6205
;

while for light vibrating in the plane of incidence

(4) = 0-5556 + 0-0151 = 0-5707.

The increased reflection due to the diffusion of the light is thus abundantly

explained, by far the greater part being due to the total reflection which

ensues when the incidence in the denser medium is somewhat oblique.
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THE PRESSURE OF RADIATION AND CARNOT'S PRINCIPLE.

[Nature, Vol. XCii. pp. 527, 528, 1914.]

As is well known, the pressure of radiation, predicted by Maxwell, and

since experimentally confirmed by Lebedew and by Nichols and Hull, plays

an important part in the theory of radiation developed by Boltzmann and

W. Wien. The existence of the pressure according to electromagnetic theory

is easily demonstrated*, but it does not appear to be generally remembered

that it could have been deduced with some confidence from thermodynamical

principles, even earlier than in the time of Maxwell. Such a deduction was,

in fact, made by Bartoli in 1876, and constituted the foundation of Boltz-

mann's work f. Bartoli's method is quite sufficient for his purpose ; but,

mainly because it employs irreversible operations, it does not lend itself to

further developments. It may therefore be of service to detail the elementary

argument on the lines of Carnot, by which it appears that in the absence of

a pressure of radiation it would be possible to raise heat^om a lower to a

higher temperature.

The imaginary apparatus is, as in Boltzmann's theory, a cylinder and

piston formed of perfectly reflecting material, within which we may suppose

the radiation to be confined. This radiation is always of the kind charac-

terised as complete (or black), a requirement satisfied if we include also a

very small black body with which the radiation is in equilibrium. If the

operations are slow enough, the size of the black body may be reduced

without limit, and then the whole energy at a given temperature is that of

the radiation and proportional to the volume occupied. When we have

occasion to introduce or abstract heat, the communication may be supposed

* See, for example, J. J. Thomson, Elements of Electricity and Magnetism (Cambridge, 1895,

§ 211); Eayleigh, Phil. Hag. Vol. xlv, p. 222 (1898); Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 354.

+ Wied. Ann. Vol. xxxii. pp. 31, 291 (1884). It is only through Boltzmann that I am
acquainted with Bartoli's reasoning.
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in the first instance to be with the black body. The operations are of two
kinds: (1) compression (or rarefaction) of the kind called dcliahatic, that is,

without communication of heat. If the volume increases, the temperature

must fall, even though in the absence of pressure upon the piston no work
is done, since the same energy of complete radiation now occupies a larger

space. Similarly a rise of temperature accompanies adiabatic contraction.

In the second kind of operation (2) the expansions and contractions are

isothermal—that is, without change of temperature. In this case heat must
pass, into the black body when the volume expands and out of it when the

volume contracts, and at a given temperature the amount of heat which

must pass is proportional to the change of volume.

The cycle of operations to be considered is the same as in Carnot's theory,

the only difference being that here, in the absence of pressure, there is no

question of external work. Begin by isothermal expansion at the lower

temperature during which heat is taken in. Then compress adiabatically

until a higher temperature is reached. Next continue the compression iso-

thermally until the same amount of heat is given out as was taken in during

the first expansion. Lastly, restore the original volume adiabatically. Since

no heat has passed upon the whole in either direction, the final state is

identical with the initial state, the temperature being recovered as well as

the volume. The sole result of the cycle is that heat is raised from a lower

to a higher temperature. Since this is assumed to be impossible, the sup-

position that the operations can be performed without external work is to

be rejected—in other words, we must regard the radiation as exercising a

pressure upon the moving piston. Carnot's principle and the absence of a

pressure are incompatible.

For a further discussion it is, of course, desirable to employ the general

formulation of Carnot's principle, as in a former paper*. If ^j be the pressure,

6 the absolute temperature,

'%-'''' (29)

where M dv represents the heat that must be communicated, while the

volume alters by dv and dd = 0. In the application to radiation M cannot

vanish, and therefore p cannot. In this case clearly

2I^U+ p (30)

where U denotes the volume-density of the energy—a function of only.

Hence

^1=^ + ^ (31)

* "On the Pres^sare of Vibrations," Phil. Mag. Vol. iii. p. 338, 1902; Scientific Papers,

Vol. V. p. 47.

K. VI. 14
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If we assume from electromagnetic theory that

P = IU, (32)

it follows at once that

UkO*, (33)

the well-known law of Stefan.

In (31) if }:> be known as a function of d, ?7 as a function of 6 follows

immediatel}^ If, on the other hand, U be known, we have

and thence '^=( w^d& + (J- (3*)
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FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF BESSEL'S FUXCTIOXS OF HIGH
ORDER TO THE WHISPERIXC; GALLERY AND ALLIED
PROBLEMS.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxvii. pp. 100—109, 1914.]

In the problem of the Whispering Gallery* waves in two dimensions, of

length small in comparison with the circumference, were shown to run round

the concave side of a wall with but little tendency to spread themselves

inwards. The wall was supposed to be perfectly reflecting for all kinds of

waves. But the question presents itself whether the sensibly perfect re-

flexion postulated may not be attained on the principle of so-called "total

reflexion/' the wall being merely the transition between two uniform media

of which the outer is the less refracting. It is not to be expected that

absolutely no energy should penetrate and ultimately escape to an infinite

distance. The analogy is rather with the problem treated by Stokes f of

the communication of vibrations from a vibrating solid, such as a bell or

wire, to a surrounding gas, when the wave-length in the gas is somewhat

large compared with the dimensions of the vibrating segments. The energy

radiated to a distance may then be extremely small, though not mathe-

matically evanescent.

A comparison with the simple case where the surface of the vibrating

body is plane (x = 0) is interesting, especially as showing how the partial

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xx. p. 1001 (1910); Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 619. But the numbers

there given require some correction owing to a slip in Nicholson's paper from which they were

derived, as was first pointed out to me by Prof. Maodonald. Nicholson's table should be inter-

preted as relating to the values, not of 2-1123 (u-z)/z^ but of 1-3447 (n-z)/z*, see Nicholson,

Phil. Mag. Vol. xxv. p. 200 (1913). Accordingly, in my equation (.5) 1 1814)1^ should read

1-8.5.3S)(J, and in equation (8) -.51342 u* should read -8065 h^. [1916. Another error should be

noticed. In (3), = I cos n (w - sin oj) rfw/Tr must be omitted, the mtegrand being periodic. See
Jo

Watson, Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxii. p. 233, 1916.]

t Phil. Trans. 1868. See Theory of Sound, Vol. ii. § 324.

U—

2
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escape of energy is connected with the curvature of the surface. If V be

the velocity of propagation, and 27^/^• the wave-length of plane waves of

the given period, the time-factor is e'*^*^, and the equation for the velocity-

potential in two dimensions is

dJi + dr^
+ k^^^O (1)

a.ir ay

If (j} be also proportional to cos 7ny, (1) reduces to

^^ + (t- ^ m') cf>
= 0, (2)

of which the solution changes its form Avhen m passes through the value k.

For our purpose m is to be supposed greater than k, viz. the wave-length of

plane waves is to be greater than the linear period along y. That solution

of (1) on the positive side which does not become infinite with x is propor-

tional to e~=^^/(™'~*'), so that we may take

<p = cos kVt. cosm2/.e"*"v'(™--*''' (3)

However the vibration may be generated at x = 0, provided only that the

linear period along y be that assigned, it is limited to relatively small values

of X and, since no energy can escape, no work is done on the whole at « = 0.

And this is true by however little m may exceed k.

The reason of the difference which ensues when the vibrating surface is

curved is now easily seen. Suppose, for example, that in two dimensions

is proportional to cos nd, where is a vectorial angle. Near the surface of

a cylindrical vibrator the conditions may be such that (3) is approximately

applicable, and ^ rapidly diminishes as we go outwards. But when we reach

a radius vector r which is sensibly different from the initial one, the con-

ditions may change. In effect the linear dimension of the vibrating

compartment increases proportionally to r, and ultimately the equation (2)

changes its form and ^ oscillates, instead of continuing an exponential

decrease. Some energy always escapes, but the amount must be very small

if there is a sufficient margin to begin with between m and k.

It may be well before proceeding further to follow a little more closely

what happens when there is a transition at a plane surface x = from a

more to a less refractive medium. The problem is that of total reflexion

when the incidence is grazing, in which case the usual formulae* become

nugatory. It will be convenient to fix ideas upon the case of sonorous

waves, but the results are of wider application. The general differential

equation is of the form

df- Ux'dy'J' ^*>

* See for example Theory of Sound, Vol. ii. § 270.
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which we will suppose to be adapted to the region where x is negative. On
the right (x positive) Y is to be replaced by Fj , where Fj > F and (/> by ^i

.

In optical notation TyF=/i, where /x (greater than unity) is the refractive

index. We suppose <^ and <^i to be proportional to 6'"'''+''", h and c being

the same in both media. Further, on the left we suppose h and c to be

related as they would be for simple plane waves propagated parallel to y.

Thus (4) becomes, with omission of e'*^+'''',

S=«. |^=*.(.-i)/.- .5,

of which the solutions are

(l}
= A+Bx, ,/>j = Ce-*-^->''("'-i)^ (6)

A, B, G denoting constants so far arbitrary. The boundary conditions

require that when a;=0, d<f)/dx = d(f>i/dx and that p<^ = pi(j)j^, p, pi being

the densities. Hence discarding the imaginary part, and taking ^ = 1, we

get finally

.^=ll- P^^"'^^^~^H cos(6y+cO, (7)
I Pif^ J

4>^ = ^e-'"'-"J^i''-'^'^ii' cos Qjy+ct) (8)

It appears that while nothing can escape on the positive side, the amplitude

on the negative side increases rapidly as we pass away from the surface of

transition.

If yu. < 1, a wave of the ordinary kind is propagated into the second

medium, and energy is conveyed away.

In proceeding to consider the effect of curvature it will be convenient

to begin with Stokes' problem, taking advantage of formulse relating to

Bessel's and allied functions of high order developed by Lorenz, Nicholson,

and Macdonald*. The motion is supposed to take place in two dimensions,

and ideas may be fixed upon the case of aerial vibrations. The velocity-

potential </) is expressed by means of polar coordinates r, 9, and will be

assumed to be proportional to cos n9, attention being concentrated upon the

case where n is a large integer. The problem is to determine the motion

at a distance due to the normal vibration of a cylindrical surface at r = a,

and it turns upon the character of the function of r which represents a

disturbance propagated outwards. If D^ {kr} denote this function, we have

^ = giiFf cos «^ . A. (At), (9)

and Dn (z) satisfies Bessel's equation

I)^" + -D^' + (i--)d., = (10)

* Compare also Debje, Math, Ann. Vol. Lxvn. {1909).
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It may be expressed in the form

J _ piniT T

A»= ".
, (11)

which, however, requires a special evaluation when n is an integer. Using

Schlafli's formula

Jn {z)=-\ cos {z sin e - n6) dO -—— e-»«-^ ™>^
« fZ6i, ...(12)

n being positive or negative, and z positive, we find

1 /. CO .00

- -
f" sin (^ sin 6 - nd) cW - - I"' cos (0 sin - nQ) cW, (13)

TtJo TTJo

the imaginary part being — iJ„ (5) simply. This holds good for any integral

value of n. The present problem requires the examination of the form

assumed by i)„ when n is very great and the ratio zj-ii decidedly greater,

or decidedly less, than unity.

In the former case we set 11 = z sin a, and the important part of Z)„ arises

from the two integrals last written. It appears* that

A.= f——Ye-'\ (14)
\7rz cos «/

where p = J tt + z [cos a - (Att - a) sin a}, (16)

or when z is extremely large (a = 0)

i>„(^)=('AYe-'«'+^) (16)

At a great distance the value of ^ in (9) thus reduces to

^ = (-:!-] cos)i6'.e'W<-'-)-W, (17)

from which finally the imaginary part may be omitted.

When on the other hand zjn is decidedly less than unity, the most
important part of (13) arises from the first and last integrals. We set

n = z cosh /3, and then, n being very great,

^"^^^=C-2?/)'{2^"'-^'^'}'
(18)

where t = a {iimh (3 - (3) (19)

* Nicholson, B. A. EepoH, Dublin, 1908, p. 595 ; Phil. Hag. Vol. xix. p. 240 (1010); Mac-
donald, Phil. Trans. Vol. ccx. p. 1.35 (1909).
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Also, the most important part of the real and imaginary terms being retained,

^^,^^^^_^smh|^yj,^_^_^.^,j
(20)

The application is now simple. From (9) with introduction of an

arbitrary coefBcient

^=kAe''^^t^osne.D,:(kr) (21)
ar

If we suppose that the normal velocity of the vibratmg cylindrical surface

(r = a) is represented by e'''" cos n6, we have

kAnn'{ka)=l, (22)

and thus at distance r

or when r is very great

<j> = e'^F^cos?2^ ,-^"ffr\ , (23)^ kUn {ka)

'^ = cosn^(^j TATT^ *^'^

We may now, following Stokes, compare the actual motion at a distance

with that which would ensue were lateral motion prevented, as by the

insertion of a large number of thin plane walls radiating outwards along

the lines 6 = constant, the normal velocity at r = a being the same in both

cases. In the altered problem we have merely in (23) to replace i)„, A/
by Do, A'- When z is great enough, Dn{z) has the value given in (16),

independently of the particular value of n. Accordingly the ratio of

velocity-potentials at a distance in the two cases is represented by the

symbolic fraction

-^4^.. (25)

in which D:(ka) = -i(-^ye-^(i-+''-^ (26)

We have now to introduce the value of D,/ (ka). When n is very great, and

ka/n decidedly less than imity, t is negative in (20), and e* is negligible in

comparison with e^' The modulus of (25) is therefore

sinh^cosh^y ^' ""^
sinW/S

^

For example, if n = 2ka, so that the linear period along the circumference of

the vibrating cylinder (2Tra/n) is half the wave-length,

cosh/3 = 2, ^=1-317, sinh/3 = 1-7321, tanh ^S
= -8660,

and the numerical value of (27) is

g--45ion ^ V(l-732).
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When 71 is great, the vibration at a distance is extraordinarily small in com-

parison with what it would have been were lateral motion prevented. As

another example, let n^l'lka. Then (27) = g-'"-'"'
h- V('4587). Here n

would need to be about 17 times larger for the same sort of effect.

The extension of Stokes' analysis to large values of n only emphasizes his

conclusion as to the insignificance of the effect propagated to a distance when

the vibrating segments are decidedly smaller than the wave-length.

We now proceed to the case of the whispering gallery supposed to act by

" total reflexion." From the results already given, we may infer that when

the refractive index is moderate, the escape of energy must be very small,

and accordingly that the vibrations inside have long persistence. There is,

however, something to be said upon the other side. On account of the con-

centration near the reflecting wall, the store of energy to be drawn upon

is diminished. At all events the problem is worthy of a more detailed

examination.

Outside the surface of transition (; = a) we have the same expression (9)

as before for the velocity-potential, k and V having values proper to the

outer medium. Inside k and V are different, but the product kV is the

same. We will denote the altered k by h. In accordance with our sup-

positions h > k, and h/k represents the refractive index (/i) of the inside

medium relatively to that outside. On account of the damping k and h are

complex, though their ratio is real ; but the imaginary part is relatively

small. Thus, omitting the factors e**^*cos?i0, we have (v > a)

<f>
= AD„{kr), (28)

and inside (r < a) (j> = B J,i (hr) (29

)

The boundary conditions to be satisfied when r = a are easily expressed.

The equality of normal motions requires that

kADn {ka) = hB Jn {ha)

;

(30)

and the equality of pressures requires that

aADnika) = pB Jn{ha), (31)

<T, p being the densities of the outer and inner media respectively. The

equation for determining the values of ha, ka (in addition to hjk = p.) is

accordingly

kPn (kg) ^ hJn' (ha)

<TDn{ka) pJ^iha)
^"^^^

Equation (32) cannot be satisfied exactly by real values of h and k; for,

although JnjJn is then real, D„'/Dn includes an imaginary part. But since

the imaginary part is relatively small, we may conclude that approximately

]i and k are real, and the first step is to determine these real values.
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Since ka is supposed to be decidedly less than n, I)„ and B,,' are given by

(18), (20); and, if we neglect the imaginary part,

Dn' {ka)

D„ (ka)
= -sinh/3 (33)

Thus (32) becomes -"-^^^^ = - 4" sinh A (34)
J„ {ha) ah

the right-hand member being real and negative. Of this a solution can

always be found in which ha = n very nearly. For* J^ {z) increases with z

from zero until z = ?H- 'HOGSw*, when ,//(5) = 0, and then decreases until it

vanishes when 2^ = w + l'8558n''. Between these limits for z, JnjJn assumes

all possible negative values. Substituting n for ha on the right in (34),

we get

-^sinh/3, or --^tanh/S, (35)
an a

while cosh = /j.- The approximate real value of ha is thus n simply, while

that of ka is ?i//x.

These results, though stated for aerial vibrations, have as in all such

(two-dimensional) cases a wider application, for example to electrical vibra-

tions, whether the electric force be in or perpendicular to the plane of r, 6.

For ordinary gases, of which the compressibility is the same,

pia = h'^jlifi = /J?.

Hitherto we have neglected the small imaginary part of DnjUn- By

(18), (20), when z is real,

^^ = -sinh^|'5^ = -sinh/3.(l+iO (36)
Dn {z) 2,6 ' — I e

approximately, with cosh/S = n/i;. We have now to determine what small

imaginary additions must be made to ha, ka in order to satisfy the complete

equation.

Let us assume ha = x-\- iy, where x and y are real, and y is small. Then

approximately
Jn (a; + iy) ^ Jn {x) 4- iyJn' {x)

Jn (« + <y) Jn{>)^'t'yJn («) '

and Jn {«:) = -- Jn {x)-[\--\ Jn {x)-

Since the approximate value of x is n, /„" is small compared with J„ or /„',

and we may take

Jn{cc + iy) ^ J,{{^ U-iv -LlMi (37)
Jn{x + iy) Jn{x)\ ^ Jn{!>0)y

* See paper quoted on p. 211 and correction.
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Similarly, if we write ka = x + iy' , where x = xJijl, y' = yjfi,

D„' {«:' + %') ^ Dn jx) + iy' Dn" (^O

Dn {x + iy') D„ («') + iy' D^' (x)
'

and in virtue of (10)

where cosh /3 = m/a;'. Thus

§iKpq =§^Mi + ^y f-
"'' ^ + --^^^^

IT'
-¥IJ„ {x +iy) D„{x)

[

'^
V n l>,i Vn

Accordingly with use of (36)

Dn (x + iy')
•

1 o fi , >t . >f cosh^
•

i 2 o -^" -^"'M i-qox

l)„(x+iy) '^
[

^ \ n Dn Ai/j

Equation (32) asserts the equality of the expressions on the two sides of (38)

with

haJnJjc) \^-^_-y-J^_i^\
(37)

kp Jn{x) \
y Jn{x)^'

If we neglect the imaginary terms in (38), (37), we fall back on (34). The

imaginary terms themselves give a second equation. In forming this we

notice that the terms in y' vanish in comparison with that in y. For in the

coefficient of y' the first part, viz. — n-^ cosh /3, vanishes when n is made

infinite, while the second and third parts compensate one another in virtue

of (33). Accordingly (32) gives with regard to (34)

_ ah e-* _^ e--"
13-^^""^)

^ ~ ~pk smhjS ~ ~p sinh/3 '

in which cosh /3 = /x (40)

In (39) iy is the imaginary increment of ha, of which the principal real

part is n. In the time-factor e*''^*, the exponent

.^^^^r^aVt^inVti^ijmi

In one complete period t, 7iVt/fia undergoes the increment 27r. The ex-

ponential factor giving the decrement in one period is thus

g-27r (3i))/)i^ ri^i \

or with regard to the smallness of (39)

_ 27r/no- e-"' Ig-t^-^g)

np sinh^

This is the factor by which the amplitude is reduced after each complete

period.
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In the case of ordinary gases p/a = fjp.
As an example, take

fj,
= cosh /3=l'd;

then (42) gives

l-'SSlrt-ie-^^"" (43)

When n rises beyond 10, the damping according to (43) becomes small ; and

when n is at all large, the vibrations have very great persistence.

In the derivation of (42) we have spoken of stationary vibrations. But

the damping is, of course, the same for vibrations which progress round the

circumference, since these may be regarded as compounded of two sets of

stationary vibrations which differ in phase by 90°.

Calculation thus confirms the expectation that the whispering gallery

effect does not require a perfectly reflecting wall, but that the main features

are reproduced in transparent media, provided that the velocity of waves is

moderately larger outside than inside the surface of transition. And further,

the less the curvature of this surface, the smaller is the refractive index

(greater than unity) which suflices.



381,

ox THE DIFFRACTION OF LIGHT BY SPHERES OF SMALL*
RELATIVE INDEX.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xc. pp. 219—225, 1914.]

In a short paper " On the Diffraction of Light by Particles Comparable

with the Wave-length f," Keen and Porter describe curious observations upon

the intensity and colour of the light transmitted through small particles of

precipitated sulphur, while still in a state of suspension, when the size of the

particles is comparable with, or decidedly larger than, the wave-length of

the light. The particles principally concerned in their experiments appear

to have decidedly exceeded those dealt with in a recent paper;];, where the

calculations were pushed only to the point where the circumference of the

sphere is 2'25 X. The authors cited give as the size of the particles, when

the intensity of the light passing through was a minimum, 6 /u. to 10 ^a, that

is over 10 wave-lengths of yellow light, and they point out the desirability

of extending the theory to larger spheres.

The calculations referred to related to the particular case where the

(relative) refractive index of the spherical obstacles is 1'5. This value was

chosen in order to bring out the peculiar polarisation phenomena observed in

the diffracted light at angles in the neighbourhood of 90°, and as not inappro-

priate to experiments upon particles of high index suspended in water.

I remarked that the extension of the calculations to greater particles would

be of interest, but that the arithmetical work would rapidly become heavy.

There is, however, another particular case of a more tractable character,

viz., when the relative refractive index is small*; and although it may not be

the one we should prefer, its discussion is of interest and would be expected

* [1914. It would have been in better accordance with usage to have said " of Relative

Index differing little from Unity."]

t Ro]). Soc. Proc. A, Vol. lxxxix. p. 370 (1913).

J Roy. Soc. Proc. A, Vol. lxxxit. p. 2.5 (1910); Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 547.
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to throw some light upon the general course of the phenomenon. It has

already been treated up to a certain point, both in the paper cited and the

earlier one * in which experiments upon precipitated sulphur were first

described. It is now proposed to develop the matter further.

The specific inductive capacity of the general medium being unity, that of

the sphere of radius R is supposed to be K, where K — 1 is very small.

Denoting electric displacements by /, g, h, the primary wave is taken to be

h^^gintgikx^
(^ly

so that the direction of propagation is along x (negatively), and that of

vibration parallel to z. The electric displacements (f\, g^, hj) in the scattered

wave, so far as they depend upon the first power of (K — 1), have at a great

distance the values

f , hJ^l"^ ^ -^±^] (9)

in which P = -(iT- 1) . e™' U'*'^-''' dxdydz (3)

In these equations ; denotes the distance between the point (a, /3, 7)

where the disturbance is required to be estimated, and the element of volume

{dx dy dz) of the obstacle. The centre of the sphere R will be taken as the

origin of coordinates. It is evident that, so far as the secondary ray is

concerned, P depends only upon the angle {-)() which this ray makes with the

primary ray. We will suppose that ;;^
= in the direction backwards along

the primary ray, and that % = tt along the primary ray continued. The

integral in (3) may then be found in the form

27rR^ g—iAr rhir

Ji (2^jS cos -^^ . COS (^) COS' (^ (i(^, (4)
k cos i% J

r now denoting the distance of the point of observation from the centre of

the sphere. Expanding the Bessel's function, we get

47rE"(A"-l)e*"^*-*'''
I

m? m' m"
^ =

3 I2.52.4.5.7 2.4.6.5.7.9

m" _ ]
_.

+ 2. 4. 6. 8. .5. 7 9.11 ")' ^ '

in which m is written for 2/i;i2 cos -^x.
It is to be observed that in this

solution there is no limitation upon the value of R if (A^ - 1)= is neglected

absolutely. In practice it will suffice that (A- 1) RjX be small, X (equal to

^-n-jk) being the wave-length.

Phil. Mag. VoL xii. p. 81 (1881) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 518.
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These are the formulae previously given. I had not then noticed that the

integral in (4) can be expressed in terms of circular functions. By a general

theorem due to Hobson *

'"""
r /• JL\ 2 JL 7J. / ( '^ \ T / \

sinm cos7;i , ,

J 1(771 cos d>)cos^ (pad) = A / ?r— Jj (ni) — , (o)

,1 , n /T^ -.X < -no , Y ! ,
/sin 7W. coa'm\ ,^,,

so that P = -(K-1). 4<TrR-> . & <"'-*'^'
( ^ \, (7)

in agreement with (5). The secondary disturbance vanishes with P, viz.,

when tan m = in, or

m = 2A-E cos Ix = 7^ (1'4303, 2-4590, 3-4709, 4-4774, 5-4818, etc.)!- ...(8)

The smallest value of hR for which P vanishes occurs when % = 0, i.e. in the

direction backtuards along the primary ray. In terms of A, the diameter is

2P = 0-71.5X (9)

In directions nearly along the primary ray fonvards, cos |^;^; is small, and

evanescence of P requires much larger ratios of R to A,. As was formerly

fully discussed, the secondary disturbance vanishes, independently of P, in

the direction of primary vibration (o = 0, /3 = 0).

In general, the intensity of the secondary disturbance is given by

/.-^-v=('£y(>-9 ™
in which Po denotes P with the factor e'

<"'-*'') omitted, and is a function of %
the angle between the secondary ray and the axis of x. If we take polar

coordinates (x, </>) round the axis of x,

1 — -^ = 1 — sm^ )(^ cos^ (p; (11)

and the intensity at distance r and direction {x> 4') ^^-y 1*6 expressed in

terms of these quantities. In order to find the effect upon the transmitted

light, we have to integrate (10) over the whole surface of the sphere r.

Thus

X dX d<i> if' + ffi' + K') = TT
fJ

sin X dx (^°)' (1 + cos^ x)

(sin m — m cos m)^= TTk^ (K - 1)= P«
J ^

sin X dx (1 + cos= x) ^„

X {1 +m- + (?w- — l)cos2»i - 2msin2??ij (12)

* Land. Math. Soc. Proc. Vol. xxv. p. 71 (1893).

t See Theonj of Sound, Vol. ii. § 207.
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The integral may be expressed by means of functions regarded as known.
Thus on integration by parts

1 + m'^ + (m- — 1) cos 2m — 2m sin 2m} —
m'^

_ 1 — cos 2m sin 2m 1 1~
4??i-' 2m'~ ~ 2m2

"^
2

'

{1 + ?M^ + (m^ — 1) cos 2??i — 2)« sin 2ml —
Tli'

1 , r™l— cos27?t , cos 2m sin 2mdm -\ ;— .

.1 ni zm-

dm

o
- + dm + —T-,,- + 1,

|1 + m^ + (m^ — 1) cos 2m — 2m sin 2m i
—
m

r™!— cos2?rt , m^ msin2//i 5 cos 2m 5

>o m 2 2 4 4

Accordingly, if m now stand for 2/i:i?, we get

2 fi' • J 7j./^.i , 9 7 ox 7ri?H^-l)M 7(l-cos2?;i)

8

sin 2m _ , / 4 ^ \ r™ 1 — cos 2r;
,

-
, o ,

/4 .\ r™! -cos2m
, 1 ,,„,

m

If m is small, the
{ } in (13) reduces to

+ X ??i^ + -^j m^
so that ultimately

{l^) = f-j'7rk'm(K- 1)", (14)

in agreement with the result which may be obtained more simply from (5).

If we include another term, we get

(13) = #77^^•^i^^A^-l)^(l-^) (15)

As regards the definite integral, still written as such, in (13), we have

/•"l-cos2??i
,

p™ f a; a? a? ),
, /o x n-/o x -i/^x

Jo
—..T— *^*=io |o-4! + 6!

—
•r" = ^ + ^"S(2"^)-^'(2"^)' ^1^)

where 7 is Euler's constant (0'5772156) and Ci is the cosine-integral,

defined by

Ci(^)=r5^'cZM (17)

As in (16), when x is moderate, we may use

Ci(^) = 7 + log«^-ij^-^ + il72^~--' (1^)
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which is always convergent. When x is great, we have the semi-convergent

series

1 1.2 1.2.3.4
Q:Y{x) = %mx\-- — +

cos«
1 1.2.3 1.2.3.4.6

(19)

Fairly complete tables of Ci («), as well as of related integrals, have been

given by Glaisher*-

When tn is large, Ci (2«i) tends to vanish, so that ultimately

f
'" 1 — cos 2m ,

, , -, Xdm = 7 + log (2»t).
10 in , o \

.

Hence, when hR is large, (13) tends to the form

{\%) = \iTk-R'{K-Vf .(20)

Glaisher's Table XII gives the maxima and minima values of the cosine-

integral, which occur when the argument is an odd multiple of -Jtt. Thus :

Ci («7r/2) Ci (iT7r/2)

1 ' +0-4720007 7

,3 I -0-l!)84076 9

5
I

+0-1237723
i,

11

- 0-0895640

+ 0-0700653
-0-0575011

These values allow us to calculate the
{ } in (13), viz.,

7(1-cos2ot) sin 27)1 »
,

/ 4 .W
, , „ ri-/» \n /oi\^ h + m- + —

^,

- 4 [7 + log 2-ni - Oi (2«nl, (21)
m, lu-

when 2m = mrjl, and n is an odd integer. In this case cos 2?)i = and

sin2wi = + 1, so that (21) reduces to

- 4^„ ± — + 5 + "^' + {-— - 4) [7 + log (n7r/2) - Ci (»,7r/2)]. (22)

We find

(22) (22)

1
'

; 1
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For values of n much greater, (22) is sufficiently represented by nVyiG,

or m-. simply. It appears that there is no tendency to a falling-off in the

scattering, such as would allow an increased transmission.

In order to make sure that the special choice of values for m has not

masked a periodicity, I have calculated also the results when n is even.

Here sin 2?)i = and cos 2m = + ] , so that (21 ) reduces to

112 (1 or 0) . Ti^TT- / 64 Ap , , ,-,, ^. , ,_,, ,„-,

i^:;^^"
+ "> + T6" + te - *) [t + log ("^/^) - Ci («7r/2)]. (23)

The following are required:

Ci (ji5r/2)

+ 0-0738
-0-0224

+ 0-0106
10

Ci (»7r/2)

-0-0061

+ 0-0040

of which the first is obtained by interpolation from Glaisher's Table VI, and

the remainder directly from (19). Thus :

The better to exhibit the course of the calculation, the actual values of the

several terms of (23) when n = 10 may be given. We have

112

64

0-11348, '^^=61-685,
Id

4--^' =4-006485 = 3-93515,
iv'tt"

7 + log (7r/2) + log n - Ci (n7r/2) = 0-57722 + 0-45158 + 2-30259 - 0-0040

= 13-094,

so that
64

{j + log (n7r/2) - Ci (n7r/2)) = 13-094.

It will be seen that from this onwards the term nVV16, viz., m\ greatly

preponderates ; and this is the term which leads to the limiting form (20).

The values of 2R/\ concerned in the above are very moderate. Thus,

n = 10, making m = iTrR/X = 10-7r/4, gives 2Rj\ = 5/4 only. Neither below

15
E. VI.
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this point, nor beyond it, is there anything but a steady rise in the value of

(13) as X diminishes when R is constant. ^4 fortiori is this the case when R
increases and A, is constant.

An increase in the light scattered from a single spherical particle implies,

of course, a decrease in the light directly transmitted through a suspension

containing a given number of particles in the cubic centimetre. The

calculation is detailed in my paper " On the Transmission of Light through

an Atmosphere containing Small Particles in Suspension *," and need not be

repeated. It will be seen that no explanation is here arrived at of the

augmentation of transparency at a certain stage observed by Keen and

Porter. The discrepancy may perhaps be attributed to the fundamental

supposition of the present paper, that the relative index is very small [or

rather very near unity], a supposition not realised when sulphur and water

are in question. But I confess that I should not have expected so wide

a difference, and, indeed, the occurrence of anything special at so great

diameters as 10 wave-lengths is surprising.

One other matter may be alluded to. It is not clear from the description

that the light observed was truly transmitted in the technical sense. This

light was much attenuated—down to only 5 per cent. Is it certain that it

contained no sensible component of scattered light, but slightly diverted

from its original course ? If such admixture occurred, the question would
be much complicated.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xlvii. p. 375 (1899) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 397.
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SOME CALCULATIONS IX ILLUSTRATION OF
FOURIER'S THEOREM.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xc. pp. 318—323, 1914.J

According to Fourier's theorem a curve whose ordinate is arbitrary over

the whole range of abscissae from x = — x toa; = + co can be compounded

of harmonic curves of various wave-lengths. If the original curve contain

a discontinuity, infinitely small wave-lengths must be included, but if the

discontinuity be eased off, infinitely small wave-lengths may not be necessary.

In order to illustrate this question I commenced several years ago calcula-

tions relating to a very simple case. These I have recently resumed, and

although the results include no novelty of principle they may be worth

putting upon record.

The case is that where the ordinate is constant (tt) between the limits + 1

for a; and outside those limits vanishes.

In general

(b(x)=-l dk i dv 6 (v) cos k {v — x) (1)
71" 7 .

'
- 51

Here

dv
(f)

(v) COS k(v - a;) = 27r cos kx I dv cos kv = lir cos kx —,—
3 JO k

= -T {sin k(x + 1) — sin k (x — 1)},
rC

and (j>(x)=l ^ {sin A-(a; -I- 1) — sinfc(«— l)j (2)
J u k

As is well known, each of the integrals in ( 2 ) is equal to ±^Tr; so that, as

was required, ^ {x) vanishes outside the limits + 1 and between those limits

takes the value tt. It is proposed to consider what values are assumed by

j) (x) when in (2) we omit that part of the range of integration in which k

exceeds a finite value k\.

15—2
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The integrals in (2) are at once expressible by what is called the sine-

integral, defined by

Si{e)=\'^'^de (3)

Thus 4>{x) = Sih{x+l)-Bih{x-l), (4)

and if the sine-integral were thoroughly known there would be scarcely

anything more to do. For moderate values of 6 the integral may be calcu-

lated from an ascending series which is always convergent. For larger

values this series becomes useless ; we may then fall back upon a descending

series of the semi-convergent class, viz.,

o-//,x ^ /,(! 1-2 1.2.3.4
Si (61) = ^ -cos6']7^- ^^-f-

11

6-

1.2.3 1.2.3.4.5
.(5)

Dr Glaisher* has given very comjolete tables extending from ^ = to

9 = 1, and also from 1 to .5 at intervals of O'l. Beyond this point he gives

the function for integer values of from 5 to 1-5 inclusive, and afterwards

only at intervals of 5 for 20, 2.5, 30, 35, &c. For my purpose these do not

suffice, and I have calculated from (5) the values for the missing integers

up to ^ = 60. The results are recorded in the Table below. In each case,

except those quoted from Glaisher, the last figure is subject to a small

error.

For the further calculation, involving merely subtractions, I have selected

the special cases k^ = 1, 2, 10. For l\ = 1, we have

<^(.r) = Si(,/ +1)-Si(a;-1) (6)

e
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^, = 1.

J
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^Yhen /, = 10, 0(a;) = Si(10« + 10) - Si(10« - 10) (8)

We find

k\ = 10.

X
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An inspection of the curves plotted from the above tables shows the

approximation towards discontinuity as k^ increases.

That the curve remains undulatory is a consequence of the sudden
stoppage of the integration at k = k^. If we are content with a partial

suppression only of the shorter wave-lengths, a much simpler solution is

open to us. We have only to introduce into (1) the factor e""*, where a is

positive, and to continue the integration up to a; = x . In place of (2), we
have

</>(^) =
" dkt

k
{sin k{x+ 1) — sin k {x — 1)} = tan"

x+1 — tan~
X — 1

.(9)

The discontinuous expression corresponds, of course, to a = 0. If a is

merely small, the discontinuity is eased off. The following are values of

^(«), calculated from (9) for a = 1, 0-.5, O'Oo :

« = 1.

JJ
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FURTHER CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE MOMENTUM
OF PROGRESSIVE WAVES.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxvii. pp. 4.36—44-0, 1914.J

The question of the momentum of waves in fluid is of interest and has

given rise to some diiierence of opinion. In a paper published several years

ago* I gave an approximate treatment of some problems of this kind. For

a fluid moving in one dimension for which the relation between pi'cssure and

density is expressed b)''

P=f(p)> • (1)

it appeared that the momentum of a progressive wave of mean density equal

to that of the undisturbed fluid is given by

|£^-'-^^ + =;^l X total energy, (2)

in which p„ is the undisturbed density and a the velocity of propagation.

The momentum is reckoned positive when it is in the direction of wave-

propagation.

For the " adiabatic " law, viz.

:

p/po = (p/p»y, (3)

/ (Po)
=

-T- = «".
./ (Po) "1

: (4)
Po Po

SO that , ., h ^^ = —,— (.))

In the case of Boyle's law we have merely to make 7=1 in ( 5).

For ordinary gases 7>1 and the momentum is positive; but the above

argument applies to all positive values of 7. If 7 be negative, the pressure

would increase as the density decrea.se.s, and the fluid would be essentially

unstable.

* VUl. Mail. Vol. X. p. .364 (1905); Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 265.
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However, a slightly modified form of (3) allows the exponent to be

negative. If we take

pIp, = -2-{pIp,Y^ (6)

with /S positive, we get as above

/'W =^ = «^ /"W = -(^+^"\ (7)
Po Po

and accordingly pj^p,) }_ ^l^ ,g.

li 13— l,the law of pressure is that under which waves can be propagated

without a change of type, and we see that the momentum is zero. In

general, the momentum is positive or negative according as j3 is less or

greater than 1.

In the above formula (2) the calculation is approximate only, powers of

the disturbance above the second being neglected. In the present note it is

proposed to determine the sign of the momentum under the laws (3) and (6)

more generally and further to extend the calculations to waves in a liquid

moving in two dimensions under gravity.

It should be clearly understood that the discussion relates to progressive

waves. If this restriction be dispensed with, it would always be possible

to have a disturbance (limited if we please to a finite length) without

momentum, as could be effected very simply by beginning with displace-

ments unaccompanied by velocities. And the disturbance, considered as a

whole, can never acquire (or lose) momentum. In order that a wave may
be progressive in one direction only, a relation must subsist between the

velocity and density at every point. In the case of Boyle's law this relation,

first given by De Morgan*, is

u = a\og{plp,), (9)

and more generally f

= fy(|)-f ™
Wherever this relation is violated, a wave emerges travelling in the negative

direction.

For the adiabatic law (3), (10) gives

«=;-itef-r <"'

* Airy, Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxir. p. 402 (1819).

+ Earnshaw, Phil. Trans. 18.59, p. 146.
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a being the velocity of infinitely small disturbances, and this reduces to (9)

when 7 = 1. Whether 7 be greater or less than 1, a is positive when p

exceeds /;„. Similarly if the law of pressure be that expressed in (6),

^+1

1-(^1
"

(12)
2a

w= /s—

V

/3 + 1 \po/

Since /S is positive, values of p greater than po are here also accompanied by

positive values of u.

By definition the momentum of the wave, whose length may be supposed

to be limited, is per unit of cross-section

pu dx, (13)

the integration extending over the whole length of the wave. If we intro-

duce the value of ;t given in (11), we get

V+ l

^'«%%-/{©'-^.H- '»>

and the question to be examined is the sign of (14). For brevity we may
write unity in place of po, and we suppose that the wave is such that its

mean density is equal to that of the undisturbed fluid, so that \pdx=l,

where I is the length of the wave. If I be divided into n equal parts, then

when n is great enough the integral may be represented by the sum

y+l v+l y+1 W
Pi 2 + p^ i +Pi-i -h ... -P1-P2- •••^ -,••••. (15)

n

in which all the p's are positive. Now it is a proposition in Algebra that

V+l y+l y+l

Pt
'-^ +P2 3 +• • . ^ //3l + P2+...\ 2

n \ n )

when ^(74-1) is negative, or positive and greater than unity; but that the

reverse holds when -^ (7 -I- 1) is positive and less than unity. Of course the

inequality becomes an equality when all the n quantities are equal. In the

present application the sum of the p's is n, and under the adiabatic law (3),

7 and 2" (7+ 1) 8'i'e positive. Hence (15) is positive or negative according as

i(7 -h 1) is greater or less than unity, viz., according as 7 is greater or less

than unity. In either case the momentum represented by (13) is positive,

and the conclusion is not limited to the supposition of small disturbances.

In like manner if the law of pressure be that expressed in (6), we get

fi-om (12)

™=l^/l^ ©""('" <'«)
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from which we deduce almost exactly as before that the momentum (13) is

positive if /S (being positive) is less than 1 and negative if /3 is greater

than 1. If /3=1, the momentum vanishes. The conclusions formerly

obtained on the supposition of small disturbances are thus extended.

We will now discuss the momentum in certain cases of fluid motion
under gravity. The simplest is that of long waves in a uniform canal. If r)

be the (small) elevation at any point x measured in the direction of the

length of the canal and w the corresponding fluid velocity parallel to x,

which is uniform over the section, the dynamical equation is*

As is well known, long waves of small elevation are propagated without

change of form. If c be the velocity of propagation, a positive wave may be

represented by

7j = F(ct-x), (18)

where F denotes an arbitrary function, and c is related to the depth h.^

according to

c' = ffho (19)

From (17), (18)

»=?V©- '''>

is the relation obtaining between the velocity and elevation at any place in

a positive progressive wave of small elevation.

Equation (20), however, does not suffice for our present purpose. We
may extend it by the consideration that in a long wave of finite disturbance

the elevation and velocity may be taken as relative to the neighbouring

parts of the wave. Thus, writing du for u and h for /i„, so that 7]=dh,

we have

and on integration

du=jmdh,

u = 2^g[h^' + G].

The arbitrary constant of integration is determined by the fact that outside

the wave m = when h = h„, whence and replacing h by h„ + rj, we get

u = 2^gy(h„ + v)-^h}, (21)

as the generalized form of (20). It is equivalent to a relation given first in

another notation by De Morgan
-f, and it may be regarded as the condition

* Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 168.

t Airy, Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxiv. p. 402 (1849).
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which must be satisfied if the emergence of a negative wave is to be

obviated.

We are now prepared to calculate the momentum. For a wave in which

the mean elevation is zero, the momentum corresponding to unit horizontal

breadth is

p u (ha + 7j)dx = fp 'Jigjh^) \^7fdsc, (22)

when we omit cubes and higher powers of tj. We may write (22) also in the

form

,,
^

3 Total Energy ^-,„^
Jloiiientuni = ^^

,

(23)
4 c

c being the velocity of propagation of waves of small elevation.

As in (14), with 7 equal to 2, we may prove that the momentum is

positive without restriction upon the value of 7;.

As another example, periodic waves moving on the surface of deep water

may also be referred to. The momentum of such waves has been calculated

by Lamb*, on the basis of Stokes' second approximation. It appears that

the momentum per wave-length and per unit width perpendicular to the

plane of motion is

TTpa-c, ( 24

)

where c is the velocity of propagation of the waves in question and the wave
form is approximately

27r
77 = a cos — {ct — x) (2.5)

A.

The forward velocity of the surface layers was remarked by Stokes. For

a simple view of the matter reference may be made also to Phil. Mag. Vol. I.

p. 257 (1876); Scientific Papers, Vol. I. p. 263.

* Hydrodynamics
, § 246.
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FLUID MOTIONS.

[Proc. Roy. Inst. March, 1914; Nature, Vol. xciii. p. 364, 1914.]

The subject of this lecture has received the attention of several gene-

rations of mathematicians and experimenters. Over a part of the field their

labours have been rewarded with a considerable degree of success. In all

that concerns small vibrations, whether of air, as in sound, or of water, as in

waves and tides, we have a large body of systematized knowledge, though in

the case of the tides the question is seriously complicated by the fact that

the rotation of the globe is actual and not merely relative to the sun and

moon, as well as by the irregular outlines and depths of the various oceans.

And even when the disturbance constituting the vibration is not small,

some progress has been made, as in the theory of sound waves in one

dimension, and of the tidal hores, which are such a remarkable feature of

certain estuaries and rivers.

The general equations of fluid motion, when friction or viscosity is neg-

lected, were laid down in quite early days by Euler and Lagrange, and in a

sense they should contain the whole theory. But, as Whewell remarked,

it soon appeared that these equations by themselves take us a surprisingly

little way, and much mathematical and physical talent had to be expended

before the truths hidden in them could be brought to light and exhibited in

a practical shape. What was still more disconcerting, some of the general

propositions so arrived at were found to be in flagrant contradiction with

observation, even in cases where at first sight it would not seem that viscosity

was likely to be important. Thus a solid body, submerged to a sufficient

depth, should experience no resistance to its motion through water. On
this principle the screw of a submerged boat would be useless, but, on the

other hand, its services would not be needed. It is little wonder that

practical men should declare that theoretical hydro.dynamics has nothing at

all to do with real fluids. Later we will return to some of these difficulties,

not yet fully surmounted, but for the moment I will call your attention

to simple phenomena of which theory can give a satisfactory account.
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Considerable simplification attends the supposition that the motion is

always the same at the same place^is steady, as we say—and fortunately

this covers many problems of importance. Consider the flow of water along

a pipe whose section varies. If the section were uniform, the pressure would

vary along the length only in consequence of friction, which now we are

neglecting. In the proposed pipe how will the pressure vary ? I will not

prophesy as to a Royal Institution audience, but I believe that most un-

sophisticated people suppose that a contracted place would give rise to an

increased pressure. As was known to the initiated long ago, nothing can be

further from the fact. The experiment is easily tried, either with air or

water, so soon as we are provided with the right sort of tube. A suitable

shape is shown in fig. 1, but it is rather troublesome to construct in metal.

Fig. 1.

\A
. Froude found paraffin-wax the most convenient material for ship models,

and I have followed him in the experiment now shown. A brass tube is

filled with candle-wax and bored out to the desired shape, as is easily done
with templates of tin plate. When I blow through, a suction is developed at

the narrows, as is witnessed by the rise of liquid in a manometer connected
laterally.

In the laboratory, where dry air from an acoustic bellows or a gas-holder

is available, I have employed successfully tubes built up of cardboard, for

a circular cross-section is not necessary. Three or more precisely similar

pieces, cut for example to the shape shown in fig. 2 and joined together

Fig. 2.
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closely along the edges, give the right kind of tube, and may be made air-

tight with pasted paper or with sealing-wax. Perhaps a square section

requiring four pieces is best. It is worth while to remark that there is no

stretching of the cardboard, each side being merely bent in one dimension.

A model is before you, and a study of it forms a simple and useful exercise

in solid geometry.

Another form of the experiment is perhaps better known, though rather

more difficult to think about. A tube (fig. 3) ends in a flange. If I blow

through the tube, a card presented to the iiange is drawn up pretty closely,

instead of being blown away as might be expected. When we consider the

1

FiK, 3. fig. i.

matter, we recognize that the channel between the flange and the card

through which the air flows after leaving the tube is really an expanding

one, and thus that the inner part may fairly be considered as a contracted

place. The suction here developed holds the card up.

A slight modification enhances the effect. It is obvious that immediately

opposite the tube there will be pressure upon the card and not suction. To

neutralize this a sort of cap is provided, attached to the flange, upon which

the objectionable pressure is taken (fig. 4). By blowing smartly from the

mouth through this little apparatus it is easy to lift and hold up a penny

for a short time.

The facts then are plain enough, but what is the explanation ? It is

really quite simple. In steady motion the quantity of fluid per second passing

any section of the tube is everywhere the same. If the fluid be incom-

pressible, and air in these experiments behaves pretty much as if it were,

this means that the product of the velocity and area of cross-section is

constant, so that at a narrow place the velocity of flow is necessarily increased.

And when we enquire how the additional velocity in passing from a wider

to a narrower place is to be acquired, we are compelled to recognize that it

can only be in consequence of a fall of pressure. The suction at the narrows

is the only result consistent with the great principle of conservation of energy

;
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but it remains rather an inversion of ordinary ideas that we should have to

deduce the forces from the motion, rather than the motion from the forces.

The application of the principle is not always quite straightforward.

Consider a tube of slightly conical form, open at both ends, and suppose

that we direct upon the narrower end a jet of air from a tube having the

same (narrower) section (fig. 5). We might expect this jet to enter the

Fig. 5.

conical tube without much complication. But if we examine more closely

a difficulty arises. The stream in the conical tube would have different

velocities at the two ends, and therefore different pressures. The pressures

at the ends could not both be atmospheric. Since at any rate the pressure

at the wider delivery end must be very nearly atmospheric, that at the

narrower end must be decidedly below that standard. The course of the

events at the inlet is not so simple as supposed, and the apparent contra-

diction is evaded by an inflow of air from outside, in addition to the jet,

which assumes at entry a narrower section.

If the space surrounding the free jet is enclosed (fig. 6), suction is there

developed and ultimately when the motion has become steady the jet enters

the conical tube without contraction. A model shows the effect, and the

principle is employed in a well-known laboratory instrument arranged for

working off the water-mains.

sssss^-fif^

Fig. 6.

I have hitherto dealt with air rather than water, not only because air

makes no mess, but also because it is easier to ignore gravitation. But
there is another and more difficult question. You will have noticed that in

our expanding tubes the section changes only gradually. What happens

when the expansion is more sudden—in the extreme case when the diameter

of a previously uniform tube suddenly becomes infinite ? (fig. 3) without
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card. Ordinary experience teaches that in such a case the flow does not

follow the walls round the corner, but shoots across as a jet, which for a time

preserves its individuality and something like its original section. Since

the velocity is not lost, the pressure which would replace it is not developed.

It is instructive to compare this case with another, experimented on by

Savart* and W. Froudei", in which a free jet is projected through a short

cone, or a mere hole in a thin wall, into a vessel under a higher pressure.

The apparatus consists of two precisely similar vessels with apertures, in

which the fluid (water) may be at different levels (fig. 7, copied from

Froude). Savart found that not a single drop of liquid was spilt so long as

the pressure in the recipient vessel did not exceed one-sixth of that under

which the jet issues. And Froude reports that so long as the head in the

discharge cistern is maintained at a moderate height above that in the

\
'-

G

\ =

B K

A

Fig. 7.

recipient cistern, the whole of the stream enters the recipient orifice, and

there is "no waste, except the small sprinkling which is occasioned by in-

exactness of aim, and by want of exact circularity in the orifices." I am

disposed to attach more importance to the small spill, at any rate when the

conoids are absent or very short. For if there is no spill, the jet (it would

seem) might as well be completely enclosed; and then it would propagate

itself into the recipient cistern without sudden expansion and consequent

recovery of pressure. In fact, the pressure at the narrows would never fall

below that of the recipient cistern, and the discharge would be correspondingly

lessened. When a decided spill occurs, Froude explains it as due to the

retardation by friction of the outer layers which are thus unable to force

themselves against the pressure in front.

Evidently it is the behaviour of these outer layers, especially at narrow

places, which determines the character of the flow in a large variety of cases.

* Ann. de Chimie, Vol. lv. p. 257, 1833.

t Nature, Vol. xra. p. 93, 1875.

R. VI.
16
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They are held back, as Froude pointed out, by friction acting from the walls

;

but, on the other hand, when they lag, they are pulled forward by layers

farther in which still retain their velocity. If the latter prevail, the motion

in the end may not be very different from what would occur in the absence

of friction ; otherwise an entirely altered motion may ensue. The situation

as regards the rest of the fluid is much easier when the layers upon which

the friction tells most are allowed to escape. This happens in instruments

of the injector class, but I have sometimes wondered whether full advantage

is taken of it. The long gradually expanding cones are overdone, perhaps,

and the friction which they entail must have a bad effect.

Similar considerations enter when we discuss the passage of a solid body

through a large mass of fluid otherwise at rest, as in the case of an airship or

submarine boat. I say a submarine, because when a ship moves upon the

surface of the water the formation of waves constitutes a complication, and

one of great importance when the speed is high. In order that the water

in its relative motion may close in properly behind, the after-part of the

ship must be suitably shaped, fine lines being more necessary at the stern

than at the bow, as fish found out before men interested themselves in the

problem. In a well-designed ship the whole resistance (apart from wave-

making) may be ascribed to skin friction, of the same nature as that which is

encountered when the ship is replaced by a thin plane moving edgeways.

At the other extreme we may consider the motion of a thin disk or blade

flatways through the water. Here the actual motion differs altogether from

that prescribed by the classical hydrodynamics, according to which the

character of the motion should be the same behind as in front. The liquid

refuses to close in behind, and a region of more or less " dead water " is

developed, entailing a greatly increased resistance. To meet this Helmholtz,

Kirchhoff, and their followers have given calculations in which the fluid

behind is supposed to move strictly with the advancing solid, and to be

separated from the remainder of the mass by a surface at which a finite slip

takes place. Although some difliculties remain, there can be no doubt that

this theor}' constitutes a great advance. But the surface of separation is

unstable, and in consequence of fluid friction it soon loses its sharpness,

breaking up into more or less periodic eddies, described in some detail by

Mallock (fig. S). It is these eddies which cause the whistling of the wind in

trees and the more musical notes of the seolian harp.

The obstacle to the closing-in of the lines of flow behind the disk is

doubtless, as before, the layer of liquid in close proximity to the disk, which

at the edge has insufficient velocity for what is required of it. It would be

an interesting experiment to try what would be the effect of allowing a

small " spill." For this purpose the disk or blade would be made double,

with a suction applied to the narrow interspace. Relieved of the slowly
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moving layer, the liquid might then be able to close in behind, and success

would be witnessed by a greatly diminished resistance.

\y^v
/

"P̂i><9
Fig. 8.

When a tolerably fair-shaped body moves through fluid, the relative

velocity is greatest at the maximum section of the solid which is the minimum
section for the fluid, and consequently the pressure is there least. Thus the

water-level is depressed at and near the midship section of an advancing

steamer, as is very evident in travelling along a canal. On the same principle

may be explained the stability of a ball sustained on a vertical jet as in a

well-known toy (shown).. If the ball deviate to one side, the jet in bending

round the surface develops a suction pulling the ball back. As Mr Lanchester

has remarked, the effect is aided by the rotation of the ball. That a convex

surface is attracted by a jet playing obliquel}' upon it was demonstrated by

T. Young more than 100 years ago by means of a model, of which a copy is

before you (fig. 9).

Fig. 9.

A plate, bent into the form ABC, turning on centre B, is

impelled by a stream of air J) in the direction shown.

It has been impossible in dealing with experiments to keep quite clear

of friction, but I wish now for a moment to revert to the ideal fluid of hydro-

dynamics, in which pressure and inertia alone come into account. The

possible motions of such a fluid fall into two great classes—those which do

and those which do not involve rotation. What exactly is meant by rotation

is best explained after tlie manner of Stokes. If we imagine any spherical

16—2
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portion of the fluid in its motion to be suddenly solidified, the resulting

solid may be found to be rotating. If so, the original fluid is considered to

possess rotation. If a mass of fluid moves irrotationally, no spherical portion

would revolve on solidification. The importance of the distinction depends

mainly upon the theorem, due to Lagrange and Cauchy, that the irrotational

character is permanent, so that any portion of fluid at any time destitute of

rotation will always remain so. Under this condition fluid motion is com-

paratively simple, and has been well studied. Unfortunately many of the

results are very unpractical.

As regards the other class of motions, the first great step was taken in

1858, by Helmholtz, who gave the theory of the vortex-ring. In a perfect

fluid a vortex-ring has a certain permanence and individuality, which so

much impressed Kelvin that he made it the foundation of a speculation

as to the nature of matter. To him we owe also many further developments

in pure theory.

On the experimental side, the first description of vortex-rings that I have

come across is that by W. B. Rogers*, who instances their production during

the bursting of bubbles of phosphuretted hydrogen, or the escape of smoke

from cannon and from the lips of expert tobacconists. For private obser-

vation nothing is simpler than Helmholtz 's method of drawing a partially

immersed spoon along the surface, for example, of a cup of tea. Here half a

ring only is developed, and the places where it meets the surface are shown

as dimples, indicative of diminished pressure. The experiment, made on a

larger scale, is now projected upon the screen, the surface of the liquid and

its motion being made more evident by powder of lycopodium or sulphur

scattered over it. In this case the ring is generated by the motion of a

half-immersed circular disk, withdrawn after a travel of two or three inches.

In a modified experiment the disk is replaced by a circular or semi-circular

aperture cut in a larger plate, the level of the water coinciding with the

horizontal diameter of the aperture. It may be noticed that while the first

forward motion of the plate occasions a ring behind, the stoppage of the

plate gives rise to a second ring in front. As was observed by Reuschf, the

same thing occurs in the more usual method of projecting smoke-rings from

a box ; but in order to see it the box must be transparent.

In a lecture given here in 1877, Reynolds showed that a Helmholtz ring

can push the parent disk before it, so that for a time there appears to be

little resistance to its motion.

For an explanation of the origin of these rings we must appeal to friction,

for in a perfect fluid no rotation can develop. It is easy to recognize that

friction against the wall in which the aperture is perforated, or against the

* Amer. J. Sci. Vol. xxvi. p. 246, 1858.

t Pogg. Ann. Vol. ex. p. 309, 1860.
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face of the disk in the other form of experiment, will start a rotation which,

in a viscous fluid, such as air or water actually is, propagates itself to a finite

distance inwards. But although a general explanation is easy, many of the

details remain obscure.

It is apparent that in dealing with a large and interesting class of fluid

motions we cannot go far without including fluid friction, or viscosity as it is

generally called, in order to distinguish it from the very different sort of

friction encountered by solids, unless well lubricated. In order to define it,

we may consider the simplest case where fluid is included between two

parallel walls, at unit distance apart, which move steadily, each in its own

plane, with velocities which differ by unity. On the supposition that the

fluid also moves in plane strata, the viscosity is measured by the tangential

force per unit of area exercised by each stratum upon its neighbours. ^Yhen

we are concerned with internal motions only, we have to do rather with the

so-called " kinematic viscosity,'' found by dividing the quantity above defined

by the density of the fluid. On this system the viscosity of water is much

less than that of air.

Viscosity varies with temperature ; and it is well to remember that the

viscosity of air increases while that of water decreases as the temperature

rises. Also that the viscosity of -water may be greatly increased by admixture

with alcohol. I used these methods in 1879 during investigations respecting

the influence of viscosity upon the behaviour of such fluid jets as are sensitive

to sound and vibration.

Experimentally the simplest case of motion in which viscosity is para-

mount is the flow of fluid through capillary tubes. The laws of such motion

are simple, and were well investigated by Poiseuille. This is the method

employed in practice to determine viscosities. The apparatus before you is

arranged to show the diminution of viscosity with rising temperature. In

the cold the flow of water through the capillary tube is slow, and it requires

sixty seconds to fill a small measuring vessel. When, however, the tube is

heated by passing steam through the jacket surrounding it, the flow under

the same head is much increased, and the measure is filled in twenty-six

seconds. Another case of great practical importance, where viscosity is the

leading consideration, relates to lubrication. In admirably conducted ex-

periments Tower showed that the solid surfaces moving over one another

should be separated by a complete film of oil, and that when this is attended

to there is no wear. On this basis a fairly complete theory of lubrication

has been developed, mainly by 0. Reynolds. But the capillary nature of the

fluid also enters to some extent, and it is not yet certain that the whole

character of a lubricant can be expressed even in terms of both surface

tension and viscosity.

It appears that in the extreme cases, when viscosity can be neglected and

again when it is paramount, we are able to give a pretty good account of
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what passes. It is in the intermediate region, where both inertia and

viscosity are of influence, that the difficulty is greatest. But even here we

are not wholly without guidance. There is a general law, called the law of

dynamical similarity, which is often of great service. In the past this law

has been unaccountably neglected, and not only in the present field. It

allows us to infer what will happen upon one scale of operations from what

has been observed at another. On the present occasion I must limit myself

to viscous fluids, for which the law of similarity was laid down in all its

completeness by Stokes as long ago as 1850. It appears that similar motions

may take place provided a certain condition be satisfied, viz. that the product

of the linear dimension and the velocity, divided by the kinematic viscosity

of the fluid, remain unchanged. Geometrical similarity is presupposed. An
example will make this clearer. If we are dealing with a single fluid, say

air under given conditions, the kinematic viscosity remains of course the

same. When a solid sphere moves uniformly through air, the character of

the motion of the fluid round it may depend upon the size of the sphere

and upon the velocity with which it travels. But we may infer that the

motions remain similar, if only the product of diameter and velocity be given.

Thus, if we know the motion for a particular diameter and velocity of the

sphere, we can infer what it will be when the velocity is halved and the

diameter doubled. The fluid velocities also will everywhere be halved at

the corresponding places. M. Eiffel found that for any sphere there is a

velocity which may be regarded as critical, i.e. a velocity at which the law of

resistance changes its character somewhat suddenly. It follows from the

rule that these critical velocities should be inversely proportional to the

diameters of the spheres, a conclusion in pretty good agreement with

M. Eiffel's observations*. But the principle is at least equally important

in effecting a comparison between different fluids. If we know what happens

on a certain scale and at a certain velocity in water, we can infer what will

happen in air on any other scale, provided the velocity is chosen suitably.

It is assumed here that the compressibility of the air does not come into

account, an assumption which is admissible so long as the velocities are small

in comparison with that of sound.

But although the principle of similarity is well established on the

theoretical side and has met with some confirmation in experiment, there

has been much hesitation in applying it, due perhaps to certain discrepancies

with observation which stand recorded. And there is another reason. It is

rather difficult to understand how viscosity can play so large a part as it

seems to do, especially when we introduce numbers, which make it appear

that the viscosity of air, or water, is very small in relation to the other data

occurring in practice. In order to remove these doubts it is very desirable

to experiment with different viscosities, but this is not easy to do on a

* Comptes Rendus, Dee. 30, 1912, Jan. 13, 1913. [This volume, p. 136.]
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moderately large scale, as in the wind channels used for aeronautical purposes.

I am therefore desirous of bringing before you some observations that I have

recently made with very simple apparatus.

When liquid flows from one reservoir to another through a channel in

which there is a contracted place, we can compare what we may call the

head or driving pressure, i.e. the difference of the pressures in the two

reservoirs, with the suction, i.e. the difference between the pressure in the

recipient vessel and that lesser pressure to be found at the narrow place.

The ratio of head to suction is a purely numerical quantity, and according

to the principle of similarity it should for a given channel remain unchanged,

provided the velocity be taken proportional to the kinematic viscosity of the

fluid. The use of the same material channel throughout has the advantage

that no question can arise as to geometrical similarity, which in principle

should extend to any roughnesses upon the surface, while the necessary

changes of velocity are easily attained by altering the head and those of

viscosity by altering the temperature.

The apparatus consisted of two aspirator bottles (fig. 10) containing

water and connected below by a passage bored in a cylinder of lead, 7 cm.

^^m

long, fitted water-tight with rubber corks. The form of channel actually

employed is shown in fig. 11. On the up-stream side it contracts pretty

suddenly from full bore (8 mm.) to the narrowest place, where the diameter

is 2-75 mm. On the down-stream side the expansion takes place in four or

five steps, corresponding to the drills available. It had at first been intended

to use a smooth curve, but preliminary trials showed that this was un-

necessary, and the expansion by steps has the advantage of bringing before

the mind the dragging action of the jets upon the thin layers of fluid
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between them and the walls. The three pressures concerned are indicated

on manometer tubes as shown, and the two differences of level representing

head and suction can be taken off' with compasses and referred to a milli-

metre scale. In starting an observation the water is drawn up in the

discharge vessel, as far as may be required, with the aid of an air-pump.

The rubber cork at the top of the discharge vessel necessary for this purpose

is not shown.

As the head falls during the flow of the water, the ratio of head to suction

increases. For most of the observations I contented myself with recording

the head for which the ratio of head to suction was exactly 2 : 1, as indicated

by proportional compasses. Thus on January 23, when the temperature of

the water was 9° C, the 2 : 1 ratio occurred on four trials at 120, 130, 123,

126, mean 12.5 mm. head. The temperature was then raised with precaution

by pouring in warm water with passages backwards and forwards. The

occurrence of the 2 : 1 ratio was now much retarded, the mean head being

only 3.5 mm., corresponding to a mean temperature of 37° C. The ratio of

Fig. 11.

head to suction is thus dependent upon the head or velocity, but when the

velocity is altered the original ratio may be recovered if at the same time

we make a suitable alteration of viscosity.

And the required alteration of viscosity is about what might have been
expected. From Landolt's tables I find that for 9° C. the viscosity of water is

01368, while for 37° C. it is -00704. The ratio of viscosities is accordingly

1-943. The ratio of heads is 125 : 35. The ratio of velocities is the square-

. root of this or 1-890, in sufficiently good agreement with the ratio of

viscosities.

In some other trials the ratio of velocitie.s exceeded a little the ratio of

viscosities. It is not pretended that the method would be an accurate one

for the comparison of viscosities. The change in the ratio of head to suction

is rather slow, and the measurement is usually somewhat prejudiced by
unsteadiness in the suction manometer. Possibly better results would be

obtained in more elaborate observations by several persons, the head and
suction being recorded separately and referred to a time scale so as to

facilitate interpolation. But as they stand the results suffice for my purpose,

showing directly and conclusively the influence of viscosity as compensating
a change in the velocity.
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In conclusion, I must touch briefly upon a part of the subject where

theory is still at fault, and I will limit myself to the simplest case of all

—

the uniform shearing motion of a viscous fluid between two parallel walls,

one of which is at rest, while the other moves tangentially with uniform

velocity. It is easy to prove that a uniform shearing motion of the fluid

satisfies the dynamical equations, but the question remains : Is this motion

stable'? Does a small departure from the simple motion tend of itself to

die out ? In the case where the viscosity is relatively great, observation

suggests an affirmative answer; and 0. Reynolds, whose illness and com-

paratively early death were so great a loss to science, was able to deduce

the same conclusion fi-om theory. Reynolds' method has been improved,

more especially by Professor Orr of Dublin. The simple motion is thoroughly

stable if the viscosity exceed a certain specified value relative to the velocity

of the moving plane and the distance between the planes ; while if the

viscosity is less than this, it is possible to propose a kind of departure from

the original motion which will increase /or a time. It is on this side of the

question that there is a deficiency. When the viscosity is very small, obser-

vation appears to show that the simple motion is unstable, and we ought to

be able to derive this result from theory. But even if we omit viscosity

altogether, it does not appear possible to prove instability a priori, at least

so long as we regard the walls as mathematically plane. We must confess

that at the present we are unable to give a satisfactory account of skin-

friction, in order to overcome which millions of horse-power are expended in

our ships. Even in the older subjects there are plenty of problems left 1
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ox THE THEORY OF LONG WAVES AND BORES.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xc. pp. 324—328, 1914.]

In the theory of long waves in two dimensions, which we may suppose to

be reduced to a '' steady " motion, it is assumed that the length is so great in

proportion to the depth of the water that the velocity in a vertical direction

can be neglected, and that the horizontal velocity is uniform across each

section of the canal. This, it should be observed, is perfectly distinct from

any supposition as to the height of the wave. If I be the undisturbed

depth, and h the elevation of the water at any point of the wave, ((o, u the

velocities corresponding to I, I + h respectively, we have, as the equation of

continuity,

too ,_ 1

" =1^ (^^

By the principles of hydrodynamics, the increase of pressure due to retardation

will be

1/2 2\ P'^"''
2/// + A-

y(u,^-rc^) =— ^^-^--^ (2)

On the other hand, the loss of pressure (at the surface) due to height will be

gph ; and therefore the total gain of pressure over the undisturbed parts is

pu, 1+^/2^ _^\, (3)
I '{i + h/iy

If. now, the ratio h/l be very small, the coefficient of h becomes

p{u,-ll-g), (4)

and we conclude that the condition of a free surface is satisfied, provided

M„2 = gl^ This determines the rate of flow i<.„, in order that a stationary

wave may be possible, and gives, of course, at the same time the velocity of

a wave in still water.
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Unless h"^ can be neglected, it is impossible to satisfy the condition of a

free surface for a stationary long wave—which is the same as saying that it

is impossible for a long wave of finite height to be propagated in still water

without change of type.

Although a constant gravity is not adequate to compensate the changes

of pressure due to acceleration and retardation in a long wave of finite

height, it is evident that complete compensation is attainable if gravity be

made a suitable function of height ; and it is worth while to enquire what
the law of force must be in order that long waves of unlimited height may
travel with type unchanged. If / be the force at height A, the condition of

constant surface pressure is

^p<{^-(^ihf\=p\/'^^-^
(5)

whence f=-'^ A ^1_ = .„ 2 _Jl_ (6)

which shows that the force must vary inversely as the cube of the distance

from the bottom of the canal. Under this law the waves may be of any
height, and they will be propagated unchanged with the velocity a/(/iO>

where f\ is the force at the undisturbed level*.

It may be remarked that we are concerned only with the values of / at

water-levels which actually occur. A change in / below the lowest water-

level would have no effect upon the motion, and thus no difficulty arises

from the law of inverse cube making the force infinite at the bottom of the

canal.

When a wave is limited in length, we may speak of its velocity relatively

to the undisturbed water lying beyond it on the two sides, and it is implied

that the uniform levels on the two sides are the same. But the theory of

long waves is not thus limited, and we may apply it to the case where the

uniform levels on the two sides of the variable region are different, as, for

example, to hores. This is a problem which I considered briefly on a former

occasionf, when it appeared that the condition of conservation of energy

could not be satisfied with a constant gravity. But in the calculation of the

loss of energy a term was omitted, rendering the result erroneous, although

the general conclusions are not affected. The error became apparent in

applying the method to the case above considered of a gravity varying as the

inverse cube of the depth. But, before proceeding to the calculation of

energy, it may be well to give the generalised form of the relation between

velocity and height which must be satisfied in a progressive wave|, whether

or not the tj'pe be permanent.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. i. p. 257 (1876); Scientific Papers, Vol. 1. p. 254.

+ Roy. Soc. Proc. A, Vol. lxxxi. p. 448 (1908) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 495.

+ Compare Scientific Papers, Vol. 1. p. 253 (1899).
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In a small positive progressive wave, the relation between the particle-

velocity u at any point (now reckoned relatively to the parts outside the

wave) and the elevation h is

u = ^{f/l).h (7)

If this relation be violated anywhere, a wave will emerge, travelling in the

negative direction. In applying (7) to a wave of finite height, the appropriate

form of (7) is

^"-y(rf7>^' («)

where / is a known function oi I + It, or on integration

^^-llx/iiQ'' ^^'

To this particle-velocity is to be added the wave-velocity

^{(l + h)/}, (10)

making altogether for the velocity of, e.g., the crest of a wave relative to

still water

/oV(lT7>'^ + ^/!(^-^^')/l (11)

Thus if/ be constant, say g, (9) gives De Morgan's formula

and (11) becomes

u=2-^g{{l+hf-li}, (12)

3^g^/(l + h)-2^(gl) (13)

''''^'^'
/=(tS)- (1*^

(11) gives as the velocity of a crest

f-Fli f^f-

ra^Mr^(/^^)' (1^)

which is independent of h, thus confirming what was found before for this law

of force.

As regards the question of a bore, we consider it as the transition from a

uniform velocity u and depth / t<i a uniform velocity u! and depth V, V being

greater than L The first relation between these four quantities is that given

by continuity, viz.,

lu = l'u' (16)

The second relation arises from a consideration of momentum. It may be

convenient to take first the usual case of a constant gravity g. The mean
pressures at the two sections are \gl, ^gl', and thus the equation of

momentum is

lu{u-u) = lg{r-'-P) (17)
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By these equations u and u' are determined in terms of I, I' :

u' = \g{l+l').l'll, u'' = ^g(l+l').l/l' (18)

We have now to consider the question of energy. The difference of work

done by the pressure at the two ends (reckoned per unit of time and per

unit of breadth) is hi (^gl — ^gl'). And the difference between the kinetic

energies entering and leaving the region is lu{\u'' ~ \u'''), the density being

taken as unity. But this is not all. The potential energies of the liquid

leaving and entering the region are different. The centre of gravity rises

through a height \{l' — I), and the gain of potential energy is therefore

lu.hg{l'—l). The whole loss of energy is accordingly

^« ihgi' - yi' +W - i« '
- kg (i' - 0} = ^« \gi - gi' + i9ii + H (j + j,

-'"'-^ a»)

This is much smaller than the value formerly given, but it remains of the

same sign. " That there should be a loss of energy constitutes no difficulty,

at least in the presence of viscosity ; but the impossibility of a gain of energy

shows that the motions here contemplated cannot be reversed."

We now suppose that the constant gravity is replaced by a force/, which

is a function of y, the distance from the bottom. The pressures p, p' at the

two sections are also functions of y, such that

P=ffdy, p'^ffdy (20)
' y V

The equation of momentum replacing (17) is now

u, {u -u')= p' dy - \ p dy = py py Ly%'^y'Ly%'^y

= r yf^y - \'yf^y= \ yf^y> (21)

the integrated terms vanishing at the limits. This includes, of course, all

special cases, such as /= constant, or fv. y^.

As regards the reckoning of energy, the first two terms on the left of (19)

are replaced by

iw ]j I
pdy-j, p'dyi (22)

[I J '
I J o'

The third and fourth terms representing kinetic energy remain as before.

For the potential energy we have to consider that a length u and depth I

is converted into a length u' and depth I'. If we reckon from the bottom,

the potential energy is in the first case

dy\ fdy,
JO
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in which
y n n
fdy= fdy- fcly=p,-p,

> d V

p„ denoting the pressure at the bottom, so that the potential energy is

ui \po-jj pdy

The difference of potential energies, corresponding to the fifth and sixth

terms of (19), is thus

la \p,- pj -
J j

^p dy +
J, j

^p' dyl (23)

The integrals in (23) compensate those of (22), and we have finally as the loss

of energy

lu{p,- p„'+^2"^'-iu'^} = lu\^u^-^u'-'- I fdyl (24)

It should be remarked that it is only for values of y between I and l' that

/ is effectively involved.

In the special case where/= /x^/"^ equations (16), (21) give

uH^=l^, u'H'- =
fj,, (26)

the introduction of which into (24) shows that, in this case, the loss of

energy vanishes ; all the conditions can be satisfied, even though there be

no dissipation. The reversed motion is then equally admissible.

Experimental.

The formation of bores is illustrated bj^ a very ordinary observation,

probabljf not often thought of in this connection. Something of the kind

may usually be seen whenever a stream of water from a tap strikes a

horizontal surface [or when water from a can is poured into a flat bath].

The experiment is best made b}- directing a vertically falling stream into a

flat and shallow dish from which the water overflows*. The effective depth

may be varied by holding a glass plate in a horizontal position under the

water surface. Where the jet strikes, it expands into a thin sheet which

diverges for a certain distance, and this distance diminishes as the natural

depth of the water over the plate is made greater. The circular boundary

where the transition from a small to a greater depth takes place constitutes

a bore on a small scale. The flow may be made two-dimensional by limiting

it with two battens held in contact with the glass. I have not attempted

measures. On the smallest scale surface-tension doubtless plays a considerable

part, but this maybe minimised by increasing the stream, and correspondingly

the depth of the water over the plate, so far as may be convenient.

* The tap that I employed gives a jet whose diameter is 6 mm. A much larger tap may need

to be fitted with a special nozzle.—May 14, [1914].
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THE SAND-BLAST.

[JS^ature, Vol. xciii. p. 188, 1914.]

Among the many remarkable anticipations contained in T. Young's

Lectures on Natural Philosophy (1807) is that in which he explains the effect

of what is now commonly known as the sand-blast. On p. 144 he writes :

—

"There is, however, a limit beyond which the velocity of a body striking

another cannot be increased without overcoming its resilience, and breaking

it, however small the bulk of the first body may be, and this limit depends

on the inertia of the parts of the second body, which must not be disregarded

when they are impelled with a considerable velocity. For it is demonstrable

that there is a certain velocity, dependent on the nature of a substance, with

which the effect of any impulse or pressure is transmitted through it ; a

certain portion of time, which is shorter accordingly as the body is more

elastic, being required for the propagation of the force through any part of

it ; and if the actual velocity of any impulse be in a greater proportion to

this velocity than the extension or compression, of which the substance is

capable, is to its whole length, it is obvious that a separation must be pro-

duced, since no parts can be extended or compressed which are not yet

affected by the impulse, and the length of the portion affected at any instant

is not sufficient to allow the required extension or compression. Thus if the

velocity with which an impression is transmitted by a certain kind of wood

be 15,000 ft. in a second, and it be susceptible of compression to the extent of

1/200 of its length, the greatest velocity that it can resist will be 75 ft. in a

second, which is equal to that of a body falling from a height of about 90 ft."

Doubtless this passage was unknown to 0. Reynolds when, with customary

penetration, in his paper on the sand-blast (Phil. Mag. Vol. XLVI. p. 337, 1873)

he emphasises that "the intensity of the pressure between bodies on first

impact is independent of the size of the bodies."

After his manner, Young was over-concise, and it is not clear precisely

what circumstances he had in contemplation. Probably it was the longitudinal

impact of bars, and at any rate this affords a convenient example. We may
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begin by supposing the bars to be of the same length, material, and section,

and before impact to be moving with equal and opposite velocities v. At

impact, the impinging faces are reduced to rest, and remain at rest so long

as the bars are in contact at all. This condition of rest is propagated in each

bar as a wave moving with a velocity a, characteristic of the material. In

such a progressive wave there is a general relation between the particle-

velocity (estimated relatively to the parts outside the wave) and the com-

pression (e), viz., that the velocity is equal to ae. In the present case the

relative particle-velocity is v, so that v = ae. The limit of the strength of the

material is reached when e has a certain value, and from this the greatest

value of (' {half the original relative velocity) which the bars can bear is

immediately inferred.

But the importance of the conclusion depends upon an extension now to

be considered. It will be seen that the length of the bars does not enter

into the question. Neither does the equality of the lengths. However

short one of them may be, we may contemplate an interval after first impact

so short that the wave will not have reached the further end, and then the

argument remains unaffected. However short one of the impinging bars, the

above calculated relative velocity is the highest which the material can bear

without undergoing disruption.

As more closely related to practice, the case of two spheres of radii r, )',

impinging directly with relative velocity v, is worthy of consideration.

According to ordinary elastic theory the only remaining data of the problem

are the densities p, p , and the elasticities. The latter may be taken to be

the Young's moduli q, q', and the Poisson's ratios, a, a', of which the two last

are purely numerical. The same may be said of the ratios q'jq, p'/p, and r'/r.

So far as dimensional quantities are concerned, any maximum strain e may

be regarded as a function of r, v, q, and p. The two last can occur only in

the combination q/p, since strain is of no dimensions. Moreover, q/p = a',

where a is a velocity. Regarding e as a function of r, v, and a, we see that

V and a can occur only as the ratio v/a, and that r cannot appear at all. The

maximum strain then is independent of the linear scale ; and if the rupture

depends only on the maximum strain, it is as likely to occur with small

spheres as with large ones. The most interesting case occurs when one

sphere is very large relatively to the other, as when a grain of sand impinges

upon a glass .surface. If the velocity of impact be given, the glass is as likely

to be broken by a small grain as by a much larger one. It may be remarked

that this conclusion would be upset if rupture depends upon the duration of

a strain as well as upon its magnitude.

The general argument from dynamical similarity that the maximum strain

during impact is independent of linear scale, is, of course, not limited to the

case of spheres, which has been chosen merely for convenience of statement.
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THE EQUILIBRIUM OF REVOLVING LIQUID UNDER
CAPILLARY FORCE.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxviii. pp. 161—170, 1914.]

The problem of a mass of homogeneous incompressible fluid revolving

with uniform angular velocity (co) and held together by capillary tension (T)

is suggested by well-known experiments of Plateau. If there is no rotation,

the mass assumes a spherical form. Under the influence of rotation the

sphere flattens at the poles, and the oblateness increases with the angular

velocity. At higher rotations Plateau's experiments suggest that an annular

form may be one of equilibrium. The earlier forms, where the liquid still

meets the axis of rotation, have been considered in some detail by Beer*, but

little attention seems to have been given to the equilibrium in the form of a

ring. A general treatment of this case involves difficulties, but if we assume

that the ring is thin, viz. that the diameter of the section is small compared

with the diameter of the circular axis, we may prove that the form of the

section is approximately circular and investigate the small departures from

that figure. It is assumed that in the cases considered the surface is one of

revolution about the axis of rotation.

Fig. 1 represents a section by a plane through the axis Oy, being the

point where the axis meets the equatorial plane. One of the principal

y

Fogg. Ann. Vol. xcvi. p. 210 (1855) ; compare Poincare's Capillarite, 1895.

R. VI. 17
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curvatures of the surface at P is that of the meridianal curve, the radius of the

other principal curvature is PQ—the normal as terminated on the axis. The

pressure due to the curvature is thus

and the equation of equilibrium may be written

1 1 _ o-toV p,

p PQ 2T ^T' ^^

where p^ is the pressure at points lying upon the axis, and a is the density of

the fluid.

The curvatures may most simply be expressed by means of s, the length

of the arc of the curve measured say from A. Thus

so that (1) becomes

or on integration

J_ - 1 ^ 1 _ d'y/ds^

PQ X ds ' p dx/ds

dy dx dhj _ crtaV dx p„x dx

ds Ts ^ "^ d^'~"~2T ds"^ ~¥ d^'

dy (Tw-x^ p„x^
,

,„,

""
ds ^ ^T"^ 2T ^ "" ^^

Thus dyjds is a function of x of known form, say X, and we get for y in terms

of X

f Xdx

as given by Beer.

y^^J7ur:rx^y ^'^

If, as in fig. 1, the curve meets the axis, (3) must be satisfied by a; = 0,

dyjds = 0. The constant accordingly disappears, and we have the much
simplified form

dy _ awV p„x

ds 8T '^2T ^^'

At the point A on the equator dy/ds = 1. If OA = a,

_ (jco-a? Pott

~8T'
"*"

2T '

whence eliminating p^ and writing

8T" = ^7^. (6)

we get

a
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In terms of y and x from (7)

* fri
-' + 1 - n]

,dy V CI} I

-^^vi
or if we write

x'la-= 1-0, (9)

2dy _ l-Vlz
"adz' ^Jz.^/[l + 1{l - z)D. ~ z{l - z)D,^}

= (l-n + ffl=)0~*-fa=24, (10)

when we neglect higher powers of fi than VL-. Reverting to x, we find for

the integral of (10)

i| = (i-aH-,o,(i-5)'-f(-5)' a.)

no constant being added since 3/
= when x = a.

If we stop at n, we have

"^+-uf nv = l 02)
a- a-{l — ilf

^

representing an ellipse whose minor axis OB is a(l — fl).

When iP is retained,

05 = (l-n + O=)a (13)

The approximation in powers of il could of course be continued if desired.

So long as n < 1, j)o is positive and the (equal) curvatures at B are convex.

When n = 1, 2^0 = a-nd the surface at B is flat. In this case (8) gives

- dx VK-a^r ^ '

or if we set x = a sin^ <^,

±1-1-'* ('')

Here x= a corresponds to ^ = -^tt, and x = corresponds to </> = 0. Hence

0B = ^[%m^<f>d4> (16)

The integral in (16) may be expressed in terms of gamma functions and

we get

OB = a ^TT .V (I) ^ r {!)= 4,S12a (17)

When n > 1, the curvature at B is concave and p„ is negative, as is quite

permissible.

17—2
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In order to trace the various curves we may calculate by quadratures

from (4) the position of a sufficient number of points. This, as I understand,

was the procedure adopted by Beer. An alternative method is to trace the

curves by direct use of the radius of curvature at the point arrived at.

Starting from (7) we find

and thence

ds'' V a* a / ds
'"

« = «^^' = n^Vi-n (18)
p dxjds ~ a'

From (18) we see at once that fl = makes p = a throughout, and that

w.hen fl = 1, a; = makes p = x

In tracing a curve we start from the point ^1 in a known direction and with

p = a/(2n + 1), and at every point arrived at we know with what curvature

to proceed. If, as has been assumed, the curve meets the axis, it must do so

at right angles, and a solution is then obtained.

The method is readily applied to the case Vi = \ with the advantage that

we know where the curve should meet the axis of y. From (18) with n = 1

and a = 5,

1 2i.r-

riooo ^^^»

Starting from a; = 5 we draw small portions of the curve corresponding to

decrements of x equal to '2, thus arriving in succession at the points for which

a; = 4'S, -I'G, 'i'4, &c. For these portions we employ the mean curvatures,

corresponding to a: = 4"9, 4'7, &c. calculated from (19). It is convenient to

use squared paper and fair results may be obtained with the ordinary ruler

and compasses. There is no need actually to draw the normals. But for

such work the procedure recommended by Boys* offers great advantages.

The ruler and compasses are replaced by a straight scale divided upon a strip

of semi-transparent celluloid. At one point on the scale a fine pencil point

protrudes through a small hole and describes the diminutive circular arc.

Another point of the scale at the required distance occupies the centre of the

circle and is held temporarily at rest with the aid of a small brass tripod

standing on sharp needle points. After each step the celluloid is held firmly

to the paper and the tripod is moved to the point of the scale required to give

the next value of the curvature. The ordinates of the curve so drawn are

given in the second and fifth columns of the annexed table. It will be seen

that from x= Q to a; = 2 the curve is very flat. Fig. (1).

* Phil. May. Vol. xxxvi. p. 75 (1893). I am much indebted to Mr Boys for the loan of

suitable instruments. The use is easy after a little practice.
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Another case of special interest is the last figure reaching the axis of

symmetry at all, which occurs at the point a; = 0. We do not know before-

hand to what value of Xl this corresponds, and curves must be drawn

tentatively. It appears that O = 2^4 approximately, and the values of y
obtained from this curve are given in columns 3 and 6 of the table. Fig. (2) *.
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When fi > 2-4 and the curve does not naeet the axis at all, the constant

in (3) must be retained, and the difficulty is much increased. If we suppose

that dy/ds = + 1 when x = a^ and dyjds = — 1 when x = ai, we can determine

Pa as well as the constant of integration, and (3) becomes

dy auP-
«^ = gy («^'' - (h') («' - «/)

i/' """ Ct'1 Lfco

.(20)

We may imagine a curve to be traced by means of this equation. We
start from the point A where y = 0, x = a., and in the direction perpendicular

to OA, and (as before) we are told in what direction to proceed at any point

reached. When x = a^, the tangent must again be parallel to the axis, but

there is nothing to ensure that this occurs when y = 0. To secure this end

and so obtain an annular form of equilibrium, aa>-/T must be chosen suitably,

but there is no means apparent of doing this beforehand. The process of

curve tracing can only be tentative.

If we form the expression for the curvature as before, we obtain

Sx- - a,' +
a,ao

ffli)

.(21)
p 8T V" "' '"-

x' J
' a,-a^' x^a,-

by means of which the curves may be traced tentatively.

If we retain the normal PQ, as we may conveniently do in using Boys'

method, we have the simpler expression

21 1 — (2,:^-a^-al) +
^

.(22)

When the radius CP of the section is very small in comparison with the

radius of the ring 00, the conditions are approximately satisfied by a circular

Fig. 2.

form. We write OP = r, 00 = a, PCA =; 6. Then, r being supposed constant,

the principal radii of curvature are r and a sec ^ + r, so that the equation of

equilibrium is

^0 _ 1 .
cos 6

J = - -I
' —7, — jTTf, (a + r cos ^y,T r a + rcos6 2T^ ' .(23)
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in which j)„ should be constant as 6 varies. In this

cos ^ If ; / Sr^\ ^ r r^ )

,

= - -0::+ l + .ycos0-,^;cos2^ + ;^cos30 ,

a + r cos a [ 2a \ 4aV 2(t- 4a'

1 + - cos ^ = ] + ^- + — cos 6' + r— cos 26.
a I 2a- a 2a^

Thus approximately

T=r-2^-2r(l+2^0 + '^°^^r+4^^-2T a

-fcos2^j-^^-^-| + cos3^.-. ...(24)

The term in cos 6 will vanish if we take 00 so that

m^a^ 1 /, 3r-

T -.V^-^) (25)

The coefficient of cos 20 then becomes

3?' r— -.—F cubes of - (26)
4a a

If we are content to neglect r/a in comparison with unity, the condition of

equilibrium is satisfied by the circular form ; otherwise there is an inequality

of pressure of this order in the term proportional to cos 20. From (25) it is

seen that if a and T be given, the necessary angular velocity increases as the

radius of the section decreases.

In order to secure a better fulfilment of the pressure equation it is

necessary to suppose r variable, and this of course complicates the expressions

for the curvatures. For that in the meridianal plane we have

d^r ^ /drV

1 d0^^" \d0j

or with sufficient approximation

' " '*+„^(Sy! (27)
p rC r d0'

"^
2r"- \d0) j

'

For the curvature in the perpendicular plane we have to substitute PQ'

,

measured along the normal, for FQ, whose expression remains as before

(fig. 3). Now
PQ _ sinQ'

¥Q "
sin Q

in which

= cos QPQ' - tan sin QPQ'

cos
„„„ GN

f, 1 /tZr\V* 1 1 (drV
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approximately,

[387

Thus

3.„«Pe.=_J.*{,-i,(jy

1 /di-yi sin^ 1 dr
j _ 1 /dr

PQ' a + r cos \ 2r-^ \d0j ] a + rcosOr dd { 2r= V^^^,

.(28)

Fig. 3

It will be found that it is unnecessary to retain (dr/dd)-, and thus the

pressure equation becomes

O'Pa ffl
J-,

1 dh') a cos (

~T^r\ ~
r dg=i a + r cos ' a + r cos^ r dO ' 27

ft sin ^ 1 dr coV/, reost

.(29)

It is proposed to satisfy this equation so far as terms of the order r^-ja^

inclusive.

As a function of 6, r may be taken to be

r = r„ + Sr = r^ + r^ cos 6 -{- r.^ cos 2^ + .

.

.(30)

where r-i, r„, &c. are constants small relatively to r„. It will appear that to

our order of approximation (Si'/^'o)'" niay be neglected and that it is unnecessary

to include the r's beyond r^ inclusive. We have

a _ ft
J
. Sr

/^''Y'

ft cos 6

ft. + r cos 2^

r r„

r..

, - + cos I 1 +
3r„ 3r,

4(f° 4ft 4ft

COS26I]
''"'

+ V
ift 2(

i'., ?' cos 9\- , r, r-n^ ?'or„

1 + = 1 +-0 + T^. + s4
J, ft / ft" 2ft- 2a^

+ cos Z6
4ft^ 4a 2a

1

'

YT ft 27(:^ 2ar=

+ cos2^fJ+'^ +^ +
ft ft Zft- ft'

''°''^'

+ cos 3^ !'-> + '>'' '»'"

(ft a' 2ft'
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a sin ^ 1 dr 1\ ,
v., .

{
r, r^ Zr^

a + rcosdr dd 2r„ ^ 2« "^ """ ^ 4„, ^„
"^

4^

+ cos 20 1^^ - p\ + cos 30 (-^ - ^
Thus altogether for the coefficient of cos 6 on the right of (29) we get

1 +^ _ -Ti _ !> _ (fa^ 1^0 , ^^ 4a^ 2(/ r, 2T \ a
'^

a

This will be made to vanish if we take w such that

a>ht?r, _ 3r„- ^ 3r„

T ~^^^-~^~j;^„ '-^^^

The coefficient of cosW is

?V 2a 2»-„ 2r, 2^ (a a 2a^

or when we introduce the value of 00 from (31)

^^-^':«_2!i ,32.
ro" 4a rj,

The coefficient of cos 30 is in like manner

8a)'3 r„^ r^

^+4^+2;^ ^-^"^^

These coefficients are annulled and ap^jT is rendered constant so far as

the second order of r„/a inclusive, when we take r^, r^, &c. equal to zero and

r^lu = r^l-^a?, r./u = - 3r„V64a^' (34)

We may also suppose that rj = 0.

The solution of the problem is accordingly that

. = n{l + £,cos20-gl^|cos30} (35)

gives the figure of equilibrium, provided w be such that

-2^ = ^+8^ ^^^^

The form of a thin ring of equilibrium is thus determined ; but it seems

probable that the equilibrium would be unstable for disturbances involving a

departure from symmetry round the axis of revolution.
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FURTHER REMARKS OX THE STABILITY OF
VISCOUS FLUID MOTION.

[Philosojyhical Magazine, Vol. xxviii. pp. 609—619, 1914.]

At an early date my attention was called to the problem of the stability

of fluid motion in connexion with the acoustical phenomena of sensitive jets,

which may be ignited or unignited. In the former case they are usually

referred to as sensitive flames. These are naturally the more conspicuous

experimentally, but the theoretical conditions are simpler when the jets are

unignited, or at any rate not ignited until the question of stability has been

decided.

The instability of a surface of separation in a non-viscous liquid, i.e. of

a surface where the velocity is discontinuous, had already been remarked by

Helmholtz, and in 1879 I applied a method, due to Kelvin, to investigate the

character of the instability more precisely. But nothing very practical can

be arrived at so long as the original steady motion is treated as discontinuous,

for in consequence of viscosity such a discontinuity in a real fluid must

instantly disappear. A nearer approach to actuality is to suppose that while

the velocity in a laminated steady motion is continuous, the rotation or

vorticity changes suddenly in passing from one layer of finite thickness to

another. Several problems of this sort have been treated in various papers*.

The most general conclusion may be thus stated. The steady motion of a

non-viscous liquid in two dimensions between fixed parallel plane walls is

stable provided that the velocity U, everywhere parallel to the walls and

a function of y only, is such that d"U/dy'' is of one sign throughout, y being

the coordinate measured perpendicularly to the walls. It is here assumed

that the disturbance is in two dimensions and infinitesimal. It involves

* Proc. Land. Math. Soc. Vol. a. p. 4 (1879) ; xi. p, 57 (1880) ; xix. p. 67 (1887) ; xxvii. p. 5

(1895) ; Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxiv. p. 59 (1892) ; xxvi. p. 1001 (1913) ; Scientific Papers, Arts. 58,

66, 144, 216, 194. [See also Art. 377.]
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a slipping at the walls, but this presents no inconsistency so long as the fluid

is regarded as absolutely non-viscous.

The steady motions for which stability in a non-viscous fluid may be

inferred include those assumed by a viscous fluid in two important cases,

(i) the simple shearing motion between two planes for which d^U/dy^ = 0,

and (ii) the flow (under suitable forces) between two fixed plane walls for

which d^ U/dy^ is a finite constant. And the question presented itself whether

the effect of viscosity upon the disturbance could be to introduce instability.

An affirmative answer, though suggested by common experience and the

special investigations of 0. Reynolds*, seemed difficult to reconcile with the

undoubted fact that great viscosity makes for stability.

It was under these circumstances that " the Criterion of the Stability and

Instability of the Motion of a Viscous Fluid," with special reference to cases

(i) and (ii) above, was proposed as the subject of an Adams Prize essayf, and

shortly afterwards the matter was taken up by Kelvin J in papers which form

the foundation of much that has since been written upon the subject. His

conclusion was that in both cases the steady motion is wholly stable for

infinitesimal disturbances, whatever may be the value of the viscosity (/j,) ;

but that when the disturbances are finite, the limits of stability become

narrower and narrower as
fj,

diminishes. Two methods are employed : the

first a special method applicable only to case (i) of a simple shear, the second

(ii) more general and applicable to both cases. In 1892 (I.e.) I had occasion

to take exception to the proof of stability by the second method, and Orr§

has since shown that the same objection applies to the special method.

Accordingly Kelvin's proof of stability cannot be considered sufficient, even

in case (i). That Kelvin himself (partially) recognized this is shown by the

following interesting and characteristic letter, which I venture to give in full.

July 10 (n895).

" On Saturday I saw a splendid illustration by Arnulf Mallock of our

ideas regarding instability of water between two parallel planes, one kept

moving and the other fixed. (Fig. 1) Coaxal cylinders, nearly enough planes

for our illustration. The rotation of the outer can was kept very accurately

uniform at whatever speed the governor was set for, when left to itself At

one of the speeds he shewed me, the water came to regular regime, quite

smooth. I dipped a disturbing rod an inch or two down into the water and

immediately the torque increased largely. Smooth regime could only be

* Phil. Trans. 1883, Part in. p. 935.

+ Phil. Mag, Vol. xxiv. p. 142 (1887). The suggestion came from me, but the notice was

(I think) drawn up by Stokes.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xxiv. pp. 188, 272 (1887) ; Collected Papers, Vol. iv. p. 321.

§ Orr, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. Vol. xxtii. (1907).
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re-established by slowing down and bringing up to speed again, gradually

enough.

" Without the disturbing rod at all, I found that by resisting the outer

can by hand somewhat suddenly, but not very much so, the torque increased

suddenly and the motion became visibly turbulent at the lower speed and

remained so.

"I have no doubt we should find with higher and higher speeds, very

gradually reached, stability of laminar or non-turbulent motion, but with

narrower and narrower limits as to magnitude of disturbance ; and so find

through a large range of velocity, a confirmation of Phil. Mag. 1887, 2,

pp. 191—196. The experiment, would, at high velocities, fail to prove the

stability which the mathematical investigation proves for every velocity

however high.

hung

inercury-

torsiortallg

to measure

torque rotating

rotating

fixed

Fip. 1.

"As to Phil. Mag. 1887, 2, pp. 272—278, I admit that the mathematical

proof is not complete, and withdraw [temporarily ?] the words ' virtually

inclusive ' (p. 273, line 3). I still think it probable that the laminar motion

is stable for this case also. In your {Phil. Mag. July 1892, pp. 67, 68) refusal

to admit that stability is proved you don't distinguish the case in which my
proof was complete from the case in which it seems, and therefore is, not

complete.

" Your equation (24) of p. 68 is only valid for infinitely small motion, in

which the squares of the total velocities are everywhere negligible ; and

in this case the motion is manifestly periodic, for any stated periodic con-

ditions of the boundary, and comes to rest according to the logarithmic law

if the boundary is brought to rest at any time.
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"In your p. 62, lines 11 and 12 are 'inaccurate.' Stokes limits his

investigation to the case in which the squares of the velocities can be

neglected

,. radius of globe x velocity „.
(i.e. TT^—r-^- very small),

dmusivity ' ^

in which it is manifest that the steady motion is the same whatever the

viscosity ; but it is manifest that when the squares cannot be neglected, the

steady motion is very different (and horribly difficult to find) for different

degrees of viscosity.

" In your p. 62, near the foot, it is not explained what V is ; and it

disappears henceforth.—Great want of explanation here—Did you not want

your paper to be understandable without Basset in hand ? I find your two

papers of July/92, pp. 61— 70, and Oct./93,pp. 355—372, very difficult reading,

in every page, and in some oo ly difficult.

" Pp. 366, 367 very mysterious. The elastic problem is not defined. It

is impossible that there can be the rectilineal motion of the fluid asserted

in p. 367, lines 17— 19 from foot, in circumstances of motion, quite undefined,

but of some kind making the lines of motion on the right side different from

those on the left. The conditions are not explained for either the elastic-

solid*, or the hydraulic case.

" See p. 361, lines 19, 20, 21 from foot. The formation of a backwater

depends essentially on the non-negligibility of squares of velocities ; and your

p. 367, lines 1—4, and line 17 from foot, are not right.

" If you come to the R. S. Library Committee on Thursday we may come

to agreement on some of these questions."

Although the main purpose in Kelvin's papers of 1887 was not attained,

his special solution for a disturbed vorticity in case (i) is not without interest.

The general dynamical equation for the vorticity in two dimensions is

Dt dt dx dy
^'

^ ^

where v(=/u./p) is the kinematic viscosity and V^ = d-/dx'^+ d-/dy'-. In this

hydrodynamical equation f is itself a feature of the motion, being connected

with the velocities u, v by the relation

f=i(|4:) <^)

while u, V themselves satisfy the " equation of continuity
"

^^f^ = (3)
dx dy

* I think Kelvin did not understand that the analogou.s elastic problem referred to is that of

a ihin plate. See words following equation (5) of my paper.
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In other applications of (1), e.g. to the diifusion of heat or dissolved matter

in a moving fluid, f is a new dependent variable, not subject to (2), and

representing temperature or salinity. We may then regard the motion as

known while f remains to be determined. In any case ^ Dt^'^jDi = v^'^% If

the fluid move within fixed boundaries, or extend to infinity under suitable

conditions, and we integrate over the area included,

-J^d^<^y = 2t W^^'^^'^V'

so that

1 ^
Idt,

C- d. dy = .//?V^ f d. dy^.f^f ds -
.jj[(fj

+
(I)]

d. dy.

(4)

by Green's theorem. The boundary integral disappears, if either f or d^/dn

there vanishes, and then the integral on the left necessarily diminishes as

time progresses *- The same conclusion follows if f and d^/dn have all along

the boundary contrary signs. Under these conditions f tends to zero over

the whole of the area concerned. The case where at the boundary f is

required to have a constant finite value Z is virtually included, since if we

write Z + ^' for f, Z disappears from (1), and f everywhere tends to the

value Z.

In the hydrodynamical problem of the simple shearing motion, f is a

constant, say Z, u is a linear function of y, say U, and -y = 0. If in the

disturbed motion the vorticity be Z + ^, and the components of velocity be

U + u and v, equation (1) becomes

f+(^+^)i+^l=^^=^ (^>

in which ^, u, and v relate to the disturbance. If the disturbance be treated

as infinitesimal, the terms of the second order are to be omitted and we get

simply

f-^S="'-^- <«)

In (6) the motion of the fluid, represented by U simply, is given independently

of f, and the equation is the same as would apply if ^ denoted the tempera-

ture, or salinity, of the fluid moving with velocity U. Any conclusions that

we may draw have thus a widened interest.

In Kelvin's solution of (6) the disturbance is supposed to be periodic in x,

proportional to e**^, and U is taken equal to ^y. He assumes for trial

^— J'giikx+{n-kfit)y] /i^\

* Compare Orr, I.e. p. 115.
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where T is a function of t. On substitution in (6) he finds

|i = - 1, {^•^ + („ - mr] T,

whence T == Ce-'C^^+^^-^^^^+J^W (8)

and comes ultimately to zero. Equations (7) and (8) determine f and so

suffice for the heat and salinity problems in an infinitely extended fluid.

As an example, if we suppose 7i = and take the real part of (7),

^=Tcosk(a;-l3t.y), (9)

reducing to ^=Ccoskx simply when ^ = 0. At this stage the lines of

constant f are parallel to y. As time advances, T diminishes with increasing

rapidity, and the lines of constant f tend to become parallel to x. If x be

constant, ^ varies more and more rapidly with y. This solution gives a

good idea of the course of events when a liquid of unequal salinity is

stirred.

In the hydrodynamical problem we have further to deduce the small

velocities w, v corresponding to f From (2) and (3), if u and v are pro-

portional to e'*^,

^=i(S-H = i^^- (1«>

Thus, corresponding to (9),

2T
' = -k(r^r^f^''^^''-^*-y^ ("^

No complementary terms satisfying (Pv/dy^ — k°v = are admissible, on account

of the assumed periodicity with x. It should be mentioned that in Kelvin's

treatment the disturbance is not limited to be two-dimensional.

Another remarkable solution for an unlimited fluid of Kelvin's equation

(6) with U = /3y has been given by Oseen* In this case the initial value

of f is concentrated at one point (^, tj), and the problem may naturally be

regarded as an extension of one of Fourier relating to the conduction of heat.

Oseen finds

_ {
^-x + ^ffllTj + y)}' _ (j-yl

^(^'2''^>
=

4>^.t^(l + ^0H^-)
' ^^2)

where G = jU(^, V, 0) d^dv, (13)

and the result may be verified by substitution.

* Arkiv for Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik, Upsala, Bd. vii. No. 15 (1911).
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"The curves f = const, constitute a system of coaxal and similar ellipses,

whose centre at « = coincides with the point |, t?, and then moves with

the velocity I3ri parallel to the a;-axis. For very small values of t the eccen-

tricity of the ellipse is very small and the angle which the major axis makes

with the «-axis is about 45°. With increasing t this angle becomes smaller.

At the same time the eccentricity becomes larger. For infinitely great

values of t, the angle becomes infinitely small and the eccentricity infinitely

great."

When /3= in (12), we fall back on Fourier's solution. Without loss of

generality we may suppose |^ = 0, »? = 0, and then ()'" = x'^ + y-)

representing the diffusion of heat, or vorticity, in two dimensions. It may

be worth while to notice the corresponding tangential velocity in the hydro-

dynamical problem. If -yp- be the stream-function.

"
dx'' dtj'' r dr \ dr J

'

dy

so that ^^ = ^'(l_e-^/-<), (15)
dr IT

the constant of integration being determined from the known value of d-^/dr

when r = 00 . When r is small (15) gives

f^=f;, (16)

becoming finite when r = so soon as t is finite.

At time t the greatest value of d^jr/dr occurs when

r^ = 1-256 x4vt (17)

On the basis of his solution (Jseen treats the problem of the stability

of the shearing motion between two parallel planes and he arrives at

the conclusion, in accordance with Kelvin, that the motion is stable for

infinitesimal disturbances. For this purpose he considers " the specially

unfavourable case " where the distance between the planes is infinitely great.

I cannot see myself that Oseen has proved his point. It is doubtless true

that a great distance between the planes is unfavourable to stability, but to

arrive at a sure conclusion there must be no limitation upon the character

of the infinitesimal disturbance, whereas (as it appears to me) Oseen assumes

that the disturbance does not sensibly reach the walls. The simultaneous

evanescence at the walls of both velocity-components of an otherwise sensible

disturbance would seem to be of the essence of the question.
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It may be added that Oseen is disposed to refer the instability observed

in practice not merely to the square of the disturbance neglected in (6), but

also to the inevitable unevenness of the walls.

We may perhaps convince ourselves that the infinitesimal disturbances

of (6), with U = (Sy, tend to die out by an argument on the following lines,

in which it may suffice to consider the operation of a single wall. The

argument could, I think, be extended to both walls, but the statement

is more complicated. When there is but one wall, we may as well fix ideas

by supposing that the wall is at rest (at y = 0).

The difficulty of the problem arises largely from the circumstance that

the operation of the wall cannot be imitated by the introduction of imaginary

vorticities on the further side, allowing the fluid to be treated as uninterrupted.

We may indeed in this way satisfy one of the necessary conditions. Thus if

corresponding to every real vorticity at a point on the positive side we
introduce the opposite vorticity at the image of the point in the plane y = 0,

we secure the annulment in an unlimited fluid of the velocity-component

V parallel to y, but the component u, parallel to the flow, remains finite. In

order further to annul u, it is in general necessary to introduce new vorticity

at 2/ = 0. The vorticities on the positive side are not wholly arbitrary.

Let us suppose that initially the only (additional) vorticity in the interior

of the fluid is at A, and that this vorticity is clockwise, or positive, like that

of the undisturbed motion (fig. 2). If this existed alone, there would be of

necessity a finite velocity n along the wall in its neighbourhood. In order

A

:y = B !J=0

Fig. 2. Pig. 3.

to satisfy the condition u = 0, there must be instantaneously introduced at

the wall a negative vorticity of an amount sufficient to give compensation.

To this end the local intensity must be inversely as the distance from A and

as the sine of the angle between this distance and the wall (Helmholtz).

As we have seen these vorticities tend to diffuse and in addition to move

with the velocity of the fluid, those near the wall slowly and those arising

from A more quickly. As A is carried on, new negative vorticities are

developed at those parts of the wall which are being approached. At the

other end the vorticities near the wall become excessive and must be com-

pensated. To effect this, new positive vorticity must be developed at the

wall, whose diffusion over short distances rapidly annuls the negative so far

K. VI. 18
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as may be required. After a time, dependent upon its distance, the vorticity

arising from A loses its integrity by coming into contact with the negative

diffusing from the wall and thus suffers diminution. It seems evident that

the end can only be the annulment of all the additional vorticity and

restoration of the undisturbed condition. So long as we adhere to the

suppositions of equation (6), the arguinont applies equally well to an original

negative vorticity at A, and indeed to any combination of positive and

negative vorticities, however distributed.

It is interesting to inquire how this argument would be affected by the

retention in (5) of the additional velocities u, v, which are omitted in (6),

though a definite conclusion is hardly to be expected. In fig. 2 the negative

vorticity which diffuses inwards is subject to a backward motion due to the

vorticity at A in opposition to the slow forward motion previously spoken of.

And as A passes on, this negative vorticity in addition to the diffusion

is also convected inwards in virtue of the component velocity v due to A.

The effect is thus a continued passage inwards behind A of negative vorticity,

which tends to neutralize in this region the original constant vorticity {Z).

When the additional vorticity at A is negative (fig. 3), the convection

behind A acts in opposition to diffusion, and thus the positive developed

near the wall remains closer to it, and is more easily absorbed as A passes

on. It is true that in front of A there is a convection of positive inwards

;

but it would seem that this would lead to a more rapid annulment of A
itself; and that upon the whole the tendency is for the effect of fig. 2 to

preponderate. If this be admitted, we may perhaps see in it an explanation

of the diminution of vorticity as we recede from a wall observed in certain

circumstances. But we are not in a position to decide whether or not a

disturbance dies down. By other reasoning (Reynolds, Orr) we know that

it will do so if ,8 be small enough in relation to the other elements of the

problem, viz. the distance between the walls and the kinematic viscosity v.

A precise formulation of the problem for free infinitesimal disturbances

was made by Orr (1907). We suppose that f and v are proportional to

gint.giiix^ where )i =|j + iq. If V-y = >S, we have from (6) and (10)

and ^j-k^v=S, (19)

with the boundary conditions that w = 0, dv/dy = at the walls. Orr easily

shows that the period-equation takes the form

is, e^'-'J dy . S., e-*^ dy - JS, e-''« dy . IS., e^y dy = Q, (20)
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where S^, S^ are any two independent solutions of (18), and the integrations

are extended over the interval between the walls. An equivalent equation

was given a little later (1908) independently by Somnierfeld*

Stability requires that for no value of k shall any of the q's determined

by (20) be negative. In his discussion Orr arrives at the conclusion that

this condition is satisfied, though he does not claim that his method is

rigorous. Another of Orr's results may be mentioned here. He shows that

p + kj3y necessarily changes sign in the interval between the walls.

The stability problem has further been skilfully treated by v. Misesf and

by Hopf J, the latter of whom worked at the suggestion of Sommerfeld,

with the result of confirming the conclusions of Kelvin and Orr. Doubtless

the reasoning employed was sufficient for the writers themselves, but the

statements of it put forward hardly carry conviction to the mere reader.

The problem is indeed one of no ordinary difficulty. It may, however, be

simplified in one respect, as has been shown by v. Mises. It suffices to

prove that q can never be zero, inasmuch as it is certain that in some cases

(/3 = 0) q is positive.

In this direction it may be possible to go further. When /S = 0, it is

easy to show that not merely q, but q — k^u, is positive §. According to

Hopf, this is true generally. Hence it should suffice to omit k' — qjv in (18),

and then to prove that the tS-solutions obtained from the equation so

simplified cannot satisfy (20). The functions S^ and S^, satisfying the

simplified equation

'H-^^''
(^1)

where rj is real, being a linear function of y with real coefficients, could be

completely tabulated by the combined use of ascending and descending

series, as explained by Stokes in his paper of 1857 1|. At the walls r) takes

opposite signs.

Although a simpler demonstration is desirable, there can remain (I suppose)

little doubt but that the shearing motion is stable for infinitesimal dis-

turbances. It has not yet been proved theoretically that the stability can

fail for finite disturbances on the supposition of perfectly smooth walls ; but

such failure seems probable. We know from the work of Reynolds, Lorentz,

and Orr that no failure of stability can occur unless /3D'-/v > 177, where D is

the distance between the walls, so that /3D repi'esents their relative motion.

* Atti del IV. Congr. intern, dei Math. Eoma (1909).

t Festschrift H. Weber, Leipzig (1912), p. 252; Jahresher. d. Deutschen Math. Ver.Bd. xxi,

p. 211 (1913). The mathematics has a very wide scope.

t Ann. der Physik, Bd. xliv. p. 1 (1914).

§ Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxiv. p. 69 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 583.

II
Camb. Phil. Trans. Vol. x. p. 106 ; Math, and Phijs. Papers, Vol. iv. p. 77. This appears

to have long preceded the work of Hankel. I may perhaps pursue the line of inquiry here

suggested.

18—2
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NOTE ON THE FORMULA FOR THE GRADIENT WIND.

[Advisori/ Committee for Aeronautics. Reports and Memoranda.

No. 147. January, 1915.]

An instantaneous derivation of the formula for the " gradient wind " has

been given by Gold*. " For the steady horizontal motion of air along a path

whose radius of curvature is r, we may write directly the equation

(&)? sin X ±vy 1 dp (cor sin Xf
r p dr r

expressing the fact that the part of the centrifugal force arising from the

motion of the wind is balanced by the effective gradient of pressure.

" In the equation p is atmospheric pressure, p density, v velocity of

moving air, X is latitude, and <o is the angular velocity of the earth about its

axis." Gold deduces interesting consequences relating to the motion and

pressure of air in anti-cyclonic regions f.

But the equation itself is hardly obvious without further explanations,

unless we limit it to the case where sin\=l (at the pole) and where the

relative motion of the air takes place about the same centre as the earth's

rotation. I have thought that it may be worth while to take the problem

avowedly in two dimensions, but without further restriction upon the

character of the relative steady motion.

The axis of rotation is chosen as axis of z. The axes of x and y being

supposed to rotate in their own plane with angular velocity co, we denote by

u, V, the velocities at time t, relative to these axes, of the particle which then

occupies the position x, y. The actual velocities of the same particle, parallel

to the instantaneous positions of the axes, will be u — wy, v + wx, and the

accelerations in the same directions will be

d%(, du du -.

dt dx dy

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. lxxsa. p. 436 (1908).

t Hee also Shaw's Forecasting Weather, Chapter ii.
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and

dv dv dv

Since the relative motion is supposed to be steady, c^w/di, dv/dt disappear,
and the dynamical equations are

1 t^
.

, o du du- -J- = (O'X + 2oov —u-. V ^r- (1)
P dx dx dy' ^ '

1 c^p
, dv dv- J- = CU-y — 2(i)!i — M V ^r- (2)

p dy ^ dx dy ^

The velocities u, v may be expressed by means of the relative stream-
function l/r :

ti = d^lr/dy, v = - d^\r jdx.

Equations (1), (2) then become

pdy--^ ''"'^y-2dy\\Tx)^\-dy)\-^'-'^-lh,

and on integration, if we leave out the part of jy independent of the relative

motion,

?=--t-U(*)V(|)VK.^ w
m which by a known theorem V^x/r is a function of i/^ only. If a be omitted,

(5) coincides with the equation given long ago by Stokes-t-. It expresses p
m terms of -v/r

; but it does not directly allow of the expression of -v|r in terms

of^, as is required if the data relate to a barometric chart.

We may revert to the more usual form, if in (1) or (3) we take the axis

of X perpendicular to the direction of (relative) motion at any point. Then
M = 0, and

1 dp _ _^
d^ d''-^

p dx " ' (/,/ dy-

But since d->]r/dy = 0, the curvature at this place of the stream-line (t/t = const.)

is

1 d-T|r dyjf

" r dy'' ' dx '

1 dj) v^
and thus - ^ = 2o}V + ~ , (7)

p dx r

* Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 206.

t Gamb. Phil. Trans. Vol. vn. 1842 ; Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. i. p. 9.
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giving the velocity v in terms of the barometric gradient dpjdx by means of

a quadratic. As is evident from the case &) = 0, the positive sign in the

alternative is to be taken when x and r are drawn in opposite directions.

In (7) r is not derivable from the barometric chart, nor can y\r be deter-

mined strictly by means of p. But in many cases it appears that the more

important part of p, at any rate in moderate latitudes, is that which depends

iipon ft), so that approximately from (5)

y^ = —p/2pai (8)

Substituting this value of yjr in the smaller terms, we get as a second

approximation

8(D-p \\dxj \dyj j 4i(o'^p
,

With like approximation we may identify ?' in (7) with the radius of curvature

of the isobaric curve which passes through the point in question.

The interest of these formulae depends largely upon the fact that the

velocity calculated as above from the barometric gradient represents fairly

well the wind actually found at a moderate elevation. At the surface the

discrepancy is larger, especially over the land, owing doubtless to friction.
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SOME PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE MUTUAL INFLUENCE
OF RESONATORS EXPOSED TO PRIMARY PLANE WAVES.

[Philosophical Mar/azine, Vol. xxix. pp. 209—-222, 1915.]

Recent investigations, especially the beautiful work of Wood on " Radia-

tion of Gas ilolecules excited by Light"*, have raised questions as to the

behaviour of a cloud of resonators under the influence of plane waves of

their own period. Such questions are indeed of fundamental importance.

Until they are answered we can hardly approach the consideration of absorp-

tion, viz. the conversion of radiant into thermal energy. The first action

is upon the molecule. We may ask whether this can involve on the average

an increase of translatory energy. It does not seem likely. If not, the

transformation into thermal energy must await collisions.

The difficulties in the way of answering the questions which naturally

arise are formidable. In the first place we do not understand what kind of

vibration is assumed by the molecule. But it seems desirable that a be-

ginning should be made ; and for this purpose I here consider the case of

the simple aerial resonator vibrating symmetrically. The results cannot be

regarded as even roughly applicable in a quantitative sense to radiation,

inasmuch as this type is inadmissible for transverse vibrations. Nevertheless

they may afford suggestions.

The action of a simple resonator under the influence of suitably tuned

primary aerial waves was considered in Theory of Sound, § 319 (1878). The

primary waves were supposed to issue from a simple source at a finite

distance c from the resonator. With suppression of the time-factor, and at a

distance r from their source, they are represented! by the potential

0=^, (1)

* A convenient summary of many of the more important results is given in the Guthrie

Lecture, Proc. Phys. Soc. Vol. xxvi. p. 185 (1914).

t A slight change of notation is introduced.
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in which k = 2irj\, and A, is the wave-length; and it appeared that the

potential of the secondary waves diverging from the resonator is

t=V ~^' (2)
^ ikc r

so that 47r/= Mod^ i/r = 47r/^"=c^ (3)

The left-hand member of (3) may be considered to represent the energy

dispersed. At the distance of the resonator

Mod=<^= 1/cl

If we inquire what area S of primary wave-front propagates the same

energy as is dispersed by the resonator, we have

,s/c= = 47^/^•2c^

or S = 47r/P = XV7r (4)

Equation (4) applies of course to plane primary waves, and is then a

particular case of a more general theorem established by Lamb*.

It will be convenient for our present purpose to start de novo with plane

primary waves, still supposing that the resonator is simple, so that we are

concerned only with symmetrical terms, of zero order in spherical harmonics.

Taking the place of the resonator as origin and the direction of pro-

pagation as initial line, we may represent the primary potential by

^ = g*rcos9 ^ 1 + il-^. cQg Q _ 1/J.5y.
QQ^l Q j^ (5)

The potential of the symmetrical waves issuing from the resonator may
be taken to be

^^"^^=-{l-ikr + ...) (6)

Since the resonator is supposed to be an ideal resonator, concentrated in a

point, r is to be treated as infinitesimal in considering the conditions to be

there satisfied. The first of these is that no irork shall be done at the

resonator, and it requires that total pressure and total radial velocity shall

be in quadrature. The total pressure is proportional to d{<^ + yjr)/dt, or to

i((f} + ^), and the total radial velocity is d ((p + ^p-)ldr. Thus (<^ + yjr) and

d((j) + \jr)/dr must be in the same (or opposite) phases, in other words their

ratio mu.st be real. Now, with sufficient approximation,

« /I •, V
d((}> + -Jr) a

r dr r'

so that a-' - ik = real (7)

* Camb. Trans. Vol. xviii. p. 348 (1899) ; Proc. Hath. Soc. Vol. xxxii. p. 11 (1900). The
resonator is no longer limited to be simple. See also Eayleigh, Phil. Mag. Vol. iii. p. 97 (1902) ;

Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 8.
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If we write

a^Ae'", 1 / a = A-'' e-'",
(8)

then ^=-^"-=sina (9)

So far a is arbitrary, since we have used no other condition than that no
work is being done at the resonator. For instance, (9) applies when the
source of disturbance is merely the presence at the origin of a small quantity
of gas of varied character. The peculiar action of a resonator is to make A
a maximum, so that sin a = + 1, say - 1. Then

A=l/l; a^-ijk, (10)

and ^= (11)
kr ^ '

As in (3), 47r?-=Mod=-f = 47r//^= = \V7r, (12)

and the whole energy dispersed corresponds to an area of primary wave-
front equal to X-'/tt.

The condition of resonance implies a definite relation between (0 + t/t)

and d
((f> + \lr) / dr. If we introduce the value of a from (10), we see that

this is

<l^ + -f ^ l la+1/r- ik ^ _
d{(f> + -^)/dr -l/r= ^' ^

"^

and this is the relation which must hold at a resonator so tuned as to

respond to the primary waves, when isolated from all other influences.

The above calculation relates to the case of a single resonator. For
many purposes, especially in Optics, it would be desirable to understand the

operation of a company of resonators. A strict investigation of this question

requires us to consider each resonator as under the influence, not only

of the primary waves, but also of the secondary waves dispersed by its

neighbours, and in this many difficulties are encountered. If, however, the

resonators are not too near one another, or too numerous, they may be

supposed to act independently. From (11) it will be seen that the standard

of distance is the wave-length.

The action of a number (n) of similar and irregularly situated centres of

secondary disturbance has been considered in various papers on the light

from the sky*- The phase of the disturbance from a single centre, as it

reaches a distant point, depends of course upon this distance and upon the

situation of the centre along the primary rays. If all the circumstances are

accurately prescribed, we can calculate the aggregate effect at a distant

point, and the resultant intensity may be anything between and that

corresponding to complete agreement of phase among all the components.

But such a calculation would have little significance for our present purpose.

* Compare also "Wave Theory of Light," Etic. Brit. Vol. xxiv. (1888), § 4; Scientific Pajjers,

Vol. in. pp. 53, 54.
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Owing to various departures from ideal simplicity, e.g. want of homogeneity

in the primary vibrations, movement of the disturbing centres, the impossi-

bility of observing what takes place at a mathematical point, we are in effect

only concerned with the average, and the average intensity is n times that

due to a single centre.

In the application to a cloud of acoustic resonators the restriction was

necessary that the resonators must not be close compared with X; otherwise

they would react upon one another too much. This restriction may appear

to exclude the case of the light from the sky, regarded as due mainly to the

molecules of air ; but these molecules are not resonators—at any rate as

regards visible radiations. We can most easily argue about an otherwise

uniform medium disturbed by numerous small obstacles composed of a

medium of different quality. There is then no difficulty in supposing the

obstacles so small that their mutual reaction may be neglected, even although

the average distance of immediate neighbours is much less than a wave-

length. When the obstacles are small enough, the whole energy dispersed

may be trifling, but it is well to observe that there must be some. No
medium can be fully transparent in all directions to plane waves, which

is not itself quite uniform. Partial exceptions may occur, e.g. when the want

of uniformity is a stratification in plane strata. The dispersal then becomes

a regular reflexion, and this may vanish in certain cases, even though the

changes of quality are sudden (black in Newton's rings)* But such trans-

parency is limited to certain directions of propagation.

To return to resonators : when they may be close together, we have to

consider their mutual reaction. For simplicity we will suppose that they all

lie on the same primary wave-front, so that as before in the neighbourhood

of each resonator we may take

0=1, d4,/dr = (14)

Further, we suppose that all the resonators are similarly situated as regards

their neighbours, e.g., that they lie at the angular points of a regular

polygon. The waves diverging from each have then the same expression,

and altogether

^ = f^|^r- + ^:^ + •}. (15)

where r^, r^, ... are the distances of the point where ijr is measured from the

various resonators, and a is a coefficient to be determined. The whole

potential is (^ -t- t/t, and it suffices to consider the state of things at the first

resonator. With sufficient approximation

a -HE
4> + f=l + -il-ikr,) + al. -^^ , (16)

' 1 XL

* See Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. lxxxvi a, p. 207 (1912) ;
[This volume, p. 77].
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R being the distance of any other resonator from the first, while (as before)

dr

a

We have now to distinguish two cases. In the first, which is the more

important, the tuning of the resonators is such that each singly would

respond as much as possible to the primary waves. The ratio of (16) to (17)

must then, as we have seen, be equal to — r^, when r^ is indefinitely

diminished. Accordingly

\ g-ilcR

- = lie - S —„- ,

a R
which, of course, includes (10). If we write a =

1/P

.(18)

Ae^", then

.4^ =
cos kR

+ i+t sm kli

kR

.(19)

The other case arises when the resonators are so tuned that the aggregate

responds as much as possible to the primary waves. We may then proceed

as in the investigation for a single resonator. In order that no work may be

done at the disturbing centres, ((/) + i/r) and d(^ + -f)/dr must be in the

same phase, and this requires that

11., ^e-i''^

a r, li

or

= real,

sin kR
- = real +ik + il, „
a R .(20)

The condition of maximum resonance is that the real part in (20) shall

vanish, so that

= * 1 + 2-
in_^
kR

A=- Ijk

1 + 2
sin kR,

'

HcRT

.(21)

.(22)

The present value of A^ is greater than that in (19), as was of course to

be expected. In either case the disturbance is given by (15) with the value

of a determined by (18), or (21).

The simplest example is when there are only two resonators and the

sign of summation may be omitted in (IS). In order to reckon the energy

dispersed, we may proceed by either of two methods. In the first we con-

sider the value of -yjr and its modulus at a great distance r from the resonators.

It is evident that \jr is symmetrical with respect to the line R joining the

resonators, and if d be the angle between r and R, r^ — r^ = R cos 6. Thus

r^ . Mod^ -f
= ^^ {2 + 2 cos {kR cos 6)]

;
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and on integration over angular space,

27rr^ f Mod' f. sine cW = SirA^h + ^^^^^]- (23)

Introducing the value of A- from (19), we have finally

„ , „ /, sin kR\

27rr"- MocP ^}r. sin 0cW^ --^ ^r^ (24)
Jo

^
1 smkR

^'^ ¥R^^^ kR

If we suppose that kR is large, but still so that R is small compared

with r, (24) reduces to Stt^-"^ or 2\^/7r. The energy dispersed is then the

double of that which would be dispersed by each resonator acting alone
;

otherwise the mutual reaction complicates the expression.

The greatest interference naturally occurs when kR is small. (24) then

becomes 2k-R- . 2X-/Tr, or IGttR^ in agreement with Theory of Sound, § 321.

The whole energy dispersed is then much less than if there were only one

resonator.

It is of interest to trace the influence of distance more closely. If we put

kR = 2Trin, so that R = mX, we may write (24)

S = {2\^/7r).F, (25)

where S is the area of primary wave-front which carries the same energy as

is dispersed by the two resonators and

r,^ 27rm + sin (27r??i)

2TTm + (27rm)-' + 2 sin (27rm) ^ '

If 2m is an integer, the sine vanishes and

F= ^
, ... (27)

l+(27rm)-^' ^ '

not differing much from unity even when 2?)! = 1 ; and whenever 2m is great,

F approaches unity.

The following table gives the values of F for values of 2m not gi-eater

than 2 :

2
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In the case of two resonators the integration in (23) presents no difficulty
;

but when there are a larger number, it is preferable to calculate the emission

of energy in the dispersed waves from the work which would have to be done

to generate them at the resonators (in the absence of primary waves)—

a

method which entails no integration. We continue to suppose that all the

resonators are similarly situated, so that it suffices to consider the work done

at one of them—say the first. From (15)

1 -ikr
,

^e-^''^\ dy}r _ a
^ =^i-^ + - R 1' dr

The pressure is proportional to ii^, and the part of it which is in the same

phase as d-\{r/dr is proportional to

, _ sin kR)

Accordingly the work done at each source is proportional to

H^^^'-^] <^»)

Hence altogether by (19) the energy dispersed by n resonators is that

carried by an area S of primary wave-front, where

^ sin kR

S =~- J"^ : j^^rr-. . (29)
TT ^ COS kR

"~kR +
„ sm kR

1 + -^^
the constant factor being determined most simply by a comparison with the

case of a single resonator, for which n=l and the 2's vanish. We fall back

on (24) by merely putting n = 2, and dropping the signs of summation, as

there is then only one R.

If the tuning is such as to make the effect of the aggregate of resonators

a maximum, the cosines in (29) are to be dropped, and we have

^^_jA£Ar
^ sm kR

As an example of (29), we may take 4 resonators at the angular points of

a square whose side is b. There are then 3 R's to be included in the sum-

mation, of which two are equal to b and one to b ^2, so that (28) becomes

sinkb sm^(kb \/2))

^ + ^ kb
"^ kb^2 \

^'^^^
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A similar result may be arrived at from the value of \(r at an infinite

distance, by use of the definite integral*

I'"
J„(xam0)smed0 = ^-^^ (32)

*

As an example where the company of resonators extends to infinity, we

may suppose that there is a row of them, equally spaced at distance R.

By (18)
2 (g-ilcR g-UkB g-MkR

]

-^^-M-ir^-^ + -3ir+-[ ^''^

The series may be summed. If we write

2 = e— + -2^ + —g— +..., (:34)

where h is real and less than unity, we have

dS i e~^^

dx^~ 1 -Ae-''^

'

and S = -^-log(l-/ie-"^), (35)

no constant of integration being required, since

S = — A~' log (1 — h) when a; = 0.

If now we put h = 1,

V = _ log (1 - e-'^) = - log ^2 sin f) + ii (« - tt) + 2i mr (36)

Thus ^^^i- ~\-\og(2sin^)+}.i{kR--7r) + 2inTr\ (:;7)

If kR = 2imr, OT R = 7n\ where vi is an integer, the logarithm becomes

infinite and a tends to vaaish-f-.

When R is very small, a is also very small, tending to

a = i? - 2 log (A:J?) (38)

The longitudinal density of the now approximately linear source may be

considered to be a/R, and this tends to vanish. The multiplication of

resonators ultimately annuls the effect at a distance. It must be remembered

that the tuning of each resonator is supposed to be as for itself alone.

In connexion with this we may consider for a moment the problem in

two dimensions of a linear resonator parallel to the primary waves, which

responds symmetrically. As before, we may take at the resonator

^=1, d(j)/dr = 0.

* Enc.Brit. I. u. equation (43); Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 98.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xiv. p. 60 (1907) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 409.
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As regards yjr, the potential of the waves diverging in two dimensions, we

must use different forms when r is small (compared with X) and when r is

large*. When r is small

ir/a = (7 + log -2") |1 - -9= + F~4^
-

+ ^-2?i.(l+i) + 2^^.(l + i + i)--; (39)

and when r is large,

By the same argument as for a point resonator we find, as the condition that

no work is done at r = 0, that the imaginary part of 1/a is — i7r/2. For

maximum resonance

a=2t/7r, (41)

so that at a distance t/t approximates to

. ^ _ j/>^ ^-mcr-M (42)

Thus 277?- . Mod^ -Jr = —
, (43)

which expresses the width of primary wave-front carrying the same energy

as is dispersed by the linear resonator tuned to maximum resonance.

A subject which naturally presents itself for treatment is the effect of a

distribution of point resonators over the whole plane of the primary wave-

front. Such a distribution may be either regular or haphazard. A regular

distribution, e.g. in square order, has the advantage that all the resonators

are similarly situated. The whole energy dispersed is then expressed by

(29), though the interpretation presents difficulties in general. But even

this would not cover all that it is desirable to know. Unless the side of the

square (6) is smaller than X, the waves directly reflected back are accom-

panied by lateral " spectra " whose directions may be very various. When

6 < X, it seems that these are got rid of. For then not only the infinite lines

forming sides of the squares which may be drawn through the points, but a

fortiori lines drawn obliquely, such as those forming the diagonals, are too

close to give spectra. The whole of the effect is then represented by the

specular reflexion.

In some respects a haphazard distribution forms a more practical problem,

especially in connexion with resonating vapours. But a precise calculation

of the averages then involved is probably not easy.

• Tlieo-nj of Sound, § 341.
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If we suppose that the scale (b) of the regular structure is very small

compared with \, we can proceed further in the calculation of the regularly

reflected wave. Let Q be one of the resonators, the point in the plane of

the resonators opposite to P, at which yjr is required ; OF = x, OQ — y, PQ = r.

Then if m be the number of resonators per unit area,

-ikr

or since y dy = r dr,

ijr = 2mna 1 y dy —

y\r = lirma \ e
'*'

dr.
J X

The integral, as written, is not convergent ; but as in the theory of diffraction

we may omit the integral at the upper limit, if we exclude the case of a

nearly circular boundary. Thus

^mna ., , , ,.
^lr = ^— e-'*-^ , (44)

IK

and Mod'^i/. =
^J^''~'

(4.5)

The value of A'^ is given by (19). We find, with the same limitation as

above,

cos kR dR = 0,
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consider free vibrations. These are of necessity subject to clamping, owing

to the communication of energy to the medium, forthwith propagated away;

and their persistence depends upon the nature of the resonator as regards

mass and spring, and not merely upon the ratio of these quantities.

Taking first the case of a single resonator, regarded as bounded at the

surface of a small sphere, we have to establish the connexion between the

motion of this surface and the aerial pressure operative upon it as the result

of vibration. We suppose that the vibrations have such a high degree of

persistence that we may calculate the pressure as if they were permanent.

Thus if -v/r be the velocity-potential, we have as before with sufficient approxi-

mation

, ,
1 - %kr 1 (i-Jr 1^a =

,
- -1- =—

-,

;

' r a dr r-

so that, if p be the radial displacement of the spherical surface, dp/dt = — a/r'^,

and
-^ = _r(l -ikr) dp/dt (47)

Again, if cr be the density of the fluid and Sp the variable part of the

pressure,

Bp = -adf/dt=ar(l - ikr) d''p j dt- , (48)

which gives the pressure in terms of the displacement p at the surface of a

sphere of small radius r. Under the circumstances contemplated we may

use (48) although the vibration slowly dies down according- to the law of e"",

where n is not wholly real.

If M denotes the " mass " and /i the coefficient of restitution applicable

to p, the equation of motion is

i/^ + ^/5 + 47r(rr'(l-*r)^ = 0, (49)

or if we introduce e'"' and write M' for M + iTvar',

n'{-M' +4,Trakr'.i) + fx = Q (50)

Approximately,

n = V(m/A^') • {I +i.iir<Tkr'IM']
;

and if we write n = p -\- iq,

p^^JipLJM'), q^p.^irakr'IM' (51)

If T be the time in which vibrations die down in the ratio of e : 1, T=l/q.

If there be a second precisely similar vibrator at a distance R from the

first, we have for the potential

^--S-^"t' (^2)

R. VI.
1<
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and for the pressure due to it at the surface of the first vibrator

'"-"i'-''^'
<'•'>

The equation of motion for p^ is accordingly

and that for p.^ differs only by the interchange of pi and p^. Assuming that

both pi and p^ are as functions of the time proportional to e""'*, we get to

determine n
n? {M' - 47ro-r'= . ikr] -fi=±nK ^irar'R-^ e"'*^,

or approximately

11 - h+^g^{ikR±e-«'^)\ (54)M" \
' RM

If, as before, we take n = p + iq,

^V3r-(^±W^°^'^^)' ^''^

q = p -j^^rvrikR + sin kR) (56)

We may observe that the reaction of the neighbour does not disturb the

frequency if cosA;i2 = 0, or the damping if sinA;J? = 0. When kR is small,

the damping in one alternative disappears. The two vibrators then execute

their movements in opposite phases and nothing is propagated to a distance.

The importance of the disturbance of frequency in (55) cannot be estimated

without regard to the damping. The question is whether the two vibrations

get out of step while they still remain considerable. Let us suppose that

there is a relative gain or loss of half a period while the vibration dies down

in the ratio of e : 1, viz. in the time denoted previously by T, so that

{p,-p,)T = -,T.

Calling the undisturbed values of _p and q respectively P and Q, and supposing

kR to be small, we have
P 4177 a-r" _
Q RM^~'^'

in which Q/P = i-n-ak)-^/ M'. According to this standard the disturbance of

frequency becomes important only when kR< I/tt, or R less than X/tt''. It

has been assumed throughout that r is much less than R.
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ON THE WIDENING OF SPECTRUM LINES.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxix. pp. 274—284, 1915.]

Modern improvements in optical methods lend additional interest to an

examination of the causes which interfere with the absolute homogeneity of

spectrum lines. So far as we know these may be considered under five heads,

and it appears probable that the list is exhaustive

:

(i) The translatory motion of the radiating particles in the line of sight,

operating in accordance with Doppler's principle.

(ii) A possible effect of the rotation of the particles.

(iii) Disturbance depending on collision with other particles either of the

same or of another kind.

(iv) Gradual dying down of the luminous vibrations as energy is radiated

away.

(v) Complications arising from the multiplicity of sources in the line of

sight. Thus if the light from a flame be observed through a similar one, the

increase of illumination near the centre of the spectrum line is not so great

as towards the edges, in accordance with the principles laid down by Stewart

and Kirchhoff ; and the line is effectively widened. It will be seen that this

cause of widening cannot act alone, but merely aggravates the effect of other

causes.

There is reason to think that in many cases, especially when vapours in a

highly rarefied condition are excited electrically, the first cause is the most

important. It was first considered by Lippich* and somewhat later inde-

pendently by myselff. Subsequently, in reply to Ebert, who claimed to

have discovered that the high interference actually observed was inconsistent

with Doppler's principle and the theory of gases, I gave a more complete

* Fogg. Ann. Vol. cxxxix. p. 465 (1870).

t Nature, Vol. viii. p. 474 (1873) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 183.

19—2
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calculation*, taking into account the variable velocity of the molecules as

defined by Maxwell's law, from which it appeared that there was really no dis-

agreement with observation. Michelson compared these theoretical results

with those of his important observations upon light from vacuiim-tubes and

found an agreement which was thought sufficient, although there reroained

some points of uncertainty.

The same ground was traversed by Schonrockf, who made the notable

remark that while the agreement was good for the monatomic gases it failed

for diatomic hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen ; and he put forward the sugges-

tion that in these cases the chemical atom, rather than the usual molecule, was

to be regarded as the carrier of the emission-centres. By this substitution,

entailing an increase of velocity in the ratio V2 1, the agreement was much
improved.

While I do not doubt that Schonrock's comparison is substantially correct,

I think that his presentation of the theory is confused and unnecessarily com-

plicated by the introduction (in two senses) of the " width of the spectrum

line," a quantity not usually susceptible of direct observation. Unless I

misunderstand, what he calls the observed width is a quantity not itself

observed at all but deduced from the visibility of interference bands by

arguments which already assume Doppler's principle and the theory of gases.

I do not see what is gained by introducing this quantity. Given the nature of

the radiating gas and its temperature, we can calculate from known data the

distribution of light in the bands corresponding to any given retardation, and

from photometric experience vve can form a pretty good judgment as to the

maximum retardation at which they should still be visible. This theoretical

result can then be compared with a purely experimental one, and an agree-

ment will confirm the principles on which the calculation was founded.

I think it desirable to include here a sketch of this treatment of the question

on the lines followed in 1889, but with a few slight changes of notation.

The phenomenon of interference in its simplest form occurs when two

equal trains of waves are superposed, both trains having the same frequency

and one being retarded relatively to the other by a linear retardation XJ.
Then if X denote the wave-length, the aggregate may be represented by

cos nt + cos (nt - 27rZ/\) = 2 cos (ttZ/X) . cos (nt - irX/X) (1)

The intensity is given by

Z = 4 cos^ (ttZ/X) = 2{l-Fcos(27rA7X)J (2)

If we regard A' as gradually increasing from zero, I is periodic, the maxima

(4) occurring when X is a multiple of X and the minima (0) when X is an odd

* "On the limits to interference when light is radiated from moving molecules," Pliil. Mag.
Vol. XXVII. p. 298 (1889J ; Scientific Papers, Vol. in. p. 258.

t Ann. der Piiijsilc, Vol. xx. p. 995 (19U6).

J In the paper of 1889 the retardation was denoted by 2A.
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multiple of ^\. If bands are visible corresponding to various values of A"",

the darkest places are absolutely devoid of light, and this remains true how-

ever great A' may be, that is however high the order of interference.

The above conclusion requires that the light (duplicated by reflexion or

otherwise) should have an absolutely definite frequency, i.e. should be abso-

lutely homogeneous. Such light is not at our disposal ; and a defect of

homogeneity will usually entail a limit to interference, as X increases. We
are now to consider the particular defect arising in accordance with Doppler's

principle from the motion of the radiating particles in the line of sight.

Maxwell showed that for gases in temperature equilibrium the number of

molecules whose velocities resolved in three rectangular directions lie within

the range d^drjd^ must be proportional to

If f be the direction of the line of sight, the component velocities 7?, f are

without influence in the present problem. All that we require to know is that

the number of molecules for which the component ^ lies between ^ and

'^ + d^ is proportional to

e-^^d^ (3)

The relation of /3 to the mean (resultant) velocity v is

t, = -
^

(4)

It was in terms of v that my (1889) results were expressed, but it was pointed

out that V needs to be distinguished from the velocity of mean square with

which the pressure is more directly connected. If this be called v',

''V© <=>

»*»« ?-%/© w
Again, the relation between the original wave-length A and the actual wave-

length X, as disturbed by the motion, is

^ = l+i (7)
X c

c denoting the velocity of light. The intensity of the light in the inter-

ference bands, so far as dependent upon the molecules moving with velocity ^,

is by (2)

dl = 2 11+ cos ^{l+^]\e~f>^-d^, (8)
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and this is now to be integrated with respect to f between the limits + oo

.

The bracket in (8) is

1 + cos —;— COS
A Ac

. 27rZ . 2TrZf
• sm—7- sin —T—' .

A Ac

The third term, being uneven in ^, contributes nothing,

integrals are included in the well-known formula

f+OD J^
e-"'"-'^' cos ( 2rx) dx= ^^— e"'''/"'.

The remaining

Thus / = ~70 1 + cos
27rZ

A •

Exp(-
TT^A'-y

"c^/3AV
.(9)

The intensity /j at the darkest part of the bands is found by making X an

odd multiple of h\, and L the maximum brightness by making X a multiple

of X.

Thi Exp .(10)

where V denotes the " visibility " according to Michelson's definition. Equa-

tion (10) is the result arrived at in my former paper, and ^ can be expi-essed

in terms of either the mean velocity v, or preferably of the velocity of mean

square v'*-

The next question is what is the smallest value of V for which the bands

are recognizable. Relying on photometric experience, I estimated that a rela-

tive diiference of 5 per cent, between I^ and I^ would be about the limit in

the case of high interference bands, and I took V = •02-5. Shortly afterwards-f-

I made special experiments upon bands well under control, obtained by means

of double refraction, and I found that in this very favourable case the bands

were still just distinctly seen when the relative difference between /j and /„

was reduced to 4 per cent. It would seem then that the estimate V= '025

can hardly be improved upon. On this basis (10) gives in terms oi v

Y 2c r

A
= .;^V(log.40) = -690-, (11)

ir-'i'v

as before. In terms of v by (6)

X V3 . c
-, V(l0g. 40) : •749^ (12)

VA ^^^J2.

As an example of (12), let us apply it to hydrogen molecules at 0° C.

Here v' = 1839 x 10^ cm./sec.+, and c = 3 x 10" Thus

A'/A = 1-222 X 10^ (13)

* See also Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. lxxvi A. p. 440 (1905) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 261.

+ Phil. Mag. Vol. xxtii. p. 484 (1889); Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 277.

X It seems to be often forgotten that the first published calculation of molecular velocities was

that of Joule {Manchester Memoirs, Oct. 1848, Phil. Mag. ser. 4, Vol. xiv. p. 211).
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This is for the hydrogen molecule. For the hydrogen atom (13) must be
divided by V2. Thus for absolute temperature T and for radiating centres

whose mass is m times that of the hydrogen atom, we have

l - i^^-^piiii^
y(l) = :.., . ,0.y(=) . ..m

In Buisson and Fabry's corresponding formula, which appears to be derived
from Schonrock, 1-4-27 is replaced by the appreciably different number 1-22*

The above value of A" is the retardation corresponding to the limit of visi-

bihty, taken to be represented by F= -025. In Schonrock's calculation the

retardation X^, corresponding to F='5, is considered. In (12), v'(log« 40)
would then be replaced by V(loge 2), and instead of (14) we should have

^|-' = 6-186 xlO^yg) (15)

But I do not understand how F= '5 could be recognized in practice with any
precision.

Although it is not needed in connexion with high interference, we can of

course calculate the width of a spectrum line according to any conventional

definition. Mathematically speaking, the width is infinite ; h\it if we dis-

regard the outer parts where the intensity is less than one-half the maximum
the limiting value of f by (3) is given by

/3r = log.2, (16)

and the corresponding value of X by

X-A^^^ V(log,2 )

A c c^/|S ^ '

Thus, if SA, denote the half-width of the line according to the above definition,

?=^*—«VS (-'

T denoting absolute temperature and m the mass of the particles in terms of

that of the hydrogen atom, in agreement with Schonrock.

In the application to particular cases the question at once arises as to what

we are to understand by T and m. In dealing with a flame it is natural to

take the temperature of the flame as ordinarily understood, but when we pass

to the rare vapour of a vacuum-tube electrically excited, the matter is not so

simple. Michelson assumed from the beginning that the temperature with

which we are concerned is that of the tube itself or not much higher. This

view is amply confirmed by the beautiful experiments of Buisson and Fabry-f,

* [1916. I understand from M. Fabry that the difference between our numbers has its

origin in a somewhat different estimate of the minimum value of V. The French authors admit

an allowance for the more difficult conditions under which high interference is observed.]

t Joiirn. de Physique, t. ii. p. 442 (1912).
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who observed the limit of interference when tubes containing helium, neon,

and krypton were cooled in liquid air. Under these conditions bands

which had already disappeared at room temperature again became distinct,

and the ratios of maximum retardations in the two cases (1"66, 1'60, 1'58)

were not much less than the theoretical 1'73 calculated on the supposition that

the temperature of the gas is that of the tube. The highest value of X/A, in

their notation N, hitherto observed is 950,000, obtained from krypton in

liquid air. With all three gases the agreement at room temperature between

the observed and calculated values of X is extremely good, but as already

remarked their theoretical numbers are a little lower than mine (14). We
may say not only that the observed effects are accounted for almost completely

by Doppler's principle and the theory of gases, but that the temperature of

the emitting gas is not much higher than that of the containing tube.

As regards m, no question arises for the inert monatomic gases. In the

case of hydrogen Buisson and Fabry follow Schonrock in taking the atom

rather than the molecule as the moving source, so that m = 1 ; and further

they find that this value suits not only the lines of the first spectrum of

hydrogen but equally those of the second spectrum whose origin has some-

times been attributed to impurities or aggregations.

In the case of sodium, employed in a vacuum-tube, Schonrock found a fair

agreement with the observations of Michelson, on the assumption that the

atom is in question. It may be worth while to make an estimate for the D
lines from soda in a Bunsen flame. Here ?« = 23, and we may perhaps take

T at 2500. These data give in (14) as the maximum number of bands

A/A =137,000.

The number of bands actually seen is very dependent upon the amount of soda

present. By reducing this Fizeau was able to count 50,000 bands, and it

would seem that this number cannot be much increased*, so that observation

falls very distinctly behind calculation f. With a large supply of soda the

number of bands may drop to two or three thousand, or even further.

The second of the possible causes of loss of homogeneity enumerated above,

viz. rotdiion of the emitting centres, was briefly discussed many years ago in

a letter to Michelson |, where it appeared that according to the views then

* "Interference Bands and their Applications," Nature, Vol. xlviii. p. 212 (1893); Scientific

Papers, Vol. rv. p. 59. The parallel plate was a layer of water superposed upon mercury. An
enhanced illumination may be obtained by substituting nitro-benzol for water, and the reflexions

from the mercury and oil may be balanced by staining the latter with aniline blue. But a thin

layer of nitro-benzol takes a surprisingly long time to become level.

t Smithells (Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxyii. p. 24.5, 1894) argues with much force that the actually

operative parts of the flame may be at a much higher temperature (if the word may be admitted)

than is usually supposed, but it would need an almost impossible allowance to meet the dis-

crepancy. The chemical questions involved are very obscure. The coloration with soda appears

to require the presence of oxygen (ilitcherlich, Smithells).

X Phil. Mug. Vol. xxxiv. p. 407 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 15.
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widely held this cause should be more potent than (i). The transverse vibra-

tions emitted from a luminous source cannot be uniform in all directions, and

the effect perceived in a fixed direction from a rotating source cannot in

general be simple harmonic. In illustration it may suffice to mention the

case of a bell vibrating in four segments and rotating about the axis of

symmetrj'. The sound received by a stationary observer is intermittent and

therefore not homogeneous. On the principle of equipartition of energy

between translatory and rotatory motions, and from the circumstance that the

dimensions of molecules are much less than optical wave-lengths, it followed

that the loss of homogeneity from (ii) was much greater than from (i). I had

in view diatomic molecules—for at that time mercury vapour was the only

known exception ; and the specific heats at ordinary temperatures showed that

two of the possible three rotations actually occurred in accordance with equi-

partition of energy. It is now abundantly clear that the widening of spectrum

lines at present under consideration does not in fact occur ; and the difficulty

that might be felt is largely met when we accept Schcinrock's supposition that

the radiating centres are in all cases monatomic. Still there are questions

remaining behind. Do the atoms rotate, and if not, why not ? I suppose that

the quantum theory would help here, but it may be noticed that the question

is not merely of Acquiring rotation. A permanent rotation, not susceptible of

alteration, should apparently make itself felt. These are problems relating

to the constitution of the atom and the nature of radiation, which I do not

venture further to touch upon.

The third cause of widening is the disturbance of free vibration due to

encounters with other bodies. That something of this kind is to be expected

has long been recognized, and it would seem that the widening of the D lines

when more than a very little soda is present in a Bunsen flame can hardly be

accounted for otherwise. The simplest supposition open to us is that an

entirely fresh start is made at each collision, so that we have to deal with a

series of regular vibrations limited at both ends. The problem thus arising

has been treated by Godfrey* and by Schonrockf. The Fourier analysis of

the limited train of waves of length r gives for the intensity of various parts

of the spectrum line

k-^ sm^iirrk), (19)

where k is the reciprocal of the wave-length, measured from the centre of the

line. In the application to radiating vapours, integrations are required with

respect to r.

Calculations of this kind serve as illustrations ; but it is not to be sup-

posed that they can represent the facts at all completely. There must surely

Phil. Trans. A. Vol. cxcv. p. 346 (1899). See also Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. Lxxvi. A. p. i40 (1905)

;

Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 257.

t Ann. der Physik, Vol. xxii. p. 209 (1907).
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be encounters of a milder kind where the free vibrations are influenced but

yet not in such a degree that the vibrations after the encounter have no rela-

tion to the previous ones. And in the case of flames there is another question

to be faced : Is there no distinction in kind between encounters first of two

sodium atoms and secondly of one sodium atom and an atom say of nitrogen ?

The behaviour of soda flames shows that there is. Otherwise it seems im-

possible to explain the great effect of relatively very small additions of soda

in presence of large quantities of other gases. The phenomena suggest that

the failure of the least coloured flames to give so high an interference as is

calculated from Doppler's principle may be due to encounters with other gases,

but that the rapid falling off when the supply of soda is increased is due to

something special. This might be of a quasi-chemical character, e.g. tem-

porary associations of atoms ; or again to vibrators in close proximity putting

one another out of tune. In illustration of such effects a calculation has been

given in the previous paper*. It is in accordance with this view that, as

Gouy found, the emission of light tends to increase as the square root of the

amount of soda present.

We come now to cause (iv). Although it is certain that this cause must

operate, we are not able at the present time to point to any experimental

verification of its influence. As a theoretical illustration "we may consider

the analysis by Fourier's theorem of a vibration in which the amplitude follows

an exponential law, rising from zero to a maximum and afterwards falling

again to zero. It is easily proved that

1
„ -— du cos ux fe-

"'-'''/*"' + e-"'+'-''''«'=t, . . .(20)
2a V 71" Jo

in which the second member expresses an aggregate of trains of waves, each

individual train being absolutely homogeneous. If a be small in comparison

with r, as will happen when the amplitude on the left varies but slowly,

g-(K+r)V4a'
jj-,a^y }jg neglected, and e"'""^'^'"™' is sensible only when u is very

nearly equal to r"-f-.

An analogous problem, in which the vibration is represented by e""' sin bt,

has been treated by Garbasso:J:. I presume that the form quoted relates to

positive values of t and that for negative values of t it is to be replaced by

zero. But I am not able to confirm Garbasso's formula|.

As regards the fifth cause of (additional) widening enumerated at the

beginning of this paper, the case is somewhat similar to that of the fourth.

It must certainly operate, and yet it does not appear to be important in prac-

tice. In such rather rough observations as I have made, it seems to make no

* Phil. Mag. supra, p. 209. [This volume, Art. 390.]

t Phil. Ma,I. Vol. xxxiv. p. 407 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 16.

+ Ann. der Physik, Vol. xx. p. 848 (1906).

§ Possibly the sign of a is supposed to change when t passes through zero. But even then

what are perhaps misprints would need correction.
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great difference whether two surfaces of a Bunsen soda flame (front and back)

are in action or only one. If the supply of soda to each be insufficient to

cause dilatation, the multiplication of flames in line (3 or 4) has no important

effect either upon the brightness or the width of the lines. Actual measures,

in which no high accuracy is needed, would here be of service.

The observations referred to led me many years ago to make a very rough

comparison between the light actually obtained from a nearly undilated soda

line and that of the corresponding part of the spectrum from a black body at

the same temperature as the flame. I quote it here rather as a suggestion to

be developed than as having much value in itself Doubtless, better data are

now available.

How does the intrinsic brightness of a just undilated soda flame compare

with the total brightness of a black body at the temperature of the flame ?

As a source of light Violle's standard, viz. one sq. cm. of just melting platinum,

IS equal to about 20 candles. The candle presents about 2 sq. cm. of area, so

that the radiating platinum is about 40 times as bright. Now platinum is

not a black body and the Bunsen flame is a good deal hotter than the melting

metal. I estimated (and perhaps under estimated) that a factor of 5 might

therefore be introduced, making the black body at flame temperature 200 times

as bright as the candle.

To compare with a candle a soda flame of which the D-lines were just

beginning to dilate, I reflected the former nearly perpendicularly from a single

glass surface. The soda flame seemed about half as bright. At this rate the

intrinsic brightness of the flame was h ^ oS
= ftj of that of the candle, and

accordingly ^ , ,^^ of that of the black body.
^ ^ 10,000 ^

The black body gives a continuous spectrum. What would its brightness

be when cut down to the narrow regions occupied by the D-lines ? According

to Abney's measures the brightness of that part of sunlight which lies between

the D's would be about ^^ of the whole. We may perhaps estimate the

region actually covered by the soda lines as ^^- of this. At this rate we

should get 111
X

25 250 6250
'

as the fraction of the whole radiation of the black body which has the wave-

lengths of the soda lines. The actual brightness of a soda flame is thus of

the same order of magnitude as that calculated for a black body when its

spectrum is cut down to that of the flame, and we may infer that the light of

a powerful soda flame is due much more to the widening of the spectrum lines

than to an increased brightness of their central parts.
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THE PRINCIPLE OF SIMILITUDE.

\_jShifure, Vol. xcv. pp. 66—68, March, 1915.]

I HAVE often been impressed by the scanty attention paid even by original

workers in physics to the great principle of similitude. It happi-ns not infre-

quently that results in the form of " laws " are put forward as novelties on the

basis of elaborate experiments, which might have been predicted a priori after

a few minutes' consideration. However useful verification may be, whether

to solve doubts or to exercise students, this seems to be an inversion of the

natural order. One reason for the neglect of the principle may be that, at

any rate in its applications to particular cases, it does not much interest

mathematicians. On the other hand, engineers, who might make much more

use of it than they have done, employ a notation which tends to obscure it.

I refer to the manner in which gravity is treated. When the question under

consideration depends essentially upon gravity, the symbol of gravity (g) makes

no appearance, but when gravity does not enter into the question at all, g
obtrudes itself conspicuously.

I have thought that a few examples, chosen almost at random from various

fields, may help to direct the attention of workers and teachers to the great

importance of the principle. The statement made is brief and in some cases

inadequate, but may perhaps suffice for the purpose. Some foreign considera-

tions of a more or less obvious character have been invoked in aid. In using

the method practically, two cautions should be borne in mind. First, there

is no prospect of determining a numerical coefficient from -the principle of

similarity alone ; it must be found, if at all, by further calculation, or experi-

mentally. Secondly, it is necessary as a preliminary step to specify clearly

all the quantities on which the desired result may reasonably be supposed to

depend, after which it may be possible to drop one or more if further considera-

tion shows that in the circumstances they cannot enter. The following, then,

are some conclusions, which may be arrived at by this method

:

Geometrical similarity being presupposed here as always, how does the

strength of a bridge depend upon the linear dimension and the force of gravity?
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In order to entail the same strains, the force of gravity must be inversely

as the linear dimension. Under a given gravity the larger structure is the

weaker.

The velocity of propagation of periodic waves on the surface of deep water

is as the square root of the wave-length.

The periodic time of liquid vibration under gravity in a deep cylindrical

vessel of any section is as the square root of the linear dimension.

The periodic time of a tuning-fork, or of a Helmholtz resonator, is directly

as the linear dimension.

The intensity of light scattered in an otherwise uniform medium from a

small particle of different refractive index is inversely as the fourth power of

the v^ave-lenarth.

The resolving power of an object-glass, measured by the reciprocal of the

angle with which it can deal, is directly as the diameter and inversely as the

wave-length of the light.

The frequency of vibration of a globe of liquid, vibrating in any of its

modes under its own gravitation, is independent of the diameter and directly

as the square root of the density.

The frequency of vibration of a drop of liquid, vibrating under capillary

force, is directly as the square root of the capillary tension and in versely as the

square root of the density and as the 1| power of the diameter.

The time-constant (i.e. the time in which a current falls in the ratio e: 1)

of a linear conducting electric circuit is directly as the inductance and inversely

as the resistance, measured in electro-magnetic measure.

The time-constant of circumferential electric currents in an infinite con-

ducting cylinder is as the square of the diameter.

In a gaseous medium, of which the particles repel one another with a force

inversely as the nth power of the distance, the viscosity is as the {n -f- S)/(2n — 2)

power of the absolute temperature. Thus, if ?i = 5, the viscosity is proportional

to temperature.

Eiffel found that the resistance to a sphere moving through air changes

its character somewhat suddenly at a certain velocity. The consideration of

viscosity shows that the critical velocity is inversely proportional to the

diameter of the sphere.

If viscosity may be neglected, the mass (M) of a drop of liquid, delivered

slowly from a tube of diameter (a), depends further upon (T) the capillary

tension, the density (o-), and the acceleration of gravity (g). If these data

suffice, it follows from similarity that

9 Kgca-l
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where F denotes an arbitrary function. Experiment shows that F varies but

little and that within somewhat wide limits it may be taken to be 3'8.

Within these limits Tate's law that M varies as a holds good.

In the iEolian harp, if we may put out of account the compressibility and

the viscosity of the air, the pitch (n) is a function of the velocity of the wind

{v) and the diameter {d) of the wire. It then follows from similarity that the

pitch is directly as v and inversely as d, as was found experimentally by

Strouhal. If we include viscosity {v), the form is

11 = v/d.f{v/vd),
'

where y is arbitrary.

As a last example let us consider, somewhat in detail, Boussinesq's problem

of the steady passage of heat from a good conductor immersed in a stream of

fluid moving (at a distance from the solid) with velocity v. The fluid is

treated as incompressible and for the present as inviscid, while the solid has

always the same shape and presentation to the stream. In these circum-

stances the total heat (h) passing in unit time is a function of the linear

dimension of the solid (a), the temperature-difference (0), the stream-velocity

(v), the capacity for heat of the fluid per unit volume (c), and the conductivity

(k). The density of the fluid clearly does not enter into the question. We
have now to consider the "dimensions" of the various symbols.

Those of a are (Lengthy,
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where F is an arbitrary function of the one variable avcJK. An important

particular case arises when the solid takes the form of a cylindrical wire of

any section, the length of which is perpendicular to the stream. In strictness

similarity requires that the length I be proportional to the linear dimension

of the section h ; but when I is relatively very great h must become proportional

to I and a under the functional symbol may be replaced by b. Thus

h^Kie.FibvcJK).

We see that in all cases h is proportional to 6, and that for a given fluid

F is constant provided v be taken inversely as a or h.

In an important class of cases Boussinesq has shown that it is possible to go

further and actually to determine the form of F. When the layer of fluid which

receives heat during its passage is very thin, the flow of heat is practically in

one dimension and the circumstances are the same as when the plane boundary

of a uniform conductor is suddenly raised in temperature and so maintained.

From these considerations it follows that F varies as v^, so that in the case of

the wire

hocld . \/(bvc/K),

the remaining constant factor being dependent upon the shape and purely

numerical. But this development scarcely belongs to my present subject.

It will be remarked that since viscosity is neglected, the fluid is regarded

as flowing past the surface of the solid with finite velocity, a serious departure

from what happens in practice. If we include viscosity in our discussion, the

question is of course complicated, but perhaps not so much as might be ex-

pected. We have merely to include another factor, v^, where v is the kine-

matic viscosity of dimensions (Length)^ (Time)~\ and we find by the same

process as before

"="*-(v)"(")'

Here z and w are both undetermined, and the conclusion is that

h = KaO .F \
—

,
—

[ K K

where F is an arbitrary function of the two variables avcJK. and cvJk. The

latter of these, being the ratio of the two diffusivities (for momentum and for

temperature), is of no dimensions ; it appears to be constant for a given kind

of gas, and to vary only moderately from one gas to another. If we may

assume the accuracy and universality of this law, cvjic is a merely numerical

constant, the same for all gases, and may be omitted, so that h reduces to the

forms already given when viscosity is neglected altogether, F being again a

function of a single variable, avcjic or bvcJK. In any case F is constant for

a given fluid, provided v be taken inversely as a or b.
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[Nature, Vol. xcv. p. 644, Aug. 1915.]

The question raised by Dr Riabouchinsky {Nature, July 29, p. 10.5)*

belongs rather to the logic than to the use of the principle of similitude, with

which I was mainly concerned. It would be well worthy of further discussion.

The conclusion that I gave follows on the basis of the usual Fourier equation

for the conduction of heat, in which heat and temperature are regarded as

sui generis. It would indeed be a paradox if further knowledge of the nature

of heat afforded by molecular theory put us in a worse position than before

in dealing with a particular problem. The solution would seem to be that

the Fourier equations embody something as to the nature of heat and tempera-

ture which is ignored in the alternative argument of Dr Riabouchinsky.

[1917. Reference may be made also to a letter signed J. L. in the same

number of iVaiM. re, and to Nature, April 22, 1915. See further Buckingham,

Nature, Vol. xcvi. p. 396, Dec. 1915. Mr Buckingham had at an earlier date

(Oct. 1914) given a valuable discussion of the whole theory {Physical Revietv,

Vol. IV. p. 345), and further questions have been raised in the same Review

by Tolman.

As a variation of the last example, we may consider the passage of heat

between two infinite parallel plane surfaces maintained at fixed temperatures

differing by 0, when the intervening space is occupied by a stream of incom-

pressible viscous fluid {e.g. water) of mean velocity v. In a uniform regime

the heat passing across is proportional to the time and to the area considered
;

but in many cases the uniformity is not absolute and it is necessary to take

the mean passage over either a large enough area or a long enough time. On
this understanding there is a definite quantity A', representing the passage

of heat per unit area and per unit time.

If there be no stream {v = 0), or in any case if the kinematic viscosity {v)

is infinite, we have
h' = K0/a,

a being the distance between the surfaces, since then the motion, if any,

takes place in plane strata. But when the velocity is high enough, or the

viscosity low enough, the motion becomes turbulent, and the flow of heat

may be greatly augmented. With the same reasoning and with the same

notation as before we have
Cl'\

K J
'

, , Ko r, / avc cv
h =~.F{

a V

* "In Niitiiri' of March 18, Lord Eayleigh gives this formula h = Kad .F (avcJK), consiJering

heat, teiTiperatuie, length, and time as four ' independent ' units. If we suppose that only three

of these quantities are really independent, we obtain a different result. For example, it the

temperature is defined as the mean kinetic energy of the molecules, the principle of similarity

allows us only to afhrm that h= KaB .F{vJKa^, ca^)."
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or which comes to the same

,, k6 „ (av cv\

a \ V K /

F, Fi bemg arbitrary functions of two variables. And, as we have seen,

F(0,cvIk) = 1.

For a given fluid cvJk is constant and may be omitted. Dynamical

similarity is attained when av is kept constant, so that a complete determi-

nation of F, experimentally or otherwise, does not require a variation of both

a and v. There is advantage in retaining a constant ; for if a varies, geo-

metrical similarity demands that any roughnesses shall be in proportion.

It should not be overlooked that in the above argument, c, k, v are treated

as constants, whereas they would really vary with the temperature. The

assumption is completely justified only when the temperature difference

is very small.

Another point calls for attention. The regime ultimatel}' established may

in some cases depend upon the initial condition. Reynolds' observations

suggest that with certain values of av/v the simple stratified motion once

established may persist ; but that the introduction of disturbances exceeding

a certain amount may lead to an entirely different (turbulent) regime. Over

part of the range F would have double values.

It would be of interest to know what F becomes when av tends to infinity.

It seems probable that F too becomes infinite, but perhaps very slowly.]

H.VI. 20



393.

DEEP WATER WAVES, PROGRESSIVE OR STATIONARY,
TO THE THIRD ORDER OF APPROXIMATION.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xci. pp. 34.5—353, 1915.]

As is well known, the form of periodic waves progressing over deep water

without change of type was determined by Stokes * to a high degree of approxi-

mation. The wave-length (\) in the direction of x being Iw and the velocity

of propagation unity, the form of the surface is given by

y = a cos {x—t) — \a- cos 2 {x — t)-\- fo'cos 3 {x — t), (1)

and the corresponding gravity necessary to maintain the motion by

^ = l-«= (2)

The generalisation to other wave-lengths and velocities follows by " dimen-

sions."

These and further results for progressive waves of permanent type are

most easily arrived at by use of the stream-function on the supposition that

the waves are reduced to rest by an opposite motion of the water as a whole,

when the problem becomes one of steady motionf . My object at present is

to extend the scope of the investigation by abandoning the initial restriction

to progressive waves of permanent type. The more general equations majr

then be applied to progressive waves as a particular case, or to stationarjr

waves in which the principal motion is proportional to a simple circular

function of the time, and further to ascertain what occurs when the conditions

necessary tor the particular cases are not satisfied. Under these circumstances

the use of the stream-function loses much of its advantage, and the method

followed is akin to that originally adopted by Stokes.

Camh. Phil. Trans. Vol. viii. p. 441 (1847) ; Math, and Phijs. Papers, Vol. i. p. 197.

t Phil Mag. Vol. i. p. 257 (1876) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 262. Also Phil. Maij. Vol. xxi.

p. 183 (1911); [This volume, p. 11].
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The velocity-potential </>, being periodic in x, may be expressed by the series

(/) = ae~y sin x — de~y cos x + ^e~^^ sin 2.'.'

- yS'e-";' cos 2a; + 7 e~^y sin 3;/; - r^'e'^y cos 3a; + ... , . . . ( 3

)

where a, a', /3, etc., are functions of the time only, and y is measured down-

wards from mean level. In accordance with (3) the component velocities are

given by

u = dcfi/dx = e~y (« cos x + a.' sin x) + 2e~-'^ (/3 cos 2a; + ^' sin 2a;) + . .

.

— V = d^jdy = e~-y (a sin x — a cos a-') + 2e~^v (yg gin 2a; — /3' cos 2a;) + . . ..

The density being taken as unity, the pressure equation is

p = - d4,/dt + F + gy-^ {ii? + v% (4)

in which i^ is a function of the time.

In applying (4) we will regard a, a', as small quantities of the first order,

while /3, ^', y, ry', are small quantities of the second order at most ; and for

the present we retain only quantities of the second order. 0, etc., will then

not appear in the expression for w' + v-. In fact

M= + v^ = e-^y (oL- + a"-),

and

da . da o!/3 , . ^
p =—5- e'V sm X + ^^rrS y cos x =- e~-y sm 2a; + . .

.

^
dt dt dt

+ gy-^e-'y{a^ + a'^) + F. ...(5)

The surface conditions are (i) that jj be there zero, and (ii) that

.(6)l^^^ + u'^+v^ =
Dt dt dx dy

The first is already virtually expressed in (5). For the second

dp d-a „ . d-a' „ / da ,da\ „,
-i- = - ^r- e~« sm X + -r- e-J' cos a; - ... - e -v [a-— +a -rr ) + F ,

dt dt- dt^ \ dt dtj

dp da da! ,
.

T^ =—r- e~y cos X r: e"^ sm x — ...,

dx dt dt

dp da _,, . da' _ , ,,^ = -r e-y sm

X

j- e^y cosx + ... + g + e -'' (a" + a-).
dy dt dt

in forming equation (6) to the second order of small quantities we need to

include only the principal term of u, but v must be taken correct to the

second order. As the equation of the free surface we assume

y — a cos a; + a' sin aj + 6 cos i.r + h' sin 2x + c cos ?>x + c' sin 3a; + (7)

20—2
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in which b, b', c, c', are small compared with a, a'. Thus (6) gives

,, , . ./ d-'a . d-a' \ d^/3 . „
( 1 — a cos * — a sm x) I

—y- sm x + -,— cos x 5^ sm 2x
\ at- df 1 at"

d-/3' .^ d'-y „ d-y ^ da , da' „,

, , . , /da da' . \ ,,^ , . ,— {a cos X + a sm x) I -j cos x + ^ sm x\ — {{1 — a cos x— a sm x)

X (a sin x — a cos x) + 2/3 sin 2x — 2/3' cos 2£(:; + 87 sin dx — 87' cos Sx]

{ da . da' ] „ ,„^x|5r+_sm.-^cos.} = ....(8)

This equation is to hold good to the second order for all values of x, and

therefore for each Fourier component separately. The terms in sin« and

cos X give

d'a „ d-a , . ,„,

-rf?^^« = ^' 7l^+^"=0 ^^>

The term in sin 2,'- gives

d''/3
r. ^ a fd-a \ a fdM A ^

and, similarly, that in cos 2x gives

W+2^^' = (")

In like manner

^1 + 3^7 = 0,
'SJ'

+ -W = 0, (12)

and so on. These are the results of the surface condition DpjBt = 0. From
the other surface condition (p = 0) we find in the same way

da , ^ del

-dt^^^='^' dl+^''^^ ^1^)

, , d/3 a da a da dB ,

9^='dJ + -2llt-l>dt=di-^''''
^^^>

,
d0 a' da a da dB , , ,„

dy
, ^ dy

-i+^^=*^' i+^^=o (16)

From equations (9) to (16) we see that a, a' satisfy the same equations (9)

as do a, a
,
and also that c, c' satisfy the same equations (12) as do 7, 7' ; but

that b, b' are not quite so simply related to 0, 0.
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Let us now suppose that the principal terms represent a progressive wave.

In accordance with (9) we may take

a = Acost', a' = As'mt', (17)

where t' = ^lg.t. Then if /3, ,S', 7, 7', do not appear, c, c', are zero, and
h = \A'- (sin^ <' - cos^ H), b' = -A^ cos t' sin t' ; so that

y = A cos {x - t') - ^ A- cos 2 (x - 1'), (18)

representing a permanent wave-form propagated with velocity \/g. So far

as it goes, this agrees with (1). But now in addition to these terms we may
have others, for which b, b' need only to satisfy

{d"-/dt"'+2){b,b')=0, (19)

and c, c' need only to satisfy

{d''/dt'^ + S)(c, c') = (20)

The corresponding terms in y represent merely such waves, propagated in

either direction, and of wave-lengths equal to an aliquot part of the principal

wave-length, as might exist alone of infinitesimal height, when there is no

primary wave at all. When these are included, the aggregate, even though

it be all propagated in the same direction, loses its character of possessing

a permanent wave-shape, and further it has no tendency to acquire such

a character as time advances.

If the principal wave is stationary we may take

a = Acost', a' = (21)
If /3, /3', 7, 7', vanish,

6 = -^a^ b'=0, c = 0, c' = 0,

and y = -^ cos x . cos t' — ^A^ cos 2*'. cos^t' (22)

According to (22) the surface comes to its zero position everywhere when

cos t' = 0, and the displacement is a maximum when cos t' = ± 1. Then

y = ±Acosx-^A'^cos2x, (23)

so that at this moment the wave-form is the same as for the progressive

wave (18). Since y is measured downwards, the maximum elevation above

the mean level exceeds numerically the maximum depression below it.

In the more general case (still with /3, etc., evanescent) we may write

a = A cos t' + B sin t' , a' = A' cos t' + B' sin t',

with b' = — aa', b =^ (a'' — a"), c' = 0, c = 0.

When ,S, /3', 7, 7', are finite, waves such as might exist alone, of lengths

equal to aliquot parts of the principal wave-length and of corresponding

frequencies, are superposed. In these waves the amplitude and phase are

arbitrary.
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When we retain the third order of small quantities, the equations naturally

become more complicated. We now assume that in (3) /3, /3', are small

quantities of the second order, and 7, 7', small quantities of the third order.

For p, as an extension of (5), we get

„ / da. . dcL \ „„ / dB . „ dff

+ e-'y i- -^ sin 3« +
-J-

cos 3«
j +gy + F- \e--y (a" + a'^)

-2e-''J {(a/3 + a'^')cosa; + (ay3'-a'/S)sina;} (24)

This is to be made to vanish at the surface. Also we find, on reduction,

-^r^^-2/ + i2/0)!^ + ^«jsm.--(^^ + 5r«jcos^

+ (1 - 2y) j(^ + 2^^) sin 2x - (^ + 2g/3'') cos 2w

+ (2 + ^ffy) sii^ 3-' - fS + %7'1 cos 3^

-

F'
dt-

' ^') -'
\dt-

+ 2(l-2,)(«^« + «'f)+4sin.|(«/9'-.'y9)

d
+ 4 cos a; ^, («/S' + a'/3) + (a= + a'^) (a sin a: - a' cos «) ; ('2.5)

and at the surface DpjDt = for all values of x. In (25) y is of the form (7),

where b, b\ are of the second order, c, c', of the third order.

Considering the coefficients of sin x, cos x, in (25) when reduced to Fourier's

form, we see that d-a/dt- + ga, d^a'/dt^ + ga', are both of the third order of

small quantities, so that in the first line the factor (1 -y + ^y^) may be re-

placed by unity. Again, from the coefficients of sin 2j\ cos 2x, we see that to

the third order inclusive

f + 2,^ = 0, f .2,/3' = 0, (26)

and from the coefficients of sin 3«, cos Zx that to the third order inclusive

c^V dW
^! + 3,7 = 0, ^+3,7' = (27)

And now returning to the coefficients of sin x, cos x, we get

-£,+g«- 2a'
j^

{a' + a'') + 4
^^

(a/3' - a'/3) + a (a^ + a'^ = 0, . . .(28)

-£^+ga' + 2« ^^(a^ + a'n - 'i j^(«/8' + a'/S) +a'(a^+ a'^) = 0. (29)
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Passing next to the condition ^ = 0, we see from {'24^), by considering the

coefficients of sin x, cos x, that

dec—
J- +qa' + terms of 3rd order = 0,
at "

-jT + gn + terms of 3rd order = 0.

The coefficients of sin 2x, cos 2.i-, require, as in (14), (15), that

b'=--£-aa', b = :^ +—^- (30
g at g at 2

Again, the coefficients of sin Sx, cos Sx, give

c' =
^ § - f(a'6 + a6') + f «' (a'^ - 3a»)

c = - 1
^' + 1 (ab' -ab) +^ (3«'= - a^)

1 f dy' 3a' dB Sa dBl 3a ,„ ,, „, ,„„.

=,i-i + x^+T^}-^(3'^^-"^) ^'^^

When /3, /3', 7, 7', vanish, these results are much simplified. We have

6' = -ao', b = ^(a'^-a-), (33)

c' = - ''^-^
(a'= - Sa% c = - '^' (3a'= - a') (34)

o o

If the principal terms represent a purely progressive wave, we may take,

as in (17),

a = A cos 7it, a' = A sin nt, (35)

where ?i is for the moment undetermined. Accordingly

b' = - h A- sin 2nt, b = -^A^'cosint,

c' = 1-4^ sin 3»i, c = f4^cos3Ki;
so that

y = A cos(x — nt) — -J^^cos 2{x — nt)+ |^^cos3(a.'— nt), (36)

representing a progressive wave of permanent type, as found by Stokes.

To determine n we utilize (28), (29), in the small terms of which we may

take

tx = g \ a'dt — —— cos nt, a' = - g \adt = —— sin wi,

so that a^ + a'" = g-A'^jn^.

Thus ^_i_^(^ +^j(„,a) = 0,

and n'' = g + g'A''ln-' = g{l + A% (37)
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or, if we restore homogeneity bj? introduction of k (= iiTJX),

n' = g/k.(l+t-A^) (38)

Let us next suppose tliat the principal terms i-epresent a stationary,

instead nf a progressive, wave and take

a = A cos lit, a' = (39)

Then by (33), (34),

b' = 0, b = - ^A- cos^ nt, c' = 0, c =- ^A'' cos=' nt
;

and
y = A cos7i< cos*'— i^4-cos-«f cos 2.r + ^A"cos"- nt cos 3a.'. ...(40)

When cos id = 0, y = throughout ; when cos nt= 1,

y = A cos X — ijrl- cos 2x + ^A^ cos 3.f,

so that at this moment of maximum displacement the form is the same as for

the progressive wave (36).

We have still to determine n so as to satisfy (28), (29), with evanescent

/3, 13'. The first is satisfied by a = 0, since a' = 0. The second becomes

-—- + qa + 4«.a -=- + a > = 0.
at- - at

[ qA
In the small terms we may take a = — g jadt = — — - sin 7if, so that

d-a.' , ((-A-'
, - n ^\ r.

,
- + f/a + -

,
(sin nt + o sin Snt) = 0.

at' -in

To satisfy this we assume

a' = H sin nt + K sin Hut.

Then H{g- n-) + ''f^

' = 0, K (q - <:)ir ) + ^^ = 0,^^
ill

'
4?i

from the first of which

iiiH ^ 4 '

or, if we restore homogeneity by introduction of k,

rf-=glk.{l-\k^A'-) (42)

With this value of m the stationary vibration

1/ = A cos nt COS kx — ^kA'^ cos^ vt cos ikx + ^k-A'^ cos' iit cos 3Avc,...(43)

satisfies all the conditions. It may be remarked that according to (42) the

frequency of vibration is diminished by increase of amplitude.

The sjDecial cases above considered of purely progressive or purely stationary

waves possess an exceptional simplicity. In general, with omission of 13, /3',

equations (28), (29), become

d-a. 2 da d (a^ + a'-)
, , ,„ „ , , .

,

dt^+'^'-gdi-^lt
^«(«^ + O = 0, (44)

.(41)
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and a like equation in which a and a are interchanged. In the terms of the
third order, we take

a = Pcosnt + Q sin rit, a.' = P' cos nt + Q' sin nt, (45)
so that

a^ + «'^ = ^ (p. + Q. + p'. + Q'.) + 1 (P= + p. _ Q. _ Q'.j ,03 2nt

+ (PQ + P'Q') sin -Int.

The third order terms in (44) are

5 (P- + P'"- + Q"-+ Q'^) (P cos nt + q sin nt)

+ 2 cos nt cos ^nt j^P (P- + P'^ - Q= - Q'=) - "—'^ (pQ ^ p^q^

+ 2 sin n< sin 2nt Uq (PQ + P'Q') - "°^
(P= + P'^ - Q^ _ Q'^^)

+ 2 sin nt cos 2»f {iQ (P= + P'= - Q^ - Q"^) + ^^ (PQ + P'Q')1

+ 2 cos ;ii sin 2nt hP (PQ + P'Q') + "'^
(P^ + P'^ - Q- - Q'=)}.

,

5'

of which the part in sin nt has the coefficient

Q {i (P^ + P'^j + f (
Q-' + r/^)i + ^P (PQ + P'Q')

+ ,f-/<f . [Q (P'- + P'^ - Q^ - Q'O - 2P (PQ + P'Q')}

or, since n- = g approximately,

Q (I (P= + P'O - i (Q= + Q'Ol - fP (PQ + P'Q') (46)

In like manner the coefficient of cos nt is

P[i{Q'+Q'-')-l{P' + P'')}-%Q{PQ^P'Q'), (47)

differing merely by the interchange of P and Q.

But when these values are employed in (44), it is not, in general, possible,

with constant values of P, Q, P', Q', to annul the terms in sin nt, cos nt. We
obtain from the first

3P
n^=^g + i(P^+P-^)-l(Q^ + Q'-^)-^(PQ + P'Q'), (48)

and from the second

rr = c/ + I
(Q-^ + Q'^) - \ (P= + P")-^ {PQ + P'Q') ; (49 )

and these are inconsistent, unless

(PP' + QQ') (PQ' - P'Q) = (50)

The latter condition is unaltered by interchange of clashed and undashed

letters, and thus it serves equally for the equation in a.
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The two alternatives indicated in (50) correspond to the particular cases

already considered. In the first {PP' + QQ' = 0) we have a purely progressive

wave and in the second a purely stationary one.

When the condition (50) does not hold good, it is impossible to satisfy our

eijuations as before with constant values of n, P, Q, P', Q' ; and it is perhaps

hardly worth while to pursue the more complicated questions which then

arise. It may suffice to remark that an approximately stationary wave can

never pass into an approximately progressive wave, nor vice versa. The

progressive wave has momentum, while the stationary wave has none, and

momentum is necessarily conserved.

When /S, /3', y, y', are not zero, additional terms enter. Equations (2U),

(30), show that the additions to b, h', vary as the sine and cosine of \l{^g) t,

and represent waves which might exist in the complete absence of the

principal wave.

The additions to c, c, are more complicated. As regards the parts depend-

ing in (31), (32), on dy/clt, dy'jdt, they are proportional to the sine and cosine

of V (3^') . t, and represent waves which might exist alone. But besides these

there are other parts, analogous to the combination-tones of Acoustics, result-

ing from the interaction of the /8-waves with the principal wave. These vary

as the sine and cosine of \/<7- {v'2 + 1) t, thus possessing frequencies differing

from the former frequencies. Similar terms will enter into the expression for

n^ as detei-mined from (28), (29).

In the particular case of /3, 0, vanishing, even though y, y (assumed still

to be of the third order) remain, we recover most of the former simplicity,

the only difference being the occurrence in c, c', of terms in s/{^g) . t, such as

might exist alone.
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^OLIAN TONES.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxix. pp. 433—444, 195, 1915.]

In what has long been known as the ^olian Harp, a stretched string,

such as a pianoforte wire or a violin string, is caused to vibrate in one of its

possible modes by the impact of wind ; and it was usually supposed that the

action was analogous to that of a violin bow, so that the vibrations were

executed in the plane containing the direction of the wind. A closer examina-

tion showed, however, that this opinion was erroneous and that in fact the

vibrations are transverse to the wind*. It is not essential to the production

of sound that the string should take part in the vibration, and the general

phenomenon, exemplified in the whistling of wind among trees, has been

investigated by Strouhalf under the name of Reihungstone.

In Sti'ouhal's experiments a vertical wire or rod attached to a siiitable

frame was caused to revolve with uniform velocity about a parallel axis. The

pitch of the seolian tone generated by the relative motion of the wire and of

the air was found to be independent of the length and of the tension of the

wire, but to vary with the diameter (D) and with the speed {V) of the motion.

Within certain limits the relation between the frequency of vibration (iV) and

these data was expressible by

i\r=-l85F/D, (1)
+

the centimetre and the second being units.

When the speed is such that the seolian tone coincides with one of the

proper tones of the wire, supported so as to be capable of free independent

vibration, the sound is greatly reinforced, and with this advantage Strouhal

found it possible to extend the range of his observations. Under the more

extreme conditions then practicable the observed pitch deviated considerably

* Phil. Mag. Vol. fii. p. 149 (1879); Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 413.

t Wied. Ann. Vol. v. p. 216 (1878).

J In (1) F is the velocity ol the wire relatively to the walls of the laboratory.
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from the value given by (1). He further showed that with a given diameter

and a given speed a rise of temperature was attended by a fall in pitch.

If, as appears probable, the compressibility of the fluid may be left out of

account, we may regard iV as a function of the relative velocity V, B, and v

the kinematic coefScient of viscosity. In this case N is necessarily of the

form

N = V/B.f{rlVD), (2)

where / represents an arbitrarj' function ; and there is dynamical similarity,

if i^ cc VD. In observations upon air at one temperature v is constant ; and

if D vary inversely as V, NBjV should he constant, a result fairly in harmony

with the observations of Strouhal. Again, if the temperature rises, v increases,

and in order to accord with observation, we must suppose that the function /
diminishes with increasing argument.

"An examination of the actual values in Strouhal's experiments shows

that vjVB was always small ; and we are thus led to represent /' by a few

terms of MacLaurin's series. If we take

/(.c) = a+bx + caf,

AT
^'^

1 '" V^ ,c^\
^^'eget ^ ''5 + *27^ + ''fF^ ^

" If the third term in (3) may be neglected, the relation between N and T^

is linear. This law was formulated by Strouhal, and his diagrams show that

the coefficient h is negative, as is also required to express the observed effect

of a rise of temperature. Further,

^dv^'^-v^W ^^^

so that B . dNjdV is very nearly constant, a result also given by Strouhal on

the basis of his measurements.

" On the whole it would appear that the phenomena are satisfactorily

represented by (i) or (3), but a dynamical theory has yet to be given. It

would be of interest to extend the experiments to liquids*."

Before the above paragraphs were written I had commenced a systematic

deduction of the form of/ from Strouhal's observations by plotting NBjY
against VB. Lately I have returned to the subject, and I find that nearljr

all his results are fairly well represented by two terms of (8). In c.(i..s.

measure

^^-^'H-1S) <«

Although the agreement is fairly good, there are signs that a change of

wire introduces greater discrepancies than a change in V—a circumstance

' Theory of Sound, 2nd ed. Vol. ii. § 372 (1896).
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which may possibly be attributed to alterations in the character of the

surface. The simple form (2) assumes that the wires are smooth, or else

that the roughnesses are in proportion to D, so as to secure geometrical

similarity.

The completion of (5) from the theoretical point of view requires the

introduction of v. The temperature for the experiments in which v would

enter most was about 20° C, and for this temperature

IJL 1806x10-' ,._.
'^ =

P -ooi^^ = -i^^^^-'^-^-

The generalized form of (5) is accordingly

ND ( 2Q-lv\ ...

-T = ^^^V~~vW)' ^^^

applicable now to any fluid when the appropriate value of v is introduced.

For water at 15° C, v ^ '0115, much less than for air.

Stiouhal's observations have recently been discussed by Krtiger and

Lauth*, who appear not to be acquainted with my theory. Although they

do not introduce viscosity, they recognize that there is probably some cause

for the observed deviations from the simplest formula (1), other than the

complication arising from the circulation of the air set in motion by the

revolving parts of the apparatus. Undoubtedly this circulation marks a weak

place in the method, and it is one not easy to deal with. On this account the

numerical quantities in (6) may probably require some correction in order to

express the true formula when V denotes the velocity of the wire through

otherwise undisturbed fluid.

We may find confirmation of the view that viscosity enters into the

question, much as in (6), from some observations of Strouhal on the effect

of temperature. Changes in v will tell most when VD is small, and therefore

I take Strouhal's table XX., where Z) = 'Ol79 cm. In this there appears

^, = 11°, F, = :385, .Vi/F, = 6-70, v^,

t,= 3r, r, = 381, X/F, = (5-48, u.,.

Introducing these into (6), we get

n^r. nAo '^^^ (

^

^O'l ..A 195/ 201 I/,

6-70 - 6-48 =^ (l - -p-^)
-
-^ (1

-
-^^^

or with sufficieiit approximation

52i)=F
r = -016 C.G..S.

"-
' 195x20-1

'Theorie der Hiebtone," Ann. d. Phtjsik, Vol. xliv. p. 801 (1914).
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We may now compare this with the known values of v for the temperatures

in question. We have

fj.,,
= 1853 X 10-', p,, = -001161,

/i„ = 1765 X 10-', p„ = -001243

;

so that v,= -159Q, z/,
= -1420,

and i^o — i^i
= -018.

The difference in the values of v at the two temperatures thus accounts in (6)

for the change of frequency both in sign and in order of magnitude.

As regards dynamical explanation it was evident all along that the origin

of vibration was connected with the instability of the vortex sheets which

tend to form on the two sides of the obstacle, and that, at any rate when a

wire is maintained in transverse vibration, the phenomenon must be unsym-

metrical. The alternate formation in water of detached vortices on the two

sides is clearly described by H. Benard* "Pour une vitesse suffisante,

au-dessous de laquelle il n'y a pas de tourbillons (cette vitesse limite croit

avec la viscosite et decroit quand I'epaisseur transversale des obstacles aug-

mente), les tourbillons produits periodiquement se detachent alternativement a

droite et a gauche du remous d'arriere qui suit le solide ; ils gagnent presque

immediatement leur emplaceme7it definitif., de sorte qua, I'arriere de I'obstacle

se forme une double rangee alternee d'entonnoirs stationnaires, ceux de droite

dextrogyres, ceux de gauche levogyres, separes par des intervalles egaux."

The symmetrical and unsymmetrical processions of vortices were also

figured by Mallock-f from direct observation.

In a remarkable theoretical investigation^: Kdrman has examined the

question of the stability of such processions. The fluid is supposed to be

incompressible, to be devoid of viscosity, and to move in two dimensions.

The vortices are concentrated in points and are disposed at equal intervals [l)

along two parallel lines distant h. Numerically the vortices are all equal, but

those on different lines have opposite signs.

Apart from stability, steady motion is possible in two arrangements (a)

and (6), fig. 1, of which (a) is symmetrical. Kdrman shows that (a) is always

unstable, whatever may be the ratio of h to I; and further that (b) is usually

unstable also. The single exception occurs when cosh {irhjl) = \/2, or h/l = ()-283.

With this ratio of h/l, (b) is stable for every kind of displacement except

one, for which there is neutrality. The only procession which can possess a

practical permanence is thus defined.

* C. R. t. 147, p. 839 (1908).

t Froc. Boy. Hoc. Vol. lxxxiv. A, p. 490 (1910).

J Gottingen Nachrichten, 1912, Heft 5, S. 547; Karmtin and Eubaoh, Pliysik. Zeitschrift,

1912, p. 49. I have verified the more important results.
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The corresponding motion is expressed by the complex potential (0
potential, k/t stream-function)

... l^ , Sm TT (^0 - z) I]

<P + iir =~ log . ; r^
,^

277 * Sni TT (Z„ + 2)1}

4
-4^

-^^

a)

(a)

-^

-I-

-^

«=2^tanh^-^-:

Fig. 1.

in which f denotes the strength of a vortex, 2=x+iy, Za = \l + ih. The
a,--axis is drawn midway between the two lines of vortices and the y-axis

halves the distance between neighbouring vortices with opposite rotation.

Karni^n gives a drawing of the stream-lines thus defined.

The constant velocity of the processions is given by

m ^'>

This velocity is relative to the fluid at a distance.

The observers who have experimented upon water seem all to have used

obstacles not susceptible of vibration. For many years I have had it in my
mind to repeat the seolian harp effect with water*, but only recently have

brought the matter to a test. The water was contained in a basin, about

36 cm. in diameter, which stood upon a sort of turn-table. The upper part,

however, was not properly a table, but was formed of two horizontal beams

crossing one another at right angles, so that the whole apparatus resembled

rather a Uxm-stile, with four spoke.s. It had been intended to drive from a

small water-engine, but ultimately it was found that all that was needed

could more conveniently be done by hand after a little practice. A metro-

nome beat approximate half seconds, and the spokes (which projected beyond

the basin) were pushed gently by one or both hands until the rotation was

uniform with passage of one or two spokes in correspondence with an assigned

number of beats. It was necessary to allow several minutes in order to

* From an old note-book. "Bath, Jan. 1884. I find in the baths here that if the spread

fingers be drawn pretty quickly through the water (palm foremost was best), they are thrown into

transverse vibration and strike one another. This seems like aeolian string.... The blade of a

flesh-brush about IJ inch broad seemed to vibrate transversely in its own plane when moved

through water broadways forward. It is pretty certain that with proper apparatus these vibrations

might be developed and observed.

"
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mate sure that the water had attained its ultimate velocity. The axis of

rotation was indicated by a pointer affixed to a small stand resting on the

bottom of the basin and rising slightly above the level of the water.

The pendulum (fig. 2), of which the lower part was immersed, was

supported on two points (A, B) so that the possible vibrations were limited

to one vertical plane. In the usual arrangement the vibrations of the rod

would be radial, i.e. transverse to the motion of the water, but it was easy to

turn the pendulum round when it was desired to test whether a circumferential

vibration could be maintained. The rod C itself was of brass tube 8^ mm.
in diameter, and to it was clamped a hollow cylinder of lead B. The time

W W

Fig. 2.

of complete vibration (t) was about half a second. When it was desired to

change the diameter of the immersed part, the rod G was drawn up higher

and prolonged below by an additional piece—a change which did not much
affect the period t. In all cases the length of the part immersed was

about 6 cm.

Preliminary observations showed that in no case were vibrations generated

when the pendulum was so mounted that the motion of the rod would be

circumferential, viz. in the direction of the stream, agreeably to what had

been found for the Kolian harp. In what follows the vibrations, if any, are

radial, that is transverse to the stream.

In conducting a set of observations it was found convenient to begin with

the highest speed, passing after a sufficient time to the ne.xt lower, and so on,
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with the minimum of intermission. I will take an example relating to the
main rod, whose diameter {D) is 8i mm.,T = 60/106 sec, beats of metronome
62 in 30 sec. The speed is recorded by the number of beats coirespunding

to the passage of ttuo spokes, and the vibration of the pendulum (after the

lapse of a sufficient time) is described as small, fair, good, and so on. Thus on

Dec. 21, 1914.

:

2 spokes to 4 beats gave fair vibration,

... .5 good

6 . . . rather more . . .

7 good . .

8 fair

from which we may conclude that the maximum effect corresponds to 6 beats,

or to a time (T) of revolution of the turn-table equal to 2 x 6 x 30/62 sec.

The distance (?-) of the rod from the axis of rotation was 116 mm., and the

speed of the water, supposed to move with the basin, is -iTrr/T. The result

of the observations may intelligibly be expressed by the ratio of the distance

travelled by the water during one complete vibration of the pendulum to the

diameter of the latter, viz.

r
. -iTrrlT_ 2iT X 116 X (;2

D ~
8-.5 X 6 X 106

"

Concordant numbers were obtained on other occasions.

In the above calculation the speed of the water is taken as if it were

rigidly connected with the basin, and must be an over estimate. When the

pendulum is away, the water may be observed to move as a solid body after

the rotation has been continued for two or three minutes. For this purpose

the otherwise clean surface may be lightly dusted over with sulphur. But
when the pendulum is immersed, the rotation is evidently hindered, and that

not mei-ely in the neighbourhood of the pendulum itself The difficulty

thence arising has already been referred to in connexion with Strouhal's

experiments and it cannot easily be met in its entirety. It may be mitigated

by increasing r, or by diminishing D. The latter remedy is easily applied up
to a certain point, and I have experimented with rods 5 mm. and 3-^ mm. in

diameter. With a 2 mm. rod no vibration could be observed. The final

results were thus tabulated :

.50 mm.
7-5

3".5 mm.
7-8

Diameter ... I
8-5 mm.

Ratio ...
!

8-35

from which it would appear that the disturbance is not very serious. The

diff'erence between the ratios for the 5'Omm. and 3'5mm. rods is hardly out-

side the limits of error; and the prospect of reducing the ratio much below 7

seemed remote.

The instinct of an experimenter is to try to get rid of a disturbance, even

though only partially; but it is often equally instructive to increase it. The

K. VI. 21
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observations of Dec. 21 were made with this object in view ; besides those

ah'eady given they included others in which the disturbance due to the

vibrating pendulum was augmented by the addition of a similar rod (8^ mm.)

immersed to the same depth and situated symmetrically on the same diameter

of the basin. The anomalous effect would thus be doubled. The record was

as follows :

2 sjjokes to 3 beats gave little or no vibration,

4 . fair . . .

. 5 . . . . large

. 6 less

. . 7 . . little or no .

As the result of this and another day's similar observations it was concluded

that the 5 beats with additional obstruction corresponded with 6 beats with-

out it. An approximate correction for the disturbance due to improper

action of the pendulum may thus be arrived at by decreasing the calculated

ratio in the proportion of 6 : 5; thus

g(.S-35) = 7-0

IS the ratio to be expected in a uniform stream. It would seem that this

cannot be far from the mark, as representing the travel at a distance from

the pendulum in an otherwise uniform stream during the time of one com-

plete vibration of the latter. Since the correction for the other diameters

will be decidedly less, the above number may be considered to apply to all

three diameters experimented on.

In order to compare with results obtained from air, we must know the

value of I'/VD. For water at 15° C. v = fi.
= '0115 c.G.s.; and for the 8'5 mm.

pendulum v/VI) = '0011. Thus from (6) it appears that ND/V should have

nearly the full value, say •190. The reciprocal of this, or 5'3, should agree

with, the ratio found above as 7'0
; and the discrepancy is larger than it

should be.

An experiment to try whether a change of viscosity had appreciable

influence may be briefly mentioned. Observations were made upon water

heated to about 60° C. and at 12' C. No difference of behaviour was detected.

At (iO° C. /.6 = -0049, and at 12° C. /^ = -0124.

I have described the simple pendulum apparatus in some. detail, as apart

from any question of measurements it demonstrates easily the general prin-

ciple that the vibrations are transverse to the stream, and when in good
action it exhibits very well the double row of vortices as witnessed by dimples

upon the surface of the water.

The discrepancy found between the number from water (7-0) and that

derived from Strouhal's experiments on air (5-3) raises the question whether
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the latter can be in error. So far as I know, Strouhal's work has not been

repeated ; but the error most to be feared, that arising from the circulation

of the air, acts in the wrong direction. In the hope of further light I have

remounted my apparatus of 1879. The draught is obtained from a chimney.

A structure of wood and paper is fitted to the fire-place, which may prevent

all access of air to the chimney except through an elongated horizontal

aperture in the front (vertical) wall. The length of the aperture is 26 inches

(66 cm.), and the width 4 inches (102 cm.); and along its middle a gut string

is stretched over bridges.

The draught is regulated mainly by the amount of fire. It is well to

have a margin, as it is easy to shunt a part through an aperture at the top of

the enclosure, which can be closed partially or almo.st wholly by a superposed

card. An adjustment can sometimes be got by opening a door or window.

A piece of paper thrown on the fire increases the draught considerably for

about half a minute.

The string employed had a diameter of '95 mm., and it could readily be

made to vibrate (in 3 segments) in unison with a fork of pitch 2.56. The

octave, not difficult to mistake, was verified by a resonator brought up close

to the string. That the vibration is transverse to the wind is confirmed by

the behaviour of the resonator, which goes out of action when held symmetri-

cally. The sound, as heard in the open without assistance, was usually feeble,

but became loud when the ear was held close to the wooden frame. The

difficulty of the experiment is to determine the velocity of the wind, where

it acts upon the string. I have attempted to do this by a pendulum arrange-

ment designed to determine the wind by its action upon an elongated piece

of mirror (lO'l cm. x 1-6 cm.) held perpendicularly and just in front of the

string. The pendulum is supported on two points—in this respect like the

one used for the water experiments ; the mirror is above, and there is a

counter-weight below. An arm projects horizontally forward on which a

rider can be placed. In commencing observations the wind is cut off by a large

card inserted across the aperture and just behind the string. The pendulum

then assumes a sighted position, determined in the usual way by reflexion.

When the wind operates the mirror is carried with it, but is brought back to

the sighted position by use of a rider of mass e<^ual to -485 gm.

Observations have been taken on several occasions, but it will suffice to

record one set whose result is about equal to the average. The (horizontal)

distance of the rider from the axis of rotation was 62 mm., and the vertical

distance of the centre line of the mirror from the same axis is 77 mm. The

force of the wind upon the mirror was thus 62 x '485 -^ 77 gms. weight.

The mean pressure P is

62 X -485 X 981 ^ ^3.7 ^Z^
77 X 16-2 cm.'^

21—2
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The formula connecting the velocity of the wind V with the pressure P may

be written

P=CpV-\

where p is the density ; but there is some uncertainty as to the constancy

of C. It appears that for large plates C = '62, but for a plate 2 inches square

Stanton found G = 52. Taking the latter value*, we have

V.
23-7 23-7

o2p -52 X -00123
'

on introduction of the value of p appropriate to the circumstances of the

experiment. Accordingly

F= 192 cm./sec.

The frequency of vibration (t~^) was nearly enough 256 ; so that

Vt 192

D 25(3 X -095
7-9.

In comjDaring this with Strouhal, we must introduce the appropriate value

of Vn, that is 19, into (5). Thus

V Vr ...

Whether judged from the experiments with water or from those just detailed

upon air, this (Strouhal's) number would seem to be too low ; but the uncer-

tainty in the value of C above referred to precludes any very confident

conclusion. It is highly desirable that Strouhars number should be further

checked by some method justifying complete confidence.

When a wire or string exposed to wind does not itself enter into vibration,

the sound produced is uncertain and difficult to estimate. Xo doubt the wind

is often different at different parts of the string, and even at the same part it

may fluctuate rapidly. A remedy for the first named cause of unsteadiness is

to listen through a tube, whose open end is brought pretty close to the

obstacle. This method is specially advantageous if we take advantage of our

knowledge respecting the mode of action, by using a tube drawn out to a

narrow bore (say 1 or 2 mm.) and placed so as to face the processions of

vortices behind the wire. In connexion with the fire-place arrangement the

drawn out glass tube is conveniently bent round through 180'" and continued

to the ear by a rubber prolongation. In the wake of the obstacle the sound

is well heard, even at some distance (50 mm.) behind ; but little or nothing

reaches the ear when the aperture is in front or at the side, even though quite

close up, unless the wire is itself vibrating. But the special arrangement for

* But I confess that I feel doubts as to the diminution of C with the linear dimension.
[1917. See next paper.]
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a draught, where the observer is on the high pressure side, is not necessary
;

in a few minutes any one may prepare a Uttle apparatus competent to show

the effect. Fig. 3 ahnost explains itself. A is the drawn out glass tube

Fig. 3.

S the loop of iron or brass wire (say 1 mm. in diameter), attached to the tube

with the aid of a cork C. The rubber prolongation is not shown. Held in

the crack of a slightly opened door or window, the arrangement yields a sound

which is often pure and fairly steady.
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ON THE RESISTANCE EXPERIENCED BY SMALL PLATES

EXPOSED TO A STREAM OF FLUID.

[Fhilosophical Magazine, Vol. xxx. pp. 179—181, 1915.]

In a recent paper on iEolian Tones* I had occasion to determine the

velocity of wind from its action upon a narrow strip of mirror (lO'l cm. x l'6cm.),

the incidence being normal. But there was some doubt as to the coefficient

to be employed in deducing the velocity from the density of the air and the

force per unit area. Observations both bj' Eiffel and by Stanton had indicated

that the resultant pressure (force reckoned per unit area) is less on small plane

areas than on larger ones; and although I used provisionally a diminished

value of G in the equation P = CpV- in view of the narrowness of the strip, it

•was not without hesitation f. I had in fact already commenced experiments

which appeared to show that no variation in C was to be detected. Subse-

quently the matter was carried a little further ; and I think it worth while

to describe briefly the method employed. In any case I could hardly hope to

attain finality, which would almost certainly require the aid of a proper wind

channel, but this is now of less consequence a.s I learn that the matter is

engaging attention at the National Physical Laboratory.

According to the principle of similitude a departure from the simple law

would be most apparent when the kinematic viscosity is large and the stream

velocity small. Thus, if the delicacy can be made adequate, the use of atV

resistance and such low speeds as can be reached by walking through a still

atmosphere should be favourable. The principle of the method consists in

balancing the two areas to be compared by mounting them upon a vertical axis,

situated in their common plane, and capable of turning with the minimum
of friction. If the areas are equal, their centres must be at the same distance

(on opposite sides) from the axis. When the apparatus is carried forward

through the air, equality of mean pressures is witnessed by the plane of the

obstacles assuming a position of perpendicularity to the line of motion. If in

* PJiil. Hag. Vol. xxix. p. 442 (1915). [Art. 394.]

t See footnote on p. [324].
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this position the mean pressure on one side is somewhat deficient, the plane

on that side advances against the relative stream, until a stable balance is

attained in an oblique position, in virtue of the displacement (forwards) of the

centres of pressure from the centres of figure.

The plates under test can be cut from thin card and of course must be

accurately measured. In my experiments the axis of rotation was a sewing-

needle held in a U-shaped strip of brass provided with conical indentations.

The longitudinal pressure upon the needle, dependent upon the spring of the

brass, should be no more than is necessary to obviate shift. The arms con-

necting the plates with the needle are as slender as possible consistent with

the necessary rigidity, not merely in order to save weight but to minimise

their resistance. They may be made of wood, provided it be accurately shaped,

or of wire, preferably of aluminium. Regard must be paid to the proper

balancing of the resistances of these arms, and this may require otherwise

superfluous additions. It would seem that a practical soluti<jn may be attained,

though it must remain deficient in mathematical exactness. The junctions

of the various pieces can be effected quite satisfactorily with sealing-wax used

sparingly. The brass U itself is mounted at the end of a rod held horizontally

in fi-ont of the observer and parallel to the direction of motion. I found it

best to work indoors in a long room or gallery.

Although in use the needle is approximately vertical, it is necessary to

eliminate the possible effect of gravity more completely than can thus be

attained. When the apparatus is otherwise complete, it is turned so as to

make the needle horizontal, and small balance weights (finally of wax) adjusted

behind the plates until equilibrium is neutral. In this process a good opinion

can be formed respecting the freedom of movement.

In an experiment, suggested by the case of the mirror above referred to,

the comparison was between a rectangular plate 2 inches x 1^ inches and an

elongated strip '51 inch broad, the length of the strip being parallel to the

needle, i.e. vertical in use. At first this length was a little in excess, but was

cut down until the resistance balance was attained. For this purpose it

seemed that equal areas were required to an accuracy of about one per cent.,

nearly on the limit set by the delicacy of the apparatus.

According to the principle of similitude the influence of linear scale (I)

upon the mean pressure should enter only as a function of v/Vl, where v is the

kinematic viscosity of air and V the velocity of travel. In the present case

y = -1.50.5, F(4 miles per hour) = 180, and /, identified with the width of the

strip, = 1'27, all in c.G.S. measure. Thus

j,/F^ = -00066.

In view of the smallness of this quantity, it is not surprising that the influence

of linear scale should fail to manifest itself.
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In virtue of the more complete symmetry realizable when the plates to be

compared are not merely equal in area but also similar in shape, this method

would be specially advantageous for the investigation of the possible influence

of thickness and of the smoothness of the surfaces.

When the areas to be compared are unequal, so that their centres need to

be at different distances from the axis, the resistance balance of the auxiliary

parts demands special attention. I have exjjerimented upon circular disks

whose areas are as 2:1. When there was but one smaller disk (6 cm. in

diameter) the arms of the lever had to be also as 2:1 (fig. 1). In another

Fig. 1.

experiment tivo small disks (each 4 cm. in diameter) were balanced against a

larger one of equal total area (fig. 2). Probably this arrangement is the

bettet. In neither case was any difference of mean pressures detected.

FiR. 2.

In the figures AA represents the needle, B and C the large and small

disks respectively, D the extra attachments needed for the resistance balance

of the auxiliar}' parts.
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HYDRODYNAMICAL PROBLEMS SUGGESTED BY
BITOT'S TUBES.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xci. pp. .503—-511, 1915.]

The general use of Bitot's tubes for measuring the velocity of streams

suggests hydrodynamical problems. It can hardly be said that these are of

practical importance, since the action to be observed depends simply upon

Bernoulli's law. In the interior of a long tube of any section, closed at the

further end and facing the stream, the pressure must be that due to the velocity

(v) of the stream, i.e. ^pv-, p being the density. At least, this must be the

case if viscosity can be neglected. I am not aware that the influence of

viscosity here has been detected, and it does not seem likely that it can be

sensible under ordinary conditions. It would enter in the combination vjvl,

where v is the kinematic viscosity and I represents the linear dimension of

the tube. Experiments directed to show it would therefore be made with

small tubes and low velocities.

In practice a tube of circular section is employed. But, even when viscosity

is ignored, the problem of determining the motion in the neighbourhood of a

circular tube is beyond our powers. In what follows, not only is the fluid

supposed frictionless, but the circular tube is replaced by its two-dimensional

analogue, i.e. the channel between parallel plane walls. Under this head two

problems naturally present themselves.

The first problem proposed for consideration may be defined to be the

flow of electricity in two dimensions, when the uniformity is disturbed by the

presence of a channel whose infinitely thin non-conducting walls are parallel

to the flow. By themselves these walls, whether finite or infinite, would

cause no disturbance ; but the channel, though open at the finite end, is sup-

posed to be closed at an infinite distance away, so that, on the whole, there

is no stream through it. If we suppose the flow to be of liquid instead of

electricity, the arrangement may be regarded as an idealized Bitot's tube,
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although we know that, in consequence of the sharp edges, the electrical law

would be widely departed from. In the recesses of the tube there is no

motion, and the pressure developed is simply that due to the velocity of the

stream.

The problem itself may be treated as a modification of that ofHelmholtz*,

where flow is imagined to take place within the channel and to come to

evanescence outside at a distance from the mouth. If in the usual notation j

z = x + iy, and iu = 4) + I'-f be the complex potential, the solution of Helm-

holtz's problem is expressed by
£r = w + e"', (1)

or X = <p + e'l' cos ^(r, y = yjr + e* sin -^ (2)

The walls correspond to yjt = ±tt, where y takes the same values, and they

extend from i»=-x to * = -!. Also the stream-line -«/r=0 makes y = 0,

which is a line of symmetry. In the recesses of the channel (p is negative

and large, and the motion becomes a uniform stream.

To annul the internal stream we must superpose upon this motion, ex-

pressed say by ^i + i'^i, another of the form <po + i-^^ where

(^2 -I- i-\\r„ — — X — iy.

In the resultant motion,

so that
(f)i
= 4> + X, ^1 = ^ + y>

and we get

= (^ 4- e*+^ cos (i/r -I- 7/), = -v/r -I-
6*+^ sin (i/r -h y), (3)

whence x= —(j> + \og \/(4>'' + yjf'), y = — yjr + t-An~' (yjrlcj)) (4)

or, as it may also be written,

z = — tu + log tu ( 5

)

It is easy to verify that these expressions, no matter how arrived at, satisfy

the necessary conditions. Since x is an even function of -v/r, and y an odd

function, the line y = is an axis of symmetry. When -v/r = 0, we see from

( 3 ) that sin ?/ = 0, so that y = or + tt, and that cos y and (j> have opposite

signs. Thus when </> is negative, y = ; and when cj) is positive, y = ± tt.

Again, when (/> is negative, x ranges from -|- co to — oo
; and when (^ is

positive X ranges from -co to — 1, the extreme value at the limit of the

wall, as appears from the equation

dxjd4>=-l + 1/^ = 0,

making (1>=1, x= — 1. The central stream-line may thus be considered to

pass along y = from x = cc to a; = — x . At x = — cc it divides into two

* Berlin iJonatsber. 1868; Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxvi. p. 337 (1868). In this paper a new path

was opened.

t See Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 66.
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branches along y = ±7r. From « = — oo toa; = — 1, the flow is along the

inner side of the walls, and from x = —\ to« = — oo back again along the

outer side. At the turn the velocity is of course infinite.

We see from (4) that when ^ is given the difference in the final values of

y, corresponding to infinite positive and negative values of <^, amounts to ir,

and that the smaller is i/r the more rapid is the change in y.

The corresponding values of x and y for various values of <^, and for the

stream-lines -v/r = — 1, — -|,
— ^, are given in Table I, and the more important

parts are exhibited in the accompanying plots (fig. 1).

TABLE I.
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z and w (= </) -|- i-\|r) is expressed with the aid of an auxiliary variable 6.

Thus
z = tan 9 — 6 — \i tan- 6 - i log cos 9, (6)

w = i sec- 9 (7)

If we put tan = ^ + irj, we get

w=l(l +^'-v^+2i^v),

so that ^ = -i-(l-f f--^'). f = i^V (8)

We find further (Luve),

z==^ + ^V+i^1-l{e-v')- i tan- f^Y^-' " * *^''"
1 + P-r

+ ^
log {(1 - ^)-^ + r} (9)

SO that ,^. ^ g + ^ + 1 tan-' ^^"^_-- + i tan'^
^ _ I _ ^

> (10)

i/
= V--Hr—V') + ilog{(l-vr + r-} (11)

The stream-lines, corresponding to a constant -v//-, may be plotted from

(10), (11), if we substitute 2-\|r/^ for rj and regard f as the variable parameter.

Since by (8)

</> = i (1 + f) - tVP. f^'/'/^^ = ^^+ 2tVE
there is no occasion to consider negative values of ^, and <^ and f vary always

in the same direction.

As regards the fractions under the sign of tan~', we see that both vanish

when ^ = 0, and also when ^=x. The former, viz., 2^H-(4i/rYf--l- p — 1),

at first + when ^ is very small, rises to cc when |- = J {1 ± \/(l — IS^^")],

which happens when i/r < |^, but not otherwise. In the latter case the fraction

is always positive. When yjr < \, the fraction passes through x , there

changing sign. The numerically least negative value is reached when

p= 1 [,/(l + 48i//-^) — Ij. The fraction then retraces its entire course, until

it becomes zero again when ^ = x . On the other hand the second fraction,,

at first positive, rises to infinity in all cases when I" = -j {V (1 -t- 16-v/f-) — Ij,

after which it becomes negative and decreases numerically to zero, no part of

its course being retraced. As regards the ambiguities in the resulting angles,

it will suffice to suppose both angles to start from zero with ^. This choice

amounts to taking the origin of x at 0, instead of 0'.

When -yjr is very small the march of the functions is peculiar. The first

fraction becomes infinite when |^ = 4-\|r^ that is when ^ is still small. The
turn occurs when ^'-=12-\lr-, and the corresponding least negative value is

also small. The first tan"^ thus passes from to tt while f is still small.

The second fraction also becomes infinite when ^- = 4i^=, there changing

sign, and again approaches zero while ^ is of the same order of magnitude..
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The second tan"^ thus passes from to rr, thereby completing its course,

while f is still small.

When i/r = absolutely, either ^ or t], or both, must vanish, but we must

still have regard to the relative values of ^ and ^. Thus when ^ is small

enough, x = Q, and this part of the stream-line coincides with the axis of

symmetry. But while ^ is still small, x changes from to tt, the new value

representing the inner face of the wall. The transition occurs when ^ = 2-v|r,

7; = !, making in (11) y = — x . The point 0' at the edge of the wall

(« = TT, 2/
= 0) corresponds to ^ = 0, rj = 0.

F(ir the free part of the stream-line we may put t? = 0, so that

.(12)

.(13)

.(14)

2f TT
x = ^ + l tan-1 fcT^T + .i

= t - tan-i f + vr,

where tan~' ^ is to be taken between and iir. Also

2/=-}P + ilog(l+f)

AYhen ^ is very great,

x = ^+i-n-, 2/=_lf,

and the curve approximates to a parabola.

When ^ is small,

^-^ = ir. y = it\ (15)

so that the ratio (x — 7r)/t/ starts from zero, as was to be expected.

The upward movement of y is of but short duration. It may be observed

that, while dxjd^ is always positive,

d^ 2(l + p)'

which is positive only so long as |^ < 1. And when ^ = 1,

x-'7r = l- lnT = 0-2146, t/ = - 1 -^ log 2 = 0-097.

SdiiiL- values of X and y calculated from (12), (13) are given in Table II

and the corresponding curve is shown in fig. 3.

.(16)

TABLE II.—i/r=o.

«
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It is easy to verify that the velocity is constant along the curve defined

by (12), (13). We have

and when -v//- = 0,

dx ^ g- dl dy_^ 1-p d|
.

c^(^
~

1 + f rf0 ' d<f)~2 1 + ^' d(P'

Thus
dx 2^

Fig. 2.

dy _l-l-
d4. 1 + f dcj) 1 + f

-

'

and {dxld^y- + {dyld4>y=l *
(17)

The square root of the expression on the left of (17) represents the

reciprocal of the resultant velocity.

TABLE III—f = Jj,.

t
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397.

ON THE CHARACTER OF THE "S" SOUND.

[Nature, Vol. xcv. pp. 645, 646, 191-5.]

Some two years ago I asked for suggestions as to the formation of an

artificial hiss, and I remarked that the best I had then been able to do was by

blowing through a rubber tube nipped at about half an inch from the open

end with a screw clamp, but that the sound so obtained was perhaps more like

an /'than an s. " There is reason to think that the ear, at any rate of elderly

people, tires rapidly to a maintained hiss. The pitch is of the order of 10,000

per second *." The last remark was founded upon experiments already briefly

described-f- under the head " Pitch of Sibilants."

' Doubtless this may vary over a considerable range. In my experiments

the method was tbat of nodes and loops (Phil. Mag. Vol. vii. p. 149 (1879);

Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 406), executed with a sensitive flame and sliding

reflector. A hiss given by Mr Enock, which to me seemed very high and not

over audible, gave a wave-length (X.) equal to 2.5 mm., with good agreement

on repetition. A hiss which I gave was graver and less definite, corresponding

to X = 32 mm. The frequency would be of the order of 10,000 per second,

more than -5 octaves above middle C."

Among the replies, publicly or privately given, with which I was favoured,

was one from Prof E. B. Titchener, of Cornell University |, who wrote :

'' Lord Rayleigh's sound more like an / than an s is due, according to

Kohler's observations, to a slightly too high pitch. A Galton whistle, set for

a tone of 8400 v.d., will give a pure s.''

It was partly in connexion with this that I remarked later § that I doubted

whether any pure tone gives the full impression of an s, having often experi-

mented with bird-calls of about the right pitch. In my published papers I

* Nature. Vol. xci. p. 319, 1913.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xvi. p. 235, 1908 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 486.

J Nature, Vol. xci. p. 4-51, 1913.

§ Nature, Vol. xci. p. 558, 1913.

R. VI. 22
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find references to wave-lengths 81-2mm.,l -304111. = 33-1 mm., l-28in.= 32-5 mm.*

It is true that these are of a pitch too high for Kohler's optimum, which at

ordinary temperatures corresponds to a wave-length of 40'6 mm., or 1'60 inches;

but they agree pretty well with the pitch found for actual hisses in my obser-

vations with Enock.

Prof Titchener has lately returned to the subject. In a communication

to the American Philosophical Societyf he writes :

"It occurred to me that the question might be put to the test of experiment.

The sound of a Galton's whistle set for 8400 v.d. might be imitated by the

mouth, and a series of observations might be taken upon material composed

partly of the natural (mouth) sounds and partly of the artificial (whistle) tones.

If a listening observer were unable to distinguish between the two stimuli,

and if the mouth sound were shown, phonetically, to be a true hiss, then it

would be proved that the whistle also gives an s, and Lord Rayleigh would

be answered.

" The experiment was more troublesome than I had anticipated ; but I may
say at once that it has been carried out, and with affirmative result."

A whistle of Edelmann's pattern (symmetrical, like a steam whistle) was

used, actuated by a rubber bulb ; and it appears clear that a practised operator

was able to imitate the whistle so successfully that the observer could not say

with any certainty which was which. More doubt may be felt as to whether

the sound was really a fully developed hiss. Reliance seems to have been

placed almost exclusively upon the position of the lips and tongue of the

operator. I confess I should prefer the opinion of unsophisticated observers

judging of the result simply by ear. The only evidence of this kind mentioned

is in a footnote (p. 328) :
" Mr Stephens' use of the word ' hiss ' was spontane-

ous, not due to suggestion." I have noticed that sometimes a hiss passes

momentarily into what may almost be described as a whistle, but I do not

think this can be regarded as a normal .5.

Since reading Prof Titchener's paper I have made further experiments

with results that I propose to describe. The pitch of the sounds was deter-

mined by the sensitive flame and sliding reflector method, which is abundantly

sensitive for the purpose. The reflector is gradually drawn back from the

burner, and the positions noted in which the flame is unaffected. This phase

occurs when the burner occupies a node of the stationary wavps. It is a place

where there is no to and fro motion. The places of recovery are thus at

distances from the reflector which are (odd or even) multiples of the half

wave-length. The reflector was usually drawn back until there had been five

* Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 407; Vol. ii. p. 100.

t Proceedings, Vol. liii. August—December, 1914, p. 323.
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recoveries, indicating that the distance from the burner was now 5 x ^X, and

this distance was then measured.

The first observations were upon a whistle on Edelmann's pattern of my
own construction. The flame and reflector gave A, = 1'7 in., about a semi-tone

flat on Kohler's optimum. As regards the character of the sound, it seemed

to me and others to bear some resemblance to an s, but still to be lacking in

something essential. I should say that since my own hearing for s's is now

distinctly bad, I have always confirmed my opinion by that of other listeners

whose hearing is good. That there should be some resemblance to an s at a

pitch which is certainly the predominant pitch of an s is not surprising ; and

it is difficult to describe exactly in what the deficiency consisted. My own
impression was that the sound was too nearly a pure tone, and that if it had

been quite a pure tone the resemblance to an s would have been less. In

subsequent observations the pitch was raised through X = r6 in., but without

modifying the above impressions.

Wishing to try other sources which I thought more likely to give pure

tones, I fell back on bird-calls. A new one, with adjustable distance between

the perforated plates, gave on different trials X = I'S in., X = 1'6 in. In neither

case was the sound judged to be at all a proper s, though perhaps some

resemblance remained. The effect was simply that of a high note, like the

squeak of a bird or insect. Further trials on another day gave confirmatory

results.

The next observations were made with the highest pipe from an organ,

gradually raised in pitch by cutting away at the open end. There was some

difficulty in getting quite high enough, but measures were taken giving

X = 2-2 in., X = 1-9 in., and eventually X = 1'6 in. In no case was there more

than the slightest suggestion of an s.

As I was not satisfied that at the highest pitch the organ-pipe was speaking

properly, I made another from lead tube, which could be blown from an

adjustable wind nozzle. Tuned to give X = 1-6 in., it sounded faint to my ear,

and conveyed no s. Other observers, who heard it well, said it was no s.

In all these experiments the sounds were maintained, the various instru-

ments being blown from a loaded bag, charged beforehand with a foot blower.

In this respect they are not fully comparable with those of Prof Titchener,

whose whistle was actuated by squeezing a rubber bulb. However, I have

also tried a glass tube, 104 in. long, supported at the middle and rubbed with

a resined leather. This should be of the right pitch, but the squeak heard

did not suggest an s. I ought perhaps to add that the thing did not work

particularly well.

It will be seen that my conclusions differ a good deal from those of Prof.

Titchener, but since these estimates depend upon individual judgment, perhaps
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not uninfluenced by prepossessions, they are not fully satisfactory. Further

independent aural observations are desirable. I fear a record, or ocular obser-

vation, of vibrations at so high a pitch is hardly feasible.

I may perhaps be asked if a characteristic s, having a dominant pitch, is

not a pure tone, what is it ? I am disposed to think that the vibration

is irregular. A fairly defined pitch does not necessitate regular sequences of

more than a few (say 3—10) vibrations. What is the state of affairs in an organ-

pipe which does not speak well, or in a violin string badly bowed ? An
example more amenable to observation is afforded by the procession of drops

into which a liquid jet breaks up. If the jet is well protected from outside

influences, the procession is irregular, and yet there is a dominant interval

between consecutive drops, giving rise under suitable conditions to a sound

having a dominant pitch. Vibrations of this sort deserve more attention than

they have received. In the case of the s the pitch is so high that there would

be opportunity for interruptions so fi-equent that they would not be separately

audible, and yet not so many as to preclude a fairly defined dominant pitch.

I have an impression, too, that the s includes subordinate components de-

cidedly graver than the dominant pitch.

Similar questions naturally arise over the character of the sh, f, and tk

sounds.



398.

ON THE STABILITY OF THE SlilPLE SHEARING MOTION
OF A VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID.

[Philosophical Magazive, Vol. XXX. pp. 329—338, 1915.]

A PRECISE formulation of the problem for free infinitesimal disturbances

was made by Orr (1907)*. It is supposed that f (the vorticity) and v (the

velocity perpendicular to the walls) are proportional to e™* e**^, where n=p + iq.

If V2^ = S, we have

^ = {.-i + ^(p + w}^, (1)

and (Pvjdy''-k-v = S, (2)

with the boundary conditions that v = 0, dv/dy = at the walls where y is

constant. Here v is the kinematic viscosity, and /S is proportional to the

initial constant vorticity. Orr easily shows that the period-equation takes

the form

(S, e^ dy . \s^ e-^v dy - (s, e"*!' dy . js,e''y dy = 0, (3)

where <S'i, S^ are any two independent solutions of (1) and the integrations

are extended over the interval between the walls. An equivalent equation

was given a little later (1908) independently by Sommerfeld.

Stability requires that for no value of k shall any of the q's determined

by (3) be negative. In his discussion Orr arrives at the conclusion that this

condition is satisfied. Another of Orr's results may be mentioned. He
shows that p + k/3y necessarily changes sign in the interval between the

walls -f.

In the paper quoted reference was made also to the work of v. Mises and

Hopf, and it was suggested that the problem might be simplified if it could

be shown that q — vk^ cannot vanish. If so, it will follow that q is always

* Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. Vol. sxvii.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xxTiii. p. 618 (1914).
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positive and indeed greater than vk'^, inasmuch as this is certainly the case

when /3 = *. The assumption that q = vk", by which the real part of the
[ }

in (1) disappears, is indeed a considerable simplification, but my hope that it

would lead to an easy solution of the stability problem has been disappointed.

Nevertheless, a certain amount of progress has been made which it may be

desirable to record, especially as the preliminary results may have other

applications.

If we take a real rj such that

p + k0y = -(9vk'/3^y' 7j, (4)

we obtain ^-^ = — diriS. (5)
arj-

This is the equation discussed by Stokes in several papers f, if we take « in

his equation (18) to be the pure imaginary ir).

The boundary equation (3) retains the same form with ^'^ drj for e^^ dy,

where

X' = 9pk-//3 (6)

In (5), (6) 7) and \ are non-dimensional.

Stokes exhibits the general solution of the equation

S-'^'=' *'>

in two forms. In ascending series which are always convergent,

'^=^ii + 2T3 + 2-r576 + 2:3-:5:6r8.9 +
-

P f
9x' 9'x' 9V ]

^'^r+3T4 + 3:i:677 + 3.4.6.7.9.10 +-[ ^^>

The alternative semi-convergent form, suitable for calculation when x is

large, is

r, ., -i -2xiL 1.5
,

1.5.7.11 1.5.7.11.13.17

i 1.144a;'- 1.2.144^«-'' 1 . 2 . 3 . 144'a;*

n -i 2:rl f, ,
1.0 1.5.7.11 1.5.7.11.13.17

]

I 1.144^;^ 1.2.144'a;' 1 . 2 . 3 . 144» a-^- )

in which, however, the constants G and D are liable to a discontinuity.

When X is real—the case in which Stokes was mainly interested—or a pure

imaginary, the calculations are of course simplified.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxiv. p. 69 (189'2) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 583.

t Especially Caml}. Phil. Trans. Vol. x. p. 106 (1857) ; Collected Papers, Vol. iv. p. 77.
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If we take as Si and S., the two series in (8), the real and imaginary parts

of each are readily separated. Thus if

S,=Si+it,, ,S^ = s.2 + it,, (10)

we have on introduction of irj

9-7f 9V;
.3.5.6 "^2.3.5.6.8.9X1712

V, _9V_^ ,-,2^^" 2.3 + 2T¥.5.6.8.9~--' ^^^^

V_ _ 9V"_
, , .,o.

' 3.4 3.4.6.7.9:10 ^ '

' "^ 3.4.6.7^3.4.6.7.9.10.12.13 '' ^ '

m which it will be seen that Sj, s^ are even in 97, while ij, t^ are odd.

When 7? < 2, these ascending series are suitable. When 77 > 2, it is better

to use the descending series, but for this purpose it is necessary to know the

connexion between the constants A, B and C, D. For x = iri these are

(Stokes)

A=7r-iT {\) IC+De-i'l^, B = S^n-i

F

(f )
{- C + De'"'"'. .

.

.(15)

Thus for the first series Si(A = l,B = in (8))

log i) = T-5820516, C=Z)e"'/«; (16)

and for &(^= 0,5=1)
log i)'= 1-4012366, -C"=X»'e -''/«, (17)

so that if the two functions in (9) be called 2i and 2„,

S, = G^, + D1„ S,= C"l, + iy^, (18)

These values may be confirmed by a comparison of results calculated

first from the ascending series and secondly from .the descending series when
7= 2. Much of the necessary arithmetic has been given already by Stoke.s*-

Thus from the ascending series

Si (2) = - 13-33010, ti (2) = 11-62838
;

s^(2) = - 2-25237, i^ (2) = - 11-44664.

In calculating from the descending series the more important part is Sj , since

For 77 = 2 Stokes finds

Si = - 14-98520 + 43-81046i,

of which the log. modulus is 1-6656036, and the phase + 108° 52' 58"-99.

When the multiplier C or C" is introduced, there will be an addition of + 30°

to this phase. Towards the value of S-^ I find

-13-32487 + 11-63096 1

;

* Loc. cit. Appendix. It was to take advantage of this that the " 9 " was introduced in (.5).
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and towards that of 8.,

-2-24892-1 1-44495 t.

For the other part involving D or £>' we get in like manner

- -00523 - -00258 i,

and --00345 --00170 1.

TABLE I.

[398

1-0000

1 -0000

1 -0000

-9907

-99H2

-9930

-9790

-9393

-8825

-7619

•554

-215

- -310

- 1-083
- 2-173
- 3-635
- 5-493
- 7-694

-10-057
-12-177
-13-330
-12-34
- 7-49

+ 3-54

+ 23-55

+ 55-20

'l
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the only difference being the change from D to — D' and the reversal of sign

in 7r/6, equivalent to the introduction of a constant (complex) factor.

When r) exceeds 2-5, the second term of the series within
{ } in 2i is less

than 10~-, so that for rough purposes the
{ } may be omitted altogether.

We then have

s,= Z),,-ie^2.,*cos(V2.77*-7r/24), (21)

i, = -i),,-ie^2-''-sin(V2.7;^-7r/24), (22)

s,= D'7;~ie^^-''^sin(V2.77^-7r/24-7r/6) (23)

^,= D'7?~le^^-''^cos(V2.7;*-7r/24-7r/6) (24)

Here D and D' are both positive—the logarithms have already been given

—

and we see that Sj, to are somewhat approximately in the same phase, and

i], Sa in approximately opposite phases. When r) exceeds a small integer,

the functions fluctuate with great rapidity and with correspondingly in-

creasing maxima and minima. When in one period \/2 . t]- increases by 27r,

the exponential factor is multiplied by e-", viz. .535'4. From the approximate

expressions applicable when t; exceeds a small integer it appears that Sj, ij

are in quadrature, as also S2, t^.

For some purposes it may be more convenient to take 1^, 2™, or (expressed

more correctly) the functions which identify themselves with 2i, 2„ when 7}

is great, rather than S-^, S2, as fundamental solutions. When 7; is small,

these functions must be calculated from the ascending series. Thus by (15)

(C'=l,i)=0)

S, = 7r-*r(l).S\-37r-*r(§),S„ (25)

and(C' = 0, D = l)

S,= 7r-4r(J)e-"'/SS'i + 37r-*r(f)e'-/^S', (26)

Some general properties of the solutions of (5) are worthy of notice. If

>S' = s + it, we have

d^s/dTj- = 97]t, dHjd7j- = — 9r)s.

Let R = ^ (s= + f) ; then
dR ds dt

dnr] dr] dr]

d\R _ /dsy fdtV d?s_ dH_

dr}- Kdr)) \dri) drf dt]^'

of which the two last terms cancel, so that d''Rldrj'^ is always positive. In

the case oi S„ when 7; = 0, s, (0)= 1, t,{0) = 0, s/(0) = 0, so that i?(0) = i

R' (0) = 0. Again, when 97 = 0, s, (0) = 0, t, (0) = 0, so that R (0) = 0, R' (0) = 0.

In neither case can R vanish for a finite (real) value of rj, and the same

is true of »S'i and S.^.
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Since (5) is a differential equation of tlie second order, its solutions are

connected in a well-known manner. Thus

and on integration

,SV^^-^,^' = 0, (27)

81^ — 82 ^ = constant = i (28)
ar) drj

as appears from the value assumed when tj — O. Thus

f = ^^$., (29)

which defines S„ in terms of >S',

.

A similar relation holds for any two particular solutions. For example,

J = 6tr J', (30)

The difficulty of the stability problem lies in the treatment of the boundary

condition

*
S.e'^-^dn.l S^e-^-^dv- S.e-'^-^dv.l S2e^'^dv = 0, ...{SI)

in which 7]2, Vi> and X are arbitrary, except that we may suppose t]^ and X to

be positive, and tj^ negative. In (31) we may replace e^'', e~^''by cosh A,??,

sinh Xt] respectively, and the substitution is especially useful when the limits

of integration are such that rii=^ ~V2- For in this case

12 /"12

S cosh Xt] drj = 2 I s cosh Xr) drj,

1)1 ''0

I
(S' sinh Xt) drj = 2i t sinh Xr) dt)

;

' 1. -

and the equation reduces to

Is r >?2

S] cosh Xt) drj . i.. sinh Xrj drj
'0

— S2 cosh Xt; (i?; . tiSinh Xrj dr] = 0, (32)
.'0 id

thus assuming a real form, derived, however, from the imaginary term in (31).

In general with separation of real and imaginary parts we have by (31) from

the real part

Si e^-^ dij . .S2
e-^1 dt] - t^ ^^ dij. JL e-^i d-rj

- ^s^e-'^^'dTj. S2e^''rf77+Uie-^''d7y. jt^e'^'idv =0, (33)

* Eather to my surprise I find this condition already laid down in private papers of Jan. 1893.
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and from the imaginary part

Isi 6^1 drj . t^e-^'' dr] + Sa
e"'^''

dr] . ti e*'' dtj

- s^e-^-^dr).
I
ia e^" c^»7 - is^e'^-^dr] . f^i e"*" c?>; = (34)

If we introduce the notation of double integrals, these equations become

fsinh \{v- v') k (v) s, W) -t,(v). t, iv')} drjdv'^O, (35)

sinh \{r,- r,') {s, (ri) . t, (t?') - 80^(7)). t, {v')} dr,dr,' = 0, (36)

the limits for 7; and 7)' being in both cases r/i and rj^. In these we see that

the parts /or which 7? and 77' are nearly equal contribute little to the result.

A case admitting of comparatively simple treatment occurs when X is so

large that the exponential terms e^'', e~'''^ dominate the integrals. As we
may see by integration by parts, (31) then reduces to

S,{v.).S,{n,)-S,{v^).S,{7^,) = 0, (37)
or with use of (29)

S.{v.).S,{v,).^" -^^ = (38)

We have already seen that S^ (ri) cannot vanish ; and it only remains to

prove that neither can the integral do so. Owing to the character of S-i,

only moderate values of 77 contribute sensibly to its value. For further

examination it conduces to clearness to write 772 = a, 7}^ = — h, where a and

h are positive. Thus

' drj _ [" drj f* dr)

^ C {sl^Zl^)dv i
' (s,' - 1,') dy ^ . [- s,t, dy [>> s,t,dv

^

J is,' + t,r
+

' (s^^ + u-f ] (sr

+

t^j K (s,' + m' '^ '

fa (g2 _ y 2\ j^„
and it suffices to show that ]

-—— cannot vanish. A short table
.'0 {s,' + vr

makes this apparent [see p. 348].

The fifth column represents the sums up to various values of y. The ap-

proximate value of
I

^^^—' ^
is thus '2 x 2-834 or '567. The true value

'0 (Si + S] )

of this integral is {D' jD) sin 60° or -571, as we see from (30) and (19), (20).

We conclude that (37) cannot be satisfied with any values of 772 and 771.

When the value of A, is not sufficiently great to justify the substitution

of (37) for (31) in the general case, we may still apply the argument in a

rough manner to the special case (772 + '/i
= 0) of (32), at any rate when 772
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is moderately great. For, although capable of evanescence, the functions

Si, ti, Sa, ^2 increase in amplitude so rapidly with tj that the extreme value of

7] may be said to dominate the integrals. The hyperbolic functions then

disappear and the equation reduces* to

Si(%).<2(%)-S2(%).*i(%) = 0. (40)

TABLE II.
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or on etfecting the integrations

^ iv-'
— Vi) sinh X (772 — 7?]) + 2 - 2 cosh A. (772 — 771) = (42)

It is easy to show that (42) cannot be satisfied. For, writing X (rj^ — rji) = *',

X^ ''''

X sinh x = x^ + ^--7, +

2 (cosh x—l) = x'' +

2.3 2.3.4.5

x^ x"

3.4 3.4.5.6

every term of the first series exceeding the corresponding term of the second

series. The left-hand member of (42) is accordingly always positive. This

disposes of the whole question when 772 and 771 are small enough (numerically),

say distinctly less than unity.
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ON THE THEORY OF THE CAPILLARY TUBE.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, \'o). xcii. pp. 184—195, Oct. 1915.]

A RECENT paper by Richards and Coombs* discusses in some detail the

determination of surface-tension by the rise of the liquid in capillary tubes,

and reflects mildly u.pon the inadequate assistance afforded by mathematics.

It is true that no complete analytical solution of the problem can be obtained,

even when the tube is accurately cylindrical. We may have recourse to

graphical constructions, or to numerical calculations by the method of Rungef

,

who took an example from this very problem. But for experimental pur-

poses all that is really needed is a sufficiently approximate treatment of the

two extreme cases of a narrow and of a wide tube. The former question was

successfully attacked by Poisson, whose final formula [(18) below] would

meet all ordinary requirements. Unfortunately doubts have been thrown

upon the correctness of Poisson's results, especially by Mathieu|, who rejects

them altogether in the only case of much importance, i.e. when the liquid

wets the walls of the tube—a matter which will be further considered later

on. Mathieu also reproaches Poisson's investigation as implying two different

values of h, of which the second is really only an improvement upon the

first, arising from a further approximation. It must be admitted, however,

that the problem is a delicate one, and that Poisson's explanation at a critical

point leaves something to be desired. In the investigation which follows I

hope to have succeeded in carrying the approximation a stage beyond that

reached by Poissun.

In the theory of narrow tubes the lower level from which the height of

the meniscus is reckoned is the free plane level. In experiment, the lower

level is usually that of the liquid in a wide tube connected below with the

narrow one, and the question arises how wide this tube needs to be in order

that the inner part of the meniscus may be nearly enough plaiie. Careful

* Joiint. Amer. Client. Soc. No. 7, July, 1915.

t Math. Ann. Vol. xlvi. p. 17.5 (1895).

X Theurie de In CapiUarite, Paris, 1883, pp. 40—49.
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experiments by Richards and Coombs led to the conclusion that in the case

of water the diameter of the wide tube should exceed 33 mm., and that

probably 38 mm. suffices. Such smaller diameters as are often employed

(20 mm.) involve very appreciable error. Here, again, we should naturally

look to mathematics to supply the desired information. The case of a straight

wall, making the problem two-dimensional, is easy*, but that of the circular

wall is much more complicated.

Some drawings (from theory) given by Kelvin, figs. 24, 26, 28 f, indicate

clearly that diameters of I'B cm. and 2'6 cm. are quite inadequate. I have

attempted below an analytical solution, based upon the assumption that the

necessary diameter is large, as it will be, if the prescribed error at the axis

is small enough. Although this assumption is scarcely justified in practice,

the calculation indicates that a diameter of 4'7 cm. may not be too large.

As Richards and Coombs remark, the observed curvature of the lower

part of the meniscus may be used as a test. Theory shows that there should

be no sensible departure from straightness over a length of about 1 cm.

The Narrow Tube.

For the surface of liquid standing in a vertical tube of circular section,

we have
xdzldx 1 r^ , ^, ^X s,\n ilr = -^rj-z -^———

—

y=— zxdx, (1)^ 'J{l + {dzldxy] a^l

in which z is the vertical co-ordinate measured upwards from the free plane

level, X is the horizontal co-ordinate measured from the axis, -^ is the angle

the tangent at any point makes with the horizontal, and a''=Tgpl, where

T is the surface-tension, g the acceleration of gravity, and p the density of

the fluid. The equation expresses the equilibrium of the cylinder of liquid

of radius x. At the wall, where x = r, ^p- assumes a given value {^tt — i),

and (1) becomes

a**?' cos i=
\
zx d.r (2)

JO

If the radius (r) of the tube is small, the total curvature is nearly con-

stant, that is, the surface is nearly spherical. We take

z = l-^/{c--x-) + u, (3)

where I is the height of the centre and c the radius of the sphere, while u

represents the correction required for a closer approximation. If we omit u

altogether, (2) gives
^

a-r cos i = ^If'' + J {(c^— r-)- — c^} (4)

* Compare FJdl. Mag. Vol. xxxiv. p. 309, Appendix, 1892; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 13.

t The reference is given below.

J It may be remarked that a^ is sometimes taken to denote the double of the above quantitj'.
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Also, if h be the height at the lowest point of the meniscus, the quantity

directly measured in experiment,

h=l-c (5)

In this approximation rlc = cos i, and thus in terms of c

a^r"/c = |r- (h + c) +
-J-

(c" - r=)* - |-c» ( 6

)

When the angle of contact (i) is zero, c = r, and

a' = ^r{h+isr), (7)

the well-known formula.

When we include u, it becomes a question whether we should retain the

value of c, i.e. r sec i, appropriate when the surface is supposed to be exactly

spherical. It appears, however, to be desirable, if not necessary, to leave the

precise value of c open. Substituting the value of g from (3) in (1), we get,

with neglect of (dujdx)''',

du{c-—x^y i{c'—a?y idu\- _ c Ix''
^

{c-—x-f—c'

d.r xc- Sc"* \dx) a'V 2
..(«)

For the purposes of the next approximation we may omit (dujdxf and the

integral, which is to be divided by a". Thus

du / cl , \ c-x c" 1 c''— = ( 1) J ii + , (9)
dx ^2a^ ' (c- — x-)- '-^a? x ((? — x-y Sa'x

and on integration

We suppose with Poisson and Mathieu that

2^-3^-1=^' (11)

so that u = ^~Jog {c + ^(c- - a?)} + C, (12)

,. du & \/(c^ — af) — c
correspondmg to __ =_ ____^^^_. (13)

Ti > determine c we have the boundary condition

fdz

\

r (du\

which gives c in terms of i and r. Explicitly

)• r' sin^ i
c =

- - - '1 - -577. It— (14)

cosi 3a'* ( 1 + sin i) cosH' ^ '

These latter equations are given by Mathieu.
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We have now to find the vahie of a^ to the corresponding approximation.

For the observed height of the meniscus

h = l -c + w^=„ = Z-c+ G+ g-^ log (2c); (16).

and

f r" 1 3 f
a^r cos i = zxdx = - (? + (7) + - [{c" - rf - c^} + (« - G) xdx

J n ^ 3 j

= (A + c)f + g{(c=-rT

^ log
2c

" + 4 ^ ~ ^ ^(<^' ~ ^ ) (17)

In the important case where i = 0, the liquid tuetting the walls of the

tube, c = r simply, and

a"- = '^{h +l)-B{^'^^-l

=2^+3-^1 rg'-2
= |r(/i + ir- 0-1288 7-VA) (18)

This is the formula given long since by Poisson*, the only difference being

that his a^ is the double of the quantity here so denoted.

It is remarkable that Mathieu rejects the above equations as applicable to

the case t = 0, c = r, on the ground that then dujdx in (13) becomes infinite

whena; = r. But di/{r^ — x^)/dx, with which dujdx comes into comparison,

is infinite at the same time ; and, in fact, both

^(r=-^^) and
(^^j

{r^ - x-)-,

in equation (8) vanish when x = r. It is this circumstance which really

determines the choice oil in (11).

We may now proceed to a yet closer approximation, introducing approxi-

mate values of the terms previously neglected altogether. From (13)

and from (12)

uxdx = ^Gx" + -^, [a? log {c + V(c- - «')} +^0^-0 \/(c- - «") + ^ (c^ - x^)].

J OC("

* Nouvelle Theorie de VAction Capillaire, 1831, p. 112.

E. VI. 23
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Thus — =rid'ii, dl + G) J c'x
1

&

(c- — x^y- 3a-« {(f' — x'f 3o-.r

Qxa* (c- — *-)•' -

Sc- (c' - X-)
+ {c'-x-y-2c{c'-x'f

+ c-a? log [c + \/{c- - x-)\ + i^c* - c^ \/(c' — x"^)

_\c(l + C) & ^\

.(19)

+
\l((i-—x-) 3a'

log {c + V(c- — a;^}

- 2 log {c + V(c= - x^)\ + ^^^^L^) _ 1 +

— log{c+ VCC'-a^^)}

2 ^(0= - X?)

+ constant.

We have now to choose I, or rather (^ + C), and it may appear at first

sight as though we might take it almost at pleasure. But this is not the

case, at any rate if we wish our results to be applicable when c = r. For this

purpose it is necessary that (duldx),. x {>•'- -.r) be a small quantity, and only

a particular choice of (I + C) will make it so. For when x = c = r,

I
du\ r' — x^

KdxJr r" >J{r- ~x-) [

+ terms vanishing when x = r.

We must therefore take

c(I + C)

r [r{l + G) , r'^ r' /, 1\

- — X-) I 2(/- -ki- 6a* V 2,

hi'

maki:

i-£-tS^O°g^+^)=«' (^«'

u = S^il-^Xo^^^^-^
3a-

6a*

\/(c^ — «-) — c
loj

c + s](& - X-)
+ C'. ...(21)

c V(c''^ — «^) ' "" c

It should be noticed that u so determined does not become infinite when
c = r and x = r. For we have

"' = - zn + r^T-v ^—^^-^
log 1 + ^!^^^ -^^ + C" = C.

6a* 6a* vC" —'")
I

r ]

Also with the general value of c

^'«-3^4l-&l°«2 +
^' .(22)

As before

and ra- cos i =

h =1 —c+ Uo,

+ (u — C) X dx

2f +-£(!-£) i^gn+^^^-^^-T^^'^''-^^^- •••(^3)
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The integral in (23) can be expressed.

We find

{u-G'):rd.i-=^fl-~
Sa- \ a-

r- c + ^/(c- — r-) c- c V(c- - ;") c"

+ 6a

4 2 4

3c
c (c + V(c= - r"-)\ log

^' —^ - 1

+ 2cHlog2-l) .(24)

The expression for ra- cos i in terms of c is complicated, and so is the

relation between c and i demanded by the boundary condition

°'^*^=v(^^^;^+UL ^'°^

But in the particular case of greatest interest {i = 0) much simplification

ensues. It follows easily from (25) that c = r. When we introduce this

condition into (24), we get

^^(.-(7').d. = ^,4-^,(21og2-3J, (26)

and accordingly

^^ =
i(^+§)-(£0^g2-|) + |;:,(31og2-2) (27)a-

Hence by successive approximations

«^=2r+-3-iA0°g2-2) + 9^.(321og2-21)|

= -|r [/i + |r-0-1288rV/i + 01312rVA-j (28)

If the ratio of r to h is at all such as should be employed in experiment, this

formula will jdeld a?, viz., Tlgp, with abundant accuracy.

Our equations give for the whole height of the meniscus in the case

z = 0, c = r,

Zr-z„ = r + Ur-u„ = r-^^[l -^)log2 (29)

Another method of calculating the correction for a small tube, originating

apparently with Hagen and Desains, is to assume an elliptical form of surface

in place of the circular, the minor axis of the ellipse being vertical. In any

case this should allow of a closer approximation, and drawings made for

Kelvin * by Prof. Perry suggest that the representation is really a good one.

* Proc. Roy. Inst. 1886; "Popular Lectures and Addresses," I. p. 40.

23—2
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If the semi-axis minor of the ellipse be /3, the curvature at the end of this

axis is /S/)-', and in our previous notation ^ = hr-/2a\ Also, i being equal

to 0,

a-r=\ zxdx= \h+ ^ - ^^ (l -"^ji xdx,

and a= = Ar(/i+^/3) = i/ir(l+rV6a=) (30)

This yields a quadratic in a- ; hence

!ir hr / 1\ 4r\ r {, r r- 2?-'

^^^=-4+TVl^+3lJ=2r + 3-9A + m^
= h- [h + Ir - 0-1 1 1 1 r-jh + 0-0741 r'^ (31)

approximately. It will be seen that this differs but little numerically from

(28), which, however, professes to be the accurate result so far as the term in

I'^jli' inclusive.

The Wide Tube.

The equation of the second order for the surface of the liquid, assumed to

be of revolution about the axis of z, is well known and may be derived from

(1) by differentiation. It is

£nl|i-(rr)} = ^.^-©F <^^i

I{ dz/d:v be small, (32) becomes approximately

d-z 1 dz z 3^ IdzV- 1 fdz

dx- X dx a- 2d'\dxJ x\dxJ

In the interior part of the surface under consideration {dzjdxy may be

neglected, and the approximate solution is

z = /»„./„ (ixla) = Kh («/« )
= K \^+4a:' + 2-' 4-^ a^

+ • '

' I '
'

'

•*^'*^

Jo denoting, as usual, the Bessel's, or rather Fourier's, function of zero oi-der

and //o being the elevation at the axis above the free absolutely jjlane level.

For the present purpose Aq is to be so small as to be negligible in experiment,

and the question is how large must r be.

When /(o is small enough, xja may be large while dzjdx still remains small.

Eventually dzjdx increases so that the formula fails. But when x is large

enough before this occurs, we may if necessary carry on with the two-

dimensional solution properly adjusted to fit, as will be further explained

later. In the meantime it will be convenient to give some numerical examples

of the increase in dzjdx. In the usual notation

dz hf, -r fx\

dx a ' \a

and the values of I^, up to xja = 6, are tabulated*.

* Brit. Assoc. Bep. for 1889 ; or Gray and Mathews' Bessel's Functions, Table VI.
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In the case of water a = 0'27 cm. If we take h„/a = O'Ol, and xja = 4, we

have dz.cLc = 0-098, so that (ch/cLr)"- is still fairly small. Here for water

/io = 0'0027 cm. and 2.B = 2-2cm. A diameter of 2-2 cm. is thus quite in-

sufficient, unless an error exceeding 0'003 cm. be admissible. Again, suppose

hja = 0-001, and take x/a = 6. Then ch/dx = OOQl, again small. For water

/io=0-00027 cm., and 2.»=32 cm. This last value of h„ is about that (0003mm.)

given by Richards and Coombs as the maximum admissible error of reading,

and we may conclude that a diameter of 3'2 cm. is quite inadequate to take

advantage of this degree of refinement.

We may go further in this example without too great a loss of accuracy.

Retaining /io/(f= 0-001, let us make a;/a=7. I find ii(7) = 156 about, so

that the extreme value of dzjdx is 0156, .still moderately small. Here

2,(' = 3-8 cm., which is thus shown to be inadequate in the case of water.

But apart from the question of the necessary diameter of tube, information

sufficient for e.-jperimental purposes can be derived in another manner. The

initial value of z (on the axis) is h^; and z= 2h„ when I„(:c/a) = 2, i.e. when

x=V8a. For the best work /(„ should be on the limit of what can be

detected and then h„ and 2Jio could just be distinguished. The observer may

be satisfied if no difference of level can be seen over the range x= + 1-8 a;

in the case of water this range is 2 x 1-8 x 0-27 = 0-97 cm., or say 1 cm.

It has already been remarked that when h^ is small enough x/a may

become great within the limits of application of (35). To shorten our ex-

pressions we will take a temporarily as the unit of length. Then when x is

very great,

^^^-)=^»^^-)=v(£^)
^^'^

Thus if i/r be the angle the tangent to the curve makes with the horizontal,

^ = *""^ =S = vl^)'
^^^^

an equation which may be employed when ho is so small that a large x is

consistent with a small -v/f.

In order to follow the curve further, up to yjr = ^7r, we may employ

the two-dimensional solution, the assumption being that the region of

moderate i/r occupies a range of x small in comparison with its actual value,

i.e. a value not much less than r, the radius of the tube. On account of the

magnitude of x we have only the one curvature to deal with. For this

curvature

1 =1 = ^^^"^ = "' ^^^>

so that ^z^ = C — cos yjr = I — cos yjf,
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since when i/r = 0, 0= is exceedingly small. Accordingly

^ = 2sini-f (39)

Also dw=r^=(-r^r-^sml,i^]d(iirl
tan t/t Vsm ^y J

and « = logtan(^->/r)+2cos^i/r + C" (40)

The constant is determined by the consideration that at the wall (j: = r),

ylr = ^Tr; thus

r-x = log tan (tt/S) + \/2 - log tan {{ ^)-2 cos (^ ^{r)

= log tan (7r/8) + V2 - 2 + 2 log 2 - log -f , (41)

since -^jr is small.

The value of x is supposed to be the same here as in (37), so that

a; = log i/r + 1 log ( 27r,r) - log Ao, (42 )

whence on elimination of ^ and restoration of a,

r/a = -log(V2 + l)+v'2-2 + 2 log 2 -I- 1 log (27r «;/«)- log (/*»/») •••(43)

With sufficient approximation, when h^ is small enough, we may here

substitute ?- for x, and thus

r/a - i log (r/a) = - log (^2 + 1) + V2 - 2 + 2 log 2 + i log (2v) - log (/(„/«)

= 0-8381 +log(a//i„) (44)

This formula should give the relation between r/a and /(„/« when li„/a is

small enough, but it is only roughly applicable to the case of greatest

interest, where a/ho = 1000, corresponding to the accuracy of reading found

by Richards and Coombs. In this case

0-8381 + log (o//(„) = 7 -TiU.

For this value of r/a we should have | log (r/a) = 1024. It is true that

according to (44) r/a will be somewhat greater, but on the other hand the

proper value of x (replaced by r) is less than r. We may fairly take

r/a = 7-746 + 1-024 = 8-770,

making with a = 0-27 cm.

2)' = 474 cm.

This calculation indicates that a diameter greater even than those con-

templated by Richards and Coombs may be necessary to reduce Aj to

negligibility, but it must be admitted that it is too rough to inspire great

confidence in the close accuracy of the final number. Probably it would be

feasible to continue the approximation, employing an approximate value for

the second curvature in place of neglecting it altogether. But although the

integration can be effected, the work is rather long.
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[Added Noveviher 17.—Since this paper was communicated, I have been

surprised to find that the problem of the last paragraphs was treated long

ago by Laplace in the Mecanique Celeste* by a similar method, and with a

result equivalent to that (44) arrived at above for the relation between the

radius of a wide tube and the small elevation at the axis. Laplace uses the

definite integral expression for /„, and obtains the approximate form appro-

priate to large arguments. In view of Laplace's result, I have been tempted

to carry the approximation further, as suggested already.

In the previous notation, the differential equation of the surface may be

written

sin -vlr dtlr sin 'Ir z
, ,.

,

5—^+ -=- (^•>)
az X a-

In the first approximation, where the second curvature on the left is

omitted, we get

-^'=l-cosV-=2sin'^^,

z„ being the elevation at the axis, where i/r = 0. For the present purpose Zo'

is to be regarded as exceedingly small, so that we may take at this stage, as

m (39),

z = 2asin(if) (46)

We now introduce an approximate value for the second curvature in (45),

^vriting x = r, where r is the radius of the tube, and making, according

to (46),

-^-y(^-^o ^^^>

On integration

n ,
^' 4r/ / z^ Y z'' 4a ,-»/r

(7-cos.|.= 2^+g^(l-^)=2^.+ 3-cos3^ (*^>

on substitution in the small term of the approximate value of z. When

^^=0, z^ is very small, so that = 1+ 4a/3r, and

^=2smt +
|«l-^5=«^)

(49)
a 2 6r sm ^y

is the second approximation to z.

From (49)

1 dz -dr a 3 cosH->/^.sin-|^/f-cos^^|^(l -cos'^-f)
- T-r = cos -'- + ,-,

= w , , X (O^j
ady\r 2 ?yr sm-(|-f)

We are now in a position to find x by the relation

X = coi <]r{dzId-^ ) d^ , (51)

* Supplement au X«! Livre, pp. 60—64, 1805.
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the constant of integration being determined by the correspondence of « = r,

>// = -^Tr. Thus

'-^ = log (V2 - 1) + ^/2 + |, I- 2 +^% I
log (V2 - 1)1 - log tan I

- 2 cos ^ + -^ -!
—— + 2 sm^ ^ - - log - . , r ^K . . . ( 5 2

)

2 3;- (2 (1 +COS ^t/t) 2 2'' sin|->/r

giving when -v/r is small

r — a; a/3 / a

where a= log (V2 - 1) + V2 + log 4 - 2 = - 0-0809, (54)

- -^/S = log 2 + i log (V2 - 1) + i V2 - 7/12 = - 0-0952. . . .(55)

The other equation, derived from the flat part of the surface, is

^d^ ^K
J- f^\_ Kja e''" (-. _ 3ffl\ .K^^

"^
clx a 'U; V(27r»/a)V 8J '

' ^

in which xja is regarded as large
; or

- = log^+log^- + ilog--+- (..O

In equations (53), (57) x and -v/r are to be identified. On elimination of -^

r . a a-a8/Sr r—x ,, lirx 3a ,„.,

a-l°g^rTT^+27+a + *l°g-V-^-8S ("^^^

in which we may put

, 27r,r , 27r;- , /, r — x\ . I'kt r — x

3a 3a /, r — x\

8'x
= h;-[' +^-

Thus '- - log f = "-"^/^" + "i'-i^lii) +
3. 27n;

a "//„ l+a/2r 8r- ^ 8r ^ - ^ a *
'

in which, since x is nearly equal to r, a(r -a:)/8r' may usually be neglected.

Also, in view of the smallness of a and /3, it is scarcely necessary to retain

the denominator 1 +«/2;-, so that we may write

- - log ^ = - 0-0809 + 0-2798 " + i log
^—

= 0-8381 + 0-2798a/r+ J log (r/a) ((jQ)

The effect of the second approximation is the introduction of the second
term on the right of (60).
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To take an example, let us suppose as before that a//(o = 1000, so that

log (a//io) = 6'908. By successive approximation we find from (60)

r/a. = 8-869, (61)

so that if a = 0'27 cm. (as for water),

2r = 4-79cm (62)

The correction to Laplace's formula is here unimportant.

The above is the diameter of tube required to render h^ negligible according

to the standard adopted.

It may sometimes be convenient to invert the calculation, and deduce the

value of /lo from the diameter of the tube (not much less than 4 cm.) ^nd an

approximate value of a. For this purpose we may use (60), or preferably

(59), taking « = |r for instance. The calculated value of h^ would then be

used as a correction. The accompanying small Table may be useful for this

purpose.

rja
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THE CONE AS A COLLECTOR OF SOUND.

[Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, T. 618, 1915.]

The action of a cone in collecting sound coining in the direction of the

axis may be investigated theoretically. If the diameter of the mouth be

small compared with the wave-length (A,) of the sound, the cone may operate

as a resonator, and the effect will vary greatly with the precise relation between

X and the length of the cone. On the other hand, the effect will depend very

little upon the direction of the sound. It is probably more useful to consider

the opposite extreme, where the diameter of the mouth is a large, or at any

rate a moderate, multiple of X, when the effect may be expected to fall oft' with

rapidity as the obliquity of the sound increases.

A simple way of regarding the matter is to suppose the sound, incident

axially, to be a pulse, e.g. a condensation confined to a narrow stratum bounded

by parallel planes. If the angle of the cone be small, the pulse may be sup-

posed to enter without much modification and afterwards to be propagated

along. As the area diminishes, the condensation within the pulse must be

supposed to increase. Finally the pulse would be reflected, and after emer-

gence from the mouth would retrace its course. But the argument is not

satisfactory, seeing that the condition for a progressive wave, i.e. of a wave

propagated without reflection, is different in a cylindrical and in a conical tube.

The usual condition in a cylindrical tube, or in plane waves where there is no

tube, viz. u = as, where u is the particle velocity, a that of sound, and s the

condensation, is replaced in spherical waves by

u = as — — \srdr,

showing that a pulse of condensation alone cannot be propagated without

undergoing some reflection. If there is to be no reflection at all, the integral

taken over the thickness of the pulse must vanish, and this it cannot do unless

the pulse include also a rarefaction.
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Apart from what may happen afterwards, there is a preliminary question

at the mouth. In the passage from plane to spherical waves there is a phase-

disturbance (between the centre and the edge) to be reckoned with, repre-

sented by
R{l-cosd) = 2R0xie,

where R is the length of the cone, and 6 the semi-vertical angle. That this

may be a small fraction of X, itself a small fraction of the diameter of the

mouth {2Rd), it is evident that 6 must be very small.

We may now consider the incidence along the axis {x) of plane waves of

simple type. Within the cone, supposed to be complete up to the vertex, the

vibrations are stationary, and since no energy passes into the cone, the same

must be true of the plane waves just outside—at any rate over the greater

part of the mouth. The velocity potential just outside may therefore be

denoted by
v/r = cos kat . cos {kx + e),

making at the mouth (x = 0)

i/f = cos kat . cos e, d^/dx = — k cos kat . sin e.

On the other hand, in the cone

. sin kr
, ^

Jr = A —,— cos kat,
kr

making at the mouth (r = R)

. sin kR , d^l/ , , fcos kR sin kR
vr = A —r^^— cos kat, -~ = kA -I —;-^5 ; „

„

-

^ kR dr [ kR k-R-

Equating the two values at the mouth of yfr and d-^jr/dx or dyfr/dr, we get

. sin kR . . fcos kR sin kR]

'^°^'=^^jr' ~'''''='^\-i^R-~ic^\

, , ^- f, sin 2^i^ sin- kR
and 1 =

k'R'
{

kR k'R'

When kR is considerable, the second and third terms may be neglected, what-

ever may be the particular value of kR, so that for a long enough cone

A = kR simply,

in which k = 27r/A,. Here A is the maximum value of ^^ at the vertex of the

cone, and the maximum value of yjr in the stationary waves outside the mouth

is unity, the particidar place where this maximum occurs being variable with

the precise value of kR.

The increase of i/r, or of the condensation, at the vertex of the cone as

compared with that obtained by simple reflection at a wall is represented by

the factor kR, which, under our suppositions, is a large number.
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Although the complete fulfilment of the conditions above laid down is

hardly realisable in practice with sounds of moderate pitch, one would certainly

expect the use of a cone to be of more advantage than appears from the

observations at the Royal Aircraft Factory {Report, T. 577). In the year 1875,

I experimented with a zinc cone 10 inches wide at the mouth and about

9 feet long, but I cannot find any record of the observations. My recollection,

however, is that I was disappointed with the results. Perhaps I may find

opportunity for further trial, when I propose to use wave-lengths of about

3 inches.
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THE THEORY OF THE HELMHOLTZ RESONATOR.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xcii. pp. 265—275, 1915.]

The ideal form of Helmholtz resonator is a cavernous space, almost enclosed

by a thin, immovable wall, in which there is a small perforation establishing

a communication between the interior and exterior gas. An approximate

theory, based upon the supposition that the perforation is small, and con-

sequently that the wave-length of the aerial vibration is great, is due to

Helmholtz*, who arrived at definite results for perforations whose outline is

circular or elliptic. A simplified, and in some respects generalised, treatment

was given in my paper on " Resonance f." In the extreme case of a wave-

length sufficiently great, the kinetic energy of the vibration is that of the gas

near the mouth as it moves in and out, much as an incompressible fluid

might do, and the potential energy is that of the almost uniform compressions

and rarefactions of the gas in the interior. The latter is a question merely

of the volume S of the cavity and of the quantity of gas which has passed,

but the calculation of the kinetic energy presents difficulties which have been

only partially overcome. In the case of simple apertures in the thin wall

(regarded as plane), only circular and elliptic forms admit of complete treat-

ment. The mathematical problem is the same as that of finding the electro-

static capacity of a thin conducting plate having the form of the aperture,

and supposed to be situated in the open.

The project of a stricter treatment of the problem, in the case of a

spherical wall and an aperture of circular outline, has been in my mind more

than 40 years, partly with the hope of reaching a closer approximation, and

partly because some mathematicians have found the former method unsatis-

factory, or, at any rate, difficult to follow. The present paper is on ordinary

lines, using the appropriate spherical (Legendre's) functions, much as in

a former one, "On the Acoustic Shadow of a Sphere^.''

* Crelle Journ. Math. Vol. Lvii. (1860).

t Phil. Trans. Vol. clxi. p. 77 (1870) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 33. Also Theory of Sound,

ch. xvi.

J Phil. Trans. A, Vol. cciii. p. 87 (1904) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 149.
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The first step is to find the velocity-potential (i/r) due to a normal motion

at the surface of the sphere localised at a single point, the normal motion

being zero at every other point. This problem must be solved both for the

exterior and for the interior of the sphere, but in the end the potential is

required only for points lying infinitely near the spherical surface. Then if

we assume a normal motion given at every point on the aperture, that is on

the portion of the spherical surface not occupied by the walls, we are in a

position to calculate -^ upon the two sides of the aperture. If these values

are equal at every point of the aperture, it will be a proof that the normal

velocity has been rightly assumed, and a solution is arrived at. If the

agreement is not sufficiently good—there is no question of more than an

approximation—some other distribution of normal velocities must be tried.

In what follows, the preliminary work is the same as in the paper last referred

to, and the same notation is employed.

The general differential equation satisfied by yjr, and corresponding to

a simple vibration, is

where k = Stt/A,, and X denotes the length of plane waves of the same pitch.

For brevity we may omit k; it can always be restored on paying attention

to " dimensions." The solution in polar co-ordinates applicable to a wave

of the «th order in Laplace's series may be written (with omission of the

time-factor)

fn = Snr''Xn{r) (2)

The differential equation satisfied by t^;,i is

'^ + -"^'% + X. = (3)
dr- r d.

The solution of (3) applicable to a wave diverging outwards is

d \" e~'

r dr) r
Xn(j)=[-~r] — : (4)

Putting n= and h = 1, we have

%«('•) = —> xAr}=
^, (5)

It is easy to verify that (4) satisfies (3). For if Xn satisfies (3), r-^Xn
satisfies the corresponding equation for %,i+i. And r~^ e"''' satisfies (3) when
?i = 0.

From (3) and (4) the following sequence formulae may be verified :

Xn (r) = -rxn+i{r), (6)

rXn'(r) + (2H+l)Xnir)=Xn~i{r), (7)

Xn^Ar)= ^--^-— y (8)
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By means of the last, ^^2, j^,, etc., may be built up in succession from

%o and xi-

From (2)

d-y^Jdr = l^n (nr"--' Xn + r" %„')-

or with use of (7)

df,Jdr=r^-'S„{xn-.-{n + l)Xn} (9)

Thus if Un be the ?ith component of the normal velocity at the surface of

the sphere (?• = c)

Un = c^-'S„{xn-Ac)-(n + l)xn(c)} (10)

AYhen n = 0,

U,^S,x:ic)=-S,cxAc) (11)

The introduction of Sn from (10), (11) into (2) gives -v/r^j in terms of U^

supposed known.

When r is very great in comparison with the wave-length, we get

from (4)
n„-2r

i^'e

Xn{r)=-.n+V' (12)
r

1 " £>—'>:^

SO that •\/f„ = (S„ (13)

We have now to apply these formulae to the particular case where JJ is

sensible over an infinitesimal area da, but vanishes over the remainder of

the surface of the sphere. If /n. be the cosine of the angle {0) between dcj

and the point at which f is expressed, Pn{fJ-) Legendre's function, we have

Un=^^^Uda.P,,{f.\ (14)

and accordingly for the velocity-potential at the surface of the sphere,

Uda^(2n + l}xu(c).Pn(f^) ,

^
47rc~'x'»-i(c)-('i + l)%«(c) ^

^

When n — 0, %„_i — (?i + 1) Xn is to be replaced by —c-xi- Equation (15)

gives the value of -v/r at a point whose angular distance (0) from da is cos^' /x.

If Xn has the form given by (4), the result applies to the exterior surface

of the sphere.

We have also to consider the corresponding problem for the interior.

The only change required is to replace Xn as given in (4) by the form

appropriate to the interior. For this purpose we might take simply the

imaginary part of (4), but since a constant multiplier has no significance, it

suffices to make
/ d ysinr
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With this alteration (15) holds good for the interior, U denoting the

localised normal velocity at the surface still measured outwards, since

We have now to introduce approximate values of ;^,,_i(c) -4- %„(c) in (15),

having regard to the assumed smallness of c, or rather kc. For this purpose

we expand the sine and cosine of c* :

—

cos c 1 c & &
~c~ ""c "172 "'"4!"

6"!
"*"'

1 d (coBC\ 1 1 3c bd' 1c^
"

j
~

c'
"*"

1 . 2c 4

!

and so on :

c dc\ c J c' 1.2c 4! 6! 8!

l^Ycosc_3 1 3 _5.3.c 7.5.c='

c dcj "c" ~?'^
1.2c'

"*"

cT4l 6~ "^ ' 8l~

sm c _ - c- c* c"

~7^" 273"'" 5] "T!
'''

1 d sin c _ 2 4c- 6c*

c dc ~c~ " 273 ~
5l

"^ TT ~

'

( 1 d Y sin c _ 4 . 2 6 . ^^ %.%.&
\ c dc) c 5

!

"

7 1

^ 9

!

and so on. Thus for the outside

_ 1.3.5...(2w-l) f c-

1.3.5...(2n + l) f 2(2n + 3)"^'''l ^^"^^

For general values of n, we may take

2n - 1

c'

X-^-i^Xn =^ T (18)

For ?i = 1

l_c_ .

%o__C_2__*

For w = 2

-T, -^ : = c=(l-C^-tc) (19)

cA 2j 3

— = ^ + terms in c"" (20)
X2 3

* 1917. In the expansions for the derivative of cos cjc terms (now inserted) were accidentally

omitted, as has been pointed out by MrF. P. White {Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. xcii. p. 549). Equation

(17) as originally given was accordingly erroneous. Corresponding corrections have been intro-

duced in (19), (23), (24), (36), (38) which however do not affect the approximation employed in (39).

Mr White's main object was to carry the approximation further than is attained in (57) and (60).
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Thus in general by (18)

--'i+-l- =-2 + -L (2« + l)c=
.

Xn~Jxn-n-l w+1 (n + iycln-l)' ^'^^

while for « = 1

3
—, ^ = -2 + i -fc^+ terms in c', (22)

in accordance with (21). When ?i =

^^=-1 +C- + IC + terms in r (23)- C'%1

Using these values in (15), we see that, so far as c- inclusive,

S (outside) = (- 1 + c^ + ic) P„

= -2{P„(/.) + P,(^) + ...+P„(y^) + ...}

+ P„(m) + |Pi(/^)+... +^^ P„(W + ...

+-+^^-!(,rw?l^^"^-^ (^^>

In like manner for the form of Xn appropriate to the inside

so that in general

^^ = 2^+1 ^^^-„, (20)
Xn 2n + 3

2w + l 1 (2« + l)c=
and -

, , =2 + -+ ^,^--i^. (2/)
Xn-iIXn-n-l n n^ (2>i + 3)

This suffices for n,= I and onwards. When n =

Accordingly, so far as c'^ inclusive,

X (inside) = 2 jP„ (m) + P^ (m) + . . . + P„ (/^)j

+ P,(/x) + ^P.(M) + ...+ip„(/^)

3,4 c- 2; (2;i+l)c% , ,

-^^-^5 + r75+T«^T2«T3)^«^^)
(29)

R. VI. 24
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The first two series of P's on the right of (24) and (29) become divergent

when /j,= 1, or d = 0. To evaluate them we have

^
^ = l + aA + a^P,+ ..., (30)

so that 1+Pi + P„+ ... =-r^,—5
B^ = o I a ^^^^

\/[l — 2a cos 6 + a-(

I 1

7(2-2cos^)~2sin|0'

Again, by integration of (oO),

a 4- ia^P. + -^a»P., + ... = ("-- /^° ^
,

„,^
Jo Vjl -2acos^ + a=]

= log [a - cos ^ + \'^1 - 2c( cos +• a-}] - log [1 - cos 6} *,

so that 1 4-|Pi+ ;',P2+ ... = Iog(l + sin 1^)- log sin 1 61 (32)

In much the same way we may sum the thirtl series 'Zn"^ P^. Wc have

Pi + aPo + a-P, + . , .
= - ---- - ^

,

a v ,
1 — zofj. + a^\ a

al\ + i; o?P.. + I a'P, + . . . = — ,-- -^ -, - —
Jo « V{1 - 2c(y[i+ a-; Jo o.

We denote the right-hand member of this equation by/ and differentiate

it with respect to /u,.

Thus

rf/_ j'" da _ (X — ^ /J,

dfx .'o ;(a-^)-+ 1-^^,-' (l-/i-0 V{l-2a^ + a^} !-/.<."'

or when a = 1

f//Li~4sinT^T^j;^"^^^l-^^
^''^'

On integration

/ = log tan liTT-O)- log sin d+C (34)

The constant is to be found by putting ix = 0, 6 = Itt. In this case

/ =
f
° - Jf—,, -

f"
-^- = log 2 - log {1 + V(l + «=)!.

2 IT
Thus r'=log—

,^
- log tan g = log 2,

* If we integrate this equation again with respect to a between the limits and 1, we find

1 -P| P,.

172 "^ 273 "^ -- +
(« + !)(", + 2)

"•^"'•^^'°^'^ + ^^™^^['°^*^ + ''°^'^)"'°^'^'°i^J-

When 9 is small, the more important part is

1 - 61 - pMog 9.
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and accordingly

P, + ^P,+ IP,+ ... = \ogUnl{7r- 0)-\og(^sme) (35)

For the values of S in (15) we now have with restoration of ^"

S (outside) = :—^ — log sin | ^ + log (1 + sin ^9)
2 '

^-" + 1>^''^'
« -- ...(36)

% (inside) = ^^—;-, - log (i- sin 0) + log tan 1 (ir — 6)
sm * t? ° "

2

'

k-c 5 I/O 1 n- (2h + 3)

These equations give the value of -^ at any point of the sphere, either

inside or outside, due to a normal velocity at a single point, so far as /A'-

inclusive. The inside value is dominated by the term — SjkV, except when

is small. As to the sums in kV not evaluated, we may remark that they

cannot exceed the values assumed when ^ = and Pnip-) = 1- Approximate

calculation of the limiting values is easy. Thus

1

2n + l

{n + lrcln-i)

=
? (n^^ -1) - !

{'^"^ - ''-' + ^'^"^^ + !
{""^ - ''-' + ^'^"^i

= - 0-79040 + 1-64493 - 1-20206 + 1-62348 = 1-2759 *-

In like manner

S -T^l -\.- = - 0-9485 + I [n-' - n~' + iiw-] = I'll 78 1.
1 w^(2ft+ 3) 1

-
'

* Chrystal's Algebra, Part ii. p. 343.

+ 1917. Mr White has shown that the accurate value of the first sum is

4 8
, „ 1 /t- ,

and that of the second sum

2^ + 9(l-log2) + 3^;

30 that for the two taken together as in (38), we have

^ + 1+^^2-39292.

The coefficient of k''c^ in (38) is then

1
1 + 2-39292 = 1-39863.

175

Further in this equation

,
l-tanj« , «,/',,• ^\ oi /^i - ^

21— 2
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Our special purpose is concerned with the difference in the values of >// on

the two sides of the surface r = c, and thus only with the difference of S's.

We have

^ . 2 , 61 , 1

S (inside) — S (outside) =
sin^0

, . tan 161

; cos - + log ij -,

Tj
2 1 + tan 1

6

— log I 1 + si
. e\ 3

ike

^ 7- 2 JJ_ _ 1 ^ V (!^+ 1^ :^</^>
, V (2»+l )P„(/^)

|+ '^Ml75 "^7 /'M^ii+S) ^T('i+l)H2n-l))
.(:38)

2(in)-2(<.ut) = -.
J^ ' sin -Jf I

In the application we have to deal only with small values of 6 and we shall

omit kV-, so that we take

^-'-lA-^'^-^ '''^

it will indeed appear later that we do not need even the term in 6, since it is

of the order Pel

In pursuance of our plan we have now to assume a form for U over the

circular aperture and examine how far it

leads to agreement in the values of i|r

on the inside and on the outside. For

this purpose we avail ourselves of in-

formation derived from the first approxi-

mation. If C, fig. 1, be the centre and

GA the angular radius of the spherical

segment constituting the aperture, F any

other point on it, we assume that U
at P is proportional to [CA- — CF'-'~^,

and we require to examine the con-

sequences at another arbitrary point 0.

Writing CA = a, GO = b, PO = 6, POA = (p, we ha\e from the spherical

triangle

cos GP = cos b cos 6 + sin b sin cm is (p,

or when we neglect higher powers than the cube of the small angles,

CP- = b^+ 0- + 2be cos cp. .

Thus

GA-- CP- = a- -b"--e-- 2be cos ^ = a- - b' sin- <p

Fig. 1.

and we wish to make

sin 6 dd d<t> [2 (m) - S (out)]

(d + bcvSCpf:

= 0,

.(40)

.(41)

.(42)
^[a^-b^-e'-2becoa(t>]

as far as possible for all values of b, the integration covering the whole area

of aperture. We may write for sin 0*, since we are content to neglect terms

* [Except as regards the product of sin 6 and the first term on the right of (39), since the

term in 8'' is in point of fact retained in tlie calculation. W. F. S.]
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of order 6'^ in comparison with the principal term. Reference to (39) shows

that as regards the numerator of the integrand we have to deal with terms

in e°, e\ and 6-.

For the principal term we have

4 l\ ^# (43)

„ r cW _ fd(0 + b cos 4>) _ . _^ + b cos (f)

For a given <^ the lower limit of ^ is and the upper limit 6^ is such as

to make a- =1)"-+ d-c + 2h6i cos (^,

or ^1 + 6 cos (/) = \/(tt- — 6- sin- 0) (44)

Thus r7r^ =J—n-TT-^^^^^^ (45)
'ovl I

2 v(a-w^sm-^)

When this is integrated with respect to 0, the second part disappears, and

we are left with tt- simply, so that the principal term (43) is 47r-. That this

should turn out independent of h, that is the same at all points of the

aperture, is only what was to be expected from .the known theory respecting

the motion of an incompressible fluid.

The term in 0, corresponding to the constant part of S (in)— 2 (out), is

represented by
-- e cied4> ,,„,

V|^.TraFi
(*^)

Here 6 dO d(f> is merely the polar element of area, and the integral is, of

course, independent of b. To find its value we may take the centre G as

the pole of 0. ^Ye get at once

2^f%/x%n=27ra.; (47)
./ Via' - 0-)

so that this part of (42) is

-27ra(A + 9+,7,c) (48)

For the third part (in 0^), we write

0-' = - [a^ -P- 2b0 cos (j)-0')- 2b cos cf) (0 + b cos (j}) + a''-b- + 2¥ cos- </>,

giving rise to thi-ee integrals in 0, of which the first is

- / d0 sj{a- - 6- - 26(9 cos <j)
- 6'-}

= _
^ (0 + 6 cos ^) Via' - &' sin= </> - {0 + b cos (^y\

a^ - b^ sin'
(f)

. _^ 0+bcos({)

2
''"

V(a^-6^sin'^0)
^^^'

The second integral is

_ 26 cos </. I ^^t,^r^rfl^- = 2^ cos </> V{a= -b'- 2b0 cos <^ - ^}, . .

.
(50)

J V I* 0F-\
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and the third is, as for the principal term,

^, ., . + b cos (b ,_-, ,

(a= - 6^ + 2h'- cos= <^) sm-' ^ , . ^-^ (51
V(a — t>' sin-* 0)

Thus altogether, when the three integrals are taken between the limits

and ^1, we get

- ft cos (^ V(a" - &") + [-J
"" + ^' (2 cos= j> + { sin- <^ - 1)]

TT . , & cos d)
— sm~'

2 V(a' - &' sin''^ 0)

and finally after integration with respect to </>

^ir^ {a- + i¥) (52)

Thus altogether the integral on the left of (42) becomes

^^'-'-^-{wcA-^'^'')-i[''^^i)
<-53)*

In consequence of the occurrence of h", this expression cannot be made

to vanish at all points of the aperture, a sign that the assumed form of U
is imperfect. If, however, we neglect the last term, arising from — ^ in

S (in) — S (out), our expression vanishes provided

3 9 ., 27r

l^.+ l+^^^ = '^' ("^4)

showing that a is of the order k-c-, so that this equation gives the relation

between a and kc to a sufficient approximation. Helmholtz's solution corre-

sponds to the neglect of the second and third terms on the left of (54), making

_3__27r_27rc

F^=" V^IT' ^^^>

where R denotes the linear radius of the circular aperture. If we introduce

X (= 27r/^'),

X = 7r^/(2^•/i?), (.56)

*S' denoting the capacity of the sphere, the known approximate value.

The third term on the left of (54) represents the decay of the vibration

due to the propagation of energy away from the resonator. Omitting this

for the moment, we have as the corrected value of A,,

^-^^^^'^'/i^) -{1-1^2^0} (5^)

Let us now consider the term representing decay of the vibrations. The
time factor, hitherto omitted, is e'*''*, or if we take k = k^ + ik.,, e~^'^'' e'^k^vt

If t = T, the period, ^•iFT = 27r, and g-'-'J''- = e-^'*:./*,. This is the factor by
which the amplitude of vibration is reduced in one period. Now from (55)

* [For — read -— , and three lines below read

" arising from - SS- in sin 6 [Z (in) - 2 (out)]

'

see footnote on p. 372. W. F. S.]
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SO that (54) becomes
8 . /(ZR\ 27rc ,.^,

^^^^'^^
'^^^'^--j{S)\'^4[^:f]' (^^)

and 2^^=^ /g(JLY5 (60)

This gives the reduction of amplitude after one vibi-ation. The decay is

least when It is small relatively to c, although it is then estimated for a

longer time.

The value found in (60) differs a little from that given in Theory of
Sound, § 311, where the aperture is supposed to be surrounded by an infinite

flange, the effect of which is to favour the propagation of energy away from

the resonator.

So far we have supposed the boundary of the aperture to be circular.

A comparison with the corresponding process in Theory of Sound, § 306 (after

Helmholtz), shows that to the degree of approximation here attained the

results may be extended to an elliptic aperture provided we replace R by

^ <«)

where R^ denotes the semi-axis major of the ellipse, e the eccentricity, and

F the symbol of the complete elliptic function of the first order. It is there

further shown that for any form of aperture not too elongated, the truth is

approximately represented if we take \/{aJ7r') instead of the radius R of the

circle, where a denotes the area of aperture.

It would be of interest to ascertain the electric capacity of a disc of

nearly circular outline to the next approximation involving the square of

SR, the deviation of the radius in direction w from the mean value. If

hR = cxn cos nw, Ki would not appear, and the effect of Oa is known from the

solution for the ellipse. For other values of n further investigation is

required.

In the case of the ellipse elongated apertures are not excluded, provided

of course that the longer diameter is small enough in comparison with the

diameter of the sphere. When e is nearly equal to unity,

4 47?

^(^)=^°gv(r--^) = ^°gX'
^''^

R.. being the semi-axis minor. The pitch of the resonator is now compara-

tively independent of the small diameter of the ellipse, the large diameter

being given.



402.

ox THE PROPAGATION OF SOUND IN NARROW TUBES OF

VARIABLE SECTION.

[Plulosopliical Mcifjazuie, Vol. xxxi. pp. 89—96, 1916.]

Under this head there are two opposite extreme cases fairly amenable

to analytical treatment, (i) when the changes of section are so slow that but

little alteration occurs within a wave-length of the sound propagated and

(ii) when any change that may occur is complete within a distance small in

comparison with a wave-length.

In the first case we suppose the tube to be of revolution. A very similar

analysis would apply to the corresponding problem in two dimensions, but

this is of less interest. If the velocity-potential ^ of the simple sound be

proportional to e*'*', the equation governing (\> is

f?<i 1 d(b d-d)
, „ , ^ /, X

:r? + —7^ + -7^, +
^-'-Z)

= 0, (1)
dr- r dr dx- ^

where x is measured along the axis of symmetry and r perpendicular to it.

Since there are no sources of sound along the axis, the appropriate solution

is*

^ = .J,[r^J{d'ldx-' + k')]F{x), (2)

in which F, a function of x only, is the value of ^ when r = 0.

At the wall of the tube r = y, a known function of x ; and the boundary

condition, that the motion shall there be tangential, is expressed by

_d4dy _^d4^Q
(3)

dx dx dr '

in which (/ = y)

dx - d.r 2^W ^"J dx^2K 4-^ [dr ^'^
) dx

^^

*

t'-l(&-^^-/^(^-^f^- <=)

* Compare Proc. Land. Hath. Soc. Vol. vii. p. 70 (1876) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 275.
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Using these in (3), we obtain an equation which may be put into the

form

y* dy f d" .XdF y' f d^ .A^ „

As a first approximation we may neglect all the terms on the right of (6),

so that the solution is

F{x) =~ j-ee_^
^^^

where A and B are constants. To the same approximation,

f^ + ^.^=-2^V^ (8)
dx^ y dx dx

For a second approximation we retain on the right of (6) all terms of the

order d^y/dx-, or (dy/dxf. By means of (8) we find sufficiently for our

purpose

/ d" ^A dF _ 2dy d'F

\dx^ J dx y dx dx-

'

^ + k^\ F = ^'^^A~i'^'\--'^
dix? I dx- Xy"^ \dx) y dx-

dx- J dx ' \dx^ J

Our equation thus becomes

<i'
. 7o\ / n^ d'^y Ti y- d-tj d'-F ,, ,,„ „.d-y „, , ,„,

in which on the right the first approximation (7) suffices. Thus

yF {x) =^ |e*=^ WiB + ^e-^*^) dx - e"'*^ \y{A + 5e^*^) dx> , (10)

.(11)where Y = =

—

~ ~
y dx^

In (10) the lower limit of the integrals is undetermined; if we inti'oduce

arbitrary constants, we may take the integration from — x to x.

In order to attack a more definite problem, let us suppose that dfiyjdx-,

and therefore I" vanishes everywhere except over the finite range from « =

to a; = &, h being positive. When x is negative the integrals disappear, only

the arbitrary constants remaining ; and when x is positive the integrals may
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be taken from to x. As regards the values of the constants of integration

(10) may be supposed to identify itself with (7) on the negative side. Thus

yF (x) = e-'*^ Li - ~ r Y{A + Be'-''"') dx

+ e'*-^

l^
+ ~ r Y (B + ^e-^'*^) dxl . . . .( 12)

The integrals disappear when x is negative, and when x exceeds b they

assume constant values.

Let us now further suppose that when x exceeds b there is no negative

wave, i.e. no wave travelling in the negative direction. The negative wave

on the negative side may then be regarded as the reflexion of the there

travelling positive wave. The condition is

b\i +jl + ~ r Ydx- + ^^ f Ye-''''^dx = 0, (13)

giving the reflected wave (B) in terms of the incident wave (A). There is

no reflexion if

re--'*^c^i» = ; (14)
I)

and then the transmitted wave (x > b) is given by

^^-)= -ri'-mj/^ ^''>

Even when there is reflexion, it is at most of the second order of small-

ness, since ]" is of that order. For the transmitted wave our equations

give {x > b)

Fe--^-./,..| Ye'-'>^-dx\

Fix) = ^^— ]l-~ Yd.r

-

^-, ^ -i| '

; (16)

but if we stop at the second order of smallness the last part is to be omitted,

and (16) reduces to (1-5). It appears that to this order of approximation the

intensity of the transmitted sound is equal to that of the incident sound, at

least if the tube recovers its original diameter. If the final value of y differs

from the initial value, the intensity is changed so as to secure an equal pro-

pagation of energy.

The effect of Fin (1.5) is upon the pJtase of the transmitted wave. It

appears, rather unexpectedl}', that there is a linear acceleration amountmg to

1 f'

21? IJ'- (1^)
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or, since the ends of the disturbed region at and b are cylindrical,

i=/'?0'<'-^'«"' <''>

from which the term in k-y- may be dropped.

That the reflected wave should be very small when the changes are

sufficiently gradual is what might have been expected. We may take (13)

in the form

4 = '
f
*
Ye-">'''dx = 4-1'' -pi e-2'*-f/,T (19)A -Ik J „ '2k J u y dx-

As an example let us suppose that from x = Q io x = h

y = yo + Tj (1 — cos mx) (20)

where 3/0 is the constant value of y outside the region of disturbance, and

iii = i7rlh. If we suppose further that r] is small, we may remove Ijy from

under the sign of integration, so that

4 = "^ f^os mx e-^^dx =^ (1 - cos 2kh + i sin 2kh]. . . .(21)

Independently of the last factor (which may vanish in certain cases) B is

very small in virtue of the factors m^jk- and rijy„.

In the second problem proposed we consider the passage of waves pro-

ceeding in the positive direction through a tube (not necessarily of revolution)

of uniform section o-j and impinging on a region of irregularity, whose length

is small compared with the wave-length (X). Beyond this region the tube

again becomes regular of section a„ (fig. 1). It is convenient to imagine the

V

X,

Fig. 1.

axes of the initial and final portions to be coincident, but our principal

results will remain valid even when the irregularity includes a bend. We
seek to determine the transmitted and reflected waves as proportional to the

given incident wave.

The velocity-potentials of the incident and reflected waves on the left of

the irregularity and of the transmitted wave on the right are represented

respectively by

^, = Ae~"''' + Be"'^ 4>,= Ce-'''^; (22)
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SO that at x^ and x^ we have

(^i = 4e-'*^' + 5e''"', c^„ = C'e-^'^-^s (23)

dc^^ldx = ik (- A e-''^'^' + Be""'-'), dj>.,ldx = - ikCe-'*^'^. .

.

.(24)

When X is sufficiently great we may ignore altogether the space between

a?! and Xo^, that is we may suppose that the pressures are the same at these

two places and that the total flow is also the same, as if the fluid were

incompressible. As there is now no need to distinguish between x^ and «,.

we may as well suppose both to be zero. The condition ^-^ = (/>., gives

A+B=C, (25)

and the condition aidi^ildx = a^df^i^l dx gives

a,{-A+B) = -<T,G (26)

Thus :^ = ^L^^, ? =^^ (27)A cTi + o-„ A ai+ a^

These are Poisson's formulae*- If cr-i and o-g are equal, we have of course

5 = 0, C — A. Our task is now to proceed to a closer approximation, still

supposing that the region of irregularity is small.

For this purpose both of the conditions just now employed need cor-

rection. Since the volume V of the irregular region is to be regarded as

sensible and the fluid is really susceptible of condensation (s), we have

„ ds d<^i d(f)^

dt dd\ ' dx^
'

and since in general s = — a~^d(f>/dt, we may take

ds „ d-d>i „ d-<i)„

dt at- dt-

the distinction being negligible in this approximation in virtue of the

smallness of V. Thus

d_^_ d4>,^_Vd^^
(2,S)

dxi da\ a- dt'
^

In like manner, assimilating the flow to that of an incompressible fluid,

we have for the second condition

<^.-<^. = E<r,^, (29)

where R may be defined in electrical language as the resistance between x^

and X2, when the material supposed to be bounded by non-conducting walls

coincident with the walls of the tube is of unit specific resistance.

* Compare Theory of Sound, § 264.
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In substituting the values of 4> and d4>/dx from (23), (24) it will shorten

our expressions if for the time we merge the exponentials in the constants,

writing

^' = x4e-'*^', £'=5e*^', C" = C'e-*'-^ (30)

Thus a,{-A' + B') + a,C'^-ikVG', (31)

A' + B'-G' = ikff.,RC" (32)

We may check these equations by applying them to the case where there

is really no break in the regularity of the tube, so that

Then (31), ( 32 )
give B' = 0,orB = 0, and

= _ g— ii(X2— a;,)

A' 1 + ik {x^ — x^)
'

with sufficient approximation. Thus

Q'gikx^ = A 'e*^' , or C=A.

The undisturbed propagation of the waves is thus verified.

In general,

B _ a,-a., + ik{a;a.^R- V)

A' <T, + <r^ + ik{a,a,R+Vy ^'^'^'

^_ ^^ ,•34^

A' 0-1 + 0-2 + ik {a-iO-oR +V) \ J

When cTi — 0-2 is finite, the effect of the new terms is only upon the phases

of the reflected and transmitted waves. In order to investigate changes

of intensity we should need to consider terms of still higher order.

When 0-1 = o-j, we have

C" = A'\l-~ (a'R + V)\ = ^'e-'^(-^^+ f')/2-,

Q =^ A eik(x^-x,-haR- rii^) (-35
j

making, as before, G = A, if there be no interruption. Also, when 0-1 = 0-.;,

absolutely,

F ik{a^R-V)
A' 2^

'

^^^'

indicating a change of phase of 90'", and an intensity referred to that of the

incident waves equal to

4^^
^"^^^
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As an example let us take the case of a tube of revolution for which y,

being equal to y^ over the regular part, becomes y^ + S// between x^ and x^.

We have

I-^ = \(^x^-x,)+pj-^dx + \\[^Jdx.

Also*

2'^^"2^»
j f (^ + 2W r*

£-f-^--)<{MSyn(t)V- (««)

the terms of the first order in By disappearing. Thus in the exponent of (35

)

x^-x,~i_aR-V/2a=- (\2{Byly„y + i(d8y/dxy\d.v, ...(39)

of which the right-hand member, taken with the positive sign, expresses the

retardation of the transmitted wave due to the departure from regularity.

* Theory of Sound, § .308.
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ox THE ELECTRICAL CAPACITY OF APPROXIMATE
SPHERES AND CYLINDERS.

{Philosophical Magazine, Yol. xxxi. pp. 177—186, March 1916.]

Many years ago I had occasion to calculate these capacities* so far as to

include the squares of small quantities, but only the results were recorded.

Recently, in endeavouring to extend them, I had a little difficulty in retracing

the steps, especially in the case of the cylinder. The present communi-

cation gives the argument from the beginning. It may be well to remark

at the outset that there is an important difference between the two cases.

The capacity of- a sphere situated in the open is finite, being equal to the

radius. But when we come to the cylinder, supposed to be entirely isolated,

we have to recognize tb9.t the capacity reckoned per unit length is infinitely

small. If a be the radius of the cylinder and h that of a coaxal enveloping

case at potential zero, the capacity of a length I isf

¥
log (hja)

'

which diminishes without limit as b is increased. For clearness it may be

well to retain the enveloping case in the first instance.

In the intervening space we may take for the potential in terms of the

usual polar coordinates

<f>
= H„ log (r/b) + H{r-' cos (0 - e,) + K,r cos {6 - e/) + . .

.

+ ffn?'"" cos {nd — e„) + K,{r-" cos {nO - e,/).

Since = when r = 6,

r

e,i =
and

K„ = - H,p-

4> = H, log (r/b) + H, (^-
-
J)

cos (6 - e,) + H, Q:^
- '^) cos (2^ - e,) + . . . .

(1)

* "On the Kquilibrium of Liquid Conducting Masses charged with Electricity," Phil. Mag.

Vol. XIV. p. 184 (1882) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. ii. p. 130.

t Maxwell's Electricity, § 126.
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At this stage we may suppose h infinite in connexion with H^, H„,

&c., so that the positive powers of r disappear. For brevity we write

cos {n6 — e,i) = Fn, and we replace ?'~^ by u. Thus

4> = -H,\og(ub) + H,tiF,-^H,u'F„+ (2)

We have now to make <p = (j)^ at, the surface of the approximate cylinder,

where 4>i is constant and

w = Mo 4- Bii = !(» (1 + t'lG-'i + C2G2 + • • •)•

Herein Gn = cos {716 - e„),

and the G's are small constants. So far as has been proved, e,, might differ

from 6„, but the approximate identity may be anticipated, and at any rate

we may assume for trial that it exists and consider G„ to be the same as Fn
,

making
u=^u, + 8u=:u„{l + C,F, + C,F, + ...) (3)

On the cylinder we have

(f)i=-Hf, log (m„6) + H,u„F, + H^ii„'F., + ...

+ - [- H, + H,u,F, + 2H,i,,^F, + nH.^,'F, + ...]

+ (-)' \\H, + H,i,,?F, + riK,a.?F, + . . . + 1^ (p _ 1) H,u^F,\, . . .(4)

and in this

hulu,^G,F,+ C,F, + G,F, + (5)

The electric charge (^, reckoned per unit length of the cylinder, is readily

found from (2). We have, integrating round an enveloping cylinder of

radius r,

and Q/0, is the capacity.

We now introduce the value of 8t//w„ from (5) into (4) and make successive

approximations. The value of H^ is found by multiplication of (4) by Fn,

where ?i=], 2, 3, &c., and integration with respect to 6 between and 27r,

when products such as F^Fa, F„F,, &c., disappear. For the first step, where
6'^ is neglected, we have

= Hnii„''JF„'de-HA.JFn'de, (7)

or HnK^=H,Cn : (8)

Direct integration of (4) gives also

4>, = - H, log {uj}) +
I
^ ^ [H{a,F, + 2H,u,rF,

J Lit Uq

+ ^H,u„'F, + ...] + 4^.f£(|')' <«
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cubes of G being neglected at this stage. (.)ii introduction of the value of

H,i from (8) and of Bu from (5),

4>, = -H,\og{u„b) + lH„{SG-+oC.^ + 7C '+...} (10)

Thus </.JQ = 2 1og(M„6)-i;3C'r + 5CV + 703^=...) (11)

In the application to an electrified liquid considered in my former paper,

it must be remembered that Ud is not constant during the deformation. If

the liquid is incompressible, it is the volume, or in the present case the

sectional area (a-), which remains constant. Now

(Uo + Su)- MoM 1 Mo \«o

= |^{i + f(r- + a^ + Cr+...)!.

so that if a denote the radius of the circle whose area is cr,

M„^ = a-^!l+f((7,^ + CV + CV+...} (12)

Accordingly,

log ii„2 = - 2 log a + f (G,' + CV + G./ + . ..),

and (11) becomes

4,,/Q = 2log{b/a)-G.^-2G,--...-{l}-l)C,\ (13)

the term in C^ disappearing, as was to be expected.

The potential energy of the charge is -h<j)iQ. If the change of potential

energy due to the deformation be called P', we have

P' = -^Q'\C^ + 2Gf+...+ip~l)G/\, (14)

in agreement with my former results.

There are so few forms of surface for which the electric capacity can be

calculated that it seems worth while to pursue the approximation beyond

that attained in (11), supposing, however, that all the e's vanish, everything

being symmetrical about the line ^ = 0. Thus from (4), as an extension

of (7) with inclusion of G\

o=(ir„(C-i?/'jj|^i^„^

+ (^Fn {G,F, + G,F, + ...) (E,u„F, + 2HM,rF, + 3H,u,->F, + ...)

J 'lir

+ ^j'^F,{G,F + G,F, + G,F,+ ...y-, (15)

or with use of (8)

u,-Hn/H, = C.„ - r f- F^ {G,F, + G.,F, + G,F,+ ...)

Jo ^'^

{SC\F, + 5C,F, + 1G,F, + ...), (16)

E. VI. 25
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bj- which H„ is determined by means of definite integrals of the form

'''f„F„F,cW, (17)
'

n,
J}, q being positive integers. It will be convenient to denote the integral

on the right of ( 16) by /„ , /„ being of the second order in the C's.

Again, by direct integration of (4) with retention of C^,

F, + C,F„_ + C,F,+ ...)

(H,ii,F, + 2H,n,rF, 4 SKfli^'F, + ...)

f
JQ

4>. = -H, log iujb) + hf ( C\F, + V, F, + G,F,+ ...)

+ i,H„
fI- ( C, F, + a.F.. + C,F, + ...f

+ ' ( C, F, + C,F, + C,F., + ...f\ H,n,rF, + 3H,a„'F,
I ZTT

+ ...+ip(p-l)Hj,uJ'F,\.

In the last integral we may substitute the first approximate value of Hp
from (8). Thus in extension of (11)

<PJQ=ilog(uJ))-i[SC,^ + 5CJ + 7C/+...] + GJ,+2(J,I, + 3rJ.. + ...

(C\F, + G.F., + a..F.,+ ...r \aF., + :i(\F., + ...
TT

+ ipip-l)CpF„] (18)

The additional integrals required in (18) are of the same form (17) as

those needed for /„.

As regards the integral (17), it may be written

r27r

d9 cos n0 cospd cos qO.
I

Xow four times the latter integral is equal to the sum of integrals of

cosines of (n — p — q) 6, (n — p + q) 0, (n +p — q) 6, and (n + p + q) 0, of which

the last vanishes in all cases. We infer that (17) vanishes unless one of

the three quantities n, p, q is equal to the sum of the other two. In the

excejoted cases

(17) = i7r (19)

If
J)
and q are equal, (17) vanishes unless o, = 2p: also whenever h, p, q

are all odd.

^\'e may consider especiallj' the case in which only Cp occurs, so that

«=M„(l + r;c<isy-^) (20)

In (16) I„^(2p+l)C,/ ^F,,Fp~,
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SO that In vanishes unless n = 2p. But I.^p disappears in (18), presenting

itself only in association with C.^p, which we are supposing not to occur.

Also the last integral in (18) makes no contribution, reducing to

4,p(;j-l)C'/ "^cos^>^,

which vanishes. Thus

<^i/Q=2 1og(*/„6)-(y, + i)C'/, (21)

the same as in the former approximation, as indeed might have been antici-

pated, since a change in the sign of Cp amounts only to a shift in the

direction from which 6 is measured.

The corresponding problem for the approximate sphere, to which we now
proceed, is simpler in some respects, though not in others. In the general

case u, or r~\ is a function of the two angular polar coordinates 0, w, and

the expansion of Bu is in Laplace's functions. When there is symmetry

about the axis, co disappears and the expansion involves merely the Legendre

functions P„ {/j,}, in which /j. = cos 6. Then

10 = u, + Su = ii„{l + CP^if^) + aP.ifM) + ...], (22)

where Cj, C.^,... are to be regarded as small. We will assume Su to be

of this form, though the restriction to symmetrj^ makes no practical difference

in the solution so far as the second order of small quantities.

For the form of the potential (<^) outside the surface, we have

4, = H„u+H,u-^P,(^) + HM'P,{fi)+...; (aS)

and on the surface

cf>,
= H„u„ + H,u,'P, + H,H„'P, + ...

+ Su [H, + 2uMiPi + 3iCHJ\ +...]

+ (Buf [H,P, + -MiM.P. + ... + iP (p + 1) uJ'-'HpPp], . ..(24)

in which we are to substitute the values of Bii., (Bu)' from (22). In this

equation </>! is constant, and B^, H,, ... are small in comparison with Ho.

The procedure corresponds closely with that already adopted for the

cylinder. We multiply (24) by P„, where n is a positive integer, and inte-

grate with respect to fi over angular space, i.e. between — 1 and + 1. Thus,

omitting the terms of the second order, we get

u,-Hn=-H,Cn, (25)

as a first approximation to the value of i/„.

25—2
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Direct integration of (24) gives

i}^\d/x = H,u„
I

dfi + «„
f

[C,P, + C,P, + ...] [iihH.P, + Zu,'H,P, + . .

.
} d/i

= H,H„
[
dix + u,

[
{2.«„ H,C,P:- + 3u,'H,G,Pf + 4>u^H,G,P^ + . .

. 1
d/^,

or on substitution for Hn from (25)

4>,=H^,\i-m-m---I^Gf\. (2(j)

;"+' 2
inasmuch as P.?{u,)dii=^ — , (27)

J_^i
'

^'^' '^ 2/)+ 1

As appears from (23), H„ is identical with the electric charge ujDon the

sphere, which we may denote by Q, and Q/^i is the electrostatic capacity, so

that to this order of approximation

Capacity = u^ |l + ft? + • • • +^^ 6'/j- (28)

Here, again, we must remember that if„~^ differs from the radius of the

true sphere whose volume is equal to that of the approximate sphere under

consideration. If that radius be called a

{ 2C? 2CV^ 2C'/
I

and Capacity = o,
j
1 + '^ +...+ ^:^

- 6'j,4 , (30)

in which Cj does not appear.

The potential energy of the charge is ^Q'^ -=- Capacity. Reckoned from

the initial configuration (C= 0), it is

P' = _<^:j^V ^P^Lr4 (31)2a|5 ^ ^2^; + l ^"] ^ '

It has already been remarked that to this order of approximation the

restriction to symmetry makes little difference. If we take

hulu, = F, + F,^...+Fp, (32)

where the Fs are Laplace's functions,

-— Fp^dfidai corresponds to ^ ^ .

This substitution suffices to generalize (30), (31), and the result is in harmony

with that formerly given.

The expression for the capacity (30) may be tested on the case of the

planetary ellipsoid of revolution for which the solution is known* Here

* Maxwell's Electricity, § 151.
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Co = ^e'-, e being the eccentricity. It must be remembered that a in (30) is

not the semi-axis major, but the spherical radius of equal volume. In terms

of the semi-axis major (a), the accurate value of the capacity is ae/sin"' e.

We may now proceed to include the terms of the next order in C. The

extension of (25) is

u,;'H„:H,, = - C„ + 4 (2/i + 1)
I

df^ P„ [C\P, + ...+ C^P^}

{2C\P,+ ...+{q + l)GgP,}, (33)

where in the small term the approximate value of i/,j from (25) has been

substituted. We set

f_'
df, Pn {C\P, + ... + C^P,} {2C\P, + ... + {q + 1) C,P,} = /„, ...(34)

where J„ is of order C- and depends upon definite integrals of the form

r p,,p,p,d^., (35)
.'—1

n, p, q being positive integers.

In like manner the extension of (26) is

</>:/ Q«o = 1 - fCr - |C^^ - ... - P^^^
C^= -f i ;26V/, + 3C,/, + 46',./, + . .

.}

dfx {C\P, + C,P,+ ...y {C, P, + 3C,P, + ...+^p(p + l) C^P^\. (36)

Here, again, the definite integrals required are of the form (35).

These definite integrals have been evaluated by Fen-ers* and Adamsf.

In Adams' notation n + p + q = 2s, and

2 Ais~n).A{s- p). A{s-q )

^'^^^-27+1 Ajs)
^-^'>

, . , 1 . 3 . 5 . .. (2h — 1) /onNJ-
where 4(") = rT~3"^ n ^ ^'

In order that the integral may be finite, no one of the quantities n, p, q

must be greater than the sum of the other two, and n -\- p + q must be an

even integer. The condition in order that the integral va&y be finite is less

severe than we found before in the two dimensional problem, and this, in

general, entails a greater complication.

But the case of a single term in ^u, say GpPp{fi), remains simple. In

(36) J,i occurs only when multiplied by C,i, so that only J^, appears, and

J, = (p + l)C/jP/df. (39)

* Spherical Harmonics, London, 1877, p.' 156.

t Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. xxvii. p. 63 (1878).

i [Following Adams, A (o) must be taken as equal to unity. W. F. S.]
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Thus (86) becomes

When p is odd, the integral vanishes, and we fall back upon the fonnrr

result; when p is even, by (37), (38),

^'p.cu-= " i^M! (41)

For example, if /> = 2,

—

]

and <^,/Q«„=l-;iC/,^ + H'^'^'
(*2)

Again, if two terms with coefficients 6'^,, C',, occur in hu, we have to deal

only with ./,,, ./,. The integrals to be evaluated are limited to

Ifp be odd, the first and third of these vanish, and if q be odd the second

and fourth. If p and q ar(_! both odd, the terms of the third order in G

disappear altogether.

As appears at once from (34), (36), the last statement may be generalized.

However numerous the components may be, if only odd suffixes occur, the

terms of the third order disappear and (36) reduces to (26).

[1917. Coiif. Gisotti, IL 1st. LoiuJmrdo Rend. Vol. XLIX. May, 1916.

In his Ki.'lviii lecture {.fo'irn. Ind. El. Kikj. Vol. xxxv. Dec. 1916),

Dr A, Russell quotes K, Aichi as pointing out that the capacity of an

ellipsoidal conductor is given very approximately by (iS747r)-, where S is the

surface of the ellipsoid, and he further shows that this expression gives

approximate values for the capacity in a variety of other calculable cases.

As applied to an ellipsoid of revolution, his equation (6) gives

Capacity=y(^).|l±^;[ (43)

where e is the eccentricity of the generating ellipse, the plus sign relating

to the prolutuiii and the 'minus to the oblatani. It may thus be of interest

to obtain the formula by which u„ in (28) is (ixprcsscd in tiTrus of )S' rather

than, as in (29), (30), by the volume of the conductor. For a reason which

will presently appe;u- it is desirable to include the cube of the particular

coefficient C.
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.(44)

In terms of u, equal to 1/r, the general forinnla for <S' is

^, ^ i'' sin ed8 /I 1 fdii

.'o "- \ t
11-- \dd.

By ( 22) 1 (sl)'= si^' ^ (C'.p; + ap^ + ...y-a- 2c,p.:),

and hence with regard to well-known properties of Legendre's functions we
find

iir
S = - 1 +

- Co'
I

c^At ;(1 - M-) AP/'+ 2P/)

By (41) fp./rf^ = 4'3o,

and by use of the particular form of P., we readily find

I

fZ/x(l-yxOP„P;==12 35.

Accordingly

If we omit tV' and combine (45) with (:^S), we get

Cwicitv- /(''')
ll

^^' (p- l)(p- -2).,

.(45)

.(46)

the terms in C\ and Co disappearing. When the cubes of the C's are neg-

lected, the capacity is less than \
(6" 47r), the radius of the sphere of equal

surface. If the surface be sj'mmetrical with respect to the equatorial plane,

as in the case of ellipsoids, the C's of odd order do not occur, so that the

earliest in (46) is Cj.

For a p7^olati(m of minor axis '2I> and eccentricity e,

(r = &-Hl-/^V),

whence u = y^ (1 — -3- e'-P, + terms in e*},

so that Co= — 36-, C4 is of order e-*, ^Vrc.

In like manner for an oblatum

C., = + g-e^ C4 is of order e"*, ^:c.

In both eases the corrections according to (46) would be of order e\ but

we obtain a term in e^ when we retain C/.
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By (40), (41) we obtain as an extension of (28),

Capacity = «„- |l + f Cf + f 0/ + . . . + P~ (7/ - A| cA , . . .(47

)

and by comparisoD with (43)

In the case of the ellipsoid C.^ = + w , and as far as e" inclusive we get

Capacm-=y(^).{i±|J|,

;is given by Russell in (43).

J



404.

ON LEGENDRE'S FUNCTION P„(6I), WHEN n IS GREAT
AND e HAS ANY VALUE*

^Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xcii. pp. 433—437, 1916.]

As is well known, an approximate formula for Legendre's function P„ {9),

when n is very large, was given by Laplace. The subject has been treated

with great generality by Hobsonf, who has developed the complete series

proceeding by descending powers of n, not only for P„ but also for the

"associated functions." The generality aimed at by Hobson requires the

use of advanced mathematical methods. I have thought that a simpler

derivation, sufficient for practical purposes and more within the reach of

physicists with a smaller mathematical equipment, may be useful. It had,

indeed, been worked out independently.

The series, of which Laplace's expression constitutes the first term, is

arithmetically useful only when n6 is at least moderately large. On the

other hand, when 6 is small, P„ tends to identify itself with the Bessel's

function J^{n6), as was first remarked by Mehler. A further development

of this approximation is here proposed. Finally, a comparison of the results

of the two methods of approximation with the numbers calculated by

A. Lodge for n = 20| is exhibited.

The differential equation satisfied by Legendre's function P„ is

~+cot6'^ + n(*« + l)i( = (1)

If we assume u = v (sin 6)
~

-, and write m for n + \, we have

d?v „ V

^. + ™"^=-4^n^^ (2)

* [1917. It would be more correct to say P„ (cos ff), where cos $ lies between ± 1.]

+ " On a Type of Spherical Harmonics of Unrestricted Degree, Order, and Argument," Phil.

Trans. A, Vol. clxxxvii. (1896).

t " On the Acoustic Shadow of a Sphere," Phil. Trans. A, Vol. cciii. (1904) ; Scientific Papers,

Vol. V. p. 163.
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If we take out a further factor, e""^, writing

u = V sin ~ ^ 9 = IV e'™* sin ~^ 6, (3

)

of which ultimately only the real part is to be retained, we find

d-w ^. dw w ^ , ,

,

-jjr- + "2.1111 ^rpr+ - .-—^ = (4)
d0- d6 4sm=^ ^

We next change the independent variable to z, equal to cot 6, thus

obtaining

dw —i f,, ,, d\v „ diu w]

dz 2iu [^ dz- dz 4<]

From this equation we can approximate to the desired solution, treating m
as a large quantity and supposing that lu = I when z — O, or 6 = \-n:

The second approximation gives

dw i . , iz
—r- = —

T,
—

I
whence w = 1 — — .

dz 8 HI bin

After two more steps we find

, . / 1 9 \ 92= loiz-

Thus in realized form a solution of (1) is

n -Jjzj f/i 9cot=6'\
, ^u = C sm ' 1 - -

^^^—^ cos ( 1110 + 7)
_\ iZbiir/

,
fcot^ !>cot^ 75cot-'6^) . , ^

']

and this may be identified with P„ provided that the constants C, 7, can be
^o chosen that « and dtiid0 have the correct values when = ^tt. For this

value of we must have

P„ (^tt) = C cos (l m-iT + 7), { ,S

)

( dP„ /dd) =c(- m-^- + j^r^^) sin ( i HiTT + 7) ( 9 )

We may express idPJde),^^ by means of P„+i (Itt). In general

dP
'^"' ^ d cos'^

= ^" + ^^ ("''' ^ ^" - ^' •+^)'

so that when 6 = Iw,

dPn/d0 = -dP„!dcns0 = (H + l)P„+, (10)

When n is even, {dP,Jdd)^^^ vanishes, and, C being still undetermined, we

may take to satisfy (9), 7 = - J tt; and then from (<S)

a cos (in^) = P„ (i,r) = (- 1)^"
1 .3.5 0^ -1)
z . 4 . b . . . ?i.
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= 1.3.5...(»-1)

2.4.6... n

Here n is even, say 2r, and it is supposed to be gi-eat. Th

^,^1 J. 3^. (2^-1) 2r _ (2/-)!

us

2- 4-

and when r is great,

Thus C:
V('

.(2rr 2-(r:)^-

r ! = v'(27rr) . r^ g-i-+yi2>--ii3mi«^

nr) ''^^V24r 360 . 8H 6r+3607v

247-»yV(7rr)

1 1

8y"'"l28r='^102

''^wj'r 4n"'"32ir'^128ftV'
.(11)

'When n is even and with this value of C,

/-cot 6" 9 cot 61 75 cot- 61

, 9 cot- 1 , , , , ^

.(12)8^ ~ 128^ - 1024;;;^)
'^^^ <(" + *> ^ - ^'^i

When n is odd, the same value of 7, viz. —\Tr, secures the required

evanescence in (8), and we may conjecture that the same value of G will also

serve. Laplace* indeed was content to determine 7 from the case of n odd
and G from the case of n even. I suppose it was this procedure that

Todhunterf regarded as unsatisfactory. At any rate there is no difficulty

in verifying that (9) is satisfied by the same value of G. From that equation

and (10),

G = {-1 ,i(H + l) (w4-l)P„+i(|-7r)

and
??i + l/8m-9/128OT'

/_iyH« + l)p /i„N l-S-5 n

2.4.6...(«+l)

T 1 f 1

(n + l)7r)
. 1-

1

4(rt+l) 32(?i + l)2 128 (7! +1)=

Here, as throughout, 111 = n H--1, and when we expand these expressions in

descending powers of n we recover (11). Equations (11) and (12) are thus

applicable to odd as well as to even values of n.

* Mec. Gel. Supplement au V« volume,

t Functions of Laplace, etc. p. 71.
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But whether n be even or odd, (12) fails when 6 is so small that n6 is

not moderately large. For this case our original equation (1) takes approxi-

mately the form

d^u 1 dii
„ ^ ,^ „N

M^ + ere"-"'"-^'
^^^>

where a^ is written for n{n + I) ; and of this the solution is

u = J„(ad) (14)

It is evident that the Bessel's function of the second kind, infinite when

^ = 0, does not enter, and that no constant multiplier is required, since u is

to be unity when = 0. For a second approximation we replace (13) by

dhi 1 du „ _ du /I cos 0\ _d dii _ad ^, , ,,

d&^'^edd'^
""" = ^^ \9 ~ srn^j ^sde^Y'^" ^''^>

'

or, if a6 = z,

d-ii 1 du z T , , •. /-. - N

d^+zdz^'' = ^'^^^^ • ^^'^

In order to solve (15) we assume as usual

u = v.J,{z) (16)

This substitution gives

d'^v dv /2Jo' 1\ z J„'

dz^'^dz\J„ ^ z) 3cr J,
^^'^^

a linear equation of the first order in dv/dz. In this

r2J„'
,

IN

(x+->-^=i°g^^^»^^^

so that
dv A 1

dz zj„- Sa'zJ,-J

Here

/„ JJdz = 1 zM,' -
j J.rz dz = 1 :^J,r - h z^J^ + ./„"•) = - ^z^J^"-.

rr, dv A z Jl-
Ihus — = — (-\^\

which has now to be integrated again.

regard being paid to the differential equation satisfied by /„.
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Thus i' = B + A j
^J-^

+ ~iz'+2zJ„'/J„), (1!J)

and u. = BJ, + AJ,j^,^+^j^^{z^I, + 2zJ„') (20)

For the present purpose A = 0, B = l; so that for P„, identified with u,

we get

Pnid) = JA^) ^ ~[^'J»{^) + 2^J: (z)], (21)

in which z = a6, a- = n(ii + \).

The functions J"„, /„' = — Ji, ^re thoroughly tabulated*-

The Table annexed shows in the second column Poo calculated from (21)

for values of 6 ranging from 0" to 35°. The third column gives the results

from (11), (12), beginning with ^ = 10°. In the fourth column are the

values of P^ -calculated directly by A. Lodge. It will be seen that for

= 15° and 20° the discrepancies are small in the fifth place of decimals.

For smaller values of 8, the formula involving the Bessel's functions gives

the best results, and for larger values of the extended form of Laplace's

expression. When 6 exceeds about 35° the latter formula gives P^o correct

to six places. For n greater than 20 the combined use of the two methods

would of course allow a still closer approximation.

Table for ?,„.

e
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MEMORANDUM ON F0(! SIGNALS.

{^Report til Triniti/ House, Man 191G-]

Prolonged experience seems to show that, no matter how much power

may be empl<>3'e(l in the production of sound-in-air signals, their audibility

cannot be relied upon much beyond a mile. At a less distance than two

miles the most powerful signals may be lost in certain directions when the

atmospheric conditions are unfavourable. There is every reason to surmise

that in these circumstances the sound goes over the head of the observer, but,

so far as I know, there is little direct confirmation of this. It would clear up

the question very much could it be proved that when a signal is prematurely

lost at the surface of the sea it could still be heard bj' an observer at a con-

siderable elevation. In these days of airships it might be jjussible to get a

decision.

But for practical purposes the not infrequent failure of sound-in-air signals

must be admitted to be without remedy, and the question arises what alter-

natives are open. I am not well informed as to the success or otherwise of

submarine signals, viz. of sounds propagated through water, over long distances.

What I wish at present to draw attention to is the probable advantage of so-

called " wireless " signals. The waves constituting these signals are indeed

for the most part propagated through air, but they are far more nearly

independent of atmospheric conditions—temperature and wind—than are

ordinary sound waves. With very moderate appliances they can be sent and

observed with certainty at distances such as 10 or 20 miles.

As to how they should be emjjloyed, it may be remarked that the mere

reception of a signal is in itself of no use. The signal must give information

as to the distujice, or hearing, or both, of the sending station. The estimation

ot distance would depend upon the intensity of the signals received and would

probably present difficulties if any sort of precision was aimed at. On the

other hand the hearing of the sending station can be determined at the

receiving station with fair accuracy, that is to within two or three degrees.

The .special apparatus required is not complicated, but it is rather cumbrous

since coils of large area have to be capable of rotation. I assume that this
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part of the work would be done at the Shore Station. A ship arriving near

the land and desirous of ascertaining her position would make wireless signals

at regular short intervals. The operator on land would determine the bearing

of the Ship from which the signals came and communicate this bearing to

the Ship. In many cases this might suffice; otherwise the Ship could proceed

upon her course for a mile or two and then receive another intimation of her

bearing from the Shore Station. The two bearings, with the speed and course

of the Ship, would fix her position completely.

I do not suppose that much can be done at the present time towards

testing this proposal, but I would suggest that it be borne in mind when
considering any change in the Shoi-e Stations concerned. I feel some con-

fidence that the recjuirements of liners making the land will ultimately be

met in some such way and that they cannot be met with certainty and under

unfavourable conditions in any other.

[1918. Reference may be made to Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxvi, p. 1 (1918),

where Prof Joly discusses lucidly and fully the method of " Synchronous

signals.'' In this method it is distance which is found in the first instance.

It depends upon the use of signals propagated at different speeds and it in-

volves the audibility of sounds reaching the observer through air, or through

water, or through both media.]
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LAMB'S HYDRODYNAMICS.

[Nature, Vol. xcvii. p. 318, 1916.]

That this work should have already reached a fourth edition speaks well

tor the study of mathematical physics. By far the greater part of it is

entirely beyond the range of the books available a generation ago. And the

improvement in the style is as conspicuous as the extension of the matter.

My thoughts naturally go back to the books in current use at Cambridge in

the early sixties. With rare exceptions, such as the notable one of Salmon's

Conic Sections and one or two of Boole's books, they were arid in the extreme,

with scarcely a reference to the history of the subject treated, or an indication

to the reader of how he might pursue his study of it. At the present time

we have excellent books in English on most branches of mathematical physics

and certainly on many relating to pure mathematics.

The progressive development of his subject is often an embarrassment to

the writer of a text-book. Prof Lamb remarks that his " work has less pre-

tensions than ever to be regarded as a complete account of the science with

which it deals. The subject has of late attracted increased attention in

various countries, and it has become correspondingly difficult to do justice to

the growing literature. Some memoirs deal chiefly with questions of mathe-

matical method and so fall outside the scope of this book ; others though

physically important hardly admit of a condensed analysis ; others, again,

owing to the multiplicity of publications, may unfortunately have been over-

looked. And there is, I am afraid, the inevitable personal equation of the

author, which leads him to take a greater interest in some branches of the

subject than in others.''

Most readers will be of opinion that the author has held the balance

fairly. Formal proofs of " existence theorems " are excluded. Some of these,

though demanded by the upholders of mathematical rigour, tell us only what
we knew before, as Kelvin used to say. Take, for example, the existence of

a possible stationary temperature within a solid when the temperature at the

surface is arbitrarily given. A physicist feels that nothing can make this anj'

clearer or more certain. What is strange is that there should be so wide a

gap between his intuition and the lines of argument necessary to satisfy the

pure mathematician. Apart from this question it may be said that every-

where the mathematical foundation is well and truly laid, and that in not a

few cases the author's formulations will be found the most convenient startino-
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point for investigations in other subjects as well as in hydrodynamics. To

almost all parts of his subject he has made entirely original contributions

;

and, even when this could not be claimed, his exposition of the work of others

is often so much simplified and improved as to be of not inferior value. As

examples may be mentioned the account of Cauchy and Poisson's theory of

the waves produced in deep water by a local disturbance of the surface (§ 238)
•—the first satisfactory treatment of what is called in Optics a dispersive

medium—and of Sommerfeld's investigation of the diffraction of plane waves

of sound at the edge of a semi-infinite screen (§ 30y).

Naturally a good deal of space is devoted to the motion of a liquid devoid

of rotation and to the reaction upon immersed solids. When the solids are

" fair " shaped, this theory gives a reasonable approximation to what actually

occurs; but when a real liquid flows past projecting angles the motion is

entirely different, and unfortunately this .is the case of greatest practical

importance. The author, following Helmholtz, lays stress upon the negative

pressure demanded at sharp corners in order to maintain what may be called

the electric character of fiow. This explanation may be adequate in some

cases ; but it is now well known that liquids are capable of sustaining negative

pressures of several atmospheres. How too does the explanation apply to

gases, which form jets under quite low pressure differences ? * It seems

probable that viscosity must be appealed to. This is a matter which much
needs further elucidation. It is one on which Kelvin and Stokes held strongly

divergent views.

The later chapters deal with Vortex Motion, Tidal Waves, Surface Waves,

Waves of Expansion ( Sound), A^iscosit}*, and Equilibrium of Rotating Masses.

On all these subjects the reader will find expositions which could hardly be

improved, together with references to original writings of the author and

others where further developments may be followed.

It would not have accorded with the author's scheme to go into detail

upon experimental matters, but one feels that there is room for a supplementary

volume which should have regard more especially to the practical side of the

subject. Perhaps the time for this has not yet come. During the last few

years much work has been done in connexion with artificial flight. We xa.a,y

hope that before long this may be coordinated and brought into closer relation

with theoretical hydrodynamics. In the meantime one can hardly deny that

much of the latter science is out of touch with reality.

* The fact that liquids do not break under moderate negative pressure was known to

T. Young. "The magnitude of the cohesion between liquids and solids, as well as of the

particles of fluid with each other, is more directly shewn by an experiment on the continuance

of a column of mercury, in the tube of a barometer, at a height considerably greater than that

at which it usually stands, on account of the pressure of the atmosphere. If the mercury has

been well boiled in the tube, it may be made to remain in contact with the closed end, at the

height of 70 inches or more " (Young's Lectures, p. 626, 1807). It the mercury be wet, boiUng may

be dispensed with and negative pressures of two atmospheres are easily demonstrated.

R. VI. 26
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ON THE FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID PAST AN OBSTACLE.

[^Philosophical Ma(j(tzine, Vol. XXXII. pp. 1— 6, 1916.]

It is well known that according to classical Hydrodynamics a steady

stream of frictionless incompressible fluid exercises no resultant force upon

an obstacle, such as a rigid sphere, immersed in it. The development of a

" resistance " is usually attributed to viscosity, or when there is a sharp edge

to the negative pressure which may accompany it (Helmholtz). In either

case it would seem that resistance involves something of the nature of a

tvake, extending behind the obstacle to an infinite distance. When the

system of disturbed velocities, although it may mathematically extend to

infinity, remains as it were attached to the obstacle, there can be no

resistance.

The absence of resistance is asserted for an incompressible fluid ; but it

can hardly be supjDosed that a small degree of compressibility, as in water,

would afi:ect the conclusion. On the other hand, high relative velocities,

exceeding that of sound in the fluid, must entirely alter the conditions. It

seems worth while to examine this question more closely, especially as the

first eifects of compressibility are amenable to mathematical treatment.

The equation of continuity for a compressible fluid in steady motion is in

the usual notation

dp dp dp /du dv dw\

da: dy dz " \dx dy dz) '

or, if there be a velocity-potential 0,

# d^ogP ^^ dhgp
_^
d4 dlogp

_^ ^ j^

dec dx dy dy dz dz

In most cases we may regard the pressure ^ as a given function of the

density p, dependent upon the nature of the fluid. The simplest is that

of Boyle's law where p = a^p, a being the velocity of sound. The general

equation

^f
= ^-k=, (3)
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where q is the resultant velocity, so that

q^ = {d4>/da:y- + {cl4>/dyy + {d4>ld2)- (4)

reduces in this case to

aHogp = C~^q\

or aHog(plp,) = -^q-, (5)

if p„ correspond to q = 0. From (2) and (5) we get

V=<i = — i^ ^1' +^ ^' +^ ^'1 (6)^ 2((^ [cZa; dx d.y dy dz dz)

When q^ is small in comparison with a^ this equation may be employed to

estimate the effects of compressibility. Taking a known solution for an

incompressible fluid, we calculate the value of the right-hand member and

by integration obtain a second approximation to the solution in the actual

case. The operation may be repeated, and if the integrations can be effected,

we obtain a solution in series proceeding by descending powers of a". It may

be presumed that this series will be convergent so long as q' is less than a'.

There is no difficulty in the first steps for obstacles in the form of spheres

or cylinders, and I will detail especially the treatment in the latter case. If

U, parallel to 9 = 0, denote the uniform velocity of the stream at a distance,

the velocity-potential for the motion of incompressible fluid is known to be

<^= f/ (r + cVr) cos 61, (7)

the origin of polar coordinates (r, 6) being at the centre of the cylinder. At

the surface of the cylinder r = c, di^jdr = 0, for all values of 6.

On the right hand of (6)

d<j> dq^ d^ dq' _ d<^ dq^ 1 d^ dq-

dx dx dy dy dr dr r^ d6 d6 '
...(S)

and from (7)

#-^.!(f)"- '.©')—
?-"--*

<«'

-» ht^(^->''- h%-i}-9} sm (

(72 dr I"" r" U^ rda r'

V'<^ = ^1-5(2-:?.)cos^ + cos34 (10)

Accordingly

The terms on the right of (10) are all of the form r^ cosnO, so that for the

present purpose we have to solve

^'^'^dr^^^-^^V^dff'-'
'^°"''^ ^''^

26—2
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If we assume that <j> varies as r"^ cos n9, we see that m=p + 2, and that

the complete solution is

d, = cos 110 {Ar" + Br-'' + ,
—^, -l (12)

A and B being arbitrary constants. In (10) we have to deal with )i = 1

associated with p = - o and - 7, and with n = 3 associated with jj = - 3.

The complete solution as regards terms in cos and cos 3^ is accordingly

(p = (Ar + Br-') cos + {Cr- + Z)?-"") cos W

+
„ , c'' c* \ cos S0'

.(13)

The conditions to be satisfied at infinity require that, as in (7), A = U,

and that C'=0. We have also to make d<\)ldr vanish when ? = c. This

leads to

B^^U+'^J, D=^ (14)

Thus

(/)= U \r + -+ ,^^r-h cos + ,-^r—-; cos 36'

U'C { a I
C°- C* \ cos 3611 /^K^

satisfies all the conditions and is the value of (/> complete to the second

approximation.

That the motion determined by (15) gives rise to no resultant force in

the direction of the stream is easilj' verified. The pressure at any point is

a function of q-, and on the surface of the cylinder q^ = c~^ {d(j}/d0f. Now
(d(jj/d0y involves in the forms sin^^, sin^3^, sin sin 3^, and none of these

are changed by the substitution of tt — for ; the pressures on the cylinder

accordingly constitute a balancing .system.

There is no particular difficulty in pursuing the approximation so as to

include terms involving the square and higher powers of IJ-ja-. The right-

hand member of (6) will continue to include only terms in the cosines of odd

multiples of with coefficients which are simple powers of r, so that the

integration can be effected as in (11), (12). And the general conclusion that

there is no resultant force upon the cylinder remains undisturbed.

The corresponding problem for the sphere is a little more complicated,

but it may be treated upon the same lines with use of Legendre's functions

Pa (cos 0) in place of cosines of multiples of 0. In terms of the usual polar

coordinates (r, 0, w), the last of which does not appear, the first approxima-

tion, as for an incompressible fiuid, is

^ = Ucos0(r+^)=u(r+^]p„ (16)
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c denoting the radius of the sphere. As in (8),

" dx d.c dr dr r''ded0~ |v 5r'
"^

2ri«y '

/6c' 240" 3c»\ „] ,,„,

on substitution Aom (16) of the values of (/> and cf. This gives us the right-

hand member of (6).

In the present problem

^' = ;?2 + -T + "»-^:Sfsm0;^V (18)
dr^ r dr r- sm dd \ dOJ ^ '

while P,i satisfies

1 d / dP \

sm-^cr^(^-^w)+«("+i)^»=o; (19)

so that V2(^ = j*P,^ (20)

reduces to
dj± ^2 d_^ _.^^n^l
dr- r dr r-

<f>
= rPP,, (21)

The solution, con-esponding to the various terms of (17), is thus

rP+-P
,

6 = — ....(22)

With use of (22), (6) gives

U"3J_C^1 c'Pi _ 8CIP3 _ 3c^3 SclPal

^ a^ { 5r^ '^24r« 10r= TOr^ ^ 11Qr«]

+ ArP, + Br--P, + C'r'P, + Dr-'P„ (23)

A, B, C, B being arbitrary constants. The conditions at infinity require

A= U, C =0. The conditions at the surface of the sphere give

B = Uu+^~), Z) = -~: (24)
2 V oa" I ooa-

and thus (p is completely determined to the second approximation.

The P's which occur in (23) are of odd order, and are polynomials in

/u, (= cos 0) of odd degree. Thus dcpjdr is odd (in /j.) and dcj)/d0 = sin x even

function of ^. Further,

q' = even function + sin^ x even function = even function,

dq'jdr = even function, dq'^/d0 = sin ^ x odd function.

Accordingly

d(b dq^ 1 d<h do- , , „ ^. „

dri^^V^ddM^''^'^^'''''''''''^^'

and can be resolved into a series of P's of odd order. Thus not only is there

no resultant force discovered in the second approximation, but this character
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is preserved however far we may continue the approximations. And since

the coefficients of the various P's are simple polynomials in l/r, the integra-

tions present no difficulty in principle.

Thus far we have limited ourselves to Boyle's law, but it may be of

interest to make extension to the general adiabatic law, of which Boyle's is a

particular case. We have now to suppose

PlPo = ipiPoy, (25)

making f = ^-P^ f^V"' = a^ (^y^\ (26)" dp p„ \poJ \po/

if a denote the velocity of sound corresponding to p^. Then by (3)

^(f)"=^-*^^ '-^>
7-1 \pj

If we suppose that po corresponds to q = 0, C = a^/{'y—l), and

py-' = ,^(y^\ (28)
pj 2a-

whence ^^_ y^^
dx 2(1' - (7 — 1) q

The use of this in (2) now gives

^,, ^ 1 {Ud^ ^d4df^d4 dfl
-la- ~ (y — 1) q- [dx dx dy dy dz dz]

'

from which we can fall back upon (6) by supposing 7 = 1. So far as the

first and second approximations, the substitution of (30) for (6) makes no

difference at all.

As regards the general question it would appear that so long as the series

are convergent there can be no resistance and no wake as the result of com-

pressibility. But when the velocity U of the stream exceeds that of sound,

the system of velocities in front of the obstacle expressed by our equations

cannot be maintained, as they would be at once swept away down stream.

It may be presumed that the passage from the one state of affairs to the

other synchronizes with a failure of convergency. For a discussion of what

happens when the velocity of sound is exceeded, reference may be made to a

former paper*.

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Vo}. lxxxiv. p. 247 (1910) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 608.

[1917. See P.S. to Art. 411 for a reference to the work of Prof. Cisotti.]
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ON THE DISCHARGE OF GASES UNDER HIGH PRESSURES.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxii. pp. 177—187, 1916.]

The problem of the passage of gas through a small aperture or nozzle

from one vessel to another in which there is a much lower pressure has had

a curious history. It was treated theoretically and experimentally a long

while ago by Saint-Venant and Wantzel* in a remarkable memoir, where

they point out the absurd result which follows from the usual formula, when

we introduce the supposition that the pressure in the escaping jet is the

same as that which prevails generally in the recipient vessel. In Lamb s

notation^, if the gas be subject to the adiabatic law (p oc py),

p p
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afterwaixls with greater rapidity, until it vanishes when the pressures be-

come equal.

The work of Saint-Venant and Wantzel was fully discussed by Stokes in

his Report on Hydrodynamics*- He remarks "These experiments show that

when the difference of pressure in the first and second spaces is considerable,

we can by no means suppose that the mean pressure at the orifice is equal

to the pressure at a distance in the second space, nor even that there exists

a contracted vein, at which we may suppose the pressure to be the same as

at a distance." But notwithstanding this the work of the French writers

seems to have remained very little known. It must have been unknown to

0. Reynolds when in 1885 he travei'sed much the same ground^-, adding,

however, the important observation that the maximum reduced velocity

occurs when the actual velocity coincides with that of sound under the

conditions then prevailing. When the actual velocity at the orifice reaches

this value, a further reduction of pressure in the recipient vessel does not

influence the rate of discharge, as its effect cannot be propagated backwards

against the stream. If 7 = 1-408, this argument suggests that the discharge

reaches a maximum when the pressure in the recipient vessel falls to ••527 ^jj,

and then remains constant. In the somewhat later work of Hugoniot| on

the same subject there is indeed a complimentary reference to Saint-Venant

and Wantzel, but the reader would hardly gather that they had insisted

upon the difference between the pressure in the jet at the orifice and in

the recipient vessel as the explanation of the impossible conclusion deduoible

from the contrary supposition.

In the writings thus far alluded to there seems to be an omission to

consider what becomes of the jet after full penetration into the receiver.

The idea appears to have been that the jet gradually widens in section as it

leaves the orifice and that in the absence of friction it would ultimately

attain the velocity corresponding to the entire fall of pressure. The first to

deal with this question seem to have been Maeh and Salcher§, but the most

elaborate examination is that of R. Emden||, who reproduces interesting

pictures of the effluent jet obtained by the simple shadow method of Dvorak
"^

Light from the sun or from an electric spark, diverging from a small aperture

as source, falls perpendicularly upon the jet and in virtue of differences of

refraction depicts various featiires upon a screen held at some distance

behind. A permanent record can be obtained by photography. Emden
thus describes some of his results. When a jet of air, or better of carbonic

* B.A. Report for 1846; Math, and Phijs. Papers, Vol. i. p. 176.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xxi. p. 185 (1886).

X Ann. de Chim. t. ix. p. 383 (188C).

§ Wied. Ann. Bd. xli. p. 144 (1890).

It
Wied. Ann. Bd. lxix. pp. 264, 426 (1899).

1: Wied. Ann. Bd. ix. p. 502 (1879).
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acid or coal-gas, issues from the nozzle into the open under a pressure of a

few millimetres, it is seen to rise as a slender column of the same diameter

to a height of perhaps 30 or 40 cm. Sometimes the column disappears

without visible disturbance of the air ; more often it ends in a small vortex

column. When the pressure is raised, the column shortens until finally the

funnel-shaped vortex attaches itself to the nozzle. At a pressure of about

one-fifth of an atmosphere there appears again a jet 2 or 3 cm. long. As

the pressure rises still further, the jet becomes longer and more distinct and

suddenly exhibits thin, bi'ight, and fairly equidistant disks to the number of

perhaps 10 or 12, crossing the jet perpendicularly. The first disks have

exactly the diameter of the nozzle, but they diminish as the jet attenuates.

Under still higher pressures the interval between the disks increases, and at

the same time the jet is seen to swell out between them. These swellings

further increase and oblique markings develop which hardly admit of merely

verbal description.

Attributing these periodic features to stationary sound waves in the jet,

Emden set himself to determine the wave-length (X), that is the distance

between consecutive disks, and especially the pressure at which the waves

begin to develop. He employed a variety of nozzles, and thus sums up his

principal results

:

1. When air, carbonic acid, and hydrogen escape from equal sufficiently

high pressures, the length of the sound waves in the jet is the same for the

same nozzle and the same pressure.

2. The pressure at which the stationary sound waves begin to develop is

the same in air, carbonic acid, and hydrogen, and is equal to '9 atmosphere.

This is the pressure-ga;cess behind the nozzle, so that the whole pressure

there is 1'9 atmosphere. The environment of the jet is at one atmosphere

pressure.

Emden, comparing his observations with the theory of Saint-Venant and

Wantzel, then enunciates the following conclusion : The critical pressure,

in escaping from which into the atmosphere the gas at the nozzle's mouth

moves with the velocity of sound, is equal to the pressure at which stationary

sound waves begin to form in the jet. .S(.i far, I think, Emden makes out

his case ; but he appears to over-shoot the mark when he goes on to maintain

that after the critical pressure-ratio is exceeded, the escaping jet moves

everywhere with the same velocity, viz. the sound- velocity ; and that every-

where within it the free atmospheric pressure prevails. He argues from

what happens when the motion is strictly in one dimension. It is true that

then a wave can be stationary in space only when the stream moves with

the velocity of sound ; but here the motion is not limited to one dimension,

as is shown by the swellings between the disks. Indeed the propagation of

any wave at all is inconsistent with uniformity of pressure within the jet.
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At the surface of the jet, but not within it, the condition is imposed that

the pressure must be that of the surrounding atmosphere.

The problem of a jet in which the motion is completely steady in the

hydrodynamical sense and approximately uniform was taken up by Prandtl*,

both for the case of symmetry round the axis (of z) and in two dimensions.

In the former, which is the more practical, the velocity component w is

supposed to be nearly constant, say W, while u and v are small. We may
employ the usual Eulerian equations. Of these the third,

d'lv dw diu dw _ 1 dp

dt dx dy dz p dz
'

reduces to W~ = ;- (2)
dz p dz

when we introduce the supposition of steady motion and neglect the terms

of the second order. In like manner the other equations become

„rdu_ 1 dp Tjrdv _ 1 dp ,„,

dz p d.c' dz p dy

Further, the usual equation of continuity, viz.

d (pit)
_^
d(pv) _^

d ipw) ^ Q
,^.

dj- dy dz
here reduces to

/d'ti dn dw\ Tff<ip_r. /r\

\dx dy dz) dz

If we introduce a velocity-potential ^, we have with use of (2)

'^~
p dz~ a^ dz~ a' dz^ '

^'

where a, = \/ (dp/dp), is the velocity of sound in the jet. In the case we are

now considering, where there is symmetry round the axis, this becomes

(r-' = x" + y"")

dP^ ld4 /^ _ W2\ '^''^ -0 (7

)

dr' r dr \ a^ / dz'^ '

and a similar equation holds for w, since tu = d<f>/dz.

If the periodic part of w is proportional to cos /3z, we have for this part

d^w 1 (iw / Tf = \ „, ^
T^ + - ^+ — -1 /3=w = 0, (8)
dr- r dr \ a- /

and we may take as the solution

w= W +H cos fiz . J„y(W'' - a-") . /Sr/a}, (9)

since the Bessel's function of the second kind, infinite when r = 0, cannot

here appear. The condition to be satisfied at the boundary (7- = R) is that

* Phijs. Zeitschrift, 5 Jahrgang, p. 599 (1904).
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the pressure be constant, equal to that of the surrounding quiescent air, and
this requires that the variable part of w vanish, since the pressure varies

with the total velocity. Accordingly

J„y{W^~a"-).^RIa] = Q, (10)

which can be satisfied only when W > a, that is when the mean velocity of

the jet exceeds that of sound. The wave-length (\) of the periodic features

along the jet is given by \ = 27r//3.

The most important solution corresponds to the first root of (10), viz.

2-405. In this case

^- ">405 ^^^^

The problem for the two-dimensional jet is even simpler. If b be the width
of the jet, the principal wave-length is given by

X=26v'(Tr7a^-l) (12)

The above is substantially the investigation of Prandtl, who finds a sufficient

agreement between (11) and Emden's measurements*

It may be observed that the problem can equally well be treated as one

of the small vibrations of a stationary column of gas as developed in Theory

of Suund, §§ 268, 340 (1878). If the velocity-potential, symmetrical about

the axis of z, be also proportional to e''*'''+P^*, where k is such that the wave-
length of plane waves of the same period is 27r//(', the equation is § 340 (3)

g + iS + (*'-«* = ,13)

and \i k> ^
^ = e'*«'+«^' J"„{V(^'-y8=).r} (14)

The condition of constant pressure when r = R gives as before for the

principal vibration

^/{k'-l3').R = -2-^0o (15)

The velocity of propagation of the waves is kaj^. If we equate this to

W and suppose that a velocity ir is superposed upon the vibrations, the

motion becomes steady. When we substitute in (15) the value of k, viz.

W0/a, we recover (11). It should perhaps be noticed that it is only after

the vibrations have been made stationary that the effect of the surrounding

air can be properly represented by the condition of uniformity of pressure.

To assume it generally would be tantamount to neglecting the inertia of the

outside air.

The above calculation of A, takes account only of the principal vibration.

Other vibrations are possible corresponding to higher roots of (10), and if

* When W<a, fi must be imaginary. The jet no longer oscillates, but settles rapidlj' down

into complete uniformity. This is of course the usual case of gas escaping from small pressures.
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these occur appreciably, strict periodicity is lost. Further, if we abandon

the restriction to symmetry, a new term, r^'^d-^jdO-, enters in (13) and the

solution involves a new factor cos(?!^ + e) in conjunction with the Bessel's

function Jn in place of J„.

The particular form of the differential equation exhibited in (13) is

appropriate only when the section of the stream is circular. In general

we have

g.^| + (..-«* = (16)

the same equation as governs the vibrations of a stretched membrane {Theory

of Sound, § 194). For example, in the case of a square section of side b,

we have

</) = cos'^.cos^.e'*««+8^', (17)

vanishing when x— ±\h and when y = ±\h. This represents the principal

vibration, corresponding to the gravest tone of a membrane. The differential

equation is satisfied provided

t-0'=2Tryb', (18)

the equation which replaces (15). It is shown in Theory of Sound that

provided the deviation from the circular form is not great the question is

mainly one of the area of the section. Thus the difference between (15)

and (18) is but moderate when we suppose ttR'^ equal to b'\

It may be worth remarking that when V the wave-velocity exceeds a,

the group-velocity ?7 falls short of a. Thus in (15), (18)

-r-r_ka jj_d{t'i^^)_ dk_l3a.

80 that UV=u- (19)

Returning to the jet of circular section, we may establish the connexion

between the variable pressure along the axis and the amount of the swellings

observed to take place between the disks. From (9)

^^^wdz=Wz + Hl3-^ sm/3z. J,,
{ v'( l^Va- - 1 ) . fir}

,

and fi^] = i7 V(l^Va'-l). sin ^^../„' (2-405) (20)

The latter equation gives the radial velocity at the boundary. If SR
denote the variable part of the radius of the jet,
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Again, if Sp be the variable part of the pressure at the axis (r = 0),

^ = C - ^g= = C" - >» = - WSiu,

where p is the average density in the jet and 8iu the variable part of the

component velocity parallel to z. Accordingly

^ = - WHcos/32; (22)
P

and -^ = /„^-405) V(J^A^_1)
Sp/p ^W^

In (23) we may substitute for /3 its value, viz.

and for /„' (2-40.5) we have from the tables of Bessel's functions —0-6191,

so that

g^ = -0-2158 if (a- -Tf-) (24)

As was to be expected, the greatest swelling is to be found where the

pressure at the axis is least.

A complete theory of the effects observed by Mach and Emden would

involve a calculation of the optical retardation along every ray which traverses

the jet. For the jet of circular section this seems scarcely practicable
; but

for the jet in two dimensions the conditions are simpler and it may be

worth while briefly to consider this case. As before, we may denote the

general thickness of the two-dimensional jet by b, and take 6 + ?; to represent

the actual thickness at the place (z) where the retardation is to be deter-

mined. The retardation is then sufficiently represented by A, where

A= (p-p,)dy= pdy-^p,{b + v), (25)
Jo .'0

p being the density in the jet and p^ that of the surrounding gas. The

total stream
ri(.b+n) (Hb+i) nb

= p{W+Sw)dt/ = W
\

pdy + p\ Swdy;
Jo Jo Jo

and this is constant along the jet. Thus

A = C-^p,V-{yj^' Swdy, (26)

C being a constant, and squares of small quantities being omitted.

In analogy with (9), we may here take

Stu = Hcosl3z cos{^y^{Wya'-l)}, (27)
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and for the principal vibration the argument of the cosine is to become ^tt

when y = \h. Hence

Also (j>=lwdz=Wz + /3-' Hsin /3z . cos {0y V( W'/a" - 1)},

'^^) =-H^/[ W'la' - 1 } . sin ^z.

1 [/d4>\ _ Hcos/3z. >J{ W"-/a^-l\

Accordingly

Thus

VlVP/a^-lj
.(29)

so that the retardation is greatest at the places where -q is least, that is

where the jet is narrowest. This is in agreement with observation, since

the places of maximum retardation act after the manner of a convex lens.

Although a complete theory of the optical effects in the case of a symmetrical

jet is lacking, there seems no reason to question Emden's opinion that they

are natural consequences of the constitution of the jet.

But although many features are more or less perfectly explained, we are

far from anything like a complete mathematical theory of the jet escaping

from high pressure, even in the simplest case. A preliminary question is

—

are we justified at all in assuming the adiabatic law as approximately

governing the expansions throughout ? Is there anything like the " bore
"

which forms in front of a bullet advancing with a velocity exceeding that of

sound ?* It seems that the latter question may be answered in the negative,

since here the passage of air is always from a greater to a less pressure,

so that the application of the adiabatic law is justified. The conditions

appear to be simplest if we suppose the nozzle to end in a parallel part

within which the motion may be uniform and the velocity that of sound.

But even then there seems to be no reason to suppose that this state of

things terminates exactly at the plane of the mouth. As the issuing gas

becomes free from the constraining influence of the nozzle walls, it must

begin to expand, the pressure at the boundary suddenly falling to that of

the environment. Subsequently vibrations must set in ; but the circum-

stances are not precisely those of Prandtl's calculation, inasnmch as the

variable part of the velocity is not small in comparison with the difference

between the mean velocity and that of sound. It is scarcely necessary to

call attention to the violence of the assumption that viscosity may be neg-

lected when a jet moves with high velocity through quiescent air.

* Proc. Eoy. Hoc. A, Vol. lxxxiv. p. 247 (1910) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. Art. 346, p. 608.
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On the experimental side it would be of importance to examine, with

more accuracy than has hitherto been attained, whether the asserted inde-

pendence of the discharge of the pressure in the receiving vessel (supposed

to be less than a certain fraction of that in the discharging vessel) is absolute,

and if not to ascertain the precise law of departure. To this end it would

seem necessary to abandon the method followed by more recent workers in

which compressed gas discharges into the open, and to fall back upon the

method of Saint-Yenant and Wantzel where the discharge is from atmospheric

pressure to a lower pressure. The question is whether any alteration of

discharge is caused by a reduction of this lower pressure beyond a certain

point. To carry out the investigation on a sufficient scale would need a

powerful air-pump capable of absorbing the discharge, but otherwise the

necessary apparatus is simple. In order to measure the discharge, or at

any rate to determine whether it varies or not, the passage of atmospheric

air to the nozzle might be somewhat choked. The accompanying diagram

will explain the idea. A is the nozzle, which would be varied in different

series of experiments ; B the recipient, partially exhausted, vessel ; G the

passage to the air-pump. Above the nozzle is provided a closed chamber E
D

into which the external air has access through a metal gauze D, and where

consequently the pressure is a little below atmospheric. F represents (dia-

grammatically) a pressure-gauge, or micromanometer, whose reading would

be constant as long as the discharge remains so. Possibly an aneroid

barometer would suffice ; in any case there is no difficulty in securing the

necessary delicacy* Another manometer of longer range, but only ordinary

sensitiveness, would register the low pressure in B. In this way there

should be no difficulty in attaining satisfactory results. If F remains

unaffected, notwithstanding large alterations of pressure in B, there are no

complications to confuse the interpretation.

* See for example Phil. Trans, cxcvi. A, p. 205 (1901); Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. ,510.

[1918. The experiments here proposed have been skilfully carried into effect by Hartshorn,

working in my son's laboratory, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Vol. xciv. p. 155, 1917.]
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ON THE ENERGY ACQUIRED BY SMALL RESONATORS FROM
INCIDENT ^VAVES OF LIKE PERIOD.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxii. pp. 188-190, 1916.]

In discussions on photo-electricity it is often assumed that a resonator can

operate only upon so much of the radiation incident upon it as corresponds

to its own cross-section*. As a general proposition this is certainly not true

and may indeed differ from the truth xevy widely. Since 1878 f it has been

known that an ideal infinitely small acoustical resonator may disperse energy

corresponding to an area of wave-front of the primary waves equal to X'/tt,

an efSciency exceeding to any extent the limit fixed by the above mentioned

rule. The questions of how much energy can be absorbed into the resonator

itself and how long the absorption may take are a little different, but they

can be treated without difficulty by the method explained in a recent paper ^:.

The equation (49) there found for the free vibration of a small symmetrical

resonator was

J/^ + ;.p + 47r<7r'(l-,lr)'g = 0, (1)

in which p denotes the radial displacement of the spherical surface from its

equilibrium value r, M the mass, /x the coefficient of restitution, a the density

of the surrounding gas, and k^'Iir ^ wave-length (A.) of vibrations in the gas.

The first of the two terms containing a operates merely as an addition to 21.

If we write

21' = 21 + i'jrav', (2)

(1) becomes

J/'g + ^p-i.4^aAT^^J=0 (3)

* See for example Millikan's important paper on a direct determination of Planck's constant
"/("; Physical Review, Vol. vii. March 1916, p. 385.

•f
Theory of Sound, § 319 ; X = wave-length.

+ Phil. Mag. Vol. xxix. Feb. 1916, p. 210. [This volume, p. 289.]
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Thus, if in free vibration p is proportional to e'"', where n is complex, the

equation for n is

ii' {- M' + i. 4<7rakr*) + ix = (4

)

The free vibrations are assumed to have considerable persistence, and the co-

efficient of decay is e~i*, where

q = 'Iirakr" VW^'O = ^Trapkr^jM' , (5)

\ilf = lxiM'

We now suppose that the resonator is exposed to primary waves whose

velocity-potential is there

(j) = ae^P^ (6)

The effect is to introduce on the right hand of (3) the term iTrr'-aa.ipe'^*

;

and since the resonance is supposed to be accurately adjusted, p' = /ji/M'

Under the same conditions icPp/df in the third term on the left of (3) may
be replaced by —pdp/dt, whether we are dealing with the permanent forced

vibration or with free vibrations of nearly the same period which gradually

die away. Thus our equation becomes on rejection of the imaginary part

, r/ d^P A 1
,dp , . ^

T7j + 47ro-p&?-^ ~7 -1-/Ap = — 47rr-a-ajDsm^i, (7)

which is of the usual form for vibrations of systems of one degree of freedom.

For the permanent forced vibration M'd-pjdt^ + pip =0 absolutely, and

dp asinpt
'

dt-" k,-
^^^

The energy located in the resonator is then

-^^-'
(9)

and it may become very great when M is large and r small.

But when M is large, it may take a considerable time to establish the

permanent regime after the resonator starts from rest. The approximate

solution of (7), applicable in that case, is

^=iS?'('--') (>»'

q being regarded as small in comparison with p ; and the energy located in

the resonator at time t

; *"©:„.=
£.<—'= <"'

We may now inquire what time is required for the accumulation of energy

equal (say) to one quarter of the limiting value. This occurs when e~«' = \,

or by (5) when

. =^= log2.1/'

q p . kr . Airar

E. VI. 27
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The energy propagated in time t across the area S of primary wave-front is

{Theory of Sound, § 245)

^Saak^'aH, (13)

where a is the velocity of propagation, so that jj = ak. If we equate (13) to

line quarter of (9) and identity t with the value given by (12), neglecting the

distinction between M and ]\[', we get

,S'=
!'' _ n4W

21og:^.A;-^ 87rlog2
^^

The resonator is thus able to capture an amount of energy equal to that

passing in the same time through an area of primary wave-front comparable

with. X^TT, an area which may exceed any number of times the cross-section

of the resonator itself.

* log 2 = 0-693.
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ON THE ATTENUATION OF SOUND IN THE ATMOSPHERE.

[Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. August, 1916.]

Ix T. 749, Major Taylor presents some calculations which " shew that the

chief cause of the dissipation of sound during its transmission through the

lower atmosphere must be sought for in the eddying motion which is known
to exist there. The amount of dissipation which these calculations would lead

us to expect from our knowledge of the structure of the lower atmosphere

agrees, as well as the rough nature of the observations permit, with the

amount of dissipation given by Mr Lindemann."

The problem discussed is one of importance and it is attended with con-

siderable difficulties. There can be no doubt that on many occasions, perhaps

one might say normally, the attenuation is much more rapid than according

to the law of inverse squares. Some 20 years ago {Scientific Papers, Vol. iv.

p. 298) I calculated that according to this law the sound of a Trinity House

syren, absorbing 60 horse-power, should be audible to 2700 kilometres

!

A failure to propagate, so far as it is uniform on all occasions, would

naturally be attributed to dissipative action. I am here using the word in the

usual and narrower technical sense, implying a degradation of energy from the

mechanical form into heat, or a passage of heat from a higher to a lower

temperature. Although there must certainly be dissipation consequent upon

radiation and conduction of heat, it does not appear that these causes are

adequate to explain the attenuation of sound sometimes observed, even at

moderate distances. This question is discussed in Phil. Mag. XLVii. p. 308,

1899 {Scientific Pajien, Vol. iv. p. 376) in connexion with some observations

of Wilmer Duff.

If we put dissipation out of account, the energy of a sound wave, advancing

on a broad front, remains mechanical, and we have to consider what becomes

of it. Part of the sound may be reflected, and there is no doubt at all that,

whatever may be the mechanism, reflection does really occur, even when no

obstacles are visible. At St Catherine's Point in 1901, 1 heard strong echoes

27—2
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from over the sea for at least 12 seconds after the syren had ceased sounding.

The sky was clear and there were no waves to speak of Reflection in the

narrower sense (which does not include so called total reflection !) requires

irregularities in the medium whose outlines are somewhat sharply defined,

the linear standard being the wave-length of the vibration ; but this require-

ment is probably satisfied by ascending streams of heated air.

In considering the effect of eddies on maintained sounds of given pitch,

Major Taylor does not include either dissipation (in the narrower sense) or

reflection. I do not understand how, under such conditions, there can be any

general attenuation of plane waves. What is lost in one position in front of

the phase-disturbing obstacles, must be gained at another. The circumstances

are perhaps more familiar in Optics. Consider the passage of light of given

wave-length through a grating devoid of absorbing and reflecting powder. The

whole of the incident light is then to be found distributed between the central

image and the lateral spectra. At a sufiicient distance behind the grating,

supposed to be of limited width, the spectra are separated, and as I under-

stand it the calculation refers to what would be found in the beam going to

form the central image. But close behind the grating, or at any distance

behind if the width be unlimited, there is no separation, and the average

intensity is the same as before incidence. The latter appears to be the case

with which we are now concerned. The problem of the grating is treated in

Theory of Sound, 2nd edition, § 272 a.

Of course, the more important anomalies, such as the usual failure of

sound up wind, are to be explained after Stokes and Reynolds by a refraction

which is approximately regular.

In connexion with eddies it may be worth while to mention the simple

case afforded by a vortex in two dimensions whose axis is parallel to the plane

of the sound waves. The circumferential velocity at any point is proportional

to 1/r, where r is the distance from the axis. By integration, or more imme-

diately by considering what Kelvin called the "circulation," it is easy to

prove that the whole of the wave which passes on one side of the axis is

uniformly advanced by a certain amount and the whole on the other side

retarded by an equal amount. A fault is thus introduced into the otherwise

plane character of the wave.

[1918. Major Taylor sends me the following observations

:

Note on the Dispersion of Sound.

Observations have shown that sound is apparently dissipated at a much
greater rate than the inverse square law both up and down wind. The effect

of turbulence on a plane wave front is to cause it to deviate locally from its
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plane form. The wave train cannot then be propagated forward without

further change, but it may be regarded as being composed of a plane wave

train of smaller amplitude, together with waves which are dispersed in all

directions, and are due to the effect of the turbulence of the original train.

If d is the diameter of an eddy, \ is the wave length of the sound, U is the

velocity of the air due to the eddy, and V is the velocity of sound, the amount

of sound energy dispersed from unit volumes of the main wave is

J^ A ^ U"'d

where E is the energy of the sound per unit volume. If the turbulence is

uniformly distributed round the source of sound then, as Lord Rayleigh points

out, the sound energy will be uniformly distributed because the energy

dispersed from one part of the wave front will be replaced by energy dispersed

from other parts ; but if the turbulence is a maximum in any particular direc-

tion then more sound energy will be dispersed from the wave fronts as they

proceed in that direction than will be received from the less turbulent

regions. Regions of maximum turbulence should, therefore, be regions of

minimum sound. The turbulence is usually a maximum near the ground.

The intensity of sound should, therefore, fall off near the ground at a greater

rate than the inverse square law, even although there is no solid obstacle

between the source of sound and the listener.]
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ON VIBRATIONS AND DEFLEXIONS OF MEMBRANES,

BARS, AND PLATES.

\_Philosophical Maijacine, Vol. xxxii. pp. 353—364, 1916.]

In Theory of Sound, § 211, it was shown that "any contraction of the

fixed boundary of a vibrating membrane must cause an elevation of pitch,

becau.se the new state of things may be conceived to differ from the old merely

by the introduction of an additional constraint. Springs, without inertia, are

supposed to urge the line of the proposed boundary towards its equilibrium

position, and gradually to become stiffer. At each step the vibrations become

more rapid, until they approach a limit corresponding to infinite stiffness of

the springs and absolute fixity of their points of application. It is not necessary

that the part cut off should have the same density as the rest, or even any

density at all."

From this jDrinciple we may infer that the gravest mode of vibration for

a membrane of any shape and of any variable density is devoid of internal

nodal lines. For suppose that ACDB (fig. 1) vibrating in its longest period

T ) has an intei'nal nodal line CB. This requires that a membrane with the

fixed boundary ACB shall also be capable of vibration in period t. The im-

possibility is easily seen. As ACDB gradually contracts through ACD'B to

ACB, the longest period diminishes, so that the longest period of ACB is less

than T. No period possible to ACB can be equal to r.
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If we replace the reactions against acceleration by external forces, we may

obtain the solution of a statical problem. When a membrane of any shape

is submitted to transverse forces, all in one direction, the displacement is

everyivhere in the direction of the forces.

Similar conclusions may be formulated for the conduction of heat in two

dimensions, which depends upon the same fundamental differential equation.

Here the boundary is maintained at a constant temperature taken as zero,

and " persistences " replace the periods of vibration. Any closing in of the

boundary reduces the principal persistence. In this mode there can be no

internal place of zero temperature. In the steady state under positive sources

of heat, however distributed, the temperature is above zero everywhere. In

the application to the theory of heat, extension may evidently be made to

three dimensions.

Arguments of a like nature may be used when we consider a bar vibrating

transversely in virtue of rigidity, instead of a stretched membrane. In Theory

of Sound, § 184, it is shown that whatever may be the constitution of the bar

in respect of stiffness and mass, a curtailoient at either end is associated with

a rise of pitch, and this whether the end in question be free, clamped, or merely

"supported."

In the statical problem of the deflexion of a bar by a transverse force

locally applied, the question may be raised whether the linear deflexion must

everywhere be in the same direction as the force. It can be shown that the

answer is in the affirmative. The equation governing the deflexion (w) is

.(^S)=^ <i>
cP f^d-

dx-

where Z dx is the transverse force applied at dx, and £ is a coefficient of

stiffness. In the case of a uniform bar B is constant and w may be found by

simple integration. It suffices to suppose that Z is localized at one point, say

a.tx=b; and the solution shows that whether the ends be clamped or supported,

or if one end be clamped and the other free or supported, w is everywhere of

the same sign as Z. The conclusion may evidently be extended to a force

variable in any manner along the length of the bar, provided that it be of the

same sign throughout.

But there is no need to lay stress upon the case of a uniform bar, since

the jjroposition is of more general application. The first integxation of (1)

gives

^-(Bpi]=l''zdx + G, (2)
dx\ dx- 1 Ju

and JZdx = from a; = at one end to x = b, and takes another constant value

(Zi) from x = bto the other end at x = l. A second integration now shows
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that Bd'-wjdx' is a linear function of x between and h, and again a linear

function between h and I, the two linear functions assuming the same value

at X = h. Since B is ever}-where positive, it follows that the curvature cannot

vanish more than twice in the whole range from to I, ends included, unless

indeed it vanish everywhere over one of the parts. If one end be supported,

the curvature vanishes there. If the other end also be supported, the curva-

ture is of one sign throughout, and the curve of deflexion can nowhere cross

the axis. If the second end be clamped, there is but one internal point of

inflexion, and again the axis cannot be crossed. If both ends are clamped,

the two points of inflexion are internal, but the axis cannot be crossed, since

a crossing would involve three points of inflexion. If one end be free, the

curvature vanishes there, and not only the curvature but also -the rate of

change of curvature. The part of the rod from this end up to the point of

application of the force remains unbent and one of the linear functions spoken

of is zero throughout. Thus the curvature never changes sign, and the axis

cannot be crossed. In this case equilibrium requires that the other end be

clamped. We conclude that in no case can there be a deflexion anywhere of

opposite sign to that of the force applied at x = b, and the conclusion ma}^ be

extended to a force, however distributed, provided that it be one-signed

throughout.

Leaving the problems presented by the membrane and the bar, we may
pass on to consider whether similar propositions are applicable in the case of

a flat plate, whose stiffness and density may be variable from point to point.

An argument similar to that employed for the membrane shows that when
the boundary is clamped any contraction of it is attended by a rise of pitch.

But (Theory of Sound, §230) the statement does not hold good when the

boundary is free.

When a localized transverse force acts upon the plate, we may inquire

whether the displacement is at all points in the same direction as the

force. This question was considered in a former paper* in con-

nexion with a hydrodynamical analogue, and it may be convenient

to repeat the argument. Suppose that the plate (fig. 2), clamped at

a distant boundary, is almost divided into two independent parts by •*

a straight partition CD extending across, but perforated by a narrow

aperture AB; and that the force is applied at a distance from CD on

the left. If the partition were complete, w and dw/dn would be zero

over the whole (in virtue of the clamping), and the displacement in

the neighbourhood on the left would be simple one-dimensional bend-

ing, with lu positive throughout. On the right w would vanish. In

order to maintain this condition of things a certain couple acts upon pj .,

the plate in virtue of the supposed constraints along CD.

" Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxvi. p. 3.54 (1893); Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 88.

*B

*D
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Along the perforated portion AB the couple required to produce the one-

dimensional bending fails. The actual deformation accordingly differs from

the one-dimensional bending by the deformation that would be produced by

a couple over AB acting upon the plate, as clamped along CA, BD, but other-

wise free from force. This deformation is evidently symmetrical with change

of sign upon the two sides of CD, w being positive on the left, negative on the

right, and vanishing on AB itself Thus upon the whole a downward force

acting on the left gives rise to an upward motion on the right, in opposition

to the general rule proposed for examination.

If we suppose a load attached at the place where the force acts, but that

otherwise the plate is devoid of mass, we see that a clamped plate vibrating

freely in its gravest mode may have internal nodes in the sense that w is there

evanescent, but of course not in the full sense of places which behave as if

they were clamped.

In the case of a plate whose boundary is merely supported, i.e. acted upon

by a force (without couple) constraining w to remain zero*, it is still easier to

recognize that a part of the plate may move in the direction opposite to that

of an applied force. We may contemplate the arrangement of fig. 2, where,

however, the partition CD is now merely supported and not clamped. Along

the unperforated parts CA, BD the plate must be supposed cut through so

that no couple is transmitted. And in the same way we infer that internal

nodes are possible when a su.pported plate vibrates freely in its gravest mode.

But although a movement opposite to that of the impressed force may be

possible in a plate whose boundary is clamped or supported, it would seem

that this occurs only in rather extreme cases when the boundary is strongly

re-entrant. One may suspect that such a contrary movement is excluded

when the boundary forms an oval curve, i.e. a curve whose curvature never

changes sign. A rectangular plate comes under this description; but according

to M. Mesnagerf, "M. J. R6sal a montre qu'en applicant une charge au centre

d'une plaque rectangulaire de proportions convenables, on produit tres probable-

ment le soulevement de certaines regions de la plaque." I understand that

the boundary is supposed to be "supported" and that suitable proportions

are attained when one side of the rectangle is relatively long. It seems

therefore desirable to inquire more closely into this question.

The general differential equation for the equilibrium of a uniform elastic

plate under an impressed transverse force proportional to Z isj

VHu = (d^/ch-' + d'/dy'fw=Z. (3)

' It may be remarked that the substitution of a supported for a clamped boundary is equiva-

lent to the abolition of a constraint, and is in consequence attended by a fall in the frequency of

free vibrations.

+ C. R. t. CLXii. p. 826 (1916).

J Theory of Sound, §§ 215, 22.5 ; Love's Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Chapter xxii.
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We will apply this equation to the plate bounded by the lines y = 0, y = Tr,

and extending to infinity in both directions along x, and we suppose that

external transverse forces act only along the line x = 0. Under the operation

of these forces the plate deflects symmetrically, so that w is the same on both

sides of * = and along this line diu
/
dx = 0. Having formulated this condition,

we may now confine our attention to the positive side, regarding the plate as

bounded at x = 0.

The conditions for a supported edge parallel to x are

iu = Q, d'w/df-=0; (4)

and they are satisfied at y = and y = tt if we assume that w as a function of

y is proportional to sin ny, n being an integer. The same assumption intro-

duced into (3) with Z=Q gives

{d^'Idx'-iv'yiu^Q, (o)

of which the general solution is

vj={{A+ Bx) e-«^ + (C + i)a;) e"^} sin ny, (6)

where A, B, C, D, are constants. Since w = when x = + x , C and B must

here vanish ; and by the condition to be satisfied when x = 0, B = nA. The

solution applicable for the present purpose is thus

w = A sin ny (1 + nx) e~"^ (7)

The force acting at the edge x = necessary to maintain this displacement

is proportional to

dV'^w ,, , d'' div -.
,

. dhv . , ,,,^

-d^^^^-'^^d^^dx''^^'"' d^^ ''"^'P^y- ^^^

in virtue of the condition there imposed. Introducing the value of w from

(7), we find that

d^wj dx? = 2n?A sin ny, (9)

which represents the force in question. When ?2 = 1,

iu = A sin 2/ . (1 + «) e-^ ; (10)

and it is evident that iv retains the saoie sign over the whole plate from

a; = to « = 00 . On the negative side (10) is not applicable as it stands,

but we know that iv has identical values at + x.

The solution expressed in (10) suggests strongly that R^sal's expectation

is not fulfilled, but two objections may perhaps be taken. In the first place

the force expressed in (9) with w=l, though preponderant at the centre

y = -J-TT, is not entirely concentrated there. And secondly, it may be noticed

that we have introduced no special boundary condition at a; = oo . It might

be argued that although w tends to vanish when x is very great, the manner

of its evanescence may not exclude a reversal of sign.
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We proceed then to examine the solution for a plate definitely terminated

at distances I, and there supported. For this purpose we resume the general

solution (6),

w = sin ny {{A + Bx) e""^ + {G + Dx) e"^}, (11)

which already satisfies the conditions of a supported edge at y = 0, 1/ = tt. At

x = 0, the condition is as before div/dx = 0. At x = I the conditions for a

supported edge give first lu = 0, and therefore d''w/dy^= 0. The second con-

dition then reduces to d'-w/dx'' = 0. Applying these conditions to (11) we find

X) = £e-2"«, C = - e-2"' (^ + 2^5) (12)

It remains to introduce the condition to be satisfied at a; = 0. In general

^ = sin ny [e""^ {-n{A+ Bx) + B] + e"^ {n (G + Dx) + D}]; .. .(13)

and since this is to vanish when x = 0,

-nA + B + nG + I) = (14)

By means of (12), (14) A, G, D may be expressed in terms of B, and we find

^ = 'l^^^[e-™ {_ ^ + (21 - x) 6-2"'} + e-"i^^--' {- {21 -x) + xe-^'^'}]. (15)

In (15) the square bracket is negative for any value of x between and I,

for it may be written in the form

- »e-"^ (1 - e-2«iM-^) } - (21 - a')e-2"' {e"^ - e""^} (16)

When a; = it vanishes, and when x — l\\, becomes

-2/e--"'(e"'-e-"0-

It appears then that for any fixed value of y there is no change in the

sign of dw/dx over the whole range from x=0 to x = l. And when n = l,

this sign does not alter with y. As to the sign of w when x = 0, we have then

from (11)
g2nl_g-'2nl_ ^^l*

w = sin ny{A+G) = B sm ny ^^^^ni^^-ni^ >

so that dw/dx in (l.j) has throughout the opposite sign to that of the mitial

value of w. And since iu = when x = l, it follows that for every value of y

the sign of tu remains unchanged from x = to x = l. Further, if ?i = 1, this

sign is the same whatever be the value of y. Every point in the plate is

deflected in the same direction.

Let us now suppose that the plate is clamped at a; = ± /, instead of merely

supported. The conditions are of course w = 0, dw/dx = 0. They give

B = e~''"^{2nA+B{27d-l)}, (IV)

G=-e-'-"^{A{l + 2iil) + 2nPB} (18)

The condition at a; = is that already expressed in (14).

* [The factor e"' has been omitted from the denominator ; with I = no the corrected result

agrees with (7) when x = 0, if B = nA. W. F. S.]
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As before, A, C, D may be expressed in terms of B. For shortness we

may set .6=1, and write

H=l + e-2«' (2«i - 1) (19)

We find

Thus

-nA + 1 =^2nH'e-'-"''/H,

D = (2)11 + 1 - e-'«') e-'"^/H,

nG+D = ~ e-'"^ . 2nHyH.

sin ny [e"™ (- nA + 1 ~ nx) + e"^ {nC + D + nDx)]
dx

= i/-' sin ny . e""^ [2nH--e-'"'^ - mr (1 + 6-="' {2nl - 1)}]

+ H-^ sin ny .
e^i^-^'i [_ 2nH- + nx \-lnl + 1 - e"™^)],

vanishing when x = 0, and when x = 1.

This may be put into tlie form

-,"| = - H-' sin ny [2nH (l - x) g--"' (e'"' - e""^)

+ ?!« e-"' (1 - e-2''') (e"i'-*) _ e-""-^^>)], (20)

in which the square bracket is positive from a; = to a; = /.

It is easy to see that H also is positive. When nl is small, (19) is positive,

and it cannot vanish, since
e^ni > 1 > 1 _ 2,il.

It remains to show that the sign of tu follows that of sin ny when x = 0.

In this case

iv = (A + C) sin my; (21)
and

n{A + G)H = l- e-2"' ( 2 + 4fr/=) + e-"'^

= g-2«; (^ginl + g-2«Z _ 2 _ 4,i2^2-) (0 2)*

The bracket on the right of (22) is positive, since

ginl ^ g-2nl = 2 1 + - - - H ^ h . .

.

V 2 4j!

We see then that for any value of y, the sign of dw/dx over the whole

range from a; = -to x =1 is the opposite of the sign of lu when x = Of ; and

since w — when x = I, it follows that it cannot vanish anywhere between.

When n = l, w retains the same sign at .« = whatever be the value of y, and

therefore also at every point of the whole plate. No more in this case than

when the edges at x= ±1 are merely supported, can there be anywhere a

deflexion in the reverse direction.

In both the cases just discussed the force operative at « = to which the

deflexion is due is, as in (8), proportional simjDly to dho/dx", and therefore to

* [Some corrections have been made in this equation. W. F. S.]

t This follows at once if we start from x^l where ic = 0.
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sin ny, and is of course in the same direction as the displacement along the

same line. When n = \, both forces and displacements are in a fixed direction.

It Avill be of interest to examine what happens when the force is concentrated

at a single point on the line x — 0, instead of being distributed over the whole

of it between y = and y = tt. But for this purpose it may be well to simplify

the problem by supposing I infinite.

On the analogy of (7) we take

w = 'ZAn{\. -\-nx)e-™ smny, (23)

making, when a; = 0,

d'wldae'=TS.n^Ans\nny (24)

If, then, Z represent the force operative upon dy, analysable by Fourier's

theorem into

Z = ^1 sin 2/ + ^2 sin 2^/ + .^3 sin 3y + . . ., (25)

we have

Zn = —\ Z sinny dy = - Zr. sin nr), (26)
TtJ ' TJ"

if the force is concentrated at y = 77. Hence by (24)

so that

^„ = ^"^, (27)
IT 1V

g, cosn(y-^)-cosn(y + ^)

where n= 1, 2, 3, etc. It will be understood that a constant factor, depending

upon the elastic constants and the thickness of the plate, but not upon n, has

been omitted.

The series in (28) becomes more tractable when differentiated. We have

dw_ X Z^
^

cos n(y - v)- cos n{y + v) ^__^^^

dx 2tt n

and the summations to be considered are of the form

tn-^ cos«/3e-"^ (30)

This may be considered as the real part of

^^-ig-Tifer-i^)^ (31)

that is, of
-log(l-e-'^-^3') (32)

Thus, if we take

5;„-ie-»(^-«?) = Z + iF, (33)

e-x-iY^l_g-^x-i^)^ and e-Jf+'i'= 1 - e-'^+''^',

so that
e-2i'=l + e-^-2e-^ cos/3 (34)
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and

Accordingly

S?i-' cos n^ e-"^ = - ^ log (1 + g-^^ - 2e-^ cos /3) ; (35)

dw _ X Z,
^

1 + e-^^ - 2e-^ cos (y - >; ) .

dx 4nr ^ 1 + e"'^ - 2e-^ cos (y 4- »?)

From the above it appears that

Tf = a; log ( 1 + e~'^^ — 2e^'-' cos (y + 7j)}=x log h

must satisfy V-'Tf = 0. This may readily be verified by means of

V=log/i=0, and y-W = xVnogh + 2d\ogh/dx.

We have now to consider the sign of the logarithm in (36), or, as it may

be written,

e=^ + e-^-2cos(//- ?;) „
log ,

—
, (37)

^ e^ + e"^ - 2 cos (y + v)

Since the cosines are less than unity, both numerator and denominator are

positive. Also the numerator is less than the denominator, for

cos (y — v) ~ cos (y + 1]) = 2 sin y sin ?; = +

,

so that cos iy — v) > cos (y + rj). The logarithm is therefore negative, and

dwjdx has everywhere the opposite sign to that of Z^. If this be supposed

positive, lu on every line y= const, increases as we pass inwards from a; = oo where

w = () io x = Q. Over the whole plate the displacement is positive, and this

whatever the point of application (t;) of the force. Obviously extension may
be made to any distributed one-signed force.

It may be remarked that since the logarithm in (37) is unaltered by a

reversal of ;r, (36) is applicable on the negative as well as on the positive side

of « = 0. li y = ri, x = (), the logarithm becomes infinite, but dwjdx is Still

zero in virtue of the factor x.

I suppose that w cannot be expressed in finite terms by integration of

(36), but there would be no difficulty in dealing arithmetically with particular

cases by direct use of the series (28). If, for example, 77 = -^tt, so that the

force is applied at the centre, we have to consider

Irr^ sin ^n-rr . sin ny e~"^(l + na:) (38)

and only odd values of n enter. Further, (38) is symmetrical on the two sides

of y = ^TT. Two special cases present themselves when x=Q and when y = -^tt.

In the former iv is proportional to

sm y - ;^, sm 3y + — sm 5y - . .
. , (39)

and in the latter to

e-^(l + a3)-l-g^e-'^(l + 3a;) + ~,e-'^(l-|-5a;)+ (40)

August 2, 1916.
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Added August 21.

The accompanying tables show the form of the curves of deflexion defined

by (39), (40).

y



412.

ON CONA'ECTION CURRENTS IN A HORIZONTAL LAYER OF
FLUID, WHEN THE HIGHER TEMPERATURE IS ON THE
UNDER SIDE.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxii. pp. 529—546, 1916.]

The present is an attempt to examine how for the interesting results

obtained by Benard* in his careful and skilful experiments can be explained

theoretically. Benard worked with very thin layers, only about 1 mm. deep,

standing on a levelled metallic plate which was maintained at a uniform

temperature. The upper surface was usually free, and being in contact with

the air was at a lower temperature. Various liquids were emploj^ed—some,

indeed, which would be solids under ordinary conditions.

The layer rapidly resolves itself into a number of cells, the motion being

an ascension in the middle of a cell and a descension at the common
boundary between a cell and its neighbours. Two phases are distinguished,

of unequal duration, the first being relatively very short. The limit of the

first phase is described as the " semi-regular cellular regime "
; in this state

all the cells have already acquired surfaces nearly identical, their forms

being nearly regular convex polygons of, in general, 4 to 7 sides. The

boundaries are vertical, and the circulation in each cell approximates to

that already indicated. This phase is brief (1 or 2 seconds) for the less

viscous liquids (alcohol, benzine, etc.) at ordinary temperatures. Even for

paraffin or spermaceti, melted at 100° C, 10 seconds suffice ; but in the case

of very viscous liquids (oils, etc.), if the flux of heat is small, the deformations

are extremely slow and the first phase may last several minutes or more.

The second phase has for its limit a permanent regime of regular hexa-

gons. During this period the cells become equal and regular and align

* Revue giniraU des Sciences, Vol. xii. pp. 1261, 1.309 (1900); Ann. d. Chiniie et de Physique,

t. XXIII. p. 62 (1901). M. Benard does not appear to be acquainted with James Thomson's paper

"On a Changing Tesselated Structure in certain Liquids" (Proc. Glasgow Phil. Soc. 1881—2),

where is described a Uke structure in much thicker layers of soapy water cooling from the

surface.
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themselves. It is extremely protracted, if the limit is regarded as the

complete attainment of regular hexagons. And, indeed, such perfection is

barely attainable even with the most careful arrangements. The tendency,

however, seems sufficiently established.

The theoretical consideration of the problem here arising is of interest

for more than one reason. In general, when a system falls away from

unstable equilibrium it may do so in several principal modes, in each of

which the departure at time t is proportional to the small displacement or

velocity supposed to be present initially, and to an exponential factor e?',

where q is positive. If the initial disturbances are small enough, that mode
(or modes) of falling away will become predominant for which g is a maxi-

mum. The simplest example for which the number of degrees of freedom

is infinite is presented by a cylindrical rod of elastic material under a

longitudinal compression suflicient to overbalance its stiffness. But perhaps

the most interesting hitherto treated is that of a cylinder of fluid disinte-

grating under the operation of capillary force as in the beautiful experiments

of Savart and Plateau upon jets. In this case the surface remains one of

revolution about the original axis, but it becomes varicose, and the question

is to compare the effects of different wave-lengths of varicosity, for upon this

depends the number of detached masses into which the column is eventually

resolved. It was proved by Plateau that there is no instability if the wave-

length be less than the circumference of the column. For all wave-lengths

greater than this there is instability, and the corresponding modes of dis-

integration may establish themselves if the initial disturbances are suitable.

But if the general disturbance is very small, those components only will have

opportunity to develop themselves for which the wave-length lies near to

that of maximum instability.

It has been shown* that the wave-length of maximum instability is

4-.508 times the diameter of the jet, exceeding the wave-length at which

instability first enters in the ratio of about 3 : 2. Accordingly this is the

sort of disintegration to be expected when the jet is shielded as far as

possible from external disturbance.

It will be observed that there is nothing in this theory which could fix

the phase of the predominant disturbance, or the particular particles of the

fluid which will ultimately form the centres of the detached drops. There

remains a certain indeterminateness, and this is connected with the circum-

stance that absolute regularity is not to be expected. In addition to the

wave-length of maximum instability we must include all those which lie

sufiiciently near to it, and the superposition of the corresponding modes will

allow of a slow variation of phase as we pass along the column. The phase

* Proc. Loud. Math. Soc. Vol. x. p. 4 (1879) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 361. AIeo Theoiij

of Sound, 2nd ed. §§ 357, &c.

R. VI. 28
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in any particular region depends upon the initial circumstances in and near

that region, and these are supposed to be matters of chance*. The super-

position of infinite trains of waves whose wave-lengths cluster round a given

value raises the same questions as we are concerned with in considering the

chfiracter of approximately homogeneous light.

In the present problem the case is much more complicated, unless we

arbitrarily limit it to two dimensions. The cells of Benard are then reduced

to infinitely long strips, and when there is instability we may ask for what

wave-length (width of strip) the instability is greatest. The answer can be

given under certain restrictions, and the manner in which equilibrium breaks

down is then approximately determined. So long as the two-dimensional

character is retained, there seems to be no reason to expect the wave-length

to alter afterwards. But even if we assume a natural disposition to a two-

dimensional motion, the direction of the length of the cells as well as the

phase could only be determined bj- initial circumstances, and could not be

expected to be uniform over the whole ( )f the infinite plane.

According to the observations of Benard, something of this sort actually

occurs when the layer of liquid has a general motion in its own plane at the

moment when instability commences, the length of the cellular strips being

parallel to the general velocity. But a little later, when the general motion

has decayed, division-lines running in the perpendicular direction present

themselves.

In general, it is easy to recognize that the question is much more

complex. By Fourier's theorem the motion in its earlier stages may be

analysed into components, each of which corresponds to rectangular cells

whose sides are parallel to fixed axes arbitrarily chosen. The solution for

maximum instabilit)' j'ields one relation between the sides of the rectangle,

but no indication of their ratio. It covers the two-dimensional case of

infinitely long rectangles already referred to, and the contrasted case of

squares for which the length of the side is thus determined. I do not see

that any plausible hj'pothesis as to the origin of the initial disturbances

leads us to expect one particular ratio of sides in preference to another.

On a more general view it appears that the function expressing the dis-

turbance which develops most rapidly may be assimilated to that which

represents the free vibration of an infinite stretched membrane vibrating

with given frequency.

The calculations which follow are based upon equations given by Bous-

sinesq, who has applied them to one or two particular problems. The special

limitation which characterizes them is the neglect of variations of density,

* When a jet of liquid is acted on by an external vibrator, the reiolution into drops may be

regularized in a much higher degree.
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except in so far as they modify the action of gravity. Of course, such neglect

can be justified only under certain conditions, which Boussinesq has dis-

cussed. The)' are not so restrictive as to exclude the approximate treatment

of many problems of interest.

When the fluid is inviscid and the higher temperature is below, all modes

of disturbance are instable, even when we include the conduction of heat

during the disturbance. But there is one class of disturbances for which the

instability is a maximum.

When viscosity is included as well as conduction, the problem is more

complicated, and we have to consider boundary conditions. Those have

been chosen which are simplest from the mathematical point of view, and

they deviate from those obtaining in Benard's experiments, where, indeed,

the conditions are different at the two boundaries. It appears, a little un-

expectedly, that the equilibrium may be thoroughly stable (with higher

temperature below), if the coefficients of conductivity and viscosity are not

too small. As the temperature gradient increases, instability enters, and at

first only for a particular kind of disturbance.

The second phase of Benard, where a tendency reveals itself for a slow

transformation into regular hexagons, is not touched. It would seem to

demand the inclusion of the squares of quantities here treated as small.

But the size of the hexagons (under the boundary conditions postulated) is

determinate, at any rate when they assert themselves early enough.

A.n appendix deals with a related analytical problem having various

physical interpretations, such as the symmetrical vibration in two dimensions

of a layer of air enclosed by a nearly circular wall.

The general Eulerian equations of fluid motion are in the usual nota-

tion :

—

Di^ pdx' 'Dt~ pdy' Ut" p~dz'
^'

,
D d d d d ,„K

"^^^'"^ m = dt^''Tx^'dy^'"dz' ^^^

and X, Y, Z are the components of extraneous force reckoned per unit of

mass. If, neglecting viscosity, we suppose that gravity is the only impressed

force,

X = 0, 7=0, Z^-g, (3)

z being measured upwards. In equations (1) p is variable in consequence of

variable temperature and variable pressure. But, as Boussinesq* has shown,

in the class of problems under consideration the influence of pressure is

* Theorie Analyttque de la Ghaleur, t. ii. p. 172 (1903).

28—2
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unimportant and even the variation with temperature may be disregarded

except in so far as it modifies the operation oi gravity. If we write p = p„ + Sp,

we have

9P = 9po('^ + ^pIp«) = 9po - gpo^ff'

where 6 is the temperature reckoned from the point where p = po and a is

the coefficient of expansion. We may now identify p in (1) with p„, and our

equations become

Dtt__ldP :^__lc^ :^__1^
Dt~ p dx' Dt~ pdy' Dt ~

p dz
'^ ^ '

^'

where p is a constant, 7 is written for ga, and P for p + gpz. Also, since the

fluid is now treated as incompressible,

du dv div _
dx dy dz

^

The equation for the conduction of heat is

D9 _ [d^e d'0 d'd\

Bt-^W^df-^dz^^J' W
in which k is the diffusibility for temperature. These are the equations

employed by Boussinesq.

In the particular problems to which we proceed the fluid is supposed to

be bounded by two infinite fixed planes at ^^ = Oand z=^, whei^e also the

temperatures are maintained constant. In the equilibrium condition u, v, lu

vanish and being a function of z only is subject to d^d /dz- = 0, or dO j dz = /3,

where /3 is a constant representing the temperature gradient. If the equi-

librium is stable, /S is positive ; and if unstable with the higher temperature

below, /3 is negative. It will be convenient, however, to reckon 6 as the

departure from the equilibrium temperature 0. The only change required

in equations (4) is to write ct for P, where

!s = F - py f-Jdz (7)

In equation (6) D6/Dt is to be replaced by Bd/Bt + w/3.

The question with which we are principally concerned is the effect of a

small departure from the condition of equilibrium, whether stable or un-

stable. For this purpose it suffices to suppose u, v, iv, and d to be small.

When we neglect the squares of the small quantitje.s, i)/Z)i identifies itself

with d/dt and we get

du 1 cZct dv 1 rfts- diu 1 dzT

'dt^~~pdM;' Tt^'~p~dy' W ~
p dJ

"""^
' ^^^

de ^ /d^d d'd d'd\
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which with (5) and the initial and boundary conditions suffice for the

solution of the problem. The boundary conditions are that w = 0, ^ = 0,

when ^ = or ^.

We now assume in the usual manner that the small quantities are

proportional to
gilXgiviygiit (10)

SO that (8), (5), (9) become

nil = , nv = , nw = ^

—

h y", (J-J- '

p p p dz

ilu + imv + dwjdz = 0, (12)

nd ^^w = K{d^ldz'-l^-w?)6, (13)

from which by elimination of u, v, •ar, we derive

'i dhv „ ,,,,

FT^^ = ^"''-^^ ^1*)

Having regard to the boundary conditions to be satisfied by w and 6, we

now assume that these quantities are proportional to sins^, where s = qTr/^,

and q is an integer. Hence

I3w+ [n + K {I- + m'' + s-)} e = 0, (15)

n(l- + m" + s^)w-y{l- + m^) = 0, (16)

and the equation determining n is the quadratic

n"- {l^ + ^1^ + 3^) + iiK {P + m^ + s^y + /37 {P + m-) = (17)

When « = 0, there is no conduction, so that each element of the fluid retains

its temperature and density. If /3 be positive, the equilibrium is stable, and

_
±i'J[^y{P+m-)]

"-
v{P + m^ + s-^} '

(^^^

indicating vibrations about the condition of equilibrium. If, on the other

hand, ^ be negative, say — /S',

«=±#:^i^^±^} (19)
\J\P + m- + s"]

When 11 has the positive value, the corresponding disturbance increases

exponentially with the time.

For a given value of P + m^ the numerical values of n diminish without

limit as s increases—that is, the more subdivisions there are along z. The

greatest value corresponds with g = 1 or s = 7r/f. On the other hand, if s be

given,
j
n

\

increases from zero as P + ??i^ increases from zero (great wave-

lengths along X and y) up to a finite limit when P + m^ is large (small wave-

lengths along X and y). This case of no conductivity falls within the scope
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of a former investigation where the fluid was supposed from the beginning

to be incompressible but of variable density *

Returning to the consideration of a finite conductivity, we have again to

distinguish the cases where /3 is positive and negative. When ^ is negative

(higher temperature below) both values of n in (17) are real and one is

positive. The equilibrium is unstable for all values of P + m^ and of s. If

/3 be positive, n may be real or complex. In either case the real part of n

is negative, so that the equilibrium is stable whatever i' + nv' and s may be.

When /3 is negative (— yS'), it is important to inquire for what values of

P + m^ the instability is greatest, for these are the modes which more and

more assert themselves as time elapses, even though initially they may be

quite subordinate. That the positive value of n must have a maximum
appears when we observe it tends to vanish both when l- + m- is small and

also when /- + in- is large. Setting for shortness P + iri? + s- = cr, we may
write (17)

?iV + HKo- - ^'y (a - s-) = 0, (20)

and the question is to find the value of a for which n is greatest, s being

supjDosed given. Making dnjda = 0, we get on differentiation

n- + 2n>ca-j3'y = 0; (21)

and on elimination of li- between (20), (21)

n =^ (22)

Using this value of n in (21), we find as the equation for a

2s^ B'^s"— = 1-^ (23)

When K is relatively great, a = 2s-, or

I"' + 111" = 8" (24)

A second approximation gives

p + m^ = s"' + ^^ (25)
8/c^s^

The corresponding value of n is

»=£{'-£5.) <^«)

The modes of greatest instability are those for which s is smallest, that is

equal to tt/^, and

^^ + -^-? + 8i^?= (2^^

* Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. Vol. xiv. p. 170 (1883) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. ii. p. 200.
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For a two-dimensional disturbance we may make ?re = and l — 2TrjX,

where A, is the wave-length along x. The \ of maximum instability is thus

approximately

X=2f. (28)

Again, iil = m = 27r/\, as for square cells,

>^ = 2V2.f, (29)

greater than before in the ratio \/2 ; 1.

We have considered especially the cases where k is relatively small and

relatively large. Intermediate cases would need to be dealt with by a

numerical solution of (23).

When w is known in the form

w = We''''e'""J sms2.e'"*, (30)

n being now a known function of I, m, s, n and v are at once derived by
means of (11) and (12). Thus

il dw im div ,r,,

,

M=I- 7-r-. V=y, --J- (31)

The connexion between w and is given by (1.5) or (16). When /3 is

negative and n positive, and w are of the same sign.

As an example in two dimensions of (30), (31), we might have in real

form

u= W cos X . sin z . e"', (32)

i(, = — Wsinw .cosz .e'"', v=0 (33)

Hitherto we have supposed the fluid to be destitute of viscosity. When
we include viscosity, we must add v {^hi, V-'w, V%) on the right of equations

(1), (8), and (11), v being the kinematic coefficient. Equations (12) and (13)

remain unaffected. And in (11)

V^ = d^jdz'-l''-m' (34)

We have also to i-econsider the boundary conditions at ^ = and z = !^.

We may still suppose ^ = and w = ; but for a further condition we should

probably prefer diu/dz = 0, corresponding to a fixed solid wall* But this

entails much complication, and we may content ourselves with the sup-

position dHu/dz^ = 0, which (with w = 0) is satisfied by taking as before w
proportional to sin sz with s — qir/^. This is equivalent to the annulment of

lateral forces at the wall. For (Lamb's Hydrodynamics, || 323, 326) these

forces are expressed in general by

dw du diu dv ,

P^'=d^+d-z' P^^^Ty^dz^ ^^^^

* [It would appear that the immobility and solidity of the walls are sufficiently provided for

by the condition w = 0, and that for " a fixed solid wall " there should be substituted " no slipping

at the walls." W. F. S.]
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while here w = at the boundaries requires also dw/dx = 0, dw/dy=0.
Hence, at the boundaries, d^u/dxdz, d-vjdydz vanish, and therefore by (5),

dHv'jdz-.

Equation (15) remains unaltered :

—

^iy + {n + «(/^ + m= + s'))6l = 0, (15)

and (16) becomes

[n + v{l'' + m^ + s')} {I- + m- + ^) w - 7 {l^ + m') = (36)

Writing as before ij = V' + vi- + s-, we get the equation in ?i

(n + Ka) (n + va)a + /3y (I- + m') = 0, (37)

which takes the place of (17).

If 7 = (no expansion with heat), the equations degrade and we have

two simple alternatives. In the first n + Ka- = with w = 0, signifying con-

duction of heat with no motion. In the second n + va = 0, when the relation

between w and 6 becomes
^w + o-(k-v)0 = O (38)

In both cases, since n is real and negative, the disturbance is stable.

If we neglect k in (37), the equation takes the same form (20) as that

already considered when v = 0. Hence the I'esults expressed in (22), (23),

(24), (25), (26), (27) are applicable with simple substitution of v for k.

In the general equation (37) if /3 be positive, as 7 is supposed always to

be, the values of n may be real or complex. If real they are both negative,

and if complex the real part is negative. In either case the disturbance dies

down. As was to be expected, when the temperature is higher above, the

equilibrium is stable.

In the contrary case when is negative (— /3') the roots of the quadratic

are always real, and one at least is negative. There is a positive root only

when
/3'y(P + m'-) >KPcr'> (39)

If /c. or V, vanish there is instability ; but if k and v are finite and large

enough, the equilibrium for this disturbance is stable, although the higher

temperature is underneath.

Inequality (39) gives the condition of instability for the particular dis-

turbance (l, m, s). It is of interest to inquire at what point the equilibrium

becomes unstable when there is no restriction upon the value of I- + m'-. In

the equation

/3'7 (Ir + ,n-) - Kvcr = 0'y {a - s^) - Kva' = 0, (40)

we see that the left-hand member is negative when l- + m- is small and also

when it is large. When the conditions are such that the equation can only

just be satisfied with some value of I- + in-, or u, the derived equation

/3'y-3KPa- = (41)
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must also hold good, so that

o- = 3sV2, P + m'' = y-, (42)

and l3'y = 2lKvs'/4< (43)

Unless ^'y exceeds the value given in (43) there is no instability, however

I and m are chosen. But the equation still contains s, which may be as large

as we please. The smallest value of s is tt/ ^. The condition of instability

when I, m, and s are all unrestricted is accordingly

_, '^llT^KV ....

/37>-^^ (44)

If /S'7 falls below this amount, the equilibrium is altogether stable. I am
not aware that the possibility of complete stability under such circumstances

has been contemplated.

To interpret (44) more conveniently, we may replace /3' by (@2— ©i)/?

and 7 by ^ {p^ — pi)/pi (@2 - C-\)*, so that

/3'7 =f^^\ (45)

where @2, @i, P2, and p^ are the extreme temperatures and densities in

equilibrium. Thus (44) becomes

p,-p,^27^
(46)

In the case of air at atmospheric conditions we may take in C.G.S. measure

V = '14, and k = ^v (Maxwell's Theory).

Also g = 980, and thus

P-=LPl^-^ (47)

For example, if f = 1 cm., instability requires that the density at the top

exceed that at the bottom by one-thirtieth part, corresponding to about

9° C. of temperature. We should not forget that our method postulates a

small value of (p^ — pi)/pi. Thus if kv be given, the application of (46) may

cease to be legitimate unless f be large enough.

It maybe remarked that the influence of viscosity would be ^increased

were we to suppose the horizontal velocities (instead of the horizontal forces)

to be annulled at the boundaries.

The problem of determining for what value oii'^ -t- m^, or a, the instabihty,

when finite, is a maximum is more complicated. The differentiation of (37)

with respect to a gives

il' + 2na(K + v) + SKva- - ^'y = 0, (48)

whence » = ^^-Vt ^, (49)
T- (a; -I- v)

* [If pj is taken to correspond to Oj , and p, to 9^, "Pi-po" must be substituted for "p^-pi"
throughout this page. W. F. S.]
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expressing n in terms of a. To find a we have to eliminate n between (48)

and (49). The result is

a'^icv (/c - vY + a-*^'7 {k + vf - a" . 2/3V («' + v"") - /3V«' = 0. • • -(50)

from which, in particular cases, a could be found by numerical computation.

From (50) we fall back on (23) by supposing 1^=0, and again on a similar

equation if we suppose k = 0.

But the case of a nearly evanescent n is probably the more practical. In

an experiment the temperature gradient could not be established all at once

and we may suppose the progress to be very slow. In the earlier stages the

equilibrium would be stable, so that no disturbance of importance would

occur until n passed through zero to the positive side, corresponding to (44)

or (46). The breakdown thus occurs for s = vr/f, and by (42) I' + ni^ = 7rV2?'l

And since the evanescence of n is equivalent to the omission of djclt in the

original equations, the motion thus determined has the character of a steady

motion. The constant multiplier is, however, arbitrary ; and there is nothing

to determine it so long as the squares of u, v, w, are neglected.

In a particular solution where w as a function of x and ij has the simplest

form, say

w = 2 cos X . cos y, (51)

the particular coefficients of x and y which enter have relation to the par-

ticular axes of reference employed. If we rotate these axes through an

angle
(f),

we have

w = 2 cos [x cos 4> ~ y' sin <^j . cos {x' sin <p + y' cos (p]

= cos [x' (cos
<f>
— sin </>)} . cos {y' (cos (p + sin <f)]

+ sin [x (cos (j)
— sin <^)! . sin [y' (cos

(f>
+ sin </>)}

+ cos \x' (cos (j) + sin 4>)} cos {y' (cos
(f>
— sin c^)}

— sin \x' (cos (/) + sin </>)} . sin [y (cos (/> — sin c^)) (52)

For example, if (^ = ^tt, (52) becomes

w = cos {y \/2) + cos (x \]T) (53)

It is to be observed that with the general value of </>, if we call the

coefficients of x
, y , I and m respectively, we have in every part i- + ??i- = 2,

unaltered from the original value in (51).

The character of w, under the condition that all the elementary terms of

which it is composed are subject to /- + ?h- = constant (A:-), is the same as for

the transverse displacement of an infinite stretched membrane, vibrating

with one definite frequency. The limitation upon w is, in fact, merely that

it satisfies

(<iVf^a;' + (^V'^2/' + /'''')w = (54)

The character of w in particular solutions of the membrane problem is

naturally associated with the nodal system (w = 0), where the membrane may

be regarded as held fast ; and we may suppose the nodal system to divide
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the plane into similar parts or cells, such as squares, equilateral triangles, or

regular hexagons. But in the present problem it is perhaps more appropriate

to consider divisions of the plane with respect to which w is symmetrical, so

that divfdn is zero on the straight lines forming the divisions of the cells.

The more natural analogy is then with the two-dimensional vibration of air,

where w represents velocity-potential and the divisions may be regarded as

fixed walls.

The simplest case is, of course, that in which the cells are squai-es. If

the sides of the squares be 27r, we may take with axes parallel to the sides

and origin at centre

w = cos* -1- cosy, (5-5)

being thus composed by superposition of two parts for each of which k'' = 1.

This makes dw/dx = — sma;, vanishing when « = + tt. Similarly, dwjdy

vanishes when y = + tt, so that the sides of the square behave as fixed walls.

To find the places where lu changes sign, we write it in the form

w = 2cos —^ . cos —~ (5b)

giving x + y = ±'K, x — y= ±'rT, lines which constitute the inscribed square

(fig. 1). Within this square w has one sign (say -f ) and in the four right-

angled triangles left over the — sign. When the

whole plane is considered, there is no want of jY

symmetry between the + and the — regions.

The principle is the same when the elemen-

tary cells are equilateral triangles or hexagons ; _
but I am not aware that an analytical solution

has been obtained for these cases. An experi-

mental determination of li^ might be made by

observing the time of vibration under gravity of
j

water contained in a trough with vertical sides pjg -^

and of corresponding section, which depends upon

the same differential equation and boundary conditions*- The particular

vibration in question is not the slowest possible, but that where there is a

simultaneous rise at the centre and fall at the walls all round, with but one

curve of zero elevation between.

In the case of the hexagon, we may regard it as deviating comparatively

little from the circular form and employ the approximate methods then

applicable. By an argument analogous to that formerly developed+ for the

boundary condition w = 0, we may convince ourselves that the value of ^•2

for the hexagon cannot differ much from that appropriate to a circle of the

same area. Thus if a be the radius of this circle, h is given by /„' {ha) = 0,

* See Phil. Mag. Vol. i. p. 257 (1876) ; Scientific Papers, VoL i. pp. 265, 271.

t Theory of Sound, § 209 ; compare also § 317. See Appendix.
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Jo being the Bessel's function of zero order, or ka = 3'832. If h be the side

of the hexagon, a" = 3 V3 . b-j^ir.

Appendix.

On the nearly symmetrical solution for a nearly circular area, when w satisfies

(d-/dx'' + cl^jchf + h-) iv = and snakes dwjdn = Q on the boundary.

Starting with the true circle of radius a, we have ^v a function of r (the

radius vector) only, and the solution is w = Jo (kr) with the condition

J^{ka)=0, yielding /l-a = 3-832, which determines k if a be given, or a if

k be given. In the problem proposed the boundary is only approximately

circular, so that we write r = a + p, where a is the mean value and

p = Uj cos + ^isin + . . . + 0,1 cos n0 + /3n sin nd (57)

In (57) is the vectorial angle and a^ etc. are quantities small relatively

to a. The general solution of the differential equation being

w = j4oJo (kr) + Ji (kr) {A^ cos + B^ sin 0}

+ ... +Jn (kr) [A,, cos n0 + 5„ sin n0], . . .(58)

we are to suppose now that A^, etc., are small relativel}' to A,j. It remains

to consider the boundary condition.

If denote the small angle between r and the normal dn measured

outwards,

dw dw , dw
,

,..,
-^- = -, cos* TTi smrf), (59)
dn dr rd0

and tan (^
= —y^ = —~ = -(—«„ sin n^ + /3,i cos ?i^) (60)

with sufficient approximation, only the general term being written. In

formulating the boundary condition dw/dn = correct to the second order

of small quantities, we require dw/dr to the second order, but dw/dd to the

first order only. We have

T
'I"

= A, [Jo' (ka) + kpJ„" (ka) + \k-p-J"' {ka)]

+ [Jn (ka) + kpj," {ka}] [A„cos7i0 + Bnsin7i0],

—j2, = - J„ (ka) {— An sin ii0 + B,i cos nd]

and for the boundary condition, setting ka = z and omitting the argument

in the Bessel's functions,

^0 [J/ . cos <^ + kp Jo" + Ik^pM',"]

+ |J,i' + kpJn] [An cos n0 + Bn sin n0]

Ja \- An sin n0 + Bn cos n0] [— a„ sin n0 + /3„ cos n0} =0. (61)
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If for the moment we omit the terms of the second order, we have

A^J^ + kA„Jo" {an cos 7i6 + /3„ sin nd] + J"/ {An cos n6 + Bn sin nd} =
; (62)

so that Jo (z) = 0,

and kA„J^' .oin + Jn .An=0, kA^J^' . ^n + Jn- Bn = (63)

To this order of approximation z, = ka, has the same value as when /a = 0;

that is to say, the equivalent radius is equal to the mean radius, or (as we

may also express it) k may be regarded as dependent upon the area only.

Equations (63) determine An, B^ in terms of the known quantities «„, ^,j.

Since J^ is a small quantity, cos <^ in (61) may now be omitted. To

obtain a corrected evaluation of z, it suffices to take the mean of (61) for

all values of 6. Thus

A, {2J„' + \k'Jr (ofn^ + /3„=)i + {kJ,: - ifJnIaz] (a„ ^,„ + /3„54 = 0,

or on substitution of the approximate values of ^„, B^ from (63),

/o = i«- («»- + /3„-)
J"

(,'-'« zrj-^^i Oj4)

This expression may, however, be much simplified. In virtue of the general

equation for ./„,

?)2 .7"
'

z- Z

and since here J^ = approximately,

^ —
'-'Oj ^ — ^ '-'0 — z J Q.

Thus /„' (z) = i/.--^J„
.
S («„^ + /3/) Ij^' + 2^} ' (65)

the sign of summation with respect to n being introduced.

Let us now suppose that a + da is the equivalent radius, so that

Jo {ka+ kda) = 0, that is the radius of the exact circle which corresponds

to the value of k appropriate to the approximate circle. Then

Jo'{z) + kdaJo"(z) = 0,

and ^* = " ^' = ''- ^""" + ^"'^ {^ + i} (*^6)

Again, if a + da be the radius of the true circle which has the same area

as the approximate circle

da' = ^^1 (a,;' + ^n') (67)

, J, J
^a,r + Pn' zJniz) ,„„^and da—aa = — X ^ r ' / \ • (^8)^a .7,1 yz)

where z is the first root (after zero) of Jo (z) = 0, viz. 3'832.
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The question with which we are mainly concerned is the sign of da - da

for the various values of n. When 7i = l,Ji{z) = - /„' (z) = 0, so that da = da',

a result which was to be expected, since the terms in a^, /3i represent approxi-

mately a displacement merely of the circle, without alteration of size or

shape. We will now examine the sign oi JnjJn when /i= 2, and 3.

For this purpose we may employ the sequence equations

2n
T —— r - T T ' - ^T -1/"

Z

which allow J^ and •/„' to be expressed in terms of J^ and ,/"„
, of which the

former is here zero. We find

J.^-J., /s = - 4s-^/o , ./4 = ( 1 - 24^-^) ./„

;

.// = /„, .// = 2^-' J„, JJ = (12r- - 1) /„

.

Ti^"^
rr^' J7 = "2- .77

= ^12'
whence on introduction of the actual value of z, viz. 3'832, we see that J-^jJ^

is negative, and that Jy.jJ.' is positive.

When n > z, it is a general proposition that Jn {z) and J^ {z) are both

positive* Hence for /i = 4 and onwards, JnjJn is positive when ^; = 3'832.

We thus arrive at the curious conclusion that when n = 2, da > da, as

happens for all values of n (exceeding unity) when the boundary condition

is w = 0, but that when n > 2, da' < da. The existence of the exceptional

case ?! = 2 precludes a completely general statement of the effect of a de-

parture from the truly circular form ; but if the terms for which n = 2 are

absent, as they would be in the case of any regular polygon with an even

number of sides, regarded as a deformed circle, we may say that da < da.

In the physical problems the effect of a departure from the circular form is

then to depress the pitch when the area is maintained constant {da' = 0).

But for an elliptic deformation the reverse is the case.

At first sight it may appear strange that an elliptic deformation should

be capable of raising the pitch. But we must remember that we are here

dealing with a vibration such that the phase at both ends of the minor axis

is the opposite of that at the centre. A parallel case which admits of com-

plete calculation is that of the rectangle regarded as a deformed square, and

vibrating in the gravest syminetrical modef . It is easily shown that a de-

parture from the square form raises the pitch. Of course, the one-dimensional

vibration parallel to the longer side has its pitch depressed.

[1918. This problem had already been treated by Aichi {Froc. Tokio

Math.-Fhys. Soc. 1907).]

* See, for example, Theory of Sound, § 210.

t Theory of Sound, § 267 (p = q = i).
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ON THE DYNAMICS OF REVOLVING FLUIDS.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xciii. pp. 148—154, 1916.]

So much of meteorology depends ultimately upon the dynamics ofrevolving

fluid that it is desirable to formulate as clearly as possible such simple con-

clusions as are within our reach, in the hope that they may assist our judgment

when an exact analysis seems impracticable. An important contribution to

this subject is that recently published by Dr Aitken*. It formed the starting

point of part of the investigation which follows, but I ought perhaps to add

that I do not share Dr Aitken's views in all respects. His paper should be

studied by all interested in these questions.

As regards the present contribution to the theory it may be well to premise

that the limitation to symmetry round an axis is imposed throughout.

The motion of an inviscid fluid is governed by equations of which the first

expressed by rectangular coordinates may be written

du' ,du' ,du' ,du_ dP
dt dx dy dz dx '

^'

where P= dp/p+V, (2)

and V is the potential of extraneous forces. In (2) the density p is either a

constant, as for an incompressible fluid, or at any rate a known function of

the pressure p. Referred to cylindrical coordinates r, 6, z, with velocities

u, V, w, reckoned respectively in the directions of r, 0, z increasing, these

equations becomef
du du f du v\ du dP ,„.

+ ^[z:ra-z] + ''":r=-^z, (3)
dt dr ^ " \rd6 r j '

'" dz dr

dv dv I dv u\ dv dP .

_,
,

dt^''drr^'[vde^r)^'"dz=-Vde (^>

diu dw dvj dw dP _^

dt dr rdO dz dz ^ '

* "The Dynamics of Cyclones and Anticyclones.—Part %," B.oij. Soc. Eclin. Proc.Yol. xxxvi.

p. 174 (1916).

t Compare Basset's Hydrodynamics, § 19.
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For the present purpose we assume symmetry with respect to the axis of

z, so that u, V, w, and P (assumed to be single-valued) are independent of 0.

So simplified, the equations become

du du v^ du _ dP ,„ >

dt dr r dz dr

dv dv uv dv ^ ,„>

^ + «^ + - + «;^^=0, (7)

d'W dw div dP ,o\

-5*+^^^ + ^"^ = -^' ^^^

of which the second may be written

jt+''i^'"^)^'-'^=^' ^^^

signifying that (rii) may be considered to move with the fluid, in accordance

with Kelvin's general theorem respecting "circulation." If r„, Vf,, be the

initial values of r, v, for any particle of the fluid, the value of v at any future

time when the particle is at a distance r from the axis is given by rv = rf,Vo.

Respecting the motion expressed by v, w, we see that it is the same as

might take place with v = 0, that is when the whole motion is in planes

passing through the axis, provided that we introduce a force along r ei^ual to

v-/r. We have here the familiar idea of " centrifugal force," and the conclusion

might have been arrived at immediately, at any rate in the case where there

is no (u, w) motion.

It will be well to consider this case {u = 0, w = 0) more in detail. The

third equation (8) shows that P is then independent of z, that is a function of

r (and t) only. It follows from the first equation (6) that v also is a function

of r only, and P = Iv^dr/r. Accordingly by (2)

fcZjj/p = - F + fwV-VZr (10)

If F, the potential of impressed forces, is independent of z, so also will be

p and p, but not otherwise. For example, if gravity (g) act parallel to z

(measured downwards).

dp/p= C + gz+ v'dr/r, (11)

gravity and centrifugal force contributing independently. In (11) p will be

constant if the fluid is incompressible. For gases following Bojde's law

ip = aV).

a- (logp, or logjj) = C+ gz + Iv^dr/r (12
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At a constant level the pressure diminishes as we pass inwards. But the

corresponding rarefaction experienced by a compressible fluid does not cause

such fluid to ascend. The heavier part outside is prevented from coming in

below to take its place by the centrifugal force*.

The condition for equilibrium, taken by itself, still leaves v an arbitrary

function of r, but it does not follow that the equilibrium is stable. In like

manner an incompressible liquid of variable density is in equilibrium under

gravity when arranged in horizontal strata of constant density, but stability

requires that the density of the strata everywhere increase as we pass down-

wards. This analogy is, indeed, very helpful for our present purpose. As

the fluid moves (u and w finite) in accordance with equations (6), (7), (S),

[vr) remains constant (/.) for a ring consisting always of the same matter,

and v'^r = k-/r', so that the centrifugal force acting upon a given portion of

the fluid is inversely as r'\ and thus a known function of position. The only

difference between this case and that of an incompressible fluid of variable

density, moving under extraneous forces derived from a potential, is that

here the inertia concerned in the (c, w) motion is uniform, whereas in a

variably dense fluid moving under gravity, or similar forces, the inertia and

the weight are proportional. As regards the question of stability, the difference

is immaterial, and we may conclude that the equilibrium of fluid revolving-

one way round in cylindrical layers and included between coaxial cylindrical

walls is stable only under the condition that the circulation (k) always in-

creases with r. In any portion where k is constant, so that the motion is

there " irrotational," the equilibrium is neutral.

An important particular case is that of fluid moving between an inner

cylinder (r = a) revolving with angular velocity co and an outer fixed cylinder

(?• = 6). In the absence of viscosity the rotation of the cylinder is without

effect. But if the fluid were viscous, equilibrium would requiref

k = vr = a- ft) (6- — r-)/{b- — a-),

expressing that the circulation diminishes outwards. Accordingly a fluid

without viscosity cannot stably move in this manner. On the other hand, if

it be the outer cylinder that rotates while the inner is at rest,

k = vr = b'-co {r- - a-)j(b- — a-),

and the motion of an inviscid fluid according to this law would be stable.

We may also found our argument upon a direct consideration of the kmetic

energy (T) of the motion. For T is proportional to jv-rdr, or k-dr^/r^-

* When the fluid is viscous, the loss of circulation near the bottom of the containing vessel

modifies this conclusion, as explained by James Thomson,

t Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 333.

„ .,. 29
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Suppose now that two rings of fluid, one with k = k^ and /• = ?\ and the other

with k = k^ and r = r.^, where j-j > i\, and of equal areas d7\^ or d^-J', are inter-

changed. The corresponding increment in T is represented by

{d>Y = dr,=) [kJ/ri' + k;^lr,^ - k^jr^' - kJlr^i = dr' (kJ - k,^) (rr' - rr%

and is positive if k.,->ki-; so that a circulation always increasing outwards

makes T a minimum and thus ensures stability.

The conclusion above arrived at may appear to conflict with that of

Kelvin*, who finds as the condition of minimum energy that the vorticity,

proportional to r~^dkldr, must increase outwards. Suppose, for instance, that

k = r-, increasing outwards, while r~'^dkjdr decreases. But it would seem that

the variations contemplated differ. As an example, Kelvin gives for maximum
energy

V = r from r = to 1' = h,

V = b-/r from r = b to ? = a
;

and for minimum energy

V = from r = to ?• = v'(('' — b'^},

V = r — {a- — lfi)jr from r = \/(a- — h") to r = a.

In the first case vr'-dr = \b'' {'la- — b-),

Jo

ra

and in the second case I vr^dr=^b*;
Jo

so that the moment of momentum differs in the two cases. In fact Kelvin

supposes operations upon the boundary which alter the moment of niomentum.

On the other hand, he maintains the strictly two-dimensional character of the

admissible variations. In the problem that I have considered, symmetry

round the axis is maintained and there can be no alteration in the moment of

momentum, since the cylindrical walls are fixed. But the variations by which

the passage from one two-dimensional condition to another may be effected

are not themselves two-dimensional.

The above reasoning suffices to fix the criterion for stable equilibrium
;

but, of course, there can be no actual transition from a configuration of unstable

equilibrium to that of permanent stable equilibrium without di.ssijmtive forces,

any more than there could be in the case of a heterogeneous liquid under

gravitj'. The difference is that in the latter case dissipative forces exist in

any real fluid, so that the fluid ultimately settles down into stable equilibrium,

it may be after many oscillations. In the present problem ordinary viscosity

does not meet the requirements, as it would interfere with the constanc)^ of

the circulation of given rings of fluid on which our reasoning depends. But

* Ni(tun\ Vol. XXIII. October, ISSO ; Collected Papers, Vol. ir. p. 175.
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for purely theoretical purposes there is no inconsistency in supposing the

(((, lu) motion resisted while the v motion is unresisted.

The next supposition to n = 0, w = in order of simplicity is that ?< is a

function of r and t only, and that tu = 0, or at most a finite constant. It

follows from (8) that P is independent of z, while (6) becomes

du du V- dP ,,„,

d^ + \7^-,- = -7/r- ^1^)

determining the pressure. In the case of an incompressible fluid u as a

function of r is determined by the equation of continuity ur = G, where G is

a function of t onlj^ ; and when u and the initial circumstances are known, v

follows. As the motion is now two-dimensional, it may conveniently be ex-

pressed by means of the vorticity ^, which moves with the fluid, and the

stream-function -v/r, connected with f by the equation

.-r.e?)4/5?-f- (»'

The solution, appropriate to our purpose, is

^ = 2 drr-' Krdr + Alog r - B0, (15)

where A and B are arbitrary constants of integration. Accoi'dingly

d-f B d^ 2 [^ , A ,, „,

7-d6 r dr r I r

In general, A and B are functions of the time, and ^ is a function of the

time as well as of r.

A simple particular case is when f is initially, and therefore permanently,

uniform throughout the fluid. Then

v=^r + Ar-' (17)*

Let us further suppose that initially the motion is one of pure rotation, as

of a solid body, so that initially yl = 0, and that then the outer wall closes in.

If the outer radius be initially Ro and at time t equal to R, then at time t

A = i;(R^-R') (1«)

since vr remains unchanged for a given ring of the fluid ; and correspondingly,

v = l;[r^{R^-R')r-^] (19)

Thus, in addition to the motion as of a solid body, the fluid acquires that of

a simple vortex of intensity increasing as R diminishes.

* It may be remarked that (17) is still applicable under appropriate boundary conditions even

when the fluid is viscous.

29— 2
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If at any stage the u motion ceases, (6) gives

dp/dr = pvyr, , (20)

and thus

PIp = t^ [if' + 2 (E„^ - R') log r - i (Ro' - RJ r-'\ + const. . . .(21)

Since, as a function of r, v'^ continuallj? increases as R diminishes, the same is

true for the difference of pressures at two given values of r, say r^ and r,,.

where r., > r\. Hence, if the pressure be supposed constant at )\, it must

continually increase at r^.

If the fluid be supposed to be contained between two coaxial cylindrical

walls, both walls must move inwards together, and the process comes to an

end when the inner wall reaches the axis. But we are not obliged to imagine

an inner wall, or, indeed, any wall. The fluid passing inwards at r = i\ may
be supposed to be removed. And it remains true that, if it there pass at a.

constant pressure, the pressure at r = r.2 must continually increase. If this

pressure has a limit, the inwards flow must cease.

It would be of interest to calculate some case in which the {u, w) motion

is less simple, for instance, when fluid is removed at a point instead of

uniformly along an axis, or inner cylindrical boundary. But this seems hardly

practicable. The condition by which v is determined requires the expression

of the motion of individual particles, as in the so-called Lagrangian method,

and this usually presents great difficulties. We may, however, formulate

certain conclusions of a general character.

When the (u, w) motion is slow relatively to the v motion, a kind of

" equilibrium theory " approximately meets the case, much as when the slow

motion under gravity of a variably dense liquid retains as far as possible the

horizontal stratification. Thus oil standing over water is drawn off by a

syphon without much disturbing the water underneath. When the density

varies continuously the situation is more delicate, but the tendency is for the

syphon to draw from the horizontal stratum at which it opens. Or if the liquid

escapes slowly through an aperture in the bottom of the containing vessel,

only the lower strata are disturbed. In like manner when revolving fluid is

drawn off in the neighbourhood of a point situated on the axis of rotation,

there is a tendency for the surfaces of constant circulation to remain cylindrical

and the tendency is the more decided the greater the rapidity of rotation.

The escaping liquid is drawn always from along the axis and not sypimetrically

in all directions, as when there is no rotation. The above is, in substance, the

reasoning of Dr Aitken, who has also described a simple experiment in illus-

tration.

P.S.—It may have been observed that according to what has been said

above the stability of fluid motion in cylindrical strata requires only that the

square of the circulation increase outwards. If the circulation be in both_
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directions, this disposition involves discontinuities, and the stability exists

only under the condition that symmetry with respect to the axis is rigorously

maintained. If this limitation be dispensed with, the motion is certainly

unstable, and thus the stability of motion in cylindrical layers really requires

that the circulation be one-signed. On the general question of the two-

dimensional motion of liquids between fixed coaxial cylindrical walls reference

may be made to a former paper*. The 'motion in cylindrical strata is stable

provided that the '' rotation either continually increase or continually decrease

in passing outwards from the axis." The demonstration is on the same lines

as there set out for plane strata.

Proc. Lund. Math. Soc. Vol. xi. p. 57 (1880) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 487. See last

paragrapl)

.
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PROPAGATION OF SOUND IN WATER.

[Rot hitherto published.']

From the theoretical point of view there is little to distinguish propagation

of sound in an unlimited mass of water from the corresponding case of air; of

course the velocity is greater (about four times). It is probable that at a

great depth the velocity increases, the effect of diminishing compressibility

out-weighing increased density.

As regards absorption, it would appear that it is likely to be less in water

than in air. The viscosity (measured kinematically) is less in water.

But the practical questions are largely influenced by the presence of a

free surface, which must act as a nearly perfect reflector. So far the case is

analogous to that of a fixed wall reflecting sound waves in air : but there is

an important difference. In order to imitate the wall in air, we must suppose

the image of the source of sound to be exactly similar to the original ; but the

image of the source of sound reflected from the free surface of water must be

taken negatively, viz., in the case of a pure tone with jDhase altered by 180°.

In j)ractice the case of interest is when both source and place of observation

are somewhat near the reflecting surface. We must expect phenomena of

interference varying with the precise depth below the surface. The analogy

is with Lloyd's interference bands in Optics. If we suppose the distance to

be travelled veiy great, the paths of the direct and reflected sounds will be

nearly equal. Hei'e the distinction of the two problems comes in.

For air and wall the phases of the direct and reflected waves on arrival

would be the same, and the effect a maximum. But for the free surface of

water the phases would be opposite and the effect approximately zero. This

is what happens close to the surface. By going lower down the sound would

be recovered. It is impossible to arrive at quantitative results unless all the

circumstances are specified—distance, depths, and wave-length. If there are

waves upon the surface of the water there is further complication ; but in

any case the surface acts as a nearly perfect reflector. The analogy is with

a rough wall in air.

There is also the bottom to be considered. This, too, must act as a

reflector in greater or less degree. With a rocky bottom and nearly grazing

incidence, the reflection would be nearly perfect. Presumably a muddy or

sandy bottom would reflect less. But I imagine that at grazing incidence—as

when the distance between source and place of observatiori is a large multiple

of the depth—the reflection would be good. This makes another complication.
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ox METHODS FOR DETECTING SMALL OPTICAL RETARDA-
TIONS, AND ON THE THEORY OF FOUCAULT'S TEST.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxiii. pp. 161—178, 1917.]

A.s was, I think, first emphasized by Foucault, the standard of accuracy

necessary in optical surfaces is a certain fraction of the wave-length (X,) of

the light employed. For glass surfaces refracting at nearly perpendicular

incidence the error of linear retardation is about the half of that of the

surface ; but in the case of perpendicular reflexion the error of retardation

is the double of that of the surface. The admissible error of retardation

varies according to circumstances. In the case of lenses and mirrors affected

with "spherical aberration," an error of \X begins to influence the illumi-

nation at the geometrical focus, and so to deteriorate the image. For many
purposes an error less than this is without importance. The subject is dis-

cussed in former papers*.

But for other purposes, especially when measurements are in question, a

higher standard must be insisted on. It is well known that the parts of the

surfaces actually utilized in interferometers, such as those of Michelson and

of Fabry and Perot, should be accurate to J^x to -j-(y\ and that a still higher

degree of accuracy would be advantageous. Even under difficult conditions

interference-bands may be displayed in which a local departure from ideal

straightness amounting to J^j of the band period can be detected on simple

inspection. I may instance some recent observations in which the rays

passing a fine vertical slit backed by a common paraffin-flame fell upon the

object-glass of a 3-inch telescojDe placed some 20 feet away at the further

end of a dark room. No collimator was needed. The object-glass was pro-

vided with a cardboard cap, pierced by two vertical slits, each yL inch wide,

and so placed that the distance between the inner edges was
-f-^

inch. The

parallelism of the three slits could be tested with a plumb-line. To observe

the bands formed at the focus of the object-glass, a high magnifying-power

* Phil. Mag. Vol. viii. pp. 403, 477 (1879); Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 415, §§ 3, 4.
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is required. This was afforded by a small cylinder lens, acting as sole eye-

piece, whose axis is best adjusted by trial to the required parallelism with

the slits. Fairly good results were obtained with a glass tube of external

diameter equal to about 3 mm., charged with water or preferably nitro-

benzol. Latterly, I have used with advantage a solid cylinder lens of about

the same diameter kindly placed at my disposal by Messrs Hilger. With

this arrangement a wire stretched horizontally across the object-glass in

front of the slits is seen in fair focus. When the adjustment is good, the

bands are wide and the blacknesses well developed, so that a local retardation

of gijX or less is evident if suitabl}- presented. The bands are much disturbed

by heated air rising from the hand held below the path of the light.

The necessity for a high magnifying-power is connected with the rather

wide separation of the interfering pencils as they fall upon the object-glass.

The ciinditions are most favourable for the observation of very small retar-

dations when the interfering pencils travel along precisely the same path, as

maj' happen in the interference of polarized light, whether the polarization

be rectilinear, as in ordinary double refraction, or circular, as along the axis

of quartz. In some experiments directed to test whether " motion through

the aether causes double refraction'," it appeared that a relative retardation

of the two polarized components could be detected when it amounted to onlj^

X/12000, and, if I remember rightly. Brace was able to achieve a still higher

sensibility. The sensibility would increase with the intensity of the light

employed and with the transparency of the optical parts (nicols, &c.), and it

can scarcely be said that there is any theoretical limit.

Another method by which moderately small retardations can be made
evident is that introduced by Foucaultf for the figuring of optical surfaces.

According to geometrical optics rays issuing from a point can be focussed at

another point, if the optical appliances are perfect. An eye situated just

behind the focus observes an even field of illumination ; but it' a screen with

a sharjD edge is gradually advanced in the focal plane, all light is gradually

cut off, and the entire field becomes dark simultaneously. At this moment
any irregularitj' in the optical surfaces, by which rays are diverted from their

proper course so as to escape the screening, becomes luminous ; and Foucault

explained how the appearances are to be interpreted and information gained

as to the kind of correction necessary. He does not appear to have employed

the method to observe irregularities arising otherwise than in optical surfaces,

but H. Draper, in his memoir of 1864 on the Construction of a Spherical

Glass Telescope:|:, gives a picture of the disturbances due to the heating-

action of the hand held near the telescope mirror. Topler's work dates from

Phil. Blag. Vol. iv. p. 078 (1902); Scientijic Papers, Vol. v. p. 66.

t Ann. de I'Obserci. de Paris, t. v.; Collected Memoirs, Paris, 1878.

X Smithsonian Contribution to Knowledge, Jan. 1864.
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the same year, and in subsequent publications* he made many interesting

applications, such as to sonorous waves in air originating in electric sparks,

and further developed the technique. His most important improveim-nts

were perhaps the introduction of a lai'ger source of light bounded by a straight

edge parallel to that of the screen at the observing end, and of a small

telescope to assist the eye. Worthy of notice is a recent application by

R. Cheshiref to determine with considerable precision for practical purposes

the refractive index of irregular glass fragments. When the fragment is

surrounded by liquid"!; of slightly different index contained in a suitable tank,

it appears luminous as an irregularity, but by adjusting the composition of

the liquid it may be made to disappear. The indices are then equal, and

that of the liquid may be determined by more usual methods.

We have seen that according to geometrical optics (X = 0) the regular

light from an infinitely fine slit may be cut off suddenly, and that an

irregularity will become apparent in full brightness however little (in the

right direction) it may deflect the proper course of the rays. In considering

the limits of sensibility we must remember that with a finite A, the image of

the slit cannot be infinitely narrow, but constitutes a diffraction pattern of

finite size. If we suppose the aperture bounding the field of view to be rect-

angular, we may take the problem to be in two dimensions, and the image

consists of a central band of varying brightness bounded by dark edges and

accompanied laterally' by successions of bands of diminishing brightness. A
screen whose edge is at the geometrical focus can cut off only half the light

and, even if the lateral bands could be neglected altogether, it must be further

advanced through half the width of the central band before the field can

become dark. The width of the central band depends upon the horizontal

aperture a (measured perpendicularly to the slit supposed vertical), the

distance / between the lens and the screen, and the wave-length \. By

elementary diffraction theory the first darkness occurs when the difference of

retardations of the various secondary rays issuing from the aperture ranges

over one complete wave-length, i.e. when the projection of the aperture on

the central secondary ray is equal to X. The half-width (f ) of the central

band is therefore expressed by ^ =fX/a.

If a prism of relative index /j., and of small angle i, be interposed near the

lens, the geometrical focus of rays passing through the prism will be displaced

through a distance (fi
- 1) if. If we identify this with ^ as expressed above,

we have
{l^-l)i = Xla, (1)

* Pogg. Ann. Bd. cxxvni. p. 126 (1866); Bd. cxxxi. pp. 33, 180 (1867).

t Phil. Hag. Vol. xxxii. p. 409 (1916).

J The liquid employed was a solution of mercuric iodide, and is spoken of as Thoulet's

solution. Liveing (Camb. Phil. Fioc. Vol. m. p. 258, 1879), who made determinations of the

dispersive power, refers to Sonstadt [Ghent. News, Vol. xxix. p. 128, 1874). I do not know the

date of Thoulet's use of the solution, but suspect that it was subsequent to Sonstadt's.
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as the condition that the half maximum brightness of the prism shall coincide

with approximate extinction of the remainder of the field of view. If the

linear aperture of the prism be h, supposed to be small in comparison with a,

the maximum retardation due to it is

(ya-l)i6 = X.6/a; (2)

and we recognize that easy visibility of the prism on the darkened field is

consistent with a maximum retardation which is a small fraction of X,

In Cheshire's application of Foucault's method (for I think it should be

named after him) the prism had an angle i of 10°, and the aperture a was

b cms., although it would appear from the sketch that the whole of it was

not used. Thus in (1) Xjia would be about 5 x 10~=; and the accuracy with

which ^ was determined (about + '00002) is of the order that might be

expected.

It is of interest to trace further and more generally what the wave theory

has to tell us, still supposing that the source of light is from an infinitely

narrow slit (or, what comes to the same, a slit of finite width at an infinite

distance), and that the apertures are rectangular. The problem may then

be supposed to be in two dimensions*, although in strictness this requires

that the elementary sources distributed uniformly along the length of the

slit should be all in one phase. The calculation makes the usual assumption,

which cannot be strictly true, that the effect of a screen is merely to stop

those parts of the wave which impinge upon it, without influencing the

neighbouring parts. In fig. 1, A represents the lens with its rectangular

Fig. 1.

aperture, which brings parallel rays to a focus. In the focal plane B are two

:).djustable screens with vertical edges, and immediately behind is the eye or

objective of a small telescope. The rays from the various points Q of the

second aperture, which unite at a point in the focal plane of the telescope,

or of the retina, may be regarded as a parallel pencil inclined to the axis at

* Compare "Wave Theory," Encijc. Brit. 1888; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 84.
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a small angle (j). P is a point in the first aperture, AP = x, BQ = ^, AB=f.
Any additional linear retardation operative at P may be denoted by R, a

function of ic. Thus if 1^ be the velocity of propagation and K = 2Tr/\, the

vibration at the point ^ of the second aperture will be represented by

dx sin K ( Vt —f— R+ J,

or, if .(•;/= 6, by

\de&\Tiic{Vt-f-R + 6^), (3)

the limits for 6 corresponding to the angular aperture of the lens A. For

shortness we shall omit «*, which can always be restored on considering

"dimensions," and shall further suppose that R is at most a linear function

of d, say p + ad, or, at any rate, that the whole aperture can be divided into

parts for each of which J? is a linear function. In the former case the con-

stant part p may be associated with Vt — f, and if T be written for Vt —f— p,

Co) becomes

sin T d0 cos(^ - a) + cos T dd sm(^ - a) (4.)

Since the same values of p, a apply over the whole aperture, the range

of integration is between + 0, where denotes the angular semi-aperture, and

then the second term, involving cos T, disappears, while the effect of ^ is

represented by a shift in the origin of f, as was to be expected. There is

now no real loss of generality in omitting R altogether, so that (4) becomes

simply

2sinT^i^, (5)

as in the usual theory. The borders of the central band correspond to ^0, or

rather k^0, = + tt, or ^0 = ± iX, which agrees with the formula used above,

since 20 = ajf.

When we proceed to inquire what is to be observed at angle <^ we have

to consider the integral

2 jcZf sin (T + H)^^ = sin r/-^ti)l+ -" <f-^ a^

+ cosTf
'''^^-'^^^ j^'-^- ^ + '^^^

d^ (6)

It will be observed that, whatever may be the limits for f, the first

integral is an even and the second an odd function of </>, so that the intensity

(/), represented by the sum of the squares of the integrals, is an even function.

The field of view is thus symmetrical with respect to the axis.

* Equivalent to supposing X = 27r.
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The integrals in (6) may be at once expressed in terms of the so-called

sine-integral and cosine-integral defined by

„ r*sin« , rr / .
r^cos« ,

bi (*') =
I

ax, Ci (x) = —^ da:
X .' ^ X

If the limits of ^ be |i and fa we get

sin T[Si {{0 + <^) e:l
- Si [(6 + 4>) f,} + Si {(0 - <^) e.}

- Si {(d - </,) f,|]

+ cos T[Ci {{0 - 4>) f,}
- Ci \{0 - 4>) fJ - Ci {(0 + </>) f,j + Ci \{0 + 6) f;;].

(7)

If fi = — ^2 = — |, SO that the second aperture is symmetrical with respect

to the axis, the Ci's, being even functions, disappear, and we have simply

2sinT[Si[(^ + (/.)fl + SiK^-(/>)f!-] (8)

If the aperture of the telescope be not purposely limited, the value of f,

or rather of k^, is very great, and for most purposes the error will be small

in supposing it infinite. Now Si(± m )= + |-7r, so that if
(f>

is numerically

less than 0, T=4:7r'\ but if </> is numerically greater than 0, 1=0. The

angular field of view 20 is thus uniformly illuminated and the transition to

darkness at angles + ^ is sudden—that is, the edges are seen with infinite

sharpness. Of course, ^ cannot reall}' be infinite, nor consequently the

resolving power of the telescope; but we may say that the edges are defined

with full sharpness. The question here is the same as that formerly raised

under the title "An Optical Paradox*," the paradox consisting in the full

definition of the edges of the first aperture, although nearly the whole of the

light at the second aperture is concentrated in a ver}- narrow band, which

might appear to preclude more than a very feeble resolving power.

It may be well at this stage to examine more closeh' what is actually

the distribution of light between the central and lateral bands in the diffraction

pattern formed at the plane of the second aperture. By (5) the intensity of

light at f is proportional to ^~- sin^ 6^ or, if we write ?/ for 6^, to ?;~- sin" -i].

The whole light between and t? is thus represented by

-r f sin^« ,/= —r- £??? (9)
' V-

J can be expressed by means of the Si-function. As may be verified by

differentiation,

/ = Si (277) - 7j-= sin'-^ 7?, (10)

vanishing when ?; = 0. The places of zero illumination are defined by ?) = mr,

when w = 1, 2, 3, &c. ; and, if ?? assume one of these values, we have simply

J'=Si(27;) = Si(2w7r) (11)

Phil. Mag. Vol. ix. p. 779 (1905); Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 254.
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Thus, setting n= 1, we find for half the light in the central band

/= Si (27r) = -|7r- -1.5264.

On the same scale half the whole light is Si (x ), or ^tt, so that the fraction

of the whole light to be found in the central band is

1
-'"

'^'-^ = 1 - -097174, (12)

or more than nine-tenths. About half the remainder is accounted for by the

light in the two lateral bands immediately adjacent (on the two sides) to the

central band.

We are now in a position to calculate the appearance of the field when
the second aperture is actually limited by screens, so as to allow only the

passage of the central band of the diffraction pattern. For this purpose we
have merely to suppose in (8) that 6^ = tt. The intensity at angle

(f>
is thus

.(13)

The further calculation rec|uires a knowledge of the function Si, and a little

later we shall need the second function Ci. In ascending series

^^^^> = '"- 317273 + 5 1727374-^- 7 1-2^^7-7 + ^^^>

Ci(«) = 7 + 2log(*')-2n2 + 4 172^374----; (15)

y is Euler's constant -.5772157, and the logarithm is to base e

These series are always convergent and are practically available when x is

moderate. When x is great, we may use the semi-convergent series

,,. , , TT 11 1.2 1.2.3.4 1.2,

<Aj iAj Ji,

(1 1.2.3 1.2.3.4.5
)--^^^(^--7^ +- -7^ •}' (16)

^. , , . (1 1.2 1.2.3.4 )

fl 1.2.3 1.2.3.4.5 1

-^^^Ht^—^ +—^" ~-\ ^'^^

Tables of the functions have been calculated by Glaisher*- For our

present purpose it would have been more convenient had the argument been

TT.', rather than x. Between «= 5 and «= 15, the values of Si (x) are given

for integers only, and interpolation is not effective. For this reason some

* Fhil. Trans. Vol. CLX. p. 367 (1870).
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values of (p/0 are chosen which make (1 + 0/^) tt integral. The calculations

recorded in Table I refer in the iirst instance to the values of

Si(l + (/)/6l)7r + Si(l-(^/6')7r (IS)

TABLE I.

k9^i = — rrr, k6^^ = + tt.

0/e
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If in (22) ^ be supposed to increase without limit, we find

I=l-7r- + {\oge^}-, (23)

becoming logarithmically infinite.

Since in practice f, or rather k^, is large, the edges of the field may be

expected to appear very bright.

As may be anticipated, this conclusion does not depend upon our sup-

position that ^1 = 0. Reverting to (7) and supposing <p = 9, we have

sinr[Si(2f^f,)-,Si(2^?0] + cosr[Ci(2^fO-Ci(2^f,) + log(^,/^,)], (24)

and I = QC , when ^2= ^ • If fi vanishes in (24), we have only to replace

Ci (20^i) by 7 + log (2^^i) in order to recover (22).

We may perhaps better understand the abnormal increase of illumination

at the edges of the field by a comparison with the familiar action of a grating

in forming diffraction spectra. Referring to (.5) we see that if positive values

of ^ be alone regarded, the vibration in the plane of the second aperture,

represented by f"^ sin {6^), is the same in respect of phase as would be due

to a theoretically simple grating receiving a parallel beam perpendicularly,

and the directions (j)= ± are those of the resulting lateral spectra of the

first order. On account, however, of the factor |~', the case differs somewhat

from that of the simple grating, but not enough to prevent the illumination

becoming logarithmically infinite with infinite aperture. But the approxi-

mate resemblance to a simple grating fails when we include negative as well

as positive values of f , since there is then a reversal of phase in passing zero.

Compare fig. 2, where positive values are represented by full lines and

Fig. 2.

negative by dotted lines. If the aperture is symmetrically bounded, the

parts at a distance from the centre tend to compensate one another, and the

intensity at = ± ^ does not become infinite with the aperture.

We now proceed to consider the actual calculation of 2" = (19)- -I- (21)= for

various values of
(f)/6,

which we may suppose to be always positive, since / is

independent of the sign of 0. When ^9 is very great and (p/d is not nearly

equal to unity, Si [{0 + </>) ?1 in (19) may be replaced by ^ir and Si [(6 - (/>) ^j

by i^TT, according as (f>/d is less or greater than unity. Under the same

conditions the Ci's in (21) may be omitted, so that

J=7rHl,orO)-f jlogjl^ll" (2.5)
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But if we wish to avoid the infinity when (j) = 0, we must make some

supposition as to the actual value of 0^, or rather of 2'7r0^/\. In some obser-

vations to be described later a = 1 inch, ^ = J inch, l/\ = 40,000, and = ^ajf.

Also / was about 10 feet = 120 inches. For simplicity we may suppose

y"= 407r, so that 2tt0^I\ = 500, or in our usual notation 0^ = 500. Thus

(19) = Si {500 (1 + <^/6')] + Si {500 (1 - c^/^)}, (26)

and (21) = Ci {500 (1 - c/)/0)) - Ci {500 (1 + <^10)]

+ log(l+<^/^)-log|l-</)/6'l (27)

For the purposes of a somewhat rough estimate we may neglect the second

Ci in (27) and identify the first Si in (26) with ^tt for all (positive) values of

<^;0. Thus when (|> = 0, I = ir-; and when 4> = v:
. I = 0.

When
(f>i'0

= 1, we take

(26)= ^7r= 1-571, (26/= 2-4(i7.

In ( 27) (Ji {500 (1 - (f,l0)]
= 7 + log 500 + log (1 - 4,10),

so that (27) = 7 + logl000= 7-485, (27f = 56-03;

and 7=58-50.

For the values of cfij0 in the neighbourhood of unity we maj' make similar

calculations with the aid of Glaisher's Tables. For example, if 4>/0 = 1 + '02,

we have
500 (1 - </>/6l) = ± 10.

From the Tables

Si(± 10)= ±1-6583, Ci(± 10) = --0455,

and thence /(•98)= 31-13, /(1-02) = 2(»-89.

As regards values of the argument outside these units, we may remark

that when x exceeds 10, Si (a;)— I-tt and <Ji (x) are approximately periodic in

period iir and of order x~K It is hardly worth while to include these

fluctuations, which would manifest themselves as rather feeble and narrow

bands, superposed upon the general ground, and we may thus content our-

selves with (,25). If we apply this to + 10, we get

/" (-98) = 30-98, / (1-02) = 21-30;

and the smoothed values differ but little from those calculated for + 10 more

pieeisely. The Table (II) annexed shows the values of / for v.arious values

of 4)/0. Those in the 2nd and 8th columns are smoothed values as explained,

and they would remain undisturbed if the value of 0^ were increased. It will

be seen that the maximum illumination near the edges is some 6 times that

at the centre.
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SO that the brightness of the edges is now about 80 times that at the centre

of the field. The remaining values of / in Table III have been calculated as

before with omission of the terms representing minor periodic fluctuations.

Hitherto we have treated various kinds of screening, but without additional

retardation at the plane of the first aperture. The introduction of such

retardation is, of course, a complication, but in principle it gives rise to no

difficulty, provided the retardation be linear in 6 over the various parts of the

aperture. The final illumination as a function of (p can always be expressed

by means of the Si- and Ci-functions.

As the simplest case which presents something essentially novel, we may
suppose that an otherwise constant retardation (R) changes sign when ^=0,
is equal (say) to + p when 6 is positive and to — p when 6 is negative. Then

(3) becomes

sm(T+p + 0^)cW+i sin(T-p + e^)de
-e Jo

= 2 sin r
sin 0^ . 1 — cos 6P

cos p —^— + sm p , ...(30)

reducing to (5) when p = 0. This gives the vibration at the point f of the

second aperture. If ^=0, (30) becomes 2^ cos p sin J", and vanishes when
cos p = ; for instance, when the whole difference of retardation 2p = tt, or

(reckoned in wave-lengths) -|X.

The vibration in direction behind the second aperture is to be obtained

by writing T + cj)^ for T in (30) and integrating with respect to f. This gives

o rrfjf. , p f
sin6'| . l-cos6'f|

2 sm T d^ cos <j)^ -^ cos p —z-^ -f sm p ^—- y

1 m [ II- j^i- \ sin^f . l-cos0f]
-I- 2 cos r d^sm

(f>^
jcosp -f-smp ^ ') , ...(31)

and the illumination (/) is independent of the sign of (p, which we may hence-

forward suppose to be positive.

If the second aperture be symmetrically placed, we may take the limits to

be expressed as + ^, and (31) becomes

2sinrcospr"^̂ + ^'^t""^^-^>^ ^^
Jo g

+ 2cosrsmpf^^̂ ^^-""(^ + f^ + "'^
i^--J'l-^/e ...(32)

JO ?

If we apply this to |^ = x to find what occurs when there is no screening,

we fall upon ambiguities, for (32) becomes

2sinrcosp (iTT + ^Tri -t-2cosrsinp ;2 Si((/)|;)- Itt ± ^tt).
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the alternatives following the sign of ^ - (/>, with exclusion of the case
(f)
= d.

If
(f)

is finite, 2 Si (0^) may be equated to tt, and we get

/ = 47r= (1 or 0),

according as ^ — <^ is positive or negative. But if (/> = absolutely, Si {4>^)

disappears, however great ^ may be ; and when is small,

T = 47r- cos^ p + 4 sin- p [2 Si (<^^)}^

in which the value of the second term is uncertain, unless indeed sin p = 0.

It would seem that the difiSculty depends upon the assumed discontinuity

of R when ^ = 0. If the limits for ^ be + a (up to the present written as

+ 6), what we have to consider is

° d^ l^'d9sm{T-R + (e + 4>)^}
: _J - a

in which hitherto we have taken first the integration with respect to 0. We
propose now to take first the integration with respect to ^, introducing the

factor e*''^ to ensure convergency. We get

2 sin (r - it!)
f°

e-^^ cos [0 + 4>)hd^ =
!̂!^5 ~^f -(33)U fj,^ + {H +

(f>)-

There remains the integration with respect to 0, of which R is supposed

to be a continuous function. As fi tends to vanish, the only values of

which contribute are confined more and more to the neighbourhood of — (^,

so that ultimately we may suppose to have this value in R. And

, , ,^
-—= tan-i ^- tan-i ^ ,

which is TT, if cf) lies between + a, and if cj) lies outside these limits, when p,

is made vanishing small. The intensity in any direction 4> is thus independent

of R altogether. This procedure would fail if R were discontinuous for any

values of 0.

Resuming the suppositions of equation (31), let us now further suppose

that the aperture extends from ^i to f,, where both fi and ^^ are positive and

?2 > ^1- Our expression for the vibration in direction <p becomes

sin T [cos p ;Si (^ + <^) |^ + Si (6i -
<;()) |)

+ sin p :
2 Ci (</>B -Gi{0 + 4')^-Gi(0-<p)^}]

+ cos r[cos p {Ci (^ - </)) ^ - Ci {0 + </.) 1}

+ sm p {2 Si (c^a - Si (^ + <^) ^ + Si (^ - <^) ^1]^^;

.

(34)

We will apply this to the case already considered where ^,J = 500, ^i0 = -?r;

and since we are now concerned mainly with what occurs in the neighbourhood

oi
(f)
= 0, we may confine (/> to lie between the limits and ^ 0. Under these

circumstances, and putting minor rapid fluctuations out of account, we may

30—2
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neglect Ci (0 ± <f) ^2 and equate Si {6 ± <^) ^2 to Jtt. A similar simplification

is admissible for Si ((^^2), Ci ((^^o). unless (pjO is very small.

When ^ = 0, (34) gives

sin T [cos p[-rr-i Si (tt), + sin p {2 log (SOO/tt) + 2 Ci (tt)}],

in which

TT - 2 Si (tt) = - -5623, Ci (77)= -0738, log (SOO/tt) = 5-0699.

Thus for the intensity

Z (0) = [- -.5623 cos /3 + 10-2874 sin pp (35)

If p = 0, we fall back upon a former result (-3162). If p = ^tt, /(O) = 473.

Interest attaches mainly to small values of p, and we see that the effect

depends upon the sign of p. A positive p means that the retardation at the

first aperture takes place on the side opposite to that covered by the screen

at the second aperture. As regards magnitude, we must remember that p
stands for an angular retardation «p, or 27rp/X; so that, for example, p = jtt

above represents a linear retardation A./8, and a total relative retardation

between the two halves of the first aperture equal to X/4.

The second column of Table TV gives the general expression for the

vibration in terms of p for various values of <p/0, followed by the values of the

intensity (/) for sin p = + 1/10 and sin p = + 1/V2.

TABLE IV.

K0^, = TT, K0^, = 500.

1
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It will be seen that the direction of the discontinuity (0 = 0) is strongly

marked by excess of brightness, and that especially when p is small there is a

large variation with the sign of p.

Perhaps the next case in order of simplicity of a variable R is to suppose

R = from 6 = — to = 0, and R = a0 from ^ = to = + ^, corresponding

to the introduction of a prism of small angle, whose edge divides equally the

field of view. For the vibration in the focal plane we get

1— cos(^— cr)^ 1 — cos |^^~

sinT
n0^ sm(^a-)0'

+ cosT
^-a

(36)

In order to find what would be seen in direction
<f),

we should have next

to write {T+(p^} for T and integrate again with respect to f between the

appropriate limits. As to this there is no difficulty, but the expressions are

rather long. It may suffice to notice that whatever the limits may be, no

infinity enters at (j)=0, in which case we have merely to integrate (36) as it

stands. For although the denominators become zero when ^ = or f = cr, the

four fractions themselves always remain finite. The line of transition between

the two halves of the field is not so marked as when there was an actual dis-

continuity in the retardation itself

In connection with these calculations I have made for my own satisfaction

a few observations, mainlj' to examine the enhanced brightness at the edges

of the field of view. The luminous border is shown in Draper's drawing, and

is described by Topler as due to diffraction. The slit and focussing lens w^re

those of an ordinary spectroscope, the slit being drawn back from the " colli-

mating " lens. The telescope was from the same instrument, now mounted

independently at a distance so as to receive an image of the slit, and itself

focussed upon the first lens. The rectangular aperture at the first lens was

originally cut out of the black card. The principal dimensions have already

been given. A flat paraffin-flame afforded sufficient illumination. The screens

used in front of the telescope were razor-blades (Gillettes), and were adjusted

in position with the aid of an eyepiece, the telescope being temporarily

removed. It is not pretended that the arrangements used corresponded fully

to the suppositions of theory.

The brightness of the vertical edge of the field of view is very conspicuous

when the light is partly cut off' by the advancing screen. A question may

arise as to how much of it may be due to light ordinarily reflected at the

edges of the first aperture. With the aperture cut in cardboard, I think this

part was appreciable, but the substitution of a razor-edge at the first aperture

made no important difference. The strongly illuminated border must often

have been seen in repetitions of Foucault's experiment, but I am not aware

that it has been explained.
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To examine the sudden transition from one uniform retardation to another,

I used a piece of plate glass which had been etched in alternate strips with

hydrofluoric acid to a depth of about |X*. When this was set up in front of

the first aperture with strips vertical, the division-lines shone out brightly,

when the intervening areas were uniformly dark or nearly so. No marked

difference was seen between the alternate division-lines corresponding to

opposite signs of p. Perhaps this could hardly be expected. The whole

relative retardation, reckoned as a distance, is -JX, and is thus intermediate

between the values specified in Table IV. It would be of interest to make a

similar experiment with a shallower etching.

[1919. For further developments reference may be made to Banerji,

Phil. Mag. Vol xxxvn. p. 112, 1919.]

* Compare Nature, Vol. Lxiv. p. 385 (1901) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. pp. 546, 547.
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TALBOT'S OBSERVATIONS (JN FUSED NITRE.

[Nature, Vol. xcviii. p. 4'28, 1917.]

Among the little remembered writings of that remarkable man H. F. Talbot,

there is an optical note in which he describes the behaviour of fused nitre

(nitrate of potash) as observed under the polarizing microscope. The experi-

ments are interesting and easily repeated by any one who has access to a

suitable instrument, by preference one in which the nicols can be made to

revolve together so as to maintain a dark field in the absence of any interposed

crystal.

"Put a drop of a solution of nitre on a small plate of glass, and evaporate

it to dryness over a spirit-lamp ; then invert the glass, and hold it with the

salt downwards and in contact with the flame. By this means the nitre may
be brought into a state of fusion, and it will spread itself in a thin transparent

film over the surface of the glass.

" Removed from the lamp it immediately solidifies, and the film in cooling

cracks irregularly. "As soon as the glass is cool enough, let it be placed

beneath the microscope (the polariness being crossed, and the field of view

consequently dark)."

I have found it better to use several drops spread over a part of the glass.

And instead of inverting the plate in order to melt the nitre, I prefer to

employ the flame from a mouth blow-pipe, caused to play upon the already

heated salt. The blow-pipe may also be used to clean the glass in the first

instance, after a preliminary heating over the flame to diminish the risk of

fracture. Further security is afforded by keeping down the width of the

strip, for which half an inch suffices.

Talbot describes how under the microscope there appeared crystalline plates

of irregular shape, often fitted together like a tesselated pavement, each plate

forming a single crystal. If one plate is darkened by rotation of the nicols,

the others remain visible in varying degrees of brightness. If the plates are

thin, the light is white ; but with more salt they display colour, and the
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colour is not always uniform over the whole plate, indicating a variable

thickness. But this condition of things is not permanent. After perhaps a

quarter of an hour, the plates break up in a surprising fashion and the general

appearance is totally changed.

Moreover the transformation may be accelerated. " Let a film of fused

nitre be obtained in the manner already mentioned, and let it be allowed to

cool during three or four minutes. The plate of glass should be turned round

upon the stage of the microscope until the crystalline film is darkened as

accurately as possible. Things being thus adjusted, let the observer touch

the film with the point of a needle, while he is observing it in the microscope.

He will perceive that the touch immediately produces a luminous spot on the

dark surface, and this spot will slowly expand itself in all directions like

a luminous wave. This is a very curious object, but difficult to describ(_'."

And further on " If however we touch it prematurely, as, for instance, during

the first minute after it has become solid, this change does not"take place."

I have made a few trials to ascertain whether the life of the plates can be

prolonged. Protection from atmospheric moisture did little good. Another

plate kept for five hours at a temperature not much short of that of boiling

water was found to have undergone transformation. But, as might be

expected, a higher temperature over a diminutive gas flame acted as a safe-

guard, and the plate after removal behaved like one newly formed.

I have found that nitre may be replaced by chlorate of potash, with the

advantage that the plates will keep (at any rate in an artificially warmed

room) for weeks and perhaps indefinitely. The appearances are similar but

less beautiful, as colour is not so often developed. The chlorate is more

fusible than nitre, and the heat should not be pushed be3'ond what is needed

for fusion.

Other salts, for example silver nitrate, which fuse in the anhydrous state

without decomposition may also be employed, as is probably known to those

who prepare objects for the microscope. But Talbot's early observations on

nitre are rather special and deserve recall as they seem to be but little known.
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CUTTING AND CHIPPING OF GLASS.

[Engineering, Feb. 2, 1917, p. lll.J

With all its advantages, the division of labour, so much accentuated in

modern times, tends to carry with it a regrettable division of information.

Much that is familiar to theorists and experimenters in laboratories percolates

slowly into the workshop, and, what is more to my present purpose, much
practical knowledge gained in the workshop fails to find its way into print.

At the moment I am desirous of further information on two matters relating

to the working of glass in which I happen to be interested, and I am writing-

in the hope that some of your readers may be able to assist.

Almost the only discussion that I have seen of the cutting of glass by the

diamond is a century old, by the celebrated "W. H. Wollaston (Phil. Trans.

1816, p. 26.5). Wollaston's description is brief and so much to the point that

it may be of service to reproduce it from the " Abstracts," p. 43 ;

—

" The author, having never met with a satisfactory exjDlanation of the

property which the diamond possesses of cutting glass, has endeavoured, by

experiment, to determine the conditions necessary for this effect, and the

mode in which it is produced. The diamonds chosen for this purpose are

naturally crystallised, with curved surfaces, so that the edges are also

curvilinear. In order to cut glass, a diamond of this form requires to be so

placed that the surface of the glass is a tangent to a curvilinear edge, and

equally inclined laterally to the two adjacent surfaces of the diamond. Under

these circumstances the parts of the glass to which the diamond is applied

are forced asunder, as by an obtuse wedge, to a most minute distance, without

being removed ; so that a superficial and continuous crack is made from one

end of the intended cut to the other. After this, any small force applied to

one extremity is sufficient to extend this crack through the whole substance,

and successively across the whole breadth of the glass. For since the strain

at each instant in the progress of the crack is confined nearly to a mathe-

matical point at the bottom of the fissure, the effort necessary for carrying it

through is proportionately small.

" The author found by trial that the cut caused by the mere passage of

the diamond need not penetrate so much as -^^^ of an inch.
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" He found also that other mineral bodies recently ground into the same
form are also capable of cutting glass, although they cannot long retain the

power, from want of the requisite hardness."

I suppose that no objection will be taken to Wollaston's general description

of the action, but it may be worth while to consider it rather more closely in

the light of mathematical solutions of related elastic problems by Boussinesq

and Hertz; at the same time we may do well to remember Mr W. Taylor's

saying that everything calculated by theorists is concerned with what happens

within the elastic limit of the material, and everything done in the workshop

lies beyond that limit. A good account of these theoretical investigations

will be found in Love's Elasticity, Chap. VIII. It appears that when a pressure

acts locally near a point on the plane surface of an elastic solid, the material

situated along the axis is in a state of strain, which varies rapid.ly with the

distance from the surface. The force transmitted across internal surfaces

parallel to the external surface is a pressure all along, but the force trans-

mitted in a perpendicular direction, although at first a pressure, at a very

small distance below changes to a tension, which soon reaches a maximum '

and afterwards gradually diminishes. I suppose it is this tension which

determines the crack, an action favoured by the longitudinal character of the

pressure on the surface, and, once started, easily propagated as the diamond

travels. Doubtless cutters of hardened steel discs, sharpened on the edge,

act in a similar manner. It is possible that examination under the microscope

by a skilled observer would throw light upon the matter. Among the questions

which suggest themselves, one may ask whether the diamond cut necessarily

involves a crushing at the surface, and what materials, besides glass, can be

dealt with in this way. Would a bending force, such as is afterwards applied

to separate the parts, facilitate the original formation of the crack ?

The other matter in which I have been interested is the preparation of

what I believe is called "chipped" glass. The only mention of it that I know
is a casual one in Threlfall's Labarutory Arts. In an experiment tried some

years ago, a glass plate was coated thickly with a warm solution of gelatine

and allowed to dry on a levelling stand. Nothing particular happened

afterwards for days or weeks; but eventually parts of the gelatine film lifted,

carrying up with them material torn away from the glass. The plate is still

in my possession, and there is now but little of the original glass surface left.

If the process is in regular use, I should much like to know the precise

procedure. It seems rather mysterious that a film of gelatine, scarcely thicker

than thick paper, should be able to tear out fragments of solid glass, but

there is no doubt of the fact.

[1919. Interesting information in response to the above will be found in

Enijineering for March 11 and 16, and April 27, 1917.]
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THE LE CHATELIER-BRAUN PRINCIPLE.

[Transactions of the Chemical Society, Vol. cxi. pp. 250—252, 1917.]

Ix a paper with the above title, Ehrenfest {Zeitsch. phi/sikal. Chem. 1911,

77, 2) has shown that, as usually formulated, the principle is entirely

ambiguous, and that nothing definite can be stated without a discrimination

among the parameters by which the condition of a system may be defined.

The typical example is that of a gas, the expansions and contractions of

which may be either (a) isothermal or (jS) adiabatic, and the question is a

comparison of the contractions in the two cases due to an increment of

pressure Bp. It is known, of course, that if Sp be given, the contraction
j

Bv
\

is less in case (yS) than in case (a). The response of the system is said to be

less in case (/3), where the temperature changes spontaneously. But we need

not go far to encounter an ambiguity. For if we regard 8v as given instead

of 8p, the effect Sp is now greater in (/3) than in (a). Why are we to choose

the one rather than the other as the independent variable ?

When we attempt to answer this question, we are led to recognise that

the treatment should commence with purely mechanical systems. The

equilibrium of such a system depends on the potential energy function, and

the investigation of its character presents no difficult}'. Afterwards we may
endeavour to extend our results to systems dependent on other, for example,

thermodynamic, potentials.

As regards mechanical systems, the question may be defined as relating

to the operation of constraints. A general treatment {Phil. Mag. 1875, [iv].

Vol. XLix. p. 218 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. I. p. 235 : also Theory of Sound, § 75)

shows that "the introduction of a constraint has the effect of diminishing the

potential energy of deformation of a system acted on by given forces ; and

the amount of the diminution is the potential energy of the difference of

the deformations.

" For an example take the case of a horizontal rod clamped at one end

and free at the other, from which a weight may be suspended at the point Q.

If a constraint is applied holding a point P of the rod in its place (for

example, by a support situated under it), the potential energy of the bending
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due to the weight at Q is less than it would be without the constraint by

the potential energy of the difference of the deformations. And since the

potential energy in either case is proportional to the descent of the point Q,

we see that the effect of the constraint is to diminish this descent."

It may suffice here to sketch the demonstration for the case of two

degrees of freedom, the results of which may, indeed, be interpreted so as to

cover most of the ground. The potential energy of the system, slightly

displaced from stable equilibrium at * = 0, 1/ = 0, may be expressed

V = ^ax'^ + hxy + \cy-,

w^here, in virtue of the stability, a, c, and ac — b- are positive. The forces

A', Y, corresponding with the displacements x, y, and necessary to maintain

these displacements, are

:

X = d Vjdx = ax + by, Y=d V^dy = bf + cy.

If onl}' A" act, that is, if Y=0, y = — bxjc, and

This is the case of no constraint. On the other hand, if y is constrained to

remain zero by the application of a suitable force Y, the relation between the

new X (say x) and A' is simply

. A
X = —

a

Thus ^ = 1 _ .^
;X ac

so that x', having the same sign as x, is numericall}- less, or the effect of the

constraint is to diminish the displacement x due to the force A'. An exception

occurs if 6 = 0, when x = A' ' a , whatever y and Y may be , so that the constraint

has no effect.

An example, mentioned bj- Ehrenfest, may be taken from a cylindrical

rod of elastic material subject to a longitudinal pressure, A', by which the

length is shortened (x). In the first case the curved wall is free, and in the

second the radius is prevented from changing by the application of a suitable

pressure. The theorem asserts that in the second case the shortening due to

the longitudinal pressure A' is less, in virtue of the constraint applied to the

walls.

Returning to the compressed gas, we now recognise that it is the pressure

Bp which is the force and — Sv the effect, corresponding respectively with A
and X of the general theorem. But we may still feel a doubt as to which is

the constrained condition, the isothermal or the adiabatic, and without a

decision on this point no statement can be made. It is, however, evident

that if the general theorem is applicable at all, the adiabatic condition must
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be regarded as the constrained one, since the response is to be diminished by

a constraint.

The justification of this view does not seem difficult. The gas may be

supposed to be confined in a cylinder under a piston, and the walls of the

cylinder may be taken to be so massive as to control the temperature of the

gas when undergoing slow alterations of volume. The necessary interchanges

of heat take place of themselves, and the condition is one of freedom from

constraint. We pass to the adiabatic condition by preventing this accom-

modation. The flow of heat may be stopped by the introduction of a non-

conducting layer or in any other way, and the operation has the character

of a constraint. Since the motion of heat in a conductor is due to differences

of temperature, the former is assimilated to the displacement and the latter

to the force of the purely mechanical problem. The same conclusion follows

from a consideration of the thermodynamic potential.

Instead of a gas we may take a vapour in contact with liquid, say steam

in contact with water. The pressure is now a function of temperature only,

so that if the pressure is increased while the temperature remains unchanged,

the whole of the steam is condensed, and the volume is greatly reduced. If

by a constraint the outward passage of heat is prevented, the temperature

rises and the reduction of volume soon ceases, in accordance with the

principle.

Or again, we may suppose that the temperature is raised by a given

amount, in the first case under constant pressure (no constraint), or, secondly,

under constant volume, namely, with constraint. The passage of heat is less

in the second case.

Electrostatic problems, governed by a potential energy function, are seen

to be included under those of ordinary mechanics. Imagine two conductors,

near enough to influence one another, of which the first can be connected

with a battery (the other pole of which is earthed), whilst the second can be

connected directly to earth. In the first case (of no constraint), the second

conductor is earthed, and a certain charge enters the first conductor as the

result of the battery contact. In the second case, the earth connexion of

the second conductor is broken before battery contact is made. The breaking

of this contact introduces a constraint, and the charge on the first conductor

is reduced. In all such problems potential corresponds with force and charge

corresponds with displacement.

In problems relating to steady electric currents maintained against re-

sistance, the dissipation function takes the place of the energy function. If

an electromotive force act on any branch of a network of conductors, it

generates less current, and accordingly does less work, when an interruption

occurs, as by breaking a contact in any part of the system.
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ON PERIODIC IRROTATIONAL WAVES AT THE SURFACE
OF DEEP WATER.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxiii. pp. :^81—389, 1917.]

The treatment of this question by Stokes, using series proceeding by

ascending powers of the height of the waves, is well known. In a paper with

the above title* it has been criticised rather severely by Burnside, who

concludes that " these successive approximations can not be used for purposes

of numerical calculation...." Further, Burnside considers that a numerical

discrepancy which he encountered may be regarded as suggesting the non-

existence of permanent irrotational waves. It so happens that on this point

I myself expressed scepticism in an early paper f, but afterwards I accepted

the existence of such waves on the later arguments of Stokes, M'^^(Jowan|, and

of Korteweg and De Vries§. In 1911|| I showed that the method of the early

paper could be extended so as to obtain all the later results of Stokes.

The discrepancy that weighed with Burnside lies in the fact that the

value of /3 (see equation (1) below) found best to satisfy the conditions in

the case of a = J differs by about 50 per cent, from that given by Stokes'

formula, viz. /3 = — ^a\ It seems to me that too much was expected. A series

proceeding by powers of J need not be very convergent. One is reminded of

a parallel instance in the lunar theory where the motion of the moon's apse,

calculated from the first approximation, is doubled at the next step. Similarly

here the next approximation largely increases the numerical value of ^.

When a smaller a is chosen (jq), series developed on Stokes' plan give

satisfactory results, even though they may not converge so rapidly as might

be wished.

The question of the convergency of these series is distinct from that of the

existence of permanent waves. Of course a strict mathematical proof of their

existence is a desideratum ; but I think that the reader who follows the

results of the calculations here put forward is likely to be convinced that

* Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. Vol. xv. p. 20 (1915).

t Phil. Mag. Vol. i. p. 257 (187G) ; Scientific Papers, Vo). i. p. 261.

X Phil. Blag. Vol. xxxii. pp. 45, 553 (1891).

§ Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxix. p. 422 (1895).

II
Phil. Mag. Vol. xxi. p. 183 (1911). [This volume, p. 11.]
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permanent waves of moderate height do exist. If this is so, and if Stokes'

series are convergent in the mathematical sense for such heights, it appears

very unlikely that the case will be altered until the wave attains the greatest

admissible elevation, when, as Stokes showed, the crest comes to an edge at

an angle of 120".

It may be remarked that most of the authorities mentioned above express

belief in the existence of permanent waves, even though the water be not

deep, provided of course that the bottom be flat. A further question may be

raised as to whether it is necessary that gravity be constant at different levels.

In the paper first cited I showed that, under a gravity inverselj' as the cube

of the distance from the bottom, very long waves are permanent. It may be

that under a wide range of laws of gravity permanent waves exist.

Following the method of my paper of 1911, we suppose for brevity that

the wave-length is lir, the velocity of propagation unity*, and we take as the

expression for the stream-function of the waves, reduced to rest,

^ = y — ae~y cos x — /3e~^^ cos 2x — lye^'^v cos 3a;

— Se~"'i' cos 4a; — €e~^y cos 5a;, ( 1

)

in which x is measured horizontally and y vertically downwards. This ex-

pression evidently satisfies the differential equation to which i/r is subject,

whatever may be the values of the constants a, 13, &c. And, much as before,

we shall find that the surface condition can be satisfied to the order of a'

inclusive
;

/S, 7, B, e being respectively of orders a', a', a", a'.

We suppose that the free surface is the stream-line -^ = 0, and the

constancy of pressure there imposed requires the constancy of U^ — 2gy, where

O, representing the resultant velocity, is equal to \/{{d-\lf/dxf + {d-^/dyy}, and

g is the constant acceleration of gravity now to be determined. Thus when

U^-2gy = l + 2{l-g)y + a-e-^J + 2^e-"J cos 2,c

4- 476-^2' cos 3a; + Qhe^^'J cos ^x + See''^" cos 5x

+ 4a/Se~^i' cos x + 6a7e~''i' cos ix + SaSe-'J' cos 3a; ( 2

)

correct to a' inclusive. On the right of (2) we have to expand the exponentials

and substitute for the various powers of y expressions in terms of a;.

It may be well to reproduce the process as formerly given, omitting 8 and

e, and carrying (2) only to the order 0°. We have from (1) as successive

approximations to y:—
y = ae^y cos a; = a cos a;; (3)

* The extension to arbitrary wave-leugth3 and velocities may be efieotecl at any time by

attention to dimensions.
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y = a(l — 2/)cos« = — |a^ + acosa; - Ja^cos 2j;; (4)

y = a(l-i/ + if)cosa;

= — -^a^ + a (1 + |a-) cos x — \(£- cos "L.r + -|a' cos Zx, (5)

which is correct to a" inclusive, /S being of order a*. In calculating (2) to the

approximation now intended we omit the term in 07. In association with a/3

and 7 we take e~^^ = 1 ; in association with ^, e^^s' = 1—2^; while

Thus on substitution for y"- and y from (5)

(re--v = a- [1 — 2^ -I- a- — 4a-' cos x-V 'f' cos 2.(; — ^ a' cos 3«j.

In like manner

2^e~-v cos 2.'(; = 2^ cos 2,-; - 2a;S (cos x + cos 'ix).

Since the terms in cos x are of the fifth order, we may replace a cos x by ?/,

and we get

U'' - 2gy =1 + 0? + a' + -ly {\ - g - a' - 2a' + /3)

+ {ol' + 2/3) cos 2x + (- fa" + 47 - ia^) cos S.c (6)

The constancy of (6) requires the annulment of the coefficients of y and

of cos 2x and cos 3a;, so that

/3 = -4a*, 7 = Aa^ ij)

and ^ = 1 — a- — f a^ (8)

The value of (7 in (8) differs from that expressed in equation (11) of my
former paper. The cause is to be found in the difference of suppositions with

respect to ^. Here we have taken t/t = at the free surface, which leads to

a constant term in the expression for y, as seen in (5), while formerly the

constant term was made to disappear by a ditferent choice of -v/r.

There is no essential difficulty in carrying the approximation to y two

stages further than is attained in (5). If S, e are of the 6th and 7th order,

they do not appear. The longest part of the work is the expression of e^y as

a function of x. We get

, 3a= 125a^ , , ,,e-y=l+ - .- + -,,-- cos « o + 2a3

„ (3o-^ 125a^ ^1 2a^' ., 12.5a^
+ cos2xj-^+~-^-/3)---^cos.U+ ^^^^^-cos4a;, ...(9)

and thence from Q)

, , , f
9a5 625a= 3a/3)

y = _ia.-„. + cos*|a +^ + ^g2 -^-|

, 4a^ ^ ., f3a^ «25a"> 3a;S 1

ia= + ^-/S| + cos3,.|-+ 3,,^- --2- +7}

— ^ cos 4<x + - cos .5a' (10)
3 3o4
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When we introduce the values of /3 and 7, already determined in (7) with

sufficient approximation, we have

, , , f
9a^ 769a=

2/ = --|a--a^ + cosa^|«+~ + -jy2

„ [oe \la*\ „ [ia? 315a') a^ , 125a=

in agreement with equations (13), (18) of my former paper when allowance is

made for the different suppositions with respect to i/r, as may be effected by

expressing both results in terms of a, the coefficient of cos x, instead of a.

The next step is the further development of the pressure equation (2), so

as to include terms of the order a'. Where /3, 7, etc. occur as factors, the

expression for y to the third order, as in (5), suffices; but a more accurate

value is required in c?e~-y. Expanding the exponentials and replacing products

of cosines by cosines of sums and differences, we find in the first place

[ A r ^ n 37a' 97a^/3 9a--'7

+ cos*'j -4a''+2o(/3- ^- + --r^ - '

+ cos 2x\oL'+2p+ ~- 2a^/S

+ cos-3a; i
- -q" ~ 2a/3 + 47 j~ H ~- + 3a-y - 4a6

+ cos 4« j —r- + 2a-/3 — 607 + 68

^ (
37o' 25a'/3 15a=7 , ^ .

,
^ ) ,iow

4- cos 5a;
j -^ p^^ + —^.,-^ - 12aS + 8e^ (12)*

From the terms in cos x we now eliminate cos x by means of

a cos a; = 2/ (1 - fa'') + ^o^ + ia^ cos ixf,

thus altering those terms of (12) which are constant, and which contain y

and cos 2x. Thus modified, (12) becomes

f7^-2(/2/ = l + a= + a^+^-3a=^

+ 22/ l-^-a^-2«^ + ^-7a« +-^^-^
24 4

j

+ cos 2x \a' + 2/3 + ^' - a.'/3

+ cos3^{-^-2«^ +47-^ +^^ + 3a-^7-4as}

85 5
[* The terms in a''/3(eosa;, cos3x) should read + -g- a'/S cos a^, +- a^/J cosSj; ; apparently the

term - 4a3^ cos x cos 2x had been omitted from the development of 2/3e-2!/ eos 2x.

t Since terms of on

for a cos a;. W. F. S.]

3

t Since terms of order a? are retained, the term - g a^ cos 3x should be added to the expression

R. VI. ^1
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+ COS ix •'^ + 2a-/3 - Gay + 6B

+ cos5«-'--.,-^j - -^-,'^ + ^-'-12aS + 86| (13)*

The constant part has no significance for our purpose, and the term in y can

be made to vanish by a jjroper choice of g.

If we use onl}' a, none of the cosines can be made to disappear, and the

vakie of (7 is

^ = l-a--2a^-7a*' (14)

When we inckide also ^, we can annul the term in cos 2x by making

;3 = _f(l + 29-), (15)

and with this value of /3

„ 5a' 619a« ,,^,*
5,= 1_«.___ _ (16)*

But unless a is very small, regard to the term in cos '3x suggests a higher

value of /3 as the moi'e favourable on the whole.

With the further aid of 7 we can annul the terms both in cos 2x and in

cos 3.r. The value of is as before. That of 7 is given by

y-U'^'-f^) <"'•

and with this is associated

^ = ^-«^-T-'#" (^^^*

The inclusion of h and e does not alter the value of g in this order of

approximation, but it allows us to annul the terms in cos ix and cos ox. The

appropriate values are

a'' ri'

^ = -7-2' ^ =^' (1^)

and the accompanying value of 7 is given by

a' / 41oa=, /oA\«
^ = viV'^~-i\)'

^^^^

while /3 remains as in (15).

We now proceed to consider how far these approximations are successful,

for which purpose we must choose a value for a. Prof Burnside took a=\.
With this value the second term of ^8 in (15) is nearly one-third of the first

(Stokes') term, and the second term of 7 in (20) is actually larger* than the

[* With the alteratious specified in the footnotes on p. 481, the terms in (13) involving a^^y,

14.3 / .31 1 \
and (a', a';3) cos 3.r, become ly . ^ a^^S, and cos 3.r I - — a^'i-- a^/3

J.
Then tlie highest terms in

(16), (17), (18), and (20) become respectively -^a", ^(+ ^a^V _ ^a", and ^ ( + ^ a2

the second term iu (20) being now little more than half the first when a. = \. W. F. S.]
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first. If the series are to be depended upon, we must clearly take a smaller

value. I have chosen a = ^-L, and this makes by (15), (18), (20)

^ = -•000,052,42, 7 = -000,000,!)76, 5r
= -989,736,92 (21)*

The next step is the calculation of approximate values of y from (11),

which now takes the form

y = - -0051 + 101,165,0 cos *

- -005,183,3 cos 2a; + -000,399,6 cos 3,r

- -000,033,3 cos 4a; + -000,003,3 cos 5a: (22)

For example, when x = Q,y = -091,251,3. The values of y calculated from

(22) at steps of 22 J° (as in Burnside's work) are shown in column 2 of Table I.

We have next to examine how nearly the value of y afforded by (22) really

makes <^ vanish, and if necessary to calculate corrections. To this h and e in

(1) do not contribute sensibly and we find -\|f = + -000,015,4 for a; = 0. In

order to reduce -^ to zero, we must correct the value of y. With sufficient

approximation we have in general

g-^ = Sy (1 + J^ e-y cos a)-'-,

or in the present case

. -000,015,4 r,cr,r,.,,y^
1-091 " ~ 000,014,1,

so that the corrected value oi y for a; = is -091,237,2. If we repeat the

calculation, using the new value of y, we find ^ =0.

TABLE I.t

X
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In the fourth column are recorded the values of U^ — 2gy — I, calculated

from (1) with omission of B and e, and with the corrected values of 3/. d-^/dx,

d^jdy were first found separately, and then TJ- as the sum of the two squares.

The values of /S, 7, g employed are those given in (15), (18), (20). The form

of i/r in (1) with these values of the constants vanishes when y takes the

values of the third column, and the pressure at the surface is also constant to

a high degree of approximation. The greatest difference is ("000,001,0), which

may be compared with '4, the latter amount representing the corresponding

statical difference at the crest and trough of the wave. According to this

standard the pressure at the surface is constant to 2| parts in a million*-

The advantage gained by the introduction of /3 and 7 will be better

estimated by comparison with a similar calculation where only a (still equal

to Jjj) and g are retained. By ( 2 ) in this case

W'-2gy-l=a-e-'y + 2{l-g)y (23)

Table II shows the values of y and of a-e^^^ corresponding to the same

values of X as before. The fourth column gives (23) when g is so determined

as to make the values equal at 0° and 180°. It appears that the discrepancy

in the values of V^ — 2gy is reduced 200 times by the introduction of ^ and 7,

even when we tie ourselves to the values of /3, 7, g prescribed by approxi-

mations on the lines of Stakes.

TABLE II.

X
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and S{U'^ — -[III) = 2a (8,8 — hg) cos x + 2S/3 cos 2.r

+ 2 (2S7 - ah^) cos 3,/' - 6087 cos 4a' (25)

For the present purpose we need only to introduce 8/3, and with sufficient

accuracy we may take

8(C/=-2f/!/)=2S^cos2«. (26)

We suppose 8/3 = - -000,000,2, so that the new value of /3 is - -000,052,6.

Introducing corrections according to (26) and writing only the hist two figures,

we obtain column 5 of Table I, in which the greatest discrepancy is reduced

from 10 to 4—almost as far as the arithmetic allows—and becomes but one-

millionth of the statical difference between crest and trough. This is the

degree of accuracy attained when we take simply

\\r = y — ae~-' cos X — /3e~-^ cos 2^ — ^e^'" cos Sj', (27)

with a = Yj, g and 7 determined by Stokes' method, and /3 determined so as

to give the best agreement*.

[1919. Reference may be made to Wilton, Phil. Mag. Vol. 27, p. 3S5,

1914; also to Havelock, Roy. Soc. Proc, Vol. A 95, p. 38, 1918.]

[* If we include the first 3 terms of (25), and write

5 (P2 - igy) = -000,000,2 cos x - -000,000,4 cos 2x + -000,000,2 cosSa:,

corresponding to 3,8= --000,000,2, 87= + -000,000,04, Sg= --000,001,2, we find that the cor-

rected values of the last two figures of U^-2gy-l, given in footnote J on p. 483, become

45, 4.5, 44, 45, 46, 46, 45, 46, 45, taken in the same order ; these results would not be aflected

by including the term in (25) involving cos ix. Thus the greatest discrepancy is reduced from

11 to 2, becoming only half one-millionth of the statical dift'erence. The new values of /3, 7,

and g, thus determined so as to give the best agreement, are /3 = - -000,052,6, 7 = -000,000,94,

i(
= -989,736,2. W. F. S.]
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ON THE SUGGESTED ANALOGY BETWEEN THE CONDUCTION
OF HEAT AND MOMENTUM DURING THE TURBULENT
MOTION OF A FLUID.

[Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, T. 941, 1917.]

The idea that the passage of heat from solids to liquids moving past them

is giiverned by the same principles as apply in virtue of viscosity to the

passage of momentum, originated with Reynolds (Ulnnch ester Proc., 1874);

and it has been further developed by Stanton {Phil. Trans., Vol. cxc. p. 67,

1897; Tech. Rep. Adv. Committee, 1912-13, p. 45) and Lancbester (same Report,

p. 40). Both these writers express some doubt as to the exactitude of the

analogy, or at any rate of the proofs which have been given of it. The object

of the present note is to show definitely that the analogy is not complete.

The problem which is the simplest, and presumably the most favourable

to the analogy, is that of fluid enclosed between two parallel plane solid,

surfaces. One of these surfaces at i/ = is supposed to be fixed, while the

other at 1/ = 1 moves in the direction of x in its own plane with unit velocity.

If the motion of the fluid is in plane strata, as would happen if the viscosity

were high enough, the velocity u in permanent regime of any stratum y is

represented by y simply. And by definition, if the viscosity be unity, the

tangential traction per unit area on the bounding planes is also unity.

Let us now suppose that the fixed surface is maintained at temperature 0,

and the moving surface at temperature 1. So long as the motion is stratified,

the flow of heat is the same as if the fluid were at rest, and the temperature

{0) at any stratum y has the same value y as has it. If the conductivity is

unit}', the passage of heat per unit area and unit time is also unity. In this

case, the analogy under examination is seen to be complete. The question

is—will it still hold when the motion becomes turbulent? It appears that

the identity in the values of 6 and u then fails.

The equations for the motion of the fluid when there are no impressed

forces are

Du 1 dp _„

Dt p dx
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with two similar
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THE THEORY OF ANOMALOUS DISPERSION.

{Philosophical Magazine, \o\. xxxiii. pp. 496—499, 1917.]

In a short note* with the above title I pointed out that Maxwell as early

as 18(39 in a published examination paper had given the appropriate formulae,

thus anticipating the work of Sellmeierf and Helmholtzj. It will easily

be understood that the German writers were unacquainted with Maxwell's

formulae, which indeed seem to have been little known even in England.

I have thought that it would be of more than historical interest to examine

the relation between ^Maxwell's and Helmholtz's work. It appears that the

generalization attempted by the latter is nugatory, unless we are prepared to

accept a refractive index in the dispersive medium becoming infinite with the

wave-length in vacuo.

In the aether the equation of plane waves propagated in the direction of

.-r is in Maxwell's notation

pd'r,ldf = Ed-r^ldx\ (1)

where t] is the transverse displacement at any point x and time t, p is the

density and E the coefficient of elasticity. Maxwell supposes " that every

part of this medium is connected with an atom of other matter by an

attractive force varying as distance, and that there is also a force of resistance

between the medium and the atoms varying as their relative velocity, the

atoms being independent of each other"; and he shows that the equations of

propagation in this compound medium are

where p and o- are the quantities of the medium and of the atoms respectively

in unit of volume, r; is the displacement of the medium, and r) + ^ that of the

atoms, crp-^ is the attraction, and crRd^/dt is the resistance to the relative

motion per unit of volume.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xlviii. p. 151 (1899) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 413. A misprint is now
corrected, see (4) below.

t Pogg. Ann. cxmi. p. 272 (1871).

J Pogg. Anti. CLiv. p. 582 (1874) ; IVissenschaftliche Ahhandlunpen, Band ii. p. 213.
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C)n the assumption that

17, ^ = (C, B) e'^«tg-iui-i-mi«}x^ (3-)

we get Maxwell's results*

1 1 _ p + cr an- p- — n^

v^~¥^'~' ~E' ^ X (jf- - n'f + R^ '
^^

A=^' ^ (5)
vln E {j)--n-y + R'n^ ^ '

Here v is the velocity of propagation of phase, and I is the distance the waves

must run in order that the amplitude of vibration may be reduced in the

ratio e : 1.

\Yhen we suppose that i? = 0, and consequently that / = cc
, (4) simplifies.

If ^0 be the velocity in aether {a- = 0), and v be the refractive index,

i'- = -i = n—r—2 ("'
v^ p p — 1V

For comparison with experiment, results are often conveniently expressed

in terms of the wave-lengths in free aether corresponding with the frequencies

in question. Thus, if X correspond with n and A with p, (6) may be written

^^ = l + pX^3A^' ^'^

—the dispersion formula commonly named after Sellmeier. It will be observed

that p, X refer to the vibrations which the atoms might freely execute when

the Eether is maintained at rest (r; = 0).

If we suppose that n is infinitely small, or A, infinitely great,

".— l + ^/p. (8)

thus remaining finite.

Helmholtz in his investigation also introduces a dissipative force, as is

necessary to avoid infinities when n =]), but one differing from Maxwell's, in

that it is dependent upon the absolute velocity of the atoms instead of upon

the relative velocity of tether and matter. A more important difference is

the introduction of an additional force of restitution {a^x), proportional to the

absolute displacement of the atoms. His equations are

^S=«=S+^=(^-^)' ^^)t

-S=/3n?--)-«=-7^| (10)

* Thus in Maxwell's original statement. In my quotation of 1899 the sign of the second term

in (4) was erroneously given as plus.

t What was doubtless meant to be d-^/dy- appears as d^i/dx", bringing in x in two senses.
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This notation is so different from Maxwell's, that it may be well to exhibit

explicitly the correspondence of symbols.

Helraholtz .

.

Maxwell EV I P

/3^ m a^
[

c
j

k

I

V 1//

When there is no dissipation (E = 0, 7' = 0), these interchanges harmonize

the two pairs of equations. The terms involving respectively R and 7- follow

different laws.

Similarly Helmholtz's results

1 _ fc- /x /3^ 13' mn' -a-- ^- .^j.

c° li- " a- aV a"n' {mn- — a- — f3-}- + Yn-

'

^^_ /3V 1
(12)*

en d'n (?((?i^ — ft- — /3^)- + 7''«^'

identify themselves with Maxwell's, when we omit R and 7'- and make o- = 0.

In order to examine the effect of a^ we see that when 7 = 0, (11) becomes

1 /u. /3" mn' — a' ,,o\

c a.- «-/(- mn- — cr — p-

or in terms of v^ (= c^-\&^,

^ ^^^H-a^/^r
;u, 'law — a- — Id-

It now in (14) we suppose n = 0, or A, = x , we find that i* = x
,
unless a^ = 0.

If aJ^ = 0, we get, in harmony with (6),

.^=i-V^«^v <^5)
/j,{rnn- — p^)

which is finite, unless m?i" = ^^. It is singular that Helmholtz makes precisely

opposite statements f :

—
" Wenn a = 0, wird h = () und 1/c = x

;
sonst werden

beide Werthe endlich sein."

The same conclusion may be deduced immediately from the original

equations (9), (10). For if the frequency be zero and the velocity of pro-

pagation in the medium finite, all the differential coefficients may be omitted;

so that (9) requires a; — ^ = and (10) then gives a^ — 0.

Wiillner+, retaining a- in Helmholtz's equation, writes (14) in the form

i^==l-PV + ^,'^^'
,,. (16)

A." — iV.-

[* The result (12) is so given by Helmholtz; but the first "-" should be + ", involving

some further corrections in Helmholtz's paper.

+ Helmholtz, however, supposes 7 + 0, and on that supposition his statements appear to be

correct. They cannot, however, legitimately be deduced, as appears to be assumed by Helmholtz,

from the equations which in his paper immediately precede those statements, since those

equations are obtained on the understanding that the ratio of the right-hand side of (12) to that

of (11) is zero when n = 0, which is not the case when a absolutely = 0. W. F. S.]

J Wied. Ann. xvii. p. 580; xxiii. p. 306.
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applicable when there is no absorption. And he finds that in many cases the

facts of observation require us to suppose P=Q. This is obviously the

condition that "'- shall remain finite when X = x , and it requires that a- in

Helmholtz's equation be zero. It is true that in some cases a better agreement

with observation may be obtained by allowing Q to differ slightly from P, but

this circumstance is of little significance. The introduction of a new arbitrary

constant into an empirical formula will naturally effect some improvement

over a limited range.

It remains to consider whether (t priori we have grounds for the assumption

that V is finite when X = » . On the electromagnetic theory this should

certainly be the case. Moreover, an infinite refractive index must entail

complete reflexion when radiation falls upon the substance, even at perpen-

dicular incidence. .So far. as observation goes, there is no reason for thinking

that dark heat is so reflected. It would seem then that the introduction of

aF is a step in the wrong direction and that Helmholtz's formulae are no

improvement upon Maxwell's *.

It is scarcely necessary to add that the full development of these ideas

requires the recognition of more than one resonance as admissible (Sellmeier).

[* Similarly, the substitution of a dissipative force " dependent upon the absolute velocity of

the atoms instead of upon the relative velocity of aether and matter "
(p. 489 above) appears to

be the reverse of an improvement, since Maxwell's results (4) and (5) above lead to a finite v

when n = 0, but JJ + (cf. p. 490 and footnote f). W. F. S.]
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ox THE REFLECTION OF LIGHT FROM A REGULARLY
STRATIFIED MEDIUM.

[Proceedings .of the Royal Bocietij, A, Vol. xciii. pp. 565—577, 1917.]

The remarkable coloured reflection from certain crystals of chlorate of

potash described bv Stokes*, the colours of old decomposed glass, and probably

those of some beetles and butterflies, lend interest to the calculation of

reflection from a regular stratification, in which the alternate strata, each

uniform and of constant thickness, differ in refractivity. The higher the

number of strata, supposed perfectly regular, the nearer is the approach to

homogeneity in the light of the favoured wave-lengths. In a crystal of

chlorate described by R. W. Wood, the purity observed would require some

700 alternations combined with a very high degree of regularity. A general

idea of what is to be expected may be arrived at by considering the case

where a single reflection is very feeble, but when the component reflections

are more vigorous, or when the number of alternations is very great, a more

detailed examination is required. Such is the aim of the present communi-

cation.

The calculation of the aggi-egate reflection and transmission by a single

parallel plate of transparent material has long been known, but it may be

convenient to recapitulate it. At each reflection or refraction the amplitude

of the incident wave is supposed to be altered by a certain factor. When
the light proceeds at A from the surrounding medium to the plate, the factor

for reflection will be supposed to be h', and for refraction c ; the corresponding

quantities when the progress at B is from the plate to the surrounding medium

may be denoted by e', f. Denoting the incident vibration by unity, we have

then for the first component of the reflected wave &', for the second c'e' fe~^^^,

for the third c'e'^ /'e~^'*^, and so on, all reckoned as at the first surface A.

Here h denotes the linear retardation of the second reflection as compared

with the first, due to the thickness of the plate, and it is given b}'

S = 2/i2'cosa', (1)

* Jloy. Soc. Proc, February, 188.5. See also Eayleigh, Phil. Mag. Vol. xxiv. p. 145 (1887),

Vol. XXVI. pp. 241, 256 (1888); Scientific Papers, Vol. in. pp. 1, 190, 204, 264.
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where /a. is the refractive index, T the thickness, and a the angle of refraction

within the plate. Alsu k = 27r/\, X being the wave-length. Adding together

the various reflections and summing the infinite geometric series, we find

c'e'/V ikS

^' + f^1^^a (2)

In like manner for the wave transmitted through the plate we get

c7' + cyeV**^«+... = ^—^^, (3)

the incident and transmitted waves being reckoned as at A.

The quantities h', c', e', f are not independent. The simplest way to find

the relations between them is to trace the consequences of supposing 8 =
in (2) and (3). For it is evident a priori that, with a plate of vanishing

thickness, there must be a vanishing reflection and an undisturbed total

transmission*. Accordingly,

&' + e' = 0, c'f' = l-e\ (4)

the first of which embodies Arago's law of the equality of reflections, as well

as the famous " loss of half an undulation." Using these, and substituting t;

for e, we find for the reflected vibration,

7? (1 - e-'*-"*)

1 — ri'^e~

and for the transmitted vibration

In dealing with a single plate, we are usually concerned only with inten-

sities, represented by the squares of the moduli of these expressions. Thus,

( 1 — cos kKf + sin'' kh
intensity oi reflected light = v- ~

-„ r-^r:;; . -
'

„,;-^ ^ ' (I - V- cos kBy- + 7)'^ am- kB

I — 2r)- cos kS + v*

'

Intensity of transmitted light=- -^>—;

r?^-—:, (8)
•' ° 1 — 2rj- COS kb + 7]^

the sum of the two expressions being unity, as was to be expected.

According to (7), not only does the reflected light vanish completely when

S = 0, but also whenever \kh = STr, s being an integer; that is, whenever

h = s\.

Returning to (.5) and (6), we may remark that, in supposing k real, we\re

postulating a transparent plate. The effect of absorption might be included

by allowing k to be complex.

"" " Wave Theory of Light," Encij. Brit. Vol. xxiv. 1888 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 6L

-iU '
(^)

..a (6)
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When we pass from a single plate to consider the operation of a number

of plates of equal thicknesses and separated by equal intervals, the question

of phase assumes importance. It is convenient to refer the vibrations to

points such as 0, 0', bisecting the intervals between the plates ; see figure,

where for simplicity the incidence is regarded as perpendicular. When we

0'

A^ A^

reckon the incident and reflected waves from instead of A, we must

introduce the additional factor g-i'**', S' for the inter\al corresponding to h for

the plate. Thus (5) becomes

= r. .(9)
1 -7]"e-^^^

Si.i also if we reckon the transmitted wave at 0', instead of A, we must

introduce the factor 6"='*='^+*', and (6) becomes

= t. .(10)
1 - -rf-e-'^^

The introduction of the new exponential factors does not interfere with

the moduli, so that still

|r=!+ <^ =1 (11)

Further, we see that

r _ »? (1 — e~'**) _ 1%T) sai\hh

t~~ {\-rfje^'^^^ \^^' *^ '

and thus (in the case of transparency) r/^is a pure imaginary. In accordance

with (11) and (12) it is permitted to write

r = sin ^ .
e'c, t = icos0. e'>, (13)

in which and p are real and

2ri sin ^ kB
tan t) =

Also from (9), (13)

1-1?^

p = S7r-x-^k{B + S')-i7r,

where s is an integer and
?)-' sin kB

tan y = t;

kB-

.(14)

.(15)

.(16)

The calculation for a set of equal and equidistant plates may follow the

lines of Stokes' work for a pile of plates, where intensities were alone regarded*.

» Roy. Soc. Proc. 1862; Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. iv. p. 145.
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In that case there was no need to refer the vibrations to particular points,

but for our purpose we refer the vibrations always to the points 0, 0', etc.,

bisecting the intervals between the plates. On this understanding the formal

expressions are the same. (f>m denotes the reflection from m plates, referred

to the point in front of the plates ; yjr^^ the transmission referred to a point

Om behind the last plate. " Consider a system of m + n plates, and imagine

these gTOuped into two systems, of m and n plates respectively. The incident

light being represented by unity, the light ^^ will be reflected from the first

group, and -v/r,,! will be transmitted. Of the latter the fraction yjrn will be

transmitted by the second group, and <pn reflected. Of the latter the fraction

v/r™ will be transmitted by the first group, and (p^ reflected, and so on.

Hence we get for the light reflected by the whole system,

and for the light transmitted

which gives, by summing the two geometric series,

<j>m+n = <t>m + ^
"\ ", ' (17)

1 — Cpm<Pn

The argument applies equally in our case, only 0,„, etc., now denote

complex quantities by which the amplitudes of vibration are multiplied,

instead of real positive quantities, less than unity, relating to intensities.

By definition ^i = r, ->|ri = t.

Before proceeding further, we may consider the comparatively simple cases

of two or three plates. Putting m = n = 1, we get from (17), (18)

*.=^^lf^>. ^.=r^ w
By (13), 1 - r^ + <" = 1 - e-'", and thus

*.='4^' m
It appears that <^2 vanishes not only when r = 0, but also independently

of r when cos 2/3=1. In this case 1/^2 = - 1.

When cos 2/3 = 1, r- = + sin 6,t=±i cos 6, so that r is real and t is a pure

imaginary. From (9) we find that a real r requires that

cosP'(8^-S') = ';^cosi^(8'-S), (21)

or, as it may also be written,

t&n^kh.t&n^kh' = }^[ (22)
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When 77 is small we see that

k(S+ 0') = (2s + l)7r, or S + S' = (2.s + l)\/2.

In this case only the first and second components of the aggregate reflection

are sensible.

If there are three plates we may suppose in (17) m= 2, /(,= 1.

Thus ct., = (^., + ,-^/- , (23)

(p2 and i|f„ being given by (19). If (^3 = 0,

(p.{l-rcf)„) + rf.f = (24)

In tenns of p and 9

_sin6'(l -e">)e'> __ cos-(9e=^'' g.,
"^'^

1 - sin^ 6'e^'>~ ' "^'^ " 1 - sin^6'e^'>

^
'^^

Using these in (24), we find that either sin 0, and therefore r, is equal to zero,

or else that

E- cos-* + E{2-E)(l-E) cos^ ^ + (1 - £'>^ = 0, (26)

E being written for e"i'. By solution of the quadratic

cos^ (9 = -
( 1 - EfjE or 1 - E-\

The second alternative is inadmissible, since it makes the denominators

zero in (2.5). The first alternative gives

-E" = cos 2p + i sin 2p = 1 -
"I
cos= ±i cos a/(1 - i cos= 0),

whence cos = ±2 sinp (27)

When T), and therefore ?-, is small, cos ^ = 1 nearly, and x in (15) may be

omitted. Hence
S + 8' = X(ior f) + s\, (28)

as might have been expected.

If we suppose e"'' = l, <fi.
= 0, \jr., = —l, and (2.3) gives ^3 = r. It is easy

to recognize that for every odd number (j),^ = r, and for every even number

In his solution of the functional equations (17), (18)*, Stokes regards cf>

and yjr as functions of continuous variables m and n, and he obtains it with

the aid of a differential equation. The following process seems simpler, and

has the advantage of not introducing other than integi-al values of m and n.

If we make m = 1 in (17),

*— f?tk- *-»'

or if we write Un = rcp^ — 1,

w„+iM„ + (l-r- + f)«„ + !;- = (30)

* Stirling has shown, Eoy. Soc. Proc. A, Vol. xc. p. 237 (1914), that the two equations are

not independent, (18) being derivable from (17).
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In this we assume i/,i= v„^,;Vn, so that

Vn+2 + {l-r-'' + f)Vn+^ + t-Vn=0 (31)

The solution of (31) is

where ^ + g = r--<2_i_ pq = t\ (32)

and H, K are arbitrary constants. Accordingly

_ Hjf'+' + K(f+^
""~"

Hp- + K(f^' (-^3)

in which there is but one constant of integration effectively.

This constant may be determined from the case of n = 1, for which
u, = f'-l. By means of (32) we get (p + I) H + (q + 1) I{ = 0^

so that Un = - V
— / ^-^ ('34^

(q + l)jr-(p + j)cf '
^^*^

and (^ + l)(>? + l)[p"-g»}

r{(q + l)p''-{p + l)qn]'

or since by (32) r- = (^ + l)(q + l)^

i" - 6-"

y©=^' y(ff;)=^^
(^«)

In order to find i/r,„ we may put w = 1 in (17); and by use of (29), with m
substituted for )(, we get

Ym' = -I — (pm 1- '

r

and on reduction with use of (35), (32),

^-=±a6™-a-'6-™ ^^^^

By putting m = 0, we see that the upper sign is to be taken.

The expressions thus obtained are those of Stokes:

b'"'-b-'"' a-a-'- ab'" - a-^b-"" ^ ^

The connexion between a, b and r, t is established by setting in = \. Thus

'• ^ ^ ^ I (39)

In Stokes' problem, where r, t, (/>, -^jr represent intensities, a and b are real.

If there is no absorption, r + f = 1, so that a — 1, 6 — 1 are vanishing quantities.

In this case

r _ t _ 1

6-1 ~a-l~a-l+6-l'
E. VI. 32
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and ^ = ^^ = I (40)
?)ir 1 - r I + {m - 1 ) ) ^ ^

When 7n tends to infinity,
(f>„j

approaches unity, and -v/^,„ approaches zero.

For many purposes, equations (38), (39) may conveniently be written in

another form, by making b = e^, a = e". Thus

(pm ^ ^m. ^_^ 1
,^^.

sinh?»y3 sinhft sinh (a + h;/3)
' '

\ '

.

'• -
.

^ -
.

1 (42)
sinh ^ sinh a sinh (a + /3)

'

where in Stokes' problem a and ^ are real, and are uniquely determined in

terms of r and t by (44), (46) below*.

If we form the expression for (1 + r- — <^), 2r by means of (42), we find that

it is equal to cosh a. Also

smh-. = Ki+o--^;;Ki-^-)--^-},
(43^

from which we see that, if r and t are real positive quantities, such that

r -\- 1< 1, sinh a is real. Similarly, sinh /3, sinh (a + /3) iire real.

Passing now to my proper problem, where r and t are complex factors,

represented (when there is no absorption) by (13), we have

,
1 + ?-=^ - <- cos p ,

cosh a= =;
=-.—^, (44)

2r sin fc*

so that cosh a is real. Also

. , „ cos= p ,

smh-o(= . ,

'

— 1 (4-3)
sm-

If we write a = a, + lo..,, /3 = /3i + i02, where a^, o.^, /3i, y3o are real,

sinh a = sinh a-^ cos a^ 4- % cosh «i sin «2,

cosh a. = cosh Oi cos a, + % sinh cxi sin a,-

Since cosh a is real, either a, or sin Oo must vanish. In the first case,

sinh a. = i sin a^, and (4.5) shows that this can occur only when sin^ d > cos- p.

In the second case (sina„ = 0), sinh^ a = sinh'-^ Oi, which requires that

sin^ < cos- p.

Similarly if we interchange r and t,

cosh^= ^^
= ^, (46)

2^ cos 6/
^

so that cosh /3 is real, requiring either /3i = 0, or sin I3^_
= 0. Also

sinh=/3 = '-^-l (47)
cos^ &

* Except aa to sign, which is a matter of indifference. It may be remarlied that his equation

(13) can at once be put into this form by making his a and (3 pure imaginaries.
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If /8i = 0, sinh ^ = i sin /S.^, which can occur only when sin^ p < cos^ 6, or,

which is the same, sin^ < cos^ p. Again, if sin /Sg = 0, sinh^ /3 = sinh^ ^i,

occurring when sin- 6 > cos'' p.

It thus appears that, of the four cases at first apparently possible,

flj = ySj = 0, sin Ha = sin /S2 = 0, are excluded. There are two remaining

alternatives

:

(i) sinh^ a = — ; sin'^ 6 > cos" p; Oi = 0, sin /9, = ;

(ii) sinh^ a = + ; sin- 6 < cos^ p ;
^Sj = 0, sin a.^ = 0.

Between these there is an important distinction in respect of what happens

when m is increased. For

^,n = sinh ??i^/sinh (a -I- m^).

In case (i) this becomes

'i-l4>m = cos 0(2 -f 1 coth 'm/Si sin a.^, (48)

and l/[ (^mM = 1 -I- sin^a.,/sinh'-'m/3i (4^ bis)

If /3i be finite, sinh^ m/Si tends to x when m increases, so that
; <pm \

^ tends

to unity, that is, the reflection tends to become complete. We see also that,

whatever m may be, (^,„ cannot vanish, unless /3i = 0, when also r = 0.

In case (ii)

+ 1/^m = cosh «! — i cot Diido sinh a^, (49)

and 1/i (^™ 1 2 = l-f sinh- Oi/sin^ m^,, {49 bis)

so that <pm continues to fluctuate, however great 7n may be. Here (/>,„, may

vanish, since there is nothing to forbid m/3n = stt. Of this behaviour we have

already seen an example, where cos'^ P = 1-

In order to discriminate the two cases more clearly, we may calculate the

value of sinh= a from (43), writing temporarily for brevity

ei'« = A, e^'*« = J^' (50)

Thus by (9) and (10)

,-_. ^(^^-i)
t^_a-r)^ (51)

l-V^ 1-l-^A
«°tb^t '±* = (-A3^yA" "' -(A + v)^'''

^''^

whence

3inh-a
[(A-vyA'^- a-V^f\ ;(A + ,)-

A'-
- (1 -f ^A)-}

smn a-
^^^'HS^-lf ^ '

The two factors in the numerator of the fraction differ only by the sign

of t], so that the fraction itself is an even function of rj. The first factor may

be written

{(A - 9?) A' + 1 - 9? A} j(A - 77) A' - (1 - 7, A))

= - jl + AA' - 77(A + A')l fl - AA' + 77 (A'- A)j;

32—2
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and similarly the second factor may be written with change of sign of rj

- {1 + AA' + 7? ( A + A')) {1 - AA' - 7? (A' - A)).

Accordingly

47?=A-(A--1)- ^ ^

In this, on restoring the values of A, A',

1+AA' + 7;(A + A') = 2ei'*i«+^i {cos ii(S + S') ± v cos lk(8- B')},

and
1 - A A' ± 7? ( A - A') = - 2iei'''-^^+^'^ {sin ik(B + 8') + v sin ^k (S - S')].

Also 4A'^(A-'-l)= = -16e'*<«+^''sin^ii"S,

and thus

.
, „

{cos-^ -U- (8 + 8') - 7/-' cos= ik(S- 8')}
sinh^ a = —^ '-- ,-5--

ty sm- -h Kb

X {sin=J-A,-(8 + 8')-'';'sin4A;(8-8')} (55)

The transition between the two cases (of opposite behaviour when m=x)
occurs when sinh a = 0. In general, this requires either

cosi/^(8 + S0 „_ + smil(8 + 8')

"^--cosikiS-B')' °^
''-±sinifc(8-8')' ^ '

conditions which are symmetrical with respect to 8 and 8', as clearly they

ought to be*. In (55), (5(J), rj'' is limited to values less than unity.

Reverting to (43), we see that the evanescence of sinli^ a requires that

r = + 1 + i, or, if we separate the real and imaginary parts of r and t,

r= ±1 + ti + iU.

If for example, we take ?' = — ! — /, we have

\r\'-=^{l+t,y- + t.f=l + \t\'+2t,.

Also |.r|= = l-j<| =
;

so that |?-j-=l+<i, \ti^ = — ti.

In like manner by interchange of r and t,

\t\'^l + r„ \r'C- = -r„

showing that in this case r-^, t^ are both negative.

The general equation (55) shows that sinh^a is negative, when r]^ lies

between
cos4^(8 + 80 , sin- j:^- (8 + 8')

cos^ ik{8- 8') sin^ | /^ (g _ 8')
•

This is the case (i) above defined where an increase in m leads to complete

reflection. On the other hand, sinh^ a is positive when r)^ lies outside the

* That is with reversal of the sign of ri, which makes no difference here.
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above limits, and then (ii) the reflection (and transmission) remain fluctuating

however great in may be. When ij^ is small, case (ii) usually obtains, though

there are exceptions for specially related values of 8 and 8'.

Particular cases, worthy of notice, occur when S' + S = s\ where s is an

integer. If 8' + S = sX,

sinh^a = 7;-cos-iA'S - 1, (.57)

and is negative for all admissible values of t], case (i). If 8' — 8 = s\,

sinh^a = cos- J^'S/t;" — I (58)

and we have case (i) or case (ii), according as t;^ is greater or less than

cos'^^^S.

When 1) is given, as would usually happen in calculations with an optical

purpose, it may be convenient to express the limiting values of (56) in another

form. We have

^-^ = tan U-8 . tan U-8', ^-±^ = - cot U'S . tan U-8'. ...(59)
1+97 i- iv

When the passage is perpendicular, Young's formula, viz. ?; = (yti— 1)/(|U,4-1),

gives

(1T7?)/(1±,;) = ^-', (60)

H being the relative refractive index.

We will now consider more in detail some special cases of optical interest.

We choose a value of S such as will give the maximum reflection from a single

plate. From (5) or (9)

1 . a-v'f ,(.-..

\r['~ ^2r{l-coskS)' ^ '

so that
j

r
I

is greatest for a given tj when cos kS = — 1. And then

1 + r '

We may expect the greatest aggregate reflection when the components

from the various plates co-operate. This occurs when e-'*'*+*'' = 1, so that in

the notation of (50), A2 = A'2 = -1. The introduction of these values into

(54) yields

sinh" a = -l, (63)

coming under (i). The same result may be derived from (57), since here

cos ^kB = 0. In addition to a^ = 0, sin /3. = 0, we now have by (63) sin of.j = ± 1,

cos 02 = 0, and (48) gives

\(j>,^\^ = ta,nVm^„
\

1^ \- = tAuh^ ^^ (64)

We are now in a position to calculate the reflection for various values of m,

since by (62)

tanh A = + r-^ = ± tank 2^,
i + 7y-

r = -^.f^^^, <=± ' /''\ (62)
l +1]
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if 7; = tanh ^, so that

/Si = + 2 tanh--' rj. .(65)

Let us suppose that, as for glass and air, /i = 1'5, 7; =
-J-,

n:iaking /3i = 0'4054)6.

The following were calculated with the aid of the Smithsonian Tables of

Hyperbolic Functions. It appears that under these favourable conditions as

regards S and B', the intensity of the reflected light
[ <f>,n

[' approaches its limit

(unity) when m reaches 4 or 5.

TABLE I.

m
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since sin cxj = in this case (ii). By (49 5m) we have now, setting m = 1,

1 _ sinh^ cti _ (1 +7fy

as we see from (62). Comparing with (66), we find sin- /Sa = 1, A = (s + i) tt.

Thus sin^ mjS.^ is equal to 1 or 0, according as m is odd or even ; and (49 his)

shows that when m is odd

<^^|= = r--'= 47^7(1 + '70^ (67)

and that when m is even, |0to|^ = O. Tire second plate neutralizes the

reflection from the first plate, the fourth plate that from the third, and so on.

The simplest case under this head is when S = | \, S' = X.

A variation of the latter supposition leads to a verification of the general

formulae worth a moment's notice. We assume, as above, S'=s'X, but leave

h open. Since e*'**' = + 1, (9) and (10) become

and these are of the form (39), if we suppose a = y~\ b = e***. The reflection

(pm from m plates is derived from r by merely writing 6™ for b, that is,

gimH
fQj,

giiks^ leaving
| </>,„ j

equal to \r\*, as should evidently be the case, at

least when S' = 0.

[* This statement does not hold in general, when 5' = s'X, where s' is an integer and may be

zero. We have
2j sin+J;5

'r= T
(7)~i - t;) cos pS + i (i)"! + 1)) sin ^kd

so that J^Jflsilf+i.

Hence -. -, = / '

„ , ", - + 1

;

oonseijuently, if
| 0.,„ |

=
I

r
|

, we must have

sin2 ^mkS = sin^ ^ kS,

or ^mkd = nT^^k5,

n\
where n is an integer, so that S=—— .

This result may he verified for m = '2 or 3 from (19), (23), and (68). It includes as a special

case that dealt with in the preceding paragraph, if, when m is odd, we write n = {s + i) (mil),

where s is an integer. When S' = the strata intervening between the plates disappear, but the

theory is only applicable on the supposition that reflection and refraction continue to take place

as before at each of the contiguous surfaces of the plates. W. F. S.]
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ON THE PRESSURE DEVELOPED IN A LIQUID DURING THE
COLLAPSE OF A SPHERICAL CAVITY.

[Philosophical Marjazine, Vol. XXXIV. pp. 94—98, 1917.]

When reading 0. Reynold's description of the sounds emitted by water

in a kettle as it comes to the boil, and their explanation as due to the partial

or complete collapse of bubbles as they rise through cooler water, I proposed

to myself a further consideration of the problem thus presented ; but I had

not gone far when I learned from Sir C. Parsons that he also was interested

in the same question in connexion with cavitation behind screw-propellers,

and that at his instigation Mr S. Cook, on the basis of an investigation by

Besant, had calculated the pressure developed when the collapse is suddenly

arrested by impact against a rigid concentric obstacle. During the collapse

the fluid is regarded as incompressible.

In the present note I have given a simpler derivation of Besant's results,

and have extended the calculation to find the pressure in the interior of the

fluid during the collapse. It appears that before the cavitj' is closed these

pressures may rise very high in the fluid near the inner boundary.

As formulated by Besant*, the problem is

—

"An infinite mass of homogeneous incompressible fluid acted upon by no

forces is at rest, and a spherical portion of the fluid is suddenly annihilated

;

it is required to find the instantaneous alteration of pressure at anj^ point of

the mass, and the time in which the cavity will be filled up, the pressure at

an infinite distance being supposed to remain constant."

Since the fluid is incompressible, the whole motion is determined by that

of the inner btjundary. If U be the velocity and R the radius of the boundary

at time t, and u the simultaneous velocity at any distance r (greater than K)

from the centre, then

u/U=R-/r'; (1)

ut's Hydrostatics and Hydrodynamics, 18-59, § 158.
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and if p be the density, the whole kinetic energy of the motion is

^p I M^ 47rr= dr = 27rp U^R^ ( 2

)

Again, if P be the pressure at infinity and R„ the initial value of R, the
work done is

4nrP
-3-W-EO (3)

When we equate (2) and (3) we get

^-If(f-') («

expressing the velocity of the boundarv in terms of the radius. Also, since

U=dR;dt,

if ^ = R/Ro- The time of collapse to a given fraction of the original radius

is thus proportional to R„pip~i, a result which might have been anticipated

by a consideration of "dimensions." The time t of complete collapse is

obtained by making ^8=0 in (5). An equivalent expression is given by
Besant, who refers to Cambridge Senate House Problems of 1847.

Writing ,8^ = z, we have

_ 1
,
- *

I

z-i(l-2)~idz,
.10(1-/3^)4 ^io

which may be expressed by means of F functions. Thus

According to (4) C/" increases without limit as R diminishes. This indefinite

increase may be obviated if we introduce, instead of an internal pressure zero

or constant, one which increases with sufficient rapidity. We may suppose

such a pressure due to a permanent gas obedient to Boyle's law. Then, if

the initial pressure be Q, the work of compression is 4<7rQRa^ log (Rd/R), which

is to be subtracted from (3). Hence

U-.J^(^-l]-^-9^llo,^- (7)^ 3pU= / P R' ^ R ' ^
'

and [^=0 when P(l -^) -f- Qlog^ =0, (8)

z denoting (as before) the ratio of volumes R'^jR^^ Whatever be the (positive)

value of Q, U comes again to zero before complete collapse, and if Q > P the

first movement of the boundary is outwards. The boundary oscillates between

two positions, of which one is the initial.
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The following values oi PjQ are calculated from (8)

:

[423

z
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The maximum value of jj occurs when

r' 43 - 4-

R^=J^' (14)

andthen I = I + (l^L^ = i + J^.^jL (15)

So long as z, which always exceeds 1, is less than 4, the greatest value of

p, viz. P, occurs at infinity ; but when z exceeds 4, the maximum p occurs at

a finite distance given by (14) and is greater than P. As the cavity fills up,

z becomes great, and (15) approximates to

^ = 4 =^ (16)

corresponding to 7- =-i^R = 1-5H7R (17)

It appears from (16) that before complete collapse the pressure near the

boundary becomes very great. For example, if R = yjjRo, p = 1260P.

This pressure occurs at a relatively moderate distance outside the boundary.

At the boundary itself the pressure is zero, so long as the motion is free.

Mr Cook considers the pressure here developed when the fluid strikes an

absolutely rigid sphere of radius R. If the supposition of incompressibility

is still maintained, an infinite pressure momentarily results ; but if at this

stage we admit compressibility, the instantaneous pressure P' is finite, and

is given by the equation

2^'=y^'-^AS^-')'
(i«)

l3' being the coefiicient of compressibility. P, P', ^' may all be expressed in

atmospheres. Taking (as for water) /3' = 20,000, P = 1, and R^^R^, Cook

finds

P' = 10,300 atmospheres = 68 tons per sq. inch,

and it would seem that this conclusion is not greatly affected by the neglect

of compressibility before impact.

The subsequent course of events might be traced as in Theory of Sound,

§ 279, but it would seem that for a satisfactory theory compressibility would

laave to be taken into account at an earlier stage.
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ox THE COLOURS DIFFUSELY REFLECTED FROM SOME
COLLODION FILMS SPREAD ON METAL SURFACES.

[Philosophical Ma/jasine, Vol. xxxiv. pp. 423—428, 1917.]

It is known that " when a thin transparent fihn is backed by a perfect

reflector, no colours should be visible, all the light being ultimately reflected,

whatever the wave-length may be. The experiment may be tried with a thin

layer of gelatine on a polished silver plate*." An apparent exception has

been described by R. W. "Woodf : "A thin film of collodion deposited on a

bright surface of silver shows brilliant colours in reflected light. It, more-

over, scatters light of a colour complementary to the colour of the directly

reflected light. This is ajjparently due to the fact that the collodion film

" frills," the mesh, however, being .so small that it can be detected only with

the highest powers of the microscope. Commercial ether and collodion should

be used. If chemically pure ether obtained by distillation is used, the film

does not frill, and no trace of colour is exhibited. Still more remarkable is

the fact that if sunlight be thrown ddwn upon the plate at normal incidence,

brilliant colours are seen at grazing emergence, if a Nicol prism is held before

the eye. These colours change to the complementary tints if the Nicol is

rotated through 90°, i.e. in the scattered light, one half of the spectrum is

polarized in one plane, and the remainder in a plane perpendicular to it.''

I have lately come across an entirely forgotten letter from Rowland in

which he describes a similar observation. Writing to me in March 1893, he

saj's :
—

" While one of my students was working with light reflected from a

metal, it occurred to me to try a thin collodion film on the metal. This not

only had a remarkable efifect on the polarization and the phase but I was

astonished to find that it gave remarkably bright colours, both by direct

reflexion and by diffused light, the two being complementary to each other.

I have not gone into the theory but it looks like the phenomenon of

thick plates as described by Newton in a different form. The curious point is

* " Wave Theory of Light," Enc. Brit. 1888; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 67.

t Physical Optics, Macmillan, 1914, p. 172.
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that I cannot get the effect by making the lihn on glass and then pressing it

doAvn hard upon speculum metal or mercury although I think the contact is

very good in the case of the speculum metal. Possibly, however, it is not.

Gelatine films on metal give good colours by direct reflexion but not by diffused

light: only faint ones. It would seem that the collodion film must be of

variable density or full of fine particles. However, I leave it to you. I send

by express two of the plates used." Probably it was preoccupation with other

work (weighing of gases) that prevented my giving attention to the matter at

the time.

Wishing to repeat the observation of the diffusely scattered colours, I made
some trials, but at first without success. On application to Prof Wood, I was

kindly supplied with further advice and with a specimen of a suitably coated

plate of speculum metal. Acting on this advice, I have since obtained good

results, using very dilute collodion poured upon a slightly warmed silvered

plate (plated copper) warmed again as soon as the collodion was set. That

the film is no longer a thin homogeneous plate seems certain. Wood speaks

of " frilling," a word which rather suggests a wrinkling in parallel lines, but

the suggestion seems negatived by the subsequent use of " mesh." I should

suppose the disintegration to be like that sometimes seen on varnished paint,

where under exposure to sunshine the varnish gathers itself into small detached

heaps. At any rate there is no apparent change when the plate is turned

round in its own plane, showing that the structure is effectively symmetrical

with respect to the normal of the plate.

As regards Rowland's suggestion as to the origin of the colours, it does

not seem that they can be assimilated to those of " thick plates." The latter

require a highly localized source of light and are situated near the light or its

image, whereas the colours now under consideration are seen when the plate

is held near a large window backed by an overcast sky, and are localized on

the plate itself the passage from one colour to another depending presumably

upon an altered scale in the structure of the film. The formation of well-

developed colour at the various parts of the plate requires that the structure

be, in a certain sense, uniform locally. The case is similar to that of coronas,

as in experiments with lycopodium, only that here the grains must be very

much smaller.

When examined by polarized light the behaviour of different plates is

found to vary a good deal. We may take the case where sunlight is incident

normally and the diffuse reflexion observed is nearly grazing. In the case of

the specimen (on speculum metal) sent me by Prof Wood, the light is practi-

cally extinguished in one position (a) of the nicol, that namely required to

darken the reflexion from glass. In the perpendicular position (/3) of the

nicol good colours are seen, and also of course when the nicol is removed from

the eye. At angles of scattering less nearly grazing there is some light in
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both positions of the nicol, the fainter light in (a) showing much the same

colour as in {0}.

It will be noticed that this behaviour differs from that observed by Wood

(on another plate) and already quoted. On the other hand, one of the (silvered)

plates prepared by me shows a better agreement, more light than before being

scattered at a grazing angle when the nicol is in the (a) position, ^while the

colours in the (a) and (/3) positions of the nicol are roughly complementary.

No more than Rowland have I succeeded in getting diffusely reflected

colours from collodion films on glass or, 1 may add, quartz, either with or

without the treatment with the breath suggested by Wood. The latter

observer describes an experiment (p. 174) in which a film, deposited on the

face of a prism, frilled under the action of the breath and then afforded a

nearly three-fold reflexion. But, as I understand it, this augmented reflexion

was .specular. The only thing that I have seen at all resembling this was

when I treated a coated glass with dilute hydrofluoric acid with the intention

of loosening the film. Even when dry, the film remained out of optical contact

with the glass, except I suppose at detached points, and gave an augmented

specular reflexion, as was to be expected, inasmuch as three surfaces were

operative.

Two views are possible with regard to the different behaviour of films on

metal and on glass. One is to suppose that the actual structure is difi^erent

in the two cases ; the other, apparently favoured by Wood, refers the differ-

ence to the copious reflexion of light from metallic surfaces. The first view

would seem the more probable a priori and is to a certain extent supported

by Rowland's experiment. I have not succeeded in carrying out any decisive

test. On either view we may expect the result to be modified by the metallic

reflexion.

As to the explanation of the colours, anything more than a rough outline

can hardly be expected. We do nut know with any precision the constitution

of the film as modified by frilling. And, even if we did, a rigorous calculation

of the consequences would probably be impracticable. But some idea may be

gained from considering the actitm of an obstacle, e.g. a sphere, of material

slightly differing optically from its environment and situated in the neigh-

bourhood of a perfectly reflecting plane surface upon which the light is incident

perpendicularly. Under this condition the reflected light may still be sup-

posed to consist of plane waves undisturbed by the previous passage through

and past the obstacle.

The calculation, applying in the absence of a reflector but without limita-

tion to the spherical form of obstacle, was given in an early paper*. In

Maxwell's notation, /, r/, /( are the electric displacements. The magnetic

* " On the Electro-maguetic Theory of Light," P/iii. 3£ag. VoL xii. p. 81 (1881); Scientific

Papers, Vol. i. p. 518.
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susceptibility is supposed to be uniform throughout ; the specific inductive

capacity to be K, altered within the obstacle to K + AK. The suffixes and

1 refer respectively to the primary and scattered waves. The direction of

propagation being supposed parallel to x and that of vibration parallel to z,

we have /„=(/„= 0, and
J^^^gintgikX

(J>)

e"" being the time factor for simple progressive waves. For the scattered

vibration at the point {a, /3, 7) distant r from the element of volume {dxdydz)

of the obstacle, we have

/.,5'i,/*i = |^,l«7.^7.-(«=+/30K C2)

where P = j^ in h„e~^'"'dxdydz, (3)

and the integration is over the volume of the obstacle. If the obstacle is

very small in comparison with the wave-length (\) of the vibrations, h„e~^'"'

may be removed from under the integral sign and

p^_ I.AK^h,e
^

^^^

T denoting the volume of the obstacle. In the direction of primary vibration

a = /3 = 0, so that in this direction there is no scattered vibration. It will be

understood that our suppositions correspond to primary light already polarized.

If, as usually in experiment, the primary light is unpolarized, the light scat-

tered perpendicularly to the incident rays is plane polarized and can be

extinguished with a nicol.

The formation of colour depends upon other factors. When the obstacle

is very small, P is constant, and the secondary vibration varies as k'-, so that

the intensity is as the inverse fourth power of the wave-length, as in the

theory of the blue of the .sky. In this case it is immaterial whether the

obstacles are of the same size or not, but for larger sizes when the colour

depends mainly upon the variation of P, strongly marked effects require an

approximate uniformity. If the distribution be at random, the colours due

to a large number may then be inferred from the calculation relating to a

single obstacle ; but if the distribution were in regular patterns, complications

would ensue from the necessity for taking phases into account, as in the

theory of gratings. For the present purpose it suffices to consider a random

distribution, although we may suppose that the centres, or more generally

corresponding points, of the obstacles lie in a plane perpendicular to the

direction of the primary light.

When the obstacle is a sphere, the integral in (3) can be evaluated*. The

centre of the sphere, of radius R, is taken as the origin of coordinates. It is

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Vol. xc. p. 219 (1914). [This volume, p. 220.]
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evident that, so far as the secondary ray is concerned, P depends only on the

angle (x) which this ray makes with the primary ray. We suppose that %=
in the direction backwards along the 23rimary ray, and that x~ '"' ^-long the

primary ray continued. Then with introduction of the value of /;„ from (1),

we find

AiT . 47riJ^ e'""-*''' / sin wi cos m\
^ = K V^—n^) (^^

where 7n = 2kR q,os.\x (^)

The secondary disturbance vanishes with P, viz. when tan vi — m, and on

these lines the formation of colour may be understood. Some further par-

ticulars are given in the paper just referred to.

The solution here expressed may be applied to illustrate the scattering of

light by a series of equal spheres distributed at random over a plane perpen-

dicular to the direction of primary propagation. The effect of a reflector

will be represented by taking, instead of (1),

h„ = e''»« (e'to + g-ikrx+^..-c„,y (-7)*

Xu expressing the distance between the plane of the reflector and that con-

taining the centres of the spheres. The only difference is that

m~^ sin 711 — m~- cos m

isy

is now replaced by
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MEMORANDUM ON SYNCHRONOUS SIGNALLING.

[Repo7-t to Trinity House, 1917.]

I HAVE been impressed for some time with the unsatisfactory character of

the present fog signals. We must recognize that powerful siren signals are

sometimes inaudible at distances but little exceeding a mile. It is true that

these worst cases of inaudibility may not recur during fogs—as to this there

seems to be insufficient evidence. But even when a sound-in-air signal is

audible, the information conveyed is far from precise. The bearing of the

source cannot be told with much accuracy, indeed some say that it cannot be

told at all. The distance is still more uncertain. I should say that no system

is satisfactory which does not give either the one or the other element,

bearing or distance.

The system of synchronous signalling explained by Prof Joly claims to

give the distance with sufficient precision, and the American and Russian

trials show that the claim is justified, as might indeed have been expected

with some confidence, provided both signals themselves are well defined in

time. The wireless electric signals are easily made sharp. Submarine signals

from a bell, or explosive, would also be sharp enough. So probably would be

explosive signals in air. The case of siren signals is- more doubtful. Possibly

the end might be sharp enough. Even so, the objection of the uncertain

carrying of air signals remains.

I do not know whether there is already sufficient experience of submarine

signals. If it be true that they can be depended upon up to distances of at

least 4 or 5 miles, the case is strong for a combination of them with electric

signals.

In some respects the system described in my former memorandum of

1916* has its advantages. It would give the bearing with electric signals

only, but requires further experimenting, which if desired could be arranged

for at the National Physical Laboratory but perhaps not during the war.

I am strongly of opinion that whatever is possible at the present time

should be done to prepare the way for a better S3'stem.

* This volume, p. 398.

R. VI. 33
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A SIMPLE PROBLEM IN FORCED LUBRICATION.

[Engineering, Dec. 14, 28, 1917 *.J

The important case of a shaft or journal running in bearings has been

successfully treated by Reynolds, S(jmmerfeld and others. As Tower showed,

the combination acts as a pump, and of itself maintains the layer of lubricant

between the opposed solid surfacesf. There are other cases, and some of them

are of practical importance, where the layer can be maintained only with the

aid of special devices, such as Michell bearings, or by the forcible introduction

of fluid from outside, in order to compensate inevitable escapes. Thus, Fig. 1,

when a shaft E with a flat end bears against a flat surface AB, the included

oil tends to escape from the pressure, whether at G when the flat surface is

continued, or at D when it is surmounted by a cylindrical cup. The perman-

ence of the layer requires a continuous forcible feed, which may be through

an axial perforation at F; for here, in contradistinction to the case of the

journal, the rotation of the shaft does not avail. It is proposed to consider

the problem thus presented, supposing in the first instance, that there is no

cup. The small distance between the flat surfaces, i.e., the thickness of the

oil layer, is denoted by h, and the angular velocity of the shaft by a>. The
motion is referred to cylindrical coordinates r, 6, z, where z is measured parallel

* In the original statement there was an error, pointed out by l\Ir W. Pettingill.

t As was noticed at an early date by the present writer (President's address to British

Association in 1884), this requires that the layer be thicker on the ingoing than on the outgoing

side. [This collection, Vol. ii. p. 344.]
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to the axis of symmetry, and r is the distance of any point from that axis,

Fig. 2. The velocities in the three directions are respectively u, v, w, and in

virtue of the symmetry, they are all independent of 0. The motion is supposed

to be steady, that is, the same at all times, and the inertia of the fluid is

neglected. Under these conditions it is easy to recognize that w may be

supposed to vanish throughout, and that v is given by

v = (jozr/h, (1)

where z is measured from the fixed surface, so that v there vanishes.

Fig.Z.

w

—r

In like manner the boundary conditions at s- = and = A, as well as the

equation of continuity, are satisfied by

hz-z-
u= C , •(2)

where C is a constant. The total flow U, representing the volume of lubricant

fed in unit time, which flows past every cylindrical surface of radius r, is

f/" = 27rr I udz = —5— . .(3)

When the inertia terms are neglected, and attention is paid to the

symmetry, the formal equations in cylindrical coordinates* are

dr

= V2 1; - -
,

r-

p denoting the pressure and /m the viscosity, where

dr- r dr dz-

.(4)

.(5)

.(6)

•(7)

Basset's Hydrodynamics, Vol. 11. p. 244, 1888.

33—2
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Of these (5) is satisfied by v in (1), and (6) is satisfied when iu = and p is

independent of z. Also, with use of (2), (4) becomes

dp 2fiC_ 6fj,U

dr r irlv'r

'

that

.(8)

p-p^=^^og-^> (9)

where pi is the pressure at the outer radius r^. If the layer is open at Tj,

and we reckon only pressures above atmosphere, p^ may be omitted.

The whole force sustained by the layer of fluid between the radii r^ and r,

is independent of co, being given by

^^^^--r„=-2r„qog-4 (10)

If we suppose r^ = 0, so that the supply takes place on the axis itself, this

becomes simply

P^^lxUr,^lh\ ._..(11)

but we have then to face an infinite pressure at the axis. In practice r^

would have to be finite though small, and would correspond to the radius of

the perforation in the lower fixed plate, not much disturbing (11). In fact,

if ^0 be the pressure of the feed corresponding to ?•„,

?o = :fxF log --' = —, log -^ (12)
riv '0

The moment of the forces due to viscosity, by which the rotation is resisted,

has the expression

"-^-/•"KS)r^"<-'--'> ^''>

It may be worth remarking that if geometric similarity is preserved, so

that ?'i, ?•(,, h are in constant ratios, a consideration of "dimensions" sufiices

to show that P is proportional to fiUri~\ at least when we assume inde-

pendence of the rotation (tu) which does not influence u. A deficiency of

viscosity may thus always be compensated by an increase of supply.

The work which must be done in unit time to maintain the rotation is

il/o). In addition to this, there is the work required to introduce the feed of

lubricant, represented by poU. Thus, altogether, for the work required

II =-4n— + ?; ;log- (14)
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In practice the diminution of h calls for the utmost accuracy in fitting

together the two opposed surfaces, which, however, need not be accurately

plane, as well as the removal of all suspended solid matter from the lubricant.

When this is attended to, there should be no ivear of the solid surfaces,

which should never come into contact. To attain this ideal it is evidently

necessary that the feed of lubricant should be established before the rotation

commences.

It should be observed that no property of oil beyond viscosity is involved,

and that the investigation may be expected to remain valid until the thickness

(h) of the layer is approaching molecular limits.

P.S.—I may perhaps mention that I have made a small model, in which

the opposed surfaces are those of two pennies ground to a fit, and the " lubri-

cant " is water supplied from a tap.
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ox THE SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY SPHERICAL SHELLS, AND
BY COMPLETE SPHERES OF PERIODIC STRUCTURE, WHEN
THE REFRACTIVITY IS SMALL.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, Vol. xciv. pp. 296—300, 1918.]

The problem of a small sphere of uniform optical quality has been treated

in several papers*. In general, the calculations can be carried to an arith-

metical conclusion only when the circumference of the sphere does not exceed

a few wave-lengths. But when the relative refractivity is small enough, this

restriction can be dispensed with, and a general result formulated.

In the present paper some former results are quoted, but the investigation

is now by an improved method. It commences with the case of an infinitely

thin spherical shell, from which the result for the complete uniform sphere

is derived by integration. Afterwards application is made to a complete

sphere, of which the structure is symmetrical but periodically variable along

the radius, a problem of interest in connexion with the colours, changing

with the angle, often met with in the organic world.

The specific inductive capacity of the general medium being unity, that

of the sphei'e of radius R is supposed to be K, where if — 1 is very small.

Electric displacements being denoted by /, g, h, the primary wave is taken

to be

/(„ = e"'< e'*^ (1)

so that the direction of propagation is along x (negatively), and that of

vibration parallel to z. The electric displacements in the scattered wave, so

for as they depend upon the first poiuer of (K — 1), have at a great distance

the values

/., <7i> "1-4^,.^,.= ' ^. '
,,. )'

<-)

in which P = - (
A' - 1) . e"" (jj e^ <^-'-' dxdydz (3)

Vhil. Mag. Vol. xli. pp. 107, 274, 447 (1871) ; Vol. xii. p. 81 (1881) ; Vol. XLVii. p. 375

(1889); Roij. Soc. Proc. A, Vol. lxxxiv. p. 25 (1910) ; Vol. xc. p. 219 (1914); Scientific Papers,

Vol. 1. pp. 87, 104, 518; Vol. iv. p. 397; Vol. v. p. 547 ; Vol. vi. p. 220.
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In these equations r denotes the distance between the point (a, /3, 7),

where the disturbance is to be estimated, and the element of volume (Ax dy dz)

of the obstacle. The centre of the sphere R will be taken as the origin of

coordinates. It is evident that, so far as the secondary ray is concerned, P
depends only on the angle {x) which this ray makes with the primary ray.

We will suppose that
;;^
= in the direction backwards along the primary

ray, and that % = tt along the primary ray continued. The integral in (3)

may then be found in the form

Iccosl^Jo
'^i(2^'-^<^°s^%-°os</>)cos^^fZ<^, (4)*

p denoting the distance of the point of observation from the centre of the

sphere. In the paper of 1914 I showed that the integral in (4) can be simply

expressed by circular functions in virtue of a theorem given by Hobson, so

that

-n / T7- n ^ . T,, , , I .
/sin 7)1 cos »l\ ,^,P = -(K-1). 47ri?^ . e'

""-*'" —^
, (5)

V nv' m- J

where m = 2^iJ cos ^ ;;^; (6)

In (5) the optical quality of the sphere, expressed by (K— 1), is supposed

to be uniform throughout. In view of an application presently to be con-

sidered, it was desired to obtain the expression for a spherical sliell of

infinitesimal thickness dR, from which could be derived the value of P for a

complete symmetrical sphere whose optical quality varies along the radius.

The required result is obtained at once from (5) and (6) by differentiation.

We find

dP = - (K - 1) . iirR^dR .
ei^'^'-'""

. sin m/m, (7)

expressing the value of P for a spherical shell of volume -i-TrR-dR. The

simplicity of (7) suggested that the reasoning by which it had been arrived

at is needlessly indirect, and that a better procedure would be an inverse one,

in which (7) was established first, and the result for the complete sphere

derived from it by integration. And this anticipation was easily confirmed.

Commencing then with a spherical shell of centre and radius OA equal

to R, let aO be the direction of the primary and Op that of the secondary

ray (Fig. 1). Draw 0^ in the plane of Ox, Op, and bisecting the angle between

these lines, and let f be a coordinate measured from in the direction Of, so

that the plane AOA, perpendicular to Of, is represented by f= 0. The angle

«0f is ^;i^, as in our former notation. We have now to consider the phases

represented by the factor e* '*"''' in P. For the point 0, x = 0, 7- = p, and the

exponential factor is e~*. As in the ordinary theory of specular reflection,

the same is true for every point in the plane AOA and therefore for the

element of surface at AA whose volume is iirRdRd^. For points in a plane

* Given in the 1881 paper.
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BB parallel to AA at a distance 5" the linear retardation is — 2f cos i-^, as in

the theory of thin plates; and the exponential factor is e"**" e^'*f '^^ ^<. The

elementary volume at BB is still expressed by ^irRdRd^, and accordingly

fcy (3)

dP = -{K-l). 27rRdR . e^ f"'-*"'
I

d^e-^'^i'^o^'^x (8)
-iS

The integral in (8) is 2R sin m/in, m being given by (6), and we recover (7)

as expressing the value of dP for a spherical shell of volume ^TrR^dR.

The value of dP for a spherical shell having been now obtained inde-

pendently, we can pass at once by integration to the corresponding expression

for a complete sphere of uniform optical quality, thus recovering (5) by a

simpler method not involving Bessel's functions at all. And a comparison of

the two processes affords a demonstration of Hobson's theorem formerly

employed as a stepping stone.

When P is known, the secondary vibration is given by (2), in which we

may replace r bj' p. Su far as it depends upon P, the angular distribution,

being a function of x< is symmetrical round Ox, the direction of primary

propagation. Su far as it depends on the other factors ay/p^, etc., it is the

same as for an infinitely small sphere ; in particular no ray is emitted in the

direction defined by a = /3 = 0, that is in the direction of primary vibration.

There is no limitation upon the value of R if (K—l) be small enough; but

the reservation is important, since it is necessary that at every point of the

obstacle the retardation of the primary waves due to the obstacle be negligible.

When R is great compared with X(=27r7i;), m usually varies rapidly with

R or k, and so does P, as given for the complete uniform sphere in (5). An
exception occurs when x is nearly equal to tt, that is when the secondary ray
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is nearly in the direction of the primary ray continued (/3 = 7 = 0). In this

case m is very small,

sin m cos m 1

and
I

P
[

is independent of k, and is proportional to R". The intensity is then

p, _ i6(g-iy7r^ii;«
^g^

The haze immediately surrounding a small source of light seen through a

foggy medium is of relatively great intensity. And the cause is simply that

the contributions from the various parts of a small obstacle agree in phase.

But in general when R is great, so also is m, and
|

P
|

varies rapidly and

periodically with k along the spectrum. We might then be concerned mainly

with the mean value of \P'^\. Now

\

P-\ = (K — 1)- . 'i-TT-R" (sin m — m cos mf mr^,

of which the mean value is

{K-lf. Stt-'R' (1 + m=) m-«,

or approximately, since m is great,

When we introduce the value of m from (6), this becomes

Mean P" = \.^ \,— = \^ , \, (10)
' 2^-*cos^^% 327r^cos*J%

The occurrence of X."* shows that this is in general very small in comparison

with (9).

If instead of a sphere of uniform quality, we have to deal with one where

{K - 1) is variable, we must employ (7). The case of greatest interest is

when {K—\), besides a constant, includes also a periodic part. For the

constant part the integration proceeds as before, and for the periodic part,

where (^S'— 1) varies as a circular function of R, it presents no difficulty. It

may suffice to consider the particular case where {K-\) is proportional to

sinm, m as before being given by (6); for this supposition evidently leads

to a large augmentation of P, analogous to what occurs in crystals of chlorate

of potash, to which a plane periodic structure is attributed*. It will be

observed that the wave-length of the structure now supposed varies with X'

as well as with k or X. Thus, if /i - 1 = /3 sin m,

, , „ m^ — in sin 2m + A- (1 - cos 2m)
P = - jT/3e'

1"'-*^"' R' 3
-^ (11)

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xxvi. p. 2.56 (1888) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. in. p. 204.
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when the integi-ation is taken for a complete sphere of radius R. If m is

moderately great, that is, if .K be a large multiple of \, the first term on the

right of (11) preponderates, and we may use approximately

2kcosfx ^ ''

Thus, if (A'- 1) has no constant part,

7r0R' _ 0R'\

2k cos hx i cos h X

The relation between the wave-length of the structure (A) and that of the

light is expressed by
A = iX 'cos ^x < 1 "i

'

It seems probable that a structure of this sort is the cause of the remark-

able colours, variable with the angle of observation, which are so frequent

in beetles, butterflies, and feathers.

\P\ = ^urfb:Tr=v'bzTT. (13)
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NOTES ON THE THEORY OF LUBRICATION.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxv. pp. 1—12, 1918.]

Modern views respecting mechanical lubrication are founded mainly on

the experiments of B. Tower*, conducted upon journal bearings. He insisted

upon the importance of a complete film of oil between the opposed solid

surfaces, and he showed how in this case the maintenance of the film may
be attained by the dragging action of the surfaces themselves, playing the

part of a pump. To this end it is "necessary that the layer should be thicker

on the ingoing than on the outgoing sidef," which involves a slight displace-

ment of the centre of the journal from that of the bearing. The theory was

afterwards developed by 0. Reynolds, whose important memoirj includes

most of what is now known upon the subject. In a later paper Sommerfeld

has improved considerably upon the mathematics, especially in the case where

the bearing completely envelops the journal, and his exposition| is much to

be recommended to those who wish to follow the details of the investigation.

Reference may also be made to Harrison]|, who includes the consideration of

compressible lubricants (air).

In all these investigations the question is treated as two-dimensional.

For instance, in the case of the journal the width—axial dimension—of the

bearing must be large in comparison with the arc of contact, a condition not

usually fulfilled in practice. But MichellH has succeeded in solving the

problem for a plane rectangular block, moving at a slight inclination over

another plane surface, free from this limitation, and he has developed a system

of pivoted bearings with valuable practical results.

It is of interest to consider more generally than hitherto the case of two

dimensions. In the present paper attention is given more especially to the

case where one of the opposed surfaces is plane, but the second not necessarily

* Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng., 1883, 1884.

t British Association Address at Montreal, 1884 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. ii. p. 344.

X Phil. Trans. Vol. 177, p. 157 (1886).

§ Zeitschr.f. Math. t. 50, p. 97 (1904).

I| Camb. Trans. Vol. xxii. p. 39 (1913).

!: Zeitschr.f. Math. t. 52, p. 123 (1905).
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SO. As an alternative to an inclined plane surface, consideration is given to

a broken surface consisting of two parts, each of which is parallel to the first

plane surface but at a different distance from it. It appears that this is the

form which mu.st be approached if we wish the total pressure supported to

be a maximum, when the length of the bearing and the closest approach are

prescribed. In these questions we may anticipate that our calculations cor-

respond pretty closely with what actually happens,—more than can be said

of some branches of hydrodynamics.

In forming the necessary equation it is best, following Sommerfeld, to

begin with the simplest possible case. The layer of fluid is contained between

two parallel planes a,t y = and at y = li. The motion is everywhere parallel

to w, so that the velocity-component u alone occurs, v and vj being everywhere

zero. Moreover u is a function of y only. The tangential traction acting

across an element of area represented by dx is /m (du/dy) dx, where yu. is

the viscosity, so that the element of volume (dxdy) is subject to the force

fi{d^u/dy^)dxdy. Since there is no acceleration, this force is balanced by

that due to the pressure, viz. — (dp/dx) dxdy, and thus

dp d'-u .

dcr^df ^^^

In this equation p is independent of y, since there are in this direction neither

motion nor components of traction, and (1), which may also be derived directly

from the general hydrodynamical equations, is immediately integrable. We
have

^'=il^= + ^ + ^^' (^)

where A and B are constants of integration. We now suppose that when

y = 0, u = — U, and that when y = A, u = 0. Thus

y'-^y^p-Ji^{)u. (3)
2fi dx \ h

The whole flow of liquid, regarded as incompressible, between and h is

f' , ¥ dp hU

where Q is a constant, so that

dp_ ^t^U ( 2Q
dx li' V U (4)

If we suppose the joassage to be absolutely blocked at a place where x is

negatively great, we are to make Q = and (4) gives the rise of pressure as x

decreases algebraically. But for the present purpose Q is to be taken finite.

Denoting 2Q/V"by H, we write (4)

J = -^^(A-if) (5)
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When 2/
= 0, we get from (3) and (5)

da ih-SH
^dy=^^ 1^-' ^^^

which represents the tangential traction exercised by the liquid upon the

moving plane.

It may be remarked that in the case of a simple shearing motion Q = ^hU,

making H — h, and accordingly

dpjdx = 0, du/dy = U/h.

Our equations allow for a different value of Q and a pressure variable with x.

So far we have regarded h as absolutely constant. But it is evident that

Reynolds' equation (5) remains approximately applicable to the lubrication

problem in two dimensions even when h is variable, though always very

small, provided that the changes are not too sudden, x being measured

circumferentially and y normally to the opposed surfaces. If the whole

changes of direction are large, as in the journal bearing with a large arc

of contact, complication arises in the reckoning of the resultant forces

operative upon the solid parts concerned ; but this does not interfere with

the applicability of (5) when h is suitably expressed as a function of x.

In the present paper we confine ourselves to the case where one surface

(at y = 0) may be treated as absolutely plane. The second surface is sup-

posed to be limited at x = a and at x = b, where h is equal to A; and h^

respectively, and the pressure at both these places is taken to be zero.

For the total pressure, or load, (P) we have

P =
I

pdx = —
I

Xj^dx,

on integration by parts with regard to the evanescence of 2) at both limits.

Hence by (5)

P _ [''xcLc _ „ f''.rdx ^
Qi^~]a h^ .L h^ ^ '

Again, by direct integration of (5),

-/:s--/:i <«>

by which H is determined. It is the thickness of the layer at the place, or

places, where p is a maximum or a minimum. A change in the sign of IT

reverses also that of P

Again, if x be the value of x which gives the point of application of the

resultant force,

.P-[p-dx=-^,\^x^l^dx,
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«°*^^* ^^ = j„^^-^l,ir ^^^

By (7), (8), (9) X is determined.

As regards the total friction (F), we Irave by (6)

.4-/:?--//! <'«)

Comparing (7) and (10), we see that the ratio of the total friction to the

total load is independent of /j, and of U. And, since the right-hand members

of (7) and (10) are dimensionless, the ratio is also independent of the linear

scale. But if the scale of h only be altered, F/P varies as h.

We may now consider particular cases, of which the simplest and the

most important is when the second surface also is flat, but inclined at a very

small angle to the first surface. We take

h = mcc (11)

and we write for convenience

b-a=c, h,lh, = bla = k, (12)

so that

m = (k-l)h,lc (13)

We find in terms of c, k, and hi

^-I?i <"*

iu'w^ifh-"-^-] <>^>

a; _ ^- — 1 — 2k log k ,^ „,

ic " (k''-l) log k - S^F^)^ '
^ '

F ^hr2{k'-l)logk-3{k-lf ^
P c 3{k + l)\ogk-6{k-l) ^

^

U being positive, the sign of P is that of

, z
2(yt-l)

If k>l, that is when h.2 > h^, this quantity is positive. For its derivative

is positive, as is also the initial value when k exceeds unity but slightly. In

order that a load may be sustained, the layer must be thicker where the

liquid enters.

In the above formulae we have taken as data the length of the bearing c

and the minimum distance hj between the surfaces. So far k, giving the

maximum distance, is open. It may be determined by various considerations.

Reynolds examines for what value P, as expressed in (15), is a maximum.
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and he gives (in a different notation) k = 2'2. For values of k equal to 2'0,

2'1, 2'2, 2'-i I find for the coefficient of c'^jh^ on the right of (15) respectively

•02648, -026(35, '02670, •02663.

In agreement with Reynolds the maximum occurs when k = 2'2 nearly,

and the maximum value is

P = 0^1602^^' (18)*

It should be observed—and it is true whatever value be taken for k—that

P varies as the square of c/Ai.

With the above value of k, viz. 2^2,

H = l-2,1K, (19)

fixing the place of maximum pressure.

Again, from (16) with the same value oik,

^_a = 0-4221 c (20)

which gives the distance of the centre of pressure from the trailing edge.

And, again with the same value of k, by (17)

F/P = 4.-70h,jc (21)

Since h^ may be very small, it would seem that F may be reduced to

insignificance •]•.

In (18)—(21) the choice of k has been such as to make P a maximum.

An alternative would be to make F/P a minimum. But it does not appear

that this would make much practical difference. In Michell's bearings it is

the position of the centre of pressure which determines the value of k by (16).

If we use (20), k will be 22, or thereabouts, as above.

When in (16) k is very large, the right-hand member tends to zero, as

also does a/c, so that x-a tends to vanish, c being given. As might be

expected, the centre of pressure is then close to the trailing edge. On the

other hand, when k exceeds unity but little, the right-hand member of (16;

assumes an indeterminate form. When we evaluate it, we find

X — a= \c.

For all values of ^' (> 1) the centre of pressure lies nearer the narrower end

of the layer of fluid.

The above calculations suppose that the second surface is plane. The

question suggests itself whether any advantage would arise from another

choice of form. The integrations are scarcely more complicated if we take

h = mx^ (22)

[* It may be proved that P has only one maximum when k > 1.

t Although the ratio J'/P diminishes with 7;i , F itself increases as l/Zi,
.
By (18) and (21) we

have F= -75 '"^ , when A; = 2-2. W. F. S.]

h
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We denote, as before, the ratio of the extreme thicknesses {hjhj) by k, and c

still denotes h — a. For the total pressure we get from (7) and (8)

Q/J.U (^•'/« - Ifh,' |(2?i - 1) (Sn - 2) ^-'+/" - 1 2?i - 2

(23)

from which we may fall back on (15) by making ?i= 1.

For example, if n = 2, so that the curve of the second surface is part of a

common parabola, P is a maximum at

P= 0-163^-', (24)*

when k = 2'3. The departure from (18) with k=2-2 is but small. In order

to estimate the curvature involved we may compare ^ (hi + h^) with the

middle ordinate of the curve, viz.

\ m (a +hy = i yK + v'(2-3 h,)Y = r58 A,,

which is but little less than

\ (h, + h.,) = I h, a + 2-3 ) = 1-65 h,.

It appears that curvature following the parabolic law is of small advantage.

I have also examined the case of n = x . It is perhaps simpler and

comes to the same to assume

/i = eP^ (25)

The integrals required in (7), (8) are easily evaluated. Thus

'd.r _e-^^'<--e--^^ _ k^-l
¥ ~

2/3
"

2/3¥h^-

'

dx _ 6-"^" - e^ _ k' - 1

A?~ 3^8 ~SWh,''

„ 3kh,(k--l)
making ^=^

(fca-l) (26)

In like manner
xdx _ k- (1 + 20a) - 1 - 2/36

h'
~

^0-k-h,-
'

xdx _ A;^(l+3;9fl) - 1 - 3/36

A' ~ 9/3U-^V
'

Using these in (7), we get on reduction

p_ ^iJiU
j

/g' - 1 /3 (k^ - k') (6 - a)
\

/?/fc=v| 6 "^ P-1 ]'

or, since 0c = log k,

p ^ 3fji.U.c' \k- - 1 _ A-'^(^-l)log^-
'

k'' (log kf h,' [ " 6
^

'

W^
[* It may be proved that P has only one maximum when n = 2, k>l. W. F. S.]

(27)
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If we introduce the value of 13, the equation of the curve may be written

h = k':"^ (2^i)

When we determine k so as to make P a maximum, we sfet k= 2o, and

P^^O-ieo^J"^', (29)*

again with an advantage which is but small.

In all the cases so far considered the thickness h increases all the way

along the length, and the resultant pressure is proportional to the square

of this length (c). In view of some suggestions which have been made, it

is of interest to inquire what is the effect of (say) r repetitions of the same

curve, as, for instance, a succession of inclined lines ABCDEF (Fig. 1). It

u
Kg. 1.

appears from (8) that H has the same value for the aggregate as for each

member singly, and from (.5) that the increment of p in passing along the

series is r times the increment due to one member. Since the former in-

crement is zero, it follows that the pressure is zero at the beginning and end

of each member. The circumstances are thus precisely the same for each

member, and the total pressure is r times that due to the first, supposed to

be isolated. But if we imagine the curve spread once over the entire length

by merely increasing the scale of x, we see that the resultant pressure would

be increased r^ times, instead of merely r times. Accordingly a repetition

of a curve is very unfavourable. But at this point it is well to recall that

we are limiting ourselves to the case of two dimensions. An extension in

the third dimension, which would suffice for a particular length, might be

inadequate when this length is multiplied r times.

The forms of curve hitherto examined have been chosen with regard to

practical or mathematical convenience, and it remains open to find the form

which according to (5) makes P a maximum, subject to the conditions of a

given length and a given minimum thickness {h^) of the layer of liquid. If

we suppose that h becomes h + hh, where S is the symbol of the calculus of

variations, (8) gives

^rf^-3^j'|c/..' + 8^/J=0, (30)

and from (7)

[* P increases rapidly from zero when k = lto the maximum given by (29), and then decreases

slowly (P= 0-14lMi7c=/fti2, when k = i). W. F. S.]

34
R. VI.
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^_JJ^±^^'^[\h-IH\dx (32)

the integrations being always over the length. Eliminating SH, we get

JP _ _ f S^ f Jh-'xdx]

l-2f,C^ j h'T fh-'dx

The evanescence of SP for all possible variations Sh would demand that

over the whole range either

^=•^1^- -• ^-ti^- ^''^

But this is not the requirement postulated. It suf5fices that the coefficient

of Sk on the right of (32) vanish over that part of the range where h>h^,

and that it be negative when h = hi, so that a jyositive 8h in this region

involves a decrease in P, a negative 8h here being excluded a priori. These

conditions may be satisfied if we make h = hi from a; = at the edge where

the layer is thin to ;e = Ci, where Cj is finite, and h = ^H over the remainder

of the range from Cj to Ci + c^, where Ci + c., = c, the whole length concerned

(Fig. 2). For the moment we regard Cj and Cj as prescribed.

^^. h , ,
u

Fig. 2.

For the first condition we have by (8)

' ' cih^ + cibr
so that

c„lc, = k-C2k-^), (34)

determining k, where as before k = hilhi. The fulfilment of (34) secures that

h = ^H over that part of the range where h=h.,. When h = h^, h — ^H is

negative ; and the second condition requires that over the range from to Ci

jh-Krdx
cc

jh-'dx

be positive, or since Ci is the greatest value of x involved, that

fli-'xdx-cjh-'dx = + (35)

The integrals can be written down at once, and the condition becomes

A-^<c,Vcr, (36)

whence on substitution of the value of Cj/cj from (34),

k{2k-3y->l (37)*

If k be such as to satisfy (37) and c^/Ci be then chosen in accordance with

(34) and regarded as fixed, every admissible variation of h diminishes P.

But the ratio Cj/ci is still at disposal within certain limits, while Ci + Cg (= c)

is prescribed.

[* This inequality may be written (k - 1) {4 (A: - 1)-- 3] >0; showing that, since i;>l and the

Jo
conditions are satisfied when (37) becomes an equality, we must have k-^l + -^-if.l '866. W. F. S.]
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In terms of k and c by (34)

and by (7)

c- —'- ^_c(2A'^'-3i-)

The maximum* oi f{k) is 0-20626, and it occurs when yt = l-87. The

following shows also the neighbouring values

:

1-86

1-87

1-88

0-20625 0-964

0-20626
I

1-024

0-20618
:

1-086

It will be seen that while k = 1-86 is inadmissible as not satisfying (37),

l- = l-87 is admissible and makes

P = 0-20626 '^^, (40)*

no great increase on (18). It may be repeated that k is the ratio of the two

thicknesses of the layer (h^/hi), and that by (34)

C2/cj = 2-588 ; (41)*

This defines the form of the upper surface which gives the maximum total

pressure when the minimum thickness and the total length are given, and

it is the solution of the problem as proposed. But it must not be overlooked

that it violates the supposition upon which the original equation (5) was

founded. The solution of an accurate equation would probably involve some

rounding off of the sharp corners, not greatly affecting the numerical results.

The distance x of the centre of pressure from the narrow end is given by

» = 0-4262 c, (42)*

differing very little from the value found in (20). From (10) with use of (38)

we get
^^(f'-^y - 4« (43)

and

If/fc = l-87,

fiU /h(l + 2i-— 3/.'^) {2k + I) hi

F 4/!i(A--l)

P c(2A--3)'
.(44)

FjP = 'i-09lK/c, (45)*

a little less than was found in (21). The maximum total pressure and the

[• The maximum occurs when ik^-8k + l = 0, precisely \Yhen (37) begins to hold (cf.

footnote on p. 530); this explains the numerical coincidence. Taking fc = l +— we have

J>=020&2^^,Uc^|hl^ C2/ci= 2-549, 5=(c + ci)/3= 4273c, F/P= 4-098fti/c. "W. F. S.]

34—2
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corresponding ratio FjP are both rather more advantageous in the arrange-

ment now under discussion than for the simply inclined line. But the choice

would doubtless depend upon other considerations.

The particular case treated above is that which makes P a maximum.

W(_' might inquire as to the form of the curve for which FjP is a minimum,

for a given length and closest approach to the axis of x. In the expression

corresponding with (32), instead of a product of two linear factors*, the co-

efficient of hh will involve a quadratic factor of the form

Bxh + Ch^ + Rr +m + F, (46)

so that the curve is again hyperbolic in the general sense. But its precise

determination would be troublesome and

probably only to be effected by trial

and error. It is unlikely that any great

reduction in the value of F/P would

ensue.

Fig. 3 is a sketch of a suggested

arrangement for a footstep. The white

parts are portions of an original plane

surface. The four black radii represent

grooves for the easy passage of lubricant.

The .shaded parts are slight depressions

i)f uniform depth, such as might be

obtained by etching with acid. It is

understood that the opposed surface is plane throughout.

[* This Btatemeut appears to be due to an oversight. We have in fact

(FIP) p-'-K&ij.''- V-) jh-'-'dx= jh-i {-2h + 3H) 5h { - 3
j
h-'^dx

J
h-^xdx + 4 J

/("' dx J Ir^xdx

+ liPj(ip.U)
J
h-^dx - xFj{jj.U)l h-Hx} dx,

the integrations being over the length (<). Hence for a minimum of FjP the boundary may be

taken as h = hi from x = io x = c^, as h = h3 = SHI2 from C1 + C2 to c, and from cj to Ci + Co as an

oblique line with an equation which must be made to coincide with the second factor equated to

zero. This line must be continuous with the first at (Cj, h^), in order that over the latter the

second factor may be positive, and it is inclined to the axis of x at an angle ia,n~^3FIP. If there

is a, discontinuity /i3 - A2 at x = Ci + C2, and h3= k'h-^, h-^ = lli2, where h>\, J<1, the condition

3K=2A3 yields by (8)

L-i{2ft' + l) {k'-l)- + c^{k'H(l + l)-Sh'^-l+l} = c.

The remaining two conditions, to be derived from proportionating the second factor to

~\ + mCi + h~ mx, where mc„= h-^ (1 - l)jl, provide two equations of the second and third degrees

respectively in Cj/Cj, and lead to very complicated expressions. Without, however, including the

oblique line, it may be shown that the two lines h = hi from .^= to Cj , and li— h^= khi from Ci

to c'l + Cg, with 'ilu= ZH, as on pp. -530, 531, make FjP a minimum when hJf.hi, provided

4A;3 -8?c2+ A; - 3 <|; 0, leading to A;«^206 approximately: since these lines have been shown on

pp. .530, 531 to make P a maximum, they therefore also make F a minimum when k -^ 2-06. With

;; = 2-06, (-14) and (39) make F/P= 4-0137i,/c, P=-19469fiUc=//!i2. But, with FjP positive, the

minimum value of (44) occurs at fc = 2, when FjP= ihijc, P= 0-2ij.Uc^jhi''. Accordingly, as this

value of FjP is not a minimum for all variations outside the straight line h = hi, the actual

minimum value of FjP must be less than 4ft|/c. W. F. S.]
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P.S. Dec. 13.—In a small model the opposed pieces were two pennies

ground with carborundum to a fit. One of them—the stationary one—was

afterwards grooved by the file and etched with dilute nitric acid according to

Fig. 3, sealing-wax, applied to the hot metal, being used as a " resist." They

were mounted in a small cell of tin plate, the upper one carrying an inertia

bar. With oil as a lubricant, the contrast between the two directions of

rotation was very marked.

Opportunity has not yet been found for trying polished glass plates, such

as are used in optical observations on "interference." In this case the etching-

would be by hydrofluoric acid*, and air should suffice as a lubricant.

* Compare Nature, Vol. lxiv. p. 38.5 (1901) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 546.
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ON THE LUBRICATING AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF

THIN OILY FILMS.

[Philosophical 2Ia(fu:iiie, Vol. xxxv. jjp. 157—162, 1918.]

The experiments about to be described were undertaken to examine more

particularly a fact well known in most households. A cup of tea, standing in

a dry saucer, is apt to slip about in an awkward manner, for which a remedy

is found in the introduction of a few drops of water, or tea, wetting the parts

in contact. The explanation is not obvious, and I remember discussing the

question with Kelvin many years ago, with but little progress.

It is true that a drop of liquid between two curved surfaces draws them

together and so may increase the friction. If d be the distance between the

plates at the edge of the film, T the capillary tension, and a the angle of

contact, the whole force is*

2.1T cos a „„ .

7 b BTsm a,
a

A being the area of the film between the j^lates and B its circumference. If

the fluid wets the plate, a = and we have simply 2AT/d. For example, if

cZ = 6 X 10~=* cm., equal to a wave-length of ordinary light, and r(as for water)

be Tl- dynes per cm., the force per sq. cm. is 25 x 10''^ dynes, a suction of

2^ atmospheres. For the present purpose we may express d in terms of the

i-adius of curvature (p) of one of the surfaces, the other being supposed flat,

and the distance (x) from the centre to the edge of the film. In two dimen-

sions d = x-/2p, and A (per unit of length in the third dimension) = 2x, so

that the force per unit of length is SpT/x, inversely as x. On the other hand,

in the more important case of symmetry round the common normal A =irx-,

and the whole force is 'iirpT, independent of x, but increasing with the radius

of curvature. For example, if 7=74 dynes per cm., and p = 100 cm., the

force is 925 dynes, or the weight of about 1 gramf. The radius of curvature

(p) might of course be much greater. There are circumstances where this

force is of importance ; but, as we shall see presently, it does not avail to

explain the effects now under consideration,

* See for example JIaxwell on Capillarity. Collected Papers, Vol. ii. p. 571.

[t This result does not correspond to the stated values of T and p, which imply a force of

93,000 dynes, or the weight of about 95 grammes. W. F. S.]
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lly first experiments were very simple ones, with a slab of thick plate

glass and a small glass bottle weighing about i oz. The diameter of the

bottle is 4^ cm., and the bottom is concave, bounded by a rim which is not

ground but makes a fairly good fit with the plate. The slab is placed upon

a slope, and the subject of observation is the slipping of the bottle upon it.

If we begin with surfaces washed and well rubbed with an ordinary cloth, or

gone over with a recently wiped hand, we find that at a suitable inclination

the conditions are uniform, the bottle starting slowly and moving freely from

every position. If now we breathe upon the slab, maintained in a fixed

position, or upon the bottle, or upon both, we find that the bottle sticks and

requires very sensible forces to make it move down. A like result ensues

when the contacts are thoi-oughly wetted with water instead of being merely

damped. When, after damping with the breath, evaporation removes the

moisture, almost complete recovery of the original slipperiness recurs.

In the slippery condition the surfaces, though apparently clean, are

undoubtedly coated with an invisible grea.sy layer. If, after a thorough

washing and rubbing under the tap, the surfaces are dried by evaporation after

shaking off as much of the water as possible, they are found to be sticky as

compared with the condition after wiping. A better experiment was made

with substitution of a strip of thinner glass about 5 cm. wide for the thick

slab. This was heated strongly by an alcohol flame, preferably with use of a

blow-pipe. At a certain angle of inclination the bottle was held everywhere,

but on going over the surface with the fingers, not purposely greased, free

movement ensued. As might have been expected, the clean surface is sticky

as compared with one slightly greased ; the difficulty so far is to explain the

effect of moisture upon a surface already slightly greased. It was not sur-

prising that the effect of alcohol was similar to that of water.

At this stage it was important to make sure that the stickiness due to

water was not connected with the minuteness of the quantity in operation.

Accordingly a glass plate was mounted at a suitable angle in a dish filled with

water. Upon this fully drowned surface the bottle stuck, the inclination

being such that on the slightest greasing the motion became free. In another

experiment the water in the dish was replaced by paraffin oil. There was

decided stickiness as compared with surfaces slightly greased.

The better to guard against the ordinary operation of surface tension, the

weight of the bottle was increased by inclusion of mercury until it reached

20 oz., but without material modification of the effects observed. The moisture

of the breath, or drowning in water whether clean or soapy, developed the

same stickiness as before.

The next series of experiments was a little more elaborate. In order to

obtain measures more readily, and to facilitate drowning of the contacts, the
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slab was used in the horizontal position and the movable piece was pulled by

a thread which started horizontally, and passing over a pulley carried a small

pan into which weights could be placed. The pan itself weighed 1 oz.

(28 grams). Another change was the substitution for the bottle of a small

carriage standing on glass legs terminating in three feet of hemisj^herical form

and 5 mm. in diameter. The whole weight of the carriage, as loaded, was

7f oz. The object of the substitution was to eliminate any effects which

might arise from the comparatively large area of approximate contact pre-

sented by the rim of the bottle, although in that case also the actual contacts

would doubtless be onl}' three in number and of very small area.

With i oz. in pan and surfaces treated with the hand, the carriage would

move within a second or two after being placed in position, but after four or

five seconds' contact would stick. After a few minutes' contact it may require

1,^ oz. in pan to start it. When the slab is breathed upon it requires, even at

first, 3^ oz. in the pan to start the motion. As soon as the breath has

evapoi-ated, ^ oz. in pan again suffices. When the weight of the pan is included,

the forces are seen to be as 1 : 3. When the feet stand in a pool of water the

stickiness is nearly the same as with the breath, and the substitution of

soapy for clean water makes little difference.

In another day's experiment paraffin (lamp) oil was used. After handling,

there was free motion with 1 oz. in pan. When the feet stood in the oil, from

2 1 to 3 oz. were needed in the pan. Most of the oil was next removed by

rubbing with blotting-paper until the slab looked clean. At this stage f oz.

in pan sufficed to start the motion. On again wetting with oil 2 oz. sufficed

instead of the 2J oz. required before. After another cleaning with blotting-

paper J oz. in pan sufficed. From these results it appears that the friction is

greater with a large dose than with a minute quantity of the same oil, and

this is what is haixl to explain. When olive oil was substituted for the paraffin

oil, the results were less strongly marked.

Similar experiments with a carriage standing on biriss feet of about the

same size and shape as the glass ones gave different results. It should, how-

ever, be noticed that the brass feet, though fairly polished, could not have

been so smooth as the fine surfaces of the glass. The present carriage weighed

(with its load) 6i- oz., and on the well-handled glass slide moved with | oz. in

pan. When the slide was breathed upon, the motion was as free as, perhaps

more free than, before. And when the feet stood in a pool of water, there was

equal freedom. A repetition gave confirmatory results. On another day

paraffin oil was tried. At the beginning ^ oz. in pan sufficed on the handled

slab. With a pool of oil the carriage still moved with | oz. in pan, but

perhaps not quite so certainly. As the oil was removed with blotting-paper

the motion became freer, and when the oil-film had visibly disappeared the

I oz. in pan could about be dispensed with. Doubtless a trace of oil remained.
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The blotting-paper was of course applied to the feet and legs of the carriage,

as well as to the slab.

In attempting to interpret these results, it is desirable to know what sort

of thickness to attribute to the greasy films on handled surfaces. But this

is not so easy a matter as when films are spread upon water. In an experiment

made some years ago * I found that the mean thickness of the layer on a glass

plate, heavily greased with fingers which had touched the hair, was about

-^ of the wave-length of visible light, viz. about 10^'' mm. The thickness of

the layer necessary to induce slipperiness must be a small fraction of this,

possibly ^L, but perhaps much less. We may compare this with the thickness

of olive oil required to stop the camphor-movements on water, which I found f

to be about 2 x lO"** mm. It may well be that there is little difference in the

quantities required for the two effects.

In view of the above estimate and of the probability that the point at

which surface-tension begins to fall corresponds to a thickness of a single layer

of molecules |, we see that the phenomena here in question probably lie out-

side the field of the usual theory of lubrication, where the layer of lubricant

is assumed to be at least many molecules thick. Wu are rather in the region

of incipient seizing, as is perhaps not surprising when we consider the small-

ness of the surfaces actually in contact. And as regards seizing, there is

difficulty in understanding why, when it actually occurs, rupture should ensue

at another place rather than at the recently engaged surfaces.

It may perhaps be doubted whether the time is yet ripe for a full dis

cussion of the behaviour of the thinnest films, but I will take this opportunity

to put forward a few remarks. Two recent French writers, Devaux§ and

Marcelin[|, who have made interesting contributions to the subject, accept my

suggestion that the drop of tension in contaminated surfaces commences when

the layer is one molecule thick ; bat Hardy^ points out a difficulty in the

case of pure oleic acid, where it appears that the drop commences at a thick-

ness of 1-3 X 10-" mm., while the thickness of a molecule should be decidedly

less. Many of Devaux' observations relate to the case where the quantity of

oil exceeds that required for the formation of the mono-molecular layer, and

he formulates a conclusion, not accepted by Marcelin, that the thickness of

the layer depends upon the existence and dimensions of the globules into

which most of the superfluous oil is collected, inasmuch as experiment proves

that when a layer with fine globules exists beside a layer with large globules,

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xix. p. 96 (1910) ; Scientific Papers, VoL v. p. 538.

t Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. xlvii. p. 361 (1890) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iii. p. 349.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. xlviii. p. 321 (1899) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 430.

§ A summary of Devaux' work, dating from 1903 onwards, will be found in the Revue Gen. d.

Sciences for Feb. 28, 1913.

" Annales d. Physicpie, t. i. p. 19 (1914).

r Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Vol. lxxxviii. p. 319 (1913).
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the former always contracts at the expense of the latter. As to this, it may-

be worth notice that the tension T of the contaminated surface could not be

expressed as a function merely of the volume of the drop and of the two other

tensions, viz. T^ the tension of an air-oil surface and T, that of a water-oil

surface. It would be necessary to introduce other quantities, such as gravity,

or molecular dimensions. I am still of the opinion formerly expressed that

these complications are the result of impurity in the oil. If the oil were

really homogeneous, Devaux' views would lead one to regard the continued

existence of two sizes of globules on the same surface as impossible. What

would there be to hinder the rapid growth of the smaller at the expense of

the greater until equality was established ? On the other hand, an impurity,

present only in small proportion, would naturally experience more difficulty

in finding its way about.

The importance of impurities in influencing the transformations of oil-films

was insisted on long ago by Tomlinson* ; and as regards olive oil, Miss Pockels

showed that the behaviour of purified oil is quite different from that of the

common oil. She quotes Richter (Nature, Vol. XLix. p. 488) as expressing

the opinion that the tendency of oil to spread itself on water is only due to

the free oleic acid contained in it, and that if it were possible to completely

purify the oil from oleic acid, it would not spread at allf. Some confusion

arises from the different meanings attached to the word "spreading." I sup-

pose no one disputes the rapid spreading upon a clean surface which results

in the formation of the invisible mono-molecular layer. Miss Pockels calls

this a solution current—a rather misleading term, which had tended to

obscure the meaning of her really valuable work. It is the second kind of

spreading in a thicker layer, resulting in more or less rapid subsequent trans-

formations, which is attributed to the presence of oleic acid. Miss Pockels

says :
" The Provence oil used in my experiment was shaken up twice with

pure alcohol, and the rest (residue) of the latter being carefully removed, a

drop of the oil was placed upon the freshly formed water-surface in a small

dish by means of a brass wire previously cleaned by ignition. The oil did

not really spread, but after a momentary centrifugal movement, during which

several small drops were separated from it, it contracted itself in the middle

of the surface, and a second drop deposited on the same vessel remained abso-

lutely motionless.'' I have repeated this experiment, using oil which is

believed to have come direct from Italy. A drop of this placed upon a clean

water-surface at once drives dust to the boundary in forming the mono-

molecular layer, and in addition flattens itself out into a disk of considerable

size, which rapidly undergoes the transformations well described and figured

by Devaux. The same oil, purified by means of alcohol on Miss Pockels' plan,

behaves quite differently. The first spreading, driving dust to the boundary,

* Phil. Mail- Vol. xxvi. p. 187 (18(;3).

t Nature, Vol. l. p. 223 (1894).
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takes place entirely as before. But the drop remains upon the water as a

lens, and flattens itself out, if at all, only very slowly. Small admixtures of

the original oil with the purified oil behave in an intermediate manner,

flattening out slowly and allowing the beautiful transformations which follow

to be observed at leisure.

Another point of importance does not appear to have been noticed.

Water-surfaces on which purified olive oil stands in drops still allow the

camphor-movements. Very small fragments spin merrily, while larger ones

by their slower movements testify to the presence of the oil. Perhaps this

was the reason why in my experiments of 1890 I found the approximate,

rather than the absolute, stoppage of the movements to give the sharpest

results. The absolute stoppage, dependent upon the presence of impurity,

might well be less defined.

If, after the deposition of a drop of purified oil, the surface be again dusted

over with sulphur or talc and then touched with a very small quantity of the

original oil, the dust is driven away a second time and camphor-movements

cease.

The manner in which impurity operates in these phenomena merits close

attention. It seems pretty clear that from pure oil water will only take a

layer one molecule thick. But when oleic acid is available, a further drop of

tension ensues. The question arises how does this oleic acid distribute itself?

Is it in substitution for the molecules of oil, or an addition to them consti-

tuting a second layer ? The latter seems the more probable. Again, how

does the impurity act when it leads the general mass into the unstable

flattened-out form ? In considering such questions Laplace's theory is of

little service, its fundamental postulate of forces operating over distances large

in comparison with molecular dimensions being plainly violated.
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ON THE SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY A CLOUD OF SIMILAR

SMALL PARTICLES OF ANY SHAPE AND ORIENTED AT

RANDOM.

[PhilosopJdcal Magazine, Vol. xxxv. pp. 373—381, 1918.]

For distinctness of conception the material of the particles may be

supposed to be uniform and non-magnetic, but of dielectric capacity different

from that of the surrounding medium ; at the same time the results at which

we shall arrive are doubtless more general. The smallness is, of course, to be

understood as relative to the wave-length of the vibrations.

When the particles are spherical, the problem is simple, as their orienta-

tion does not then enter*. If the incident light be polarized, there is no

scattered ray in the direction of primary electric vibration, or if the incident

light be unpolarized there is complete polarization of the light scattered at

right angles to the direction of primary propagation. The consideration of

elongated particles shows at once that a want of symmetry must usually

entail a departure from the above law of polarization and may be one of the

causes, though probablj^ not the most important, of the incomplete polarization

of sky-light at 90° from the sun. Mv son's recent experiments upon light

scattered by carefully filtered gases + reveal a decided deficiency of polariza-

tion in the light emitted perpendicularly, and seem to call for a calculation

of what is to be expected from jjarticles of arbitrary shape.

As a preliminary to a more complete treatment, it may be well to take

first the case of particles symmetrical about an axis, or at any rate behaving

as if they were such, for the calculation is then a good deal simpler. We
may also limit ourselves to finding the ratio of intensities of the two polarized

components in the light scattered at right angles, the principal component

being that which vibrates parallel to the primary vibrations, and the sub-

ordinate component (vanishing for spherical particles) being that in which

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xli. pp. 107, 274, 447 (1871), Vol. xii. p. 81 (1881), Vol. xlvii. p. 375 (1899);

Scientific Papers, Vol. i. pp. 87, 104, .518, Vol. iv. p. 397.

t Roy. Soc. Proc. A, Vol. xcir. p. 4.53 (1918); see also A, Vol. xcv. p. 155 (1918).
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the vibrations are perpendicular to the primary vibrations. All that we are

then concerned with are certain i-esolving factors, and the integration over

angular space required to take account of the random orientations. In virtue

of the postulated symmetry, a revolution of a particle about its own axis has

no effect, so that in the integration we have to deal only with the direction

of this axis. It is to be observed that the system of vibrations scattered by

a particle depends upon the direction of primary vibration without regard to

that of primary propagation. In the case of a spherical particle the system

of scattered vibrations is symmetrical with respect to this direction and the

amplitude of the scattered vibration is proportional to the cosine of the angle

between the primary and secondary vibrations. When we pass to unsym-

raetrical particles, we have first to resolve the priixiary vibrations in directions

corresponding to certain principal axes of the disturbing particle and to

introduce separate coefficients of radiation for the different axes. Each of

the three component radiations is symmetrical with respect to its own axis,

and follows the same law as obtains for the sphere*."

In Fig. 1 the various directions are represented by points on a spherical

surface with centre 0. Thus in the rectangular system XYZ, OZ is the

direction of primary vibration, corre-

sponding (we may suppose) to primary

propagation parallel to OX. The rect-

angular system f7 FIT represents in like

manner the principal axes of a particle,

so that UV, VW, WU are quadrants.

Since symmetry of the particle round W
has been postulated, there is no loss of

generality in taking U upon the prolonga-

tion of ZW. As usual, we denote ZW by

e, and XZW by 4>.

The first step is the resolving of the

primary vibration Z in the directions p. j

U, F, W We have

cos ZU = - sine, cos^F=0, cos^lf = cos^ (1)

The coefficients, dependent up'on the character of the particle, corresponding

to U, V, W may be denoted hj A, A; C; and we seek the effect along the

scattered ray OY, perpendicular to both primary vibration and primary

propagation. The ray scattered in this direction will not be completely

polarized, and we consider separately vibrations parallel to Z and to A'. As

regards the former, we have the same set of factors over again, as in (1), so

that the vibration is A sitf + G cos^ d, reducing to C simply, if ^ = C. This

is the result for a single particle whose axis is at W. What we are aiming

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xuv. p. 28 (1897) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 305.
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at is the aggregate intensity due to a large number of particles with their

positions and their axes distributed at random. The mean intensity is

I
' {A+iC-A) cos^ dY sill ^'^^ -^ ['"sin 0de

Jo Jo

^A' + "C^^IA + (^_r^^y = _L (8A"- + 30' + 44(7) (2)

This represents the intensity of that polarized component of the scattei-ed

light along OY whose vibrations are parallel to OZ.

For the vibrations parallel to OX the second set of resolving factors is

cos UX, cos VX, cos WX. Now from the spherical triangle UZX,

cos UX = sin (90'" + 6) cos (p = cos 6 cos cf>.

Also from the triangles VZX, WZX,

cos VX = cos VZX = cos (90' + <^) = - sin 4,,

cos WX = sin 6 cos 0.

The first set of factors remains as before. Taking both sets into account, we

get for the vibration parallel to A'

— A sin 9 cos 6 cos (/> + C cos 9 sin 9 cos ^,

the square of which is

{C-Af sin= 9 cos- 9 cos= (^ (3)

The mean value of cos- is i . That of cos^ ^ is -g- and that of cos* 9 is \, as

above, so that corresponding to (2) we have for the mean intensity of the

vibrations parallel to X
^(0-An^-\) = ^,{0-Ay- (4)

The ratio of intensities of the two components is thus

bA' + W' + ^AC ^ '

Two particular cases are worthy of notice. If A can be neglected in com-

parison with 0, (5) becomes simply one-third. On the other hand, if A is

predominant, (5) reduces to one-eujiith.

The above expressions apply when the primary light, propagated parallel

to A', is completel}^ polarized with vibrations parallel to Z, the direction of

the secondary ray being along Y. If the primary light be unpolarized, we

have further to include the effect of the primary vibrations parallel to Y.

The two polarized components scattered along OY, resulting therefrom, both

vibrate in directions perpendicular to OY, and accordingly are both repre-

sented by (4). In the case of unpolarized primary light we have therefore to
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double (4) for the secondary vibrations parallel to X, and to add together

(2) and (4) for the vibrations parallel to

Z. The latter becomes

^(9A^ + 4,C' + 2AG), y^ V^^

and for the ratio of intensities of the ^..^•^

/

vvf

two components V

9.i- + 4r'2 + 2.-iC'
*''^ \ i^

When A = 0, this ratio is one-half.

For a more general treatment, which

shall include all forms of particle, we

must introduce another angle i|r to E

represent the inclination of WU to ZW '^'
'

produced. Fig. 2. The direction cosines of either set of axes with respect

to the other are given by the formulae*

cos A' U = — sin ^ sin T|r + cos (p cos yjr cos
]

cos YU = cos </) sin i|r + sin ^ cos i/r cos ^ I . (7)

cos ZU = — sin cos i/r
J

cos XV = — sin (p cos i/f — cos cf) sin -\/r cos 8 \

cos FF = cos <p cos ->/r - sin (^ sin t/t cos ^ ) > (8)

cos ZV = sin t* sin yjr
j

cos A''W = sin ^ cos (^
]

cos Fir = sin ^ sin ^i- (9)

cos^^ir = cos ^
j

Supposing, as before, that the primary vibration is parallel to Z, we have

as the first set of factors

cos ZU = — sin cos ^ff \

cosZV = sin0sin->/fV (10)

cos ZW = cos
j

For the vibrations propagated along OT which are parallel to Z, we have the

same factors over again with coefficients A, B, G as before, and the vibration

is expressed by
A sin- cos' ^jr + B sin' sin'' yfr + G cos- ; (11)

while for the intensity

I = A' sin* cos-' 1^ + B- sin-* sin-* -i/^ + (7- cos*

+ 2AB sin-* cos^ f sin^ i/^ + 256' sin^ cos^ ^ sin" -i/r

+ 2(7^ sin= 61 cos= 6* cos^ -^ (12)

* See, for example, Routh'a Rigid Dynamics, Part I. § 258, 1897. ^ and <p are interchanged.
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This is for a single particle, and we have now to take the mean for all

orientations. The mean value of sin^ yjr, or cos'* i/r, is | ; that of sin- i/r cos' i/r

is i
; and that of sin- -i/r is i. The averaging with respect to yj/ thus yields

I = ^{A' + B') sin^ + G- cos^ O + ^AB sin^ 6 + (A + B) sm= 6 cos' 6. . . .(13)

Again, the mean value of sin* is f\, that of cos* ^ is ^, and that of sin- cos'

is -^^. Thus, finally, the mean value of/ over the sphere is given by

mean / = Jj {3 (A' + B- + C") + 2 (AB + BG + GA)} (14)

This refers to the vibrations parallel to Z which are propagated along OY.

For the vibrations parallel to A', the second set of factors is cosA^f^

cos XV, cos A ir, as given above, and the vibration is expressed by

— A sin cos \{r (— sin (^ sin i//- + cos
(f>

cos yjr cos 0)

+ B sin sin -v/r (— sin cos i/r — cos <p sin •>// cos 0)

-f C cos ^ sin 61 cos (^ (16)

Accordingly for the intensity

I = A- sin' cos' i/r (sin' (/> sin' -v/r + cos' ^ cos' ^jr cos'

— 2 sin
(f>

cos (/) sin yjr cos -v/^ cos ^)

+ B- sin' ^ sin' •>// (sin' (^ cos' -v/r + cos' <j} sin' t^t cos'

+ 2 sin 4> cos (/) sin -v/f cos yfr cos 0)

+ 6" sin' cos' ^ cos'
(f>

— 2^15 sin' sin >//• cos i/r (sin' </> sin i|r cos t/t — cos'
(f>

sin i/r cos ^ cos' ^

-f sin (p cos (^ sin' -yjr cos ^ — sin ^ cos ^ cos' -v/r cos 0)

+ 2BG sin' cos ^ sin i/f cos (j> (— sin (/) cos -v/r — cos (^ sin -^ cos ^)

— 2GA sin' ^ cos ^ cos -^ cos (^ (— sin <p sin i|r + cos cf) cos -^/r cos 0). . . .(16)

In taking the mean with respect to ip, the terms which are odd in sin (/>, or

cos (^, disappear, while the mean value of sin-
(f>,

or cos'(^, is i. Wc get for

the mean
/ = hA- sin' cos' -v/r (sin' i/^ -f cos' i|r cos' 0)

+ ^-B' sin' sin' i/f (cos' x/r + .sin' i/r cos' 0)

+ iC"sin'^cos'^

— AB sin' ^ sin yjr cos ->|r . sin t/t cos i/r sin' ^

— BG sin' ^ cos sin \}r . sin -v/r cos ^

— GA sin'^ cos cosyjr . cos i/r cos ^ (17)

The averaging with respect to -v/r now goes as before, and we obtain

}. (A' + B-) sin' 0ii + ^ cos' 0) + ^ C" sin' cos'

- ^AB sin* - I (.4 + B) G sin' ^ cos' 0; . . .(18)
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and, finally, the averaging with respect to $ gives

, A' + &.^
, ^^ C'= AB (A+B)C

= j^^{A' + B' + C"-AB~BC-CA} (19)

This represents the intensity of the vibrations parallel to X dispersed along

OV, due to primary vibrations parallel to Z. It vanishes, of course, if

A =B = G; while, if A = -B merely, it reduces to (4).

The ratio of the two polarized components is

A'- + B' + G'-AB- BC- CA
3 {A' + B' + C) + 2 (AB + BG + CA)' ^ ^

reducing to (5) when B = A.

If the primary light travelling in direction OX is unpolarized, we have

also to include primary vibrations parallel to Y. The secondary vibrations

scattered along OT are of the same intensity whether they are parallel to Z
or to X. They are given by (19), where all that is essential is the perpen-

dicularity of the primary and secondary vibrations. Thus, in order to obtain

the effect along OF of unpolarized primary light travelling along OX, we

have merely to add (19) to both components. The intensity of the component

vibrating parallel to Z is thus

^ {3 (A^ + B' + CO + 2(AB + BG+ GA)}

+ tV {A.' + B' + G'-AB- BG - GA

}

= ^{i(A' + B"- + C'^) + AB+BG-\-GA}; (21)

while that of the component vibrating parallel to A' is simply

^{A' + B'+G"--AB-BG-GA} (22)

The ratio of the two intensities is

2iA-' + B:'+G'-AB-BG-GA)
4{A"- +& + G') + AB + BG + GA' ^ -*

reducing to (6) when B = A.

It may be observed that, since (21) = (14) + (19), we obtain the same

intensity whether we use a polarizer transmitting vibrations parallel to Z and

no analyser, or whether we use an analyser transmitting vibrations parallel

to Z and no polarizer.

If neither polarizing nor analysing apparatus is employed, we may add

(21) and (22), thus obtaining

j'-g[6{A' + B'+G"-)-AB-BG-GA] (24)

When the particles are supposed to be of uniform quality, with a specific

inductive capacity K' as compared with K for the undisturbed medium, and

to be of ellipsoidal form with semi-axes a, b, c, we have

E. VI. 35
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where L = 2irahc\
1^ x j (26)

with similar expressions for M and iV.

If the ellipsoid be of revolution the case is simplified*. For example, if

it be of the elongated or ovary form with eccentricity e,

a, = 6 = cV(l-e=); (27)

47r

^' = 4^^1 £log^-l (29)

For the sphere (e = 0) L = M = N =-.!^ (30)

In the case of a very elongated ovoid, L and M approximate to the value 2it,

while N approximates to the form

^^=^-f(log|-l), (31)

vanishing when e = 1. It appears that, when K'jK is finite, mere elongation

does not suffice to render A and B negligible in comparison with C The

limiting value of C : A is in fact ^ (1 + K'jK). If, however, as for a perfectly

conducting body, K' =-- ao , then C becomes paramount, and the simplified

values already given for this case acquire validityf

.

Another question which naturally presents itself is whether a want of

equality among the coefficients A, B, C interferes with the relation between

attenuation and refractive index, explained in my paper of 1899]:. The

answer appears to be in the affirmative, since the attenuation depends upon

A- + B- + C'-, while the refractive index depends upon A + B -rC, bo that no

simple relation obtains in general. But it xa&y well be that in cases of

interest the disturbance thus arising is not great.

The problem of an ellipsoidal particle of uniform dielectric quality can be

no more than illustrative of what happens in the case of a molecule ; but we

may anticipate that the general form with suitable values oi A, B, C still

applies, except it may be under special circumstances where resonance occurs

and where the effective values of the coefficients may vary greatly with the

wave-length of the light.

* See the paper of 1897.

t But the particle must still be small relatively to the wave-length u-ithin the medium of which

it is composed.

J An equivalent formula was given by Lorenz in 1890, (Euvres Scientijiques, t. i. p. 496,

Copenhagen, 1898. See also Schuster's Theory of Optics, 2nd ed. p. 326 (1909).
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PROPAGATION OF SOUND AND LIGHT IN AN IRREGULAR
ATMOSPHERE.

[Nature, Vol. ci. p. 284, 1918.]

I SUPPOSE that most of those who have listened to (single-engined)

aeroplanes in flight must have noticed the highly uneven character of the

sound, even at moderate distances. It would seem that the changes are to

be attributed to atmospheric irregularities affecting the propagation rather

than to variable emission. This may require confirmation ; but, in any case,

a comparison of what is to be expected in the analogous propagation of light

and sound has a certain interest.

One point of difference should first be noticed. The velocity of propaga-

tion of sound through air varies indeed with temperature, but is independent

of pressure (or density), while that of light depends upon pressure as well as

upon temperature. In the atmosphere there is a variation of pressure with

elevation, but this is scarcely material for our present purpose. And the kind

of irregular local variations which can easily occur in temperature are ex-

cluded in respect of pressure by the mechanical conditions, at least in the

absence of strong winds, not here regarded. The question is thus reduced to

refractions consequent upon temperature variations.

The velocity of sound is as the square root of the absolute temperature.

Accordingly for 1° C. difference of temperature the refractivity (/J. — I) is

0-00183. In the case of light the corresponding value of (/j,-1) is

0-000294 X 0-00366, the pressure being atmospheric. The effect of tempera-

ture upon sound is thus about 2000 times greater than upon light. If we

suppose the system of temperature differences to be altered in this propor-

tion, the course of 7-ays of light and of sound will be the same.

When we consider mirage, and the twinkling of stars, and of terrestrial

lights at no very great distances, we recognize how heterogeneous the atmo-

sphere must often be for the propagation of sound, and we need no longer be

surprised at the variations of intensity with which uniformly emitted sounds

are received at moderate distances from their source.

35—2
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It is true, of course, that the question is not exhausted by a consideration

of rays, and that we must remember the immense disproportion of wave-

lengths, greatly affecting all phenomena of diffraction. A twinkling star, as

seen with the naked eye, may disappear momentarily, which means that then

little or no light from it falls upon the eye. When a telescope is employed

the twinkling is very much reduced, showing that the effects are entirely

different at points so near together as the parts of an object-glass. In the

case of sound, such sensitiveness to position is not to be expected, and the

reproduction of similar phenomena would require the linear scale of the atmo-

spheric irregularities to be very much enlarged.
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NOTE ON THE THEORY OF THE DOUBLE RESONATOR.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxvi. pp. 231—234, 1918.]

In my book on the Theory of Sound* I have considered the case of a

double resonator (Fig. 1), where two reservoirs of volumes S, S' communicate

Fig. 1.

with each other and with the external atmosphere by narrow passages or

necks. If we were to treat SS' as a single reservoir and apply the usual

formula, we should be led to an erroneous result ; for that formula is founded

on the assumption that within the reservoir the inertia of the air may be

left out of account, whereas it is evident that the energy of the motion

through the connecting passage may be as great as through the two others.

However, an investigation on the same general plan meets the case perfectly.

Denoting by X^, X.^, X^ the total transfers of fluid through the three passages,

v^e have for the kinetic energy the expression

-'i^mhim 1 fdx,y-]

cA-df) ' ('^

and for the potential energy

V ^pa
^^

+ ^, •(2)

Here p denotes the density of the fluid, a the velocity of sound, while Cj, c.,, c,

may be interpreted as the electrical conductivities of the passages. Thus for

* § 310, first edition 1878, second edition 1896, Macmillan. Also Phil. Trans. 1870 ; Scientific

Papers, Vol. i. p. 41.
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a long cylindrical neck of radius R and length L we should have c = ttR^/L.

An application of Lagrange's method gives as the differential equations of

motion,

~ -TPr + a 5 = 0,
Ci at- IS

i.^x.^^.-x^^x^x,.
^^

c, df- ' { S S'
.(3)

By addition and integration

^ +^+^ = 0, (4)
c, c, c.

since in the case of free vibrations all the quantities X may be supposed

proportional to e^', so that d/dt may be replaced by p.

From (3) and (4) by elimination of X'3,
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li Pi^ and jj.,- differ sufficiently, we may pursue an appruxiination from (8)

founded on the smallness of .S" -S'. But it is of more interest to suppose that

Pi^ and p.,- are absolutely equal, which nothing precludes. Then

2/-|)^(^2pr + |p,=j+;V=0, (9)

whence
p"- , S' 1(8' S''\

or, if S'/S be small enough,

,?-V(f) <"'

p^ differing but little from p^^ or p^".

Referring back to (5), we have

when we introduce the value of p" from (11). Thus

f;=VS) "'->

We may now compare effects in the two component resonators, and here

a certain choice presents itself The condensations in the interiors are

(A'l — Xj)/*? and Xo/S', and the ratio of condensations is

X,/S' ^{S/S') _ /fS^
(X,-X.,)/S l-^/{S'/S) V Vsv

^^'"^^

approximately. It appears that the condensation in the second resonator

may be made to exceed to any extent that in the first by making the second

resonator small enough, which sufficiently explains the advantage found in

experiment to attend the combination.

In some forms of the experiment we may have to do rather with the flow

through the passages than with the condensations in the interiors. In (12)

we have the ratio of the total flows already expressed. But we may be more

concerned with a comparison of flows reckoned per rmit of area of the passages.

In the case of passages which are mere circular apertures of radii R and R' a

simple result may be stated, for then c^: 0^ = R:R' ; and, since 2h'=2^2",

Ci : Cs = >S' : S'. Accordingly

^V(f)-li=(# <"'

and the advantage of a small 6" is even more pronounced than in (13).
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A PROPOSED HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENT.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxvi. pp. 815—316, 1918.]

In an early paper* Stokes showed " that in the case of a homogeneous

incompressible fluid, whenever udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential, not

only are the ordinary equations of fluid motion satisfied, but the equations

obtained when friction is taken into account are satisfied likewise. It is only

the equations of condition which belong to the boundaries of the fluid that

are violated." In order to satisfy these also, it is only necessary to suppose

that every part of the solid boundaries is made to move with the velocity

which the fluid in irrotational motion would there assume. There is no

difficulty in the supposition itself; but the only case in which it could readily

be carried into effect with tolerable completeness is for the two-dimensional

motion of fluid between coaxal cylinders, themselves made to rotate in the

same direction with circumferential velocities which are inversely as the

radii. Experiments upon these lines, but not I think quite satisfying the

above conditions, have been made by Couette and Mallock. It would appear

that, except at low velocities, the simple steady motion becomes unstable.

But the point of greatest interest is not touched in the above example.

It arises when fluid passing along a uniform or contracting pipe, or channel,

arrives at a place where the pipe expands. It is known that if the expansion

be suflficientl}' gradual, the fluid generally speaking follows the walls, or, as

it is often expressed, the pipe flows full ; and the loss of velocity accom-

panying the increased section is represented by an augmentation of pressure,

approximately according to Bernoulli's law. On the other hand, if in order

to effect the conversion of velocity into pressure more rapidly, the expansion

be made too violently, the fluid refuses to follow the walls, eddies result, and

mechanical energy is lost by fluid friction. According to W. Froude's gener-

ally accejited view, the explanation is to be sought in the loss of velocity

near the walls in consequence of fluid friction, which is such that the fluid

* Caml). Trans. Vol. ix. p. [8J, 18-50; Math, and Phijs. Papers, Vol. in. p. 73.
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in question is unable to penetrate into what should be the region of higher

pressure beyond.

It would be a difficult matter to satisfy the necessary conditions for the

walls of an expanding channel, even in two dimensions. The travelling bands

of which the walls would be constituted should assume different velocities at

different parts of their course. But it is quite possible that a very rough

approximation to theoretical requirements would throw interesting light

upon the subject, and I write in the hope of persuading some one with the

necessary facilities, such as are to be found in some hydraulic laboratories, to

undertake a comparatively simple experiment.

What I propose is the observation of the flow of liquid between two

cylinders A, B (probably brass tubes), revolving about their axes in opposite

directions. The diagram will sufficiently explain the idea. The circum-

0.
ferential velocity of the cylinders should not be less than that of irrotational

fluid in contact with the walls at the narrowest place. The simple motion

may be unstable ; but, as I have had occasion to remark before *, the critical

situation would be so quickly traversed that perhaps the instability may be

of little consequence. If no marked difference in the character of the flow

could be detected by colour streaks, whether the cylinders were turning or

not, the inference would be that Froude's explanation is inadequate. In the

contrary event the question would arise whether practical advantage could

be taken by specially stimulating the motion of fluid near the walls of ex-

panding channels, e.g. with the aid of steam jets.

* Phil. Mag. Yol. xxvi. p. 776 (1913). [This Tolume, Art. 376.]
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ox THE DISPERSAL OF LIGHT BY A DIELECTRIC CYLINDER.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxvi, pp. 365—376, 1918.]

The problem of the incidence of plane electric waves on an insulating

dielectric cylinder was treated by me as long ago as 1881*- Further in-

vestigations upon the same subject have been published by Seitzf and by

IgnatowskiJ who corrects some of Seitz's results. Neither of these authors

appears to have been acquainted with my much earlier work. The purpose

of the present paper is little more than numerical calciilations from the

expressions formerly given, but in order to make them intelligible it will

be well to quote what was then said. The notation is for the most part

Maxwell's.

" We will now return to the two-dimension problem with the view of

determining the disturbance resulting from the impact of plane waves upon

a cylindrical obstacle whose axis is parallel to the plane of the waves. There

are, as in the problem of reflection from plane surfaces, two principal cases

—

(1) when the electric displacements are parallel to the axis of the cylinder

taken as axis of z, (2) when the electric displacements are perpendicular to

this direction.

" Case 1. [From the general equation with conductivity (C) zero and

magnetic permeability (fj,)
constant]

,

# d- \ Ji „ T^ h „ ,,,p

^^ + ^jir+"-^^r = «; ^i)§

or if, as before, k = 27r/A,,

(£-|-'=)^» <=)

in which k is constant in each medium, but changes as we pass from one

medium to another. From (2) we see that the problem now before us is

* Phil. Mag. Vol, xii, p. 81 (1881); Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. -533.

+ Ann. d. Physlk, Vol. xvi. p. 746 (190-5) ; Vol. xix. p. 5.54 (1906).

X Ann. d. Physlk, Vol. xviii. p. 495 (1905).

§ The numbering of the equations is changed, ft is the component of electric displacement

parallel to z, K the speoifle inductive capacity, and \ the wave-length.
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analytically identical with that treated in my book on Sound*, § 343, to
which I must refer for more detailed explanations. The incident plane waves
are represented by

= e"'* [J, (kr) + 2/./, (kr) cos ^ + ...

+ 2/™./,„ (kr) cos md + ...}; (3)

and we have to find for each value of m an internal motion finite at the
centre, and an external motion representing a divergent wave, which shall in

conjunction with (3) satisfy at the surface of the cylinder (r = c) the condition
that the function [h/K] and its differential coeflicient with respect to r shall

be continuous. The divergent wave is expressed by

-B„-«/r„ + 5j-v/ri cos ^ + J^x/r, cos 2^ 4- . . ., (4)

where ^/^o, i/r,, etc. are the functions of kr defined in § 3-41. The coefficients B
are determined in accordance with

= 2t™ {k'c J,„ (kc) ./„/ {k'c) - kcJ,n (k'c) Jr,: {kc)}, (5)

except in the case of m = 0, when 2/'" on the right-hand side is to be replaced

by I'" f. In working out the result we suppose kc and k'c to be small ; and
we find approximately for the secondary disturbance corresponding to (3)

1

Jr = {

'""

)
gUnt-kr)

\2ikr/

'k'- c- -k-c^ k- c" (
k'"

d" - k'^c'

)

?; cos (9 .(6)

showing, as was to be expected, that the leading term is independent of 6.

"For case 2, which is of greater interest, we have [from the general

equations]

dxk^dx dyk'-dy / ~ ^ ''^

This is of the same form as (2) within a uniform medium, but gives a different

boundary condition at a surface of transition. In both cases the function

itself is to be continuous ; but in that with which we are now concerned the

second condition requires the continuity of the differential coefficient after

division by il The equation for B^ [or Bm as we may write it for dis-

tinctiveness] is therefore

ry , (,, dy{r,-a T n'^\ 1 n t

dJ,Ak'c)
\

.
= 2i"' {kcJ,n (kc) JJ (k'c) - k'cJrn (k'c) ./„/ (kc)}, (8)

* Theory of Sound, Vol. ii. Macmillan, iBt ed. 1878, 2nd ed. 1896.

+ Here k' relates to the cylindrical obstacle and k to the external medium,

t In (7) c is the magnetic component, and not the radius of the cylinder. So many letters are

employed in the electromagnetic theory, that it is difficult to hit upon a satisfactory notation.
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with the understanding that the 2 is to be omitted when m = 0. Cov-

responding to the primary wave e'""+*^', we find as the [approximate]

expression of the secondary wave at a great distance from the cylinder,

^ = i2»F

^
^'(fc^c^-r-c=)

''"
* ilnt—kr]

.(9)-k-c- ,, ,
, cos ^ - H k^c* -r„ yr, cos 26

k'- + k- 8 k- + k'

The term in cos is now the leading term ; so that the secondary disturbance

approximately vanishes in the direction of the primary electrical displace-

ments, agreeably with what has been pro\'ed before. It should be stated

here that (9) is not complete to the order k^c* in the terms containing cos 6.

The calculation of the part omitted is somewhat tedious in general ; but if

we introduce the supposition that the difference between k'- and k- is small,

its effect is to bring in the factor (1 — ^k-c'-).

" Extracting the factor {k'- — ^'°), we may conveniently write (9)

,t. _ _ l-api
I I

pi{nt-kr\

' ^
. k'-c- + k'c' Be" „„

cos r— ~ cos lo
lb o

...(10)
,
k"" - k^ /jTT^

' FuHf \2ikr,

in which

cos 6 —

,

p^cos 20 = cos6 ^^^ r-cos-ft ...(11)
16 8 16 4 ^

" In the directions cos ^ = 0, the secondary light is thus not only of high

order in kc, but is also of the second order in (k' — k). For the direction in

which the secondary light vanishes to the next approximation, we have

x^-e = ^ik'-^c^-t-c^)J^^'^- (12)

This... is true if kc, k'c be small enough, whatever may be the relation of k'

and k. For the cylinder, as for the sphere, the direction is such that the

primary light would be bent through an angle greater than a right angle...."

'' If we suppose the cjdinder to be extremely small, we may confine our-

selves to the leading terms in (6) and (9). Let us compare the intensities

of the secondary lights emitted in the two cases along ^ = 0, i.e. directly

backwards. From (6)

^y.\(k'-c"-k-c^),
while from (9)

-^ X - k-c- (k'- - k-)/{k'-' + k"-).

The opposition of sign is apparent only, and relates to the different methods

of measurement adopted in the two cases. In (6) the primary and secondary

disturbances are represented by h/K, but in (9) by the magnetic function c..."

It may be remarked that Ignatowski's equation agrees with (5) for this

case, and that his corresponding equation (11) for the second case also agrees
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with (8) after correction of some misprints. His function Q corresponds with

my yfr, at least when we observe that the introduction of a constant multiplier,

even if a function of m, does not influence the final result.

In proceeding to numerical calciilations we must choose a refractive index.

I take for this index 1-5, as in similar work for a transparent sphere*, so that

k'/k = 1'5. And before employing the more general formulae, I commence

with the approximations of (6) and (9), assuming kc = "10, k'c = '15. When
we introduce these values into (6), we get

, X

^"^"(sip) e'"""*" ['00625- -156 X 10-" cos ^], (13)

in response to the incident wave hjK = e»("'+**i. Again, from (9)

a/t = c = i^]] e»<"'-*''> [10-" (-0781 + -0481 cos 26) - -00385 cos 61], ...(14)

corresponding with c = e"'"»*+*^) for the incident wave.

In using the general formulae the next step is to express ->/f„i, representing

a divergent wave, by means of functions already tabulated. I am indebted

to Prof Nicholson for valuable information under this head. It appears that

we may take

f-m {z) = G,n {z) - \ nrJ,n («), (15)

where z is written for kr, and the real and imaginary parts are separated.

When.^ is very great

t»(^) = ^'"(|^)^-'^ (16)t

Jm(z) is the usual Bessel's function; the (r-functions are tabulated in

Brit. Assoc. Reports:[. The Bessel's functions satisfy the relations

"m+l ^^ " M ~ "m—Ij ('')

J;n = -Jm-l ~ "Jm \ (1°)

and relations of the same form are satisfied by functions G. When m = 0,

Writing z for kc and z' for k'c and with use of (18), we have for the

coefficient D„i of 2t"' on the right-hand side of (5)

-Dm = z'Jm (z) Jm-. (^') " ^-In {z") '^m-i (^) i (19)

and for the coefficient of 5,,, on the left

* Proc. Boy. Soc. A, Vol. lxxxiv. p. 25 (1910) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 547.

[t A correction has been made in this formula. In order to yield (15), i//„^ (z) must be deduced

from ^o{z) by (5) of § 341 of Theorij of Sound, and not by (11) of that section, which gives a

different law of signs; also xf/t, (z) m\x%i be taken with the opposite sign from (18) of §341. W. F. S.]

X Reports for 1913, p. 115; 1914, p. 75.
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where iV,„ = z G,,' (z) ./,„ {z') - zG,n {z) JJ {z')

= z (?,„_! {z) J,„ {z') - z'G„, (z) /,„_, (/) (20)
Thus

where, however, the 2 is to be omitted when m = 0. Thus by (4) and (16)

the divergent wave at a great distance ?- is expressed by

^/^=V2^X.

1 "

1 ^ 2,(-l)"'cosOTi9 '|
_^^

Here N^, !),„ are given by (10), (20), and are- real.

In like manner (8) may be put into the form

^"^
~iV/i>,,7+Ti7r'

(23)

iV„.' = //,„ (/) G„/ (.-) - /,„' (z') G„, {z)

= 2'J,n (z") Gm-i (z) - zJ,n-i {z') G,n (z)

Z^

vhere

-m[~-^,)J',n(z')G.„{z), (24)

B,,: = zJ,,(z) J,„_, {z') - :'J,„ {z') ./,„_, {z)

"^"H^ ~?) ^'«<^->'^'«(^') (-5)

And, as in (22), the expression for the diverging wave at a distance is

,= (JL_^-eUn,-,.\ \ 2 20-l)»cosm^1

When we fix the refractive index at l'-5, the value of z'jz — zjz' in (24), (25)

is 5/6.

The values of N^, i\^', D^, D/ may be deduced from the corresponding

quantities with m = by means of the relations

N, = N.;, N,' = X„ - ^J, (z) G, (z), (27)

A = A', D,' = B„ + ^J,(z')J,{z) (28)

For numerical calculation we have also to specify the values of z, or kc.

For this purpose we take z = '4, -8, 1-2, 16, 2'0, 2-4, where z denotes the ratio

of the circumference of the cylinder to the wave-length in air; the cor-

responding values of {XID + ^iTr)~^ and of (X'/D' + ^iTvy^ may then be

tabulated.

The next step is the calculation of the series included in the square

brackets of (22) and (26) for various values of 6 from ^ = in the direction

backwards along the primary ray to 6 = 180° in the direction of the primary
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TABLE I:

lNo/Do + iiir]- [A^o'/i'o' + iiT]-'

10624 -IX -01825

1-2

1-6

2-0

2-4

29104 -i'

31827
31745
31565
26905

X -18940

X -32283

X -34157

X -35939

I X -48842

•00202 -

•03397 -

-17667-

-31764-

-23337 -

-19953-

X -00001

X -00182

X -06353

X -33892

X -53480

i X -56634

[Ni/Di + Jix]- [N,'IDi' + iiTr]-

-4
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ray produced. If we add the terms due to even and odd values of m
separately, we may include in one calculation the results for and for

180° -6', since (- l)™cosm(180° - 61) = cos??i6' simply.

In illustration we may take the numerically simple case where = and

6 = 180°, choosing as an example z = S'-i in (22). Thus

m
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As might have been expected, the modulus, representing the amplitude of

vibration, is greater in the second case, that is in the direction of the primary

ray produced.

For other angles, except 90°, the calculation is longer on account of the

factor cos?n^. The angles chosen as about sufficient are 0, 30°, 60°, 90° and

their supplements. For 2 or 3 of the larger z's the angle 45° and its

supplement were added. The results are embodied in Table II, and a plot

of most of them is given in Fig. 1, where the abscissa is the angle 6 and the

ordinate the corresponding modulus from the table. The curve marked N
corresponds to (22) and that marked iV to (26). A few points have been

derived from values not tabulated. From the natui'e of the functions re-

presented both curves are horizontal at the limits 0° and 180 .

When z = '8, the curves show the characteristics of a very thin cylinder.

At 90° N' nearly vanishes, indicating that in this direction little light is

scattered whose vibrations are perpendicular to the axis. When z= 1'2, the

maximum polarization is still pretty complete, but the direction in which it

occurs is at a smaller angle 0. For z = V6 the polarization is reversed over

most of the range between 45' and 90°. By the time z has risen to 2-4

a good deal of complication enters, at any rate for the curve lY.

TABLE II.

z= '4.

[ ]inC2'2) Modulus
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z=\-2.

1 e
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43.3.

THE PERCEPTION OF SOUND.

[Xature, Vol. Cli. p. 225, 1918.]

I DO not think that Hehnholtz's theory of audition, whatever difficulties

there may be in it, breaks down so completely as Dr Perrett represents*.

According to him, one consequence of the theory would be that "when a

tuning-fork is made to vibrate, no note can be heard, but only an unimagin-

able din." I cannot admit this inference. It is true that Helmholtz's theory

contemplates the response in greater or less degree of a rather large number

of "resonators" with their associated nerves, the natural pitch of the

resonators ranging over a certain interval. But there would be no dissonance,

for in Helmholtz's view dissonance depends upon intermittent excitation of

nerves, and this would not occur. So long as the vibration is maintained,

every nerve would be uniformly excited. Neither is there any difficulty in

attributing a simple perception to a rather complicated nervous excitation.

Something of this kind is involved in the simple perception of yellow, resulting

fi-om a combination of excitations which would severally cause perceptions of

red and green.

The fundamental question would appear to be the truth or otherwise of

the theory associated with the name of J. Mtiller. Whatever may be the

difficulty of deciding it, the issue itself is simple enough. Can more than

one kind of message be conveyed by a single nerve ? Does the nature of the

message depend upon how the nerve is excited? In the case of sound—say

from a fork of frequency 2-36—is there anything periodic of this fi-equency

going on in the nerve, or nerves, which carry the message? It is rather diffi-

cult to believe it, especially when we remember that frequencies up to 10,000

per second have to be reckoned with. Even if we could accept this, what are

we to think when we come to nerves conveying the sensation of light ? Can

we believe that there are processes in action along the nerve repeated 10''

times per second?

I do not touch upon the anatomical matters treated by Sir T. Wrightson

and Prof Keith, or upon the phonetic evidence brought forward with

authority by Dr Perrett.

* Xature, Vol. cii. p. 184, 1918.
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ON THE LIGHT EMITTED FROM A RANDOM DISTRIBUTION
OF LUMINOUS SOURCES.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxvi. pp. 429—449, 1918.]

Recent researches have emphasized the importance of a clear compre-

hension of the operation under various conditions of a group of similar unit

sources, or centres, of iso-periodic vibrations, e.g. of sound or of light. The

sources, supposed to be concentrated in points, may be independently excited

(as probably in a soda flame), or they may be constituted of similar small

obstacles in an otherwise uniform medium, dispersing plane waves incident

upon them. We inquire into an effect, such as the intensity, at a great

distance from the cloud, either in a particular direction, or in the average of

all directions. For convenience of calculation and statement we shall consider

especially sonorous vibrations ; but most of the results are equally applicable

to electric vibrations, as in light, the additional complication being merely

such as arises from the vibrations being transverse to the direction of pro-

pagation.

If the centres, supposed to be distributed at random in a region whose

three dimensions are all large, are spaced widely enough in relation to the

wave-length (X) to act independently, the question reduces itself to one

formerly treated*, for it then becomes merely one of the composition of a

large number {n) of unit vibrations of arbitrary phases. It is known that

the "expectation" of intensity in any direction is n times that due to a single

centre, or (as we may say) is equal to n. The word "expectation" is here

used in the technical sense to represent the mean of a large number of

independent trials, or combinations, in each of which the phases are re-

distributed at random. It is important to remember that it is infinitely

improbable that the expectation will be confirmed in a single trial, however

large n may be. Thus in a single combination of many vibrations of arbitrary

phase there is about an even chance that the intensity will be less than 7/?.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. x. p. 73 (1880) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 491. For another method see

Theory of Sound, 2nd ed. § 42 a, and for a more complete theory K. Pearson's Math. Contributions

to the Theory of Evolution, xv, Dulau, London.
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The general formula is that the probability of an amplitude between r and

r + dr is

- e- ''/» rdr = ~e-^/"dr, ( 1

)

n n

if / denote the intensity*.

As regards the " expectation " of intensity merely, the question is very

simple. If 6, 0\ 6" ... be the n individual phases, the expectation is

... ,^— ^ ^^ ... [(cos ^ + COS 61' + ...)'+ (sin ^ + sm 0' +... yi.
,'0 Jo iO iTT Lit iTT

Effecting the integration with respect to 6, we have

/•27r rlT, (Iff dO"
, . .
"^^ . . . [1 + (cos 61' + cos r + . . .

)=^ + (sin 61' + sin 61" + . . . f]

;

.'fl Jo -!"- 177

and when we continue the process over all the n phases we get finally

Expectation of Intensity = n.

The same result follows of course from (1). The "expectation" is

'

e-^l"I.dlln = n (2)
'

But if we are not to expect any particular intensity when a large number

of vibrations of unit amplitude and arbitrary phase are combined, what

precisely is the significance to be attached to this result ? As has already

been suggested, we must look to what is likely to happen when we have to

do with a large number m of independent trials, in each of which the n phases

are redistributed at random. By (1) the chance of the separate intensities

/i, I.., ... Irii lying between 1-^ + dl^, I„_ + dL_, etc. is

n-mg-(i,+i.+-Vndl^dT, ... dl,„

and we may inquire what is altogether the chance of the sum of intensities,

represented by •/, lying between J and J+ dJ. Over the range concerned

the factor e"-^'" may be treated as constant, and so the question is reduced

to findirig the value of

dlidl„ ... dl,n

under the condition that I^ + 1-2+ ... lies between J and /+ dJ. This isf

r?^—

1

-T ; dJ

so that the chance of /j + J, + ... lying between / and J + c^J is

g-J/nJm-idJ

ft"'.(m-l)!' ^

* An interesting example of variable intensity when phases are at random is afforded by the

observations of De Haas {Amsterdam Proceedings, Vol. xx. p. 1278 (1918)) on the granular structure

of the field when a corona is formed from homogeneous light. The results of various combinations

are exhibited to the eye simultaneously.

t See for example Todhunter'a Int. Calc. § 272.
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or, if we employ the mean value of the 7's instead of the sum, the chance of

the mean, viz. (Ji + /a + . ..)lm, lying between K and K + dK is

; (4)

We may compare this with the corresponding expression when m = l, where

we have to do with a single /, to which K then reduces. The ratio

i? = (4):(l) = ^ "' ,^— (5)

When we treat m as very large, we may take

m ! = ??i™ ^/{2^^7n) . e-'«,

so that (5) becomes

V(^)| n \

^

If in (6) K = 11 absolutely, the second factor is unity, and since the first factor

increases indefinitely with «i, there is a concentration of probability upon the

value n, as compared with what obtains for a single combination.

In general we have to consider what becomes of

x/m.{x gi-^l '""S ( 7

)

when m = 00
, and x, written for Kjn, is positive. Here a;e'"^ vanishes when

x = and when x= x , and it has but one maximum when x = I, xe^~^ = 1.

We conclude that xe^-'^ is a positive quantity, in general less than unity.

The ratio of consecutive values when m in (7) increases to ??i + 1 is

xe'-^^Jil + ljin),

and thus when wi = x
, (7) diminishes without limit, unless x=l absolutely.

Ultimately there is no probability of any mean value K which is not infinitely

near the value n.

Fig. 1 gives a plot of R in (5) as a function of x, or Kjn, for m = 2, 4, 6.
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It will be observed that for m > 2, clR/dx = when « = 0, but that for m = 2,

dR/dx = 4.

The corresponding question for J may be worth a moment's notice. We
have

""'-^^y-^'^-^^^^^v ^«)

so that R' goes to zero as m increases, if J be comparable with n, as might

have been expected.

It must not be overlooked that when the random distribution of phases is

due to a random spatial distribution of centres, it fails to satisfy strictly the

requirement that all the centres act independently, for some of them will lie

at distances from nearest neighbours less than the number of wave-lengths

necessary for approximate independence. The simple conditions just discussed

are thus an ideal, approached only when the spacing is very open.

We have now to consider how the question is affected when we abandon

the restriction that the spacing of the unit centres is very open. The work

to be done at each centre then depends not only upon the pressure due to

itself but also upon that due to not too distant neighbours. Beginning with

a single source, we may take as the velocity-potential

co^(ai--r)
^

47r?-
^

where a is the velocity of propagation, k = 27r/X,, and ?' is the distance from

the centre. The rate of passage of fluid across the sphere of radius r is

4:Trr-d<l)/dr = cos A' {at — r) — kr sin k {at — r) (10)

If hp denote the variable part of the pressure at the same time and place,

and p be the density,

dip pkas\nk{at-r)
h^=-PTt= 47rr

<10^>

The rate at which work
(
W) has to be done is given by

dW ^ , dii oka sin k {at — r)
-,^ = dp . 47rr- ~j- = -i—
dt dr 47rr

X [At sin k{at — r) — cos k{at — r)], ...(10 b)*

of which the mean value depends upon the first term only. In the long run

W/t = pk\t/H7r (10 c)*

It is to be observed that although the pressure is infinite at the source, the

work done there is nevertheless finite on account of the pressure being in

quadrature with the principal part of the rate of total flow expressed in (10).

[* In the original paper these equations were numbered (11)—(13), as well as the three

following equations; to avoid confusion they have been renumbered.]
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When there are two unit sources distant D from one another and in the

same initial phase, the potentials may be taken to be

. Qosk{at-r)
,

cosk{at- r) ,,,,
9 = ,

,
y=

;,

; (11)

At the first source where ?- =

inr^dcfildr = cos kat — kr sin kat,

d(f> d-\!r ka sin kat ka . , , ^.n
-TT + ^r = —-. 1- , ^p, sm k (at — D).
dt dt 4,Trr i-n-D

^ '

The work done by the source at ? = is accordingly proportional to

sin kJ) ,, ^
i + -Hr ^i^>

and an equal amount of work is done by the source at r' = 0. If T) be

infinitely great, the sources act independently, and thus the scale of measure-

ment in (12) is such that unity represents the work done by each source when
isolated. If D = 0, the work done by each source is doubled, and the sources

become equivalent to one of doubled magnitude.

If I) be equal to \ \, or to any multiple thereof, sin kD = 0, and we see

from (12) that the work done by each source is unaffected by the presence of

the other. This conclusion may be generalized. If any number (n) of equal

sources in the same phase be arranged in (say a vertical) line so that the

distance between immediate neighbours is ^X, the work done by each is the

same as if the others did not exist. The whole work accordingly is n, whereas

the work to be done by a single source of magnitude n would be nl Thus if

sound be wanted only in the horizontal plane where there is agreement of

phase, the distribution into ?i parts effects an economy in the proportion

of ?i : 1.

A similar calculation would apply when the initial phases differ, but we

will now take up the problem in a more general form where there are any

number (n) of unit sources, and by another method*. The various centres

are situated at points finitely distant from the origin 0. The velocity-

potential of one of these at (x, y, z), estimated at any point Q, is

cos (pt + e-kR)
^
= ^^ ' ^^^^

where R is the distance between Q and {x, y, z). At a great distance from

the origin we may identify R in the denominator with OQ, or i?,, ; while under

the cosine we write

R = R^-{lx + my + nz), (14)

* " On the Production and Distribution of Sound," Phil. Mag. Vol. vi. p. 289 (1903) ; Scientific

Papers, Vol. v. p. 136.
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I, m, n being the direction cosines of OQ. On the whole

— 4sitR„<P = 2 cos [jjt -\- e— kR„ -{- k (Ix -\- my + nz)], (15)

in which J?,, is a constant for all the sources, but e, x, y, z vary from one source

to another. The intensity in the direction (7, m, n) is thus represented by

[2 cos {e + k {Ix + my + nz)]J- + [2 sin je + k {Ix + my + m)\]-,

or by
n + 22 cos [fi — e, + ^' \l {x^ — x.^) + m (y^ — y.,) + n (z, — z^)]], . . .( 16)

the summation being for all the |n (?i — 1) pairs of sources. In order to find

the work done we have now to integrate (16) over angular space.

It will suffice if we effect the integration for the specimen term ; and we

shall do this most easily if we take the line through the points (a-j, y, , z^),

(x^, y-i, z.^ as axis of reference, the distance between them being denoted by D.

If {I, m, n) make an angle with D whose cosine is /u,,

D/j, = I {x,-x.,) + m(y, - y.,) + n (z, - ?.,), (17)*

and the value of the specimen term is

r+i
cos (ei — €, + kD/x) dfj.

-1

that is

2 sin kD cos (ej — e,)

kL
^^«)

The mean value of (16) over angular space is thus

^^_^,^
smA-Z)co^(e._-eO^

^^^^

where e, , eo refer to any pair of sources and B denotes the distance between

them. If all the sources are in the same initial phase, cos (e, — e,) = 1. If the

distance between every pair of sources is a multiple of \\, sin kD = 0, and

(19) reduces to its first term.

AW' fall back upon a former particular case if we suppose that there are

only two sources and that they are in the same phase.

If the question of the phases ijf the two sources be left open, (19) gives

sin kD
- "Z cos (ej — e„]

If D be small, this reduces to

2 + 2cos(e,-6,)-^-:^ (20)

2 + 2 cos (ei - e,),

which is zero if the sources be in opposite phases, and is equal to 4 if the

phases be the same.

* In the paper referred to, equation (19), /i was inadvertently used in two senses.
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If in (20) the phases are 90° apart, the cosine vanishes. The work done

is then simply the double of what would be done by either source acting

alone, and this whatever the distance D may be. If this conclusion appear

paradoxical, it may be illustrated by considering the case where D is very

small. Then

—47ri?o<^=cos(pi+e-^-i?o)+cos(j3i+6 + |7r-/i?„)=v'2.cos(pi + e + {7r-^'Ei)),

representing a single source of strength >J'2, giving intensity 2 simply.

We have seen that the effect of a number n of unit sources depends upon

the initial phases and the spatial distribution, and this not merely in a specified

direction, but in the mean of all directions, representing the work done. We
have now to consider what happens when the initial phases are at random,

or when the spatial distribution is at random within a limited region.

Obviously we cannot say what the effect will be in any particular case.

But we may inquire what is the expectation of intensity, that is the mean

intensity in a great number of separate trials, in each of which there is an

independent random distribution.

The question is simplest when the individual initial phases are at random

in separate trials, and the result is then the same whether the spatial distri-

bution be at random or prescribed. For the mean value of every single term

under the sign of summation in (19) is then zero, D meanwhile being constant

for a given pair of source.s, while

cos (e, — fo) ^r- = 0.
'Itt

The mean intensity, whether reckoned in all directions, or even in a

specified direction (16), reduces to n simply.

If the sources are all in the same phase, or even if each individual source

retains its phase, cos (e, - e,) in (19) remains constant in the various trials for

each pair, and we have to deal with the mean value of sin kD -h kD when the

spatial distribution is at random. We may begin by supposing two sources

constrained to lie upon a straight line of limited length I, where, however,

I includes a very large number of wave-lengths (A,).

If the first source occupies a position sufficiently remote from the ends of

the line, so that the two parts on either side {l^ and Q are large multiples of X,

the mean required, represented by

I, r^ sin kD cW k ['' &in kD dD ,

TJo ^IT /, +lJo kD L ' ^
'

may be identified with Tr/kl, since both upper limits may be treated as infinite.

Moreover, irjkl may be regarded as evanescent, kl being by supposition a large

quantity.
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So far positions of the first source near the ends of the line have been

excluded. If the neglect of these positions can be justified, (20) reduces to

2 simply.

It is not difficult to see that the suggested simplification is admissible

under the conditions contemplated. If x, x be the distances of the two

sources from one end of the line, the question is as to the value of

[' dx r' dx sin k ( x — x)

I Jn I k{x'-x) '

^^^^

where the integration with respect to x' may be taken first. Let X denote

a length large in comparison with X, but at the same time small in comparison

with I. If X lie between X and I — X, the integral with respect to x' may be

identified with rr/kl, and neglected, as we have seen. We have still to include

the ranges from a; = to a; = X, and from x = l — Xtox = I, of which it suffices

to consider the former. The range for x may be divided into two parts, from

to .',', and from x to I. For the latter we may take

[' dx' sin k {x — x) _ rr

]x I k{x'-x) " -IkV

so that this part yields finally after integration with respect to x,

- — (23)

As regards the former part, we observe that since 6~^ sin 9 can never

exceed unity,

pf/.c' sin /((.;' — «) X

Jo"T k{x-xy^i' ^^^*

in which again x<X. The result of the second integration leaves us with

a quantity less than X-jl-. The anomalous part, both ends included, is less than

2X fX TT

I \l ^2klJ'
^'^^^

which is small in comparison with the principal part*, of the order ir/kl and

itself negligible. We conclude that here again the mean intensity in a great

number of trials is 2 simply. It may be remarked that this would not apply

to the mean intensity in a specified direction, as we may see from the case

where the initial phases are the same. In a direction perpendicular to the

line on which the sources lie, the phases on arrival are always in agreement,

and the intensity is 4, wherever upon the line the sources may be situated.

The conclusion involves the mean in all directions, as well as the mean of

a large number of trials.

Under a certain restriction this argument may be extended to a large

number n of unit sources, since it applies to every term under the summation

[* Provided tbat Xjl is small compared witli X/.Y; if these ratios are of the same order, (25) is

comparable with irlkl. W. F. S.]
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in (19). But inasmuch as the evanescence is but approximate, we have to

consider what may happen when n is exceedingly great. The number of

terms is of order n^, so that the question arises whether n''Tr/Id can be neglected

in comparison with n. The ratio is of the order nXjl, and it cannot be neglected

unless the mean distance of consecutive sources is much greater than \. It

is only under this restriction that we can assert the reduction of the mean
intensity to the value n when the initial phases are not at random.

The next problem proposed is the application of (19) when the )i sources

are distributed at random over the volume of a sphere of radius R. In this

case the distinction between the mean in one direction and in the mean of

all directions disappears. If for the moment we limit our attention to a single

pair of sources, the chance of the first source lying in the element of volume dV
is dV/V, and similarly of the second source lying in dV is dV'/V. As the

individual sources may be interchanged, the chance of the pair occupying the

elements dV, dV is 2dVdV'/V', so that from the second part of (19) we get

for a single pair the expectation of intensity

[[ sin kr dVdV

and for the ^n{n — l) pairs

2n0i - 1) sin kr

kr
dVdV (26)

Here V is the whole volume of the sphere, viz. |7^ii^ and r is written in

place of D. The function of r may be regarded as a kind of potential, so that

the integral in (26) represents the work required to separate thoroughly every

pair of elements. As in Theory of Sound, § 302, we may estimate this by

successive removals to infinity of outer thin shells of thickness dR. The first

step is the calculation of the potential at 0, a point on the surface of the

sphere.

The polar element of volume at P is r^ sin 6 doodddr, where r=OP,
6 = angle GOP. The integration with respect to a>

will merely introduce the factor 27r. For the integra-

tion with regard to r, we have

sin kr , sin kr — kr cos kr^— r-dr = Ti
;

Q Icr A'

r now standing for OQ. In terms of ^ (= cos 6),

r = 2Rfi, and we have next to integrate with respect

to
fj,.

We get

1 sin kr - kr cos kr , 1 - cos IkR - kR sin 2kR
, W '^^

=
¥R '

which, multiplied by 27r, now expresses the potential at 0.
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This potential is next to be multiplied by 4<Tj-R-dR and integrated from

to R. \\e find

j^-^^dVdV =~ (sin kR-kR cos kR)- (27)

We have now to divide by V-, or 167r^i?'/9 ; and finally we get

(19) =n + ^-'^§j^ {sin kR-kR cos kRy- (28)*

where kR will now be regarded as very large. When n is moderate, or at any

rate does not exceed k^R'', the second term is relatively negligible, that is

reduction occurs to n simply, provided n be not higher than of order R^/X',

corresponding to one source for each cubic wave-length f. But evidently n

may be so great that this reduction fails, unless otherwise justified by a random

distribution of initial phases.

At the other extreme of an altogether preponderant n, the second term in

(19) dominates the first, and we get in the case of constant initial phases and

a very large kR,

(19)=-'^^lS^ (29)

Under the suppositions hitherto made of a random spatial distribution

within the sphere (R), and of uniformity of initial phases, there is no escape

from the conclusion that the reduction to the simple value n fails when n is

great enough. Nevertheless, there is a sense in which the reduction may
take place, and the point is of importance, especially in the application to the

dispersal of primary waves by a cloud of small obstacles. In order better to

understand the significance of the term in n^ let us calculate the intensity

due to an absolutely uniform distribution of source of total amount n over

the spherical volume. Since there is complete symmetry, it suffices to con-

sider a single specified dii-ection which we take as axis of z. As in (15), we

have

- iTrR„4> =
y^ 1 1

1 e'''^dxdydz, (30)

as the symbolical expression for the velocity-potential, from which finally the

imaginary part is to be rejected. The integral over the sphere is easily

evaluated, either as it stands, or with introduction of polar coordinates (r, 6, w)

which will afterwards be required. Thus with /a written for cos 6,

rR r + l

e'''-dxdydz= i-K I I e''"''^7'-d)-d/ji

=
~Y~ I

sin kr . rdr= -y- (sin kR — kR cos kR) (31)
t J Q k

* We may confirm (28) by supposing kR very small, when the right-hand member reduces

to ?i2.

t The number of molecules per cubic wave-length in a gas under standard conditions is of the

order of a million.
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Accordingly

_ a.^ p A - 3)1
i'7rR„(f) = jj^^(sm kR — kR cos IcR), (32)

reducing to ?! simply when kR is very small. The intensity due to the

uniform distribution is thus

~ {sin kR -kR cos kRy, (33)

exactly the n- term of (2S). The distinction between (28) and (32), at least

when kR is very great, has its origin in the circumstance that in the first

case the ?! separate centres, however numerous, are discrete and scattered at

random, while in the second case the distribution of the same total is uniform

and continuous.

When we examine more attentively the composition of the velocity-

potential
(f)

in (30), we recognize that it may be regarded as originating at

the surface of the sphere R. Along any line parallel to z, the phase varies

uniformly, so that every complete cycle occupying a length X contributes

nothing. Any contribution -which tlie entire chord may make depends upon

the immediate neighbourhood of the ends, where incomplete cycles may stand

over. And, since this is true of every chord parallel to z, we may infer that

the total depends upon the manner in which the volume terminates, viz. upon

the surface. At this rate the ?i^ term in (28) must be regarded as due to the

surface of the sphere, and if we limit attention to what originates in the

interior this term disappears, and (kR being sufficiently large) (19) reduces

to n.

When we speak of an effect being due to the surface, we can only mean

the discontinuity of distribution which occurs there, and the best test is the

consideration of what happens when the discontinuity is eased off. Let us

then in the integration with respect to r in (31) extend the range beyond

R to R' with introduction of a factor decreasing from unity (the value from

to R), as we pass outwards from R to R'. The form of the factor is largely

a matter of mathematical convenience.

As an example we may take e-'''{'--^), or e-''*!'---^', which is equal to unity

when r = R and diminishes from R to R'. The complete integral (31) is now

4>7r
I-R—
,

smkr.rdr + -r\ e'^'''^'-^^ sin kr .rdr (34)
k Jo K J E

From the second integral we may extract the constant factor e''*^, and if

we then treat sin kr as the imaginary part of e»'"', we have to evaluate

S'

e^''-''>'"'rdr.
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We thus obtain for (34)

-r^ (sin kR — kR cos kR)

_ '^ [cos kR' {{h' + 1) kR' + 2h}^ sin kR' {{h^ + 1 ) hkR' + h'-l]]

+
^"^

[cos kR {{h? + 1) kR + 2/i} + sin kR {(A^ + 1) M-R + h^- 1)].

(35)

When we combine the first and third parts, in which R! does not appear,

we get

/"^
„ [cos kR {2h - /r (/i^ + -i)kR} + sin A:iJ {/i* + 3A^ + A (A^ + 1) kR]].

(36)

The first part of (35), representing the effect due to the sphere R suddenly

terminated, is of order kR ; and our object is to ascertain whether by suitable

choice of h and R' we can secure the relative annulment of (35). As regards

(36), it suffices to suppose h small enough. In the second part of (35) the

principal term is of relative order (R'/R)e'^''^^'-^^ and can be annulled by

sufficiently increasing R', however small h may be.

Suppose, to take a numerical example, that A = to'oo> ^^'^ that e"''**-^'"-'^)

is also YWuTi- Then

R'-R =^f^ =~ = U00\.

With such a value oi R — R the factor R'jR may be disregarded*.

It appears then that it is quite legitimate to regard the intensity due to

the simple sphere, expressed in (33), as a surface effect ; and this conclusion

may be extended to the corresponding term involving ri^ in (28), relating to

discrete centres scattered at random.

This extension being important, it may be well to illustrate it further.

Returning to the consideration of n sources in the same initial phase distributed

at random along a limited straight line, let us inquire what is to be expected

at a distant point along the line produced. The first question which suggests

itself is—Are the phases on arrival distributed at random ? Not in all cases,

but only when the limited line contains exactly an integral number of wave-

lengths. Then the phases on arrival are absolutely at random over the whole

period, and accordingly the expectation of intensity is n precisely. If, however,

there be a fractional part of a wave-length outstanding, the arrival phases are

no longer absolutely at random, and the conclusion that the expectation of

intensity is n simply cannot be maintained. Suppose further that n is so

great that the average distance between consecutive sources is a very small

* The application to light is here especially in view.
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fraction of a wave-length. The conclusion that when an exact number of

wave-lengths is included the expectation is n remains undisturbed, and this

although the effect due to any small part, supposed to act alone, is pro-

portional to n'-. But the influence of any outstanding fraction of a wave-

length is now of increased importance. If we do not look too minutely, the

distribution pf sources is a-pproximately uniform. If it were completely so,

the whole intensity would be attributable to the fractions at the ends*, and

would be proportional to iv'. In general we may expect a part proportional

to n^ due to the ends and another part proportional to n due to incomplete

uniformity of distribution over the whole length. When n is small the latter

part preponderates, but when n is great the situation is reversed, unless the

number of wave-lengths included be very nearly integral. And it is apparent

that the n- part has its origin in the discontinuity involved in the sharp

limitation of the line, and may be got rid of by a tapering away of the

terminal distribution.

Similar ideas are applicable to a random distribution in three dimensions

over a volume, such as a sphere, which may be regarded as composed of chords

parallel to the direction in which the effect is to be estimated. The n^ term

corresponds to what would be due to a continuous uniform distribution over

the volume of the same total source, and it may be regarded as due to the

discontinuity at the surface. In addition there is a term in n, due to the

lack of complete uniformity of distribution and issuing from every part of

the interior.

Thus far we have been considering the operation of given unit sources,

by which in the case of sound is meant centres where a given periodic intro-

duction (and abstraction) of fluid is imposed. We now pass to the problem

of equal small obstacles distributed at random and under the influence of

primary plane waves. It is easy to recognize that these obstacles act as

secondary sources, but it is not so obvious that the strength of each source

may be treated as given, without regard to the action of neighbours.

I apprehend, however, that this assumption is legitimate ; in the case of

aerial waves it may be justified by a calculation upon the lines of TJieory

of Sound, § 335. For this purpose we may suppose the density a of the gas

to be unchanged at the obstacles, while the compressibility is altered from 7n

to m, so that the secondary disturbance issuing from each obstacle is sym-

metrical, of zero order in spherical harmonics. The expressions for the

primary waves and of the disturbance inside the spherical obstacle under

consideration remain as if the obstacle were isolated. But for the secondary

disturbance external to the obstacle we must include also that due to neigh-

bours. On forming the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the sphere,

expressing the equality on the two sides of pressure (or potential) and of

* It is indifferent how the fraction is divided between the two ends.

R. VI. 37
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radial velocity, we find that when the radii are small enough, the obstacle

acts as a source whose, strength is independent of neighbours.

The operation of a cloud of similar particles may now be deduced without

much difficulty from what has already been proved. We suppose that the

individual particles are so small that the cloud has no sensible effect upon

the progress of the primary waves. Each particle then acts as a source of

given strength. But the initial phase for the various particles is not constant,

being dependent upon the situation along the primary rays. This is, in fact,

the only new feature of which we have to take account.

Perhaps the most important difference thence arising is that there is no

longer equality of radiation in various directions, even from a spherical cloud,

and that, whatever may be the shape of the cloud, the radiation in the

direction of the primary rays produced is specially favoured. In this direction

any retardation along the primary ray is cxactl}- compensated by a corre-

sponding acceleration along the secondary ray, so that on arrival at a distant

point the phases due to all parts are the same. But, except in this direction

and in others approximating to it, the argument that the effect may be

attributed to the surface still applies. If in a continuous uniform distribution

we take chords in the direction, for example, of either the incident or the

scattered rays, we see as before that the effect of anj- chord depends entirely

on how it terminates*. In forming an integral analogous to that of (30), in

addition to the factor e'*^ expressive of retardation along the secondary ray,

we must include another in respect of the primary ray. If the direction

cosines of the latter be a, 0, 7, the factor in question is e'* 'o^+^s+v^), y being

— 1 when the directions of the primarj^ and secondary rays are the same.

The complete exponent in the phase-factor is thus

•7 1 r, / TNI •; //-. ^ , OCX + By + (y+l)z

The fraction on the right represents merely a new coordinate (f), measured

in a direction bisecting the angle between the primary and secondary rays,

so that the phase-factor ma}? be written e'^'^+^v)-^, y being the cosine of the

angle (%) between the rays. In integrating for the sphere the only change

required in the integrand is the substitution of 2k cos -l;^ for k. With this

alteration equations (31), (32), (33) are still applicable. When the secondary

ray is perpendicular to the primary,

2i'cosix = V2.^-.

In order to find the mean intensit}? in all directions we have to integrate

(33) over angular space and divide the result by 47r. It may be remarked

* It may be remarked that the same argument applies to the particles of a crystal forming a

regular space lattice. If the wave-length be large in comparison with the molecular distance, no

light can be scattered from the interior of such a body. For X rays this condition is not satisfied,

and regular reflexions from the interior are possible. Comparison may be made with the behaviour

of a grating referred to below.
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that although cos"
J;)^;

appears in the denominator of (33), it is compensated

when cos^;^ = by a similar factor in the numerator. In the integration

with respect to -y^

sin xdx = - 4 cos ^x • <^ (cos i%).

If we write t/t for ^kR cos ^X' ^^^ mean sought may be written

9?i-
f
(sin->/r-x/reos-f)^

^

Wm] r ^'
^ ^

the range for t/r being from to 2kR. The integration can be effected by
"parts." We have

(simir — -\|r cos \|r)^ ,, sitf vlr — 2\/r sin llr COS -v/r + l/r- „, ,—^u

—

Ti^^^ Y ^r r Y
_ ..^38)

When -^ is small, the expression on the right becomes

so that the integral between and i/r is t^Y18 simply. In general, the mean
intensity is

9ft- 2-v^ sin i/f cos i/c — sin^ \^ — -k^"- -\- y^*

Wr^ ^P
'

^^^>

in which >//- stands for IkR.

That the intensity, whether in one direction or in the mean of all directions,

should be proportional to ?i^ is, of course, what was to be expected. And, since

the effect is here a surface effect, it may be identified with the ordinary surface

reflexion which occurs at a sudden transition between two media of slightly

differing refrangibilities, and is proportional to the square of that difference.

If, as in a former problem, we suppose the discontinuity of the transition to

be eased off, this reflexion may be attenuated to any extent until finally there

is no dispersed wave at all *.

When we pass from the continuous uniform distribution to the random

distribution of n discrete and very small obstacles, the term in n- representing

reflexion from the surface remains, and is now supplemented by the term in n,

due to irregular distribution in the interior. It is the latter part only with

which we are concerned in a question such as that of the blue of the sky.

It must never be forgotten that it is the "expectation'' of intensity which

is proved to be ?). In any particular arrangement of particles the intensity

may be anything from to n^. But in the application to a gas dispersing

light, the motion of the particles ensures that a random redistribution of

phases takes place any number of times during an interval of time less than

any which the eye could appreciate, so that in ordinary observation we are

concerned only with what is called the expectation.

Gonf. Proc. Land. Math. Soc. Vol. xi. p. 51 (1880) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 4G0.

37—2
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It is hoped that the explanations and calculations here given may help

to remove the difficulties which have been felt in connexion with this subject.

The main point would seem to be the interpretation of the n- term as repre-

senting the surface reflexion when a cloud is supposed to be abruptly

terminated. For myself, I have always regarded the light internally dispersed

as proportional to n, even when ?i is very great, though it ma};- have been

rather by instinct than on sufficiently reasoned grounds. Any other view

would appear to be inconsistent with the results of my son's recent laboratory

experiments on dust-free air.

The reader interested in optics may be reminded of the application of

similar ideas to a gratinr/ on which fall plane waves of homogeneous light.

If the spacing be quite uniform, the light behind is limited to special directions.

S^en from other directions the interior of the grating appears dark. But if

the ruling be irregular, light is emitted in all directions and the interior of

the grating, previously dark, becomes luminous.

In the problems considered above the space occupied by a source, whether

primary or secondary, has been supposed infinitely small. Probably it would

be premature to try to include sources of finite extension, but merely as an

illustration of what is to be expected we may take the question of n phases

distributed at random over a complete period (27r), but under the limitation

that the distance between neighbours is never to be less than a fixed quantity S.

All other situations along the range are to be regarded as equally probable.

As we have seen, the expectation of intensity may be equated to

n +
2Jjl

...lcos(e,-e,)dd,d0,...d0n^jjj ...d0,...de,„...(4O)

and the question turns upon the limits of the integrals.

The case where there are only two phases (n = 2) is simple. Taking 0^,

02 as coordinates of a representative point, Fig. 3,

the sides of the square OACB are 27r. Along

the diagonal OC, 6i and 0„ are equal. If BE,
FG be drawn parallel to UG, so that GD, OF are

equal to S, the prohibited region is that part of

the square lying between these lines. Our inte-

grations are to be extended over the remainder,

viz. the triangles FBG, DAE, and everj^ point,

or rather every infinitely small region of given

area, is to be regarded as equally probable. Evidently it suffices to consider

one triangle, say the upper one, where 0„> 6i.

For the denominator in (40) we have

[|
d0,dd^ = area of triangle FBG =

^ (27r - S)l

Fig. 3.
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In the double integral containing the cosine, let us take first the integration

with respect to 6^, for which the limits are 6^ + ^ and 2-77. We have

cos {9n — 0^) dd^ = — sin 0^ — sin 8

;

Je.+s

and since the limits for ^i are and "27r — S, we get as the expectation of

intensity

l-cosS + (27r-g)sm8
"^

*
(27r-6y^

^^^>

If S- be neglected, this reduces to

2(l-8/7r) (42)

If 8 = TT, we have 2(1 — 4/7r-); and if 8 = 27r, we have 4, the only available

situations being B^ = 0, 0„ = 27r, equivalent to phase identity.

This treatment might perhaps be extended to a greater value, or even to

the general (integral) value, of n ; but I content myself with the simplifying

supposition that 8 is very small.

In (40) the integration with respect to ^„ supposes 6^, 9^ ... 6n-i already

fixed. If 8 = 0, every term such as

cos {dr - da) dd, . . . dO,, -^
j ...de,... ddn

= ff cos (0, - 0a) d0ad0r ^ IJdBadBr

= I

"
d0a {sin ( 27r - 0^) + sin 0^} ^ 47r^ = 0,

and the expectation is n simply, as we have already seen. In the next

approximation the correction to n will be of order 8, and we neglect S-.

In evaluating (40) there are |?i (n — 1) terms under the sign of summation,

but these are all equal, since there is really nothing to distinguish one pair

from another. If we put o- = 1, t = 2, we have to consider

...Coai0,-0r)d0,d0.,...d0n^ifl...d0,d0,...d0n (43j

The integration with respect to 0n extends over the range from to 27r with

avoidance of the neighbourhood of 0^, 0.,, ... 0n-i- For each of these there is

usually a range 28 to be omitted, but this does not apply when any of them

happen to be too near the ends of the range or too near one another. This

complication, however, may be neglected in the present approximation. Then

[cos (0, - 0,) d9n = cos {0, - 00 . {27r - 28 (n - 1)},
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and in like manner

[dd,^=27r-2B(n-l),

so that this factor disappears. Continuing the process, we get approximately

f
fcos (0, - e,) cW.de, - Ijd0,dd„

as when there were only two phases to be regarded.

Accordingly, the expectation of intensity for n phases is

n{l-(n-l)Bl7r], (44)

less than when S = 0, as was to be expected, since the cases excluded are

specially favourable. But in order that this formula may be applicable, not

merely B, but also 7iB, must be small relatively to 27r.

A similar calculation is admi.s.sible when the whole range is 2mTr, instead

of 27r, where m is an integer.
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THE PERCEPTION OF S(3UX1).

[Nature, Vol. cii. p. 304, 1918.]

I REGEET that I overlooked Prof. Bayliss's letter in Xature of October 17,

in which he made an appeal for my opinion. But, if I rightly understand,

the question at issue seems to be mainly one of words. Can we properly

speak of the propagation of sound through an incompressible fluid? I should

answer, Yes. There may be periodic motion and periodic variation of pres-

sure; the fact that there are no variations of density seems immaterial.

Consider plane waves, corresponding with a pure tone, travelling through air.

In every thin layer of air—and thin means thin relatively to the wave-

length—there are periodic motion and periodic compression, approximately

uniform throughout the layer. But the compression is not essential to the

travelling of the sound. The substitution of an incompressible fluid of the

same density for the gas within the layer would be no hindrance. Although

there is no compression, there remain a periodic pressure and a periodic

motion, and these suffice to carry on the sound.

The case is even simpler if we are prepared to contemplate an incom-

pressible fluid without mass, for then the layer need not be thin. The

interposition of such a layer has absolutely no effect, the motion and pressure

at the further side being the same as if the thickness of the layer were

reduced to zero. To all intents and purposes the sound is propagated through

the layer, though perhaps exception might be taken to the use of the word

propagation.

As regards the ear, we have to consider the behaviour of water. From

some points of view the difference between air and water is much more one

of density than of compressibility. The velocities of propagation are only as

4 or 5 to 1, while the densities are as 800 to 1. Within the cavities of the ear,

which are small in comparison with the wave-lengths of musical sounds, the

water may certainly be treated as incompressible; but the fact does not seem

to be of fundamental importance in theories of audition.
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ON THE OPTICAL CHARACTER OF SOME BRILLIANT
ANIMAL COLOURS.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxvii. pp. 98— 111, 1919.]

It is singular that the explanation of some of the most striking and

beautiful of optical phenomena should be still matters of controversy.

I allude to the brilliant colours displayed by many birds {e.g. humming-

birds), butterflies, and beetles, colours which vary greatly with the incidence

of the light, and so cannot well be referred to the ordinary operation of dyes.

In an eaidy paper*, being occupied at the time with the remarkable coloured

reflexions from certain crystals of chlorate of potash described by Stokes, and

which I attributed to a periodic twinningf , I accepted, perhaps too hastily, the

view generally current among naturalists that these colours were " structure-

colours," more or less like those of thin plates, as in the soap-bubble. Among
the supporters of this view;]; in more recent times maybe especially mentioned

Poulton and Hudgkinson. In Poulton's paper§ the main purpose was to

examine the history of the very remarkable connexion between the metallic

colours of certain pujDse (especially Vanessa urticce) and the character of the

light to which the larva; are exposed before pupation. In a passage describing

the metallic colour itself he remarks :

"The Nature of Effects Produced.—The gilded appearance is one of the

most metal-like appearances in any non-metallic substance. The optical

explanation has never been understood. It has, however, been long known

that it depends upon the cuticle, and needs the presence of moisture, and

that it can be renewed when the dry cuticle is moistened. Hence it can be

preserved for any time in spirit. If a piece of dry cuticle is moistened oa its

upper surface the colour is not renewed, but almost instantly follows the

application of spirit to the lower surface. Sections of the cuticle resemble

those of Papilio machaon described in a previous paper {Roy. Soc. Proc.

Vol. xxxviir. p. 279, 1X^5), and show an upper thin layer and a lower, much

^ FliH. Mail. Vol. XXIV. p. 14.5 (1887) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. m. p. 13, see footnote.

+ P;ii7. ?.Ia;i. Vol. XXVI. p. 2-56 (1888) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. in. p. 204,

J Distinctly suggested by Hooke in his Micrographia (166.5).

§ Roy. Soc. Proc. Vol, xlii. p. 94 (1887).
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thicker, finely laminated layer which is also striated vertically to the surface.

With Prof. Clifton's kind assistance I have been able to show that the

appearances follow from interference of light, due to the presence of films

of liquid between the lamellae of the lower layer. The microscope shows

brilliant red and green tints by reflected light, while in transmitted light the

complementary colours are distinct, but without brilliancy. The latter colours

are seen to change when pressure is applied to the surface of the cuticle, and

when the process of drying is watched under the microscope, owing in both

cases to the liquid films becoming thinner. In the dry cuticle the solid

lamellfE probably come into contact, and prevent the admission of air, which,

if present, would cause even greater brilliancy than liquid. The spectroscope

shows broad interference-bands in the transmitted light, which change their

position on altering the angle of incidence of the light which passes through

the cuticle. Precisely similar colours, metallic on reflexion, non-metallic and

with complementary tints on transmission, with the same spectroscope appear-

ances and changes induced by the same means, are seen in the surface films

which are formed on bottle-glass after prolonged exposure to earth and

moisture. In the alternating layers of the pupa the chitinous lamellae are of

higher, the liquid films of lower refractive index ; hence water or alcohol

produces brilliant appearances, while liquids of higher refractive indices

produce less efli'ect."

I owe to Prof Poulton the opportunity of repeating some of these observa-

tions, such as the loss of metallic appearance on drying and of recovery under

alcohol. On substitution of benzol with a little bisulphide of carbon for

alcohol, the surface became very dark, but regained the golden glitter on

going back to alcohol.

Of a specimen of another kind Prof Poulton writes that the bug has

been in the Oxford Museum Collection for 30 or 40 years, judged by the pin.

It is brown when dry, but when soaked in water becomes green like a leaf

with bright iridescent green stripes on the under side. This observation also

I have been able to repeat. All of which, it need hardly be said, is strongly

suggestive of interference.

Dr A. Hodgkinson also has described interesting observations. In his

early papers* he distinctly refers the colours to Newton's scale, which in

strictness would imply a limitation to a single thin plate. He emphasizes

the importance, for purposes of identification, of recording the colours of

feathers etc. as seen by perpendicular reflexion, a condition best secured by

illumination from a small perforated mirror, behind which the eye is placed.

When daylight is used, it often suffices to examine the object with one's back

to the window and at some distance from it. I shall have occasion later to

refer again to Hodgkinson's work.

* Manchester Memoirs, 1889; 1892, p. 149.
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The first, so far as I know, to challenge the " structure " theory was

Dr B. Walter, whose tract* includes an elaborate discussion, accompanied by

original observations, of the colours which may arise in the act of reflexion,

and decides unequivocally that the colours now in question, with one or two

possible exceptions, are due to surface, or quasi-metallic, reflexion as described

by Haidinger, Brewster, and Stokes. The first of these writers formulated a

law, named after him, which identifies the surface-colour with those rays

which would be most intensely absorbed within the substance. The theory

of " anomalous dispersion '' since developed shows, however, that the matter

does not stop there, and Walter emphasizes that much of the surface-colour

may be ascribed to rays which are not themselves intensely absorbed, but

being sitiiated near an absorption-band, are abnormally refracted, and hence

in accordance with Fresnel's laws are abnormally reflected. On the red side

of the band the refractive index is increased and on the blue side diminished,

so that when the substance is in air the surface reflexion is redder than

according to Haidinger's law ; but this conclusion may need to be modified

when the substance is in contact with a strongly refractive solid, as when

a dye spread upon a glass plate is examined from the glass side. In some

cases it appears that the surface-colour is due as much, or even more, to

these rays excessively refi-acted (and consequently reflected) as to those

which would be intensely absorbed and are reflected in accordance with

Haidinger's rule.

The departure from Haidinger's rule is specially important when we
consider what happens at oblique incidences and with polarized light. The

rays reflected in virtue of the extreme ojoacity of the substance to them are

comparatively unaffected, and are indeed rendered more prominent by the

appropriate use of a nicol. As Stokes saysf: "In the case of the substances

at present considered, the reflected light does not vanish, but at a consider-

able angle of incidence the pencil polarized perpendiculai-1}' to the plane of

incidence becomes usually of a richer colour, in consequence of the removal,

in a great measure, of that portion of the reflected light which is independent

of the metallic properties of the medium ; it commonly becomes, also, more

strictly related to that light which is absorbed with such great intensity."

But, as Walter appears to have been the first to explain, there is a further

important change of colour with the angle of incidence, when the light-

vibrations are in the plane of incidence, in virtue of the abnormal refraction

with its accompanying abnormal polarizing angle. In the usual case, where

.the dye is in contact with air, the polarizing angle for the rays lying on

the red side of the absorption-band is unusually high, so that these rays,

which at moderate angles of incidence contribute largely to the resultant

colour, are extinguished at incidences of from 60° to 70°. In consequence,

Die Oberfiiichen oder Schiller/arben, Braunschweig, 1895.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. vi. Dec. 1853, p. 393 ; Math, and Phys. Pajiers, Vol. iv. p. 42.
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the colour of the reflected light moves towards the blue with increasing
obliquity.

As an example, fuchsin may be referred to, a dye specially studied by
Walter, who thus (p. 52) describes the surface-colour as seen from the air

side :

" (a.) For light polarized in the plane of incidence :

" At small angles of incidence the reflexion is yellow-green, and at in-

creasing angles becomes ever yellower and brighter.

" (b) For light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence (that

is, vibrating in this plane)

:

" At perpendicular incidence the reflexion is the same as under (a), and
remains approximately so up to incidences of 50°. At about 60° it becomes
rapidly blue-green and at 70° an almost pure blue, attaining its greatest
purity at about 72°. At still greater angles the colour passes rapidly into a
bright violet, and at 85° into white.

" When ordinary unpolarized light is employed, the colour of the reflexion

is intermediate between (a) and (&), but always nearer to (a) than to (6) on
account of the greater intensity of reflexion under (a)."

It is this movement of surface-reflexions towards the blue with increasing

obliquity which is regarded by Walter and Michelson* as annulling the

presumption in favour of the structure theory of the animal colours, which
also move in this direction ; and it must, of course, be admitted that the

criterion is somewhat blurred thereby. Walter, indeed, maintains that thin

plate colours change too much with angle to meet the requirements of the

case. To this point I will return presently; but what I wish to remark at

the moment is that with ordinary unpolarized light the surface-colours appear

to change too little. Neither in the case of fuchsin nor of diamond green G

—

the second dye specially discussed by Walter,—or with any other dye hitherto

examinedf, have I seen an adequate change of colour without the use of the

nicol to eliminate vibrations in the plane perpendicular to that of incidence.

In the absence of a nicol there is little sign of the blue seen with it from

fuchsin at 70° incidence. Much greater changes with more saturated colour

are exhibited by the wing-cases of beetles when so examined.

As to the adequacy of the surface-colours Michelson himself remarks :

—

"indeed, it may perhaps be objected that the (animal) colours are far more

vivid than any of the reflexion hues of the aniline dyes, or of any other case

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xxi. p. 554 (1911). " On Metallic Colouring in Birds and Insects."

+ Through the kindness of Sir .1. Dewar I have had the opportunity of experimenting with a

good many dyes from the Badische Anilin-Fabrik. Following Walter, I have used warm alcoholic

solutions spread upon previously warmed glass plates. Latterly I have examined some more

dyes, for which I am indebted to Prof. Green. In no case have I seen any considerable change

of well-developed colour unless the light was polarized.
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of 'surface-colour' hitherto observed." But perhaps this objection should

not be very much insisted on in our ignorance of nature's operations and

with regard to the known existence of powerful dyes, e.g. in feathers. It is

rather the rapid loss of purity with obliquity in surface-colour which appears

significant.

If a dye capable of surface-reflexion is present, there are still alternatives

open. The pure or nearly pure dye may be on the outside so as to be in

contact with air, or it may be overlaid by a colourless skin of horny material

(chitin) in optical contact with it. The former case would be the more

favourable for vivid and variable colour, but then one would expect to be

able to remove the dye by solvents. So far as I am aware this has not been

done, and my own trials with various solvents upon the wing-cases of beetles

have not succeeded. The most satisfactory demonstration of the surface-

colour theory would indeed be the extraction of the dye and its exhibition as

a thin layer spread upon glass.

If on the other hand, the dye is imprisoned within a layer of colourless

chitin, the range of obliquities available in ordinary observation would be

restricted and the difficulty of accounting for the variety of nearly saturated

hues actually seen would be increased, more especially when we remember

the dilution with white light reflected at the external surface.

There is still another view, which indeed is that actually maintained by

Walter, whose argument and conclusion * it may be well to quote :

" A further striking and at the same time more instructive proof of the

equivalence of the lustre of batterfly-scales and the surface-colours of strongly

absorbing dyes is to be found in the changes which the colours of these

organs exhibit when immersed in fluids of varied refrangibility. These

experiments are instructive because they disclose the manner in which the

dye is contained in animal substances.

" The experiments show that, except when it is deep blue or violet, the

lustre moves one or two colour-intervals in the direction from the blue

towards the red end of the spectrum with increasing refrangibilit}' of the

surrounding medium, but at the same time becomes weaker. For example,

the scales of Murplio menelatts, L., which glitter green-blue in air, become in

ether (n = 1"36) a pure green, shining less strongly, again in chloroform

(?i=l'4.5) a yellowish green and now decidedly weaker than in ether. In

benzol (n = 1'52) and in bisulphide of carbon (n = 1'64) the weak yellow-green

lustre is perceptible only with direct sunshine in a dark room. In a similar

manner the scales of Urania ripheus shining green in air, in ether, alcohol

or water become golden yellow, the yellow reel and the red blue, while in

benzol and bisulphide of carbon scarcely a trace of glitter remains.

* Loc. cit. p. 96.
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" Where we know that the cause of the lustre is a dye, the latter facts

admit of but one interpretation—that in the case of butterfly-scales we have

to do with solutions of the dyes in chitin, solutions whose refractivity for most

of the spectrum colours is nearly equal to those of benzol and bisulphide

of carbon, so that these colours, unless they are very strongly absorbed by

the solution, are practically not reflected in their passage from the colourless

liquids. Accordingly, the dyes which give rise to lustre in the chitin-skin of

insects, and, as we shall see presently, in the horny skin in bii-ds, are dissolved

in the same fashion as cobalt oxide in blue glass or organic dyes in a layer of

solid gelatine, a conception suggested in the simple observation of the scales

by transmitted light and confirmed by the facts above adduced."

If Walter's argument and conclusion are accepted, the difficulty, already

considerable, of explaining the richness of the animal colours is enhanced by

the supposed dilution of the dyes, and one can hardly fail to observe that

a simpler explanation is to reject the d_ve theory and refer the colours to

interference. The facts recorded agree pretty closely with what happens in

the case of films of old decomposed glass.

Indeed, Walter, in a later passage, very candidlj' admits a difficultj'. He
says (p. 98)

:

'' Finallj', it must not be passed over in silence that there is a circumstance

which makes a difficulty for the view here propounded of the lustre colours

of butterflies. This is the fact that the lustre practically disappears in benzol

and bisulphide of carbon, whereas in treating the theory of surface-colours we

have several times insisted that a ray strongly absorbed must under all

circumstances be vigorously reflected."

Before leaving the question of the colours it may be well to consider an

objection strongly urged by Walter against the interference theory, viz., that

the colours of thin plates change too much with obliquity. As regards a

single thin plate, which alone Walter seems to have contemplated, it is true,

I think, that the more pronounced colours of the 2n(l and 3rd order in

Newton's scale change more rapidly with the retardation * than could well be

harmonized with what is observed of the animal colours. But the diSiculty

disappears when we admit a structure several times repeated with approximate

periodicity. The changes in chlorate of potash crystals with obliquity seem

to agree well enough with what is required, and this foi-m of the interference

theory has the advantage of greater elasticity, e.g. meeting Walter's objection

that the colours of a single thin plate constitute a simple series with but one

independent variable. Indeed, the purity of the reds often to be observed

from beetles' wing-cases seems to exclude an interference theory limited to a

single thin plate, inasmuch as the reds from such a plate are distinctly inferior,

* See a diagram of the Colours of Thin Plates, Ed. Trans. Vol. xxxiii. p. 157 (1886) ;

Scientific Papers, Vol. ii. p. 498.
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especially when diluted with white light reflected from an outer surface not

forming part of the boundary of the thin plate *.

Michelson, who with his great authority supports the surface-colour theory,

mentions several tests under four headings (p. 561). To my mind these tests

are as well, if not better, borne by an interference theory. But reliance

seems to be chiefly placed upon "the more rigorous optical test of the

measurement of the phase -difference and amplitude-ratios " when polarized

light is reflected. I agree that this is a cogent argument, and unless it can

be met the balance of evidence derived from simple observation would

perhaps incline to the surface-colour theory. It is, I think, the fact that

many beetles exhibit a less well-marked polarizing-angle than could be

reconciled with the usual theory of thin plates constituted of non-absorbent

material. An escape from the difficulty might perhaps be found in imagining

a stratification composed of more than two materials, so that, for instance, the

polarizing-angle for the first and second might differ considerably from that

corresponding to the second and third. But such a structure seems rather

improbable, and any combination of thin plates composed of two transparent

materials only should give a definite polarizing-angle, abstraction being made

from the minor deviations observed by Airy and Jamin.

At this point it may be recalled that a well-marked polarizing-angle and

a sudden change of relative phase through two right angles are more closely

connected than is sometimes realized. The latter without the former would

involve a physical discontinuity. Michelson considers that in jDractice the

phase-change affords the more delicate criterion j-, and that in most cases it

is decisive in favour of surface-colour.

A circumstance which may perhaps be regarded as telling upon the other

side is afforded by the variety of colouring at different parts, but at the same

angle {e.g. at perpendicular incidence) seen in certain beetles—Dr Hodgkinson

mentions Ghrysochroa fuhninans. The "colours vary in an indescribable

manner when attentively examined at different angles of incident light with

the eye alone; with the mirror (viz., at perpendicular incidence) the wing-

cases are seen to be coloured successively from base to tip iridescent green,

yellow, orange, and red, and these tints remain unaltered by change of

position of the object." I have confirmed generally this observation, and

other beetles show something similar. The explanation makes large demands

upon the surface-colour theory ; but a moderate change of structure is all

that would be required by interference.

A caution is perhaps required against regarding the two theories as

mutually exclusive. Both Walter and Michelson admit exceptions, and

* Ed. Trans, loc. cit.

t Some of Michelson's diagrams are rather confusiDg in that they suggest a phase-difEerence

of 180° between the two polarized components reflected perpendicularly , when evidently the dis-

tinction between the two components disappears.
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certainly there is no improbability in surface-reflexion playing a part. It

may be that both causes are operative in a single specimen and even at the

same part of it.

The next contribution to the discussion is an important one by Mallock *

who brings to bear the instinct and experience of a naturalist as well as of a

physicist. His observations were mainly on the feathers of birds and the

scales of insects, and they lead him to regard interference rather than

selective reflexion as the origin of the iridescent colours. " The transparency

or, at any rate, the vanishing of the characteristic transmitted colour in the

case of all animal tissues when immersed and permeated by a fluid of the

same refractive index is strongly in favour of interference being the source

of the colour, but even stronger evidence is given by the behaviour of the

structures under mechanical pressure.

" If the grain or peculiarities which favour the reflexion or transmission

of particular colours is of molecular size, there is no reason to suppose that

pressure insufficient to cause molecular disruption would alter the action

of the material on light. On the other hand, if the colours are due to

interference, that is, to cavities or strata of different optical properties,

compression would alter the spacing of these, and thus give rise either to

different colours or, with more than a very slight compression, to the trans-

mission and reflexion of white light.

" In every experiment of this kind which I have made either on feathers or

insect scales the effect of pressure has been to destroy the colour altogether

" With many feathers the colour returns when the pressure is taken off, but

with insect scales the structure seems to be permanently injured by com-

pression, and though when allowed to expand again the material is not

colourless the brilliancy which belonged to the uninjured scale is gone, and

the colour in general changed.

" The facts above mentioned seem to offer stronger reasons in favour

of interference - than the polarization phenomena referred to by Michelson

and Walter do against it."

I have already commented on the importance of the evidence afforded by

observations with polarized light ; and if we have to choose between selective

reflexion and thin plates of the type usually considered in theoretical writings,

we may find ourselves in a position of much difficulty. The question then

arises. Is there any loophole for escape ? I think there may be. The polar-

izing angle, as given by Brewster's law, depends much upon what we may

call the smoothness of the reflecting surflxce. A moderate curvature is of no

significance in this connexion, but when the radius of curvature becomes

comparable with the wave-length of the light it is another matter. Thus in

the case of smooth glass the polarizing angle is about 57°—that is, light

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Vol. lxxxv. p. 598 (1911).
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incident at this angle with the normal and vibrating in the plane of incidence

is not reflected. In this observation the reflected light (if there were any) would

be deviated from its original direction through an angle of 2 (90° — 57°) = 66°,

and this is the direction in which light initially unpolarized would appear

completely polarized. Now replace the flat glass by a sphere of the same

material, whose diameter is small in comparison with the wave-length. Light

is now scattered in various directions, but the direction in which light origin-

all}? unpolarized becomes completely polarized is at 90° with the original

direction, instead of 66°. As the sphere grows, the polarization ceases to be

complete, and the direction of best polarization moves oppositely to what

would be expected—that is, still further ua'ay from 60°. When the circum-

ference of the sphere is equal to twice the wave-length, the polarization, still

pretty good, occurs at an angle of 135 with the original direction of the

light*. In order to carry out the suggestion, we must abandon the supposi-

tion of uniform plane strata, inapplicable anyhow in its integrity to the case

where one of the alternate plates is of air, and substitute a structure in which

one of the alternatives takes a form such as the spherical. A layer of equal

spheres, with centres disposed upon a plane, would give a specular reflexion

and a polarizing angle dependent upon the diameter of the spheres and upon

the intervals between them. In certain cases, e.g. when the circumference of

the sphere (of glass) is equal to 1'75 x wave-length, the polarization is very

imperfect. To explain a brilliant and highly-coloured reflexion there would

need to be several layers of spheres, and it might be supposed that the

diameter varied in different layers. In this way it would seem possible

to combine a specular and highlj'-coloured reflexion with a very imperfectly

developed polarization, and thus to evade the difficulty which meets us when we

confine ourselves to " thin plates." Spheres have been spoken of for simplicity

and because some of the effects have been calculated in this case, but it is

evident that similar phenomena would be produced by obstacles of other and

perhaps more probable forms. The obstacles must have a different index

from that of the medium in which they are embedded, and there is no need

for absorption.

It may perhaps be objected that though a layer of spheres may give

a specular reflexion there would be an accompaniment of light dispersed at

other angles, forming in the case of a regular pattern " diffraction spectra."

It is imcertain whether or not this occurs. If it does not, the explanation

may be that the pattern is too fine.

The above remarks are intended merely to attenuate the difficulty arising

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xii. p. 81 (1881) ; Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Vol. lxxxiv. p. 25 (1910) ; ScientHc

Papers, Vol. i. p. 518 ; Vol. v. p. 564.
"*

[It would appear that for " 13.5° " we should read " 120°." According to the diagram on p. 564

of Vol. V. the maximum polarization for 7)= 27riJ/X = 2 occurs when ^= +'5, where fi is the cosine

of the angle between the secondary (or scattered) ray and the backward direction of the incident

ray. W. F. S.]
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from the absence of a well-marked polarizing-angle, and the details need not

be insisted on. No surprise is felt at the deficiency of polarization in the

light reflected from impressed and unglazed paper, of which the fibres are

quite large enough to be the seat of interference effects. In illustration the

transverse reflexion from glass rods and fibres may be mentioned. When we

examine with a nicol the reflexion from a rod \ inch (6 mm.) in diameter, we

can verify the extinction at a suitable angle of the light reflected from the

first surface, although abundance of other light still reaches the eye. When
we replace the rod by a fine fibre, this discrimination is lost, and the rotation

of the nicol may make no difference, or even a difference in the wrong direction.

The greater part of the preceding discussion was written about a year and

a half ago. I am now able to supplement it with further observations of my
own and of others who have been kind enough to help me. Most of my
experiments have been made on wing-cases of beetles found in my garden

(June and July 1917). Usualh' attention is first attracted by the display of

a vivid green coloration, but on indoor examination the variation with angle

is found to be about the same as is observed with brilliant specimens from

abroad. At perpendicular incidence the colour is an orange with approach

to red, passing with increasing obliquity through yellow and green to a blue-

green. Ordinary solvents such as water even at the boiling-point, ether,

alcohol, benzol, bisulphide of carbon, acetic acid, etc., seem to be without

effect, even when the precaution is taken to separate a wing-case into two

parts so as to allow access to the interior of the cuticle. A treatment with

hot caustic potash has more effect, in one experiment shifting the colour at

perpendicular incidence from orange to a brilliant scarlet. By the action of

hot somewhat diluted nitric acid the black underlying pigment may be

removed without much affecting the dye, or the structure, which is the seat

of the coloration.

Several experiments were made to test whether air-cavities existed. For

this purpose the wing-case was exposed for some time to the action of vacuum,

into which afterwards water or benzol was admitted. But no distinct evidence

of the penetration of liquid could be recorded. I understand that Prof Poulton

has had a similar experience.

Again, it has been noticed by Mr H. Onslow and myself that considerable

pressure fails to alter the colour of beetles and of the wings of some iridescent

dragon-flies, though (Poulton, Mallock) effective in some other cases. It

would seem that the hypothesis of air-cavities must be abandoned.

In the absence of air-cavities the alternating structure demanded by the

interference theory would require two kinds of matter capable of resisting

pressure and of sensibly different refractive indices. Probably both would be

solids; and since the range of relative index is then much restricted, the

R. IV.
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brightness of the reflected light could hardly be explained without supposing

more than the two or three alternations which might sufSce were air in question.

Mr Onslow thinks that there may then be a difficulty in finding room for the

alternating structure and the protective covering.

An important question is whether the change of colour with angle is such

as can plausibly be attributed to a periodic structure. As Walter points out,

a good deal depends upon whether, or not, there is a limitation upon the

obliquity of the rays tuithin the thin plate, or plates. In the ordinary

arrangement for Newton's rings there is no limitation, the direction in the

air-film being parallel to that of the rays before incidence upon the first

plate. The optical retardation may then vary from its maximum at perpen-

dicular incidence to zero at 90° obliquity. According to this, it should always

be possible to push the colour out of the spectrum at the blue end by

sufficiently increasing the obliquity, but it must be remembered that unless

special provision is made the colour effects would be overlaid by the white

light reflected at these angles from the first glass surface encountered.

From what we have seen in the case of the beetle colours where we must

suppose that the refi'active index does not differ greatly from that (1'6) of

the chitin, there is a limit to the obliquity within the thin films even when

externally the incidence is grazing. If be the angle in the thin film and /u.

the refractive index, the retardation is proportional to cos 0, and in the limiting

case

cos = y'ifj.-
— !)//"•

If we take // = 1'.5, the minimum retardation is represented by "746, the

maximum retardation at perpendicularity being taken as unity. It may be

I'emarked that the minimum retardation may practically be secured without

pushing very far the obliquity outside. If we suppose the maximum retarda-

tion to give a coloration corresponding to the Fraunhofer line C (X = 6563),

the minimum will correspond to X = 4896, pretty close to the line F.

According to the interference theory, then, the range of coloration should

be from the full red of C to the blue-green of F, and this is just about what

is observed. The agreement must be admitted to be a strong argument in

favour of the theory. So far as I have seen, so great a range cannot be found

in the surface-colour of any dye, even with the aid of polarized light.

I have already mentioned that the opaque backing behind the seat of

coloration can be attacked, and for the most part removed, with nitric acid,

so as to allow the transmission colour to be observed. But a much superior

effect has been obtained by Dr Eltringham, using eaii dejavelle (hypochlorite)*

* Dr Eltriugham's label runs :

Mimela lee). Elytron after prolonged eau-de-javelle. Only surface-film left. Transmits

complementary colours to those it reflects, and reflects same colours from both sides (1917).
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After removal of the backing, the wing-case was mounted with balsam in a

slide, which Dr Eltringham has kindly left in my possession. Close observa-

tion of this specimen has yielded results which I think interesting and telling.

Seen by transmitted light with the aid of a Coddington lens, the slide shows

a pale green over the larger part of the area, which by perpendicular reflexion

is a full red. The green is fairly uniform except where it appears perforated

with small circular spots, which look reddish, but perhaps only by contrast.

Especially to be noted is the fact that there is no colour seen by transmission

at all comparable in saturation with those exhibited by reflexion. For obser-

vation of the reflected light it is advantageous, though not necessary, to renew

the opaque backing, which was done by coating the under surface of the glass

with gelatine darkened with ink. A good deal depends upon the source of

light. In the first detailed examination, the source (a gas-mantle) happened

to be highly localized, and I was puzzled to reconcile the highly spotty

character of the reflexion, varying from red to green or green-blue according

to the incidence, with the uniformity of the transmission tint. Similar

appearances could of course be observed in direct sunlight. But when the

slide was held very close to a large window facing a nearly uniform sky, the

intervals between the spots filled up with colour, for the most part of

approximately the same hue, and the reflexion was nearly uniform except for

the small round holes already mentioned. Evidently the reflexion of the

gas-mantle had failed to reach the eye, except from a relatively small area

presenting the proper angle, thus explaining the spotty appearance observed

with this illumination.

The colours reflected at moderate angles seem highly saturated. At

perpendicular incidence the prism shows next to nothing beyond the un-

interrupted red and red-orange, and on inclination the green region appears

well isolated. The impression left upon my mind is that the phenomena

cannot plausibly be explained as due to surface-colour, which in my experience

is always less saturated than the transmission colour,, and that, on the other

hand, the interference theory presents no particular difficulty, unless it be

that of finding sufficient room within the thickness of the cuticle. But the

alternations cannot be those of plane strata, extending without interruption

over the whole area of the colour.

As regards the difficulty of finding room sufficient for an optical structure

of the kind contemplated, Mr Onslow estimates the available thickness at

from 0-7.5yti* to 2/i in the case of many butterfly scales, and this is little

enough. Even the larger estimate would amount to only about 9 or 10 half

wave-lengths, even when allowance is made for the wave-length being less

than in air, and the lower limit would apparently not suffice. But these

measurements are not easy, and may perhaps be disturbed by refraction

* M=T»Vu mm.

.38—2
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effects. Mr Onslow has shown me many drawings of sections in planes

perpendicular to the surface from many butterfly scales and from two or

three beetle wing-cases. Must of these exhibit structures approximately

periodic along the surface, but in no case a structure periodic in going

inwards along the normal. But a structure of the latter kind adequate

to the purpose may probably lie close upon the microscopic limit, unless,

indeed, it could be made evident in a section cut very obliquely.

It must be confessed that much still remains to be effected towards

a complete demonstration of the origin of these colours. Even if we admit

an interference character, questions arise as to the particular manner, and

there are perhaps possibilities not hitherto contemplated.
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ON THE POSSIBLE DISTURBANCE OF A RANGE-FINDER BY
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION DUE TO THE MOTION OF
THE SHIP WHICH CARRIES IT.

[Transactions of the Optical Society, Vol. XX. pp. 125—129, 1919.]

The suggestion has been put forward (as I understand by Lt.-Col. A. C.

Williams) that the action of a range-finder, adjusted for a quiescent atmo-

sphere, may be liable to disturbance when emploj^ed upon a ship in motion,

as a result of the variable densities in the air due to such motion and con-

sequent refraction of the light. That this is vera causa must be admitted

;

but the question arises as to the direction and magnitude of the effect, and

whether or not it would be negligible in practice. It is not to be supposed

that any precise calculation is feasible for the actual circumstances of a ship

;

but I have thought that a simplified form of the problem may afford sufficient

information to warrant a practical conclusion. For this purpose I take the

case of an infinite cylinder moving transversely through an otherwise un-

disturbed atmosphere, and displacing it in the manner easily specified on

the principles of ordinary hydrodynamics. When the motion of the fluid is

known, the corresponding pressures and densities follow, and the refraction

of the ray of light, travelling from a distance in a direction parallel to the

ship's motion, may be calculated as in the case of astronomical and prismatic

dispersion or of mirage. It is doubtless the fact that in the rear of the

disturbing body the motion differs greatly from that assumed ; but in front

of it the difference is much less, and not such as to nullify the conclusions

that may be drawn. The first step is accordingly to specify the motion,

and to determine the square of the total velocity (q) on which depends the

reduction of pressure.

The motion of the fluid,- due to that of the cylinder of radius c and

moving parallel to a; with velocity U, is well known*. The problem may

conveniently be reduced to one of "steady motion" by supposing the cylinder

to be at rest while the fluid flows past it—a change which can make no

* See Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 68.
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difference to the refraction. The velocity-potential is then expressed in polar

coordinates by

<^= r
f
r -f ^) cos (9, (1)

where r is measured from the centre ; whence

Here d^jdr vanishes when r = c at the surface of the cylinder, and at a great

distance the resultant velocity is U, parallel to x. In general

^. = 1 + ,-:. + ^(si"-^^-°os=^) = l+J + -^^,-(2/^-.^0 (3)

As will be stated more at length presently, the reduction of pressure and

density is proportional to q- — U-, so that the (abnormal) optical retardation of

a ray parallel to x is proportional to / (q" — U^) dx, in which the upper limit for x

may be treated as infinite. The difference of retardations for two infinitely

near rays parallel to x, divided by the distance between them, gives the

angle of refraction, which is thus represented by -=- jq^dx, or by {—-dx,

since the limits of x are the same for both. Now

and, since drjdy = yjr,

dy \r^l r" ' dy Vrv r^ '

^'«that -|(l_) = :i£l/(3.^._2^._c=)
(4)

In the integration with respect to x, y is constant, say /3, and if o, /3 be the

rectangular coordinates of the point P in the figure at which the refraction

is to be estimated, the limits for x are a and x . Thus

O.J = c, 01i = a, i^B = /3, qOB or POB = e, OQ or OP-r.
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At this point it is convenient to re-introduce 0, where j; = /3 cot0, and

(/.,, = - ^ sin-^ 0(19.

w u ff^-'^' f sin-- 0cW 1 / . ^ ,\\ e have — = — — = sin^^r/^

The upper limit x for a- corresponds to ^ = ; the lower limit a corresponds
to what after the integration we may still denote by 0, where a = /3 cot 0.

Thus

~ = ^^\\m^0d0 = ~(l0-sm20 + ^smi0) (6)

Also
I

-^ = _ _
j

cos^ e sin^ 0d0 = -^^i0-l sin 4f^
),

-d /^^"^" = 3^3(^-isin4^), (7)

now referring, as above, to the point for which x=a. Using (6) and (7)

in (5), we have

Jy {ui) ^* = " "^-^^—^
{^0 - sin 20 + ^ sin 40) + |g (0 - i sm 4.0)

= |^(sin2(9-isin40)-|^(f6l-sin26' + ^sin46l), (8)

in which, if we please, we may substitute r sin for 0, so that r, are the

polar coordinates of the point of observation.

Thus

r
" _rf /_£^\ ^ ^ c^ sin 26* - ^ sin 46* _ c_^P - sin 20^ i sin 4(9

= ^/W-^^W. (9)

as we write it for brevity. It now remains to discuss (9) as a function of r

and 0, under the limitation, however, that r > c.

When is small, f(0) = 4<0, F (0) = i0,

so that (9) becomes i0(~-~), (10)

vanishing when ^ = 0, as was to be expected, .since this is a line of symmetry.

Inasmuch as r > c, (10) takes its sign from 0.

The table gives values of / and F for certain angles of 0. In the fourth

column are entered the values of (9) when r = c, that is on the surface of the

cylinder. So far as = 50° these are the highest admissible. For example at 50°

(9) = -8173 (2-4098cVr2 - c'jr')

= -8173 {(1-2049)- - (1-2049 - c^jr"-)-].

So long as r > c, the value of (9) increases as r diminishes, and the greatest

admissible value occurs at the limit r = c. This state of things continues so
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long a.a f >2F. At 60" this condition has ceased to hold, and the maximum
value of (9) occurs when r > c. We may write generally

i9)=F{(f/2Fy-(f/2F^cyrJ].

e
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Now for air at 0° C. and 760 mm. pressure ^ = 1-000292, so that

Sim = -000292 (p - p,)/p„ = - -000146 {q^ - U^)/V (14)
Accordingly

•000146f^V»'.^^jl^,^^
,^ ^^^^'^ F= ]..dy\UV

and the integi-al is the quantity already calculated under (9). It will be
observed that the effect is independent of the absolute size of the obstacle,

and is proportional to the square of the fluid velocity TJ. As regards the
sign of the effect, we see that, so long as (9) is positive, the retardation

diminishes as y increases, and thus a ray originally parallel to x is bent
inwards. This action in a range-finder leads to an over-estimate of the

distance.

We may now consider the actual magnitude of x- If "^^ take the highest

value of (9), viz. 1-36, we have

X =
- -000199 C^VF^ (16)

To take a numerical example, let us suppose that

^7= 25 ^^ = 1120^^-.
hours sec.

and F(0° C, 760 mm.) = 33100— *.

sec.

The angle is then - X = 2-28* x 10-'.

This is in circular measure, and it corresponds to '0470* second. An error of

a twentieth part of a second may be considered negligible.

The corresponding problem with a sphere in place of the cylinder could

be treated, but it is rather more complicated. It does not appear necessary

to enter upon it here.

The objection may present itself that the motion in two dimensions

round a cylinder does not well represent the case of a ship. This must

be admitted ; but it seems clear that a range-finder, carried well above the

deck of a ship, would be much less liable to be disturbed in the manner

discussed.

Addendum.—In answer to a criticism the author wrote

:

There may be different opinions as to how far conclusions for an infinite

cylinder throw light on the case of the ship. Certainly my own impression

is that the cutting away of the further parts of the cylinder would diminish

the disturbance under discussion.

[• Apparently we should take 1^=28,000 0111. per sec. (see footnote * on p. 600). We then find

-;( = 3-18 X 10"' in circular measure =-06.56 second, or about one-fifteenth of a second. W.F.S.]
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REMARKS ON MAJOR G. I. TAYLOR'S PAPERS ON THE
DISTRIBUTION OF AIR PRESSURE.

T. 646, T. 1277.

[Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, T. 1296, 1919.]

In response to the request for comments on this work, I may say that

I have read these papers with interest.

The experiments recorded relate directly to the air pressures at various

distances in the close neighbourhood of the surface of a long board parallel to

the current of air in a wind channel. Three series of such pressures, and

deduced air velocities, were obtained at different distances (A, B, G) from the

leading edge. Major Taylor suggests that these experiments should be

repeated and extended at the National Physical Laboratory, and in this

recommendation I fully concur, as it is of importance to improve our imperfect

comprehension of the character of " skin-friction."

From the air pressure measurements the author deduces by calculation

the actual force exercised upon the board, and in the second paper corrects,

as far as possible, some deficiencies in the first. These calculations are a

little difficiilt to follow as approximations are introduced whose validity is

difiKcult to estimate, at any rate, without the instinct which familiarity with

the subject matter may bring with it. For example, at some points, the

problem is treated as if it were two-dimensional, which the actual dimensions

of the board do not seem to justify.

Without undervaluing the interest of connecting the forces experienced

by the various parts of the board with the air pressures in its neighbourhood,

I am inclined to prefer—or at any rate to recommend as alternative—direct

measurements of the forces on the board, more as in Zahm's experiments.

The objection made in T. 646, p. 7, that in Zahm's shorter boards the

influence of the end pieces is too important, could, I think, be met by sus-

pending the end pieces separately from the rest of the board, on the principle

of the " guard ring " in electrometers. In the case of short boards the two

end pieces could be rigidly connected together by rods passing freely through
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the thickness of the board. The suspension both of the end piece and of the

board in a vertical plane would be by four wires reducing the original six

degrees of freedom to two. (Compare Theory of Sound, § U2 ; Fhil. Mag.

Vol. XI. p. 127 (1906), Sci. Papers, Vol. v. p. 283.) Of the remaining two,

one relates to the motion parallel to the wind, which is the subject of obser-

vation, and the other (rotation about the upper edge of the board) would be

controlled by gravity. When the board is long, there is less objection to the

rigid attachment of the end pieces to it.

This method would doubtless require care in execution and would involve

the measurement of very small displacements along the wind, but for this

optical resources should be adequate. It might also be applied to various

parts of the length of the board, so as to separate the frictions there incurred.
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ON THE PROBLEM OF RANDOM VIBRATIONS, AND OF RANDOM
FLIGHTS IN ONE, TWO, OR THREE DIMENSIONS.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxvii. pp. 321—347, 1919.]

When a number {n) of isoperiodic vibrations of unit amplitude are

combined, the resultant depends upon the values assigned to the individual

phases. When the phases are at random, the resultant amplitude is inde-

terminate, and all that can be said relates to the probability of various

amplitudes (r), or more strictly to the probability that the amplitude lies

within the limits ?' and r + dr. The important case where n is very great

I considered a long time ago* with the conclusion that the probability in

question is simply

-e-'-''"rdr (1)

The phase (ff) of the resultant is of course indeterminate, and all values are

equally probable.

The method then followed began with the supposition that the phases of

the unit components were limited to 0° and 180°, taken at random, so that

the points (r, 0), representative of the vibrations, lie on the axis = 0, and

indifferently on both sides of the origin. The resultant x, being the difference

between the number of positive and negative components, is found from

Bernoulli's theorem to have the probability

v(L)-^''"^- (-)t

The next stej^ was to admit also phases of 90° and 270", the choice between

these two being again at random. If we suppose ^n components at random

along ±x, and |« also at random along ±y, the chance of the representative

point of the resultant lying within the area dxdy is evidently

— e- (^-+y')/«dxdy, (3)

* Phil. Matj. Vol. X. p. 73 (1880); Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 491.

+ See be'iow.
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or in terms of r, 0,

— e-'-'I'^rdrdd (4)

Thus all phases are equally probable, and the chance that the resultant

amplitude lies between r and r + dr is

o

^e-'-'"'rdr (1)

This is the same as was before stated, but at present the conditions are

limited to a distribution of precisely ^n components along x and a like

number along y. It concerns us to remove this restriction, and to show that

the result is the same when the distribution is perfectly arbitrary in respect

to all four directions.

For this purpose let us suppose that ^n + m are distributed along ± x
and ^n — m along ± y, and inquire how far the result is influenced by the

value of m. The chance of the representative point lying in rdrdO is now
expressed by

TT \/(n- — 4;)i^)

Since r is of order Vn, and mjn is small, the exponential containing 6 may
be expanded. Retaining the first four terms, we have on integration with

respect to 0,

as the chance of the amplitude lying between r and r + dr. Now if the

distribution be entirely at random along the four directions, all the values

of m of which there is a finite probability are of order not higher than V'n>

n being treated as infinite. But if m is of this order, the above expi-ession

becomes the same as if m were zero ; and thus it makes no difference whether

the number of components along + x and along + y are limited to be equal,

or not. The previous result is accordingly applicable to a thoroughly arbitrary

distribution along the four rectangular directions.

The next point to notice is that the result is symmetrical and independent

of the directions of the rectangular axes, from which we may conclude that it

has a still higher generality. If a total of a components, to be distributed

along one set of rectangular axes, be divided into any number of large groups,

it makes no difference whether we first obtain the probabilities of various

resultants of the groups separately and afterwards of the final resultants, or

whether we regard the whole n as one group. But the probability in each

group is the same, notwithstanding a change in the system of rectangular

axes ; so that the probabilities of various resultants are unaltered, whether

[* A correction of sign here made, viz. " + 2m/'^cos2^" for " -Imf- eos28" applies also to

Vol. I. p. 494, lines 10 and 12. W. F. S.]
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we suppose the whole number of components restricted to one set of rect-

angular axes or divided in any manner between any number of sets of axes.

This last state of things is equivalent to no restriction at all ; and we conclude

that if n unit vibrations of equal pitch and of thoroughly arbitrary phases be

compounded, then when n is very great the probability of various resultant

amplitudes is given by (1).

If the amplitude of each component be I, instead of unity, as we have

hitherto supposed for brevity, the probability of a resultant amplitude

betweeen r and r + dr is

- g-rV««^,.^,.
(5)

In Theory of Sound, 2nd edition, § 42 « (1894), I indicated another method

depending upon a transition from an equation in finite differences to a partial

differential equation and the use of a Fourier solution. This method has the

advantage of bringing out an important analogy between the present problems

and those of gaseous diffusion, but the demonstration, though somewhat

improved later*, was incomplete, especially in respect to the determination

of a constant multiplier. At the j^resent time it is hardly worth while to

pursue it further, in view of the important improvements effected by Kluyver

and Pearson. The latter was interested in the " Problem of the Random
^yalk," which he thus fonnulated :

—
" A man starts from a point and walks

/ yards in a straight line ; he then turns through any angle whatever and walks

another I yards in a second straight line. He repeats this process ?! times.

I require the probability that after these n stretches he is at a distance

between r and r + dr from his starting point 0.

" The problem is one of considerable interest, but I have only succeeded

in obtaining an integrated solution for tivo stretches.- I think, however, that

a solution ought to be found, if only in the form of a series in powers of l/n,

when n is largef." In response, I pointed out that this question is mathe-

matically identical with that of the unit vibrations with phases at random,

of which I had already given the solution for the case of n infinite |, the

identitj? depending of course upon the vector character of the components.

In the present paper I propose to consider the question further with

extension to three dimensions, and with a comparison of results for one, two,

and three dimensions§. The last case has no application to random vibrations

but only to random flights.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xLVii. p. 246 (1899) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 370.

+ Nature, Vol. lxxii. p. 294 (1905).

X Nature, Vol. lxxii. p. 318 (190-5) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. v. p. 256.

§ It will be understood that we have nothing here to do with the direction iu which the

vibrations take place, or are supposed to take place. If that is variable, there must first be a

resolution in fixed directions, and it is only after this operation that our present problems arise.
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One Dimension.

In this case the required information for any finite n is afforded by

Bernoulli's theorem. There are n + \ possible resultants, and if we suppose

the component amplitudes, or stretches, to be unity, they proceed by intervals

of two from + n to — n, values which are the largest possible. The probabilities

of the various resultants are expressed by the corresponding terms in the

expansion of (^ + -I)"- For instance the probabilities of the extreme values

+ n are (1/2)"- And the probability of a combination of a positive and

b negative components is

^^^'^v
•- ^'^

in which a +b = n, making the resultant a — b. The largest values of (6)

occur in the middle of the series, and here a distinction arises according as n

is even or odd. In the former alternative there is a unique middle term when

a = h = \n\ but in the latter a and b cannot be equated, and there are two

equal middle terms corresponding to a = \n+ ^,b= \n — ^, and to a = ^n — ^,

b = ^n + ^. The values of the second fraction in (6) are the series of integers

in what is known as the " arithmetical triangle.''

We have now to consider the values of

^ ('^

to be found in the neighbourhood of the middle of the series. If n be even,

the value of the term counted s onwards from the unique.maximum is

{^n-s)l{hi + s)\
^^

If 11 be odd, we have to choose between the two middle terms. Taking for

instance, a = |n + i, b==^n —^, the sth term onwards is

\in-(s-^)}\{^n + (s-k}\l
^^^

The expressions (8) and (9) are brought into the same form when we replace

s by the resultant amplitude o:. When n is even, x = — is ; when ?i is odd,

^ is — 2 (s — ^), so that in both cases we have on restoration of the factor (^)"

nl

2" .(^n-ix)lXi7i + ^x)l
^^^^

The difference is that when n is even, x has the (« + 1) values

0, ±2, ±4, ±6, ... ±n;

and when n is odd, the (n + 1) values

+ 1, +3, ±5, ... ±n.

The expression (10) may be regarded as affording the complete solution

of the problem proposed ; it expresses the probability of any one of the possible
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resultants, but for practical purposes it requires transformation when we con-

template a very great /;.

The necessary transformation can be obtained after Laplace with the aid

of Stirling's theorem. The process is detailed in Todhunter's History of the

Theory of Probability, p. 548, but the corrections to the principal term there

exhibited (of the first order in x) do not appear here where the probabilities

of the plus and minus alternatives are equal. On account of the sj'mmetry,

no odd powers of x can occur. I have calculated the resulting expression with

retention of the terms which are of the order l/?i^ in comparison with the

principal term. The resultant x itself may be considered to be of order not

higher than \Jn.

By Stirling's theorem
n \ = V(27r) 7i»+ie-« 6'„, (11)

^^'^^^^ ^'' = l + ll7^ +» + ••' (12)

with similar expressions for {^n — \x)\ and {hn + hx)] For the moQient we

omit the correcting factors G. Thus

1 _ ^"
/"\~"~Yi «^~^"~*/i-«M*='

{^n -\x)\ {^n + \x)\~^ Uj V ~«>j U + xjn) '

For the logarithm of the product of the last two factors, we have

;;. + 1 [x' X* x'^
I

x'^ x^ a;*

^~2 '\v?'^ in'
"*"

3 H "
"^

j n ~ 3^3 ~ 576=
~

_ X- x^ _ x' n i\ *•« /I 1

and for the product itself

e-.',n {i + J_P _ ^U^ f
^^ -^V ^)1 (13)

\ ^ 2n\n 6/r/ 8»inn= 5«;=^36)Wj ^ '

The principal term in (10) is

V(27r) . n"+^e-" ^ fn r""^ =/,„ _

There are still the factors C to be considered. We have

Cj„._^6'j,„_,
"

[
+ 12« + 2«S/r/

9

VI 1 ]-'
]

1 _ 1
"^ (n-x) "^

72 (n - xf] \
'^ 6 {n + x)

"^
72 (n+ xj

~\ 12)!
"^

28Sh=| ( 3?i
"^

3n= U n

-i-^. + 3t(i-|r) (i^>
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Finally we obtain

\mrj
1 -

4;i

2x- x'
+

S2n' 3/1
"""^^

12a;«
+

afi

bn^ 9w

.(15)

as the probability when n is large of the resultant amplitude x. It is to be

remembered that x is limited to a series of discrete values with a common
difference equal to 2, and that our approximation has proceeded upon the

supposition that x is not of higher order than ^jn.

If the component amplitudes or stretches be I, in place of unity, we have

merely to write xjl in place of x.

The special value of the series (15) is realized only when n is very great.

But it affords a closer approximation to the true value than might be expected

when n is only moderate. I have calculated the case of n = 10, both directly

from the exact expression (10) and from the series (15) for all the admissible

values of x.

TABLE I.

n = 10.

X
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Two Dimensions.

If there is but one stretch of length I, the only possible value of r is of

course I.

When there are two stretches of lengths l^ and Zj, r may vary from Z2- Zj

to L + l-i, and then if 6 be the angle between them

1^ = I;' + l;- - 2lJ^cos. 0, (17)

and sin 0de = rdr/lj, (18)

Since all angles 6 between and tt are deemed equally probable, the chance

of an angle between and + cW is cW/tt. Accordingly the chance that the

resultant r lies between r and r + dr is

^•^'"

(19)

or if with Prof Pearson * we refer the probability to unit of area in the plane

of representation,

^' ^'''^ ^ 2-rr%l,sm0

"
^^W{2;- (17+ lr)-r*-(l^-lif\ '

"" ^^^-^

<j)2 (r^) dA denoting the chance of the representative point lying in a small

area dA at distance r from the origin.

If the stretches l^ and l^ are equal, (20) reduces to

(bJr^)= i^, ., (21)

Prof Pearson's expression, applicable when r < 21. When r > 21, (p^ (r-) = 0.

When there are three equal stretches (n = 3), (p^ir-) is expressible by

elliptic functionsf with a discontinuity in form as r passes through I.

For values of n from 4 to 7 inclusive, Pearfsun's work is founded upon the

general functional relation^

(/>„_^j (r^) = 2 ["rf>,„ (r^ + I' - 2rl cos 0) dO (22)
TTJo

Putting ;• = 0, he deduces the special conclusion that

<p,+A0) = 4>niP), (23)

as is indeed evident a jyriori.

* Drapers' Company Research Memoirs, Biometrio Series III., London, 1906.

t Pearson (loc. cit.) attributes this evaluation to G. T. Bennett.

X Compare Theory of Sound, § 42 a.
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From (22) the successive forms are determined graphically. For values

of n higher than 7 an analytical expression proceeding by powers of l/« is

available, and will be further referred to later.

A remarkable advance in the theory of random vibrations and of flights

in two dimensions, when the number {)i) is finite, is due to J. C. Kluyver*,

who has discovered an expression for the probability of various resultants in

the form of a definite integral involving Bessel's functions. His exposition

is rather concise, and I think I shall be doing a service in reproducing it with

some developments and slight changes of notation. It depends upon the use

of a discontinuous integral evaluated by Weber, viz.

Ji (bx) Jo (ax) d.r = u (say).
Jo

To examine this we substitute from

TT . Ji (bx) =2 COS ^ sin {bx cos 6) dd-f,
JO

and take first the integration with respect to x. We have|

dx sin (bx cos 6) J^ {ax) = 0, if a* > 6^ cos' d,

or = (6' cos'-^ 6 — a^)~i, if b- cos= 8 > a".

Thus, if a' > 6^ u = 0. If b' > a\

2 [ d6cos0 2 . 6sin^

7rJ'^{b'cos^0-a^) -n-b ^/{b'-a')^

The lower limit for 6 is 0, and the upper limit is given by cos' 6 = a?\b'^.

Hence u = 1/6, and thus

bj'°JAbx)J,{ax)dx=l, {¥>a^)]
^^^^

or = 0, (a' > 6') J

A second lemma required is included in Neumann's theorem, and may be

very simply arrived at. In Fig. 1, and E being

fixed points, the function at F denoted by

J„{g), or J-oV(e=+/^-2e/cosG),

is a potential satisfying everywhere the equation

V + 1 = 0, and accordingly may be expanded

round G in the Fourier series

A,Jo (e) + A,J, (e) cos G + A,J^{e)cos2G+ ...

,

the coefficients A being independent of e and G. Thus

^ r J„ V(e^ +/' - 2e/cos G) dG = AJ, {e).

* Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amaterdam, Verslag van de gewone verga-

deringen der Wis-en-Natuurkundige Afdeeling, Deel xiv, 1st Gedeelte, 30 September, 1905,

pp. 325-334.

t Gray and Mathews, Bessel's Functions, p. 18, equation (46). J G. and M., p. 73.

39—2
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By parity of reasoning when E and F are interchanged, the same integral

is proportional to Joif), and may therefore be equated to A^Jf,{e)Jn{f),

where A,i is now an absolute constant, whose value is at once determined to

be unity by making e, or /, vanish. The lemma

^"'j,>J{e'+f'-2efcQsG)dG = 2'7rJ,{e)Jo{f) (25)

is thus established*.

We are now prepared to investigate the probability

that after n stretches l^, In, ... Z„ taken in directions at random the distance

from the starting-point (Fig. 2) shall be

less than an assigned magnitude r. The

direction of the first stretch ^i is plainly

a matter of indifference. On the other

hand the probability that the angles 6 lie

within the limits 6^ and d^ + ddj, 0^ and

9o_ + cWn, ... 0n-i and <9„_i + d6n-i is

-^j:^^,do,de,...den-.,-.-C2Q) Fig. 2.

which is now to be integrated under the condition that the ?!th radius vector

Sn shall be less than r.

Let us commence with the case of two stretches l^ and l^. Then

the integration being taken within such limits that Sj < r, where

Sa^ = ^1^ + h^ — 2^1 /j cos di.

The required condition as to the limits can be secured by the introduction

of the discontinuous function afforded by Weber's integral. For

/i (rx) /„ (s^x) dx

vanishes when Sj > i^, and is equal to unity when s^ < r. After the introduction

of this factor, the integration with respect to 0^ may be taken over the com-

plete range from to 2rr. Thus

/•27r

F,{r; h,l,) = ^\ d0, dxJ, (rx) J, {s^x).

* Similar reasoning shows that if D(, (<;) represent a symmetrical purely divergent wave,

{ "D„^'((;2 + r--2e/cosG)dG= 27rJo(c)Z)o(/),

provided that_/> e.
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Taking first the integration with respect to d„ we have by (25)

1
f^"-

and thus -P2 (r; l„k) = r dxJ, {r.r) J, {l,w) J„ {l,x) (27)

The method can be extended to any number (n) of stretches. Beginning
with the integration with respect to d^-i in (26), we have as before

2^ j
de„_, =

-^^ j
ddn^, j dx.I, (rx) ./„ {SnX)

= r dxJ-, (rx) /„ (l,,x) ./„ (Sn-ix).
J

The next integration gives

^2:^2 \j
ddn-2d0n-i = r

I

J, (rx') J,{l„x) J„ (/„_!«) J„ {Sa-.x) dx,

and so on. Finally

Pnir; luL ••U = (2^i \j---dd,dd,...de,,_,

= r
\

J^{rx)J,{l,x)J,{l^x)....J„{lnx)dx, (28)
J a

—the expression for P„ discovered by Kluyver.

It will be observed that (28) is symmetrical with respect to the Vs ; the

order in which they are taken is immaterial.

When all the I's are equal,

Pn{r] l) = r r J,(:rx) {J,{lx)Y'dx (29)
J f)

If in (29) we suppose r = l,

Pn{l; l) = -r \-L{l^':)]"dJ,{lx)
J fi

{./o(Z^')}"+^

n+\
1

n + l-
.(30)

so that after n equal components have been combined the chance that the

resultant shall be less than one of the components is l/(?i +1), an interesting

result due to Kluyver. The same author notices some of the discontinuities

which present themselves, but it will be more convenient to consider this in

a modified form of the problem.

The modification consists in dealing, not with the chance of a resultant

less than r, but with the chance that it lies between r and r + dr. It may
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seem easy to pass from the one to the other, as it involves merely a differentia-

tion with respect to r. We have

d d
^ {r/i {rx)] = -

^, [rJ^ {rx)]

= — Jo' {rx) — rxJ" {rx) — rxj^ {rx),

in virtue of the differential equation satisfied by Jo- Thus, if the differentia-

tion under the integral sign is legitimate,

-Y^ = 27rr^,i (r^) = r I xdxJ„ {rx) JJli x) J„ {l.^x) . . . J„{lnx) ..., .. .(31)

and, if all the I's are equal,

</>«. ('') = ^ t
^'^d.xJ, {rx) {J, {lx)Y, (32)

the form employed by Pearson, whose investigation is by a different method.

If we put n = 1 in (32),

1 f"
</>i('"')=T^ ivdxJo{rx)Jo{lx), (33)

and this is in fact the equation firom which Pearson starts. But it should be

remarked that the integral (33), as it stands, is not convergent. For when
z is very great,

^^^'^ = \/{^^''^'{h-')'
• (34)

so that {r ^ 0)

1 P 1 p"
jr— I xdxJ„ {rx) Jo {Ix) = d,x [sin (? -|- l)x-\- cos (r — I) x],
-^"^ J Ziv' \l yi'i) J

and this is not convergent when x = co .

The criticism does not apply to (29) itself when 7i = 1, but it leads back

to the question of differentiation under the sign of integration. It appears

at any rate that any number of such operations can be justified, provided that

the integrals, resulting from these and the next following operation, are finite

for the values of r in question. But this condition is not satisfied in the

differentiation under the integral sign of (29) when n = 1. For the next

operation upon (32) then yields

x^dxJ-i {rx) Jo {Ix).

When we substitute for J„ {Ix) from (34) and for Jj {rx) from

we get
I

xdxcoai-T— rx\co?,(~—lx

which becomes infinite with x, even for general values of r and I.
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So much by way of explanation ; but of course we do not really need to

discuss the cases ?i= 1, n = 2, or even n= 3, for which exact solutions can be

expressed in terms of functions which may be regarded as known.

For higher values of n it would be of interest to know how many differentia-

tions with respect to r may be made under the sign of integration. It may
be remarked that since all J'a and their derivatives to any order are less than

unity, the integral can become infinite only in virtue of that part of the range

where x is very great, and that there we may introduce the asymptotic values.

We have thus to consider

d^''t>n{r') = ^j^ dxxP+\l?{rx){J,(U)]n (35)

For the leading term when z is very great, we have

^^H^)=|iy(|,)eosS.-.)} .

;|)cosg7r-.-|^^), (36)

'•^»^")5"=(^.r°°^"
(!"-")' (3^>

so that with omission of constant factors our integral becomes

I cZa;«^+2~^" cos f-r tt — ra;— nP"^] cos'M ^ tt — Za;
j

(38)

In this cos"(;^7r — Ix) can be expanded in a series of cosines of multiples

of {\Tr — Ix), commencing with cos ri (jtt — Ix) and ending when n is odd with

cos (I'TT — Ix), and when n is even with a constant term. The various products

of cosines are then to be replaced by cosines of sums and differences. The

most unfavourable case occurs when this operation leaves a constant term,

which can happen only for values of r which are multiples of I. We are then

left with

dxxP'^^~^^ = -

/J + I — J n

The integral is thus finite or infinite according as

p< or >^(?i — 3).

If, however, there arise no constant term, we have to consider

dxx^ cos inx = — sin vix ; dxx^~'^ sin mx,
I m

\

m ]

where m is finite ; and this is finite if s, that is p + | - |«, be negative. The

differentiations are then valid, if

p<\{n-l).

We may now consider more especially the cases w = 4, etc. When n = 4,
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If p = 1^ s = _ ^, and the cosine factors in (38) become

cos (5 TT + rx) cos^ (i TT — Ix),

yielding finally

cos (-7-+rx — ilx
J

, cos
I
-^— rx — 4<lx

j

,

cos ( --r + rx — 2lx] , cos(-T—rx — 2lx], cos(^ + r«j,

so that there is no constant term unless r = 4>l, or 21. With these exceptions,

the i.iriginal differentiation under the integral sign is justified.

We fall back upon ^4 itself by putting p = 0, making s = — f . The

integral is then finite in all cases (r ^ 0), in agreement with Pearson's curve.

Next for 71 = 5, s = p — 2.

When ^ = 1, .s = - 1, and we find that the cosine factors yield a constant

term only wh'en r = SI. Pearson's curve does not suggest anything special

at r = SI ; it may be remarked that the integral with p=l is there only

logarithmically infinite.

If 11 = 5, p=0, .s = -2; and the integral for ^3 is finite for all values of r.

When 71 = 6, s =p -2^. In this case, whether ^J = 1, or 0, no question

can arise. The integrals are finite for all values of r.

A fortiori is this so, when n > 6.

If we suppose p = 2,s = ^{5- 71). Thus ?i = 7 makes s = - 1, and infinities

might occur for special values of r. But if w>7, s<-f, and infinities are

excluded whatever may be the value of /•.

Similarly if p = 3, infinities are excluded if 7i > 9, and so on.

Our discussion has not yet yielded all that could be wished ; the subject

may be commended to those better versed in pure mathematics. Probably

what is required is a better criterion as to the differentiation under the

integral sign*.

We may now pass on to consider what becomes of Kluyver's integral when

« is made infinite. As already remarked, Pearson has developed for it a series

proceeding by powers of 1/??, and it may be convenient to give a version of

his derivation, without, however, carrying the process so far.

[* The criterion enunciated on p. 614 appears to have been devised to meet the case when s =
and tlie integral, though finite, does not converge to a definite value when x = ao. If, however,

.? < - 1, or <;0, respectively, according as the cosine factors in (38) do or do not produce a constant

term, the integral (38) has been shown to be finite ; it is also convergent ; and the integrals

obtained by omitting before each successive differentiation the factor to be differentiated, viz.

:

cos (lir-rx- iqw) where q-<p, are also finite (cf. Todhunter's Integral Calculus, 1889, Arts. 214,

284). In these circumstances it would appear that (38) is itself valid, and that it is unnecessary

to consider the integral obtained by "the next following operation" (s=^ + f-^n). It would

seem then that the above considerations are suflicient to justify the differentiation by which ^4 is

obtained {ji = 0, s= -f), and a fortiori that for rp^ (li = 0, s= -2), etc. W. F. S.]
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The evaluation of the principal term depends upon a formula due, I think,

to Weber*, viz.

Jo 2^'

making -|-

du f'^ \ [^
J- = /„' (rx) e-P'^^'x^dx = -^-,i /„' (rx) xde'P''''-
dr Jo '2p-]o

1 r=^

^P'J

= — ;r—

-

Jo (rx) e'P^^'^xdx = — -r— 14

2p-Jo 2p'

Hence w = Ge-''/^''.

To determine C we have merely to make r = 0. Thus

/""
» , 1

G = »r=o = e~P'^'xdx = ^^-^,

,

J '-^P'

by which (39) is established.

Unless Ix is small, the factor {Jo{lx)Y in (32) diminishes rapidly as n

increases, inasmuch as Jo (^^) is less than unity for any finite Ix. Thus when

n is very great, the important part of the range of integration corresponds to

a small Ix.

Writing s for \nl^, we have

log J-„(k) = log(^l-2r,+ l6^- 288^3+ -j
saf- sV s'^x*^

so that {/„ (te)}« = e-y^' (1 -_ - ^^ + ^^^

making 27r</,„ (r=) =
J"

«;d^ /„ (rx) e"^-^ (^ " ^7,
"£ +

5l|^)
• ' • "(^O)

Calling the four integrals on the right Jj, /j, /s, and J4, we have by (39)

I,= (" xdxJo(rx) e-'-'''' =- e-^'/'', (41)
s

_r^d^_^d^fl,.,,\
^'~in ds' ~^nds''[s J' ^ '

^'~Qn^ds^'2n^ds\s^ )'
^*^>

/_ i! ^__iL^Ae-.^ (44)^''
?yln^ ds^

' Z2n^ dsAs J ^ ^

* Gray and Mathews, loc. cit. p. 77.

t I apprehend that there can be no difficulty here as to the differentiation, the situation being

dominated by the exponential factor.
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Thus

1 / 48r; 18r^_2r^ _r^
+ 32,r r "^ "*"

6-^ s'
+ 166-

_

^
s ( 4;^r~T"^47^J"^i2ii:n s ^ 4s= 12.- 128sV

(45)

in agreement (so far as it goes) with Pi^arson, whose a- is equal to our s.

The leading term is that given in 1880.

Three Dmiensions.

We may now pass on to the corresponding problem when flights take

place in three dimensions, where we shall find, as might have been expected,

that the mathematics are simpler. And first for two flights of length l-^ and I.2,.

If fjL be the cosine of the angle between Zj and ^ and r the resultant,

^' = 1^+1^-21,1,1^^,

giving rdr = ~lilndix (46)

The chance of r lying between r and r + dr \s the same as the chance of jx

lying between fx and fx + dfj,, that is — ^d/x, since all directions in space are

to be treated as equally probable. Accordingly the chance of a resultant

between ?- and r + dr is

m. *«>

The corresponding volume is '^rrr-dr, so that in the former notation

'i>^^^'''^ = ^r' (*«)

/i and 4 being supposed equal. It will be seen that this is simpler than (21).

It applies, of course, only when r < 21. When r > 21, cf),
= 0.

In like manner when l, and 4 differ, the chance of a resultant less than

r is zero, when r falls short of the difference between I2 and l,, say l^ — li.

Between I, — l-^ and I, + ^1 the chance is

rdr _f'-{L-K)-'-

i,-j2ijr UA ^*^^

When r has its greatest value {I, + ^1), (4!)) becomes

u;i^' -^ ^^^'

The " chance " is then a certainty, as also when r > I1 + 4-
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In proceeding to the general value of n, we may conveniently follow the

analogy of the two-dimensional investigation of Kluyver, for which purpose

we require a function that shall be unity when s < r, and zero when s > r.

Such a function is

2 f" , sin sx sin rx — rx cos rx ,^,x- ax ; (51)
TT j (,

SX X

for it may be written

, fsinrx\ I \
' smrx ,sm sxd = — cos sxdx

ITS J f) \ rx J TT J X

1 f" sin (s + r)x — sin (s — r)x , ^ „= — I
^ ^ ax =1 or 0,

TT Jo X

according as s is less or greater than r.

In like manner for a second lemma, corresponding with (25), we may

reason again from the triangle GFE (Fig. 1). Jo{g) is replaced by sin g/g,

a potential function symmetrical in three dimensions about E and satisfying

everywhere V- + 1 = 0. It may be expanded about G in Legeudre's series*

, sin e , /sin e cos e\

fj.
being written for cos G, and accordingly

1 r+i sin^/(eM^/^ 2e//i) _ sine

2J_/^ V(e^+/^-2.7^) -^°"e •

When E and F are interchanged, the same integral is seen to be propor-

tional to sinfIf,
and may therefore be equated to

,sine sin/

where A^ is now an absolute constant, whose value is determined to be unity

by putting e, or /, equal to zero. We may therefore write

1 f+i sin A/(e' -)-/"- 2e/>i) sin e sin/ ,r.y\

2J-/^-v(e^+/-2e/;rr=^^-r ^
^

As in the case of two dimensions, similar reasoning shows that

1 r+i cos \/ (e- + p - 2efix) sin e cos
/"

..r.-.

2i-.^^ ^i^+r-2e/f.) =— T"' ^ ^

provided e <f.

With appropriate changes, we may now follow Kluyver's argument for

two dimensions. The same diagram (Fig. 2) will serve, only the successive

triangles are no longer limited to lie in one plane. Instead of the angles 6,

we have now to deal with their cosines, of which all values are to be regarded

* Theory of Sound,. ^ 330.
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as equally probable. The probability that these cosines shall lie within the

interval fi^ and /nj + rf/Xj, /^g and /ij + rf/i2, ... /^n-j and fj-n-i + c^n-i is

^^^d/j,,dfi2---cW~i' (-54)

which is now to be integrated under the condition that the nth radius «„ shall

be less than r.

We begin with two stretches l^ and l^. Then, in the same notation as

before, we have

the integration being within such limits as make s., < r, where

Hence, by introduction of the discontinuous function (51),

sin s„x sin rx — rx cos rx

But by (.52)

1 f^^ ^ sin 5.2a; sinl-^x sinlzX

9 *'" ^ "^ ~i 7
'

J ,, -r, , , ,^ 2 r'^ , sinra; — riccos r« sin Zis; sin Z.,« ,.^,
and thus PAr-,L,l.,) = -\ dx ^-^ t—^ (55)

" TT '0 X iiX l,x

A simpler form is available for dPr,/dr, since

d , ^ „

-Y- (sm rx — ra; cos rx) = rx^ sm ra;.
dr '

rpK ^^" 2/- r" cZa; . . , . ,inus -;— = , — smr.r sm ija; sm (,a; (oo)
(// JTl-^i^ ] {) X ^

in which we replace the product of sines by means of

4 sin rx sin l^x sin l.,x = sin (r + 4 — h) ^

+ sin {r - I2 + I,) X — sin (?- + 4 + ^i) x — sin (?- - /^ - ^1) x.

If ?', ^2. ^1 are sides of a real triangle, any two of them together are in

general greater than the third, and thus when the integration is effected by

the formula

f^" sinw , ,

J u u

we obtain three positive and one negative term. Finally

dP„__ r

(lr~2l,k'

in agreement with (47). The expression is applicable only when the triangle

is possible. In the contrary case we find dPjdr equal to zero when ;• is less

than the difference and greater than the sum of l^ and l^.
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This argument miist appear very roundabout, if the object were merely

to obtain the result for n = 2. The advantage is that it admits of easy

extension to the general value of n. To this end we take the last stretch l,i

and the immediately preceding radius s„_i in place of I2 and l^ respectively,

and then repeat the operation with In-i, Sn-2, and so on, until we reach l^ and

Sj (= /j). The result is evidently

2 r" , sin rx — 7-x cos rx sin l^x sin L:c sinZ^a:
F,,{r;L„l,,...ln)=^\^ dx - ^^_..._^ ,

(57)

or if we suppose, as for the future we shall do, that the I's are all equal,

„ , ,, 2 f" , sin rx — rx cos rx fsinlxy^ , „,
P„(r;

0=-J^
dx

^^
[~j^) (58)

This is the chance that the resultant is less than r. For the chance that

the resultant lies between r and r + dr, we have, as the coefficient of dr,

dPn 2r r dx .

~T^=~lTi -^^.smrxsin^lx (59)
dr- ttL^^ J a x^ ^

Let us now consider the particular case of n = 3, when

dP, 2r r dx . .
3

,

,^^^^j— = —r I -—s\nrxs\n^ Lx (60)
dr -ttP J n X-

In this we have

sin 7-x sin^lx = ^ {3 cos {r — l)x — 5 cos (r + l)x- cos (r — Sl)x + cos (r + 31) x}.

r dx
And — {cos {r — I) x — cos (r + l) x]

Jo ^

„ rdx\ . „ (r +T)x . ^(r-l)x
= 2 — -^sm- i

—

^ sm^
JO «=H 2 2

= ^7r {r +

I

-\r-l\};

and in like manner for the second pair of cosines.

Thus ^=^^{2r-3\r-l\ + \r-3l\} (61)

expresses the complete solution. When

r<l, dF,/dr = r'l2l\

3l>r>l, dP.jdr = {Sir - r')jU\

r>3l, dPJdr = 0.

It will be observed that dP^jdr is itself continuous ; but the next derivative

changes suddenly &{, r = 1 and r = 31 from one finite value to another.

Next take n = 4. From (59)

dP, 2r rdx . . ,j= —r- -- sm rx sm* Cx,
dr Trt Jo o6-
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d' /I dPA 2 r" dx . .

,

,

and —
T-.{ r- )

= ^, — sm rx sm^ Ix
ar- \r dr J 7rr Jo x

\ C dx .

= — ;, — {sin (r + 4^) a: + sin (r — 4/) x

— 4 sin {r + 21) j: — 4 sin {r — '2,l)x + <d sin ra;}

= ^1^J1±1_4T4 + 6J
= 4{8±1T4;.

the alternatives depending upon the signs of r — 4^ and r — 21.

When r<2l, _ 16^ ^„ f- ~^U 6,
ar- \r dr I

dr- \r dr I

and when r > 4Z, the value is zero. In no case can the value be infinite, from

which we may infer that

^a^^A and 1^"*

dr \r dr J r dr

must be continuous throughout.

From these data we can determine the form of dPJdr, working backwards

from the large value of r, where all derivatives vanish.

(4/>.>20 _ 16/^ Jl (!§) = - 2 (.-40.

(21 > r) - 16^~ (- ^) = 6 (r - 20 + 4Z = 6?- - 8/,
dr \r dr

giving continuity at r = 4Z and r = 21. Again

1 dP
{U>r>2l) _ 16/' - -T-* = - {r' - IQl') + 81 (r - 4>l)

r dr

= _ (r - 40^

r

= Zr~ - 8rl.

(21 > r) - 16^
;,
^' = 3 (r' - W) - 81 (r - 21) -W

•(62)

Finally "^ = 4vrr^.^, (r
; = "^^^-^ (r < 21)

or =^^%^^'^ (U>r>2l)

and vanishes, of course, when r > 4/.

From (61), (62) we may verify Pearson's relation*, ^4(0 ;
0= 4'd(l- \ 0-

[* This implies that Pearson's relation (p. 610) holds for three dimensions. We have in fact,

for flights in three dimensions,

<p,,+i (';')= i / " 0„ (\V- + ;2- 2rlcose ;
l) sin 8 d 6,

"Jo
•whence 0,,+i(o; l) = <p„(l; I). W. F. S.]
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From these examples the procedure will be understood. When n is even,

we differentiate (59) {n — 2) times, thus obtaining

in which sin"Za; is replaced by the series containing cos nix, cos {n — 2) Ix, ...

and ending with a constant term. When this is multiplied by sin rx, we
get sines of {r ± nl) x, [r + (n — ^)l]x, ... sin rx, and the integration can be

effected. Over the various ranges of 21 the values are constant, but they

change discontinuously when r is an even multiple of I. The actual forms

for dPnjdr can then be found, as already exemplified, by working backwards

from r>nl, where all derivatives vanish, and so determining the constants of

integration as to maintain continuity throughout. These forms are in all

cases algebraic.

When n is odd, we differentiate {n — 3) times, thus obtaining a form

similar to (60) where n = 3. A similar procedure then shows that the result

assumes constant values over finite ranges with discontinuities* when r is an

odd multiple of I. On integration the forms for dP,Jdr are again algebraic.

I have carried out the detailed calculation for w = 6. It will suiBce to

record the principal results. For the values of

dr* \r dr 1

we find for the various ranges :

(r<20, -20; (2^ < r < 4^, +10;

(4^<r<60, -2; {U<r), 0.

And on integration for

2^^^f-S> (64)dr)

(0-20 --^ + 'ilr^-16l%

{21 - 40 +^- Qlr' + 30/=r^ - 56ZV + 20^^

(4^ _ 60t - T^ + 2^r= - 18ZV + 12Pr - 108^,

(r > 60 0.

iwever, no disconti

'dx . Ar-nl)x f-dx {r-(n-2)l}x

[* There are, however, no discontinuitiee in the value of ^_^ I - —r^ ),
since the integrals

gm^ • -— , i —^ sin^ -! —^——!— , etc., which appear in the result when n is odd,

rfPa
•

are continuous for all values of r (cf. the solution for -—- on p. 621).

+ The result for (il - dl) may be written - j\ {&l - r)*'. And in general, when (n - 2) l<r<nl,

/ \ dP \ 2
we find that 2"^"

(
- -r^ )

= , ;^ [nl - r)"--, whether n be even or odd. W. F. S.]
\r dr J (n - 2) !
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We may now seek the form approximated to when n is very great. Setting

for brevity 1 = 1 in (59), we have

''sin x\

\ X )

1 , 1

log = n\-- + hiCif + h,x'' + .

where

and

h- .(65)

|'sin_^\« ^ ^_„^,/^
^j ^ ^^-1^^^^ ^ ^^j^^^^ ^ ^n-]i^2^ +...},

-^ = — xdxsviirxe~'^''''l^[\+nliiX^ -{-nhf^x'^ + ^n°h^x''+

.

•J-

so that

IdPn
r dr TT J

The expression for the principal term is a known definite integral, and we

obtain for it

dP^ _ 3 V6 . r

dr

.(66)

.(67)
\Jtt . IV'

which may be regarded as the approximate value when n is very large. To

restore I, we have merely to write rjl for r throughout.

In pursuing the approximation we have to consider the relative order of

the various terms. Taking nx' as standard, so that xF is regarded as of the

order l/;i, nx^ is of order n~'^ and is omitted. But nV is of order n~- and is

retained. The terms written down in (66) thus suffice for an approximation

to the order n~^ inclusive.

The evaluation of the auxiliary terms in (66) can be effected bj^ differ-

entiating the principal term with respect to n. Each such differentiation

brings in — ar*/6 as a factor, and thus four operations suffice for the inclusion

of the term containing x". We get

dP„_^3V6.r-'

'dr
" ^TT.l'

N+nhi.6
d'N

n/tj .

6''

where

dn-

drN

dri?
+ ^n%:\&'

dn*
...(68)

....(69)

Finally

clR,

dr
~~

J^.lKni I 2O7A' «P ^«W
1 /29 _ 69r; 981?-

^
40ft^ V 4 nl'

'^
lOnH'

Here dP^jdr .dr is the chance that the resultant of a large number n of

flights shall lie between r and r + dr. In Pearson's notation,

47rr^(^„ = dPnjdr.

The maximum value of the principal term (67) occurs when r//= a/(2)i/3).
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It is some check upon the formulae to compare the exact results for n = 6

in (64) -with those derived for the case of n great in (70), although with such
a moderate value of n no precise agreement could be expected. The following

table gives the numerical results for IdPg/dr in the two cases

:

TABLE II.

n = 6.

rll
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and thus

ON THE PROBLEM OF RANDOM VIBRATIONS, ETC. [441

27r(/)„ (r'^) = xdxJo (rx) e

Jo

i.i-22(s)

16 ^
liJ

fA?)*m^^-" .(72)

As before, the leading term on the right is

7 =_!_e-4 ''/-(•') (73)

and the other integrals can be derived from it by differentiations with respect

to 5; (s). So far as the first two terms inclusive, we find

from which we may fall back upon (4.5) by dropping the 2i and making jj = ?i.

In general X (p) = n. The approximation could be pursued.

Let us now suppose that the representative points are distributed over

the area of a circle of radius L, all infinitesimal equal areas being equally

probable. Of the total n the number (p) which fall between / and I + dl

should be n .{lldljL"), and thus

n
^{s) = ^l(pl"')= ^J^Ml = ~,

2(.Vp) = i2(K)=2pJ/-^^^ =^
Introducing these values in (74), we get

4r-^ 2

.(75)

.(76)

nL' nJr

A similar extension may be made in the problem where the component

vectors are drawn in three dimen.sions.

' The applicability of the second term (in l/?i) to the case of an entirely random distribution

over the area of the circle L is not over secure.



442.

ox THE RESULTANT OF A NUMBER OF UNIT VIBRATIONS,
WHOSE PHASES ARE AT RANDOM OVER A RANGE NOT
LIMITED TO AN INTEGRAL NUiAFBER OF PERIODS.

[Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxvil. pp. 498—515, 1919.]

A NUMBER (n) of points is distributed at random on a straight line of

length ((. When n is very great, the centre of gravity of the points tends to

coincidence with the middle point of the line, which is taken as origin of

coordinates. What is the probability that the error of position, that is its

deviation from the origin, lies between x and x + dxl

Divide the length a into a large odd number {'2s + 1) of parts, each equal

to b. The number of points to be expected on each b is i^b/a. This expecta-

tion would be fulfilled in the mean of a large number of independent trials,

but in a single trial it is subject to error. If the actual number be 7ib/a + ^,

the chance that ^ lies between ^ and ^ + cl^ is by Bernoulli's theorem

"'^ „-aimnb (1)
V(27rn6/a)

in which it is assumed that while bja is very small, nbja is nevertheless very

great* In the language of the Theory of Errors, the modulus, proportional

to "probable error," is \/{2nb/a).

The points which fall on any small part b may be treated as acting at the

middle of the part. For instance, those which fall on the part which includes

the origin are supposed to act at the origin and so make no contribution to

the sum of the moments ; while on other parts the moment is proportional

to the distance between the middle of the part and the origin. Thus if

?—s, C-s+1; S-s+2' •• £-1' ?0' ?i' • £s

be the values of the various ^'s, the coordinate x of the centre of gravity is

given by

^ b (gi - ^0 + 25 (^, - ^,) +...+sb(^,- ^,) .^*
n+^_, + ^,+i +...+!«

^^'

* Compare Phil. Mag. Vol. xlvii. p. 246 (1899) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. iv. p. 370.

40— -2
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If the whole number of the points be n exactly, the sum of the ^'s in the

denominator of (2) must vanish exactly; but if we assume this beforehand,

the various ^'s are not independent, as is required by the rules of the Theory

of Errors. We may evade the difficulty by supposing the value of ^ on any

part to be the result of an independent distribution of n points over the whole

length. The total of the f 's is then not necessarily zero, but if we select those

cases in which the total is zero, or nearly enough zero, the original requirement

is fulfilled. In point of fact no selection is required, inasmuch as the probable

error of the sum of ^'s is a/(2s + 1) times the probable error of each and

therefore proportional to \/(2s + 1) . V(2«&/a), or V(2'0, so that no error of

which there is a finite probability is comparable with n. We may accordingly

take (2) in the simplified form

^ = |j{^i-^i + 2(?=-^=) + ...+s(^.-^.)); (3)

and the (modulus)^ for the composite error x is given by

Mod- a; 26-,, „ -„ _„ „,

Mod^ ^ n-

For our purpose the sum of the series may be identified with I s^d^s, or s^jZ,
Jo

or if we prefer it, (2s + iy/2i, that is a.";24i>", and thus

Mod- for a;=a76n, (4)

s, as well as n, being regarded as infinitely great.

The probability of an error between x and x + dx in the position of the

centre of gravity of the n points is accordingly

TT
e-«»-^'/«'c/.r/a, (.5)

showing in what manner the probability of a finite x becomes infinitely small

as 11 increases without limit.

The method hitherto employed requires that the total number (n) of

points be very great. It is of interest also to inquire what are the various

probabilities when n is small or moderate. In dealing with this problem it

seems more convenient to reckon the distances from one end of the line a,

and to calculate in the first instance the chances for the sum (a) of the

distances. We take (pn{o-)da/a to represent the chance that for « points

this sum lies between a and a + da, and we commence with a sequence

formula connecting <^„+i with (/>„. If for the moment we suppose </>„ known
and consider the inclusion of an additional point, we see that

</)„+i(o-)= (j)nia-)da/a (6)
J cr-a

By means of (6) the various functions may be built up in order.
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We Start from ^i (a). This is zero, unless < a- < a, and then is unity.

Hence between and a

4>i (o") = </>i (o") da-/a = a Ia.
J

If a lies between a and 2 a,

ra C),.

4>2ia-)= 4>i{a-)da/a=:'^~ .

J a —

a

CC

Thus

4>^(a) = 0, (o-<0); <l),{a} = a/a, (0<a<a); 1

4>,(a) = (2a-a)/a, (a<<T<2a); ^,{a) = 0, (2a<a)j'
by which 0, is completely determined ; and it will be seen that there is no
breach of continuity in the values of cj), itself at the critical places. These
values are symmetrical on the two sides of <t = a, and can be represented on
a diagram by two straight lines passing through o- = and a = 2a, and meeting
at a = a. (See Fig. 1.)

In like manner we can deduce 03 from cf).,. If o- < 0, (^3 = 0, and indeed

generally <f)n
= 0. If < o- < a,

J a' 2a-

If a < a- < 2a,

a da ["^a — a
4>-^ ('^) = „r + ~--r- da = (- fa^ + 3a<T - a^)la\

J a-—a ^ J a ^

From the symmetry it follows that when 2a < o- < So.,

<p,{a) = (Sa-a)f2a"-.

When o- > 3a, cf}, (a) = 0.

It may be remarked that in this case not only is (^3 continuous, but also

the first derivative ^3'. The representative curves for all three portions are

parabolic. The maximum of cp^^, occurring at cr = 3a/2, is f

.

These problems might also be attacked in another and perhaps more

direct manner by expressing the probabilities as multiple definite integ'rals.

Thus in the case of two points the chance of distances a; and y from the

chosen end is dxdyja?, and what we require is the integi-al of this taken

between the proper limits. If we treat x and y as i-ectangalar coordinates of

a point lying within the square whose side is a, the probability we seek is

represented by the length of the line within the square which is drawn

perpendicular to the diagonal through the origin, a itself corresponding to

the position of the line as measured along the diagonal *

For three points we have to consider a cube of side a, when the chance is

represented in like manner bj' the area within the cube of a plane drawn

perpendicularly to the diagonal through the origin. At first, that is near the

[* cr = ^'2 X shortest distance of the line from the origin. For the cube (next paragraph of text)

cr= \/3 X shortest distance of the area from the origin. W. F. S.]
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origin, the area is triangular and increases as cr-; afterwards it becomes

hexagonal, and after passing through the form of a regular hexagon, when

its area is a inaximum, returns backwards through the same phases.

The calculations by the sequence formula present no difficulty of principle.

When m = 4, I find

(0<o-<fl), 4>Ja) = cr-'/6a';

(a<a< 2a), cj), (a) = (o-^ - 4 (o- - a)'}/6a^

;

when 2a < a < ia, the above values are repeated symmetrically. In this case

there is no discontinuity either in <^4, or <^/, or c^)/'. When a- = 2a, that is in

the middle of the range.

The calculations might be pursued to higher values of n without much

trouble. In all cases there is symmetry with respect to the middle of the

range. The functions 4>n are algebraic and rise in degree by a unit at each

step. At the beginning of the range <^,i+i (cr) = (a-/a)"jn\, so that the contact

at both ends of the representative curves with the line of abscissae becomes

of high order.

Again, since a must lie somewhere between and na, we must have

(fjn (a) da/a = 1
; .(8)

from the above expressions we maj' test this in the cases of n = 2, 3, 4.

A plot of the curves for these cases is given in Fig. 1. The ordinate

represents (p (a) and the abscissa represents a itself with a taken as unity, so

that the area of each curve is unity.

n - 2 n = 3
Fig. 1.

In order to pass from these curves in which a is the su7n of the distances

from one end to the representative curves for the mean distance, which must

lie between and a, we have merely to reduce the scale of the abscissEe in

the ratio n : 1, and to increase the scale of the ordinates in the same ratio, so

that the area is preserved. For instance, when n = 4, the middle ordinate

will be increased from | to f

.
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The sequence formula (6) serves well enough for the derivation of the

facility curves appropriate to moderate values of n, but it does not lend itself

readily to examination of the passage towards the final form when n is great.

This purpose is better attained by an adaptation of a remarkable method due

to Laplace*, and employed by him and by Airyf for the derivation of the

usual exponential formula for the facility of error. Here again it will be the

sum of the distances of the points, now reckoned from the middle of the line,

that we consider in the first instance.

The distances, instead of being continuously distributed, are supposed to

be limited to definite values, all equally probable,

-sh, {-s + l)h, {-s + 2)b, ... -6, 0, b, 2b, ... sb,

where 2sb = a, and ultimately s will be made infinite. The question is

—

What is the chance that the sum of the distances of n points shall be equal

to lb, where Z is a positive or negative integer ? On examination it appears

that the combination follows the same laws " as the addition of indices in

the successive multiplications of the polynomial

by itself supposing the operation repeated n — 1 times. And therefore the

number of combinations required will be the coefficient of e'"* (which is also

the same as the coefficient of e~''*) in the expansion of

|g—is9 _|_ g-i(s-i)0 _|_ __ _|. gUs-DB _|_ gisHnJ-

" The number of combinations required is therefore the same as the term

independent of 6 in the expansion of

J (e'™ + e-''«) {e-'"* + e-''«-"« + ... + e'"-^'^ + e««j",

or the same as the term independent of 0," when

cos Z6I {1 + 2 cos 61 + 2 cos 2^ + . . . + 2 cos s^)"

is expanded and arranged according to cosines of multiples of d. By summing

the series and application of Fourier's theorem this term is found to be

'-rcosw\^'^^^^±^\\w (9)

This is the number of combinations which gives rise to a sum equal to I,

and in order to obtain the probability of I it must be divided by the whole

number of combinations equally probable, that is (2s + 1)". What we have

to consider is accordingly the value of

1 /•' ,, fsini(2s + l)6l]» ,,—— -— cos Id
\

^)
, „ — ^ dd (10)

7r(2s+l)»Jo 1 smifii j
^ '

* See Todhunter'g History of the Theory of Probability, p. 521.

t Theory of Errors of Observations, Macmillan, 1861, p. 8. In a comparison of the present

notation with that of Laplace and Airy, the symbols n and s "will be seen to be interchanged.
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In their discussion, Laplace and Airy regard both n and s as infinite.

Here it is proposed to make s infinite, so as to attain a continuous distribu-

tion of the points, but without limitation upon the value of n, which may be

any integer. If, as before, a denote the sum of the distances,

a = lb = la/2s.

When s is very great, sin s0 alternates with great rapidity, so that the

integral comes to depend upon that part of the range where 6 is very small.

We may then replace sin -|^ by |6', and taking
^f•
= ds, we find

1 /" 2o-^/rsin"^/^— cos —-
, ,/ df (11)

as the equivalent of (10) when s becomes infinite. This is the probability

which attaches to a single integral value of I, or to a change da-, where

da- = a/is. Thus the probability that a lies between a- and a- + da- may be

written

2da-
f--

2a^lrsm"^lr
, ,

cos

—

-—r^df, (12)

which is the required result for a continuous distribution and is applicable to

any value of n. In our former notation,

J. i \ 2 f" 2cn^sin"i/r
,

</)„((r)=_^ cos—X~-^fZVr, (13

in which, however, o- now represents the sum of the distances from the centre

of the line, instead of from one end of it.

If 71= 1, (13) reduces to

1 r"sin(l + 2o-/a)-./r + sin(l-2o-/a)i/r
,

"^'^") =
^Jo \ ^-^df,

which is unity when a lies between ± \a, but otherwise vanishes.

Again, if ?i = 2, we find that ^/ (a) = ± 1/a, if ^ lies between ±a, and
otherwise vanishes, and so on.

More generally, the sequence formula may be deduced from (13), but to

obtain it in the original form (6), where the distances are measured from the
end of the line, we must write a— ^na for a in (13). Then we have

2 r» f- 2^/. sin" Vr , , , ,- cos -^ (<7 - i no) .
——!- d^lrda a,

in which

^„ ^V' / 1 N J 2i/r / n+l \ sin -Jr
cos —^ {a-- l-na) rto- = a cos -^ o- — a .

i
a a a \ 2 / i/r '

so that (6) is verified.
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We may now examine the form assumed by (pn in (13), when ?! is very

large. The process is almost the same as that followed in a recent paper*.

By taking logarithms we find

-—^ = e-"*'/6 {1 + nluf + nfkY- + ^n-h,'-^^% (14)

Retaining for the moment only the leading term, we get

<pn (o") daja = — - 1 cos (^aifr/a) e-'"l''l^d^jr

= V(6/n7r)e-e<^>«''c^o-/a, (16)

In comparing this with (.5), we must observe that there x denotes the

mean of the distances of which n- is the sum, so that a = nx, and thus the

two results are in agreement.

If we denote the leading term in (p^ by <!•, we obtain from (13) and (14)

n!-* d'ch d*<i>

<^„ = * + 6^nA.^-63./..^,+-i6VA/^, (17)

by means of which the approximation in powers of 1/n can be pursued. The

terms written would suffice for a result correct to l/w^ inclusive, but we may

content ourselves with the term which is of the order 1/n in comparison with

the leading term. We have

= / g-ea-lna- I

I

dn^ V WttJ [4 na^ nW
and accordingly

rn\ y Y \^^^j ^ 5)1 \4! na' n-ct" J]

Here (pn (o") daja expresses the probability that the sum of the distances,

measured from the centre of the line, shall lie between a and a + da.

In terms of the mean (.'•) of the distances, we should have

(v)^"""" r- 57.(4 -^+^r"/" (19)

as the probability that x shall lie between x and x + dx. It should be

observed that in virtue of the exponential factor only moderate values of

nx^ja^ need consideration.

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxvn. p. 344 (1919), equations (65), (66), etc. [This Volume, p. 624.]
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As a check upon (19) we may verify that it becomes unity when integrated

with respect to x between — co and + co . Starting from

and differentiating with respect to m, we get

—- \ x-e~^'-'''dx = 1,

TT* i -co

and differentiating again —j- / afe~^'-^'''dx = 1.

Using these integrals in (19) with (( = 1, u- Qn, the required verification

follows.

The above verification suggests a remark which may have a somewhat

wide application. In many cases we can foresee that a facility function will

have a form such as Ae~'^^^^dx, and then, since

A j e-"-^'dx= 1,

it follows that A = \/{u.JTr). According to this law, the expectation of x is

zero, but the expectation of x" is finite. If we know this latter expectation,

we may use the knowledge to determine u. For

Expectation of x" = 2 \/{u/'rr) j
x^e~^^'dx = l/2n.

Jo

We may take an example from the problem, just considered, of the position

of the centre of gravity of points distributed along a line. If «i, Xo, ... Xn be

the coordinates of these points reckoned from the middle and x that of the

centre of gravity,

-.. [[[ dXi f/,r„ . . . dsCn («! + «2 + . . . + Xn)-
Mean

.-JJJ
... - -^^^ ,

the integrations being in each case from — la to +^a. Taking first the

integration with respect to Xn, we find that

a"
Mean x- = ——^ + the corresponding expression with x^ omitted,

so that Mean x' = «712/i.

Accordingly u = Qnja", as in (19).

A similar argument might be employed for the law of facility of various

resultants (?) of n unit vibrations with phases entirely arbitrary, starting

with Ae~^"\dr, and assuming that the mean value of ?•= is n.

My principal aim in attacking the above problem was an introduction to

the question of random vibrations when the phases of the unit components
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are distributed along a circular arc not constituting an entire circle. When
the circle is complete the solution has already been given*, and the same
solution obviousl}' applies when the circular arc covers any number of complete

revolutions. All phases of the resultant are then equally probable, and the

only question relates to the probability of various amplitudes, or intensities.

But if the arc over which the representative points are distributed is not a

multiple of 27r, all values of the resultant phase are not equally probable and

the question is in many respects more complicated.

There is an obvious relation between the question of the resultant of

random vibrations and that of the position of the centre of gravity of the

representative points of the components. For if d denote the phase of a unit

component, the intensity of the resultant is given by

R." = (S cos 0)- + (^ sin ef.

If we suppose unit masses placed at angles round the circular arc of

radius unity, the rectangular coordinates of the centre of gravity are

!= (2 cos ^)/;(, y = ('Zsin0)/n;

and r, the distance of the centre of gravity from the centre of the circle, is

related to R according to r = R/n. And in like manner the phase of the

resultant corresponds with the angular position of the centre of gravity.

The analogy suggests that a mechanical arrangement might be employed

to effect vector addition. A disk, supported after the manner of a compass-

card, would carry the loads, and the resulting deflexion from the horizontal

would be determined by mirror reading. Perhaps there would be a difficulty

in securing adequate delicacy.

To return to the theoretical question, if we suppose the circular arc to be

very small, we see that the probability of various phases of the resultant,

within the narrow limits imposed, follows the laws determined for the centre

of gravity of points distributed at random along a straight line. In this

case the amplitude of the resultant is n to a high degree of approximation,

n being the number of unit components.

But when the circular arc (a) is so large that sin a deviates appreciably

from a, the question is materially altered. We may, however, frame an

argument on the lines followed in equations (1) and (2). Thus with a

replacing a and /3 replacing 6, we have for the resultant whose amplitude is

R and phase (reckoned from the middle) @,

R sin f-) = sin /3 . (^, - ?-0 + sin 2/3 . (?, - ^-,) + . . . + sin s/3 .(^s-t~s). -(20)

i?cosft = cos/3.(^+f. + ^,) + ...+coss/3.(^ + r. + f-.) (21)

* Phil. Mug. Vol. x. p. 73 (1880) ; Scientific Papers, Vol. i. p. 491. See also Phil. llay.

Vol. xxxTii. p. 321 (1919). [This Volume, p. 604.]
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Here © is a small angle, whose probability is under consideration, but R
is in general large and may then be reckoned as if the distribution were

uniform. Thus

J? = -'-
(''\os/3dl3 = {2n/a)s[n^a, (22)

Of J

'^"^ ® =
2;7^^a ^'^^ /3 (^1 - ^.) + . .

. + sin s^ (f, - ^_,)} (23)

By the rules of the Theory of Errors, we have

aV' ^? = 9-v^^TT- (sin^ ^ + ^i'l' 2/3 + ... + sin= s/3} (24)
JJod- f 2?i^sin^ ^a '

In ( 24) Mod" ^ = 2nl3/a, as before, and the series of (sin)- may be replaced by

1 f^" • „ o^o a -sin a

Thus Mod^'« = ?(«^;^ (25)
4;( sm^ ^a

If a is small, this reduces to a'/Gn, as in (4). If a = tt, that is if the

distribution be over a semicircle, we get 7r-/4?;. If we make a=27r in (2.5),

the result is indeterminate, since, although sin^a=0, ?i is infinite. There is

a like indeterminateness when a is any multiple of 'Itt, and this was to be

expected. When the arc of distribution consists of entire revolutions, the

phase of the resultant is arbitrary. But if the arc differs, even a little, from

an integral number of revolutions, there is a definite phase favoured for the

resultant, and Mod- 6 diminishes as n increases.

The case where the arc consists of entire revolutions is exceptional also

as regards the amplitude, or intensity, of the resultant. As we know, in that

case no definite value is ajDproached, however great n may be, and the

expectation of intensity is n. But if there be a fractional part of a revolution

outstanding, the intensit}' does tend to a definite value, that namely which

corresponds to a uniform distribution over the arc, and this value is pro-

portional to the square of n.

We may go further and calculate what exactly is the expectation of

intensity. We have to evaluate

dodo do r/ /I /I/ /!// S„ / /I • /I/ /!// N T
... [(cos ^ -I- cos ^ +cos^ + ...)= + (sm^+sm^ +sm0 -f...)l

a a a
-'

= \ Ijj
...d6dd'd6" ...[n + 2 cos (61 - 61')

+ 2 cos (61 - r )+...+ 2 cos ((^' - 0") + ...], . . .( 26

)

the integration being in each case from —^a to + la. Taking first the

integration with respect to 0, we have

^ ^ ''\l0[n +2 cos(0-0') + 2 cos{0-0")+ ... +2 cos(0' -0')+ ...]
a

4a-i sin^a {cos ^' + cos ^" -f ...j + « + 2 cos (^' — 0") + ....
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On continuing the integration the first part yields finally

8 (n — 1) a~'' sin'^ ^a
;

while the remaining parts give the original terms over again with omission

of those containing 0. Thus

Expectation of intensity = n+8 a~'" sirf ^a{n — 1 + n -2 + n-S + ... + 1]

= n + 4n (n - l)a~-sin^^a (27)

If a = 0, this becomes n^ as was to be expected. If a = 2tt, or any multiple

of 277, the expectation is n, as we knew. In general, when o becomes great,

so as to include many complete revolutions, the importance of the n" part

decreases. In (27) n may have any integral value.

In the case of n = 2, we may go further and find the expression for the

probability of a given amplitude (?-) taken always positive, and phase (6).

The amplitude of the components is unity, and the phases, measured from

the centre of the arc, 0^ and ^2. The probability that these phases shall lie

between 6*1 and 0j + d0i, 0^ and 0-2+ dO^ is- a~'^d0idd2. We have now to

replace the two variables 0i, 0^ by r, 0, where

r = 2 cos \ {0, - 0,,), = 1
(6'i + 0n),

or 0i-=0 ± cos-i (^7-), 02 = + cos-i {^r),

d0,__ de^ _ ±1 de^_ +1 dA_.makmg ^ -
-!> ^ "

^(4 _ ^.) - ^ "
V(4 - r')

' JO
~

Accordingly ^^ = ^±|f^ (28)
ft J

a? a" V(4 - r-)
^

The interchange of 6^ and 02 makes no difference to r and 0, so that we

may take

aVC*-?'')

as the chance that the amplitude of the resultant shall lie between r and

r + dr and the phase between and + d0. In (29) a is supposed not to

exceed 27r.

As a check, we may revert to the case where a = 2it. The limits for

are then independent of the value of r, and are taken to be — tt and + tt.

And
4(ir {+'' d0 2 dr ^irrdr ,

a/(4 - r==) i -„ a? TT V(4 - r^) Tr^'r V(4 - r^)

represents the chance that r shall lie between r and r + dr independently of

what may be, in agreement with Pearson's expression* Integrating again

with respect to r, we find

2dr

/o^V(4-r^) '

as should be, all cases being now covered.

* Compare Phil. Mag. Vol. xxxvii. p. 328 (1919), equation (21). [This Volume, p. 610.1
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In the general case the limits for r and 6 are interdependent. The

possible range for 6 is from —^a to + \a {a < tt), but we require the range

when r is prescribed. In virtue of the symmetry it suffices to consider a

positive 6, and we begin by supposing a less than tt, so that the extreme

values of r are 2 cos ^ a and 2. We proceed to consider the relations by

which the limiting values of?- and 6 are connected.

For a given (positive) 6 less than \a the upper limit of r is 2 and the

lower limit is 2 cos (^a — 0). ^\'hen d > \a, there are no corresponding values

of r. In Fig. 2, where a is taken to be Att, the shaded area gives the possible

values of r corresponding to any 6, or conversely the values of d corresponding

to a prescribed r.

In order to find the chances of a given 6, we integrate with respect to r

in (20). We find

«^'-^
^'- ^^^i«-^). (31)

2cos(ia-e) \/(4 -»•') a'

as the chance that 0, if positive, lies between 6 and 6 + d6. If we integrate

(31) again with respect to between and \a, we get \, the correct value,

as there is an equal chance of being negative.

Again, in order to find the chance of a prescribed r, when is free to vary,

we have to integrate (29) first with respect to 6. Referring to Fig. 2, we see

that when ?'<2cos(ia), there are no corresponding values of (9, .and that

when r lies between 2 cos {\a) and 2, the limits for are and ia — cos~' (^r).

In the first case there is no possibility of r lying between r and r + dr ; in

the second case the probabilitj' is

a=vJi?-,-=)f^«-'^°^"'(^''>''
(32)

which must be doubled when we admit, as we must, negative values uf 0.

If we integi-ate (32) as it stands again, with respect to /, we find the correct

value, since

r . uf' ., iAa-cos-^iDJ^Jr.
.'scosia"V(4-r=)^- ^2 '' -

We may regard (31) and (32) as the solution of the problem in the case

where a< ir.

When a>'Tr, may lie outside the limits + ^a applicable to 6-^ and 0^,

and the question becomes more complicated. It appears that we must

distinguish two cases under this head, (i) where tt < a < 37r/2, and (ii) where

37r/2 <a< i-jT.

First for TT < a < 37r/2, Fig. 4, where o is supposed to be 57r/4.

From ^ = to 6 = ^{a — tt), r ranges from to 2. From ^ = J (« — tt) to

9 = -^ a, r ranges from '2cos{^a—0) to 2. At ^ = -|-a the lower and upper
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limits coincide. From 6 = ia to d = 3Tr/2 — ^a, there are no corresponding

values of r. At the latter limit a zero value of r enters, and from = 37r/2 — \a.

to 6 = iT, r ranges from to 2 cos (27r — \a— 0).

The whole range from 9 = to 6 = 7r thus divides itself into four parts.

In the first part from 6 = to = ^(a— tt), we get as the chance of

from (29)

4,dd ,'•2 dr _ 2TTdd , ,

"a^io V(4-?-^)~ a'
^

In the second part from ^ = ^ (a — tt) to = ^a, the chance is

For the third part, from ^ = |a to = Sir/"! ~^a, there is no possibility.

For the fourth part, from = 37r/2 — -|a to = tt, the chance for is

If we integrate (33), (34), and (35) over the (positive) ranges to which

they apply and add the results, we get the correct value, viz.
-J-.

This part

of the question might be treated more simply without introducing r at all.

^Ye have next to consider what in this case, viz. tt <a < 37r/2, are the

probabilities of various r's when is allowed to vary. When r is less than

its value at ^ = tt, viz. 2 cos(7r — -^a), the corresponding range for is made

up of two parts, the first from = to = la- cos~^ (| r), and the second

from = '2tt — -ha — cos~^ {^r) to = it, so that the whole range of is

la — COS"' (J r) + TT — [2ir — ia — cos~' (2 '')} = a — tt.

Thus from r = to ?' = 2 cos (tt — -J-a) the chance of r lying between r and

r + dr is

4.dr (a - tt)

nV(4-r-) ^ ^

When r lies between 2cos(7r — |a) and 2, the second part disappears and

we have only the one range of 0, equal to ^a - cos~' (^r), so that the chance

of r lying between r and r + dr is

idr {Ig - cos-' (j r)}

aV(4-0 ^ ^

Expressions (36) and (37), obtained on the supposition that is positive,

are to be doubled when we allow for the equally admissible negative values

of 0.

When (36), (37), as they stand, are integrated over the ranges of r to

which they apply and added, the sum is ^, as it should be under the supposi-

tions made.
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It still remains to consider the case where 3-n-/2 <a< 27r. From 6 =
to ^ = ^ (a — tt), r (as before) ranges from to 2, From = |- (a — tt) to

^=i(37r — ct), ;• ranges from 2cos(-^a — ^) to 2. At this point (Fig. 6) a

second range enters for r. From = -J (Sir — a) to = ^a, the first range is,

as before, from 2cos(-^a — ^) to 2, and the second range is from to

2 cos(27r — Ja— 0). Lastly, from = ^a to ^ = tt, the first range of r dis-

appears, while the second continues to be from to 2 cos(27r — -|a — 0).

The probabilities of various ^'s being positive and lying within specified

ranges can be obtained as before. For the range from ^ = to ^ = ^ (a — tt)

we get the expression (33), and from 6 =^ i (a — tt) to ^ = ^- (Stt - a) we get

(34). For the third range from = i; (Stt — a) to ^ =
-J

a, we get

4<d0

a"

2C0S {in-ia.-

+ '

2C0S (ia-e)

and from ^ = -^ a to = tt,

M0 /•2cos(2,r-ia-e) ^,.

dr
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

[Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, Vol. xxx.

pp. 275—290, 1919.]

Before entering upon the matters that I had intended to lay before you,

it is fitting that I should refer to the loss we have sustained within the last

few days in the death of Sir William Crookes, a former President of the

Society during several years from 1896—1899, and a man of world-wide

scientific reputation. During his long and active life he made many dis-

coveries in Physics and Chemistry of the first importance. In quite early

days his attention was attracted by an unknown and brilliant green line

in the spectrum, which he succeeded in tracing to a new element named

Thallium, after its appearance. Later he was able so to improve vacua as to

open up fresh lines of inquiry with remarkable results in more than one

direction. The radiometer, a little instrument in which light, even candle-

light, or ordinary day-light, causes the rotation of delicately suspended vanes,

presents problems even yet only partially solved. And his discoveries re-

lating to electric discharge in high vacua lie near the foundation of the

modern theories of electricity as due to minute charged particles called elec-

trons, capable of separation from ordinary chemical atoms, and of moving

with speeds of the order of the speed of light. One is struck not only by

the technical skill displayed in experiments more difficult at the time they

were made than the younger generation of workers can easily understand,

but also by the extraordinary instinct which directed Crookes' choice of sub-

jects. In several cases their importance was hardly realized at the time, and

only later became apparent.

I shall have occasion presently to notice in some little detail his early

" Xotes on Phenomena called Spiritual." It was these that attracted my
own attention to the subject. In 1SS9 he published further "Notes of

Stances with D. D. Home" in Vol. vi. of our Proceedings. I fancy that he

was disappointed with the reception that his views met with, having been

sanguine enough to expect that he would obtain the same credence when he

wn ite on psychical matters as when he was dealing with Physics or Chemistry.
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In later years I understand he did not often introduce the subject, but when
questioned was firm that he had nothing to retract. One would give much
to know whether this attitude is still maintained.

Any hesitation that I may have felt in undertaking the honourable office

to which you have called me was largely due to the fact that I have no

definite conclusions to announce, and that such experiences as I have had

were long ago, and can hardly now carry weight as evidence to anyone but

myself But I have always taken an interest in questions such as those con-

sidered by the Society, and I may perhaps as well give a short account of

what I have seen, for it will at any rate help to explain my attitude and serve

as a foundation for comment.

I may begin with what is now called hypnotism. This is an old story

;

but many have forgotten, or never realized, the disbelief which was general

in the fifties of the last century both on the part of the public and of medical

men. As to the former, reference may be made to Punch*, and as to the

latter I suppose there can be no doubt, although of course there were dis-

tinguished exceptions. At the present day orthodox medical opinion has so

far shifted its ground as to claim for the profession control of what was

formerly dismissed as impossible and absurd—certainly a less unreasonable

position.

It was some ten or eleven years from the date of Punch's cartoon that I

witnessed in a friend's rooms at Cambridge an exhibition of the powers of

Madame Card. I think eight or ten of us were tried, including myself We
were made to gaze for a time at a " magnetic " disk ; afterwards she made

passes over our closed eyes, and finally defied us to open them. I and some

others experienced no difficulty ; and naturally she discarded us and developed

her powers over those—about half the sitters—who had failed or found diffi-

culty. Among the latter were personal friends of my own and two well-known

University athletes. One was told that he could not give his name, another

that he would have to cross the room towards her when she beckoned, and

so on. In spite of obvious efforts to resist her influence they had to obey.

In conversation afterwards they assured me that they could not help it ; and

indeed they made such 'fools of themselves that I had no difficulty in believing

them. From that evening I have never felt any doubt as to the possibility

of influencing unwilling minds, by suggestion ; and I have often wished that

on other occasions, where dubious phenomena were in question, some of which

I shall presently refer to, conviction one way or the other had followed this

precedent. I ought to add that, although stories were afloat to that effect, I

* Vol. XXIV. p. 120 (1853).

—

Lecturer on Electro-Biology. "Now, Sir! You can't jump over

that Stick ! Ahem !
" Subject. " Jump? Eh ! Ugh ! Lor bless me. Jump ? No, I know I can't

—

never could jump—Ugh !

"

yihunders of Applause from the Gentlemen in the cane-bottom chairs— [i.e. believers).

41—2
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never saw the influence of Madame Card conveyed otherwise than by word

or gesture.

After this experience I was not disinclined to believe that what was, or

at any rate had recently been, orthodox opinion might be quite wrong, and

accordingly became interested in what I heard'from friends of the doings of

Home and other so-called mediums. Some of the stories could, as it seemed,

be explained away only on the supposition of barefaced lying, or more

charitably as the result of hallucination, whether self-induced, or due to the

suggestion and influence of others. The possibility of the latter view cannot

be left out of account, but I have never seen anything to show that it has

the remotest application to my own experience or that of the friends with

whom I have co-operated.

The interest that I felt was greatly stimulated by the appearance of

Sir W. Crookes' " Notes of an Enquiry into the Phenomena called Spiritual

during the years 1870—73*." I was acquainted with some of the author's

scientific work, and knew that he was a skilful experimenter and likely to be

alive to the precautions required in order to guard against sense illusions.

Presumably also he would feel the difliculty of accepting conclusions so much
out of harmony with ordinary and laboratory experience. If heavy tables in

a dining-room can leave the floor, how is it that in the laboratory our balances

can be trusted to deal with a tenth of a milligram ?

I have lately read over again Sir W. Crookes' article, and I do not wonder

at the impression it produced upon me. I am tempted to quote one or two

passages against which I find my old pencil marks. Under the heading

—

The AjDpearance of Hands, either Self-lutninous or Visible by Ordinary Light,

he -^vi-ites, "I have retained one of these hands in my own, firmly resolved

not to let it escape. There was no struggle or effort made to get loose, but

it gradually seemed to resolve itself into vapour, and faded in that manner
from my grasp." I believe that the rationalistic explanation is that the hand

was an inflated glove, like a rubber balloon, from which the air gradually

leaked away, but I gave Sir W. Crookes credit for being able to retain the

rubber.

Another incident of an entirely diiferent character is thus described. " A
lady was writing automatically by means of the planchette. I was trying to

devise a means of proving that what she wrote was not due to ' unconscious

cerebration.' The planchette, as it always does, insisted that, although it

was moved by the hand and arm of the lady, the intelligence was that of an
invisible being who was playing on her brain as on a musical instrument,

and thus moving her muscles. I therefore said to this intelligence, 'Can
you see the contents of this room ?

'
' Yes,' wrote the planchette. ' Can you

see to read this newspaper?' said I, putting my finger on a copy of the

* Quarterly Journal of Science, Jan. 1874.
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Times, which was on the table behind me, but without looking at it. ' Yes,'

was the reply of the planchette. ' Well,' I said, ' if you can see that, write

the word which is now covered by my finger, and I will believe you.' The
planchette commenced to move. Slowly and with great difficulty, the word
' however ' was written. I turned round, and saw the word ' however ' was

covered by the tip of my finger."

"I had purposely avoided looking at the newspaper when I tried this

experiment, and it was impossible for the lady, had she tried, to have seen

any of the printed words, for she was sitting at one table, and the paper was

on another table behind, my body intervening."

The two mediums whose names are mentioned in the article, and with

whom most of the observations were made, are Home and Miss Fox, after-

wards Mrs Jencken. A highly desirable characteristic of Home's mediumship
was the unusual opportunity allowed to the sense of sight. Home always

objected to darkness at his seances. "Indeed," says Sir William Crookes,

"except on two occasions... everything that I have witnessed with him has

taken place in the light."

I found (and indeed still find) it difficult to accept what one may call the

" knave and fool theory '' of these occurrences ; but failing that, it would

seem to follow that one must admit the possibility of much that contrasts

strongly with ordinary experience, and I was naturally anxious to obtain

first hand information on which I could form an independent judgment.

Home was no longer available, but I was able to obtain the co-operation of

Mrs Jencken, who stayed in my country house as guest during two or three

visits extending altogether, I suppose, over fourteen days or so. She was

accompanied by a nurse and bab}^ and for a small part of the time by

Mr Jencken, who seemed curiously slow to understand that we had to regard

him as well as his wife with suspicion, when I explained that we could not

attach importance to seances when both were present. It may be well to

add that they received nothing beyond the usual courtesy and entertainment

due to guests.

The results were upon the whole disappointing, and certainly far short of

those described by Sir W. Crookes. Nevertheless, there was a good deal not

easy to explain away. Very little of importance occurred in a good light.

It is true that at any hour of the day Mrs Jencken was able to get raps upon

a door by merely placing her fingers upon it. The listener, hearing them

for the first time, felt sure there was someone on the other side, but it was

not so. The closest scrutiny revealed no movement of her fingers, but there

seemed nothing to exclude the possibility of bone-cracking with the door

acting as sounding-board. However, on one or two occasions loud thumps

were heard, such as one would hardly like to make with one's knee. With
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the exception of her fingers Mrs Jencken seemed always to stand quite clear,

and the light was good.

On the other hand, during seances the light was usually bad—gas turned

very low. But in some other respects the conditions may be considered good.

Before commencing, the room was searched and the doors locked. Besides

Mrs Jencken, the sitters were usually only Lady Rayleigh and myself. Some-

times a brother or a friend came. We sat close together at a small, but

rather heavy, pedestal table ; and when anything appeared to be doing we

held Mrs Jencken's hands, with a good attempt to control her feet also with

ours; but it was impracticable to maintain this full control during all the

long time occupied by the stances. In contrast to some other mediums,

Mrs Jencken was not observed to fidget or to try to release her limbs.

As I have said, the results were disappointing ; but I do not mean that

very httle happened or that what did happen was always easy to explain.

But most of the happenings were trifling, and not such as to preclude the

idea of trickery. One's coat-tails would be pulled, paper cutters, etc., would

fly about, knocks would shake our chairs, and so on. I do not count messages,

usually of no interest, which were spelt out alphabetically by raps that

seemed to come from the neighbourhood of the medium's feet. Perhaps

what struck us most were lights which on one or two occasions floated about.

They were real enough, but rather difficult to locate, though I do not think

they were ever more than six or eight feet away from us. Like some of those

described by Sir W. Crookes, they might be imitated by phosphorus enclosed

in cotton wool ; but how Mrs Jencken could manipulate them with her

hands and feet held, and it would seem with only her mouth at liberty, is a

difficulty.

Another incident hard to explain occurred at the close of a seance after

we had all stood up. The table at which we had been sitting gradually

tipped over until the circular top nearly touched the floor, and then slowly

rose again into the normal position. Mrs Jencken, as well as ourselves, was

apparently standing quite clear of it. I have often tried since to make the

table perform a similar evolution. Holding the top with both hands, I

can make some, though a bad, approximation ; but it was impossible that

Mrs Jencken could have worked it thus. Possibly something better could

be done with the aid of an apparatus of hooks and wires ; but Mrs Jencken

was a small woman, without much apparent muscular development, and the

table for its size is heavy. It must be admitted that the light was poor, but

our eyes were then young, and we had been for a long time in the semi-

darkness.

In common, I suppose, with most witnesses of such things, I repudiate

altogether the idea of hallucination as an explanation. The incidents were

almost always unexpected, and our impressions of them agreed. They were
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either tricks of the nature of conjuring tricks, or else happenings of a kind

very remote from ordinary experience.

A discouraging feature was that attempts to improve the conditions

usually led to nothing. As an example, I may mention that after writing,

supposed to be spirit writing, had appeared, I arranged pencils and paper

inside a large glass retort, of which the neck was then hermetically sealed.

For safety this was placed in a wooden box, and stood under the table during

several seances. The intention was to give opportunity for evidence that

would be independent of close watching during the semi-darkness. It is

perhaps unnecessary to say that though scribbling appeared on the box, there

was nothing inside the retort. Possibly this was too much to expect. I

may add that on recently inspecting the retort I find that the opportunity

has remained neglected for forty-five years.

During all this time I have been in doubt what interpretation to put

upon these experiences. In my judgment the incidents were not good

enough, or under good enough conditions, to establish occult influences ; but

yet I have always felt difficulty in accepting the only alternative explanation.

Some circumstances, if of secondary importance, are also worthy of mention.

Unlike some other mediums that I have known, Mrs Jencken never tried to

divert one's attention, nor did she herself seem to be observant or watching

for opportunities. I have often said that on the unfavourable hypothesis her

acting was as wonderful as her conjuring. Seldom, or never, during the long

hours we were together at meals or seances did she make an intelligent

remark. Her interests seemed to be limited to the spirits and her baby.

Mr Jencken is another difficulty. He, an intelligent man, was a spiritua-

list, and, I have no reason to doubt, an honest one, before he married his

wife. Could she have continued to deceive him ? It seems almost im-

possible. He bore eye-witness to the baby—at the age of three months I

think it was—taking a pencil and writing a spirit message, of which we saw

what purported to be a photograph. If on the other hand, he had found

her out, would he have permitted her to continue her deceptions ?

After the death of Home and Mrs Jencken, so-called physical manifesta-

tions of a well attested kind seem rather to have fallen into abeyance, except

in the case of Eusapia Palladino. Although I attended one or two of her

sf^ances at Cambridge and saw a few curious things, other members of the

Society have had so much better opportunities that I pass them by. There

is no doubt that she practised deception, but that is not the last word.

One of the difficulties which beset our inquiry is the provoking attitude

of many people who might render assistance. Some see nothing out of the

way in the most marvellous occurrences, and accordingly take no pains over

the details of evidence on which everything depends. Others attribute all

these things to the devil, and refuse to have anything to say to them. I
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have sometimes pointed out that if during the long hours of s<^ances we could

keep the devil occupied in so comparatively harmless a manner we deserved

well of our neighbours.

A real obstacle to a decision arises from the sporadic character of the

phenomena, which cannot be reproduced at pleasure and submitted to sys-

tematic experimental control. The difficulty is not limited to questions

where occult influences may be involved. This is a point which is often

misunderstood, and it may be worth while to illustrate it by examples taken

from the history of science.

An interesting case is that of meteorites, discussed by Sir L. Fletcher,

formerly Keeper of Minerals in the British Museum, from whose official

pamphlet (published in 1896) some extracts may be quoted:—" 1. Till the

beginning of the present [i.e. 19th] century, the fall of stones from the sky

was an event, the actuality of which neither men of science nor the mass of

the people could be brought to believe in. Yet such falls have been recorded

from the earliest times, and the records have occasionally been received as

authentic by a whole nation. In general, however, the witnesses of such an

event have been treated with the disrespect usually shown to reporters of

the extraordinary, and have been laughed at for their supposed delusions

:

this is less to be wondered at when we remember that the witnesses of a

fall have usually been few in number, unaccustomed to exact observation,

frightened by what they both saw and heard, and have had a common ten-

dency towards exaggeration and superstition."

After mention of some early stones, he continues :

" .3. These falls from the sky, when credited at all, have been deemed
prodigies or miracles, and the stones have been regarded as objects for

reverence and worship. It has even been conjectured that the worship of

such stones was the earliest form of idolatry....The Diana of the Ephesians,
' which fell down from Jujsiter,' and the image of A'enus at Cyprus appear to

have been, not statues, but conical or pyramidal stones."

" 5. Three French Academicians, one of whom was the afterwards re-

nowned chemist Lavoisier, presented to the Academy in 1772 a report on

the analy.sis of a stone said to have been seen to fall at Lucd on Septemlier 13,

1768. As the identity of lightning with the electric spark had been recently

established by Franklin, they were in advance convinced that 'thunder-stones
'

existed only in the imagination; and never dreaming of the existence of a
' sky-stone ' which had no relation to a ' thunder-stone,' they somewhat easily

assured both themselves and the Academy that there was nothing unusual
in the mineralogical characters of the Luce specimen, their verdict being that

the stone was an ordinarj^ one which had been struck by lightning."

"6. In 1794' the German philosopher Chladni, famed for his researches

into the laws of sound, brought together numerous accounts of the fall of
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bodies from the sky, and called the attention of the scientific world to the

fact that several masses of iron, of which he specially considers two, had in

all probability come from outer space to this planet."

In 1802 Edward Howard read a paper before the Royal Society of London
giving an account of the comparative results of a chemical and mineralogical

investigation of four stones which had fallen in different places. He found

from the similarity of their component parts " very strong evidence in favour

of the assertion that they had fallen on our globe. They have been found at

places very remote from each other, and at periods also sufficiently distant.

The mineralogists who have examined them agree that they have no resem-

blance to mineral substances properly so called, nor have they been described

by mineralogical authors." After this quotation from Howard, Fletcher con-

tinues :

" 13. This paper aroused much interest in the scientific world, and, though

Chladni's theory that such stones come from outer space was still not ac-

cepted in France, it was there deemed more worthy of consideration after

Poisson (following Laplace) had shown that a body shot from the moon in

the direction of the earth, with an initial velocity of 7.592 feet a second, would

not fall back upon the moon, but would actually, after a journey of sixty-four

hours, reach the earth, upon which, neglecting the resistance of the air, it

would fall with a velocity of about 31,508 feet a second."

" 14. Whilst the minds of the scientific men of France were in this un-

settled condition, there came a report that another shower of stones had

fallen, this time... within easy reach of Paris. To settle the matter finally,

if possible, the physicist Biot was directed by the Minister of the Interior to

inquire into the event on the spot. After a carefiil examination... Biot was

convinced that on Tuesday, April 26, 1803, about 1 p.m., there was a violent

explosion in the neighbourhood of rAigle...that some moments before...

a

Jire ball in quick motion was seen... that on the same day many stones fell

in the neighbourhood of I'Aigle. Biot estimated the number of the stones

at two or three thousand.... With the exception of a few little clouds of

ordinary character, the sky was quite clear. The exhaustive report of Biot,

and the conclusive nature of his proofs, compelled the whole of the scientific

world to recognise the fall of stones on the earth from outer space as an un-

doubted fact."

I commend this history to the notice of those scientific men who are so

sure that they understand the character of Nature's operations as to feel

justified in rejecting without examination reports of occurrences which seem

to conflict with ordinary experience. Every tiro now knows that the stones

to be seen in most museums had an origin thought impossible by some of

the leading and most instructed men of about a century ago.

Other cases of strange occurrences, the nature or reality of which is, I
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suppose, still in doubt, are " Globe lightning " and " Will of the wisp." The

evidence for globe lightning is fairly substantial, but in the judgment of

many scientific men is outweighed by the absence of support in laboratory

experience. At one time I was more disposed to believe in it than I am

now, in view of the great extension of electrical experimenting during the

last thirty years. Kelvin thought it might be explained as an ocular illusion.

By a lightning flash the retina is powerfully impressed, it may be excen-

trically, with the formation of a prolonged positive " spectrum " or image

which, as the eye tries to follow it, appears to sail slowly along. Some

seconds later, the arrival of the sound of thunder causes a shock, under which

the luminous globe disappears and is thought to have burst explosively. I

think this explanation, which would save the good faith and to some extent

the good sense ( if the observers, deserves attention.

Then again the Will of the wisp, for which I take it there used to be

plenty of evidence. I have been told by the Duke of Argyll—the friend and

colleague of Gladstone—that in his youth it was common at Inveraray,

but had been less seen latterly, owing, he thought, to drainage operations.

Cheinists will not readily believe in the spontaneous inflammation of " marsh

gas." but I have heard the suggestion made of phosphoric gases arising from

the remains of a dead sheep that had got entangled.

The truth is that we are ill equipped for the investigation of phenomena

which cannot be reproduced at pleasure under good conditions. And a clue

is often necessary before much progress can be made. Men had every motive

for trying to understand malaria. Exposure at night on low ground was

known to be bad ; and it had even been suggested that mosquito nets served

as a protection ; but before Pasteur, and indeed for some years after, it seems

never to have occurred to any one that the mosquito itself was the vehicle.

Sir A. Geikie has remarked that until recent times the study of the lower

forms of life was regarded with something like contempt. Verily, the microbes

have had their revenge.

But when all this has been said we must not forget that the situation is

much worse when it is complicated by the attempts of our neighbours to

mislead us, as indeed occasionally happens in other matters of scientific

interest where money is involved. Here also the questions before this Society

differ from most of those dealt with by scientific men, and may often need a

different kind of criticism.

Such criticism it has been the constant aim of the Society to exercise, as

must be admitted by all who have studied carefully our published matter.

If my words could reach them, I would appeal to serious inquirers to give

more attention to the work of this Society, conducted by experienced men
and women, including several of a sceptical turn of mind, and not to indulge

in hasty conclusions on the basis of reports in the less responsible newspaper
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press or on the careless gossip of ill-informed acquaintances. Many of our
members are quite as much alive to a priori difficulties as any outsider can be.

Of late years the published work of the Society has dealt rather with
questions of another sort, involving telepathy, whether from living or other
mtelhgences, and some of the most experienced and cautious investigators
are of opinion that a case has been made out. Certainly some of the cross-

correspondences established are very remarkable. Their evaluation, however,
requires close attention and sometimes a background of information, classical

and other, not at the disposal of all of us. In this department I often find

my estimate of probabilities differing from that of my friends. I have more
difficulty than they feel over telepathy between the living, but if I had no
doubts there I should feel less difficulty than many do in going further. I

think emphasis should be laid upon the fact that the majority of scientific

men do not believe in telepathy, or even that it is possible. We are very
largely the creatures of our sense-organs. Only those physicists and physio-

logists who have studied the subject realize what wonderful instruments
these are. The eye, the ear, and the nose—even the human nose—are hard
to beat, and within their proper range are more sensitive than anything we
can make in the laboratory. It is true that with long exposures we can

photograph objects in the heavens that the eye cannot detect ; but the fairer

comparison is between what we can see and what can be photographed in

s^y Tcft'i second—all that the eye requires. These sense-organs, shared

with the higher animals, must have taken a long time to build up, and one

would suppose that much development in other directions must have been
sacrificed or postponed in that interest. Why was not telepathy developed

until there could be no question about it ? Think of an antelope in danger

from a lion about to spring upon him, and gloating over the anticipation of

his dinner. The antelope is largely protected by the acuteness of his senses

and his high speed when alarmed. But would it not have been simpler if

he could know something telepathically of the lion's intention, even if it were

no more than vague apprehension warning him to be on the move ?

By telepathy is to be understood something more than is implied in the

derivation of the word, the conveying of feeling or information otherwise than

by use of the senses, or at any rate the known senses. Distance comes into

the question mainly because it may exclude their ordinary operation. Some
appear to think that all difficulty is obviated by the supposition of an unknown

physical agency capable of propagating effects from one brain to another,

acting like the transmitter and receiver in wireless telegraphy or telephony.

On a physical theory of this kind one must expect a rapid attenuation with

distance, not suggested by the records. If distance is an important con-

sideration, one might expect husbands and wives with their heads within

two or three feet of one another to share their dreams habitually. But there
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is a more fundamental objection. Specific information is, and can only be,

conveyed in this manner by means of a code. People seem to forget that all

speaking and writing depend upon a code, and that even the voluntary or

involuntary indications of feeling by facial expression or gestures involve

something of the same nature. It will hardly be argued that telepathy acts

by means of the usual code of common language, as written or spoken.

The conclusion that I draw is that no pains should be spared to establish

the reality of telepathy on such sure ground that it must be generally ad-

mitted by all serious inquirers. It is quite natural that those who have

already reached this position should be more interested in the question of

communications from the dead. To my mind telepathy with the dead would

present comparatively little difficulty when it is admitted as regards the

living. If the apparatus of the senses is not used in one case, why should it

be needed in the other ?

I do not underrate the difficulties of the investigation. Very special con-

ditions must be satisfied if we are to be independent of the good faith of

the persons primarily concerned. The performance of the Zanzigs may be

recalled. When there could be no question of confederates, answers respecting

objects suddenly exhibited were given with such amazing rapidity that secret

codes seemed almost excluded. But when a party, in which I was included,

attempted to get a repetition under stricter conditions, there was an almost

entire failure. Our requirement was simply that the husband should not

speak after he had seen the object that was to be described by the wife.

But I must add the inevitable qualification. Towards the end of the evening

cards were correctly told several times, when we were unable to detect any-

thing that could serve as audible signals.

I have dwelt upon the difficulties besetting the acceptance of telepathy,

but I fully recognize that a strong case has been made out for it. I hope

that more members of the Society will experiment in this direction. It is

work that can be done at home, at odd times, and without the help of

mediums, professional or other. Some very interesting experiences of this

kind have been recorded by a former President, Prof Gilbert Murray. With
perhaps an excess of caution, he abstained from formulating conclusions that

must have seemed to most readers to follow from the facts detailed. I trust

we may hear still more from him.

It is hardly necessary to emphasize that in evaluating evidence it is

quality rather than quantity with which we are concerned. No one can

doubt the existence of apparently trustworthy reports of many occult pheno-

mena. For this there must be a reason, and our object is to find it. But
whatever it may be, whether reality of the phenomena, or the stupidity or

carelessness or worse of the narrators, a larger sweep is sure to add to the

material. However, we may hope that such additions will occasionally afford
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clues, or at least suggestions for further inquiry. And if the phenomena, or

any of them, are really due to supernormal causes, further solid evidence of

this will emerge. I feel that I ought to apologize for giving utterance to

what must seem platitudes to the more experienced working members of the

Society.

Some of the narratives that I have read suggest the possibility of pro-

phecy. This is very difficult ground. But we live in times which are

revolutionary in science as well as in politics. Perhaps some of those who
accept extreme " relativity" views reducing time to merely one of the dimen-

sions of a four-dimensional manifold, may regard the future as differing from

the past no more than north differs from south. But here I am nearly out

of my depth, and had better stop.

I fear that my attitude, or want of attitude, will be disappointing to some

members of the Society who have out-stripped me on the road to conviction,

but this I cannot help. Scientific men should not rush to conclusions, but

keep their minds open for such time as may be necessary. And what was

at first a policy may become a habit. After forty-five years of hesitation it

may require some personal experience of a compelling kind to break the

crust. Some of those who know me best think that I ought to be more con-

vinced than I am. Perhaps they are right.

However this may be, I have never felt any doubt as to the importance

of the work carried on by the Society over many years, and I speak as one

who has examined not a few of the interesting and careful papers that have

been published in the Proceedings. Several of the founders of the Society

were personal friends, and since they have gone the same spirit has guided

us. Our goal is the truth, whatever it may turn out to be, and our efforts

to attain it should have the sympathy of all, and I would add especially of

scientific men.
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THE TRAVELLING CYCLONE.

{Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxxviil. pp. 42(J—424, 1919.]

{Note.—The concluding paragraphs of this paper were dictated by my
father only five days before his death. The proofs therefore were not revised

by him. The figure was unfortunately lost in the post, and I have redrawn

it from the indications given in the text.

—

Rayleigh.J

One of the most important questions in meteorology is the constitution

of the travelling cyclone, for cyclones usually travel. Sir N. Shaw* says that

"a velocity of 20 metres/second [44 miles per hour] for the centre of a cyclonic

depression is large but not unknown, a velocity of less than 10 metres/second

may be regarded as smaller than the average. A tropical revolving storm

usually travels at about 4 metres/second." He treats in detail the com-

paratively simple case where the motion (relative to the ground) is that of

a solid body, whether a simple mtation, or such a rotation combined with a

uniform translation ; and he draws important conclusions which must find

approximate application to travelling cyclones in general. One objection to

regarding this case as typical is that, unless the rotating area is infinite, a

discontinuity is involved at the distance from the centre where it terminates.

A more general treatment is desirable, which shall allow us to suppose a

gradual falling off of rotation as the distance from the centre increases ; and

I propose to take up the general problem in two dimensions, starting from

the usual Eulerian equations as referred to uniformly rotating axesi". The

density (p) is supposed to be constant, and gravity can be disregarded. Li

the usual notation we have

1 dp
, ^ Du

p dx^
'''''

+ '"''"~Dt' (1^

1 dp „ . Bv—
J- = oohi — •2(oii—j^ , (2)

p dy ^ Dt' ^ '

where B/Bt = d/dt + ud/dx + vd/dy (3)

* Manual of Meteorology, Part iv. p. 121, Cambridge, 1919.

t Lamb's Hydrodynamics, § 207, 1916.
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Here x, y are the coordinates of a point, referred to axes revolving uniformly

in the plane xy with angular velocity w*, u and v are the components of

relative velocity of the fluid in the directions of the revolving axes, that is

the components of luind. We have now to define the motion for which we

wish to determine the balancing pressures.

We contemplate a motion (relatively to the ground) of rotation about a

centre C, Fig. 1, situated on the axis of x, the successive rings P at distance

R from G revolving with an angular velocity ^, which may be a function of R.

And upon this is to be superposed a uniform velocity of translation U, parallel

to X and carrying everything forward. If initially C be at 0, the fixed origin,

its distance from along Ox at time t will be Ut. Thus

u=U-^y, v=^ix- Ut), (4)

^ being a known function of R, where

R^ = y'-i-{x- Utf = y^ + X'' (5)

These equations give u and v in terms of the coordinates and of the time, and

the values are to be introduced into (1) and (2). From the manner in which

X and t enter (representing a uniform translation of the entire system) it is

evident that djdt = - Udjdx. We have

du

dx

dv
= r+

R '

du

dy'

dv

dy' R

R '

f being written for d^/dR ; and

I)u^!;'UXy JXy_
RDt

Dv_

Dt

R

UU+ R + u (f R+

= - K'X,

K'Jy
R+ v- = -?^3/-

In the application to a part of the earth's atmosphere, u is the earth's angular velocity

multiplied by the sine of the latitude.
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Hence

- ^ = u. ... + 2«^Y + ?^Z. - "^ = 0,^3/ - 2c« ( [7 - r^/) + V-y. • • (6)

p rt.c P «y
= ft)-a'

and on integration

P =i,(^Ux-'- + f-)- -20,11ij^ f{2(o!;+^')RdR (7)

P "

As might have been expected, the last term in (7) is the same function of R
as when U =0, but R itself is now a function of U and t.

In the case considered by Sir N. Shaw, f is constant and may be removed

from under the integral sign. Thus

P = ^ar(.P + f) - 2a)t> + (a>? + iH 1^= + (* " Utf] (»)

P

If [/"= 0, R- identifies itself with x'' + y", and we get

p/p = ^(o,+ OH^' + f) (9)

A constant as regards x and y, which might be a function of t, may be added

m (8) and (9).

We see that if co + f= 0, that is if the original terrestrial rotation is

annulled by the superposed rotation, p is constant, the whole fluid mass

being in fact at rest. It was for the purpose of this verification that the

terms in &>- were retained. We may now omit them as representing a pressure

independent of the motion under consideration. In the strictly two-dimen-

sional problem there is a pressure increasing outwards due to " centrifugal

force." In the application to the earth's atmosphere, this pressure is balanced

by a component of gravity connected with the earth's ellipticity. Thus in

Shaw's case we have

£ = const. + (a,?+iH{(2/--^'^^i^,y + («;- Ut)^. (10)

showing that the field of pressure, though still circular, is no longer centred

at as when U=0, or even at C, where x= Ut, y = 0, but is displaced side-

ways to the point where x—Ut. y = &)(7/(a)f 4-
if-). Shaw calls thiS the

dynamic centre; it is the point which is conspicuous on the weather map as

the centre of the system of circular isobars.

As a case where the circular motion diminishes to nothing as we go out-

wards, let us now suppose that i^= Ze'^'l""', falling off slowly at first but

afterwards with great rapidity. We have

I

^
l;RclR = iZci' (1 - e-«>'),

f

'

^'RdR = IZhv" (1 - e-^iJVa^);
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and thus from (7)

^ = const.- 2a) ^7?/-la^(^e--"'/«'+2w)^ (11)

where, as usual, R- = y"' + (w - Uif.

May nth.

The completion of this paper was interrupted by illness.

The two-dimensional solution requires a ceiling, as well as a floor, to take

the pressure. In the absence of a ceiling we must introduce gravity, and
since in the supposed motion no part of the fluid is vertically accelerated, the
third equation of motion gives simply

- = const. — qz.

Thus (10) is altered merely by the addition of the term ~gz.

I had supposed too that the solution would remain substantially unaltered

even though p were variable as a function of -p. But these conclusions seem
to be at variance with those put forward by Dr Jeffreys in the January No.
of the Philosophical Magazine. I am not able to pursue the comparison at

present.

June "ibth, 1919.

[The following note was contributed by Sir Joseph Larmor, and was

appended to the paper as originally published.

This paper was left incomplete on Lord Rayleigh's decease on June 30.

It may therefore be permissible to direct attention to its main conclusion

from another aspect, by way of paraphrase. Two questions are involved.

If a vortical system can persist at rest, in an atmosphere rotating with the

Earth, can it also persist, slightly tnodified, with a translatory velocity TJ 'i

And if so, how will the distribution of pressure in it be modified ? The

equations of fluid motion relative to the ground are (1) and (2) ;
in them the

last terms DajDt and DvjDt express the components of relative acceleration,

and these are clearly the centrifugal accelerations — f-A', — f^y iii the relative

orbits assumed to be circular, as found analytically lower down. On sub-

stituting these values, the equations give for Sp an exact differential form

which is integrated in (7); therefore a modified motion is possible, and the

first question is answered in the affirmative, in agreement so far with fact*.

The displacement of the pressure-system due to the progressive motion is

* The conditions of stability for flow of liquid with varying vorticity had been considered in a

series of papers, for which reference may be made to the section Hydrodynamics of the catalogue

appended to this volume.

K. VI. 42
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then examined for two special cases by the formulse (10) and (11), showing

also general agreement with fact as regards displacement of the centre of the

vortex. But the value of U is not determined by these considerations, which

refer to frictionless fluid. When viscosity in the fluid is taken into account,

the general argument seems to remain applicable ; for the velocity of con-

vection U, being uniform, will not modify the viscous stresses. But, in any

case, internal viscosity is negligible in meteorological problems. It is the

friction against land or ocean, introducing turbulence which spreads upward,

that disturbs and ultimately destroys the cyclonic system ; and the high

degree of permanence of the type of motion seems to permit that also to be

left out of account. As remarked in the postscript, the changes of pressure

arising from convection involve changes of density, which will modify the

motion, but perhaps slightly. There does not seem to be definite discordance

with Dr Jeffreys' detailed discussion.]
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PERIODIC PRECIPITATES.

[Philoso^jhical Magazine, Vol. xxxviii. pp. 738— 740, 1919.]

[Note.—This paper was found in tlie author's writing-table drawer after

his death. It is not dated, but was probably written in 1917. It was no

doubt withheld in the hope of making additions.]

I OWE my knowledge of this subject, as well as beautiful specimens, to

Prof S. Leduc of Nantes. His work on the Mechanism of Life* gives an

account of the history of the discovery and a fairly detailed description of the

modus operandi. ''According to Prof Quincke of Heidelberg, the first mention

of the periodic formation of chemical precipitates must be attributed to Runge
in 1885f. Since that time these precipitates have been studied by a number
of authors, and particularly by R. Liesegang of Dlisseldorf, who in 1907

published a work on the subject, entitled On Stratification by Diffusion." In

1901 and again in 1907 Leduc exhibited preparations showing concentric

rings, alternately transparent and opaque, obtained by diffusion of various

solutions in a layer of gelatine.

" The following is the best method of demonstrating the phenomenon.

A glass lantern slide is carefully cleaned and placed absolutely level, We
then take 5 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of gelatine and add to it one drop

of a concentrated solution of sodium arsenate. This is poured over the glass

plate whilst hot, and as soon as it is quite set, but before it can dry, we allow

a drop of silver nitrate solution containing a trace of nitric acid to fall on it

from a pipette. The drop slowly spreads in the gelatine, and we thus obtain

niag-nificent rings of periodic precipitates of arsenate of silver—The distance

between the rings depends on the concentration of the diffusing solution.

The greater the fall^ of concentration, the less is the interval between the

rings."

* Translated by W. Deane Butcher, Eebman Limited, Shaftesbury ATenue, London.

[t The year " 1885" agrees with the source of the quotation (1. c. p. 67), but it appears that

the correct date is "185.5." For in the original chronologically arranged historical passage in

Prof. Quincke's paper "tJber unsichtbare Flussigkeitsschiohten u.s.w." in Annalen der Physik,

Vierte Folge, Band 7 (1902), pp. 643—647, the first mention of the subject is attributed to

F. F. Runge in 1855; in agreement with the translation of this passage given at length in

subsequent pages of The Mechanism of Life (see p. 118).

J The words "fall of" had been omitted from the quotation as printed in the original

publication in the Philosophical Magazine. With this omission, the statement appears still to

be valid, and to express more simply the fundamental property of the phenomenon. W. F. S.]

42—2
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In considering an explanation, the first question which presents itself is

why should the precipitate be intermittent at all ? I suppose the answer is

to be found in the difficulty of precipitation without a nucleus. At a place

where the second material (silver nitrate) has only just penetrated, there may

be indeed a chemical interchange, but the resultant (silver arsenate) still

remains in a kind of solution. Only when further concentration has ensued,

can a precipitate in the usual sense be formed, and a visible line of silver

arsenate constituted. But this line will not thicken itself far outwards, since

the silver arsenate forming a little beyond, as the diffusion progresses, will

prefer to diffuse back and deposit itself upon the nucleus already in existence.

In this way the space just outside the nucleus becomes denuded of the weaker

ingredient (sodium arsenate). This process goes on for a time, but ultimately

when the stronger solution has penetrated to a place where a sufficiency of

the weaker still remains, a condition of things arises where a new precipitation

becomes possible. But between these lines of precipitation there is a clear

space. The process then recurs and, as it appears, with much regularity.

This view harmonizes with the observed diminution of the linear period as

the concentration increases.

We may perhaps carry the matter a little further, considering for simplicity

the case where the original boundary is a straight line, the strong solution

occupying the whole of the region on one side where x (say) is negative.

For each line of precipitation x is constant, and the linear period may be

called dx. According to the view taken, the data of the problem involve

three concentrations—the two concentrations of the original solutions and

that of arsenate of silver at which precipitation occurs without a nucleus.

The three concentrations may be reckoned chemically. There are also three

corresponding coefficients of diffusion. Let us inquire how the period dx

may be expected to depend on these quantities and on the distance x from

the boundary at which it occurs. Now dx, being a purely linear quantity,

can involve the concentrations only as ratios; otherwise the element of mass

would enter into the result uncompensated. In like manner the diffusibilities

can be involved only as ratios, or the element of time would enter. And since

these ratios are all pure numbers, dx must be proportional to x. In words,

the linear period at any place is proportional, aeteris panbus, to the distance

from the original boundary. In this argument the thickness of the film

—

another linear quantity—is omitted, as is probably for the most part legitimate.

In imagination we may suppose the film to be infinitely thin or, if it be of

finite thickness, that the diffusion takes place strictly in one dimension.

The specimens that I have prepared, though inferior to M. Leduc's, show
the leading features sufficiently well. I have used the arsenate of silver

procedure, and the broadening of the intervals in passing outwards is very

evident when the plate is viewed through a Coddington lens.
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Hookham's Crystals.

Another remarkable example of fine periodic structure was brought to my
notice by Mr George Hookham. In this case double refraction plays an

important part and a careful study of the crystals requires the use of a

polarizing microscope. I have had the advantage not only of receiving in-

teresting specimens and a sample of one of the solutions employed, but also

of witnessing for myself Mr Hookham's procedure.

The active ingredient is copper sulphate ; but, as it is desired to obtain

a film which is initially amorphous, other ingredients must be added. In the

solution given me there is both salycine and sugar. Mr Hookham describes

it as consisting of a solution saturated (in the cold) with copper sulphate and

salycine, to which is added 3 per cent, of strong syrup. A few drops are

placed upon a strip of glass, such as are ordinarily used for microscopic slides,

and are spread with the finger. The slide is then warmed over a spirit lamp,

when any excess of liquid may be thrown off. By a further application of

heat the whole is then dried somewhat rapidly. There is usually immediate

formation of crystals at the edges, but throughout a space in the interior the

film should be amorphous and nearly invisible. At this stage the amorphous

film shows nothing in the polariscope, but in a short time after cooling develop-

ments set in and proceed with rapidity. There is much here to excite admira-

tion and perplexity, as in other similar phenomena of crystallization, but the

feature in which I am specially interested, viz. the formation of a structure

periodic several thousand times in the inch, does not appear to present itself

unless the plate is kept warm until crystallization has set in. Mr Hookham

mentions a temperature about 30° F. above that of the room. I have usually

placed the slides over hot water pipes or on the mantelpiece.
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ON RESONANT REFLEXION OF SOUND FROM A

PERFORATED WALL.

[Philosophical Mafjazine, Vol. xxxix. pp. 225—233, 1920.]

[Note.—This paper, written in 1919, was left by the Author ready for press

except that the first two pages were missing. The preliminary sentences,

taken from a separate rough sheet, were perhaps meant to be expanded.

Prof. Wood* had observed highly coloured effects in the reflexion from a

granular film of sodium or potassium, which he attributed to resonance from

the cavities of a serrated structure of rod-like crystals.]

This investigation was intended to illustrate some points discussed with

Prof. R. W. Wood. But it does not seem to have much application to the

transverse vibrations of light. Electric i-esonators could be got from thin

conducting rods \\ long ; but it would seem that these must be disposed with

their lengths perpendicular to the direction of propagation, not apparently

leading to any probable structure.

The case of sound might perhaps be dealt with experimentally with bird-

call and sensitive flame. A sort of wire brush would be used.

The investigation follows the same lines as in Theory of Sound, 2nd ed.

I
3.51 (1896), where the effect of porosity of walls on the reflecting power for

sound is considered. In the complete absence of dissipative influences, what

is not transmitted must be reflected, whatever may be the irregularities in

the structure of the wall. In the paragraph referred to, the dissipation

regarded is that due to gaseous viscosity and heat conduction, both of which

causes act with exaggerated power in narrow channels. For the present

purpose it seems sufficient to employ a simpler law of dissipation.

Let us conceive an otherwise continuous wall, presenting a flat face at a;=0,

to be perforated by a great number of similar narrow channels, uniformly

* [See Phil. Mag, July 1919, pp. 98—112, especially p. Ill, where a verbal opinion of Lord

Eayleigh is quoted that in certain cases the grooves of gratings might possibly act as resonators.

The explanation of the absorption of sound by porous bodies such as curtains, given in Theory

of Sound, second edition, §§ 348—3.51, dates back to 1883: see Scientific Papers, Vol. ii. No. 103,

pp. 220—5, " On porous bodies in relation to Sound."]
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distributed, and bounded by surfaces everywhere perpendicular to the face

of the wall. If the channels be sufficiently numerous relatively to the wave-

length of vibration, the transition, when sound impinges, from simple plane

waves on the outside to the waves of simple form in the interior of the

channels occupies a space which is small relatively to the wave-length, and

then the connexion between the condition of things outside and inside admits

of simple expression.

On the outside, where the dissipation is neglected, the velocity potential

(<^) of the plane waves, incident and reflected in the plane of wy, at angle 9,

is subject to

d-(l>ldt- = a- (d-(t)/dav' + d-4,/df), (1)

or if <^ cc e'"', where n is real,

d'cb/dx- + d^'tpldy^ + k-(f) = 0, (2)

k being equal to n/a. The solution of (1) appropriate to our purpose is

Jj _ gi{nt+kysme) I^gikx cos i Jjg—ikxcos9\ /g\

the first term representing the incident wave travelling towards — x, and the

second the reflected wave. From (3) we obtain for the velocity u parallel to x,

and the condensation s, when x = 0,

M=^ = e'('"+*3'^'"»'*cos6l(A-5), (4)
dx

as=-^-^ = -'-^e''i«'+*?'^™«i(A + £), (5)
a dt a

u ^ B — A ,„-.

so that — = cos6' p-—j- (b)
as B + A

For the motion inside a chamiel we introduce in (1) on the left a term

hdj>ldt, h being positive, to represent the dissipation. Thus, if (p be still

proportional to e'"-*, we have in place of (2)

d'(f>ldx' + d'cj^/dy^ + d'(f>ldz' + k'"-j> = 0, (7)

where A;'= is now complex, being given by

k'" = k- — inhja^ (8)

If we write k' = h — ik^, where k^, k^ are real and positive, we have

k^"-k;- = k\ k^k^ = hnh/a^ (9)

At a very short distance from the mouth of the channel d^<p/dy^, d'^ip/de-

in (7) may be neglected, and thus

^ = e'"' {A' cos k'x + B' sin k'x] (10)

If the channel be closed &t x = — l,

A' sin k'l + B' cos Ml = 0,
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and we may take

^ = A" cos k' (x + I) e'""* (11)

From (11) when x is very small,

n = d4>/dx = -k'A" sin Je'l.e^''*, (12)

as = - a-^d(j}/dt = - ikA" cos k'l . e»", (13)

so that -=~tank'l (14)
((.s ik

Now, under the conditions supposed, where the transition from the state

of things outside to that inside, at a distance from the mouth large compared

with the diameter of a channel, occupies a space which is small compared

with the wave-length, we may assume that s is the same in (6) and (14), and

that

(o- + o-') u in (6) = au in (14),

where a represents the perforated area and a' the unperforated. Accordingly,

if we put ^ = 1, as we may do without loss of generality, the condition to

determine B is

5— 1_ cr k' tan k'l , ,

B + i~ (c^+a-'jcose iic
^ ^

If there be no dissipation in the channels, h = 0, and k' = k. In this case

„ ((T + a') cos 6 cos kl — ia sin kl .. .,
i)=, 77 7^ ri -. -. j-j (lo)

(a+ a) COS cos kl + la sm kl

Here Mod B=l, or the reflexion is total, as of course it should be. If in

(16) (7 = 0, -8 = 1, the wall being unperforated. On the other hand, if a = 0,

the partitions between the channels being infinitely thin,

jy _ cos 6 cnfi kl — i sin kl

cos 6 cos kl + i sin kl
^

In the case of perpendicular incidence 6 = 0, and

B = e--'''', (18)

the wall being in effect transferred from x^O to x = -l.

We have now to consider the form assumed when k' is complex. In (15)

cos k'l = cos kj cos ik„l + sin kA sin ik„L ]
I nQ\

sin k'l = sin kil cos ik^l — coskjsinikj. J

Before proceeding further it may be worth while to deal with the case

where h, and consequently k^, is very small, but k,l so large that vibrations

in the channels are sensibly extinguished before the stopped end is reached.

In this case

cos ikJ = ie*2^, sin ikJ = -lie*-',

so that in (19), tan k'l = - i. Also by (!)), k'/k = 1, and (15) becomes

B-l a

B+l~ (a^+Vj^sd' ^^^^
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making B = when, for example, a' = 0, cos 8 = 1. The reflexion may also

vanish when the obliquity of incidence is such as to compensate for a finite cr'.

In examining the formula for the general case we shall write for brevity

cos ^ (o- + o-')/cr = *S', (21 j

and drop I, so that k^, k^, k stand respectively for kj, k^l, kl. This makes no

difference to the first of equations (9), while the second becomes

k^k^ = \nJiPla' (9 bis)

„, „ kS cos ¥ — ik' sin k' ,^^Thus B=-., ,, ,
.., . ,, (22)

AvS COS k + ik sm k

Separating real and imaginary parts, we find for the numerator of iJ in ( 22

)

cos kl COS ik^
, „ /t'l tan ik„ , ,kb .

' — k.2 tan k^

+H tan iX'a , , 7 . ^2 tan ih
kS tan A,\ -.

—' — /i'; tan ^i + .(23)

"o

The denominator of (22) is obtained (with altered sign) by writing — S
for ,S' in (23).

In what follows we are concerned with the modulus of B. Leaving' out

factors common to the numerator and denominator, we may take

Mod^ Numerator = \kS - ^L_*^'_= _ /^^ tan k,

, tan ?7to , \ ,
, kr, tan ikz

—.— " — k, tan Kl + -
I / I

kS "—.-- - k, ] tan h + T^ \
• ( 24

)

The evanescence of 5 requires that of both the squares in (21<), or that

kS = -^—
-. ? + h, tan k^ = ik-^ cot ik.^ — k^ cot k^, (2 .5

)

or again with elimination of S,

iki (tan ik^ + cot iZ;,) = k^ (tan k^ + cot k^),

whence k^ sin 2^-, + ik^ sin ^ik., = 0, (26)

or in the notation of the hyperbolic sine

^1 sin 2A'i = k„_ sinh Ik^ (27)

If this equation, independent of a, a', and cos 6, can be satisfied, it allows

us to find kl from an assumed A'a, or conversely, and thence k by means of (9).

The next step is to calculate S by means of one of equations (25). If S, so

found, > cos 0, we may choose a'/a so that B shall vanish ; but it S < cos 0, no

ratio a'/a will serve to annul the reflexion. If the incidence be perpendicular,

S must exceed unity. If S were negative, the reflexion would be finite, what-

ever may be the angle of incidence and the ratio a /a.
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It is natural to expect an evanescence of reflexion when the damping is

small and the tuning such as to give good resonance. In this case we may

suppose k, and tt - 2k* to be small, and then (27) gives approximately

4fc2'A - . - - - -. -TT /. 6/(;,^>

.,.J(:_^'), .../W-« = i(i-^> .(28)

By (2.5) kS = l\ tanh i'a + k.2 tan k^

= ki tanh kz + ^a/tan {^hsjir)

= 5-(l + ^.+ ...),

so that b = ft'o 1+ 1 + ^U,= +... (29)

.Sinci- S is large and positive, the condition for no reflexion can be satisfied

by making the perforated area a small enough.

For a more general discussion we may trace the curves (B, A, Fig. 1)
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representing the two members of (27), regarding l\ and ^2 as abscissae and

taking as ordinates

y = ki sin 2k„ y' = Ic^ sinh 2k., (30)

If ki and k\ be both small,

y = 2Av (1 - p,^), y' = 2A-.r (1 + f/.-), (31)

so that at the origin both curves touch the line of abscissae and start with the

same curvature. Subsequently y' >y and increases with great rapidity. On
the other hand, y vanishes whenever k^ is a multiple of ^tt, although the

successive loops increase in amplitude in virtue of the factor kj. The solutions

of (27) correspond, of course, to the equality of the ordinates y and y'. It is

evident that there are no solutions when y is negative. The most important

occur when k, is small and 2^l just short of tt. But to the same small values

of {'2 correspond also values of 2/ci which fall just short of Stt, Stt, etc., or which

just exceed 27r, irr, etc. More approximately these are

,,, 4<cosm77.L^ ,_„.
2A^i = m7r+ ~, (32)

where m = l, 2, 3, etc.

In order to examine whether these solutions are really available, we must

calculate S. By (25)

, /, 1 , \ /mir 2 cos nnr . h,^\ , ,
finir 2 cos mir . k.,-\

kS = kJl-- k.Al--+ +/v2tan -^ + --).

\ 3 / \ 2 nnr ) V 2 in-w I

If m is odd, we have approximately

and if in is even,

kS^'^il^ki); (33)

^^-'^\^^K\~^.-\)\ m
Since k is approximately ^mir, we see that when m is odd, S is large, and

the condition of no reflexion can be satisfied, as when m = \. On the other

hand, when m is even, S> is small, and here also the condition of no reflexion

can be satisfied, at any rate at high angles of incidence.

It should be remarked that high values of m, leading to high values of k,

correspond with overtones of the resonating channels.

A glance at Fig. 1 shows that there is no limitation upon the values of the

positive quantities k^ and k.,. And since k^ is always greater than k^, k, as

derived from k^ and k.^, is always real and positive.

So far we have supposed that the values of k^, corresponding with small

values of k^, are finite, as when m = 1, 2, 3, etc. But the figure shows that
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solutions of (27) may exist when k^, as well as h,, is small. In this case we

obtain from (31)
k,' = kH^+iM)' (^-5)

making k' =k,' -kJ = ik,' (36)

Hence by (25)

kS = k, tanh k, + k, tan k, = 2k/ (1 + | k,'), ( 37

)

and ,?= V3.(1 + |A"/) (38)

Here again the condition of no reflexion can be satisfied, whatever the

angle (9) of incidence, by a suitable choice of a'/a. But the damping is no

longer small, in spite of the smallness of /,•„, since k^ is not now small in com-

jKuison with k^ and k. On the contrary, k^ and k^ are nearly equal, and B is

small in comparison with ko, so that this case stands apart.

Not only is it always possible to find a series of values of k^ satisfying ( 27

)

with any assumed value of Av, but the values so obtained make S positive.

For in (26) k^, L, tanh k, are positive, and so also is tan/ci, since

tan ki = sin ikj2 cos- k^,

and sin 2ki is positive.

It is a question of some importance to consider whether when a, a' , and 6,

determining 8, are given, the reflexion can always be annulled by a suitable

choice of k,^ and k.^. It appears that the answer is in the affirmative. Let us

consider the various loops of Fig. 1 which give possible values of k.^. The

ranges for 2ki are from to tt, from 27r to Zir, from 47r to bir, and so on.

As we have seen, the intermediate ranges are excluded. In the first range

between and ir we found that )S' may be made as great as we please by a

sufficiently close ajDproach to tt. At the other end where k^ = 0, the value

of (S' was V3, or 1'7321. This is the smallest value which occurs. When
2A'i = Itt, it appears that A-., = •5656, A;

= '.5449, and /S' = 1-776*- And again,

when 2/;i = f7r, A-, = .5707, )S'=1'964. We conclude that within this. range

some value of k^ with its accompanying k., can be found which shall annul the

reflexion, provided S exceed 1'7321, but not otherwise.

In each of the other admissible ranges, *S' takes all positive values from to

X . At the beginning of a range when 2ki slightly exceeds 27r, 47r, etc., *S' starts

from 0, as appears from (34) ; and at the end of a range, as 37r, ott, etc. are

approached, 8 is very great (33). Within each of these ranges it is possible

to annul the reflexion by a suitable choice of k^, k„, whatever a, a', and 6

may be.

If the actual value of 8 differs from that calculated, the reflexion is finite,

and we may ask what it then becomes. If we denote tl\e value of 8, as

calculated from k^, k^, by 8^, (24) gives

Mod'^ Numerator = k- ( 8 - 8„Y {1 + tan^ k^ tanh^ /i-,|,

* [This result (1-776) is a correction of the value (1-947) given in the original. W. F. S.]
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and in like manner (by changing the sign of ;S'),

Mod- Denominator = k- {S + S^f [1 + tan- k^ tanh^ k^}
;

and hence Uod'B=(^^}]\ (39)

where S = cosd (a + (t')/(7 (21)

If a, the perforated area, is relatively great, it makes little difference what

its actual value may be, but if a is relatively small, as in the case of strong

resonance, it is otherwise.

It would be preferable to suppose S fixed at S„ and to calculate the effect

of a variation of k with h given. The resulting expressions are, however,

rather complicated, and it is evident without calculation that the reflexion

will be very sensitive to changes of wave-length when there is high resonance

as a consequence of small dissipation and accurate tuning. The spectrum of

the reflected light [in the corresponding optical circumstances] would then

show a narrovj black band.
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